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Entered as second class matter at the New York Post. Office. criticisms of his reply, involving the cardinal
laws of the wave-theory, being conclusively
OUR WORK IN EKGLAND.
answered and set aside, the weaker points of
defence naturally cease to have any important
We give below, at the request of many weight.
friends in England, including Drs. Pearce and
Now, without further introductory remarks,
Audsley, our reply to the chief points of crit I will undertake to meet and neutralize the
icism urged against Dr. Pearce's arguments in only criticisms urged by Dr. Taylor that really
the London Musical Opinion by the eminent bear in support of the wave-theory with any
Prof. Sedley Taylor of Cambridge University. degree of plausibility. Here is a full quota
Our reply, though containing some points we tion of his remarks :
have urged in previous volumes of the Micro
"Dr. Pearce lays It down as an obvious consequence
cosm, will bear re-examination and will be of the wave-theory 'that the sounding body which
vibrates
furthest, or causes the greatest disturbance of
found re-assuring to our readers. They can the air, should
produce the loudest sound, and should
be
heard
the greatest distance.' It is, however, not
not be answered by Dr. Taylor nor by any true that at
a considerable extent of swing in a vibrating
other advocate of the wave-theory :
body necessarily sets up an equally extensive vibration
in the air. Thus, to take the illustration adduced by
THE NEW SOUND-THEORY. DR. SEDLEY Dr. Pearce, when a tuning-fork is in vibration a large
of the air in contact with the prongs slips off
TAYLOR'S REPLY TO DR. PEARCE RE part
laterally from their faces, instead of being condensed
VIEWED BY DR. HALL.
or rarefied by their movement; and, therefore, but
little wave motion is directly communicated by the
to the air, and but a weak sound started in it.
To the Editor Musical Opinion and Music prongs
Accordingly, when a tuning-fork is held in the hand its
Trade Review:
note is feeble, but if its stem be made to touch a sound
board—the particles of air in contact with which can
Sir,—In the September and October num not slip off it laterally in anything like the same degree
as from the prongs—the sound heard becomes much
bers of your journal Dr. Sedley Taylor, of louder.
It is, I think, a further error that, in the sen
tence
quoted above, the carrying power of a sound is
Cambridge University, attempts a reply to assumed
to depend only on the amount of air disturb
the arguments which Dr. Pearce had con ance caused in originating it, and not at all on the
pitch
and
quality of the sound, which, common ex
densed in previous issues from my writings on perience tells
one, have much to do with its capacity
the substantial theory of sound as opposed to for being heard at a great distance."
the wave-theory. I feel sure that your readers,
The points raised in this criticism I have
seeing my name so often mentioned as the answered in my various discussions of the sub
originator of the new theory of sound, will be ject on more than a dozen different occasions
interested in a full reply from me to Dr. in my various writings, which, had Dr. Taylor
Taylor's strictures, as well as an explicit state seen, would have prevented the penning of his
ment from my pen as to the real principles of reply.
the Substantial Philosophy. I shall try to be
He seems at first inclined to deny the truth
as brief as the nature of the case will permit, of the position that according to the waveand at the same time shall hope to be so ex theory, the sounding body of the greatest am
plicit in my statements of facts and arguments plitude of swing, and which consequently pro
that no advocate of the wave-theory will fail duces the greatest disturbance of the air
to see and feel their force.
should necessarily produce the loudest sound
As a matter of course no one will expect me and be heard at the greatest distance. Plainly
to make an exhaustive reply to every point at first he was tempted, as we judge by read
raised by Dr. Taylor in his criticisms of Dr. ing between thelines, to attack this well-known
Pearce's paper, as this would consume too teaching of the wave-theory, seeing the man
much space ; nor would the necessarily brief ifest destruction to that phase of the theory
and imperfect discussion of so many incidental which the widely and powerfully vibrating
objections be at all necessary, since the main tuning-fork had wrought, considering its
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sound only capable of being heard eight or ten to compress a small fraction of this air and
feet away when its prongs were vibrating at let a "large part" of it " slip off laterally "
their greatest amplitude in a still room. No without being compressed.
wonder the learned professor should feel that Prof. Helmholtz, the highest German au
the case as presented by Dr. Pearce called for thority, says :
some desperate remedy. Hence his first im
"A periodically oscillating sonorous body
pulse as we suspect to deny the doctrine of produces a similar periodical motion, first in
the theory that the loudness of sound must the mass of air and then in the drum of the
correspond exactly to the width of swing of ear."—Sensations of Tone, p. 16.
Now, how can the air-particles in front of
the air-particles caused by the vibrating body.
But instantly remembering the teaching of all the prong receive a "similar periodical mo
tion" when a "large part" of them "slips
the text-books that
off laterally without oscillating at all ? Is there
"We have already learned that what is
loudness in our sensations, is, outside of us any slipping off laterally of the prong itself ?
Now hear what Prof. Alfred M. Mayer, the
nothing more than width of swing or ampli
tude of the vibrating air particles." * * * highest American authority says, in his great
" The loudness or intensity of the note de
pends on the distance within which the sep articles on Sound in "Appleton's Encyclo
pedia :"
arate atoms of air vibrate." * * *
" The greater volume of sound heard every
" It is also apparent'that all the character
where throughout the room can only be due to istics of the periodic motion at the source of the
the greater amount of motion communicated to sound will be impressed on the surrounding
the air of the room." (Tyndall on sound, pp. air, and transmitted through it to a distance."
48, 62, 73.)
Is it one of the characteristics of the source
The doctor apparently stopped short here, of the sound—"the oscillating prongs"—to
accepted the situation, and caught at the only " slip off laterally" and stop vibrating?
Thus all through these authorities it is
other visible means of saving the theory,
namely, that the tuning-fork, being so small taught in dozens of places that all the air in
a body, permits "a large part of the air in contact with the front of the prong is com
contact with the prongs to slip off laterally pressed into a condensation at each forward
from their faces instead of being condensed or movement, and such a desperate resort as this
rarefied by their movement !" Of course if slipping-off laterally of a " large part of the
this dernier resort of ourcriticsignominiously air in contact" to account for certain instru
should break down even Dr. Taylor would ad ments giving forth but little sound, never en
mit without hesitation that the wave-theory tered the mind of any writer on acoustics
is no longer tenable, especially in the face of till it came up as an offset to the otherwise in
the fact that if there is no slipping off admissi superable objection to the wave-theory, that
ble, then the powerfully vibrating fork, with the prongs of the tuning-fork with their great
its consequent powerful condensations of the amplitude of swing and their powerful con
air which actually produce almost no audible densations of the air according to theory,
"produce absolute silence" ten feet away.
sound, must necessarily destroy the theory.
But before proceeding to answer this slip- Manifestly, as before remarked, this quibble
ping-off attempt to escape the force of Dr. killed, and the whole wave-theory dies with it,
Pearce's argument—an attempt by the way, as Dr. Taylor evidently sees. We now come
which originated with the distinguished Prof. to the administration of its death blows.
Stokes, of Cambridge University, and was Before taking up the sound-board phase of
adopted by Lord Eayleigh—let us carefully Dr. Taylor's argument, we refer the reader to
examine a few of the highest authorities on the fact that the common little pitch-pipe with
the subject in regard to the real function of a tongue only the eighth of an inch wide and
the tuning-fork in the production and propa an inch long—not the twentieth the area of a
gation of sound waves. Prof. Tyndall says : tuning-fork's prong—produces a sound that can
"Imagine one of the prongs of the vibrating be heard half a mile in an open field. Why
fork swiftly advancing, it compresses the air does not the air slip off laterally from this
immediately in front of it, and when it retreats little brass reed and refuse to be condensed?
it leaves apartial vacuum behind, the process But I will now give Dr. Taylor an easier case
being repeated at every subsequent advance
and retreat. The whole function of the tun and one of less complication than a pitch-pipe
ing-fork is to carve the air into these condensa and see how his slipping-off explanation will
tions and rarefactions."—Lectures on Sound, meet it : A certain species of locust described
by Darwin in his "Origin of Species," and
p. 62.
Thus the highest English authority declares which is heard during the summer months all
that the " tohole function " of the tuning-fork over the American continent, will sit on a
is to "compress and carve the air " in front of green leaf, without even its poor little body
it " into, condensations and rarefactions,"—not I serving as a sound-board, and by an almost
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imperceptible vibration of its thorax will emit
sound-pulses that are heard in the open air
from a mile to a mile and a half in all direc
tions. These trifling vibrations, which liberate
this enormous amount of sound -force, are
Bcarcely perceptible when standing within a
few inches of the insect, as I have frequently
observed ; yet this sounding instrument—not
a thousandth part the weight of a tuning-fork
of the same pitch—will send forth sound-pulses
(not air-waves, my dear doctor) that will fill
more than four cubic miles of air with audible
sound, sending it more than 1,000 times as far
as can the most powerfully vibrating fork ever
bowed.
Why do not the air-particles, so accommo
dating in the case of the tuning-fork, "slip off
laterally" from the polished thorax of this
little vibrating instrument and thus be audible
only eight or ten feet away, thereby to save
the wave-theory from annihilation?
No; according to that theory, this little in
strument by its almost infinitesimal mechanical
power actually converts four cubic miles of
air into "condensations and rarefactions "—as
these alone, according to the theory, consti
tute sound-waves—thereby generating suffi
cient heat, according to Laplace as now uni
versally taught, to augment the elasticity of
the air one-sixth, and thereby add one-sixth,
or 174 feet a second to the velocity of its own
sound.
Yes, the learned Dr. Taylor, as instructor of
acoustical students in Cambridge University,
should know that in thus filling four cubic miles
of air with its sound this insect must exert
mechanically upon this mass of air an actual
condensing or squeezing force of more than the
mechanical energy exerted by a million loco
motive-engines under full head of steam draw
ing trains of cars, if there be one shred of
truth in the wave-theory of sound. Reader,
this astounding proposition I will now pro
ceed to demonstrate.
The real question at once presents itself,
how much mechanical pressure must be ex
erted upon a given mass of air through which
a sound-wave is passing, in order to raise its
temperature sufficiently to generate the heat
required by the wave-theory? Prof. Tyndall
did not dare to give this increase of density in
the compressed half of the sound-wave, for he
well knew that every cubic inch of air re
quired mechanical energy, and if he should
name any fraction of the normal density,
never so small, it would involve a fatal multi
plication for the wave-theory. Laplace did
not dare to name the fraction of increased
density necessary to the theory, though his
formula required every cubic inch of the air
filled by a given sound to be mechanically
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squeezed by the sounding body sufficiently to
give the necessary heat thereby to be gener
ated, as really as if each cubic inch were com
pressed in a cylinder under the force of a
piston. Why did he not intimate the fraction
of increased density this quantity of heat
would require to be given to the air?
Helmholtz, in like manner, in his "Sensa
tions of Tone," steered clear of the problem so
essential to the very existence of the wavetheory. So did Lord Rayleigh in his "Theory
of Sound." So did Dr. Sedley Taylor in his
critical work entitled "Sound and Music."
Not one of them ventured to give this essential
fact of the wave-theory by which to show its
rationality.
But our own Prof. Mayer, to.his credit be it
said, was not afraid of facing the figures. See
ing this missing-link staring the wave-theory
in the face, which no other writer on sound
had dared to broach, like a brave scientist he
flatly gave it to the world in his Encyclopae
dia article before referred to, and without see
ing the result of his bravery thus closed down
the lid of the coffin upon the wave-theory for
ever. Here are his words :
" This compression gives for the compressed
half of the wave an increase o/t^7 to the ordin
ary density of the atmosphere."—Article on
"Sound," American Encyclopaedia.
Now it only requires a beginner in arithmetic
to calculate the number of cubic inches in the
four cubic miles of air condensed by the me
chanical energy of this insect, according to
theory, and then to consider that it takes fif
teen pounds of mechanical pressure to double
the density of each cubic inch, and he will at
once demonstrate that the locust in thus in
creasing the density of every cubic inch of that
mass of air jfy over its normal density, must
actually exert a squeezing force for about one
minute at a time, of more than five thousand
million tons !
There is no evading these facts and figures.
Yet that insect could not produce a quarter of
a pennyweight of mechanical pressure upon
any object by exerting all its strength upon
it. Such, reader, is a mere sample of the pro
digious mechanical absurdities with which the
wave-theory is loaded from beginning to end.
But Dr. Taylor seems to derive consolation
from the fact that after the tuning-fork's
prong has allowed a great part of the air to
"slip off latterly," if its stem should be held
against a sound-board, so broad that the air
can not slip off to the same degree, its sound
is very much louder than before.
I have shown in the "Problem of Human
Life"—my original scientific book in which
the wave-theory was for the first time
assailed—that writers on sound have always
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been mistaken concerning the cause of this
augmentation of the sound of strings, tuningforks, etc., by means of sound-boards. Dr.
Taylor, like his predecessors, has, of course,
fallen into the same almost inexcusable error.
Let me first state the law upon this subject as
laid down by the substantial theory of soundforce in a general way, and then prove its
truth beyond a doubt by application to the in
creased loudness caused by touching the stem
of the tuning-fork to a sound-board. This law
is,—that the volume or intensity of sound
produced by any sounding body, depends en
tirely upon the sonorous property of such vi
brating body itself, or in other words, upon
its inherent quality of liberating this form of
force from the fountain of natural energy, and
that in no sense does it depend upon the air
waves or atmospheric disturbance such vi
brating body may send off. This is one of the
fundamental laws of the substantial theory,
the correctness of which will immediately be
demonstrated.
As positive proof that the increased sound
heard by touching the stem of a tuning-fork
to the sound- board is not caused by the in
creased air-waves thus sent off from the
broader surface, let any one of my readers
try the following simple and conclusive ex
periment : take a very thin dry pine board
about six by eight inches, press the stem of
the vibrating fork against it, and instantly its
sonorous property will so augment the volume
of sound as to increase it at least a hundred
fold. Now, take a piece of iron of the same
dimensions, having very slight sonorous prop
erty but which, owing to its less compressibil
ity and greater elasticity, will repeatthe vibra
tions of the fork many times more distinctly
and powerfully than will the soft, yielding
pine wood, as can be felt by the hand, and
consequently will transfer said vibrations
much more energetically to the air than will
the wood, yet it is a fact that almost no per
ceptible augmentation of the sound will be
produced from the iron !
Why is it, ye sages of the wave-theory, that
the more energetic vibrations of the iron
sound-board under the stem of the fork, with
their much greater action on the air, do not
produce a fiftieth part of the sonorous effect
caused by the soft pine sound-board with its
less vibrations and its consequently less ener
getic effect on the air?
The wave-theory can give no sort of answer
to this question, but stands dumb before the
bar of scientific justice with its jaws locked
and its tongue tied. But Substantialism, on
the contrary, has a quick and ready answer
which is in exact accordance with the sonor
ous law just laid down, as will soon be shown.
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Plainly, the fifty-fold increase, both of the
intensity and range of the sound from the pine
wood over that from the iron is not caused by
the pitch or quality of the sound as Dr. Taylor
intimates, for in both cases the sound remains
exactly of the same pitch and quality as when
the fork was held sounding in the fingers.
Surely Dr. Taylor must know that the pitch
has nothing to do with the loudness or range
of sound even according to the wave-theory,
for the intensity and range both depend upon
the "width of swing of the vibrating air
particles," according to Prof. Tyndall. A
tuning-fork of a high key can be heard no
further than one of a low key, while an Afork, of the same pitch exactly as that of our
little locust, produces less than the TOs.^ratwinr
of its volume of sound counting the cubical
space they each fill, with perhaps a hundred
times greater vibratory effect on the air from
the fork !
Who, then, but a substantialist could be ex
pected to give any rational answer to our
question as to why the fork, with its stem
resting against the piece of wood, should
produce so much more sound than with its
stem resting against the piece of iron? Here
is the answer that any young substantialist in
America would give to this problem without
even stopping to think : The piece of wood,
though vibrating less energetically than the
piece of iron and producing less action on the
air, possesses a superior sonorous property and
is the better adapted to the liberation of soundforce from the natural fountain of substantial
energy, just as our little locust, with its.
hundred times less vibration or action on the
air, is a million times better liberator of soundforce than the tuning-fork, simply because of
its superior sonorous property.
This is an unequivocal demonstration that
the sound-board augments the sound of the
tuning-fork and of the strings of musical in
struments, not by increasing their action on
the air, but by the liberation of a larger quan
tity of sound-force from the surrounding res
ervoir of natural energy, and consequently
the whole wave-theory breaks down right
here without another argument against it.
Will Dr. Taylor squarely meet this argument
or else manfully give up the wave theory,
since evidently he can conceive of no reply to
the trifling sound of the tuning-fork with its
powerful action on the air, except this slipping-off and sound-board explanation now
summarily taken from him? The eyes of
America as well as of England are upon him,
and no mere skimming remarks will meet the
case.
Further, we ask Dr. Taylor now to tell us
why a set of magnets on one dynamo-machine
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will liberate ten times more electricity than
another set of the same size and revolved at
the same rate?
His answer no doubt would be, that the one
set of magnets contains ten times more of that
mysterious magnetic property that develops
the electric current than the other, and conse
quently is ten times better adapted to liber
ating the substantial but immaterial electric
fluid from the natural fountain of force. Why
«in he not apply the same reasoning to soundforce, with all the insuperable facts and argu
ments here presented, and let the impractica
ble notion of air-waves assumed by his theory
be cast to the scientific dogs, where it should
have gone long ago? .
Dr. Taylor would hardly be satisfied at this
,enlightened day to look upon that marvelous
,electric fluid, that is now working such me
chanical wonders, as the mere vibration of the
air caused by the rotation of the dynamos.
'On the contrary, his common-sense would the
,better be satisfied by regarding electricity, as
well as the magnetism which aids in its liber
ation, as a substantial something,—as a real
though immaterial entity. Why not then ap
ply the same common-sense logic to soundforce, and look upon it as an objective, sub
stantial, though imriaterial entity, which
addresses our sense of hearing practically on
the same principle as substantial odor ad
dresses our sense of smell ?
No one thinks of teaching that odor consists
t)f the motion of the air, or that we smell by the
vibration of the nasal membrane set into sim
ple harmonic oscillations by the odorous pulses
issuing from a flower garden. Nor does any
scientist teach that we taste the various deli
cate flavors by our palate ' ' swinging to and
fro with the motion of a pendulum." Nor
would any man be so wedded to wave-motion
as to insist that we see by the to and fro oscil
lation of the retina when it is known that any
motion of any part of the eye, however mi
nute, interferes with our sight.
Of what use then are the analogies ,of na
ture if we do not view all our sensations from
the same substantial standpoint, and abandon
the preposterous idea that the tympanum (not
a stretched membrane as usually supposed, but
a flaccid mass of tendenous fiber) was ever in
tended to vibrate to and fro to every sound
heard, as well as distinctly to reproduce the
vibrations of a hundred conflicting instruments
-at the same time 1
The fact that the wave-theory falls helpless
at our feet in attempting any kind of answer
to the difficulties sprung in this paper, while
the substantial theory unstammeringly ad
vances to the footlights—answering with a
«lear, ringing yes and no in every case and
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without the least hesitation—should leave no
room for doubt on the part of young scientists
either here or in England who have no pre
judices to conserve.
A. Wilford Hall, Ph. D., LL.D.
Editor of the Microcosm, New York.
ASSUMPTIONS IN REGARD TO LIGHT.
BY THOMAS MUNNELL.
The wave-theory is the arch beggar of the
age. There is scarcely a position taken it its
own defense whether relating to sound, light
or heat in which it does not beg the main
question. With a view to testing the truth of
this assertion let us look into a few of the
chief assumptions as to the nature of light.
1. The existence of ether extending through
all space, interstellarand interplanetary, is con
fidently assumed in order that light may have
the means of traveling everywhere in the
shape of undulations of said ether. This huge,
but to them indespensable, petitio principii is
defended with all the earnestness due to a well
ascertained scientific fact. The assumption
being vital to the theory its defense is un
avoidable, for how could the sun send its un
dulations over ninety odd millions of miles if
there were no medium by which to carry these
undulations? How could light reach our at
mosphere where undulations are possible
without an undulating medium of some kind ?
This demand of the wave-theory makes the de
fense of the ether theory a necessity however
presumptuous it may seem to all unprejudiced
men. But if light as taught by the Substan
tial Philosophy is a real entity lying along not
far from the line which separates the material
from the immaterial, why could not solar
force send it across said space in straight lines
as well as insupposedcrookedones? And why
could not this be done with less expenditure of
energy than would be needed to keep in con
stant perturbation the illimitable depths of
such ether? If our sun has forever to keep up
such agitation to the most distant planet—
28,000,000,000 miles—making one orbit of 56,000,000 diameters and extending the same dis
tance in all directions, the mechanical force
required would be an inconceivable waste, and
as the Creator seems always to execute the
mechanical work of the universe on the most
economical principles it is hard to believe that
He has made an exception to his general rule in
this case. The space embraced in a shell of solar
light of 56,000,000,000 miles radius would
contain more than three quadrillions of cubic
miles of ether (3,000,000,000,000,000,000,000) all
of which must be kept in unceasing commo
tion by force of solar rays if the ether theory
be true. I do not affirm the negative of this,
for it is not our present duty to affirm nega
tives so much as to point out the huge petitio
principiorum of the undulatory philosophy.
The duty of the hour with physicists, there
fore, is to show first that there are any waves
of sound, light or heat, and if this can not be
proved why every scientific requirement can
not be provided for by Substantialism just as
well.
2. Another assumption is, that admitting the
undulations of light as it flies from the sun to
the moon, and that it also waves its way from
the moon to the earth, how could said tiny
waves go dashing at the rate of 192,000 miles
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per second against the craggy surface of the
moon and not be too much deranged to pick
themselves up again, reorganize and come on in
good shape to the earth ? Let no one suppose
that we are trifling either with the facts or the
logic of the case, for all wave theorists hold
them to be real and veritable waves produced
in a material substance, and of course they are
subject to physical laws no matter if billions
of them do pass a given point every second.
If they are not too small to be created they are
not too small to be destroyed, and who knows
that lunar reflection has force enough to re
form them and drive them onward again just
as they started from the sun ? Scientists well
know that "the light of the sun is 600,000
times as powerful as that of the moon," and
also that the moon reflects none of the sun's
heat, so that with no solar heat and only
sWitnnr of its light the theory has but a poor
showing from a lunar standpoint. Should it
be true that undulations are the very na
ture of light,—are light itself,— and do not
need to be formed either on sun or moon, we
reply that light waves would be very unlike
waves of air or water, for these confessedly
are generated by external forces. Here are
the winds, bells, prongs of tuning-forks and
stringed instruments supposed to produce
waves, and should it now be held that lumin
ous waves are not generated by some sort of
solar force it will greatly weaken the argument
for the generation of sound waves on earth by
forces exterior to the waves themselves. But
if it be conceded that it requires all the power
of KingSol—bothheatand light—tocause said
luminous waves to reach the moon, what
power has Queen Luna with only ^j^njj of
solar light and none of its heat to reorganize
said smashed-up waves and send them on to us
at precisely the same speed, right side up and
in good order ?
I would remind the reader again that it is
not my business to-day to prove a negative,
but to present this second petitio of this giant
scientific beggar—the wave-theory of sound—
and to suggest how easily all these difficulties
are overcome by the theory of Substantialism ;
for if light is an immaterial substantial entity
emanating from the sun and flying by some
law of conduction not yet understood, its
striking the moon and glancing or reflecting
off to the earth is as natural as the boundings
of a rubber ball from the oblique surface of a
wall.
3. It is well known to physicists that "In
numerous phenomena light exerts a chemical
action (Ganot), which would be impossible
if light were nothing but motion." " Chloride
of silver blackens under the influence of light;
transparent phosphorus becomes opaque ;
vegetable coloring matters fade." Not only so,
but the chemical action differs in different
parts of the spectrum. It is more energetic in
violet than in any other part, and then away
beyond the violet are the invisible and still
more refrangible actinic rays from the sun of
decided chemical power. Then it is admitted
that "the most remarkable chemical action
which light exerts is in the growth of plants,"
and that "under the influence of the sun's
rays the chemical attraction which holds to
gether the carbon and oxygen is overcome."
* * * "When we burn petroleum or coal
we reproduce in some sense the light which the
sun has expended in former ages in the pro
duction of a pfimeval vegetable growth."
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The assumption that light is a nonentity as
soon as what is supposed to be its luminous,
vibrations have ceased, requires its advocates
to account for this stored up power it pos
sesses after geological ages have rolled into
the eternity past, and ready to leap into
active and even violent energy as soon as the
necessary chemical conditions are present.
Now if the sun's rays were nothing but un
dulations of ether, air or of both, how are we
to explain its chemical power, its influence on
vegetation, and many other powers we have not
space to mention ? It becomes luminous when
it reaches our atmosphere, but beyond that it
may be as invisible as when locked up and
packed away for millions of years in coal beds,
mineral oils and otherwise, without even sus
pecting its own potential nothingness. We
touch the piano keys and thereby tap nature's
great reservoir of sound force ; we develop the
subterranean storehouses of carboniferous de
posits, and flames of sunlight break away
from their long confinement to contradict the
notion that light is and al ways has been a non
entity—but here we pause for the present,
hoping ere long to dig a little deeper into this
mine of argumentation for Substantialism.
the: effects of our atmosphere OS
THE APPARENT SIZE OF HEAVENLY
BODIES.
Dr. Hall,—I need not say that it is with
diffidence the following thoughts are exposed
to public view, and that nothing but a desire
to know the truth impels me to write them.
The atmosphere acts as a convex lens, and
magnifies all bodies seen through it, as much
as a glass lens of the same refracting power.
Is not this self-evident? The disc of. the sun,
at the zenith, subtends an angle of 33'. How
much of this isdue to refraction ? Have astron
omers made any allowance for such refrac
tion? It occurs to me that the sun's disc
ought to be magnified, even when at the
zenith, and that it ought to increase in diameter
as it recedes from that point and goes towards
the horizon, because the atmospheric lens
increases in thickness. This may be the cause
of the sun's enlarged appearance at sunset or
sunrise.
I respectfully suggest that the Microcosm
investigate this subject.
If my conjecture is not faulty, very im
portant results must follow. The atmospheres
of the planets may be, and no doubt are, of
such thickness and density as to cause the sun
to appear to all nearly alike, and, of course, ta
equalize the amount of light and heat received
by them. The appearance of the sun, and the
amount of light and heat at the different
planets, as given in astronomy, depend upon
the law of decrease according to squared dis
tance, and were calculated independently of
atmospheric conditions. The densities and
specific gravities of the sun and planets, men
tioned in text-books, are evidently unfounded,
and should be expunged from the record.
Yours truly,
D. James.
LIFE AND DEATH.
BY J. I. SWANDER, D.D., PH.D.
What is life? The question still challenges
the wisdom of the world. Our observations
of its phenomena, however, justify us in our
attempts to give a definition of its essence*
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Preparatory to such an undertaking, we may
assume that there are two orders of life in the
universe—infinite and finite—and that while
the one is distinct from the universe the other
is a constitutional part thereof. We may also
safely assume and assert that the latter form
of this mysterious something is the product of
the former. Even the great apostles of
atheism have either been driven into silence or
compelled to surrender the position they once
occupied, that life is evolved from matter as a
phenomenon thereof. Upon the other hand,
Christian theism has of late years been
so quickened and strengthened by the tenets
and beneficial teachings of the Substantial
Philosophy as to acknowledge no evolution
except that which is rendered possible by
previous involution. The life of the creation
is from the Creator. It owes its existence to
the pre-existent. To assume the existence of
such a pre-existent Being is the essential start
ing-point, not only of all sound religious faith,
but also of all truly rational thinking and log
ical reasoning.
While Substantialism is largely in agree
ment at many points with the best teachings
of other organic modes of thought, it yet
goes beyond and rises majestically above all
others by the originality and consistency of
its claims that finite life is a substantial force,
created and ordained of God as a constituent
part of nature, and endowed with its own pe
culiar mission to animate matter, mould it
into various gradations of organic forms, and
thus enable it to praise the Creator for his
goodness, wisdom and power as demonstrated
in the grand economy and sublime purpose of
the universe.
If the foregoing definition of finite life, the
account of its origin and view of its nature be
correct, it must, in logical reasoning, follow
that death is something antithetic and in op
position thereto. If life is a substance, death
must in some sense partake of the nature of a
shadow. If life is from God, the actualization
of the possibility of death must have had a
different genesis. If life is a positive entity,
death must in some sense be like unto a neg
ative quantity. If life is a force, death must
be either an unqualified weakness or a, perver
sion of vital force. (See our "Substantial
Philosophy," chapters xi. and xii.)
In this paper we will aim to confine ourself
to the discussion of our subject as it relates to
the rational domain of finite being. The veg
etable and animal orders of organic existence
are not subject to death in the sense that that
term is properly used when applied to the
human race. The dissolution of the plant
does not disturb the harmony of nature or
make it subject unto vanity. The subsidency
of the animal is in accordance with the
Creator's purpose. In eithercase the economy
of nature is nelped rather than harmed; no
violence is done when plants and animals live
just long enough to fulfill their mission in the
wise and subordinate purpose in the general
constitution of things. Barring cruelty and
needless destruction by man, the animal sur
renders its life- force in an orderly way. Begin
ning, living and growing it appropriates only
from nature, and ceasing to live it yields back
the original elements of its organic subsist
ence. There is no violence done to any law ;
no matter is annihilated ; no force has been
destroyed or abnormally dissipated. While
the plant and the animal grow such growth
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is the result of the mastery of life-force over
mere chemism ; when they subside such sub
sidency is but the result of the reversal of this
order. The chemical forces so gain upon the
vital as to dissolve the organism and send its
constituent elements back to their common
reservoir. Hence of the animal, rather than of
man, it may be said : " There is no death ;
what seems so is"—solution.
Advancing, then, to the discussion of our
subject proper, we lay down the proposition
that only within the realm of rational being
should death be viewed as such in fact. Pass
ing by those apostate creatures " who kept
not their first estate," and in consequence of
their apostacy were "hurled headlong from
the ethereal skies," we confine our inquiries,
for the present, within the domain of the
human. Here we have an order of beings
each one of whom combines the spiritual as
well as the sensuous and material in his per
sonal and individual organization. As his
spiritual substance is directly from God, and
his person in the image tif God, his well-being
demands continued union and consequent
communion with his Maker. All the lines of
man's normal existence meet in a heavenly
center, and the whole periphery of his proper
being is so intoned with a divine melody that
" Through all the compass of the notes It ran,
. The diapason closing full in man."
The continuance of this harmony between
man and his maker is the fundamental condi
tion upon which man's spiritual and physical
forces may continue to work with harmony in
his wonderfully wrought constitution. In the
rational domain disharmony is incipient death.
Here we have death in reality. Because of
the deathlessness of man's spirit, the perver
sion of the substantial life force of his personal
being is the beginning of the death that never
dies—an everlasting abortion—a failure to
retain his proper dignity, and a consequent
failure to attain his proper destiny.
The foregoing is an intimation that death in
the human family is the development of sin.
But whence is sin? It is the realization
of a possibility. Then whence is the possi
bility? It has a two-fold basis—anthropolog
ical and theological. In other words it grounds
itself in human liberty of choice and in the
divine purpose to produce a creature possessed
of and perfected in that moral goodness which
is not attainable except through voluntary
obedience. It should, however, always be
borne in mind that there was no necessity for
the sad realization now seen in the records of
history. Hence it follows in logical reasoning
that while the possibility of death was a
necessity in the essential constitution of man,
death itself was not forced arbitrarily into'the
race or upon the world.
We now lay down the next proposition,
viz. : that just as little as animals can sin and
die, as a consequence thereof, so little could
sin and consequent death have entered the
organism of humanity through the animal or
physical side of its being. Whatever there
may have been of incipient lust or sensual
desire awakened in the primitive head of
the race, it certainly did nothing more
than to open the way for sin and con
sequent death to make their beginning in the
spirit side of human existence. In whatever
manner the instigation confronted and entered
man's spiritual bping, the possibility of sin
was first actualized in his spirit—at that point
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where the human stands in touch with the
Divine—and continued thence its development
through the province of the soul into the
body. The record of inspired history shows that
such was the fact. Although man died spirit
ually on the very day—in the very instant—
that he transgressed, the power of death, i.e.,
the perversion of the substantial life-force of
his personal being, was gradual in its march
into his corporeity. There is no record that
there was a genuine case of bodily death until
nearly 1,000 years after the Creation. Abel's
early departure partook more of the nature of
martyrdom than of mortality. Death, how
ever, reigned from Adam to Moses. The
struggle between two laws, or rather two
antagonistic forces, was continued in Adam's .
corporeal nature for 930 years, " and he died."
Several of his posterity attained to even a
greater longevity. After Noah's time the age
of man began to shorten. The death-force,
i.e., the perverted life-force, asserted itself
with ever-increasing power. At the time of
Moses—a 1,000 years after the flood—it was
only by reason of strength that some could pass
their four-score years. At the' present time
the average duration of life in the world does
not exceed thirty years, and would doubtless
fall very much below that number were it not
for the blessings of Christianity and the con
sequent benefits of Christian civilization which
are constantly dispensing their sanitary in
fluences over many of the nations and indi
viduals of the earth.
"And so it is written, the first man, Adam,
was made a living soul, the last Adam was
made a quickening spirit." Christ came that
men might have also physical life, and have
it more abundantly. Christianity brings a
sanitary influence upon the human body, as
well as a sanctifying substance into the human
soul. He who fails to see this as one of the
benefits of the incarnation had better mount
another pair of soteriological spectacles.
Statistics show most clearly that there is a
marked increase in the average duration of
life in those countries and under those condi
tions of society where Christianity and Chris
tian civilization are dispensing the healing
benefits which come fontally from "Him who
came to destroy death " by giving new life to
the world. This fact has been carefully ob
served by the actuaries of life insurance com
panies in settling the basis of their calcula
tions. Dr. Lange, in his excellent com
mentary, says: "So does the healing of the
new life mark its passage; first in renewing
the spirit-life, then the life of the soul, and
finally becoming visible in the restoration of
a new corporeal capacity for transformation
at tlfe end of the world." Perhaps it is in this
view of the truth that we are enabled to see
the meaning of Isaiah, 65:20. The power of
death shall be so diminished that "there shall
be no more thence an old man that hath not
filled his days : for the child shall die an hun
dred years old."
Such greater longevity is attainable. 1.
Because the life of the second Adam, the
quickening spirit, is already at work in the
organism of humanity, delivering it from the
' ' bonds of corruption, " and freeing it from the
"law (force) of sin and death." 2. Because
that under the influence of Christianity men
are led to look upon life as worth living, and
are consequently less disposed to shorten its
course in senseless dissipation. 3. Because
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Christian civilization so quickens the intellec
tual energies of the world's advanced and ad
vancing thinkers, and so incites them to such
thorough investigation in the healing art as
to result in supplying the masses with that
most rational principle and practice of thera
peutics which consists in inward cleanliness
and hygienic wisdom in the hidden parts.
Of course it is not claimed that any longev
ity thus attained is equivalent to immortality.
It is not thus that " this corruptible must put
on incorruptio'n." That which is bom of
the flesh must remain flesh, and continue
under the power of corruption. The rejuvenization of the race by hygienic treatment, if
such a thing were possible, would still be
something different from regeneration. God's
purpose of elevating the race to a higher plane
includes a different method. The way into
that higher kingdom is by a principle and pro
cess as yet unknown to mere human healing
art. Even those saints that shall be found
alive on earth at the final coming of the King
will need to be changed in the twinkling of an
eye. Then and thus shall come to pass the
saying that is written, Death is swallowed up
in victory.
Fremont, O.
DR. SWAIKHKR'S NEW BOOK.
We were surprised as well as pleased to learn
that Dr. Swander, our able contributor, has
for some time been writing a new volume on
the Substantial Philosophy. It is to be en
titled " The Substantial Philosophy, Vol. II."
The size of the book is not yet determined,
but the price we learn will not be more than
fl, by mail. We shall announce the full de
tails of this volume as soon as it is in shape
to be examined either complete or in advance
proofs.
The preparation of this volume, with other
important literary and educational work, has,
as we learn, been the cause of Dr. Swander's
silence for months past, which he has now
broken in this number of the MICROCOSM. We
shall hope to hear often from the doctor's pen
now that he seems to have gotten over his
rush of work.
He wishes us to say to our readers that his
first volume of the " Substantial Philosophy "
will still be sent by mail to all who may de
sire a copy for 65 cents—its actual cost of pro
duction and postage. No clergyman should
neglect to secure a copy of this book at the
price named, as it is a work of nearly 400
pages—the published price being $1.50. Send
all orders to Rev. J. I. Swander, D. D., Ph. D.,
Fremont, Ohio.
THE TIME TO RENEW OR SUBSCRIBE.
This number commences the VIIIth volume
of the MICROCOSM. If the reader, whoever he
may be, shall consider the articles herein con
tained as indicative that twelve such numbers
will be worth 50 cents, we will be glad to put
the name of such reader on the mailing list as
one of our subscribers.
We send this number to all our old sub
scribers, and intimate that now is the time to
renew for the present volume if it has not al
ready been attended to. If, in stopping the
Microcosm after this numoer to those not re
newing, any mistakes shall occur, our book
keeper will immediately make correction with
thanks on being notified by postal card.
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Two new names will entitle the sender to | to be inoculated, Dr. Koch tells the physicians
that the "lymph" is so expensive and difficult
the third copy of "Vol. VIII. free.
A club of 10 new names will be supplied with of preparation that it will be several weeks be
Vol. VIII. at 30 cents each ($3), while a club of fore he can have a supply, and even then only
20 at one time with $5 will be marked paid for for the more important cases of the soldiers,
the next volume, with any additional names and that the masses of the poor can not be in
oculated at all without long waiting unless an
at 25 cents.
appropriation be made by the government to
OUR SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY.
meet the great cost of a supply of the lymph.
Since the " Problem of Human Life." our first scien
The Emperor of Germany, as is reported,
tific book, was Issued, we have published nine other has
been so impressed by Dr. Koch's claimed
volumes, making ten in ail, bound substantially In cloth,
discovery that he earnestly recommends a large
namely .
1. Problem of Human Life
$2.00 appropriation expressly for the manufacture
2. Six volumes of Micbocosm
8.00 of lymph, and a correspondingly large sum as
8. Two volumes of Scientific Arena
2.00 a compensation to Dr. Koch for his discovery,
4. Text-book on Sound
60 so he can afford to give the whole secret to the
Total
813-50 world, both as to the production of the costly
All these vol umes will be »ent by express for. ... 6.00 compound and the method of its application.
Or by mall, prepaid, for
7.50 Now we take the liberty of expressing our
We make this offer at actual oost for the purpose of
as we did of Browne-Sequard's
spreading a knowledge of the Substantial Philosophy. conviction,
Vol. VII., Microcosm, now completed and bound, will elixir in advance of all other adverse crit
be added to the above library for SI extra.
icisms, that this inoculation with anti-bacterial
lymph in order to cure consumption unless
13&~ Since the notice, a few months ago, that the ed aided by another process is a chimera of the
itor's large photograph would be sent at cost (25 cents) most fallacious and imaginary character, the
to those desiring it, several thousand copies have been reasons
for which we will give.
ordered. It is quite natural that persons sending for
the Health-Pamphlet should wish to inspect the present On the very face of the claimed process of
appearance of the man who forty-one years ago made inoculation of a consumptive with a vaccine
the discovery of the treatment and who has steadily by which alone to destroy the microbes that
practloed it upon himself ever since. As a further en
couragement to this wish on the part of purchasers, the have taken possession of the patient's lungs,
doctor now proposes to send a copy of this photograph is, in our opinion, a self-evident absurdity.
free to every purchaser who shall hereafter send the $4 This diseased condition of the lungs being a
for the Health-Pamphlet provided the desire for it be
expressed in the same letter with the remittance.
disease of nutrition, isfedandre-inforced neces
sarily by the diseased condi tion of the blood and
OR. KOCH'S CURE FOR CONSUMPTION. other circulating fluids of the body, and if these
WHO FIRST SUGGESTED IT?
fluids shall continually carry to the lungs thus
surcharged with bacilli the very food upon
BY THE EDITOR.
which they thrive and multiply, in the shape of
The papers of Europe as well as of this coun organic impuritiesand seeds of decay, is it likely
try are now full of the new sensation,—a that a drop of this anti-bacillus lymph the
claimed certain cure for consumption discov one-five-hundredth part of a cubic centimeter,
ered by the eminent German specialist, Dr. or less than the one-sixteenth of an inch in
Koch. The most remarkable feature of this diameter, would without assistance rout this
now widely-prevailing sensation is that with army of occupation fortified and provisioned
out waiting for any well authenticated cases of as it is for permanent possession?
cure of consumption the papers all over the civ
Not a syllable has Dr. Koch intimated as to
ilized world should, as by concert of action, any necessity for hygienic aid to his anti-bac
have taken up the cry of Dr. Koch's wonderful terial lymph in the shape of blood purifica
discovery almost precisely as was the elixir tion, when administered to a consumptive
craze of Dr. Browne-Sequard caught up and pro patient. Had his ciaim been to prevent by in
claimed without waiting for authenticated and oculation alone consumption in persons who
practical tests of its efficacy in prolonging life. had been exposed to that form of microbe, as
From the vague hints given to the public it Pasteur claims to prevent hydrophobia in per
appears that Dr. Koch claims to have discov sons who have been exposed to rabies ana be
ered a certain "lymph" or vaccine which he fore the bacilli had become fortified in the or
Eroduces by a secret process, and with which ganism, the claim might reasonably have been
e inoculates consumptive patients, claiming admitted.
thereby to neutralize the bacilli or parasites No one pretends to cure small-pox by in
which cause that disease. This vaccination oculation alone ; but vaccination aims to pre
he administers by subcutaneous injections of vent those peculiar microbes which cause the
the lymph on the back of the patient somewhere disease from becoming fortified in the system
between the shoulders. He has not yet, as he after exposure. To cure small-pox as well as
admits, cured any case of consumption, but consumption, after such disease has become
claims to have cured several cases of lupus, well-seated and its parasites have entrenched
a kind of skin disease of a virulent character, themselves in the vital parts, will, as we
and as supposed somewhat related to consump think, require more than the mere inoculation
of the patient with the milder form of bacterial
tion in its tuberculous growth.
So important is this claimed discovery con lymph.
What would have been thought of Pasteur's
sidered by prominent physicians in Germany,
even in advance of all adequate proofs by ex claim had he pretended to cure hydrophobia
perimentation of its actual cure of consump with a sub-cutaneous injection of his lymph,
tion, that extensive preparations are already and thus to stop the ravages of the disease
making for gathering into suitable barracks after the rabid bacteria had swarmed through
all the consumptives of the army for treat out the entire vascular system and had set the
ment by this new process.
brain, heart, lungs and stomach on fire?
But a hitch occurs just here. After vast It is perhaps reasonable to admit that in the
numbers of sufferers are collected and waiting early tendency toward consumption, either
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by heredity or from exposure to the germs, in
which a few of those peculiar parasites might
have begun their work upon the lungs, inocula
tion might, by the use of a suitable anti
bacterial vaccine thrown into the blood, rout
such bacilli and drive them from the system.
But even in such incipient cases how does
Dr. Koch know but that a much simpler, less
dangerous and more effectual process of com
municating the lymph to the blood could be
employed than sub-cutaneous injections which
require a painful puncture of the skin? Why
does he not, for example, try administering his
vaccine by rectal injections to be retained and
absorbed, thus allowing the circulation to
take up and carry to the lungs a much larger
quantity than he now employs of the bacillusdestroying liquid? If the vicious army of
occupation is to be overcome and driven out
by an invading army of a milder type of bac
teria—that will be less harmful to the organ
ism—why not adopt a channel of injecting the
lymph which, while producing no pain, will
send a sufficient force into the circulation to do
the work effectively ?
True, as Dr. Koch announces, he may have
tried his lymph by the channel of the stomach
and have found, as he declares, that it pro
duces no effect whatever This may reason
ably be supposed to be the case, since the
chemico- vital action of the gastric fluid is
known to be capable, of transforming sub
stances taken into the stomach into other and
entirely different elements. Thus the milder
bacilli of the curative lymph may be entirely
destroyed by digestion before entering the
blood. Hence the wisdom of testing the rec
tal application of the remedy which, if it is
anything like what is claimed for it, must in
the nature of the case prove more effective
than by the sub-cutaneous process.
This process, however, of rectal application
of the anti-bacterial lymph seems never to
have entered the doctor's mind, or he cer
tainly would have intimated it while report
ing the neutral results of tests made by the
stomach. We respectfully suggest to the
doctors of Germany carefully to try the ex
periment of applying the new vaccine by rec
tal enemas to be vigorously retained for ab
sorption into the circulation before producing
any more painful punctures in the backs of
their confiding patients.
As to the practicability of effecting a
radical cure of consumption, even in its ad
vanced stages, the writer has not the least
doubt, having himself experienced a complete
cure after having been given up by his phy
sicians to die of that disease.
That consumption is a disease of nutrition
which takes possession of the lungs by a con
centration of organic impurities in the shape
of living germs, he has never questioned.
Hence, before consumption has become sensi
bly seated in the lungs, it is rationally prob
able that the bacilli which produce true tuber
culosis are floating in the blood and to some
extent lodging in other congenial portions of
the body, but finally like a swarm of bees will
settle upon the lungs as the most available
spot from which to commence their deadly
assault upon the organism. But like the
swarm of bees, while the majority of these
bacterial invaders thus settle down to work
upon the lungs, vast numbers of the stragglers
continue to circulate through the blood and
infest other weak and diseased portions of the
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body, till they are finally attracted by sympa
thetic affinity to the lungs as the main citadel
of the invading forces. It is then that the
fatal phase of the disease begins to show it
self and the hope of the well-informed suf
ferer begins to weaken.
To eradicate these germs from the system,
after they have formed a settlement upon the
lungs, is no easy matter, as the ablest
specialists know. Whether these diseaseproducing parasites be regarded as living
microbes or vegetable fungi—the result of fer
mented and unassimilated food carried into
the blood—there must be, in the opi nion of th&
writer, first of all a renovation of the circulat
ing fluids of the body by some effectual
process, as well as a safeguard placed against
an entrance of any extraneous germs of decay
into that circulation thereafter if the army of
bacilli are to be successfully combated.
It is manifest, after the first formidable
settlement of the invading parasites upon the
lungs, that these bacilli, like the bees in our
illustration, may occasionally loose their hold
and circle off into the blood, repassing
through the lungs and again entering all parts
of the vascular system, picking up by affinity
other germs of like character, and thus return
ing to the seat of disease re-enforced, to un
load their poisonous cargoes to add fuel to the
fatal fire, and thus augment the diseased con
dition.
Plainly, under such circumstances, if the
supply of disease-germs can even to a partial
extent be cut off from the circulating fluids of
the body, and if a consequent stoppage can
occurin the deposit of new germs of decay to the
already infected parts, the nutrient processes
of the body, whose office it is to eliminate
and excrete impurities as well as to assimilate
nutrition, will gradually get the mastery, and
by casting out of the system the stragglers as
they weaken and let go their hold of the lungs,
will in time free them entirely of the disease
and its cause, particularly if the radical method
of blood purification here foreshadowed shall
perseveringly be followed out.
It was by this intimated process, and on this
theory of bacterial invasion and their support
by absorbed impurities, that the writer claims
to have cured himself forty-one years ago of
well-defined consumption, and without med
icine of any kind, as fully set forth in his
"Health-Pamphlet."
We were confidently impressed, when ac
tually staring death in the face, that the
common-sense discovery we had made would
so guard the circulating fluids of the system
from the absorbed germs of disease and decay,
that these fluids in their rush through the
lungs would naturally carry off these invaders
from their stronghold and then cast them
from the system, provided the blood were not
allowed to return to the lungs loaded with
more disease-producing germs picked up from
absorbed impurities than it could take away.
We have always believed that nature would
be able to flght her own battles with all classes
of invading bacteria if she were given a fair
chance, and if her efforts to cast them from
the system were not interfered with by almost
criminal neglect of the proper safeguards. We
be1 ieve that no disease-center o f baci 1l us germs
can be established in any part of the body un
less nature has been imposed upon by the vio
lation of some physical law. When in our
direst extremity we saw that if nature were
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only aided by an effectual effort to keep all by vaccination. In other words, was not Dr.
foreign and absorbed impurities out of the cir Koch put on the track of these bacilli by edi
culation, the eliminating processes of the or torial suggestions, first published in the Mi
ganism would infallibly pickup from the blood crocosm in 1882, in which we had the honor
as it recedes from the lungs and hand over to of explaining this theory in all its details, and
the excreting processes and channels any such in calling the attention of specialists through
weakened bacilli as had become partly ex out the country to the possibility of curing
hausted, to be cast summarily from the sys consumption by vaccination ? We close this
tem.
paper by copying the following prediction,
Our method of assisting nature to be her verbatim, from our September number, Vol.
own microbe-killer, in the manner hinted, II., 1882:
demonstrated the correctness of our hygienic "As to the transmission of diseases from parents
philosophy, in that immediately after the to children there is a great mystery involved. Mental
diseases must manifestly de\ end upon the mental or
systematic renovation of the circulating fluids ganism
alone for transference. Physical diseases, such
of the body the preponderance of give and as consumption,
scrofula, syphilis, etc., which, as now
take, as between the receding and returning generally believed,
are spread through organic sub
circulation, was greatly in favor of the depart stances by self-propagating organisms or bacterial par
may depend chiefly on the physical substance
ing currents in that they carried away from asites,
however small the quantity, descends from
the lungs and excreted vastly more disease- which,
parent to child, and, by multiplication of such poison
germs than they brought back. In the opinion ous animalcules, may continue in the system resisting
and thus finally bring about death. In
of this writer, to begin with anything except displacement,
the case of small-pox and the well-known beneficial ef
a radical purification of the blood—such as fects
of vaccination, we have a theory which we have
sub-cutaneous injections, inhaling gases, long held provisionally, and will here give for what it
worth. We suppose the virus of small-pox, which
drinking lung medicines, etc., in orderto effect Isexhales
the diseased body and passes off
a permanent cure of consumption after that into the from
atmosphere or clings to clothing, to be
disease has become seated, is to put the thera living germs of bacteria which in suitable soil, or
having the proper affinity for the disease, will
peutical cart before the physiological horse ; blood
hatch and multiply by throwing off similar living
or in other words, it is like essaying to exter germs
till the whole body becomes diseased. If the
minate a thistle by clipping off its leaves in blood of a person be not in the physiological condition
furnish suitable soil or nourishment for propagating
stead of digging it up by the roots and casting to
these germs, he may inhale them with impunity and
it into the fire.
even sleep In a pest-house without danger. But if the
The result of our own system of first reno blood have the right affinity for the bacterial germs a
single inhalation of impregnated air will start the dis
vating the blood by a purely mechanico-physi- ease
by starting the bacteria. Now inoculation (by
ological process, made us a well man in a putting
Into the circulation bacteria of a milder type of
single year, and has kept us in general robust disease) tends to ward off the more dangerous type, on
same principle that a city garrisoned by friendly
health ever since, nownearing forty-two years the
soldiers tends to counteract the enemy's forces by
since the first application of the discovery.
fighting them off or destroying them if they chance to
How trivial compared with this rational enter
the gates. Thoughthefriendlygarrlsonis a curse
view of the nature, growth and operation of to the city, it is less so than it would be to suffer devas
tation
by the enemy. The same may be considered true
consumption is the theory of injecting a tiny of all infectious
or contagious diseases, and we see no
drop of "lymph" of any kind or character reason
why consumption, scrofula, measles, scarletunder the cuticle ! And how little do the Ger fever, cholera, and even whooping-cough—all of which
no doubt in bacterial germs—may not bo pre
man physicians now gathering: about Dr. Koch originate
by suitable vaccine, could it be found, contain
seem to realize the true nature of that mys vented
ing a garrison of a milder or less unfriendly type of
terious disease and the real renovating pro bacteria which would protect the blood from iuvasion
by these different hordes of dangerous enemies. We
cess which nature herself had in store for its need
not be surprised to learn before the present gen
permanent cure when properly and radically eration
passes away, of the discovery of a perfect vac
applied ! This may appear egotistical in a lay cine for counteracting the various physical diseases,
that
flesh
is heir to, and that vaccination for small -pox
man, but we know whereof we speak.
but the entering wedge which will ultimately drive
In addition to the facts of our own case, was
from existence all kinds of contagious and infectious
now known to hundreds of thousands all over diseases."—(Micbocosm, Vol. n., page 15.)
the United States, we have the unimpeachable
testimony of scores of persons, both male and
A COMMON SENSB DEMONSTRATION.
female, who have had their lungs restored by
this process from well-defined consumption, Editor Microcosm :—In Dr. Alonzo Hall's
many cases so marked as to be given up as in recent "Appeal to Teachers of Science" he
curable by their physicians. Yet, not having queries, "Can the air-wave generated by an
been associated with the higher or more influ explosion of gunpowder be shown to be iden
ential circles of life, ourannouncement, nearly tical with the sound pulse incident to the ex
two years ago, of the cure we had discovered plosion?"
was not, of course, received with the applause A recent experiment of mine clearly demon
of courts and crowned heads, nor rewarded by strates the negative of this proposition, as fol
offers of great appropriations from govern lows : During the repealed firing of a large can
ment to compensate forgiving the secret to non, I stood about twenty rods distant from it,
the world. Thank heaven, we did not need in the open air. With my back turned to it,
the aid of an emperor to put the discovery to avoid being deceived or distracted by the
into practical operation, as the result has smoke, I distinctly felt the shock of the ad
gloriously shown.
vancing wave of compressed air, an appreci
But startling as is the claimed discovery of able interval of time before the sound of the
Dr. Koch, and valuable as it will be to the explosion reached my ears. I infer from this
world should it prove a success, it becomes an that, for a certain distance, probably quite
interesting question as to whether or not the short, the air shell travels faster than the
doctor was the original susrgester of this sound-pulse, but as the sound unquestionably
theory now creating so much excitement is audible at a greater distance than the wave
throughout the world, that consumption was is perceptible, the wave spreads with a con
the result of bacterial bacilli which might pos stantly decreasing velocity, and must soon be
sibly be successfully driven from the system overtaken and passed by the sound. Should
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the observer stand at or near the point where
this junction occurs, he might conclude the
two to be identical, as they would reach him
together—and this is possibly the cause of the
erroneous conclusions deduced by some ex
perimenters. The above experiment is con
clusive evidence to me that the sound-pulse is
distinct from the air-wave, travels at a dif
ferent velocity, and consequently can not be
identical with it.
Fraternally yours,
Luther G. Willison.
Flint, Mich., Nov. 17, 1890.
REMARKS BY THE EDITOR.
Mr. Willison has no doubt here reported a
practical demonstration of the truth of the
philosophy of sound-pulse propagation as en
tirely distinct from air-waves, just as we laid
it down in the "Problem of Human Life"
-and nearly in the same language, though
much better expressed. (See page 104 and
onward.)
That Prof. Tyndall and all the great writers
,on sound should have fallen into the error of
,supposing the air-wave and sound-pulse
sent off from an exploding magazine to be
identical, can only be accounted for by the in
herent falsity and misleading character of the
wave theory which assumes sound-pulses to
-consist of air-waves and nothing else. Being
-committed to that theory it was an easy error
to fall into, as Mr. Willison hints, especially
by making the superficial observation of the
equal rate of travel of the two kinds of pulses
<air and sound) at the exact point where the
air-wave overtakes the sound-pulse.
It is passing strange, however, that such
men as Tyndall, Helmholtz, Lord Rayleigh,
Sedley Taylor, Prof. Stokes, of Cambridge
University, Sir Wm. Thomson and our own
Prof. Mayer should never have observed the
fact that in the immediate vicinity where a
bolt of lightning strikes, sending forth the
loudest peal of thunder, not a sign of an air
wave is felt or observed in its action upon any
material body, and no motion produced except
when such body happens to be tuned or tensioned in unison with said peal. With no
breaking of window glass or the slightest
shattering of buildings by this loudest of all
sounds known to human experience, yet the
great and world-renowned physicists just re
ferred to never once caught the idea till it ap
peared in our own writings that the phenome
non of thunder alone annihilated the wave
theory of sound.
They never even suspected that the destruc
tive effects which occur near a magazine ex
plosion were due alone to the air-wave com
pressed and driven away from the center of
explosion by the instantaneous generation of
thousands of cubic yards of gas, which ex
panding in all directions necessarily forced the
air outward in a densely compressed pulse,
and which Prof. Tyndall innocently calls the
"sound pulse" in his description of the mem
orable explosion at the village of Erith.
We have in vain asked any reader of our
criticisms to point us to an intimation in any
work on acoustical science where this true dis
tinction between these two phenomena (airpulses and sound-pulses) had been made or
even hinted at. We boldly deny the existence
of any such intimation, since the writer who
should have been fortunate enough to make
that discovery, would logically, if honest,
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have been forced to abandon the wave theory
of sound and thus to have anticipated us.
No man can rationally believe in the wave
theory after catching a glimpse at this true dis
tinction between sound-pulses and air-waves,
upon which all writers on acoustics seem to
have been confessedly in ignorance as shown
by their erroneous discussions of magazine ex
plosions. Let them once see the light upon
this single phase of their motion-theory of
sound, and overwhelming doubts will at once
assail them from every other point of the
acoustical compass. Hence, let it be the work
of substantialists everywhere to call the atten
tion of advocates of the wave theory to
this prodigious and fundamental error, and
then compel them to explain or surrender.
(Continued from page 183, vol. vii.)
What Is Sound? The Substantial Theory
versus The Wave Theory of Acoustics.
BY GEORGE ASHDOWN AUDSLEY, F.R.I.B.A.
Further, in speaking of the tuning-fork's
motion, Professor Helmholtz tells us that its
prongs move like a pendulum, "only very
much faster." He, of course, realizes that the
fastest pendulum ever made could, under no
possible conditions, be expected to carve the
air into sound-waves, simply because the air
would refuse to be carved into condensations
and rarefactions, and naturally elect to quietly
flow round the moving body ; and he also re
alizes that if the pendular motion of the tun
ing-fork is to produce sound-waves, etc., it
must move " very much faster" than the fast
est pendulum ever set wagging by the hand
of man. His great and unpardonable mistake
lies in his not condescending to inform his
readers and the scientific world generally just
how much faster the sound-producing fork
must move than the fastest known pendulum.
You can, however, arrive at a fair conclusion
for yourselves in this important matter—make
a pendulum with a weight and thread, and
time its swings after measuring them. Then
compare the results with the facts I have given
you with reference to the vibrations of the
tuning-fork. You will most certainly find
that the latter are very much slower, and not,
as Helmholtz affirms, "very much faster"
than the motion of the pendulum. Professor
Tyndall remarks—"When a common pendu
lum oscillates, it tends to form a condensation
in front and a rarefaction behind. But it is
only a tendency ; the motion is so slow that the
highly elastic air moves awav in front before it
is sensibly condensed, and fills the space behind
before it can become sensibly dilated. Hence
sonorous waves or pulses are not generated by
the pendulum. It requires a certain sharpness
of shock to produce the condensation and rare
faction which constitute a wave of sound in
air." Now, are we expected to believe that a
small tuning-fork prong, which oscillates the
yfoth, the -niiroth, or the IlTOiTnrcth of an
inch, can generate sound by condensing and
rarefying this elastic air, which defies the
large swings of a pendulum? I, for one, re
fuse to believe any such nonsense.
I have in the foregoing remarks endeavored
to show you the simple truth about the vibra
tory motions of the tuning-fork whilst it is
producing audible sound ; and, further, to im
press you with the fact that its motions are
far too minute to exercise any effect on the
surrounding air, even to the distance of an
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inch from its prongs. All this upsets the down as its "central and cardinal proposi
theory that the sound we hear from the vibrat tion," says Dr. Hall, "that every force of na
ing fork is constituted of sound-waves, as ture, as a phenomena-producing cause, must,
taught in our text-books ; but it does not pre in the very necessities of true science and of
vent our hearing the sound the fork is sending the relations of cause and effect, be a substan
forth ; nor does it directly inform us how or tial entity or an objective existence."
why the fork sounds, or what constitutes sound Dr. Hall assures us that he found himself
confronted, at the outset, with difficulties in
per se.
Before proceeding to the consideration of essaying to reconcile such a radical assump
certain phenomena of sound, upon which the tion with the existing theories of science
undulatory theory of acoustics is built up, I which teach that some of the most conspicu
think it desirable to submit for your consider ous natural forces, and the causes of observed
ation the Substantial Theory, the claims of phenomena, are the mere motions of material
which I urge on the present occasion. I must particles. He says : "To have admitted for a
do this very briefly, and, unfortunately, I single moment the assumed basic facts of the
must leave many important matters connected current motion-theories of science—namely,
with it untouched upon in a necessarily short that the forces of sound, heat, and light were
Paper like this. I shall first give you the def but the motions of matter, and that there was
inition of sound according to the new theory, nothing substantial about them as phenomenaand then quote a few words from the writings producing causes, would have been to abandon
of the founder of the theory, with reference to the entire Philosophy of Substantialism which,
from the very start, we had mapped out as of
the subject.
Sound is one of the primordial forces of universal application.
nature ; it is a substantial force, or an imma
" To concede to science as at present taught
terial objective entity, governed by laws or the truth of the position that any force could
dained and fixed immutably by the great be but the motion of material particles such as
Architect of the Universe. This form offorce air or ether, would be to make force an effect
can only be generated or liberated from the and not a cause. Surely no one is so super
force-element of nature by one means devised ficial, after his attention has been called dis
for that end—namely, vibration of the sonor tinctly to the subject, as not to see that the
motion of matter, which is intrinsically inert,
ous body itself.
Such is, briefly, what I believe sound to be ; can only be the effect of some applied force
and I accept the definition as reasonable, per which is its moving cause.
"To suppose force of any kind to be the
fectly consistent with all the observed phe
nomena of sound, and with "daily experi motion of matter, and at the same time to be
ence." You will remember the words of the cause of such motion, was to our mind an
Professor Helmholtz, who says, although he absurdity, though it glared at us from every
accepts the time-honored wave theory : " In page of our physical text-books; and it was
daily experience, sound at first seems to be no easy task to invent or discover a system of
some agent, which is constantly advancing natural philosophy or scientific reasoning
through the air and propagating itself further which would harmonize such inconsistency
and further." How nearly this great scien and thus bring order out of confusion. For
tist's " daily experience " had wafted his scien plainly, as the motion-theories of science had
tific reason into the haven of truth ; but the presented the subject of force, the whole
waves, with their condensations and rarefac question seemed to us but a jumble of inco
tions, carried the frail and rudderless bark out herent and self-contradictory statements.
" To assume force of every kind or character
into the stormy sea of false science.
Now let me somewhat enlarge upon the def to be a substantial cause, and the motion of
matter under all possible circumstances to be
inition just given.
When any sonorous body is set into vibra its effect, seemed at once the entering wedge
tion, sound-pulses or pulses of the substantial for the solution of the whole mystery. But
force element are released and sent off from how was it possible to regard the physical
it. Such pulses are generated by the interac forces as substantia] entities or objective
tion of forces in the sonorous body, and depend things, especially the force of sound which
on the sonorous properties of the body. In produces the sensation of hearing? This was
certain bodies the force stored up in them by the serious obstacle which met us at the very
the mechanical action of setting them into the start. We saw but little difficulty in assuming
required state of vibration, is partly converted magnetism and electricity, for example, to be
into heat and partly into sound-puises ; and substantial or objective things, since it was
the difference between the quantities of these self-evident that the physical effects produced
two forces constitutes the difference of sonor by these forms of natural force, such as the
ous property in any vibrating body. The displacing and lifting of ponderable bodies,
cohesive force and other forces present in the could by no possibility be accomplished except
body control the action of the mechanical by some real substantial cause. To suppose
force exercised, converting some of such force otherwise, as we reasoned, would be at once
into heat, and some into sound-pulses. To aid to fly into the face of all philosophy and even
you in grasping what I have affirmed, I may of common sense.
" But at this point a concomitant difficulty
remark that the pulses of substantial, but im
material sound force, are analogous to electric struck us. If these forces are substantial, and
discharges. Several of the common phenom at the same time penetrate, pervade, and oc
cupy other bodies at the same time and with
ena of sound fully support the hypothesis.
I shall now turn to the writings of the foun out any displacement of their material partic
der of the substantial theory, and briefly direct les, as is the case with magnetism, how about
your attention to the reasoning which led him the supposed law of the impenetrability of
to reject the wave theory as false and unten matter, or the impossibility of the double
occupancy of the same space by two material
able.
The Substantial Philosophy teaches and lays bodies at the same time ?
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" Of course this had to be met and reconciled mechanical effect (for no logical reasoning on
with our new departure, or good bye to Sub- the part of the wave-theorist can, under the
stantialism. But the task of unlocking this mechanical or undulatory theory, place sound
scientific door was easy with the key already or sound-waves as a cause), and placing it in
-discovered and in our possession. Universal the dignified position amongst the primordial
substance, we assumed in the very rationality forces of nature, we reconcile it at once with
of entitative existence, must involve immate all the other forces which more immediately
rial as well as material substances. Hence the address and affect our animal consciousness,
idea of that grand classification was for the as well as with those greater forces which we
first time sprung upon the world—namely, of call cohesion, gravity, magnetism, and elec
making two departments of the existing enti tricity. In such dignified position is it not
ties of the universe by dividing them into infinitely more worthy of the musician's love
material and immaterial substances—placing and respect ; and when viewed as a force
all tangible and ponderable objects in the first direct from the hand of the Creator, does it
division, and all the forces of nature in the not account for much which has hitherto been
second.
most mysterious in the power of music? Think
"This fortunate thought, though somewhat of it, oh ye musicians 1
difficult to grasp at first, soon brushed aside
(To be continued.)
that whole difficulty involved in the idea of
two actual substantial bodies occupying the
DR. AUDSLEl 'S LECTURE.
same space at the same time, since now the
most impervious steel can be wholly occupied, We especially invite our new readers to the
pervaded, and penetrated by the substantial series of extracts we are printing from Dr.
forces of heat, magetism, electricity, gravity, Audsley's lecture, delivered recently in Lon
,cohesion, and sound in every part and particle don, the first installment of which appeared
of the matter composing it, and at the same in last month's MICROCOSM.
Dr. Audsley was the first prominent convert
instant of time."*
As I have already stated, Sound is, accord made to the New Sound Theory in England.
ing to the teachings of the Substantial Philos He was astonished when he accidentally took
ophy, a force of nature—thatform offorce by up the "Problem of Human Life" to find that
which the sense of hearing possessed by men this new theory had been published for more
,and animals is addressed and affected. Such than ten years, and that not a word had ap
is sound in its true and primary sense—an peared on the subject for or against it in
,external and substantial force, or objective England from the pens of the £reat writers on
cause ; but in common language it has a sec acoustical science, though the arguments in
ondary meaning—namely, the sensation in our that book, claiming to overthrow the waveconsciousness, which is more correctly called theory, as universally taught, he considered
hearing—an internal sensation or subjective to be absolutely conclusive.
effect. Thus by a trope, which is designated He saw at a glance, upon reading the argu
metonymy, we have the effect put for the cause. ments, that the claim of acousticians in
It will be well to bear these facts always in America, that the work was beneath the no
view, and so avoid confusion of ideas. In all tice of the great authors of acoustical text
cases the true and unfigurative signification books as the reason it had not been answered,
should be intended in using the word sound, was a sham of the shallowest pretense, since
when one is discussing matters connected with no possible reply could be made to most of
those arguments.
music, or the science of acoustics.
Let me now briefly consider how far sound,
Such facts as these induced Dr. Audsley to
according to the definition given, bears the come out as a bold and uncompromising ad
test of reasonable and logical comparison with vocate of the substantial theory of sound,
the other forces of nature, which immediately both in the columns of scientific journals and
address and affect the animal consciousness. on the lecture platform.
Sound is that force in nature having definite His very first published article aroused the
laws of production and propagation, which by attention of acoustical professors all over
entering our ears, or coming in contact by any Great Britain, many of whom at once became
other means with our auditory nerves, produces converts to his views. Among these was Dr.
in our consciousness the sensation of hearing. Pearce, a Professor of Acoustics in Cambridge
Light is that force in nature having definite University, whose able paper in Musical
laws of production and propagation which, by Opinion called out the reply of Prof. Sedley
entering our eyes and coming in contact w>th Taylor, which is reviewed in this number of
our optic nerves, produces in our conscious the Microcosm, first article.
ness the sensation of seeing or sight. Heat From letters received from Dr. Audsley we
is that force in nature having its own laws, are assured that he is more thoroughly satis
which, by affecting any portion of our system fied than ever that the doom of the waveof tactile nerves, produces in our consciousness theory of sound, as well as of all the other
the sensation of warmth. Odor is that force motion-theories of science, is near at hand.
in nature which by entering our nostrils and When we consider, he says, that a single fact
coming in contact with our olfactory nerves, absolutely opposed to that theory, according
produces in our consciousness the sensation of to Prof. Huxley, overturns it as completely as
smelling or smell. And flavor is that force would five hundred, how can it be expected
which, coming in contact with our system of for that theory to survive when incontroverti
gustatory nerves, produces in our conscious ble facts by the dozen crop out at every phase
of the theory, as shown in our various publi
ness the sensation of taste.
It will at once be realized that in removing cations.
sound from its time-honored place as a purely As an illustration of this, we ask our scien
tific readers, who are not tied down to the
* See different articles In Vols. VI. and VII. of the text-books, but who are capable of doing their
Microcosm, in which these statements occur.
own thinking, to study carefully the three or
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four fundamental facts examined in our re
view of Dr. Sedley Taylor in the article re
ferred to in this number, and if, upon a candid
investigation of their hearing', they shall deem
such facts irreconcilable with the theory,
then, as honest investigators, we ask such
readers to renounce that theory and make the
fact known through the Microcosm. We
,wait.
NOTICE.
We hereby call the attention of our readers
who may be in want of palm leaves or mosses
for the decoration of their homes or churches
during the holiday season, that our esteemed
friend Dr. R. Dennison Dashiell will be glad
to supply such needs from his Florida home,
<on reasonable terms. It would be wise to con
sult him before making final arrangements.
His address is Fort Meade, Polk County, Flor
ida.
Kxtracts from oar Health-Pamphlet.
[Last month we promised to present our
new readers with some extracts from our
Health-Pamphlet, giving them a brief idea of
its style. The following is part of the first
chapter] :
"In approaching this important subject and attempt
ing to explain my hygienic discovery and the treatment
in pursuance thereof in as brief a space as possible, I
find it by no means an easy task. I will try, however,
so to word my explanation as to adapt it to every con
dition of life and education where its benefits may be
sought or desired. And In this very first paragraph, I
earnestly beg of the reader, however his curiosity may
be excited, not to skip one line or sentence, but rather
to read sentences and paragraphs twice over, and even
study them if they do not seem clear or important at
*first glance. The pamphlet is small, and the reader can
not afford to lose its perfect continuity to gratify a de
sire for the denouement. If the reader will so examine
these introductory and essential ideas, and study them
as here suggested, we will almost guarantee that before
he gets through with Part I. he will himself have made
the same discovery from its apparent necessity and
without even a hint as to its nature and details. Let
each reader, therefore, test bis own original ability to
discover and invent, especially after the possibility of
a discovery or Invention is foreshadowed and assured
as will here be done.
" And first, I have to say, that much as I dislike to
write about myself or refer to the details of my personal
experience, it becomes a matter of necessity in the
present case, if the hygienic advantages to result from
the discovery here unfolded shall ever be placed in their
best light before the public.
"The duty I owe the world in thus placing per
manently on record the history of facts and circum
stances which led to mypresent physical, and as I believe
largely to my mental, condition, must shield me some
what from the charge of egotism or want of modesty in
what I am about to write. Nothing short of outspoken
frankness in narrating the history of the discovery and
treatment under consideration, and the circumstances
which led to them, with the processes of reasoning by
which they were suggested and carried out, will satisfy
the purchaser and student of this pamphlet. I shall,
therefore, try in every part of this statement to make
myself understood, and will only reiterate where repe
tition may seem to be necessary for clearness.
"During the years In which I have been before the
public as an author and journalist, my friends, who had
Tead the 'Problem of Human Life' and who had real
ized Its foreshadowing importance in its relation to
the probable after-work of my life, have manifested the
most intense solicitude concerning my present health
and my reasonable prospects of longevity. I can safely
and truly assert, and bear the statement out by the
testimony of living witnesses, that during the eight or
ten years of my journalistic labors, since the volume
above named was issued, I have reoeived thousands of
Jtersonal letters from various sections of the country
nquiring earnestly after my health, and soliciting in
formation concerning the probable duration of my life
and my consequent ability to serve in the cause which
the 'Problem of Human Life ' had so unexpectedly in
augurated.
"A. majority of these letters have come from clergy
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men of the different denominations, and have almost
invariably ended with prayers for the continued preser
vation of my health and mental vigor, that the work of
Substantialism so promisingly begun might not flag or
fail of complete formulation till others should be edu
cated up to the full capability of defending and main
taining that cause.
" Out of respect to this solicitude, as well as on ac
count of many inquiries made from persons who had
received an inkling of the hygienic discoveries on which
my own life has entirely depended for its continuance,
I have determined to offer to all these friends, as well
as to the world at large, the benefits of the discoveries
by which I am now alive, and by which I was raised
from the condition of an emaciated consumptive forty
years ago to my present robust health.
"For several years I have oeen urged to print the de
tails of the new hygienic treatment in the columns of
the Microcosm, and then later in the Scientific Arena,
and at one time I had thought of so doing, and even in
timated the purpose in one of the earlier volumes of the
Microcosm : but on reflection I saw that the mlnutta of
the treatment would hardly be suitable for a popular
magazine other than one devoted to some phase of
medical science, and, therefore, withheld the suggested
publication.
" Besides. I had a great desire, as before Intimated, to
wait till I had by practical test rounded out the first
forty years of experimentation upon myself as a prac
tical and reasonable gauge to the probable working
and permanent value of the new system or hygienic
treatment m mankind. That time having now arrived,
and the various conditions and prospects of my health
and continued ability to work conspiring to the final
publicity of this greatest discovery of my life, and what
i conscientiously regard as the greatest discovery of all
time as relates to human health and longevity, I have
decided to wait no longer, lest by some peradventure
my career should suddenly be cut short and the world
should thus be deprived of the value of that to which
no wealth or other emolument can bear the slightest
comparison.
"I have given herewith an engraving which represents
the entire alimentary or Intestinal canal from the en
trance of food Into the stomach to the final exit of the
excrementitious residue after the nutrient portions have
been extracted and absorbed into the system. This il
lustration of the intestinal apparatus, with a full de
scription of the same, is given to assist the reader in
.understanding the explanation of the treatment as it
will advance, and its necessary relations to health and
longevity. With this end in view the cut should be
well studied.
" And first It may be laid down as a truism, nearlyself-evident on Its face, that most of the ailments which
fifflict humanity come from the Impurities that enter
nto the vital circulation from what we eat and drink,
thereby finding their way Into every part of the tissues
of the human organism. These impurities may como
directly from the food and drink thus taken into the
system when they are deleterious, or Indirectly from the
fermented and decayed residuum even of the most
wholesome food which Is retained in some portion of
the intestinal canal and then absorbed into the circula
tion after it should have been discharged from the
system.
" Most of human Ills, resulting In early physical decay
or premature old age. originate from this latter cause,
namely, the absorption Into the circulation of excre
mentitious impurities from the intestines, which inter
fere with the normal effects of nutrient assimilation,
and which furnish gradually and imperceptibly the
nuclei of disease and the seeds of decay, ending in
premature dissolution.
"These disease-bearing germs of putridity are taken
Into the circulation from all portions of the intestines,
as we shall hereafter prove, but especially are they ab
sorbed from the colon, and thus they easily find their
way alike to every portion of the organic structure
where the vital fluids circulate. But should any par
ticular portion be deranged or weakened by strain or
over-work, so as to form a nucleus of physiological
sympathy for such foreign and poisonous Ingredients,
that part will respond with the greater alacrity and re
ceive the greater concentration of such deleterious
particles, and, through affinity for such diseased matter,
will grow under its accumulation into the definite form
of disease which the nucleus indicates and exoltes In
that particular organ.
"Thus, for example, the lungs may be weakened by
over-exertion and successive colds, or may naturRlly be
defective from heredity, furnishing a sympathetic soil
for the lodgment of these disease-bearing germs ab
sorbed from the contents of the bowels and carried
constantly through this already Infected organ. In this
way the tendency to accumulation of the diseased con
dition grows with its growth and strengthens with its
strength : whereas, if the blood were free from such
impurities, no such accumulation could occur. These
impurities, wUen absorbed into the circulation, thus
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finding the lungs, for Instance, a congenial campingground, so to speak, rush past other organs found to be
in less sympathy, and unload their poisonous influence
where the diseased soil is already in cultivation.
" Medicines may partially and temporarily neutralize
these seeds of irritation, and thus, by diversion of the
enemy toward other parts may for a time put off the
evil day ; but drugs of whatever kind or character can
not touch the cause and continual instigation of the
trouble, but rather must leave the organ in a more
sensitive condition than before.
" With all the medicine that may be taken into the
human system, so long as this absorption of the diseasebearing germs continues from the intestines, the blood
will supply the lungs with this congenial food for con
sumption more rapidly than any system of drug-medi
cation can divert or counteract it.
"Plainly and rationally then, as it must strike every
thinking person, if some simple, effectual, and perfectly
harmless means could be discovered by which to pre
vent or put a stop to this excessive absorption into the
circulation of disease-bearing germs, so that their lodg
ment would be prevented by the natural eliminating
and excretive processes of the physical organism, nature
would act in the direction of health rather than disease,
the lungs would at once become master of the situation,
and the tendency to disease-sympathy and diseaseaccumulation would cease. This is what the new Hy
gienic Treatment claims successfully to have accom
plished.
"The same rationale, as to the beginning and the
accumulation of disease in any other organ, applies
with equal force. Let a start be made in the kidneys
by strain, excess, or undue indulgence in wines, liquors,
etc.. and instantly the circulating fluids of the holy
begin to unload their- impurities and disease-bearing
germs in this congenial soil, and by their pernicious
affinity attract similar germs as the vital fluid rushes
by loaded with death, till soon the foundation of dia
betes or Brlght's disease is hopelessly established. No
conceivable cure, which complies with natural law and
physiological logic, can touch such cases successfully,
save that which will remove its cause, namely, a com
plete cessation or stoppage of the excessive absorption
into the circulation of diseased and putrescent matter
from the contents of the intestinal canal.
" I speak of excessive absorption advisedly. The entire
prevention of such absorption of putrid matter into the
vital circulation is probaoly not possible, nor is it abso
lutely essential to excellent results of alimentation as
relate to perfect health and maximum longevity. The
natural process of the assimilation of nutriment and of
the elimination of waste and worn out tissue, as well
as of the repulsion of deleterious matter carried and
deposited by the circulation, will take care of itself in
fallibly if it is only given a fair chance to act; and this
fair chance consists in not allowing the circulation, by
leaving putridity unnecessarily in Its path, to be so ex
cessively loaded with impurities as to deposit them
among the organio tissues/aster than the normal elimi
nating and excreting process can disentangle and send
them adrift to be hurried from the body. In a word,
normal nature will do her work infallibly correct, if she
is not interfered with by abnormal conditions.
"As proof that nature will do her work effectually,
when not excessively taxed, we have only to note her
efforts in her three other outlets for the elimination and
excretion of impurities from the circulation, in addition
to the intestinal means of escape, namely, the kidneys,
the pores of the skin, and the breath.
" When excretion is defective through the chief chan
nel of the body for keeping the organism pure and
healthy, notice how soon the urine is unduly loaded
with offensive and poisonous excretions In the effort of
nature to find the next best means of eliminating the
waste and deleterious refuse of the organization.
" Next, the pores of the skin are brought into requisi
tion by our faithful friend, nature, to help forward this
work and assist the kidneys : and last, but by no means
least, our incessant respiration is always at work, night
and day, in this effectual process of aiding in the elim
ination and excretion of effete and poisonous matter
from the system.
"Not only the carbonic acid exhaled from the lungs
at every breath, but the vapory fluid thus expired at the
same time, is loaded with deadly poison to the system
if it should be retained even for a single hour.
" The distinguished Prof. Browne-Sequard, of Paris,
has recently proved the truth of what I nave been stat
ing by condensing these exhalations of vapor from the
lungs of a person of average health, and after concen
tration he has demonstrated their poisonous character
on different animals,—a single drop injected under the
skin of a rabbit producing immediate death."
(To be continued.)
price: of our iieilth-pamphletis$i.
But why charge a family $4 for so small a book ? If
Dr. Hall is a benevolent, Christian man, and has made
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such a valuable discovery for the promotion of health
and longevity, asks the reader,why does he not give his
remedy to the public and let the world have the benefit
of it withoutmoney and without price? Our answeris
plain.
A formula or recipe which costs a person nothing is
almost certain to be regarded as worth nothing, and in
nine cases out of every ten will never be put into prac
tice whatever its intrinslo value. But if a person shall
buy a health formula or system of treatment at a price
that will remunerate the author for his trouble in mak
ing it known which always costs money, such purchaser
will be certain at least to give it a trial, and becoming
himself convinced of its value he will then make it
known to his afflicted friends who otherwise would
most likely never have heard of it.
Had Dr. Hall at the start published his remedy to the
world free of charge it would have fallen fiat and in a
short time been forgotten, and the world would have
reoeived no benefit from its discovery or publication.
But by systematically and at great expense advertising
and making it known, as he has done, at the same time
charging a moderate price that meets the cost of so do
ing, hundreds of thousands of sick persons have been
induced to avail themselves of its advantages, and are
now well men, women and children.
Thousands of these afflicted persons have written Dr.
Hall that the purchase of this pamplet was the best in
vestment of $4 they ever made, while hundreds have
declared that $1,000 would be no inducement for them
to return the pamphlet if they were thereby to be de
prived of its benefits.
These are the unvarnished facts of this case, and the
reader can rest assured that the enormous amount of
good that has been done by this discovery is due en
tirely to the fact that Dr. Hall wisely decided to sell the
family prescription at a moderate price rather than
making it known free of charge, thus insuring its prac
tical trial by every purchaser.
Why Dr. Hall should be censured for selling this in
valuable formula for $4 when a physician can sell a pre
scription for the same amount without the least comBlaint, is a mystery we fail to explain. Of one thing
r. Hall is sure, and that is, that not one In one thou
sand who are now showering blessings upon his head,
would ever have been induced to give the new treat
ment a trial except solely for the reason that they had
to purchase it at a price that made it their selfish in
terest to test it fairly. In this case, therefore, as in
many others, " the end justifies the means."
But unlike all prescriptions sold by physicians, Dr.
Hall sells his " Health-Pamphlet" of 48 pages,—full of
the most important suggestions as to the cause and cure
of disease without drugs of any kind,—with the distinct
understanding that after four weeks' faithful trial of
the new treatment, if not found satisfactory, the $4 will
be refunded on the return of the pamphlet with a
promise on the part of the purchaser that neither he nor
his family will thereafter use the treatment.
As a guarantee that this contract will be faithfully
carried out on our part, we refer to Mr. Wm. Plimly,
Gen. Supt. of the Money Order Department, New York
Post Office.
Address Hall <fc Co., 28 Park Bow, New York.
P. S.—We will not print our usual installment of tes
timonials this month, though we have thousands to se
lect from. Those wishing to see a dozen pages of the
most enthusiastic indorsements ever written in favor
of any remedy, can drop us a postal card for our Extra
Microcosm and Supplement which contain also many
pages of philosophical reasoning bearing on the sub
ject of this treatment.
H. & Co.
CONTRIBUTIONS LEFT OVER.
Owing to the unusual length of our own two
editorials in this number in reply to Dr. Sedley Taylor, and in review of the discovery of
Dr: Koch's consumption cure, a number of
contributions are unavoidably crowded over
to the January number. Among these are
our regular paper from Prof. Alonzo Hall,
one from the regular series of Prof. Isaac N.
Vail's Annular Theory, one from Rev. Dr.
James A. Buck, one from our Associate
Editor, etc.
The extracts from our Health-Pamphlet, and
the article following as above, we were obliged
to put in smaller type to make room even for
what this number contains. We hope not to be
compelled to resort to this measure again.
Editor.
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Entered at second class matter at the New York Post Office. giving us heat in winter, and cold in summer
by the manufacture of an everlasting supply
ELECTRICITY, HEAT, LIGHT AND SOUND. of ice without cost, but it would furnish us
BY THE EDITOR.
with an unlimited supply of light, at any time
desired, converting night into day, both in
Some time ago we stated in the Microcosm doors and out, to meet any emergency of life.
that it was hy no means improbable that al Although, as expressed in our former arti
process might yet be discovered of "tapping" cle, we believe such an achievement possible,
nature, so to speak, by which to draw directly and a no greater stride in advance of all ex
from the fountain of natural energy any re pectation than many discoveries already made
quired supply of electricity, as one now taps in our own times, still for the present we can
a reservoir of water and draws off a supply only enjoy by anticipation such a millennial
for domestic or mechanical use.
reign of physical law as this modest prediction
At present we have no means of supplying foreshadows. With our present facilities and
ourselves with this form of natural force ex experience the efforts of our great inventors
cept by the expenditure of a corresponding seem to be confined to the discovery of cheaper
amount of mechanical energy or its equivalent methods of producing heat and light—the two
in the waste of costly materials. But could great economic necessities of life.
some prolific inventor discover and adapt the Recent investigations by Prof. S. P. Langmeans as here supposed, of drawing electric ley and Mr. F. W. Verey at the Alleghany Ob
fluid direct from the surrounding air, the servatory, Pa., have demonstrated that the
ground, or the waters of ocean, lake or river, amount of light-intensity obtainable through
without the application of mechanical force as various means in nature differs enormously in
now required, the ultimathule of all human proportion to the mechanical energy expended
achievement and happiness would be reached, in its development, all the way up from the
at least so far as the facilities for earthly enjoy weak intensity of a tallow candle to the almost
ment and physical wants would be concerned. unbearable rays of an arc light.
No more tiresome bodily labor would be re
By photometrical and thermal experiments,
quired of man or woman. The energy for all as well as by spectroscopical tests, they have
necessary mechanical work of every grade proved that the light of the fire-fly is by all
would cost us nothing but the trifling act of odds the most economical means of illumina
turning a faucet. All the mills, factories, tion furnished either by nature or the art of
-ocean and inland vessels, farm machinery and man, so far as the comparative expenditure of
household industries would be kept in opera energy is concerned ;—that not more than the
part of the mechanical energy is exerted
tion by this exhaustless power, requiring only
the intelligent direction of the human intel by the great fire-fly of Cuba, in proportion to
lect to guide the almost intelligent machinery, the light emitted, that is utilized in the burn
thus to inaugurate a physical millennium and ing of a tallow candle. Or in other words,
make this world a million times more a home while this insect emits no heat-rays at all, its
for humanity than all that is implied by the intensity of light could not be equaled by any
term Eden. How does the reader like the pic means known to our arts without the develop
ture?
ment of at least 2,000 degrees of heat, Fahren
Besides all this, such a supply of electricity heit, in so doing.
-drawn from nature's universal fountain, would Now, although these able physical investi
not only give us absolute control of our ther gators were not aware of the true outcome of
mal environments and conditions, thereby their reasoning, yet in our opinion their re
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searches and conclusions have totally upset
the uDdulatory theory of light, and when
legitimately carried out have likewise over
turned the wave-theory of sound.
According to all modern science, light has
its source in the mechanical energy of the cen
tral heat, which in vibrating acts upon the allsurrounding ether, driving it into waves which
necessarily travel with an intensity of vibra
tion or amplitude of swing exactly propor
tioned to the central heat-energy by which
they are actuated and driven off. But here
we have in the fire-fly a light-center of great
intensity, as these two eminent men have
shown, having no heat-center at all and gen
erating no heat by which to put the assumed
ether into vibration, but whose assumed waves
travel with the same assumed amplitude of
swing that would be produced by a central
heat-energy of 2,000 degrees Fahr. !
No other conclusion than the absolute break
ing down of the motion-theory or ether-theory
of light can be deduced from these facts as
here demonstrated by two of its able advo
cates.
But we will go further than Messrs. Langley
and Verey and compel the facts they have
produced to include sound as well as light, as
we will show in a moment. If this exhibition
of the fire-fly proves that its light can not be
the vibrations of ether, as we have seen, since
there is no heat-center to start the vibrations,
then it follows that light per se must be asubstantial but immaterial entity, traveling as a
distinct form of natural force by a law of con
duction peculiar to itself. It proves further
that the intensity of light depends entirely
upon the luminous property of its source as to
the amount of force-liberation which takes
place from the force-element of nature. This
is the doctrine ol the Substantial Philosophy
as opposed to the motion-theories of science.
Applying the same principle and process of
reasoning to sound, how consistently does the
substantial theory hang together ! As we
showed last month in our letter to the London
Musical Opinion in reply to the argument of
Dr. Sedley Taylor, sound in no possible sense
depends upon the energetic disturbance of the
air by the tremor of the musical instrument,
just as light is proved not depend upon the
supposed heat disturbance of the ether, though
the air, in the case of sound, is agitated slightly
by the vibrating body and in exact proportion
to its size and width of swing, just as the ether
would be disturbed by the heat-energy at the
center were there any such thing as ether to
be disturbed.
But sound, as in the case of light, as we
proved, depends for the immediate cause of
its intensity upon the sonorous character or
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property of the vibrating body, or in other
words, upon its power or facility, as conferred
by the cohesive arrangement of its particles,
for liberating sound-force from the fountain
of natural energy.
Thus, as in the case of the fire-fly in evolv
ing light-force, the locust will produce a
greater intensity and range of sound, by act
ual measurement, than any other objectknown:
to human experience, in proportion to the en
ergy employed at the center of disturbance.
This shows conclusively, as in the case of the
fire-fly, that the sonorous property of the
locust is the real and immediate cause of the
enormous quantity of sound it sets free, and
that the trifling air-disturbance it produces is
but a circumstance incidental to such sonor
ous effect; while sounding bodies of a hun
dred times the action on the air of this insect,
such as the tuning-fork, will not produce a
millionth part the sound that is sent off by
the locust.
Surely, if an argument like this—running
the logical parallel between the acknowledged
production of light by the fire-fly and the cor
responding production of sound by the locust
—will not carry conviction to the minds of
wave-theorists that their undulatory doctrines,
are false, then their enlightenment in the trueprinciples of physical philosophy we shall re
gard as very nearly hopeless.
HEAVEN.
BY J. I. SWANDER, D. D., PH.D.
Human nature, wherever found or whatever
its condition in its terrestrial sphere, is filled:
with deep undertones that rise like "echoes
of unearthly melody." Notwithstanding the
fact of general human depravity, most men
are still sensible of the "stirrings of deep di
vinity within," and, therefore, experience long
ings for a better realm beyond. Indeed it may
be said that every rational soul of man feels,
at least occasionally, that "this shred of life
can not be all the web" there is for human
spirits.
Of course these dreams of a better land are
crude, and incorrect according as men are des
titute of the light in which alone they may
arrive at measurably correct conceptions of
that world where "reigns the eternal sun with
an unclouded ray," and where life will be the
science and redemption the song of everlasting
years. How various these night dreams of
the coming day! The Birmans expect to>
transmigrate to the mountains of Meru: the
Mohammedans look for a paradise of sensual
delignt: some of the islanders and Indians,
hope to paddle their migratory canoes to hap
pier hunting grounds in some congenial clime :
the more cultivated among the heathen asso
ciated their ideas of heaven with their specu
lations as to the homes of their gods, and some
of them fondly expected to see the god of their
idolatry forging his thunderbolts on Mount
Olympus. "It is pleasant," says Harbaugh,
" to notice these drops of consolation bubblmgr
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up from the deep wants of pagan hearts ; and
although they form a slream which runs a
dark, crooked and tedious way, and whose
waters stagnate in many a pool of superstition
and ignorance ; yet when it once finds its way
out into the light of revelation, it becomes 'a
pure river of life, clear as crystal.' "
In arriving at a correct and full conception
of heaven, so far as a true concept thereof is
possible in this world, the assistance of both
science and revelation is indispensible. The
full idea of heaven includes both the future
condition and futureplace of redeemed and
glorified humanity. Hence the mistake of any
one sided mode of investigation. Neither as
tronomy without theology nor theology with
out astronomy can solve this most interesting
of all problems. The proper solution is to be
sought and ultimately found by the co opera
tive and complimentary efforts of faith and
reason. When these twin activities of man's
regenerate being are brought to a fair and full
recognition of their mutual relation to and
dependence upon each other, and when the
Christian scientist is thus lead to see and ac
knowledge that the Bible and science teach
different sections of the same truth, then will
the New Jerusalem begin to descend more di
rectly from God out of heaven, revealing the
exact locality of the latter in the full glorifica
tion of the former.
Let us inquire a little after that condition or
state of man which is one essential element in
the full conception and realization of heaven.
In doing so we shall, first of all, reverse the
poet's couplet: "Man always is, but never to
be blest," except when he is in right relation
with himself. Such relation can never exist,
however, only as he is also in right relation to
God, the source of his normal existence. Man
is in right relation both to God and to himself
only as he is in moral communion with his
Maker. This is possible only as his "life is
hid with Christ in God." When this is the
case he is in his native element. We should
not suppose, however, that such heavenly
blessedness is possible for any individual man
as isolated from the common lire of a glorified
community. It holds in a perfected kingdom
in which there is a communion in the King's
life, and a consequent community of His chil
dren. This social element of heavenly condi
tion must be held as belonging essentially to
the fundamental contents and environments
of the saint in his future felicity. Indeed, al
ready here he has a foretaste of those social
clusters that hang upon the celestial vines of
God. His conversation (citizenship) is in
heaven before he reaches the heavenly fields
or walks the golden streets. Milton's descrip
tion of Satan's hellish condition may be para
phrased and transferred to express one essen
tial factor in the blessedness of the man who
already now becomes a Son of God :—"Which
way I fly is heaven ; myself am heaven." And
still it doeth not yet fully appear what he shall
be. There is another factor equally essential
to his full consummation of redemption and
bliss.
A heaven without locality would neither
meet the nature of man's wants nor satisfy the
wants of his nature. In his essential consti
tution man is an inhabitant of time and space.
This he must always continue to be, even
though time be merged into infinite duration,
and his present idea of space be swallowed up
in the vast expanse of the illimitable. Men of
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intelligent Christian faith are, therefore, justi
fied in their efforts to "seek a country, a better
country, that is an heavenly ;" and one that
has alocation in distinction from all other sec
tions in God's created universe. Only those
ethereal souls who are content with a halftruth lose sight of the other equally important
half. The Christian philosopher, however, is
not satisfied with a mere state of blessedness,
even if such a state were possible without its
complemental hemisphere. He wants that
blessedness localized in accordance with the
yearnings of his Father's children and the
promised mansions of his Father's house. In
brief, we have as little adaptedness as we have
desire for a mere ethereal realm with nothing
more definite and substantial than the immor
tality of dreams and the immensity of empti
ness.
Where then is heaven as something to be
viewed also under a local aspect? At what
place in the universe are the garden-gates of
the Hesperides open to the Christian's feet no
less than to his faith and funcy ? Where is the
telescope of sufficient power to sweep the longi
tude, the latitude and the altitude of thesteller
dome, and discover to our weeping eyes the
final abode of our homesick selves? Shall we
permit our imagination to soar with unlimited
license into all space until our conception of
the Elysian Fields is sufficiently comprehensive
to embrace all worlds? We are notso inclined.
Such an idea of ubiquitous felicity would leave
no room for locality in space. Shall we, with
Isaac Taylor, seek for our future home in the
sun? Such a theory is too thermal for our
orthodox dread of the other place; yet that
might serve as a place of very beneficial resort
for those philosophers who continue to insist
that heat is nothing more than a mere mode
of motion. Shall we look with Dick or Maedler beyond our own luminary, to some more
central sun, or central place in which to locate
the eternal city of the Great King and the ul
timate home of his happy children ?
One thing maybe said in favor of the last
mentioned theory. It affords plenty of room
for speculation. But speculation is not a safe
guide. We need a more sure word of prophecy,
whereunto we would do well to take heed. The
Holy Scriptures are not entirely silent respect
ing this subject of such absorbing interest.
They tell us of the way to the place by point
ing us to the Forerunner who "passed into
the heavens" (Heb. iv, 14) "ascended up far
above ail (visible) heavens" (Eph. iv, 10), into
heaven itself, "now to appear in the presence
of God for us" (Heb. ix, 24). And there can
be no doubt that it is the highest mission of
astronomy to confirm the truth of the Script
ure cited in the passages as quoted above.
When in the further ad vancementand achieve
ments of astronomic and theological science
these two celestial sisters shall be glorified to
gether in the mutual confirmation of each
other's testimony to the truth, then will men
be the better able, not only to grasp and hold
clear conceptions of heaven, but also to ap
proximate the solution of the problem which
has to do with the very location of that happy
place "beyond the clouds, beyond the tomb."
Assuming the correctness of the foregoing
observations, we repeat that the true and full
idea of heaven lies between two equally false
conceptions, viz., that of exclusive spiritualisticism on the one hand, and a prevailingly ma
terialistic notion on the other. This true con
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ception holds in proper conjunction what God
has decreed should not be put asunder. God
has ordained that the highest attainable con
dition of man should be joined in everlasting
wedlock with the holiest place in the universe.
Hence, while the Forerunner has gone to pre
pare a place for his disciples, he is also here
preparing his disciples for the place.
But what of the nature, extent and variety
of heaven's glorious and glorified contents.
Suffice it to say, that everything in the Father's
house, of which the happy child can form a
positive concept will be substantial. The saint
will find his ransomed spirit clothed upon with
a body. Both spirit and body will be of an
equally enduring substance. The proper dis
tinction between material and immaterial sub
stances will there be continued. As matter
is neither essentially evil nor exclusively phe
nomenal, and as the Father of human spirits
ordained that they should externalize them
selves, it must follow in logical reasoning, as
well as from the teachings of revelation, that
the material body and immaterial, yet equally
substantial, soul of the saint are to share
with each other in that common glorification
that awaits them in a substantial place, sur
rounded with substantial environments of fut
ure perfection and bliss.
And what of their employments? Reason
assumes and revelation teaches that there will
be no idleness there. Activity is the funda
mental law of man's normal existence. In
heaven human activity will perfect itself in
praise; praise will culminate in celestial mu
sic, and music will be both vocal and instru
mental. ;'They sing the song of Moses the
servant of God, and the song of the Lamb : and
there will be heard the voice of harpers harp
ing with their harps." Thus "the daughters
of music," instead of being "brought low," as
in the death-march of Ecclesiastes, will
Soar and touch the heavenly strings,
And vie with Gabriel while he sings.
In notes almost divine.
Fremont, O.
.
MOLECULES AND ETHER.
BY PROF. ALONZO HALL.
If sound propagation is the result of wavemotion, and wave-motion—in air—consists of
condensations and rarefactions of the air as
the wave passes through it. I am of opinion
that, in o,-der properly to understand the phi
losophy of aerial undulations, it is important
first to analyze the movement of the instru
ments which make an air-wave possible.
The wave-theory teaches that, when the
tuning-fork, for example, is bowed, the air is
forced into periodical condensations and rare
factions by its forward and backward move
ments, and this effect is what we call sound.
It also teaches—by implication at least—that
the greatest amplitude of vibration or width
of swing of any air particle, is in the wave
Hearest the prong ; and the greatest excursion
to and fro of any particle in the wave, can not
beshorterthantheswingof the fork. Whether
it can be longer, remains to be seen, or rather,
determined.
The air-wave, then, is caused by the periodi
cal movements to and fro of the air-particles or
molecules ; and if we can first analyze and un
derstand the theoretic motions of the molecules,
the true conception of a complete sonorous
wave would be more likely to be gathered.
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With my mental vision I try to see the primi
tive molecule make its first excursion. I mean
a molecule in contact with the prong of the
tuning-fork whose vibrational number, we will
assume, to be 256 per second.
According to the wave-theory I will be able
to see the molecule moving outward from the
center of disturbance, and describing an ellipse
(so the theory teaches) whose diameter should
not be less than the greatest swing of the fork's
prong.
But before the molecule completes its orbital
swing and is ready to repeat the excursion,
every particle or molecule of air, in a direct
line outward from the prong, constituting a
complete vibration or wave, must have made
a start toward completing its own individual
swing or excursion. Half of the molecules in
the alleged wave, will have com pleted their for
ward movement, and will be in all phases or
positions of their return trips called the rare
faction of the wave while the other half will
be in all phases of forward movement, making
the condensation necessary to the complete
wave. The first molecule of this condensed
half will have j ust completed its forward move
ment, while the last one—farthest from the
fork—will have just begun to move and the
two molecules mark the extremes of the con
densed part of the complete sonorous-wave.
Of course that part of the wave that is now
rarefied, was all in a state of condensation and
whensocondensed, is, in what might be termed
a graduated density ; the densest part being at
the source where the molecule has completed
its half excursion, and the least dense at the
particle that had just begun to move.
The condensed part of a sonorous-wave,
therefore, must be a shell half as thick as the
whole wave-length. If the fork vibrates 256
times per second, the wave-length, as a conse
quence, should be four feet four inches, the
condensed part of the wave, therefore, would
be a shell two feet two inches thick.
I can conceive a person to be so stationed
that his entire body would, at one instant, be
wholly within the condensed, and the next in
stant as wholly within the rarefied air as the
wave was moving outward. Disregarding the
fact that the shell, in changing from the con
densed to the rarefied state, presents the phase
of an unlimited number of infinitely thin shells *
ranging from condensed to rarefied, and re
membering that the alternate temperature is
warmer and colder than still air, I can conceive
that a person so placed—if his physical percep
tions were keen enough—would experience the
most exquisite rigors as the changes from hot
to cold should take place.
Let us examine the motion of our primitive
molecule still further. Knowing that the cal
culated velocity of the wave, according to the
accepted theory of density and elasticity of the
air, is about one-sixth less than observation
makes it, and rememberingLaplace'singenious
explanation of this discrepancy, namely, that
the compression caused by the advancing
molecules evolves heat, thereby increasing the
elasticity of the air sufficiently to augment the
velocity from 916 feet as Newton calculated, to
1,090 feet as observed, it is in order to discover,
if we can, where the extra heat comes in. No
doubt it must occur in front of the molecule.
But I must first see the ether particles in
front of the advancing molecule of air, and
which fill the interstices between them, crowded
together and evolving this heat, then see the
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air molecule quickening its speed and charging
into the hot ether-waves with a motion onesixth greater than that given it by the prong !
But if the molecule goes faster than the prong
it must go further than it would have gone
from the impulse of the prong alone, and if the
first instant of forward movement evolves heat
and quickens its motion, then as the molecule
must have accelerated velocity to the end of
its swing, this swing should become infinite !
I believe no wave-theorist denies that the
change in temperature of the condensed part of
the sound-wave is due to the sudden squeezing
together of the ether (?) particles surrounding
the molecule of air or wave-element, since the
air-particles do not touch each other, and that
the compression is effected in the short time of
the half vibration of the prong. The alleged
wave-element can, no doubt, be moved so
slowly that no heat or at best an insignificant
degree of heat will be generated. That is to
say : more heat will be evolved from the con
densation or moving forward one-twentieth of
an inch in a given time than the one-millionth
of an inch in the same time ; and so propor
tionately less heat is evolved by the excursion
of the molecule at the last than at the first of
its vibrations.
It will be remembered that the Laplace
formula gives the same extra degrees of heat
as evolved for all sounds and for all intensities,
without any reference to the energy exerted in
moving the molecule. It may interest the
readers of the Microcosm to know just how
many degrees of extra heat are evolved by a
condensation, and 1 take the liberty of insert
ing an equation copied from "Bartlett's
Acoustics." It is the last equation where the
determined values, i. e., the normal tempera
ture, calculated velocity, observed velocity, etc. ,
are inserted for the algebraic values, and is as
follows :
"t-88"—wnfon [(VWW)8-1]-199.71° Far."
"(t)" is the temperature of the condensation
and 32° is the temperature of the atmosphere
at freezing Doint. If a thermometer could
record the augmentation it would show 231°, or
19° above the boiling point of water !
To repeat, then, it is plain that the molecule
must make a longer excursion than it would
if it depended wholly on the impetus given it
by the prong.
It is also clear that when the molecule makes
its first and longest excursion it should disturb
more molecules than when it makes its last or
shortest one.
If the half-wave-length (two feet two inches)
contains a certain number of molecules and
the last—the shortest—excursion of the primi
tive molecule disturbs them all, surely the first
—the longest—excursion, should disturb more
molecules than can be contained in the two
feet two inches, and consequently the longer
excursion should make a longer half-wave
length than two feet two inches and sound
velocity should increase proportionately with
intensity and vice versa. It seems simple non
sense to teach that the vibration or swing of a
molecule—no matter what the amplitude may
be—can communicate its motion to exactly the
same number of molecules for each swing
without regard to its displacement or distance
of swing.
It is such analysis as the above that makes
me disbelieve that sound is transmitted by the
molecular vibration of the conducting medium,
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and I doubt very much whether I am prepared
to acknowledge the existence of a molecule,
any more than I am prepared to believe in the
existence of such a material entity as ether.
THE ANNULAR THEORY.
BY PBOF. I. N. VAIL.
No. 11.
A glance at man's primitive Eden, as por
trayed in Genesis and much traditional litera
ture, shows that it was not a local garden, but
world-wide in extent. That Eden in which
lived naked, primeval man ; in which grew all
manner of trees ; in which lived all kinds of
beasts, which the Adam named could not pos
sibly have been comprised within the narrow
compass of Mesopotamia. To strip the ac
count before us from all inconsistencies we
must make Eden—man's primitive home—the
vapor-enshrouded earth. In order to show
that the prevailing idea is incongruous with
sober reason, I will devote a little space tothis
subject. Let us imagine the earth of to-day
enshrouded in alternated vapors, so deep as to
hide the body of the sun. In this case the
physicists will tell us there would be perpetual
summer. All the solar heat would bereceived
by and absorbed into the vaporous canopy, so
that by its universal diffusion in the mass, all
partsof theearth would be warmed measurably
alike. All vegetation, as in a mighty green
house, would cease to have the habits it now
has, and in course of time the earth would be
come an ocean of perpetual green and bloom.
Perpetual growth and life, and slight decay
would characterize the earth.
But man, in that green-house, would like
wise eventually fall into the same line of
habit. His life would be prolonged, just as
that of the plant. In the same environment
he would grow but not mature. It is well
known that it requires the unmodified action
of the solar beam to vivify and fructify all or
ganic nature. To ripen for reproduction re
quires the maturing power of pure, direct sun
light. It is very plain, then, if man in Edenwas protected by annular vapors he could not
ripen and bear fruit to thesameextent he now
does. Fruit-bearing, in all nature, is the
march to death, and I am then forced to con
clude that man, in a tholoform or canopied
enclosure, marched more slowly to his end in
death, and that the more perfect that protect
ing canopy was, the nearer did man approach
immortality on earth. I say, then, that the
annular philosophpr must come to this conclu
sion independentof any legendary knowledge.
Whether there be a particle of truth in the
Eden narrative or not, implacable law in
world-evolution demands annular conditions,
and oneof those conditions is an Fdenicclime;
and an Edenic clime means long life under an
nular vapors—shut in from the chemism of
the solar beam. But what must we thinloof
that narrative when it declares most impres
sively that, throughout the interdiluvian per
iod, man lived eight or nine hundred years?
What shall we think of the impression given
to man that man was deathless in Edpn ? Say
what we will these reminiscences had a foun
dation in fact, and when we turn to the concur
rent testimony in mythology, among so many
races, we certainly find no inducements to
abandon our theory.
Now, on the other hand again, I say that if
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the declaration in this Hebrew narrative be
true ; if man ever lived to be 800 years old, he
lived under a canopy that protected him from
the actinism and ripening power of the solar
beam. That is, if man possessed that great
longevity as stated, the earth was over-cano
pied by annular vapors ! Whence this dove
tailing evidence? we have simply come to
this point in our investigation : If the Hebrew
narrative be true, the earth once had an an
nular system, and, on the other hand : If the
earth had an annular appendage the He
brew records of Genesis are true. But I wish
it borne in mind that we havescarcely entered
the threshold of these inquiries, as I now
turn temporarily from the Edenic narrative to
secure valuable testimony further down in
time.
I want, now, to show that the "deep"
over which "darkness" brooded, and over
which the spirit of the Deity hovered, was the
celestial deep. I have elsewhere said that it is
unphilosophic to claim that the " Spirit of God
moved upon the face of the waters" located
on earth ; for, all races looked to the sky as
the Deity's home. This -claim is most abund
antly supported in the following : " In the
sixth-hundredth year of Noah's life, in the
second month, on the 17th day of the month,
on the same day, all the fountains of the
great deep were broken vp, and the windows
of heaven were opened, and the flood was on
the earth forty days and forty nights."
Now, it is plain that if that deep was on
high it was "broken up" or annihilated as a
celestial deep by a mighty down-rush of
waters, and if located on earth it was not
"broken up" (for it yet remains); which
conclusion will the reader take?
Again, if that deep was broken up on high,
that very act must have opened up to view
the skies, or heavens beyond it, and a flood of
light is then thrown upon the declaration that
the " windows of heaven were opened " at that
time—why this dovetailing of facts?
I say, then, if there ever was a day in which
the heavens were thus opened, it was the
opening of the annular canopy, and I say,
too, if there ever was a day when such a flood
of waters fell upon the earth for forty days
and nights, those waters came from an annu
lar canopy, for there is no other competent
source.
Again, the "breaking up" of a "deep" pro
duced the "flood " of rain ! That is, that deep
was the source of an avalanche of waters, just
such as have left their way-marks throughout
all the ages of geologic change. Did such de
scending floods come from on high or from
beneath ?
Now, let us remember that there were
" Waters above the firmament," and that they
remained there till the heavens "were
opened," or cleared, for if they had been
opened before they could not have been
opened at this time. Hence it is conclusive
that the waters above were the same that
rolled away at this time, and opened the
heavens. That is, the " great deep" whose
" fountains were broken up" were the "wa
ters above the firmament."
There was a day, long passed and gone,
when man saw the magnificent curtains of the
"great deep" roll away forever. New-born
skies looked down through windows that
never closed again. Fountains poured out
their last libation. The sun came into view.
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Earth felt the inevitable change again for the
last time. Man entered at once into a new
environment, and in a few generations his
longevity was reduced to three-score and ten
years, from this cause above.
But now let us view the scene from another
side. It is as plain as the noonday sun that if
the " fountains of the great deep were broken
up," or, which is the same thing, if the " win
dows of heaven were opened" the earth's an
nular vapors had disappeared ; and the sky
now being clear and the sun having its full
power, many phenomena that could not ob
tain during the existence of that canopy
would now come into view for the first time.
Winds, and storms, before held in cqntrol,
would now begin their eternal round. And is
it not a little remarkable that at this very
time, when the rains ceased, "God sent a wind
over the earth" and drove back the waters.
Any one can see how this first wind we hear of
in this ancient record could accomplish this in
the estimation of man, when he remembers
that the trade winds and, perhaps, all pheno
menal currents, began their round when the
sun first came in as the grand monarch of the
earth. And now I come to the consideration
of the chief evidence of our hypothetic can
opy. If the "great deep" was on high, and
the " breaking up " of its fountains produced
a flood, it seems like the most positive proof
that that flood was of annular origin. But if
such evidence as I have adduced be unsatis
factory, I will now produce a witness that is
most positive and absolute in its testimony.
During all the time that an annular canopy
existed, such a tiling as the occurrence of a
rainbow was an impossibility, as any one can
see. Never until the sun could shine down
through the "opened" heavenscould a "rain
bow form on the clouds." But now we are
told that when that deep was broken up the
rainbow was placed in the heavens. But if
the bow appeared then for the first, it is posi
tive proof that the sun then came into view
through annular vapors. We can not, by any
means, avoid this conclusion. Everything,
then, from the very first intimation of "wa
ters above" simply terminates here, at the
great deluge and " fountains broken up," and
heavens opened—at the sun and bow in the
sky. I challenge the world to produce a man
that can begin to satisfy all these conditions
without annular aid.
And, finally, let me wind up this article
with one more link of evidence, and we will
then be prepared to go back to the Eden nar
rative for a royal feast.
While the heavens are clear as they have
been since the "great deep" disappeared,
every one of my readers must see that there
can never be another deluge from annular
waters. Those fountains have been destroyed,
and a flood from that source is a physical im
possibility. It must also be seen that that
source is the only one that could possibly be
broken up so as not to be the cause of another
flood. But this narrative states that even Je
hovah has promised man He will never permit
the waters to become a flood any more. Has
He promised that the "deep" on the earth
shall not become a flood anymore? No! It
has become floods again and again in historic
times. Has He promised that the clouds shall
not flood the earth ? No ! They have done it
many times wit hin the memory of man. Has
He promised the earth that never more shall
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-the waters of the "great deep" on high be
come a flood? He has ! emphatically. He
has declared and proclaimed to every tenant
of earth that the day and ages of annular
floods have ended, and every part of nature
knows it, and knows, too, that no other
floods have ended. So long as man sees the
rainbow, then, he knows the skies are clear of
annular vapors only ! The bow has thus be
come Nature's emphatic sign that the earth
shall be forever free from a flood from an an
nular fund of waters, and it can be a sign or
token of safety from no other. And yet this
narrative tells me that God made the bow a
" token " of safety. Then I say that bow is an
absolute and infallible sign that the great deep
was the " waters above the firmament," and
that the earth once had an annular SYSTEM.
Elsinore, Cal.
EVOLUTION.
BY REV. DE. JAMES A. BUCK.
Dear Dr. Hall,—After the overwhelmingly
,destructive criticism in your "Problem of
Human Life," it seems presumptuous in any
other to say anything on the subject. But as
evolution has still its advocates even in some
-of our most prominent religious papers, I
write to call attention to your masterly refuta
tion, and also to add a few thoughts of my
,own. And as the skirmish line to feel the
enemy goes before the great army, so I will
put my own thoughts first.
" After its kind." This is my plea. These
words or their equivalent occur ten times in
five verses of the first chapter of Genesis.
What is their import ? They must mean very
much to occur so often in a record so con
densed. We maintain that these words, while
they refute evolution as taught by scientists,
make the creation of all species most substan
tial and enduring.
There are few words in modern literature
more misleading than the word evolution.
There is evolution and evolution, a true and a
false, and much evil results from confounding
one with the other. When the word is used to
show the wonderful changes from germ life to
full development of all things in the air, on
the earth and in the sea, it means, of course,
-what has always been known by the word
growth. But growth is not evolution as
taught by Darwin and Hreckel, the fathers of
this term in modern science. Darwin, while
he acknowledges the creation of one or more
species, denies the creation of all species, and
still more God's imminence and providence in
their propagation and preservation. He every
where maintains that higher species have been
evolved from lower species by natural selec
tion and survival of the fittest? Haeckel is the
author of spontaneous generation and denies
' both God and creation ? With these writers
Christian thinkers can have no sympathy, and
no more to do than Samuel had with Agag, as
One infinitely greater than he had to do with
the Levites and Pharisees of old. If we must
war a deadly warfare, we must use deadly
weapons. " War to the knife" should be our
motto when dealing with such flagrant ene
mies of truth and righteousness; for the teach
ings and drift of all such men is not Divine,
but just the contrary.
But what about "Theistic evolution with
,which some Christian ministers are most
strangely infatuated? If its advocates mean
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the same as has always been known bv creation
and Providence, why not say so? Why use
the misleading and infidel and atheistic word
evolution? Is it so captivating? Why if of
Juda do they use the language of Ashdod?
But to bring my subject to a conclusion, or to
close up the skirmish line and to bring on the
main action, how does Moses say man was
made? For this is the crucial question, or
should be so, with all Christian theorists.
What was his beginning and what has been
his continuance? Has it been "after his
kind?" Was he made by fiat and immediate
creation, "perfect" and "very good?" So
says Moses. Or was he made by evolution,
through an anthropoid ape, and through count
less ages, from a moneron or slimy cell at the
bottom of a pond or lake? Or was he made a
mere animal, and suffered to remain so for an
indefinite period? No ! no ! Moses tells ua
that "God made man in his own image and
after his own likeness," viz., he was made
" holy, just and good," and as wise, great and
glorious as infinite skill and infinite power
could create him to be man. But if there was
the first Adam, what more can be said of the
second Adam? Both were "perfect" and
"very good;" one by creation and the other
by generation. But alas! though "God made
man upright, he hath sought out many in
ventions," and among them, few stranger than
his attempt to belittle himself, and to account
for his origin by any system of evolution.
And to make absurdity still more absurd,
let those who believe in Theistic evolution tell
us how long Adam was in "a deep sleep"—
while God took a ri b from his side, and evolved
Eve in all the perfection of her grace and
beauty? For she must have been a creature
of marvelous attractions to be worthy as a
help-meet for Adam in his pristine greatness
and glory.
But alas ! How are the mighty fallen !
Yet man, though fallen, is always and every
where still man, "the noblest work of God."
He is in all time and everywhere man, " after
his kind," possessing much of his original
greatness, and thanks to God Most High,
through the intervention of the second Adam,
the Lord from heaven, he may regain all and
more than he lost.
So much for my views on evolution, upon
which very much more might be said. But if
any of your readers want to see the subject
most thoroughly handled, I refer them to the
concluding chapters of your " Problem of
Human Life Here and Hereafter." This
famous book, of which some 70,000 copies are
in circulation, is really, I may say, three books
in one. But it moves like a three-fold army
converging into a consolidated phalanx to
storm the opposing citadel. The "Problem"
is so far victorious, unanswered and un
answerable. We have said it is three books in
one. The first four chapters treat of the new
Philosophy known as Substantialism. The
fifth and sixth meet Tyndall, Helmholtz and
Mayer, and overturns the wave theory of
sound. The seventh, eighth and ninth are a
refutation of Haeckel, Darwin and Huxley,
and in the tenth and eleventh the authorshows
the difficulties and absurdities of scientific
evolution in any sense—Theistic or Atheistic.
I have all Dr. Hall's works, and have read and
studied them with much care, and can vouch
for him as an original and profound thinker.
Washington, D. C.
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PROP. VAIL'S ANNULAR THEORY.

We can not help calling the attention of our
readers to the remarkable series of papers now
appearing in the Microcosm from the pen of
our excellent contributor Prof. Vail. What
ever old-time geologists may have to say in
reply to the professor's startling positions and
arguments, one thing is certain, that no such
novel, original and exciting geological discus
sion has ever before, at least to our knowledge,
founr" its way into print, as that which we have
the exclusive privilege of giving to the public.
If any prominent geologist of the current
school of science shall think himself able suc
cessfully to explain the dovetailing of scien
tific facts, natural analogy and biblical expres
sions, as set forth by Prof. Vail, on any other
hypothesis than that of the annular system of
our earth during pre-historic times, we shall
be very glad to give him the opportunity of
so doing as soon as the professor's series of
papers shall be concluded. At any rate we do
not hesitate to declare, so forcibly have Prof.
Vail's papers impressed us, that we take no
little pride in placing his annular theory on
record in these pages along side of the Sub
stantial Philosophy.
"SWIFTLY ADVANCING"—"VERY MUCH
PASTER."
BY THE EDITOR,
The fact that the entire framework of the
Substantial Philosophy is based upon the
assumed fallacy of the motion-theories of
science, and the further fact that all these
theories confessedly stand or fall on the truth
or falsity of the wave-theory of sound as the
mother of all other motion-theories of science,
is our excuse for so continually and persist
ently assailing that theory in the pages of the
Microcosm. For plainly, if the waw-theory
of sound can be shown to be incorrect, there
is not a physicist any where who would not
admit the motion-theories of heat, light, mag
netism, electricity, etc., to break down under
the same class of arguments. And if these
motion-theories shall thus fall to the ground
under the blows which we are leveling against
the wave-theory of sound, then manifestly the
substantial theory of all force follows as the
only conceivable alternative, since any phe
nomena-producing cause in nature if not mo
tion must be an objective entity. Any other
conclusion is unthinkable.
Still further, therefore, to impress scientists
with the inherent fallacy of the wave-theory
of sound, we have selected the words in our
heading as the text for a few brief remarks.
This language as is well known is the phrase
ology employed by writers on acoustics to ex
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press the character of the motion of a tuningfork's prongs as compared to that of a clockpendulum. Prof. Tyndall, in his standard
work on sound, says :
" Imagine one of the prongs of the vibrating fork
swiftly advancing, it compresses the air immediately in
front of it, and when it retreats it leaves a partial
vacuum behind, the process being repeated at every
subsequent advance and retreat. The whole function
of the tuning-fork is to carve the air into these condensa
tions and rarefactions."—Lectures on Sound, p. 02.
Prof. Helmholtz teaches the same doctrine
in regard to the supposed swift movement of
the prongs of the tuning-fork as compared tothat of the pendulum. He says :
"The pendulum swings from right to left with a uni
form motion. . . . Near to either end of its path it
moves slowly, and in the middle/as*. Among sonorous
bodies which move in the same way, only very much
faster, we may mention tuning-forks."—Sensations of
Tone, p. 28.
This idea—that the prongs of a tuning-fork
or the strings of musical instruments strike
the air with great velocity in order to produce
the "condensations" essential to sound-waves
—was the universal teaching of acoustical
writers up to the time of the first issue of the
"Problem of Human Life," since which time,
as a suggestive fact, not one writer in Europe
or America has printed a word on the subject.
That doctrine of the "swiftly advancing"
prong or string was the soul and essence of
the wave-theory of sound ; for what nonsense
would it have seemed to the young student of
physical science to teach him that the mobile
and unconQned air could be driven into con
densations and rarefactions by a body having
a very slow travel, however many times it
might move forward and backward ! Hence
these writers, in order to guard against such
a logical conclusion on the part of students of
acoustics, have always taken particular pains
to tell them that the travel of the prong or
string is a " swift" motion and " very much'
faster" than that of the swinging pendulum,when in fact the fork sounds audibly while its
travel by actual measurement is more than at
million times slower than that of a clockpendulum. (See Microcosm, Vol. III, page
154.)
This original discovery, first announced in
the "Problem of Human Life," was elaborated
by the author in the Microcosm by a new
method of actually measuring the velocity of
the prong's travel, even after it had been
audibly sounding four minutes—a thing never
supposed to be possible up to the time of that
discovery. But not being a mathematician,
we reported our discovery to Capt. B. Kelso
Carter, Professor of Higher Mathematics in_
the Pennsylvania Military Academy, who pro
nounced it one of the most important and orig
inal acoustical discoveries ever made. He then
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proceeded at once to determine the velocity
of the prong's travel by this new method of
measurement from the time it is first bowed to
the close of its audible swings (four minutes),
with the result as stated and given in the
Microcosm.
How Tyndall, Helmholtz, Mayer, Rood, Sir
William Thomson and Lord Rayleigh must
have felt can only be imagined when they
learned for the first time in their lives from
this demonstration, that instead of the prong
"swiftly advancing" and traveling "very
much faster" than a pendulum, it actually
can be heard sounding when traveling 25,000
times slower than the hour-hand of a clock !
They must have seen from this astounding
measurement that the entire air-wave system
of sound-propagation had vanished into some
thing thinner than Prof. Tyndall's scientific
smoke of brown paper. Yet not one of these
writers has had the philosophical manhood
either to acknowledge the fact, or to attempt
to overturn our demonstration, for the reason
that any open attempt, as they well know, to
question the substantial correctness of that
measurement or defend the wave-theory from
its crushing effect, would be to inaugurate a
logical cataclysm of discussion that would
sweep their acoustical text-books out of exist
ence. Hence silence to them was literally
golden. Notwithstanding their silence, how
ever, it is well known that the revelati'on thus
made in regard to the almost infinitely slow
travel of the tuning-fork's prongs, hurled con
sternation into the ranks of all thoughtful
physicists from one end of this continent to
the other.
But silent and sullen as have been the En
glish and German physicists on this startling
announcement, they have at last been forced,
nolens volens, before the glaring foot-lights of
popularinvestigation. The scathing criticisms
of the wave-theory as set forth in Dr.
Audsley's lectures before appreciative Lon
don audiences, have succeeded in calling out
replies from numerous advocates of that
theory at the conclusions of his lectures, with
all sorts of imaginable attempts at evading
the destructive force of his arguments. They
now seem to see for the first time that some
thing desperate has to be done if their undulatory cause is not to be ingloriously lost.
To let the charge pass unnoticed, that all the
great physicists of the world up to 1877,
when the "Problem of Human Life"* first
appeared, were ignorant of the fact that the
prong of a tuning-fork produces sound when
traveling a million times slower than a clockpendulum, they now see would be to stamp
with doubt and unreliability all the works on
acoustical science' up to that date. Hence,
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for example, these critics of Dr. Audsley ex
citedly declare at the close of his recent lec
ture that he had evidently misunderstood the
authors from whom he had quoted, and that
the "swiftly advancing" of Tyndall and the
" very much faster" of Helmholtz, instead of
meaning a swift travel of the prong, only
meant " a very much greater frequency of
vibration" than that of the pendulum of a
clock 1
Plainly these critics had to say something
in reply to this "swiftly advancing" argu
ment or at once abandon their theory, and
this ridiculous assault upon Tyndall and
Helmholtz as incapable of understanding the
true meaning of words was manifestly the
last ditch of the wave-theory.
But as Dr. Audsley had not time to answer
them, we shall now bring them to a public
trial that will settle them "very much
faster" than they then fancied possible. To
do this let them try to analyze the two
passages quoted at the commencement of this
article in the light of their shallow interpreta
tion, and see if they can make "swiftly.
advancing" by Tyndall and "very much
faster" by Helmholtz mean a "greater
frequency of vibration" than that of the
pendulum? What sense, for example, would
there have been in Tyndall's lecture had he
meant to teach as these critics insist: "Im
agine one of the prongs of the vibrating fork"
frequently advancing ; " it compresses the air
immediately in front of it, and when it re
treats" from frequently advancing "it leaves
a partial vacuum behind " this greatfrequency
of vibration, "the process being repeated at
every subsequent" frequency of "advance and
retreat," etc. !
It passes comprehension that learned critics
do not know the difference between " swiftly
advancing" and "frequently vibrating," es
pecially when Prof. Tyndall immediately adds
retreating and leaving a partial vacuum as
distinct from the "swiftly advancing" which
condenses the air. But almost anything may
be expected from men who can accept the
wave-theory of sound without being able to
detect any of its glaring absurdities.
Then next let these critics try to prove:
Helmholtz a similar dunce in the use of lan
guage by giving a similar interpretation to hiswords. Thus: "The pendulum swings from
right to left with a uniform motion. . . near
to either end it moves slowly," that is, with infrequency of vibration, "and in the middle
fast," or with great frequency of vibration.
"Among sonorous bodies which move in the
same way but very much faster," that is, with
very much greater frequency of vibration " we
may mention tuning-forks !"
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The result of this simple analysis of the
words of these two highest living authorities
on sound forever settles the question that, up
to the revelation made in the "Problem of
Human Life" and the Microcosm, the wavetheory was based upon the mistaken idea of
physicists that the prong and string must
necessarily travel swiftly in order to produce
the " condensations " essential to sound-waves.
As this essential phase of the theory is here
incontinently wiped out, all rational excuse
for further teaching that theory has ceased.
Will professors of physical science in our col
leges have the manliness to acknowledge the
force of this reasoning ?
MATTER AND FORCE.
BY THE ASSOCIATE EDITOR.
It is seldom in the course of any investiga
tion that we find two elements which are so
closely subjoined and connected with each
other, yet so absolutely different in their ele
mental bases, and so completely independent
of each other for existence as those mentioned
in the caption of this article.
It is a universally admitted scientific fact
that the existence of the material world in its
tangible shape is due to the action of force,
and that the peculiar material formations
which are manifested are given their particular
characteristics by the action of the different
forms of force. It is not the purpose of this
article to dispute this fact, but rather to de
fend it. Our purpose being more to point out a
constitutional difference between matter and
force, and to show that while the two prin
ciples are joined together in universal and
almost infinite relationship, nevertheless as
pure matter and force they are not to be con
founded, nor are they to be considered as
primarily dependent in any sense upon each
other.
While these two elements in their interlock
ing alliance represent the complete and eternal
constitution of the universe, and by their
combination or coalition are each endowed
with the properties or characteristics which
give them their differing molecular structures,
and consequent usefulness or uselessness in
the economy of natural requirements, yet
were they by any means separated from each
other neither would be annihilated or cease to
exist, but would simply be relegated back to
its primeval condition of crude matter or crude
force.
Thus, while there is an intimate relationship
and seeming interdependence between matter
and force, the dependence is only apparent, as
the two elements being by nature different, are
possessed of the virtue of separate self-exist
ence. One is material, the other is immaterial,
and while the material is dependent for its vari
ous phases and ramifications in the tangible
universe upon the immaterial, and the imma
terial dependent for its opportunities of mani
festation upon the material, yet matter per se
is not the resultant of force action, nor is force
the resultant of any form of material action.
It is clear that this must be the position of
the Substantial Philosophy with regard to these
entities : for, to consider matter to be entirely
a secondary condition of the universe—but an
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emanation from force—is at once practically to
deny the existence of the immaterial realm,
making it instead an infinitely attenuated con
dition of material existence, from which mat
ter is simply the condensation, resultant from
the continuous action during ages of time;
while, on the other hand, to make force de
pendent for its existence upon material action
would be to strike from under Substantialism
the very corner stone upon which its super
structure has been reared.
From substantialists, therefore, this doctrine
of a distinct line of demarkation between mat
ter and force as substantial and independent
elements in their originally crude states, may
expect no semblance of disapproval, but from
the generally accepted schools of scientific and
philosophical teaching, whose whole systems
have been founded and carried out on the sup
posed dependence of force upon the previous
existence of matter and contrarywise, such
a claim can hardly expect to be favored with
even a suspicion of mercy.
Between two otherwise antagonistic schools
of philosophers, there seems to be a harmony
in that they regard the phenomena of matter
and force as entirely dependent one upon the
other for its existence, the magnitude of their
dispute when reduced to its essence entering
apparently upon the superior claims of either
the matter or force phenomenon to prior ex
istence.
The undulatory scientists, to whom belong
Tyndall and Helmholtz, regard force univer
sally to be simply the resultant of the molecular
motions of matter which, as has been shown,
had no existence before the material motion
began, and can have none when the motion
ceases ; while, on the other hand, we have the
idealists numbering among their school Hume
and Spinoza, who, fortheirdictum, declare that
matter has no reality, relegating it to a similar
state of dependence upon force by their teachins: that it exists only in the sensuous percep
tions and conceptions, which sensuous actions
are universally admitted to be simply proper
ties of mental force.
If both these schools of teaching be correct
the inference is unavoidable, that the universe
is a myth, an empty state of nothingness, for
if the position of the idealist be true that mat
ter is dependent for its existence upon the ac
tivity of mental force, then according to the
equal truth of the position of Tyndall, Helm
holtz, Mayer and all other authorities on Nat
ural Science, there can be no such thing as
force, since force of all kind is dependent
upon the previous presence and agitation of
material molecules. When brought to their
fundamentals either of these positions is as cor
rect as the other, the difference between them
being; only caused by whether they take the
matter or force as the starting point of physical
being. So much has been said in the past vol
umes of this journal proving the absurdity of
both these positions that we will not here oc
cupy space by a repetition, but will go directly
to the effects which this principle of a separate
and distinct existence of the material and im
material departments of the universe will
have upon the present theories of the natural
forces.
There is no good reason that we can see on
the basis of consideration that there are in the
constitution of the universe two factors, matter
and force, equally independent of each other,
equally important and equally extensive, why
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in their peculiar realms of existence they
should not have equally the same conditions,
the same manifestation of properties, and the
same general reign of laws differing only in
beingsuitable to their particular requirements.
There is without doubt a structure of par
ticles in the constitution of force as well as in
matter, and as in dealing with material sub
stances such expressions as weight, thickness,
transparency, etc., etc., are simply relatwe
terms which convey to the mind the differences
between the various forms and conditions of
material existence, so undoubtedly in the im
material realm there are analogous relative
-differences, and thus the consequent opportu
nities for comparisons, which we believe upon
a better understanding of the conditions prev
alent in this important part of God's domain
will reveal to us properties and qualities which
will vie with the material portion in number,
variety and adequacy in fulfilling the natural
Jorcial conditions.
This line of reasoning followed to its legiti
mate outgrowths, would naturally lead us to
the apprehension of a world immaterial in
its nature, and where immaterial but substan
tial existence was possible in the full exercise
of all the faculties of mentality and conscious
ness, where we could possess the same func
tions of living and thinking as at present, mod
ified only by elimination of the conditions nec
essary to terrestrial affairs, and the addition
of those required by a more ethereal, but nev
ertheless a positively proven, real state. We
will not, however, in this article enter into this
branch of the subject, but will leave it for the
consideration of our readers, promising in the
future to venture a few thoughts and sugges
tions in connection therewith, confining this
paper more particularly to an examination of
the physical forces of nature in their con
nection with material phenomena from the
standpoint above hinted at.
If it can be demonstrated that there is a re
semblance between the world of matter and
the world of force, in that both could have
had independent existences in their primeval
stages, as matter, however attenuated, and as
force, however sublimated, it is reasonable to
suppose that the developments achieved by
one along its particular line would also be pos
sible to the other in its line. Therefore, as all
the phases of matter are simply properties,
qualities or conditions of originally crude mat
ter acted upon by an extraneous source, so
also is it reasonable to suppose that all the
various phases of force are simply properties
or conditions of an originally crude force in
much the same sense as brittleness, opacity,
ductility, malleability, etc., etc., are simply
propert ies of matter, and that when we speak
of heat-force, sound-force, electric-force, etc.,
we shall understand them to be simply condi
tions or properties of the force-element, by
which certain conditions are produced, and
not original force-creations generated at the
particular moment of their exhibitions. In the
same sense as matter is undeniably dependent
upon the action of force for its various condi
tions, so force is unquestionably dependent
upon material conditions for its manifesta
tions. The arrangement of the particles in a
,certain manner as in the vibrating tuningfork, and an opportunity for the action of
force is provided which indicates itself in the
manifestation of sound, while should the same
piece of metal be placed under other conditions
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the indications would be in the shape of the
electric, calorific or magnetic properties of
force.
The tangibility of matter, as also the peculiar
structures through which one body is gold, an
other silver, another coal, another diamond and
another water are, of course, dependent upon
the action of some one or several combined
phases of force, and in the same manner the
manifestation of force, as also its peculiar con
ditions which exhibit atone time sound, at an
other light, at another heat, electricity, mag
netism, cohesion and adhesion, are dependent
upon the conditions provided by matter.
We can bring about the manifestation of any
force that we desire, simply by arranging the
material conditions in such a manner as pre
vious experience has taught us will produce it ;
for example: we know that any two metals of
differing potentials, placed together in any
liquid, even water, will bring about the mani
festation of electrical force. And by the same
observance of material conditions we can pro
duce heat, sound, light, cohesion, etc., etc.
In nearly all such cases the conjunction of
force is essential to produce the material con
ditions, and in the majority of instances such
assisting force properties disappear in accord
ance as the new property is produced. But this
does not necessarily prove that there has oeen
a conversion of one form into another, but
may be taken just as logically and more rea
sonably to demonstrate that the material con
ditions having been altered, its particular prop
erty being no longer provided with opportunity
for manifestation in much the sani e sense as the
material property of brittleness is often dissi
pated by the introduction of new structural
conditions, while the new force property which
appears simply demonstrates that soil has been
provided for it. Force, in its crude orindefinite
state, is everywhere present ready for constant
action under all the material conditions pro
vided, while under the differing material con
ditions, it manifests itself in its differing prop
erties. All these properties arise from the same
original, crude force at work, with the only
difference that the work being done has taken
a definite shape.
(Continued from page 14, vol. vltl.)
What is Sound J The Snbaf antlal Theory
versus The Wave Theory of Acoustics.
BY GEOEGE ASHDOWN AUDSLEY, F.K.I.B.A.
I feel I have said very little on this great
subject, and that little very badly ; bulI must
now leave argument in words for argument in
experimental demonstration. Time will, how
ever, only permit of a few experiments, and
that in the direction of showing you upon
what very shallow arguments and wrong con
clusions the wave theory of acoustics has been
supported by its greatest advocates. As I
pass on you w'll see how perfectly the theory
of substantial sound force accounts for each
and every phenomenon.
By way of an introduction to my first ex
perimental demonstration of the nature of
sound, let me direct your attention to the dif
ferent teaching of the old and new theories of
sound.
According to the wave theoiy we are taught
that sound-waves, mechanically generated by
the vibrating or exploding body, are capable
of mechanically moving, shaking or breaking
other bodies against which they strike ; whilst*
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according to the substantial force theory, we
are assured that sound force, however great
its volume may be, is absolutely incapable of
moving a cobweb, or any body whatever
which is not in vibrational sympathy with
that sound force. Or, as Dr. Hall puts it,
" The differences between theoretic air-waves,
according to the current theory, and pulses of
sound force according to Substantialism, is
this : the air-waves are supposed to be purely
mechanical in their operation, striking any
and all objects in their way with the same
force according to resisting surface. On the
contrary, pulses of sound force are supposed
to act on no material object that is- not in
vibrational sympathy with them, any more
than substantial rays of magnetism will act
on a piece of wood or other body not in mag
netic sympathy. There is no more necessityof assuming air-waves to be sent off from the
vibrating instrument to beat against the
tensioned string, diaphragm or flame, to cause
its motion, than there is of assuming that
the magnetism which lifts the distant iron
bar does it through some action exerted upon
it by the connecting atmosphere. If the im
material but substantial force of magnetism
can produce physical displacement of a pon
derable body at a distance, why can not sub
stantial but immaterial sound force do the
same under a different law of nature?"
Now for our first experiment.
If you turn to the opening pages of the lead
ing English text- book on acoustics, Professor
Tyndall's "Sound," you will find, in the para
graphs devoted to the " Confinement of sound
waves in tubes," a very remarkable experi
ment described—the experiment I am now
about to show you, just as Professor Tyndall
performed it in the Royal Institution before a
scientific audience, and then as I think it
ought to be completed so as to get out its
full teaching. Professor Tyndall thus clearly
describes his remarkable experiment: "The
weakening of sound, according to the law of
inverse squares, would not take place if the
sound-waves were so confined as to prevent its
lateral diffusion. By sending it through a
tube with a smooth interior surface we ac
complish this, and the wave thus confined
may be transmitted to great distances with
very little diminution of intensity. Into one
end of a tin tube, fifteen feet long, I whisper
in a manner quite inaudible to the people
nearest to me, but a listener at the other end
hears me distinctly. If a watch be placed at
one end of the tube, a person at the other end
hears the ticks, though nobody else does. At
the distant end of the tube is now placed a
lighted candle. When the hands are clapped
at this end, the flameinstantly ducks down at
the other. It is not quite extinguished, but it
is forcibly depressed. When two books are
clapped together, the candle is blown out.
You may," continues the Professor, "here
observe, in a rough way, the speed with
which the sound-wave is propagated. The
instant the clap is heard the flame is ex
tinguished. I do not say that the time re
quired by the sound to travel through this
tube is immeasurably short, but simply that
the interval is too short for you to appreciate
it. That i t is a pulse, and not a puff of ai r, is
proved by filling one end of the tube with the
smoke of brown paper. On clapping the
books together no trace of this smoke is
ejected from the other end. The pulse," con
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cludes the Professor, " has passed through
both smoke and air without carrying either of
them along with it."
Now, I have no wish to be disrespectful, but
I can not help asking the simple question—if
any sane man can accept Professor Tyndall's.
experiment as a proof of the wave theory of
sound, or believe his explanation of the whole,
matter?
I shall now perform the experiment be
fore you exactly as Professor Tyndall per
formed it before his audience in the EoyaL
Institution, in direct support of his favorite
theory of sound ; and then I shall conduct it
as I think it ought to have been performed on
that occasion, but was not, probably because
its results would in no way have supported the
wave theory.
Here is a tube similar in form to that used
by Professor Tyndall, but much shorter. I
prefer to use a short tube because the tests I
subject the whole question to are very much
more severe and conclusive with it than with
a 15-foot tube. I place a lighted candle, with
its flame immediately opposite the smaller
orifice, and on clapping my hands at the other
end the flame instantly "ducks down." Now,
on clapping two books together the candle
is blown out. Such were the results obtained
by Prof. Tyndall ; but is there a single person
present on this occasion who believes for one
instant that sound had anything whatever to
do with either the disturbance or the extinction
of the flame? Surely not. Yet Professor
Tyndall assured those who witnessed the
similar experiment in the Royal Institution
that both effects were caused by & sound-wave
— "a pulse and not a puff of air." We cannot
help thinking that the distinguished lecturer
paid a very poor compliment to the common
sense of his hearers, whilst he taxed their
gullibility to the utmost. I need not waste
time with the part of the original experiment
which ended in smoke, but may pass on to my
version of the experiment.
I relight the candle and place it, as before,,
opposite the small, conical end of the tube ;
and on the flame beconring perfectly still, I
proceed to test the effect, not of simply dis
turbed air as in the previous case, but of
powerful and true soundforce upon it. I now
take this horn, which is capable of yielding
very loud andsuddensounds—much louder than
any that can be produced by clapping books to
gether—and placing its bell directly opposite
the larger end of the tube, I produce several
varieties of sound, loud and soft, short and sus
tained, yet to none of these does the candle
flame ""duckdown" or show thesligh test dis
turbance. Here, notwithstanding thatthe air
at the bell of the horn is necessarily disturbed
by that blown intc the instrument from my
mouth, we have no sudden concussion, no
puff of wind, as in Professor Tyndall's sound
wave version of the experiment, but simply
sound pure and simple; and this sound, or
sound force, passes through the short tube
and through the flame without finding any
thing in sympathy with it, and accordingly,
without disturbing anything. Now what can
the wave theorist say regarding Professor
Tyndall's original experiment and my exten
sion of it? Is it not self-evident that if the
former supports the wave theory with its
mechanically set up air-waves, the latter
hopelessly refutes that theory? But even
Professor Tyndall's experiment goes in no
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way to support his theory, simply because it
was a sudden gust or puff of compressed wind
which literally blew the candle out, and not
sound of any kind. Any one with a grain of
common sense can see this, and it seems absurd
insisting on the fact.
I have here a more perfect piece of ap
paratus, devised by myself, for the purpose of
"proving, in the first place, that vibrating
sonorous bodies, while sending forth sound, do
not disturb the air to any appreciable distance
from their surfaces, and, in the second place,
that the sound they send forth is incapable of
moving or in any way affecting the lightest
substances, or any substances or bodies what
ever, which are not in perfect sympathy with
the source of the sound.
The tuning-fork has been selected as the
*ound-producing body, because it is the
favorite instrument in the hands of the
acoustician for proving the existence of
sound-waves, and for illustrating the mechan
ical action of those waves, as I shall show
when I come to speak of sympathetic vibra
tion and interference of sound. The remain
ing portion of the apparatus consists of a
wooden tube, open at both ends, and furnished
with small glass windows in the center of its
sides. Suspended within and between these
windows is a strip of gold-leaf, almost filling
-up the air-way of the tube. The tube has a
long slot cut in its lower side so that it can be
moved over the prongs of the vibrating fork ;
-or, what is more convenient, the fork can be
moved, after being bowed, into the tube.
Allowing the gold-leaf to hang perfectly still,
I set the large fork into full vibration, and
then push it into the tube until one of its
prongs is quite close to the gold-leaf screen.
If we are careful not to disturb the air, we
shall fail to observe the slightest flutter or
movement of the leaf. Why is this? The
wave theorist is bound to maintain that all
the while sound-waves are being generated by
the vibrating prong, and that they are sent
off, with condensations and rarefactions, 4
feet 4 inches Ions', at the uniform rate of 256
in each second of time, and at the velocity of
about 1,120 feet a second. The puzzle is how
these waves—potent enough, in Professor
Tyndall's estimatiou, to blow out a candle—
manage to pass directly through the sensitive
gold leaf screen without moving it. Here I
might say, in the language of our greatest
poet, " I pause for a reply?'
As we are taught by the undulatory theory
of acoustics that the sensation of hearing is
caused by sound-waves or mechanically set up
air-waves striking against the tympanic mem
branes of our ears and bending them in and
out, it is highly desirable that we should, at
this point, consider this important question
connected with our sense of hearing, and
strive to arrive at something like a true and
logical conclusion anent the office and action
,of the ear.
The function of the ear is thus described by
Professor A. M. Mayer, America's greatest
wave theorist. He says : "Sound is the sensa
tion peculiar to the ear. This sensation is
caused by rapidly succeeding to-and-fro mo
tions of the air which touches the outside sur
face of the drum-skin of the air. These twoand-fro motions may be given to the air by a
distant body, like a string of a violin." After
briefly describing the structure of the ear, the
Professor continues : "Let us consider how
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this wonderful little instrument acts when son
orous vibrations reach it. Imagine the violin
string vibrating 500 times in one second. The
sounding-board also makes 500 vibrations in a
second. The air touching the violin is set
trembling with 500 tremors a second, and
these tremors speed with a velocity of 1,100
feet in a second in all directions through the
surrounding air. They soon reach the drumskin of the ear. The latter, being elastic,
moves in and out with the air which touches
it. Then this membrane, in its turn, pushes
and pulls the little ear-bones 500 times in a
second. The last bone, the little stirrup,
finally receives the vibrations sent from the
violin string, and sends them into the fluid of
the inner ear, where they shake the fibers of
the ^auditory nerve 500 times in a second.
These tremors of the nerve—how we know
not -so affect the brain that we have the
sensation which we call sound." We are
further assured by this eminent scientist that
the description "just given is not that of a
picture created by the imagination." We shall
see !
I feel that it is somewhat rash on my part to
enter on so complex a subject in this short
Paper, for it would require at least a full
Lecture to do it justice. It is, however, quite
necessary that it should be touched upon on
the present occasion for the better understand
ing of my arguments.
It is probable that the illustration given by
Professor Mayer may not at first strike one as
containing any element of impossibility or
absurdity, and if the tympanic membrane was
merely taxed to vibrate with one uniform
motion, at one uniform rapidity, and to
transmit only one sensation or impression to
the auditory nerve and brain at one time, we
might, perhaps, pause before boldly question
ing the truth of the whole matter. But let us
think for a moment of what the tympanic
membrane is called upon to do in accordance
with the imperative demands on the wave
theory of sound, and our reason at once starts
out in open revolt at the mechanical impos
sibility it is asked to recognize as fact. Have
you, musicians, in listening to a grand Symph
ony, performed by an orchestra of a hundred
instrumentalists, tried, whilst you heard the
united harmonies of all, and whilst you easily
followed the sounds of each class "of instru
ment engaged, to realise what your tympanic
membranes were called upon to do according
to the popular scientific hypothesis? If not,
do so, and let your reason and common sense
lead you to a true conclusion.
As I have given you the views of one great
American scientist on tympanic vibration as
caused by a single violin string vibrating 500
times in a second, let me now, in preference to
any imperfect words of my own, give you the
views ofanother American authority, Professor
G. R. Hand, on the other aspect of tympanic
vibration. " Substantialism is thundering at
the gates of Popular Science, and demanding a
re-examination of the facts and proofs of the
undulatory theory of sound. Tympanic vi
bration opens the portals of her secret
chambers and extends a cordial welcome to
her auditorium. We enter for a few moments,
and take hasty cognizance of the beauties and
inconsistencies that press themselves upon
our consideration, as the ear-drum labors
with herculean efforts to convey intelligent
sounds to the auditory nerve, according to the
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popular theory. Now hold your breath, and
pause, and look, and listen, as you mentally
interrogate Dame Nature at every point.
"You see the little drum-skin posted at the
vestibule to introduce the visitors into the
sanctum sanctorum. It is required to bend
its flexibilities and complacently bow each
visitor into the audience-room, though they
come thick and fast as hail upon the unpro
tected window. Hark ! The solemn notes
from the lowest audible pitch of organ-pipe
gravely demand admittance, and the mus
cular elasticity of our little sentinel is taxed
to itsminimum capacity to admit the troopers,
with a genuflection or audiflection for each
sound pulse at the rate of not less than sixteen
per second.
"Simultaneous with these, a troop more
numerous, and more active and persistent,
demand an audience, as notes of a higher
itch, borne upon miniature sound-pulses,
s emand an introduction. Our little sentinel
is now compelled to fly around and bow say
440 times in a second, whilst these are enter
ing. You say this requires activity. Yes.it
does. But remember, that while bowing 440
times per second, he is at the same time bend
ing at the rate of sixteen times per second.
But this is not all. The sounds of a full
orchestra strike upon the ear at the same
time, and the notes of various pitch, running
through several octaves, are distinctly, audibly
heard in beautiful harmony ; but every note
requires a different rate of vibration, and yet
all at the same time, until perhaps a score of
different rates of vibration are manipulated at
the same time.
" Now we begin to feel a kind of melancholy
sympathy for our little sentinel, who is com
pelled to practice upon possibleimpossibilities,
in the vain attempt to stretch, and contract,
and bend, and perform hundreds of gyrations
per second, and at scores of different rates of
velocity all at the same time. . . But the
wave theory of sound compels submission to
these absurdities and impossibilities, and
while that bears sway our little sentinel must
continue in this abject slavery.
" It is not out of oi der to question the
right or assumption, or the authority of send
ing out these vocal and instrumental emana
tions in cavalry squadrons, mounted upon
atmospheric waves or sound-pulses^to besiege
our auricular organs in such a barbarous mode
of attack. Almost any .other member of the
body would fro to pieces or paralyze under the
pressure of the unequal struggle against such
an incessant and multitudinous bombardment.
" Thousands are assembled in a large hall.
Hundreds of instruments of various kinds are
playing- in full orchestra. Thousands of voices
are filling the air with all the notes within the
compass of the human voice. We put on our
philosophic glasses and seethe sound-waves in
endless variety emanating from these thous
ands of sonorous sources in all directions,
from every center, at different amplitudes and
wave-lengths, meeting each other, crossing
each other, at right angles, acute angles,
obtuse angles, horizontally, vertically and
obliquely, impinging upon each other, dash
ing, surging, retreating, by impulse and
reaction like a thousand wild animals turned
loose in a menagerie, and yet amidst all this
jarring and confusion each storm-tossed wave
going with accuracy and unerring certainty,
unchanged and pure", straight from its source
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to every point where an ear might be, and
unloading its sonorous cargo all in good condi
tion." TheProfessorconcludes b.y saying : "If
science desires to rejoice in unexceptional
garments, she had better look to her ward
robe and repair these rents, or else replace her
tattered duds with more reliable and scientific
vestments."
Speaking of the musical sounds, the voices of
men and women, the noises of rustling gar
ments, gliding feet, clinking glasses, and so
on, which fill a ball-room, and which "give
rise to systems of waves, which dart through
the mass of air in the room, are reflected
from its walls, return, strike the opposite
wall, are again reflected, and so on until they
die out," Professor Helm hoi tz remarks : "And
yet as the ear is able to distinguish all the
separate constituent parts of this confused
whole, we are forced to conclude that all these
different systems of waves co-exist in the
mass of air, and leave one another mutually
undisturbed. But how is it possible for them
to co-exist, since every individual train of
waves has at any particular point in the mass
of air its own particular degree of condensation
and rarefaction, which determines the velocity
of the particles of air to thissideorthat? Itis
evident," says Helmholtz, without hesitation,
' that at each point in the mass of air, at
each instant of time, there can be only one
single degree of condensation, and that the
particles of air can be moving with only one
single determinate kind of motion, having
only one determinate amount of velocity,
and passing in only one single determinate
direction."
I may assure Professor Helmholtz that, on
mechanical grounds alone, any other condi
tion of things would be impossible, and we
have only to imagine the point spoken of to
be the tympanic membrane, to see at one
glance the absolute breakdown of the wave
theory.
Professor Tyndall says: "The same air is
competent to accept and transmit the vibra
tions of a thousand instruments at the same
time. When we try to visualise the motion
of that air—to prpsent to the eye of the mind
the battling of the pulses direct and rever
berated—the imngination retires baffled from
the attempt. Still, amid all the complexity,
every particle of air isanimated by a resultant
motion, which is the algebraic sum of all the
individual motions imparted to it. And the
most wonderful thing of all is, that the
human ear, though acted on only by a
cylinder of that air. which does not exceed
the thickness of a quill, can detect the com
ponents of thao motion, and, by an act of
attention, can even isolate from the a?rial
entanglement any particular sound." It is
somewhat difficult to reconcile the teachings
of these two eminent scientists, and I cer
tainly have no time to attempt the task. A
very few words must now suffice to dispose of
the ear question.
It can be gathered from what I have just
quoted and said, that to produce in our sensorium the sensation of hearing there must be
external air-waves capable of setting up a
mechanical action of a corresponding nature
in the tympanic membrane of our ear. Under
the wave theory, therefore, such air-waves
must be capable of exerting some measurable
force. On this subject I ask the wave theorist
this first question ; Can be measure the fore©;
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of an air-wave sent off by the tuning-fork's
prong whilst vibrating the TT,taisth of an inch
at each full swing, or, say, the large distance
of j'jth of an inch in a second of time? And,
further, I ask him if he can honestly believe
that the drum-skin of his ear, the chain of
bones behind it, and, lastly, the entire ap
paratus of the inner ear, is made to vibrate in
and out 256 times in a second by the sound
waves from a fork vibrating f* Enroths of an
inch in that time? Should he answer in the
affirmative I can only recommend him to
study mechanics.
From what has been said you will no doubt
have been impressed with the more than mar
vellous delicacy and sensitiveness of the tym
panic membrane of the human ear; for to do
what the wave theory calls upon it to do—
namely, to move to-and-rro in a hundred
different degrees of velocity at the same in
stant of time, and, by so doing, to convey
a hundred different sensations to the brain at
the same instant of time—it needs must be
endowed with more than marvellous delicacy
and sensitiveness. But are you and the wave
theorists prepared to learn that, instead of
being a tightly stretched, fine and exquisitely
delicate skin or membrane, the so-called drumskin of the ear is not a tensioned diaphragm
at all, but a loose or flaccid mass of tissue, in
capable of receiving or transm itting any sound
wave vibrations whatever, and that it has quite
a different office to perform in the animal
economy? Such, however, is affirmed to be
the fact.
The drum-skin or tympanic membrane is
essential to the very existence of the wave
theory, for it is against its exterior surface
the sound-waves, with their condensations
and rarefactions, strike, and surge, and battle,
so that a report of tbeirgood behavior may be
instantly conveyed to the brain. No wave
theorist can afford to do without this mem
brane in the ear, for with its non-existence
the wave theory would become a joke in
science.
The next importar. .' question is this : Is the
tympanic membrane necessary to our hear
ing? The following extract from the first
volume of "Dunglison's Physiology," giving
a report of a case examined by the celebrated
Sir Astley Cooper, will be a sufficient and
appropriate answer :
"Sir Astley Cooper was consulted by a
gentleman who had been attacked by an in
flammation of his left ear, which continued
for several weeks. After twelve months, the
same symptoms occurred in the right ear; in
consequence of these attacks he became deaf,
and remained so for several months. The
hearing began to return, and in about ten
months from the last attack he was restored
to the state he was in when Sir Astley
examined him. Having filled his mouth with
air, he closed his nostrils and contracted his
cheeks, the air thus compressed was heard to
rush through the meatus-auditorhis with a
whistling noise, and the hairhanging from the
temples became agitated by the current of
air that issued from the ear ; when a candle
was applied the flame was agitated in a sim
ilar manner. Sir Astley passed a probe into
each ear, and thought the membrane of the
left side totally destroyed, as the probe
struck against the petrous portion of the
temporal bone. The space usually occupied
by the membrana tympani was found to be
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an opening or aperture without one trace
remaining. On the other or right side also a
probe could be passed into the cavity of the
tympanum, through an opening one-quarter
of an inch in diameter in the center of the
tympanic membrane. Yet this gentleman
was not only capable of hearing everything
that was said in company, but was nicely
susceptible of musical tones; he played the
flute, and had frequently borne a part in con
certs, and he sang with much tuste and per
fectly in tune."
Commenting on these facts, Dr. D. A. Post
asks: "If the wave theory of sound is true,
how could Sir Astley's patient hear so per
fectly ? Is not the vibration of the tympanic
membrane as essential to that hypothesis as
the sonorous wave itself f As both mem
branes in this case were undoubtedly de
stroyed, will some undulatory gentleman
account for the sensation of sound in this,
man ?"
I shall leave the careful consideration of
these questions to those amongst you who.
care to arrive at the truth in matters of sound,
and need only sum up the conclusions I have
come to after long study and thought, thus—
The tympanic membrane has never been in
tended to vibrate or adapted for vibration bymeans of sound ; it is, in fact, not a delicate
stretched membrane at all ; it is simply a.
flaccid mass of tendinous fiber designed to
protect the sensitive. inner organs of hearingfrom the injurious effects of sudden and very
loud sounds, and from foreign matter which
might find its way into the ear. In addi
tion to this, it is probable that this screen,
which is called the tympanic membrane, may
be designed to distribute sound force and so
render it more effective. We have no author
ity, however, for this last supposition, and,
accordingly, lay no stress upon it.
It is quite evident that the truth of the
wave theory depends upon the existence of a
sensitive, vibrating drum-skin in the ear, for
what comes of air-waves or sound-ivaves, with
their condensations and rarefactions, if there
is no such sensitive vibrating membrane?
And what is to be said when w< realise thefact that we can hear when both our drumskins are destroyed ? Let some wave theorist
answer.
The wave theorist has still another rather
remarkable fact to face and account for. It is.
well known that persons who are deaf to all
sounds through their ears, can hear, to some
considerable extent, through the bones of the
head. In a lecture delivered by Sir "William
Thomson, atBirmingham, in 1883, we find this
passage: "Hearing is perceiving something
with the ear. What is it we perceive with the
ear? It is something we can also perceive
without the ear; something that the greatest
master of sound, in the poetic and artistic
sense of the word, at all events, that ever
lived, Beethoven, for a great part of his
hfe could not perceive with his ear at all. He
was deaf for a great part of his life, and
during that period were composed some of his
grandest musical compositions, and without
the possibility of his hearing them by ear
himself; for his hearing by ear was gone
from him forever. But he used to stand with
a stick pressed against the piano and touching
his teeth, and thus he could hear the sounda
that, he called forth from his instrument."
With all these facts before us, I think you
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Dr. Guttmann announces four cures. Most of the re
maining cases are simply 'doing well.'
"If any experienced physician were to treat 281 cases
of phthisis In the very initial stage, by methods already
known, there Is very little doubt that much better re
sults could be obtained, even within two or three
months, than a simple one per cent, of cures. So far,
therefore, It must be conceded that Koch's lymph has
shown no special remedial power against pulmonary
We are pained to learn in the following let tuberculosis."
ter of the death of our dear friend Dr. William
DK.AIDSLEV'S WORK IN ENGLAND.
Taylor, Treasurer of the Pennsylvania Rail
Next month we will print a personal letter
Road. In all the vicissitudes of the Micro
cosm he has stood nobly by us, and when the from this enthusiastic worker in the cause of
disaster occurred three or four years ago, by Substantialism, in which the reader will find
our mistakenly entrusting this magazine to much food for l-enection. Also we will print
other hands, Dr. Taylor was among the very our reply to Mr. Woolhouse from the London
(first to come to our aid with a check for $20. Musical Standard, written at the request of
He was a noble Christian gentleman (N. C. G.), Drs. Audsley and Pearce. The work in Great
a title more honorable than any within the Britain, we are pleased to say, goes bravely on,
and converts to the new theory of acoustics
power of a university to confer :
" Dr. Wilford Hall, Dear Sir,—My father, are reported in every letter. The truth is,
Dr. William Taylor, died last night, or I should there is no resisting the onward crusade which
say at five p. m. yesterday. Knowing that he our uncompromising lieutenants are waging
had a great regard for you and your works, as at the very door of Tyndall.
he read the Microcosm up to the last, and
UNIVERSITY SCHOLARSHIPS.
knowing that you have contributed a great
,deal to his happiness in this life, as well as According to our promise in the last month's
confirmed his views about the life hereafter, I Microcosm, we here print the names of those
feel it my duty to address you these few lines. who have subscribed $100 for the support of a
"Yours very sincerely,
in the new " Wilford Hall Univer
"B. H. Taylor." scholarship
sity," when founded.
For the details of this project see the Micro
The Koch Lymph Discovered to be Poisonous cosm
for November, 1890 :
and Dangerous.
Prof. Henry C. Cox, Chicago, 1l1.
James I. Bowles, Shelbyville, Mo.
Dr. Loomis, one of the highest medical au
J. W. Baker, Media, Pa.
thorities in New York, just returned from B. Wyatt, Spottsville, Va.
Berlin with a supply of the lymph, writes for Rev. Dr. J. A. Buck, Washington, D. C.
the press :
SAMPLE TESTIMONIALS.
"I remember a case which was brought Into the
an endorsement as the following would
Charite Hospital, in Berlin, with consolidation of one beSuch
heralded throughout the world if Koch's
apex and marked constitutional disturbance. Within lymph
of our Health-Pamphlet had
a week, and after four injections, physical examination been theinstead
means employed :
showed softening and the formation of a cavity in place
"Dumas, Ark.. Dec. 10th.
of the moderate consolidation. The dyspnoea was in "Dear Dr. Hall,—Enclosed find money for which send
Health-Pamphlet to Mr. M. G. Pennington. One
tense, respirations reaching sixty per minute. The pa your
lady to whom I sold a pamphlet was dying with con
tient was made rapidly worse by the Injections, and sumption,
and is 'how getting strong, has a vigorous
when I left the case was hopeless. The result in this appetite and sleeps well. She is now stout enough to
floor and even do most of the family washing.
case I attribute to too frequent and too large injec scour the "Truly
your friend,
A. M. Robertson."
tions. * * *
"Watching the effects of the smallest dose of Koch's Mr. J. L. Bourland, a merchant at Bishop,
Dec. 13th :
fluid one can not but be deeply impressed with the dan Cal., writes,
those who have purchased the pamphlet from
gers which must naturally attend its use, from the fact me"All
are as a rule the more intelligent of our community,
that it must contain a most powerful poison, to use and as they are all pleased, their influence after a fuller
trial will be all the recommendation I want here for the
which indiscriminately would be criminal. * * *
of the pamphlets. Your treatment worked wonders
" A number of deaths following the use of the remedy sale
for me. Every one speaks of my improved health, and
have been reported in Berlin. One case which I know although I am nearly fifty-seven years old. I feel like a
boy again. I work fourteen to fifteen hours a day and
of was where phthisis was complicated by tubercular improve
right along. Have gained nineteen pounds
ulceration of the intestines. The remedy produced since I commenced
the treatment. Constipation and
necrotic changes in one of these ulcers, which led to kidney trouble were my ailments. Sincerely wishing
you success, I am. truly yours,
J. L. Bourland."
perforation and death."
Rev. W. I. McKenney, pastor of the Mon
Dr. Shrady, another high authority and edi ument
Street M. E. Church, Baltimore, Md.,
tor of the New York Medical Record, writes writes :
" My Dear Doctor,—I have been wanting for some time
editorially :
write you about the Health-Pamphlet which T have
" It is now over three months since Prof. Koch began to
been using for more than a month. It is a perfect marvel.
the experiments with his lymph upon man. This is al Ine relief which I experienced was so conscious, in
stantaneous, and lasting as to be incredible outside of
most a sufficient time to determine whether consump actual
experience. I sincerely believe this to be a sol
tion in its earliest stages can be cured. Prof. Leyden ution
of a large part of the ills that flesh isheirto. Ifeel
has treated 127 cases, Dr. Guttmann 75 cases and Prof. that I am conferring a favor on suffering humanity by
the pamphlets. Please send me some of
Gerhardt 79 cases. All these are, in addition to the circulating
literature for advertising them. I want to let my
cases first treated, directly under Koch's supervision. your
suffering friends know about it. Yours gratefully,
Among these 281 cases we hear of four deaths, while
" W. I. McKenney, 1031 E. Monument St."
)on't fail to send for our " Extra Microcosm. Copies sent FREE.
Press of H. B. Elkins, 13 and 15 Vandewater Street. New York.
will admit that the science of acoustics, as at
.present taught, calls loudly for reconsidera
tion and much unprejudiced discussion. If it
is true, its supporters need neither fear one
nor the other, for the more truth is investigated
the brighter it shines.
(To be continued.)
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Entered as second class matter at the New York Post Office. of the most occult investigations, surpasses
our comprehension, especially when a child,
FORCE AND MOTION.
that
just begins to reason, must see that the
BY THE EDITOR.
force which moves a body and the motion
The more we reflect upon the two principal which results from such application of force
-words at the head of this article, and their re must, as cause and effect, be entirely distinct.
lations to the material world and the phe
That writers on questions of physical science
nomena of the physical universe, the more as should have discussed this subject confusedly,
tonished do we become at the want of logical — confounding cause and effect, — is not so
discrimination on the part of the advocates of much to be wondered at especially as they had
the present motion-theories of science.
at the time of writing formed no adequate
We have recently had the pleasure of a long conception of force, though immaterial as a
and interesting conversation with one of the substantial entity,—as real as is the material
most intellectual investigators of all phases of body it displaces. Hence we have such works
scientific phenomena we have ever met. In as " Heat as a Mode of Motion," by Prof. Tynfact, there is no aspect of scientific research dall, and similar published views of light,
within the reach of our imagination,with which magnetism, electricity, etc., by Sir William
he does not seem to be familiar. There is no Thomson and others. But that a trained sci
physical law, the necessity of which would oc entific thinker and critical writer on the phys
cur to the mind of the profoundest philosopher ical laws can not see this almost self-evident
which he has not formulated and for which he distinction after his attention has been called
has not at his fingers' end and his tongue's end to the subject and its necessity pointed out,
a rational explanation, as would appear at first is so disappointing to our mind as almost to
glance. Yet this intellectual giant—this mar invalidate every other scientific conclusion he
vel of philosophical profundity—is totally at may reach however plausibly argued out.
sea on the subject of force and motion and their In fact, a man who will persist in confound
relation to the material universe. He does not ing the motion of a body with the force which
seem able, with all the reasoning that can be produces the motion, or in other words making
presented to his mind, and with all the intuitive it the cause of itself, must not blame any
fitness of things which his own powerful in thoughtful mind for doubting the correctness
tellect should have suggested, grasp the com of every other scientific result he may claim
mon-sense idea that the motion of a body, in to have reached, however plausible such result
stead of being the force which causes the body's may appear.
displacement, is in fact but the effect of the As a concomitant of this illogical habit of
application of some form of mechanical force confounding motion and the force which causes
as the cause of such motion.
it, it is a singular fact that all advocates of the
If, for example, he sees a magnet lift a piece motion-theories of science claim to believe in
of iron from a distance, he at once tells us that the molecular or atomic theory of matter. Not
the motion of that piece of iron in its change only do they claim to believe that matter con
of position was the force or mechanical cause sists of final molecules or ultimate atoms which
which produced the change. In a word, he preclude all concept of further divisibility, and
seems utterly confused in attempting to dis which are many of their diameters apart, but
tinguish between cause and effect in the dis they insist that these atoms or molecules are
placement of material bodies.
in continual vibration, as their normal condi
How such mental confusion can prevail in tion, and that this inherent vibratory motion,
an intellect so highly trained and so capable at different rates of swing and at different am.
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plitudes of oscillation, is what constitutes the
different manifestations of natural force such
as heat, sound, light, electricity, magnetism,
cohesion and gravity.
Some of these physical philosophers claim to
believe in an inter-molecular material ether
separating these atoms, while some hold to the
idea, as far as we can gather from their theo
rizing, that nothing but motion exists between
the ultimate atoms of material bodies and by
which they are kept apart.
It matters little which of these views is held,
their absurdity and untenable character are
equally demonstrable.
If the so-called ultimate atoms of gross mat
ter are kept apart several diameters, and the
spaces between them filled by a material sub
stance called ether, then the ultimate particles
of this ether, admitted to be matter, should
have equal spaces between them, keep up a
like vibration, and be kept apart by a still finer
inter-atomic substance whose still more ulti
mate (?) atoms should have similar interstitial
spaces with similar diversified rates of vibra
tion, etc. , etc. Thus the so-called ' ' ultimate "
atoms of each new inter-molecular substance
necessitates another still finer interstitial sub
stance to keep its atoms from coming into con
tact, reminding us again and again of Dean
Swift's ingenious suggestion, that
" There never was a flea so small
But has other fleas to bite 'lm ;
And these again have lesser fleas,—
So on ad infinitum."
But should the absurdity of this " ultimate "
nonsense ever impress itself upon motiontheorists and cause them to postulate motion
itself between the vibrating molecules as all
there is to keep them from striking each other,
then they involve themselves in the still more
glaring absurdity of keeping the ultimate
atoms from coming into contact by the very
process that naturally should cause them to
strike; for surely their motion, instead of
causing them to stop should keep them going
till they struck something to make them stop.
No greater absurdity was ever presented to
our mind than this self-contradictory assump
tion that the motion of a body stops it, when it
is only the resistance of motion, or more prop
erly, the resistance of the force that produces
motion which can bring the moving body to
rest or change its direction.
If nothing but motion keeps a body moving
and nothing but motion stops it, how can the
body thus stopped be again started by its own
motion till it begins to move? This is a con
undrum we should like to have some modern
■cientist answer.
It takes but a moment's reflection to see that
this molecular theory is self - contradictory,
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since one phase of it teaches that while the
molecules are kept from coming into contact
by this resisting power of motion, their con
stant collisions as the result of their rapid vibra
tion are what generate heat, light, electricity,
magnetism, etc. But if the molecules collide
they must in the nature of things soon come
to a state of rest, whatever was the original
cause of their motion, thus requiring a new
impetus. Surely their motion, which ceases to
exist at the instant they come to rest, can not
again start the molecules till the motion again
comes into existence by the molecules moving.
The truth is, any theory, involving the ulti
mate atoms of material bodies and their in
herent vibration as the force which produces,
their motion, must stultify itself whenever
brought down to a logical analysis.
The assumption that motion is the normal
condition of matter in its ultimate atoms, is an
absurdity so self-evident that it is flatly con
tradicted by our senses. This very theory ad
mits the normal condition of all visible and
tangible bodies to be that of rest and not mo
tion. What Sipetitioprincipii—what a prepos
terous begging of the question where proof is
all-essential—to assume blindly that as soon as
matter is so reduced in size that it is no longer
visible—thenpresto ! its natural property of in
ertia is lost and its normal condition is changed
from a state of rest to one of inherent motion
without any force to start it to vibrating save
its own motion, which of course has no exist
ence till the matter begins to move !
If these illogical theorists will not admit,
this reasoning without tangible and substantial
proof, let them break their boulder in two and
see if either part will come any nearer moving
or changing from a normal state of rest than
did the whole boulder. Then let them divide
it again and again, and so on ten thousand
times, or till the particles are barely visible
to the naked eye, and when they see that each
particle still maintains the same normal condi
tion of absolute rest, unless disturbed by some
extraneous force, let them put on their think
ing-caps and do what they probably never be
fore did in their lives—reason. Let them then
get the best microscope in the world and after
pulverizing the visible particles of the boulder
to impalpable dust, a single particle of which
has to be magnified fifty-thousand fold before
it becomes visible under the lens, they will
still see that there is no sign of vibration about
it, but that absolute rest is its normal condi
tion precisely the same as with the entire
boulder weighing a pound.
What superficial perversity, therefore, to as
sume that this same matter, which in all its
visible stages of subdivision is in a state of rest
as its normal condition, must change its nature
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and its essential property of inertia as soon as such thing to the intellect as great and small.
it gets out of sight by still further subdivision, Size is only comparative and not absolute in any
and commence vibrating without any force to sense. To a mind capable of comprehending
put it into motion, save the motion which it infinity a particle has no less absolute size than
can only have after it is started into motion by a planet. Each is infinitely small as compared
some extraneous force !
with infinite space, while a molecule in the
The truth is, the idea of ultimate molecules present theoretic sense is infinitely large when
of matter not touching each other, and of compared to an infinite point. Let physicists
their inherently continuing in vibration, is an learn this lesson, and then learn to be modest
assumption so weak that we marvel how any when talking and writing about the ultimate
molecules of matter.
logical thinker could ever accept it.
Porosity of matter, on the contrary, or vacant
the: annular theory.
spaces between its parts, we knowto be a fact,
by prof. i. n. vail.
and in some forms of matter much more so of
No. 12.
course than in others. But its parts must
touch in places nevertheless, or the mass could Plainly we are now justified in assuming a
not cohere and would necessarily fall to pieces. positive attitude in advocating the annular phi
And even though it may touch in absolute con losophy. There is no avoiding the overwhelm
evidence of the Noachian flood. Neither
tact in thousands of places, it will not even ing
can we avoid the fact that far back in time and
then cohere unless cohesive force is in full play yet within the scope of tradition, an appalling
upon its separate particles, as witness a mass and far sweeping debacle of rushing waters
came down from that source and fountain of
of dry sand.
"all waters andriversand streams"—the Great
The man who should insist that the particles Deep.
The philosopher and scientist must ad
of sand filling a quart measure do not touch mit this, for it is the only foothold foe can find
each other or come into absolute contact be within the realm of natural law. There is not
cause there are interstices between them, a reasoner who can look over the wide scope
diluvian legends from profane and sacred
would be no wider from the truth than is the of
sources and say there is not a bottom fact from
scientist who assumes that a mass of material which they sprang. I say that none but the
molecules can be held inseparably, as in case uninformed and mentally blind would dare
of a boulder, with absolute spaces between record the assertion that the earth has not,
within the memory of man, been swept by a
them of many times their own diameters. To deluge
"vast beyond conception." The only
be obliged to combat such absurdities as these, trouble has been to find a competent source.
especially with otherwise intelligent investi
Now when we turn to the vast ocean and
gators, who, it would seem, ought to know reflect that every drop of those mighty waters
hung suspended in the firmament as the
better, is enough to try the patience of a scien once
"fountains of the ocean" and grand "source
tific Job.
i of all waters," and also reflect that those wa
One man asks how it is possible for a body ters could not have descended except in vast
to contract or expand by cold and heat, ex instalments extending over long periods of
we may settle confidently upon the fact
cept by its particles becoming nearer together time,
that such deluges were not only philosophic in
or separating more widely apart? This diffi every sense, but inevitable.
culty is sharp at both ends. Ifan "ultimate" Looking a little further, I hold that we have
molecule is still matter, as the motion theorists the most emphatic evidence that the oceanic
waters have been vastly augmented since man
admit, would it not expand by heat and shrink came
upon the earth. That the ocean is fully
by cooling? If so, do not its constituent par thirty fathoms deeper to-day than it was just
ticles separate more widely apart and come before the deluge. I can not now detail this
nearer together? If so, how can it be an ulti evidence and must refer the reader to my pub
lished writings. With all these things before
mate molecule? '
me. I am bold to say that the earth once had
The fact is, if a molecular scientist could an annular system, and will give any man one
corner one of his so-called "ultimate" mole thousand dollars who will prove that such was
cules, and then place it under a microscope of not the case.
The "fountains" of Homer's "Okeanos"
sufficient magnifying power, he would see it as and
the Hebrew "Great Deep"—the "waters
large possibly as his own illogical head, and above
the firmament" —-have been "broken
would find it composed of millions of other up." There is no possibility of another deluge.
particles, each one as far from being indivisible The rainbow has come and will shine forever,
a "token" or sign that the "waters shall
as was the one he. was magnifying and superfi as
never more become a deluge to destroy the
cially supposing to be ultimate. Any one of earth."
these particles of a molecule would show the My readers, surely, can now see that inEdenic
same proportionate expansion by heat, could times the earth was invested in a canopy of
we note the changes, as would the original vapors. But so sure as this earth was so in
vested, it was a greenhouse world again and
boulder weighing a pound.
for the last time. During that time the world
There is really, as Prof. Tyndall says, no took another grand leap forward. For untold
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centuries the earth was warm and capable of
supporting life to the very poles. The mam
moth and his compeers luxuriated in lands
now locked in eternal ice. These animals, as
no w admitted beyond a doubt, are to-day sealed
up in vast numbers in polar glaciers, which
once were snows. They nave been found with
the contents of their stomachs undigested, nay,
with vegetation partially masticated lodged in
their teeth, their flesh untainted and even the
pupils of their eyes preserved, which things
prove, beyond the shadow of a doubt, that a
sudden and tremendous down-rush of snows
from the earth -investing canopy involved
them in sudden death. Vapors that fell in
medial latitudes as a mighty flood of waters,
necessarily fell in the polar world as stupendous
avalanches of snow. The manner and condi
tion in which these animals are now found
will admit of no other conclusion 1 The same
annular snows that, away back in geologic
time, towered mountain - high and became
grand radiating sources of continental glaciers,
at the time of the deluge, accumulated again
and for the last time. Turn where we will, we
find witnesses testifying to the fact that the
Eden world possessed a greenhouse canopy and
a greenhouse clime. I could fill hundreds of
pages with such testimony, so that to-day it is
inexplicable how the world has grown so old
and intelligent man lived thus long without
naturally falling on this rock. The only natu
ral mode of world evolution.
We will now turn our attention once more
to the Eden world, and with this positive testi
mony gathered, we can no longer have a doubt
that in the terrestrial heavens of that day
magnificent bands and streamers rolled inces
santly. I only ask the reader to admit this
doubly proven fact, and we will proceed to
banish every mystery from Eden's realm and
prove it again and again.
.
I will ask the reader to fancy himself or her
self stationed on the surface of either the planet
Jupiter or Saturn. The former surrounded by
a mighty canopy of annular vapors. His bands,
streamers, lines and varigated clouds must now
be seen by the philosophic eye placed beneath
them. The former surrounded by a perfect
annular system, which the astronomer of a
future day will look for in vain, must be seen
by the observer on Saturn's surface. Or if it
is preferred to remain on earth, we will imagine
Jupiter's magnificent canopy of vapors rolling
in matchless grandeur around the earth. First
remember that in that attenuated mass of
vapors the sun is pouring his fervid beams.
All the heat and light that the planet receives
are simply locked in the vapor mass, and like
a cloud located away out in space, it would
simply be a brightly illuminated mass, shining
down upon the earth with a modified mellow
light, and one skilled in the science of optics
will readily understand how the universal dif
fusion of the rays would make it a canopy of
light long before the sun could be seen. And
said optician can easily prove that this sun
light would be carried, according to the laws
of diffusion and diffraction, all around the
planet, so that while the sun was in the " un
derworld" of the ancients, the midnight can
opy shone down on the earth as with the light
of a thousand moons.
The midday sky was a brilliant tholos of
light, and the midnight sky was a flood of light,
only less brill ian so that in reality it was
eternal day in Eden That is, day and night
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did not alternate as they now do until after
the deluge. And now we can understand why
im mediately after the deluge the God of Nature
said that henceforth day and night should con
tinue to alternate forever (see Gen. viii, 22).
We can also understand why it was repeatedly
said in Gen., 1st chap., the "evening and the
morning" both were "day." They were both
coalesced into one day. And there was no
night there to record. All the "darkness"
"was upon the face of the Great Deep" on
high. If " God called the light day," then the
"greater light" was day and the "lesser
light" was also day 1 And if the "darkness"
was on the deep and called " night," then the
night was that upper darkness 1 just such
darkness as we see to-day on the planets Ju
piter and Saturn as black annular bands ! and
just such as must have streamed out as nightblack bands against the bright canopy of Eden.
Then the ' ' two great lights" were emphatically
the lights of eternal day.
With all the light and heat of the sun,
poured into and stored up in Eden's canopy,
the earth was actually wrapped in a heatgenerating shroud and greenhouse heat natur
ally accumulated, and this explains why man
dwelt " naked " in Eden. And this affords me
the opportunity to say: if man ever dwelt
naked on earth it was a warm world, free from
the storms and tempests of to-day, and must
have had a protecting roof of vapors. And all
these conditions point to an age of perpetual
summer or spring. That is, to a time when
the seasojs did not alternate, and this explains
why the Deity, immediately after the canopy
fell and permitted a change, said " so long as
the earth lasts summer and winter should not
cease," i. e., should always alternate.
I trust my readers will, at th is poi nt, pardon a
digression, to allow me to call their attention to
the fact thatthe astronomers of the Lick observ
atory have discovered that the so-called canals
seen several years ago by the great Italian as
tronomer, Schiaparela, on the planet Mars, are
vapor bands in the atmosphere of that planet.
In other words, that the remnants of an an
nular system are to-day floating in the atmos
phere of Mars. It is the fulfillment of a pre
diction that I made more than ten years ago,
that such a discovery would be made. It is a
grand and felicitous step toward the inevitable
demonstration that all worlds evolve under the
ministration of annular law. Another step
forward will be the discovery that all the outer
great planets are in the same condition. Criti
cal observation will detect the polarwise de
cline of all these planetary bands, and then an
other step will lead to the conclusion that the
sun has an annular system in an occular state
of formation.
Elsinore, Cal.
THE ATONEMENT.
BY REV. J. I. SWANDER, D. D.
The teachings and work of Christ can be
clearly understood and correctly valued only
as they are viewed and studied in the light of
His person. It is true that the sacred Scrip
tures testify of Him, and that His works bear
testimony to His Messianic character; yet the
word written and the miracles wrought con
tain in themselves no power of authentication
which they did not receive from the Son of
righteousness with healing in His wings. All
that Jesus began to do and to teach, whether
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such teaching be by His own word of mouth,
or by the written word of inspired men, or by
the proclamation of the Christian ministry, can
possess no real force, except as such force is
derived from Him whose substantial life is en
shrined in the economy of God's revelation to
man for the purpose of man's emancipation
from the power of death.
Christ's person is the principle of the atone
ment. What He did and taught and suffered,
and what He now continues to do and teach
have virtue and value only as they are the outflowings and onflowings of His Messianic full
ness. He must, therefore, be the Alpha of
any proper and profitable inquiry as to the
nature, extent or application of the atonement.
An attempt from any other point of view leads
to that senseless chattering of mechanical mag
pies of which the modern theological wilder
ness is full. Because Jesus is our peace He
was able to break down the middle wall of par
tition ; because He is the l i fe o f the world He is
ableto bring aboutareconciliationof the world
to God by the death of the Cross.
A book has been written and much has been
said of late about " the Cross in the light of
to-day." Very well. Progressive theologians
have no objections to a view of the Cross in
the light of any age in the world's history. It
is certainly not required of us that we take
our view of the atonement exclusively as it was
apprehended and the doctrines thereof as they
were formulated by the Fathers of the early
Church, the scholastics of the Middle Ages, or
even the Reformers of the sixteenth century.
If the present age affords any theological ad
vantages over any one or all past ages, we wish
to be distinctly classed among those earnest
searchers after the truth who are both willing
and anxious to avail themselves of the superior
benefits to be derived therefrom. Turn on
" the light of to-day,'' gentlemen, turn on the
light, those of you who are searching for a
heavenly star in the flickering and fluttering
light of the world's tallow-dip. Let all its
feeble rays be focused upon the Cross, but do
not forget that the Cross must shine and be
savingly seen in its own light, and that it has
no light whatever, except that which it receives
from the constitution of the theanthropic per
son who was the hero of its tragic scene.
One of the earliest theories of the atone
ment, viewing everything pertaining thereto as
centering in the death of Christ rather than in
His person, held that the tragedy of Golgotha
was primarily a fulfillment of a contract with
Satan. The devil was looked upon as having
a mortgage on therrace, and some o f the Church
fathers supposed that the death of Christ was
not only a bruising of the serpent's head, but
also a satisfactory settlement of the serpent's
conceded claim upon the services and the spoils
of humanity. This was a mistake. Satan's
power over man was by usurpation. True,
man had sold himself for nought, butalienation
of divinely invested rights on the part of the
one party, and seductive fraud on the part of
the other, left no room for binding sanctily in
any such questionable transaction. Sou nd and
honest theology is always in favor of giving
the devil his dues. This is done in the humil
iating confession that when man sold himself
for naught he plunged himself into an ab
normal condition of his being. Man, there
fore, needs restoration more than the devil is
entitled to restitution. In other words, man
needed to be rescued from the unjust and un
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lawful exercise of Satanic power. Hence, the
Son of God assumed and took part in the flesh
and blood of the race that through death he
might destroy (not satisfy) him that had the
power of death, that is, the devil, and deliver
them who were subject to Satanic bondage.
The teaching of Anselm (1033), which ruled
the theology of the Reformers in shaping the
confessions of the sixteenth century, and which
has governed much of Protestant thought for
nearly 400 years, was a move in the right direc
tion, but it has not yet come to Mount Zion as
now seen in the light of a more organic and
substantial theology. The Anselmic theory
represents God as beingconsiderably concerned
about His essential honor, and consequently
full of anxiety to display His consistency in
dealing with the abstraction of human sin as
that was supposed to stand related to the prob
lem of man's redemption. This view contains
an element of truth, and yet it is defective in
the absence of that theological synovia which
every organicjoint supplieth. It would be in
consistent forGod to do a thing for the primary
purpose of showing his consistency. Besides,
in the fall of man God no more lost in essen
tial honor than the devil gained in righteous
power. The old theology is correct in teach
ing that God will have his justice satisfied, and
that, therefore, we must make this satisfaction
by ourselves, or by another ; yet much of it
came short of the full measure of truth by ig
noring the organic connection of Christ with
the human race, and consequently with each
member thereof. Sound theology insists upon
the vicariousness of Christ's atoning sacrifice
upon the Cross ; and yet not in such sense as
to imply or concede its possibility were not
both parties partakers of the same generic na
ture. It also emphasizes the fact that the
atoning value of the offering made by Christ
lies primarily in this, that in His own person,
whether in Gethsemane or on the Cross, He
positively and perfectly offered Himself in the
full and free exercise of His will, and from a
principle of love to both God and man, with a
clear consciousness and definite aim that His
obedience unto death should result in nothing
less than the glory of God in the salvation of
the world.
A proper view of Christ's atonement lays
stress upon His sufferings, especially those at
the end of His life, but yet not in such sense
and to such extent as to lead to the conclusion
that God saves the world by the merit of
misery alone. When viewed in thelight of the
Redeemer's effulgent person, the Cross con
fronts our rational faith with the revelation of
a deeper truth. Its atoning wealth and virtue
consist in the personal sympathy, as well as in
the agony, of that Great Heart whose benev
olent pulsations produce the throbbings of the
universe, and without which the wine-press
of Calvary would never have opened into a
cleansing and refreshing "fountain in the
House of David." In the absence of such per
sonal interposition and exercise of love in
obedience unto death the Cross would have
been left of none effect.
Viewed in this proper light, it is not difficult
to see that the atonement, as grounding itself
in Irnraanuel's love and obedience unto death,
moved forward and upward to its fuller man
ifestations in all the cardinal events of His
subsequent history. Christ's person involved
the principle of the atonement. The angels on
Bethlehem's plains were better theologians
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than to overlook the fact that " Peace on
earth, good-will to men" was folded already
in the swaddling bands of the infant King who
apparently had nothing but a tear-drop for his
scepter and a virgin's arms for His throne.
That incarnate mystery was the personal em
bodiment of the atonement, and in that em
bodiment there was the sure Word of prophecy
and promise that the middle wall should be
broken down, and that our assumed humanity
should " pass the crystal ports of light to
dwell in endless bliss." From the manger on,
through all the time He lived on earth, the
atonement was evolved in every forward and
upward step of the historic Christ. Otherwise
Jesus of Nazareth could not now be reckoned
as the Christ of history in any proper sense.
But such a character He is indeed. The atone
ment was born with Him at Bethlehem ; with
Him it grewas Himself, " increased in wisdom
and stature and favor with God and man;"
with Him its qualities were subjected to a
thorough test in the wilderness of temptation ;
He carried it with Him to the Cross ; thence
He advanced with it through Hades, conquer
ing principalities and powers until He made a
show of them openly in His resurrection, and
as He subsequently went up with a shout to
complete His mediatorial work in the full glori
fication of our humanity at the right hand of
God.
Furthe-more, the atoning Christ, the atone
ment of Christ and the individual who be
lievingly receives the person and work of Christ
are distinct and yet inseparable. It is in such
mystical union that redemption, wrought out
inthe person of the Second Adam, becomes the
personal salvation of each true believer. The
kingdom of God is thus received, not as a mere
doctrine or a formulation of abstract truths,
but as the organic fullness of Him in whom
alone there is a newness of life. The atone
ment becomes thus so organically and com
pletely interwoven with the very fibers of the
believer's essential being as to justify God in
looking propitiously upon the face of His Annointed in each and every ransomed soul of
man. Christians are not all and always con
scious of the indwelling presence of " the Lord
from Heaven, the quickening spirit," because
life is deeper and more real than consciousness,
and experience is but one form of life's man
ifestation. This presenceof theatoningChrist
in the Christian is the principle of life by which
he is already quickened and made free from the
law and force of sin and death, and placed in
such a process of sanctification as will term
inate in his full consummation of redemption
and bliss in the glorious resurrection at the last
day, and his full atonement with God among
the saints in heaven.
The foregoing view of the subiectnow under
discussion implies that Christ's iife is a present
and veritable substance in the world for the
purpose of the world's reconciliation to God.
Under any other view the entire reality of the
Christian system must continue to hang in the
scales of infidel controversy and doubt. If
Christianity be not life, if that life be not a
substance, and that substance be not a pres
ent force in the world, then it must follow in
logical reasoning that the so-called Christ of
history is a myth, and that the Church (if in
deed there be a Church) for the last 1800 years
has been doing a questionable business upon a
very questionable stock in trade. If the Church
of Christ is not the fullness and bearer of his
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substantial life in the world for the purpose of
neutralizing the death-forces now at work in
fallen humanity, then, for one, we are ready
to confess that the promises of the Bible are
based upon the most stupendous fraud ever
palmed off upon the inhabitants of our planet
or embraced by the credulity of miserable man.
In short, there would be no sort of sense in a
religion, world-saving in its claim, and yetconsisting of nothing but doctrinal schemes, cere
monial mummeries and unsubstantial abstrac
tions. (See our "Substantial Philosophy,"
chap, xiii.)
The reader may say : " Yes, but Christianity
is spiritual." Granted. But is the spiritual
any less real than the material or physical in
the universe of God? Is God less real or less
substantial than the work o f His hands ? Can
a substantial stream flow from a fountain of
infinite nonentity ? Has not the Church taught
for 1500 years that the Son of God is of " one
substance with the Father?" Was the Son of
Mary a gnostic phantom? Did He vanish out
of being when the cloud received Him out of
sight? Was not His disappearance from the
men of Gallilee on Olivet His real ascension to
the throne of the invisible world ? Could there
have been any complete atonement without
such real transition? Wasit not expedient that
the Christ should thus pass into the supersensuous realm of being in order to fill all things and
communicate Himself as the bread which He
gives forthe life of the world? And who would
wish to eat bread that contains no substance?
Bread without substance is no better than a
stone? Neither one contains the nutrient prin
ciple of life. Wise men do not spend their
money for that which is not bread, neither do
they give their religious labor for that which
satisfieth not the rational demands of a truly
Christian and Biblical faith.
If Christ be not the substantial bread of life,
then let the Church stop fooling the children
by administering empty ceremonies. Why all
this ado about transubstantiation and consubstantiation, if, indeed, there be no veritable
substance in, with or above the communion of
saints? If while we were enemies we were re
conciled to God through the death of His Son,
why do we think it strange that, being recon
ciled, we should be saved by His life f And if
the life of Christ be not substance, then there is
no substance, either material or immaterial, in
the universe, and Compte was right in holding
that there is no universe except that of abstrac
tions, no religion except that of harmony be
tween dreams, and no science other than t hat of
the phenomena of absolute nothingness. But
the French philosopher was wrong; and they
only can be radically right and symmetrically
firm who acknowledge and embrace the fun
damental principle discovered and pointed out
by the Substantial Philosophy, that nothing in
the universe can produce a positive effect or act
as the cause of an observed phenomenon, exceptthat which exists as a real force-substance ;
and the highest form of such substance is that
which animates and perpetuates the Kingdom
which ruleth over all to the glory of the King
through whom we have now received the atone
ment.
" THE INVISIBLE WORLD."
The editors of the Microcosm have kindly
granted me the use of this space to answer
numerous inquiries concerning my forthcom
ing new book. The following are among the
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facts and probabilities : The manuscript is now
undergoing its final revision. The work will
be offered to the public during this year of
grace, 1891. Excepting the catechetical form,
the volume will be much like ' ' The Substantial
Philosophy " in its size, shape and mechanical
make-up. The principle of Substantialism is
more thoroughly investigated and more vari
ously applied than in my former treatise upon
the subject. The title of the book will be
' ' The Invisible World. " It will contain about
352 pages bound in cloth. Those who sub
scribe in advance will receive a copy by mail
for $1—the regular price will be $1.50. No
money is expected before the book issues from
the press. In the meantime my first volume,
which is now in the sixth edition, will be sent
by mail free to all whose orders are accom
panied with n postal note for sixty-five cents.
J. L SwANDES.
Fremont, Ohio.
LETTER FROM OR. At DSLKY.
To the Editor of the Microcosm
My Dear Sir,—Observing the interest you
take in my doings in England in advocating
the Substantial Theory of Acoustics, it has
occui ied to me that both you and the read
ers ot the Microcosm might like to know how
matters stand and how things are going.
When I first thought of bringing the new the
ory forward in England, I decided to open my
crusade in the musical rather than in the purely
scientific world.
I felt certain that I should find more open
ness of mind and less prejudice amongst edu
cated musicians than I could reasonably hope
to find amongst mathematicians and scientists,
who had so long and publicly posturised as the
high priests of the undulatory theory of sound
and the other motion theories of science. I am
perfectly satisfied with the steps I took, and
with the results of my labors in the musical
world.
You are issuing, as you know, in your col
umns the first lecture ever delivered before a
European audience, on the" Substantial Theory
of Acoustics"—the lecture I had the honor of
delivering before the distinguished members of
the " Musical Association," of London, on April
7th of the present year. This lecture was lis
tened to most earnestly, and made so great an
impression that I was subsequently invited to
deliver a second lecture, in continuation of my
subject, during this session. The theory has,
however, been gaining ground through the
lectures of my friend Dr. Charles W. Pearce
and my own exertions, and I am now invited
to deliver two lectures this session before the
"Musical Association." When a society of
distinguished English musicians gives up two
entire meetings to the consideration of such a
subject as the "Substantial Theory of Sound,"
there is indeed a hope for its future in England.
On Oct. 13th I received a pressing invitation
from the "National Society of Professional
Musicians" to deliver a lecture on the Sub
stantial Theory at its meeting on Nov. 8th,
and, although the notice was a short one, I
prepared and delivered a lecture of two hours'
duration to a large and appreciative audience ;
and although there were several well-known
wave-theorists present—who came to scoff—
not one rose during the congratulatory dis
cussion to question my arguments against and
my condemnation of the wave-theory.
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Alluding to this lecture, let me quote pas
sages from letters I subsequently received
from Dr. Pearce—on Nov. 11th he writes :
"Every congratulation upon the splendid
lecture you gave on Saturday, and its manifest
effect upon the audience. That locust argu
ment is conclusive, and one of the best pieces
of clear-headed reasoning I ever heard. . . .
Dr. Hopkins and I were obliged to leave quietly
(immediately after the vote of thanks to the
chairman had been passed) in order to catch
our train at King's Cross. The doctor was im
mensely pleased with your lecture, and hopes
to hear you again. I told you from the first
that musicians would welcome Substantial
ism ; and I do not believe I wrongly gauged
their opinion in the matter."
Again on Nov. 20th, Dr. Pearce writes:
"Every congratulation upon your telling paper
on the Substantial Theory of Sound read before
the N. S. P. M. the other evening. I am more
than ever convinced that wave-theorists have
daily increasing difficulties to overcome : and
these difficulties will have to be faced manfully
and removed honestly (not by shuffling evasive
replies and clouds of mathematical dust) before
people gifted with ordinary common sense can
ever rely upon the undulatory dogma again.
"I do not believe that any other paper of
such a length as yours (nearly two hours) would
have been listened to with as much attention
as yours commanded. All the principal mem
bers of the Society remained until the very
end—indeed, only three of your large audience
left before the conclusion of your paper, and
these did so with evident reluctance. My dear
old friend Dr. E. J. Hopkins, who walked to
the train with me, said he could have sat there
for two hours longer, the paper was so ex
tremely interesting. It may be perhaps pre
mature to say you are making converts of our
best and chiefest English musicians, but to an
unprejudiced eye it looks like getting very near
such a result.
" I fully expected a well-read man like Mr.
W. H. Cummings would have come down upon
you with some convinced argument on the
other side ; but his part in the discussion can
only be truly described as sympathetic to a
very large extent. Indeed, he didn't say a
word against you or Dr. Hall ! Then our
chairman, Mr. C. E. Stephens, the strongest
living opponent of the Day Theory of Har
mony—he seemed altogether on the side of
Substantialism and the opinions of the scien
tist, Mr. Hovenden (Mr. Cumming's friend),
seemed entirely to corroborate your own ideas.
You will doubtless remember, too, that when
I read my paper on the Substantial Theory be
fore Mr. Prout's Society, at Hackney, the only
scientist in the room was on my side. Mr. Her
bert Sims Reeves (a son of the great tenor
singer) was asking for a copy of my paper the
other day— and Mr. Eyre, the organist of the
Crystal Palace, also sent for one, but I have
not heard their opinions yet, save the very
friendly one that they know me too well to ex
pect I should write nonsense on any subject
connected with our Divine Art. My dear
Audsley, it is my firm conviction that the
wave-theory would go to pieces to-morrow if
all the musicians in England turned against
it. It has been forced upon them by people
who have traded upon their credulity and nonacquaintance with mathematics. Only let us
have the true theory in some plain and simple
i form which will give a reasonable and com
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mon tense explanation of ordinary acoustical
phenomena, and the imaginary, boisterous,
turbulent musical sea of conflicting ferial bil
lows, waves, breakers, surf, foam, bubbles,
and all the rest of it will vanish like the
' empty pageant of a dream.'
"I am still looking forward to that TextBook of which you once spoke to me."
From these passages, from the pen of one of
our most talented and highly respected musi
cians, you can gather a fair idea of the present
state of affairs—and a very hopeful one I ven
ture to think.
On Dec. 1st I received a pressing invitation
to deliver a lecture on the Substantial Theory
at the annual conference of the "National
Society of Professional Musicians," at Liver
pool, in January. The invitation contains
these words: "The new theory is exciting
great interest amongst musicians, and I can
promise you the warm thanks of the Society
if you will most kindly bring the subject for
wards." This invitation I unfortunately can
not accept.
I am now preparing for my work in 1891 ;
and in January I deliver my second lecture be
fore the London "Musical Association," a re
port of which shall be duly sent you. I feel
very hopeful that the crusade against false
science, so well begun, will bear fruit of great
promise in the coming year.
Fraternally yours,
Chiswick, London, W.
Gr. A. Audsley.
Dec. 15th, 1890.
"SWIFTLY ADVANCING" ONCE MORE.
BY THE EDITOR.
Last month we printed an editorial on the
very slow motion of a tuning-fork's prongs
while audibly sounding, and showed that this
motion, which is millions of times slower than
that of a clock-pendulum after the fork had
been sounding four minutes, could actually be
measured by a new method we had discovered
some seven or eight years ago.
A very critical friend at Toledo, Ohio, called
us to account for having misrepresented, as he
claimed, the speed of the prong, particularly
at the commencement of its vibration, or the
loudest part of its sound. He insisted that its
motion was so swift, though he had never tried
it, that it would undoubtedly knock a grain of
•and or other hard object clear across the
room where we were sitting, if such object
could be dropped against the prong at its posi
tion of swiftest travel.
Of course, as he insisted, in such event the
prong must advance "swiftly" just as Tyndall and Helmholtz claim, since it would be
impossible for the prong to drive away the
grains of sand at a velocity greater than that
of its own swing.
We agreed to this conclusion, and the test
was accordingly made with a ut-4 fork,
mounted on its resonant case, which we have
just imported from the manufactory of Koenig,
of Paris. This fork we bowed and started
into its greatest possible vibration, while our
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assistant dropped bird-seed and various other
small grains upon its surface near the end of
the prong, or at its point of greatest oscilla
tion. And, will the reader believe it, the
greatest distance such grains could be driven
by this "swiftly advancing" prong after nu
merous trials was less than one inch and a half
vertically, or six inches horizontally.
The truth is the largest fork, with ninetysix vibrations a second and a travel, at its
start, of one-eighth of an inch, would only go
at the average velocity of twenty-four inches
in a second. Then counting the swiftest part
of this travel as one-third greater than its
average travel, as proved by the conical pen
dulum and as admitted by Professor Mayer,,
of the Stevens Institute at Hoboken, N. J.—
the highest authority on sound in America—
and we have this "swiftly advancing," even
at its greatest velocity of swing, only thirtysix inches in a second, instead of that almost
of a rifle-bullet, as acousticians have generally
imagined.
But this, remember, is at the very start of
the swing of a fork of the widest amplitude of
travel ; whereas in a single minute after the
start its swifest swing is reduced more than
fifty-thousand fold, or to a velocity of less than
the 1,000th of an inch in a second. (See Micro
cosm; Vol. in., page 154.) Yet Tyndall and
Helmholtz, without the slightest discrimina
tion as to whether the fork has just com
menced, or has been sounding four minutes
with a demonstrated velocity of only one inch
in two years, tell their confiding students to
"imagine one of the prongs of the tuning-fork
swiftly advancing" — "very much faster"
than the movement of a pendulum ! Such is a
fair specimen of the average estimate to be
placed upon the text-book teachings of modern
science.
ANOTHER REPLY FOR ENGLAND.
[By request of Dr. Audsley we have sent the
following reply to Mr. Woolhouse to the Lon
don Musical Standard. —Editor.]
MR. W. L. B. WOOLHOUSE ON THE NEW
THEORY OF SOUND.
Editor of the ' ' Musical Standard " :
Sir,—My attention has been called to an
article in your paper of December 23d with the
above heading. Mr. Woolhouse, as I am in
formed by friends in London, is prominent as
an exponent of the current theory of acoustics.
This being so, I am requested to send you a
brief reply. I do this, not because of any
imaginable cogency in the points he attempts
to make against the new Theory of Sound, but
solely to enlighten those who may possibly re
gard him as an authority. Evidently he so re
gards himself, judging from his words :
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' ' As oneprofessing to be tolerably conversant
with this theory in all its details, I beg to state
that the undulatory theory is by no means an
arbitrary conception or in any respect a matter
of opinion, but the entire theory is a true and
logical deduction founded exclusively on the
well-known and universally admitted elemen
tary laws of motion," etc.
Now, it would be entirely natural to expect
one who professes to be conversant with the
undulatory theory " in all its details" not to
perpetrate a most glaring blunder in stating
its first and elementary principles, with which
any beginner in acoustics is familiar. Take,
for example, first, his explanation of a few
so-called "laws" as a "logical deduction
founded exclusively on the well-known and
universally admitted elementary laws of mo
tion." He says :
"A body in motion not acted upon by any
force, will move in a straight line with a
uniform velocity."
This, to begin with, is a solecism of the
baldest kind. A body can not be in motion
unless it is acted on by a moving force.
Should a body be in motion, by whatever pro
pelling energy started, and that force should
cease to act on it, the moving body would
come instantly to rest, unless some other force
should step in and take up the work, such as
gravity, for example, thus giving the body a
motion in another direction.
A ball fired from a gun has stored up in it
the force of the ignited powder which gave it
the impetus, and it would not go one inch from
the mouth of the gun only as that force con
tinues stored up in it, thus overcoming the
resistance of the air and counteracting the
vertical pull of gravity.
Our common word momentum, or the in
ertia of motion, is but another name for this
stored-up force, and manifestly if no other
force or resisting substance of any kind should
tend to impede or divert the ball when thus
started, it would go on forever, and this storedup force with which it is charged would never
leave it. How beautifully this correct view
of motion and momentum illustrates the uni
versally admitted law of the " conservation of
force" or the "persistence of energy;" and
how conclusively does it prove that Mr. Woolhouse has no correct conception of the ele
mentary laws of force and motion with which
he professes to be conversant in all their de
tails !
His next misapprehension of the laws of
force and motion is in these words :
" When any force acts upon a body in motion
the change of motion which it produces is the
name in magnitude and direction as the effect
of the force upon the body at rest."
Now there is not a beginner in any philoso
phy class who does not know that a body in

motion under one force, if acted on by another
and equal force in an opposite direction, would
come to rest ; and if acted on by an equal force
at right angles to its motion, it would take a
diagonal course between the two directions,
instead of taking the direction of this added
force the same as if struck by it at rest, as Mr.
Woolhouse erroneously asserts.
In his next law he says: "When pressure
communicates motion," etc. , just as(if any body
ever received or could receive motion without
" pressure " either by pulling or pushing ! Let
Mr. Woolhouse, before he attempts further to
expound the laws of force and motion, bring a
little pressure to bear on his intellect and then
let the readers of the Standard know what
kind of motion was ever communicated to a
body at restthat did not require the "pressure "
of force. Possibly, judging from his loose way
of expressing himself, he thinks that if he
should move a body by pressing his finger
against it, there would be no force involved in
the operation. How little does he seem to
know that behind his finger, which of itself
has no pressure or action whatever, there is a
real, substantial, vital force, controlled by the
equally substantial mental force which pro
duces all the pressure in putting such inert
body into motion !
This slipshod way of stating things runs all
through his exposition of the physical laws.
Hear him as he expounds the " wave-length"
of a vibrating string :
" Twice the length of the vibrating string is
the wave-length, and there is a complete al
ternating transmission as regards form over
this double length during every vibration."
Helmholtz shows that a tensioned string
may have in its one single length, as many as
a dozen distinct undulations or wave forms,
and any acoustical text-book illustrates it by
suggesting the holding of one end of a stretched
rope in the hand with the other end fixed.
These writers show how a quick jerk will cause
a dozen undulations or wave-lengths to run
along the single tensioned rope.
But this high authority, as " one professing
to be tolerably conversant with this theory in
all its details," insists that it takes these
dozen undulations ana as many returning ones
to constitute a single "wave-length" in a
stretched string !
Or possibly he may refer to the theoretic
wave-length of sound-propagation as " twice
the length of the vibrating string" which pro
duces the sound, as it is difficult from his
language to determine exactly what he does
mean by wave-length. If this is so, it is a still
worse blunder, since the so-called wave-lengths
of sound depend entirely upon the pitch of
| tone, and the pitch depends upon the tension
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and weight of a string of a given length.
Plainly, a string two feet long may have any
wave-length from five to twenty feetaccording
to tension and weight, while twice its length
has nothing whatever to do with the problem.
A string of a given weight and length may
have a thousand different vibrational numbers
according to varying tension, each number
giving a different pitch of tone and each pitch
causing a different theoretic wave-length ; for
according to the wave-theory the length of the
waves depends on the number of vibrations
per second divided into the velocity of sound
per second in feet and inches. Thus the high
D of the piccolo flute has a wave-length of
only about 3 inches, while the lowest note of
the double bass has a wave-length of 28 or 30
feet. Yet Mr. Woolhouse insists in all cases ac
cording to his "law,"that "twice the length of
the vibrating string is the wave-length " what
ever its tension or pitch. This is a new phase
of acoustical science.
Now it is not at all surprising that a man,
having such confused ideas concerning the ele
mentary principles of the wave-theory, should
hardly be a competent exponent of a theory of
sound with which he does not profess to be
conversant in all its details, and which he even
rejects as unworthy to be called a theory.
Hence his total misapprehension of the sub
stantial theory of sound.
He even charges that the author of this
theory insists that so-called sound-waves and
water-waves should be "perfectly analogous
in all respects, and that the same theoretic re
sults should apply to all of them," when it is a
fact that this is the exact position of Prof.
Helmholtz, the highest authority on sound in
Europe, and which the substantial theory com
bats as absurd "in all its details."
But facts were evidently not what Mr. Woolhouse was after, his manifest aim being to
create a prejudice against the new theory of
sound regardless of its scientific demonstra
tions. Lest he should never have read the
"Sensations of Tone," by Helmholtz, here is
what that great physicist says in his own ver
batim words :
',The process in the air is essentially identi
cal with that on the surface of water. . . .
The process which goes on in the atmospheric
ocean about us is of a precisely similar 7iature. . . . The waves of air proceeding from
a sounding body transport the tremor to the
human ear exactly in the same way as the
water transports the tremor produced by the
stone." —Sensations of Tone, pp. 14, 15.
One other point only and I will leave Mr.
Woolhouse to the critical mercy of the rising
young scientists of Great Britain. He says :
" The strength or degree of loudness of the
sound will depend on the extent and conse
quent amplitude of the vibration. But the car
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rying power will depend also very much upon
the musical quality before mentioned."
This pretended distinction between the loud
ness and the carryingpower of a sound is a bare
faced invention without the slightest meaning
in science, and which has recently been urged
to avoid the annihilating fact that some of the
loudest sounding bodies, such as that of the lo
cust, which can be heard a mile, have an almost
imperceptible vibration, and consequently pro
duce very little action on the air, while power
fully vibrating bodies, such as tuning-forks
held in the fingers, making a hundred times
greater disturbance of the surrounding air, can
not be heard ten feet away in a still room.
Of course this fact demonstrates that the
loudness of sound is not produced by the airdisturbance caused by the sounding body, but
comes almost entirely from the sonorous prop
erty of the instrument that liberates this force,
as I have shown in my January letter to the
London Musical Opinion in reply to Dr. Sedley Taylor.
No answer can be made to this state of factsHence the attempted distinction between the
loudness and the carrying-power of different
sounds.
No purer quality of sound exists, as Helm
holtz admits, than that of the tuning-fork.
Why does it not have " carrying- power?"
Simply because it is not loud. Why is it not
loud f Simply because it has little " carryingpower." The loudness of a sound at its source
simply and in every case determines its loud
ness at a distance, or in other words its carry
ing-power which means the same thing ; and
this attempted distinction without a difference
is the straw which the wave-theory is grasping
to keep it afloat for a few days longer.
A. Wilfoed Hall.
Editor of the Microcosm, New York.
THE CHASM PUiIalBD.
BY THOMAS MUNNELL, A. M.
For many centuries an impassable gulf has
been admitted in the scientific mind between
the physical and spiritual hemispheres. Be
tween the ponderable and the imponderable
there lay not a terra incognita, but a nihilum
incognitum, a region not only unexplored, but
on account of its supposed utter emptiness,
unexplorable even in thought. It was simple
space uninhabited by anything visible or in
visible, tangible or intangible, upon which no
philosophy had ventured even a working hy
pothesis. The very best thinkers had never
suggested any twilight relation of things where
it might be neither day nor night and yet
something substantive. It seemed to all that
on one side of said chasm there was a steep
declivity, an abrupt ending of matter and an
equally abrupt beginning of nothingness; and
on the other side an abrupt termination of
nothingness and a steep acclivity of the spir
itual. Strange that such a thought should ever
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have been entertained, since it has long been
known that nature seems to have left no such
deficiencies between any of her great kingdoms.
Twilight itself might have suggested a better
thought, and man himself being a connecting
link between the physical and spiritual uni
verses. But these and many other hints in
nature not having been utilized, sound, light
and heat being classified with none of the great
entities of the world, had to be put quite out
of existence also, and labelled as three "mo
tions." which means three nothings.
Heat and motion being with wave theorists
convertible terms, latent heat must mean la
tent motion ; that is, latent heat is potential
heat, and latent motion is potential motion,
each of which becomes active by some ex
ternal force. Heat may be excited by friction
of one piece of wood, metal, or even ice against
another, but the sun's rays have no hard sub
stances by the friction of which heat could be
excited unless it be the particles of one at
mosphere or the particles of hydrogen gas in
the solar photospEiere. Then if heat on earth
is nothing but motion, the same must be true
of the sun, whose surface heat is 18,000° F.,
more than 180 times as great as that of our
hottest summer days. This difference must be
caused, according to the wave theory, by the
different degrees of excitement in the wave
motions of light. But this is unscientific and
absurd, because were there no latent heat in the
substances rubbed against each other, no heat
could be developed. Hence the coldest sub
stances develop the least heat not because
molecular motion was not excited by friction,
but because heat being an entity, there is less
of it in the colder substances to be developed.
Dr. Hall showed years ago by a new law in
physical science, that the quantum of heat in
air does not increase by condensing the air
some contend, but- that the air being condensed
into smaller space, its inherent temperature
was naturally raised as the bulk of air was
diminished; but if there were no substantive
heat in air it was plain that said temperature
could not be increased, but rather would be
diminished, since pressure tends to quiet all
undulatory motion, and so would reduce the
heat. Not only so, but if light, sound and
heat are all motions, pressure sufficient to stop
all their quiverings would necessarily destroy
them al I. On the contrary, sound increases in
intensity with such condensation which shows
either that sound does not consist of wavelets,
or else, contrary to all reason, said wavelets
roll higher and become more and more bois
terous as pressure increases. This is unthink
able and ought without another argument to
settle the question forever.
But what about combustion if heat is nothing
but motion. Does the sun's photosphere of
18,000° Fahrenheit consist of nothing but
quivers of light and heat—quivers whose amplitute is only romlV.innr of an i"10'1 ' But if
these quivers are nothing, one of the simplest
principles of arithmetic must be abandoned,
namely, that no number of noughts or cyphers
can ever make even a unit. A decillion of
cyphers could never amount to a unit. Yet
Mr. Tyndall &Co. teach that the more noughts
there are in the column the larger the footing,
for as said before, the intensity of heat depends
either upon the number of wavelets struggling
at the point of combustion or upon the in
herent, potential and therefore substantive
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?[uality of heat itself. If they accept the
ormer, then not only all our volcanoes and
city conflagrations, but our sun and all suns
and fires in the universe are unspeakable ef
fects without any adequate cause—without any
cause adequate or inadequate—and therefore
heat is a substantive, entitative thing.
The Substantial Philosophy is strangely deep
and comprehensive. Tap the fountain where
you will and the living waters flow. If its
future should be as all-convincing and satis
factory as it now promises, "every valley
shall be filled," and the heretofore frightful
gulf between the material and the immaterial
will be completely bridged, for when Substantialism shall have peopled that intermediate
space with magnetism and all its associates
that seem to inhabit " No Man's Land," the
transition will be easy enough and unavoidable
to that still higher grade of thought that will
fill the chasm between the finite and the in
finite intelligences. However useful this phil
osophy may be to science, it is no less so to
religion, for it is always looking upward as
the Disciples looked after their ascending Lord,
and makes all believers feel that
"Though In a distant land
Yet we're not far from home."
1. That heat can not be developed by motion,
by friction, by concussion, by chemical action,
nor by any other means if there is no latent
thermal entity to be developed. Friction may
bring it to the surface provided there is any
heat in the material to be brought there, and
the same may be said of concussion.
2. Combustion can not be accounted for nor
caused by mere motions, be they ever so nu
merous and violent. Heat, a nonentity, de
velops electricity, and electricity, an entity, de
velops heat, a nonentity. " Apelles Judozus
credat, non Ego."
(Continued from page 27, vol. vlii.)
What is Sound ! The Substantial Theory
vermis The Wave Theory of Acoustics.
BY GEORGE ASHDOWN AUDSLEY, F.R.I.B.A.
I must now touch, but very briefly, on the
phenomenon of souDd known as sympathetic
vibration. If time permitted I should have
been glad to enlarge on this subject and to have
performed some experiments with stretched
strings, but, as matters stand, I must content
myself with the single illustration of the sym
pathetic vibration of the tuning-forks.
Sympathetic vibration has always been held
as a strong argument in favor of the existence
of both air-waves and sound-waves, but I fail
completely in discovering one connecting link
between such vibration and mechanical sound
waves. The wave theory teaches that, in the
case of the sympathetic forks, the sound-waves
sent off by the fork which has been bowed or
otherwise set into vibration pass through the
air and, impinging on the motionless steel
prongs of the other and, perhaps, distant fork,
set them into corresponding vibration. The
action is purely a mechanical one, for we are
assured that the silent fork is set in motion by
reiterated blows or pushes of the sound-waves.
Such an idea is so contrary to reason and fact
that I have to exercise some patience in speak
ing on the subject. You have already heard
enough about the microscopic vibrations of the
tuning-fork's prongs to satisfy your minds that
no such mechanical action as air-waves, with
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condensations and rarefactions of the air, can Sympathetic vibration deserves to be much
possibly be "?et up by them ; and my gold-leaf more carefully investigated than it has ever
experiment has incontestibly proved that the been ; and, as I know from experience, it pre
vibrating fork does in no degree disturb even sents a most fertile and interesting field for
a confined column of air at the distance of one study. Enough is known to assure one that
inch from its prongs. Under these circum the investigation will reveal some very curious
stances, therefore, it is quite evident that sym and astonishing results and effects.
pathetic vibration must be due to some other Allow me now to show you an experiment
force than these impotent and non-existent which is not mentioned by Tyndall, Helmholtz,
air or sound-waves, and that this force is the or Mayer, or in any work on acoustics known
sound force of the Substantial Theory of to me. The result of this experiment is, per
Acoustics as already explained. Now for just haps, one of the most wonderful in the entire
range of sound force demonstration. I at
one experiment.
I have here two forks in perfect unison, and tribute the silence of the textbooks regarding
I shall be glad if any gentleman present will this experiment to two things—firstly, to the
carry one to the extreme end of the room, and, fact that it is little known ; and, secondly, to
holding it in his hand, satisfy himself that it the fact that it is almost a hopeless task to ex
is absolutely silent. Let the fork be held »o plain it on the wave theory, nowever ingeni
as to touch nothing and be free to vibrate. I ously the argument may be framed.
now bow the remaining fork before you, and The piece of apparatus I now submit for your
then I instantly damp it. My fork is silent; inspection is called, for want of a better name,
but that held iu the hands of the gentleman at the "acoustical turbine," or, in the language
the far end of the room is now sounding quite of Dr. Koenig, " Roue de riaction acousttque.'"
audibly to his ears, and to yours also if you It consists of four small canister-shaped ves
will hold the opening of the resonant case to sels of aluminum, closed except at their pro
jecting necks. These vessels are resonators,
your ears.
Will any wave theorist affirm that this effect accurately tuned to the note C4, of 512 vibra
has been produced by vibrations in the form of tions per second. The resonators are attached
air-waves generated and sent off by the fork I or suspended to the extremities of four arms,
bowed ? Surely not ! Look at the solid steel also of aluminum, provided at the crossing
prongs of the fork, which weighs fifteen ounces with a little agate cup, which rests upon a
—bear in mind the fact that the prongs of the sharp steel point attached to a small stand.
bowed fork only moved about the ^th of an By this simple arrangement the suspended
inch in each complete swing at the most—and resonators are perfectly balanced and revorve
then look at the distance, and the many ob with the greatest ease. The remaining part
structions between the two forks. Does it not of the apparatus consists of a tuning-fork,
now strike you that there is some hitherto un C4, perfectly in accord with the resonators,
known and unrealized force in sound—a force mounted on a resonant case.
akin to the other forces of nature, such as elec
The experiment is performed as follows :
tricity and magnetism? At all events, do not Placing the resonant case with its open end
throw the idea aside as unworthy of your calm direetly opposite the "turbine," which of
consideration and earnest investigation.
course is perfectly motionless, I set the fork
I am of opinion that sympathetic vibration into vibration by bowing it at short intervals
or sympathetic generation of sound forms one so as to keep up the discharge of sound force,
of the most remarkable and noteworthy phe and immediately the "turbine" commences
nomena of acoustics ; and as there can be no to revolve and gradually gains speed until it
question of the great importance of sympa moves round with considerable rapidity. The
thetic vibration as a teacher and as a guide to resonators move with their closed and flat ends
a right understanding of the nature of sound, foremost, carrying their open necks behind
it is strange, to say the least of it, that so little them, and they will move in no other way un
stress is laid upon it in our text-books on the der the influence of sound force. If I set the
science of acoustics. For instance, in Professor turbi ne revolving in the opposite direction and
Tyndall's "Sound," only about two and a half then bow the fork, it will be observed that a
pages are devoted to the discussion of " sym diminution of speed instantly takes place, then
pathetic vibrations." I have observed in all the "turbine" comes to a stand-still, and then
text-books on acoustics that there is a studied it slowly resumes its true motion. There is
avoidance of all matters that seem to favor one important fact which must be mentioned
any hypothesis rather than the accepted un- —namely, that the apparatus will move with
dulatory one, and I conclude, as wave theorists no fork which is not in perfect unison with the
find themselves on rather shaky grounds in note to which the resonators have been tuned.
attempting to account for sympathetic vibra
Attempts have been made to account for the
tion, they say as little on the subject as possi action of this curious apparatus under the
ble. How different is their treatment of what wave theory, but, to my mind, the reasons ad
is called " interference of sound," a pet subject vanced are altogether insufficient, even if I
with all wave theorists, for the very existence believed in the existence of sound-waves. Ac
of the wave theory depends upon its acceptance cording to Drov&k, who has written on the
and full recognition as an established phe subject in Poggendorff's Annalen, the revolu
nomenon of sound. Yet sympathetic vibration tion is caused by pressure within the resonators
is a self-evident fact in nature, whilst the so- upon their closed ends. He argues that there
called "interference of sound" has never yet is a node at the closed end of each resonator,
been satisfactorily demonstrated to exist. This and that the mean pressure of air in this node
I shall prove to you by some of the most nota is superior to that of the air in repose. In the
ble experiments brought forward by wave resonator the node is found at the bottom, and
theorists—experiments of the tin tube, books if the air in the resonator vibrates sufficiently
and candle calibre—to prove the interference to produce at the node, and, accordingly, close
of, and, accordingly, the existence of, sound to the bottom, a mean pressure greater than
the external air at repose, the reaction is there
waves.
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produced. This seems reasonable at first
thought, but it will not stand careful analysis
or investigation. Probably the ordinary wave
theorist would claim that the revolution of
the canisters is caused by the reiterated dash
ing of sound-waves or air-waves against them,
Just as he claims that the action of the sym
pathetic fork or of the tympanic membranes
of our ears is caused by that same reiterated
dashing. Should such air-waves and such mechanical dashing against the canisters exist,
how comes it that the canisters revolve in the
wrong direction ? If we take a small card and
,quickly move it, so as to send off true air
waves, we find that, as the closed ends of the
canisters present the largest surface to the
action of the air, the turbine revolves in the
opposite direction to that it takes under the
influence of sound.
It is self-evident that in this interesting ma
chine we see the effect of a mysterious cause—
a wonderful illustration of sympathetic vibra
tion, and evidence of the power of sound force
which science has hitherto unacknowledged.
We are well acquainted with the marvellous
powers of electric force, exerted upon objects
at immense distances from its immediate or
active source; and we know that a powerful
magnet can stretch out its substantial but in
visible hands, and pass them through solid
obstructions, such as glass, wood and metals
which are not subject to magnetic influence,
and lift or move ponderable bodies which are
in sympathy with magnetic force, placed at
considerable distances from its poles. But we
are certainly not prepared to explain how the
,electric and magnetic forces do these wonder
ful things. So it is with natural sound force.
We see in the sympathetic vibrations of tuningforks and strings, and in the movement of the
"acoustical turbine," evidences of a natural
force operating in just as mysterious and sub
tle a manner as we observe electric and mag
netic forces operating upon objects and sub
stances in sympathy with them, and we can
not be expected, in the present state of scien
tific knowledge at least, to grasp the reason of
one phenomenon more than another, whilst it
may be in our power satisfactorily to prove
how they are not accomplished.
Some time ago I submitted the problem of
the revolution of the "acoustical turbine" to
Dr. Hall for his consideration ; and in his reply
are the following remarks :—
"Let it be distinctly remembered that sub
stantial but immaterial pulses of sound force
do not act at all on material bodies, however
light and easily moved, unless their vibrational
tension puts them in synchronous sympathy
with that of the sounding instrument. Hence,
unless there were something connected with
the four arms of this wheel having a tension
in sympathetic synchronism with the substan
tial soand-pulses emitted by the C4 fork, it is
manifest that such pulses would produce no
effect on the wheel one way or the other. But
here is the fact that unlocks the whole mys
tery. The air column or chamber in each of
these resonators is in exact sympathy with the
G* fork, and has the same vibrational number ;
but as these air columns can only be reached
in full power by the sympathetic force at the
ends having the open necks, hence the substan
tial sound-pulses from the fork and its resonant
,case acting exclusively against that end of the
air-chambers must necessarily drive the resona
tors in the direction which they do."
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I leave this important subject of sympathetic
vibration and movement with considerable re
luctance, but it is imperative for me to move
on to the consideration of the so-called inter
ference of sound—a class of phenomena which
has always been held in high favor by wave
theorists as presenting unanswerable proofs of
the existence of sound-waves, and accordingly
of the truth of the wave theory.
You have all heard or read of this phenome
non of interference of sound, but have you all
accepted the teaching of our acousticians on
this matter as gospel? I hope not. I have
both the assurance and the boldness to stand
before you, the accomplished members of the
most distinguished musical association in the
land, and say that there is no such thing in
existence as interference of sound, as taught in
our text-books on acoustics. Before I proceed
farther, let me ask you one question : Have
you ever seriously realized in your minds what
the musical effect of a full orchestra would be
if there was such a thing as interference of
sound, as taught by Professor Tyndall and the
other great wave theorists?
Amongst the many misdirected and mis
represented experiments made by acousticians
perhaps none are more amusing than those
which have been brought forward with the
view of proving the interference of sound. I
shall briefly direct your attention to two or
three of these experiments, and if they can be
shown by any one to clearly indicate the in
terference of sound-waves, and therefore the
existence of sound-waves, I shall willingly
abandon my opposition to the wave theory,
and admit my error in advocating the theory
which holds sound to be, like electricity, one
of the primordial forces of nature.
Turning to the pages of the leading English
text-book on sound, we find these statements :
"When two unisonant tuning-forks are
sounded together it is easy to see that the forks
may so vibrate that the condensations of one
shall coincide with the condensations of the
other, and the rarefactions of the one with the
rarefactions of the other. If this be the case,
the two forks will assist each other. It is,
however, also easy to see that the two forks
may be so related to each other that one of
them shall require a condensation at the place
where the other requires a rarefaction ; that
the one fork shall urge the air particles for
ward, while the other urges them backward.
If the opposing forces be equal, particles so
solicited will move neither backwards nor for
wards, the aerial rest which corresponds to
silence being the result. Thus it is possible by
adding the sound of one fork to that of an
other to abolish the sounds of both. We have
here a phenomenon which, above all others,
characterizes wave-motion."
The same authority tells us how this silence
is to be produced. He instructs us to place
the two forks half a wave-length apart, and to
set them in vibration, aad he then asks—
"What must occur? Manifestly the rarefac
tions of one system of waves will coincide with
the condensations of the other system, the air
(beyond the second fork) being reduced to qui
escence. . . . The action here referred to
is called Interference."
Now I unhesitatingly affirm that there is not
one atom of truth in the statement made, and
I defy any experimenter with two forks, or,
indeed, with any two sounding bodies, to pro
duce silence in the manner so clearly laid down.
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Here are two unison forks, made by the greatest
manufacturer of acoustical apparatus who has
ever lived, Dr. Koenig, of Paris; let any one
produce silence with them, placed in any rela
tive position, whilst they are both in vibration,
and I shall acknowledge the law of interfer
ence. I can not do it, and I say it can not be
done. So much for text-book teaching.
(To be continued.)
QUERY DEPARTMENT.
[From this on we shall introduce into the
Michocosm a department of queries, and solicit
pertinent inquiries on scientific and philosoph
ical matters which we will endeavor to an
swer.—Editor.]
Dr. Hall,—Will you please answer the fol
lowing (if it be worthy of an answer) ?
Suppose a train, running on a straight road,
carries a loaded cannon, the muzzle pointing
in the same direction as the train's travel.
Suppose the possibility of the train running
at the same rate that the ball travels when
discharged, would the ball fall at the mouth
of the cannon?
Again, suppose the cannon pointing in the
opposite direction, the train having the same
speed of travel, and the cannon discharged ;
would it fall to the ground at the mouth of the
gun, or what would be the result?
Please answer, if the question be worthy of
consideration, in the Microcosm and oblige a
reader.
J. H. Carnes.
REPLY TO THE FOREGOING.
We take pleasure in answering the problem
presented by the Rev. Mr. Carnes : 1. The ball
fired from the cannon in the direction of the
moving train would have added to the velocity
of the train the normal speed produced by the
powder, minus the difference in the atmos
pheric resistance caused by this added velocity
of the train. In other words, a train moving
1,000 feet a second with a cannon on board
firing a ball in the same direction with a nor
mal velocity of 1,000 feet a second, would
cause the ball to travel over the ground at a
velocity of 2,000 feet a second, minus the aug
mented resistance of the air already referred to.
2. But should the cannon be fired in the op
posite direction, the velocities being the same,
the ball would drop to the ground at the place
where it was when fired, the speed of the train
exactly neutralizing or equaling the projectile
force of the powder. Possibly, however, the
ball might travel a short distance beyond the
spot over which it left the gun on account of
the less resistance of the air in consequence of
the moving train.
To prove that this answer is substantially
correct, a person on the top of a moving freight
train can throw a stone along the surface of
the cars about an equal distance in either di
rection ; but should he stand on the rear car
and throw a stone along the track in the direc
tion opposite to that of the moving train, the
velocity of the stone, in relation to the track,
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would be less than normal to the extent of the
speed of the moving train. And if it were an
express train, moving' as swiftly as a stone can
be thrown by the hand (100 feet a second), the
stone would drop directly to the track at the
spot where the thrower stood when the stone
left his hand.
Dr. Hall,—Will you please explain why the
shadows cast by objects under an electric light
are sharp and clear cut in outline, while those
cast under gas or sunlight are soft in outline,
that is, the edges seem gradually to weaken or
blend with the light?
Mrs. M. S. Organ.
In answer to the foregoing we say that it
is entirely owing to the difference in size of
the different light-centers. In the case of
shadows cast by the arc-light, the lines are in
tensely sharp because the spark is almost a
mathematical points—not so large as the head
of a common pin, thus allowing no portion of
the light to shine around the edges of the ob
ject. Such shadows are always observed to be
very black, especially where no other lights
are in proximity.
But where the light-centers are of consider
able size, as in the case of gas flames, they will
shine around the edges of objects producing
what is called a, penumbra, or partial shadow,
so that no well-defined edge of a true shadow
can be observed.
If the object be very small in comparison to
the gas-flame, such as a pencil, and be held
close to the broad side of the light, no per
ceptible shadow will be cast, because the real
shadow is obscured by the lapping around the
pencil of the penumbra. But turn the gasflame edgewise to the pencil, in the direction
of its length, and you will at once see the
shadow well-defined and nearly as sharp as
that of an arc-light if the flame be a very thin,
one.
A NOVEL, PROJECT.—BATHING IN
HID-OCKAN.
BY THE EDITOR.
As the facilities for ocean travel, under mod
ern improvements and advances in mechanical
appliances, have nearly all the advantages for
comfort obtainable on land, why may not the
captain of some first-class steamship so ar
range his vessel as to provide the facilities for
ocean bathing on suitable occasions in midocean, or half-way between New Ycrk and
Liverpool ?
The project has occurred to us of so con
structing a first-class steamer as to connect
with it a bathing platform to be swung and
lowered from the side of the ship into the water
to a suitable depth to allow passengers the
privilege of a mid-ocean bath.
Let suitable days which may occur in sum
mer or during warm weather be selected when
the ocean is perfectly calm, aud a couple of
hours' delay be devoted by the captain to
bringing his ship to a stand-still thus affording
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a luxury so novel and interesting, as well as
healthful and exciting, as to pay lor the de
tention and the pains necessary to this end.
In case such a device and provision should
be adopted by transatlantic and transpacific
steamers, no passenger who is ever attracted
to sea-side resorts on land but would go pro
vided with proper bathing attire as part of the
ocean outfit, especially in summer voyages.
The steamer thus prepared to furnish midocean bathing, would of course be provided
with suitable life-preserving jackets for passen
gers, so that those who might desire, either
male or female, could take a grand swim
around the vessel, with an abundance of life
boats ready at hand to furnish any assistance
required.
We look forward to this novel luxury in the
not far distant future as one of the special at
tractions of modern ocean travel, particularly
during warm weather. What sea-captain shall
be first to adopt it?
AN UNPARALLELED SUCCESS.
It is not possible for any person outside of
this office or unacquainted with its corres
pondence, to form even a shadow of an esti
mate as to the success in a business way that
has attended the introduction and spread of
our Health-Pamphlet.
We have never, since that pamphlet was
first announced in this paper, asked a single
person to purchase it, but have advised hun
dreds personally and thousands by letter not
to buy it, but wait till they had evidence from
personal friends as to the unmistakable value
of the new treatment before trying it.
Not one person, we venture to believe,
within the last year has sent the $4 for this
remedy, as set forth in the Health-Pamphlet,
only as he or she has become convinced of its
value through the testimony of some one in
whose word implicit confidence could be placed.
And we here assert that more than ninetenths of all the sales made since the first
order was received nearly two years ago, have
resulted from one person telling another of
the health-treasure he or she had found either
in personal conversation or by letters written
to distant friends. Yet up to this date nearly
300,000 copies of this little book have found
their way into families who are now practising
the treatment prescribed while regarding it as
the greatest boon of their earthly existence.
And even now hundreds of applications a
day for this pamphlet, personally and by let
ter, come to us accompanied with the money,
all of which are burdened with this same
plaint—that some friend had told them of the
great benefits received from this simple rem
edy without medicine. And so wonderful has
been this spontaneous and unceasing demand
that it is now regarded by those in the secret
as the business and hygienic miracle of the
nineteenth century.
We do not make this statement as an adver
tisement at all, but to let our numerous per
sonal friends at a distance—who are numbered
by the thousand—know that our long delayed
triumph over adversity and dark fortune has
come at last, and with it a corresponding
triumph of Substantialism over the principles
of false science. This will be abundantly
shown as never shown before in the next num
ber of the Microcosm.
Those interested in such reading, if not sub
scribers for the MICROCOSM, should send their
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names at once with 50 cents for the present vol
ume (VIII.), including the three back numbers.
Whether or not they are subscribers, no
reader should fail to send for the December
number and our special Extra which will be
sent free. A postal card will be sufficient to
make known this desire. Address the Editor
as on first page.
A SIGN OF THE TIMES.
It is certainly a hopeful sign when such
scientific men as Sedley Taylor and Mr. Woolhouse, of England, can be forced from their
silence and induced to attempt a defense of
the wave-theory of sound and incidentally of
the other motion-theories of science, as seen
in this and in the December numbers.
We are glad to announce that we have just
received a long communication from Sedley
Taylor purporting to be a reply to our review
of his arguments as printed in the December
number and in the January Musical Opinion
of Loudon. We shall take pleasure in an
swering, in the next number, everything he
says worthy to be dignified as an argument.
We are now beginning to hope that Dr.
Audsley may yet succeed in smoking out
Prof. Tyndall himself, after he shall realize
the demoralization that is taking place among
the rank and file of his wave-theory disciples.
PROF. HAECKEL'S MATERIALISM.
Thoughtful religionists all over the country
are beginning to ask themselves seriously as
to what is to be done to meet the materialistic
views of Prof. Haeckel. He insists that if the
motion-theories of science are true—namely,
that sound-force, heat-force, light-force, etc.,
are but the vibratory motions of material
particles, —then life-force, mind-force, soulforce and spirit-force must be nothing more
nor less than the varied motions of our brain
and nerve molecules ; and as motion ceases to
exist the instant the particles moving come to
rest, he thereby demonstrates, if modern sci
ence be true, that the soul and spirit cease to
exist at our mortal dissolution, and that Death
ends all.
We have printed numerous articles in the
Microcosm and Scientific Arena showing that
nothing but Substantialism affords the slight
est rebuttal of Prof. Haeckel's disastrous
argument against human immortality. Chief
among these articles is one by the Associate
Editor in the first number of Vol. VI. of the
Microcosm. Eld. Thomas Munnell, regard
ing that article as absolutely unanswerable,
and believing as he does that every Christian
teacher should avail himself of its benefits in
this age of materialistic degeneration, has
written the following letter to the editor of
the Christian Standard, Cincinnati, Ohio,
which we commend to the reader :
Baltimore, Md.. January 15, 1891.
Bbo. McDiarmid, Ed. Christian Standard :
Dear Sir,—Allow me to call your special attention to
the enclosed leaf from the Microcosm, No. l.Vol. VI., by
the Associate Editor of that periodical. It seems to me
that the call therein made upon Christian teachers and
defenders of the Christian faith demands most care
ful consideration ; and knowing no one more capable
of writing an unbiassed review of the question therein
treated than yourself, I mall it to you noping to hear
from you in the Standard. The phenomenal growth
of
Substantialism
both
England
among
scientists
will justify
anyhere
noticeandyouinmay
nave time
to
give it. I have written Dr. Half that I think he may
expect to hear from you in due time. Yours as ever,
Thomas Munnell, 1007 Hopkins Ave.
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■ORB VOLUNTEER TESTIMONIALS.
cient. For a dozen years I had not averaged three
sleep a night. Ifo mind had lost its grip and I
We have never yet solicited a single testi hours
had no pleasure in books or thought. I had tried a
monial, indorsing our system of treatment as numberless variety of remedies and received only tem
relief from any. Since I have given your treat
set forth in our Health-Pamphlet. Yet these poraryfair
trial I can most heartily say that not only
enthusiastic endorsements—hundreds every ment
does its theory perfectly satisfy my reason, but its
week—are reaching thi3 office, not only from actual use has wholly changed my condition. I am
life and work, and all the old gloom and des
all parts of the United States but from every enjoying
pondency are gone. I am almost wholly free from all
country in the civilized world. We give here stomach
troubles, get sufficient refreshing sleep, find
with another drop from the ever overflowing my mind clear and vigorous, and feel all the freshness
Very sincerely,
bucket ; and while we ask no one to send for that makes life worth living. "Wayland
Johnson."
the pamphlet, we do ask a candid perusal of Dr. J. W. Tulles, of Cheyenne
Wells, Colo.,
the following testimonials, the writer of any writes Jan. 13th:
one of which may be addressed with stamp "Dear Dr. Hall,—In answer to a request to send me
inclosed for answer :
your 'Hygienic Treatment' last summer, I duly re
your Pamphlet. Have been in the drug business
Mr. P. A. Reeves, of Taftville, Conn., writes ceived
the past eight years, in the meantime have graduated
Jan. 7th :
in
medicine
have been on the alert to discover the
" Dear Doctor Hall,—Up to the time of receiving your best means and
for relieving suffering humanity, having
Health-Phamphlet, I had been sick about twenty-two been
a
sufferer
myself
for the past ten years from dys
J'ears, during which time I certainly was not three days pepsia. Have tried carthartics,
etc., etc., out
n succession without taking medicine of some kind. I your remedy is the thing we need.dieting,
using your
had dyspepsia in its worst form, kidney complaint, con treatment as directed I am gettingSince
back
stipation and varicocele. This last was so fatiguing health; am thirty-eight years old, but feel tolikeperfect
I did
that I had been wearing a suspensory for over fifteen at twenty.
years. It is now four months since 1 began using your " Your ' Hygienlo Treatment ' Is certainly a boom to
treatment, and the dyspepsia, kidney complaint and humanity, and I shall ever feel grateful to you for the
constipation have entirely disappeared. Varicoole has good It has done myself and family. I use the treat
been so much helped that I hardly ever wear my sus ment in my practice with excellent results. Again
pensory, without the least inconvenience. Really I be thanking
you, I am, Your most obedient servant,
lieve it will cure me.
Tulles, M. D."
"My wife who had been in feeble health for upwards Mr. Henry Lamoreaux, "J.of W.North
Hector,
of nine years began the treatment when I did. She N. Y., writes Jan. 15th:
has gained six pounds in flesh, and feels as if she had
"Dear Dr. Hall,—I have been using your treatment
never been sick. Truly it is a wonderful discovery.
"Yours respectfully, P. A. Beeves." about one month with wonderful results. I have suf
from chronic diarrhoea more or less since 1862
Rev. Geo. W. Isham, pastor of Grace M. E. fered
when I was in North Carolina with Burnside, and for
Church, Lincoln, Neb., writes Jan. 1st:
the
last
nine years constantly, with resulting piles,
"Dear Doctor,—Through the kindness of one of your kidney trouble,
dyspepsia, neuralgia, catarrh and
agents, I came to know of your Hygienic Treatment general
debility,
times confined to my bed and
which I have used regularly now for two months. Con reduced almost toMany
a skeleton, with my life dlspaired of
stipation had been chronic with me for years, and flat by my family and friends.
But as the result of your
ulent dyspepsia and attendant miseries rendered life
my dyspepsia Is fast disappearing, kidney
burdensome much of the time. I worked very hard, treatment
trouble
and
neuralgia
gone,
better, and by the
but with great effort. I was a missionary working in blessing of a kind Providence,catarrh
together with the treat
Madras, India, where my troubles were much aggra ment, I shall soon be a well man.
vated by the sluggishness of the climate. But by four
" Respectfully yours, Henry Lamoreaux."
months' use of your treatment I am a new man. Enjoy Mr. Horace
Martin, of Stella, Neb., writes
my food, my sleep, my work, my life. I count this dis Jan. 16th:
covery of yours among the greatest for the preserva
"
Dear
Dr.
Hall,—Inclosed
find 50 cents for The Micro
tion and restoration of health ever made.
" Faithfully yours, Geo. W. Isham." cosm for 1891. I am greatly indebted to you for your
Health-Pamphlet.
I
received
one year ago to-day.
John A. Wilson, Stockton, Cal., writes Jan. I was then 75 years old. Haveit taken
medicine every
11th:
six
hours
out
of
every
twenty-four,
several months,
" Dear Dr. Hall,—I am to-day a man full of life and for kidney disease. I had to get for
up
from eight to
ambition, having been cured of Bright's disease of the
times every night, and suffered extremely in
kidneys by your almost miraculous treatment. I pro twelve
passing
a
few
spoonfuls.
Life
had
become
a burden.
pose going to Sacramento, where I have a host of
last medicine I took was at 10 a. m., one year ago
friends, and spread the news of what your process has The
to-day,
but
have
steadily
used
your
treatment,
and
done for me. After having been given up by the best
the last nine months have not had a pain about me,
doctors in California I am forced to declare it as my for
not
so
much
as
a
cold,
and
now
am
strong
and
vigor
belief that your Treatment is the only method of ous and can walk ten or fifteen miles as readily and
directly reaching the kidneys. Truly yours,
I could thirty years ago.
"John A. Wilson." without weariness "asTruly
yours, Horace Martin. "
B. F. Smith, P. M. at Nevada, Ohio, writes Mr. R. W. Norwood, Ashland City, Tenn.,
Jan. 21st:
" Dear Sir,—I have used your treatment since April writes:
find money, for which please send me
4, 1890. Before using it had sick headache every few ten"Enclosed
more copies of your Health-Pamphlet. I would
days for the past twenty years : haven't had one since not sell
my
right
to use your treatment for $1,000, It
April 4th. All the wealth of the Vanderbilts could not
proven the greatest blessing to my wife for indi
buy it and take the knowledge of it away from me. has
gestion
and
chronic
female troubles. She declares she
Long may you live to enjoy the fruits of your labor.
yours,
"Respect, B. F. Smith, P. M." could hardly live without It. Sincerely
" R. W. Norwood."
Rev. Wayland Johnson, LL. D., pastor of Mr. J. H. Roundtree, a druggist of Centralia,
the Baptist Church at Newton, N. J. , writes 111., advertises in his local paper, Jan. 8:
Jan. 21st:
"I have more medicines for sale than any other
" Dear Sir,—Several months ago I began to use your druggist in Centralia. Yet I have now a supply of Dr.
health-treatment. At that time I was utterly broken Hall's Health-Pamphlets which I have purchased of
down in health. I was unfit for any work that required the author, and will sell one at $4 to any person, with
close application and a clear head. For years I had the distinct understanding that the money shall be
been tormented with the most persistent dyspepsia so refunded after one month's use of the treatment, if
that I could hardly eat anything without suffering great not satisfactory, on return of the Pamphlet and a
discomfort, and could eat nothing in sufficient quanti pledge never again to use the treatment. [/ will do
ties to give me proper nutrition. I suffered constantly the same. A. Wilford Hall.] This I admit to be hard
from nervous prostration and had frequent attacks of on the drug business, but it is joyful to sick people.
vertigo. My sleep was unrefreshing and always insuffi
" J. H. Roundtree."
tW Don't forget that the $4 sent for our Health-Pamphlet will be refunded after one month's
trial, as stated above (see last testimonial). For our trustworthiness wj refer to Maj. Wm.
Plimly, Gen. Supt. Money Order Department, New York P. O. Send postal card for our Extra
MICROCOSM, full of information. Address, A. WILFORD HALL, 23 PARK ROW, NEW YORK.
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Entered as second class matter at the New York Post Office. this almost infinitely slow motion as now de
monstrated is balanced by great frequency of
THE GREAT FREQUENCY OF VIBRATIONi vibration, or by the great number of to-andDOES THIS HELP THE WAVE-THEORY?
fro movements of the prong in a second ; and
(Reply to Prof. A. B. Wood.)
that whereas a single motion of a body at
BY THE EDITOR.
a very slow velocity, as all writers admit,
In the January Microcosm we discussed the would not compress the air and send off a
question as to whether or not the vibrating pulse, yet a great many of these same slow
prong of a tuning-fork swiftly advances,—very motions, back and forth, would send off airmuch faster than the movement of a clock- pulses or condensations and rarefactions in the
pendulum,—as supposed by all previous writers shape of sound-waves.
on acoustics in order to produce the "conden
But we will not further forestall the reader
sations and rarefactions of the air " constitut by anticipating Prof. Wood's argument, but
ing sound according to the wave-theory.
will now give verbatim all he has said in sup
"We proved that all these acoustical writers port of this position so essential to the life of
were mistaken, and that instead of "swiftly the wave-theory, after which we will annihilate
advancing " as taught by Tyndall and Helm- every position he has taken. Here is his let
iholtz,—the highest living authorities on the ter, and we ask every reader to study it care
subject,—the fork actually produces audible fully, for on this argument alone now hangs
sound after it has heen sounding four minutes the life of the wave-theory of sound :
and when its swings have been reduced to the
Clyce, Mich., Jan. 21st, 1891.
Tn-,ooir,ihnMrcFo- of an inch each> making the
Dr. A. Wilford Hall, Dear Sir and Brother,—
whole distance of travel only the nrj,?roTj,innr of The copy of the January Microcosm you sent
an inch in a second, or at a velocity, counting me, I received with thanks. I am interested
discussion of the theory of sound.
the swiftest part of its swing, of less than one in yourgraduated
in the Latin scientific course
inch in two years ! This was the result of a Having
from Michigan University, I feel competent to
<jareful mathematical calculation and measure enter with you into the investigation.
Your article, page 24, clearly beats Tyndall
ment o» the part of Capt. R. Kelso Carter,
Helmholtz as to the rate of motion of the
Professor of Higher Mathematics in the Penn and
prongs of a tuning-fork. That side might as
sylvania Military Institute, as reported by him well
admit their error. There is no " swiftly
in the Microcosm, "Vol. III., page 154.
advancing " about it.
But there is a swift change of motion from
Of course this tremendous demonstration
direction to the other, as you will admit ;
against the acoustical teaching of modern one
several hundred changes in a second is a swift
science has completely silenced the batteries of change. Although this is not the meaning of
the great authorities so far as the "swiftly Tyndall's "swiftly advancing" fork -prong,
advancing " prong or string is concerned, and yet it really accomplishes what he sought to
Prof. Wood, as we will immediately show, — demonstrate—an inequality of density in the
,one of the most critical advocates of the wave- air.The pressure of the fork-prong upon the air
theory we have ever read—admits that Tyn as it advances in one direction leaves a little
dall and Helmholtz have been completely space behind it where the pressure is not quite
heaten and proved to be in error in this sup so great—and thus the wave is created—for
the particles in the compressed portion will
posed swift travel of the prong.
rush back into the space of less compression.
But as a dernier resort, and the only plank Whether this last happens or not, the com
left to keep the current theory from sinking pression made by the advancing prong will
again, and these movements once set
out of sight, Prof. Wood, in harmony with his expand
up
will
continue till equilibrium is again re
demoralized brethren in England, now under stored—just
as one wave made on the surface
the Are of Audsley and Pearce, claims that of a pond creates several waves that move off
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over it. Whether the movement creating the
wave is slow or swift makes no difference with
the wave's velocity. If you were j ust to reach
a disc under the water and lift the water slowly
the motions of the wave would be the same.
It is not the swiftness or slowness with which
the compression in the air is made, but the
. single fact of its existence that insures a wave.
And the velocity of the wave after it is formed
depends, not on the velocity of the disturbing
- cause but upon the internal constitution of the
fluid. A wave on the water moves no faster
when raised by a swift stroke than when raised
- by a slow one. It is the pendulum motion of
the particles.
Sound we call air-waves, but it is more prop
erly called air-pulses, as Tyndall has it. The
motion of a particleof waterin a surface-wave
is a circle, while the movement of a particle
within a substance is an excursion back and
forth in a straight line, not up and down, as
you have it so many times.
The rate of motion of the pulse is not at all
governed by the rate of motion of the disturb
ing cause, and the rate of motion of the par
ticle is not the rate of the tuave at all ; because
as a particle advances towards others those
move on almost as soon as the first particle
starts. So the motion is propagated through
a thousand times as fastas each particle moves.
It is the pendulum-motion of the particles that
makes it impossible to hurry upa wave. Each
substance has its own rate of pendulum motion
—depending upon its molecular constitution—
and a wave set up by simply moving a few par
ticles nearer to others by a slow or a quick mo
tion is propagated afterwards at Ihependulum
rate of the particles, whichis not at all affected
by the slow or swift rate of the consecutive
pulse.
Hence, if you have proved Tyndall to be in
error as to the rate of motion of the prong of
the tuning-fork, you have not affected the
main idea at all. Aniotio'nof 256 times in a
second is certainly enough to create slight
compressions, which is all that is wanted.
These compressions recovering themselves
create the waves. Once originated t hey move
on like waves on the surface of a pond, though
with a straight motion of the particles instead
of a round motion.
No, the "travelling swiftly" of Tyndall's
tuning-fork pronjr you have disproved, but you
have not thereby affected the proof of the wavetheory. * * *
A. B. Wood, M. S.
The remainder of his long letter deals in
criticisms of Dr. Audsley's lecture, but with
arguments even of less plausibility than is ex
hibited in the foregoing. Let us now examine
this strongest possible presentation of the
argument based on the rapid vibration of the
prong and the possibility of its condensing the
air into so-called sound waves.
Prof. Wood admits that the greatest mathe
matical investigators of modern times have
egregiously blundered in supposing the vibrat
ing body to have a very swift travel as the es
sential foundation of all their other mathe
matical calculations by which it were possible
to show that the air could be driven off in con
densed pulses.
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He also admits or is compelled to admit, that
at the very height of this mathematical blun
dering we were the first to convict these socalled acoustical experts of their essential
mathematical mistakes which virtually ex
posed their incapacity to reach any correct
mathematical conclusion growing out of this
same travel of the vibrating prong. Plainly,
if the greatest mathematical minds on earth
had become so blinded and muddled by the
wave-theory and its inherent want of coherence
as to base their chief calculations concerning
the supposed "carving, condensing and rarefy
ing" of the air upon this superficial blunder,
which it required only the common sense of a
layman to detect, how is it possible to place
the slightest confidence in their after calcula
tions of the sending off of air-pulses which had
their only supposable origin in this ridiculous
mathematical mistake of the "swiftly ad
vancing" prong?
We could safely leave the whole argument
right here for the common-sense student's de
liberation, with this self-evident disparagement
of all the mathematical calculations concern ing
air-pulses ever published in scientific books,
and with its fatal nail hopelessly clinched by
Prof. Wood's forced admission that the entire
scientific world has been beaten by a man who
makes no pretensions to mathematics. But we
do not purpose letting Pr#f. Wood and his
confreres escape so easily. There is too much
plausibility in some of his points for us to let
pass, and not to put into the hands of young
substantialists here and now, and once for all,
the weapons with which to annihilate these
fallacies in coming generations.
The Professor says, "but there is a swift
change of motion from one direction to the
other," etc. There is no such thing. Why
not use language correctly, if we wish to reach
correct ideas? "Swift," when correctly em
ployed, relates only to theue/ocifj/of a moving
body, and not at all to the number of times it
may change its direction 1 The prong has a
great frequency of change in its direction ;
that is true, but not one of these changes is
swift, since its travel in any direction is ad
mitted to be very slow, even at its greatest
speed.
A body may change its direction very often
—hundreds of times in a second—while mov
ing slower than a snail, turning to the right or
left, stopping before each change ; or it may
even change to the opposite direction, and
then again go forward ; but so long as its
travel in any one of these directions is the
same snail-like velocity, with no " swiflly ad
vancing about it," as Prof. Wood admits, there
can manifestly be no more condensing effect
upon the air by any one of such directions by
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which to send off a pulse, than by the start or
finish of one long motion, the body moving at
the same snail-like velocity.
A physical investigator who is incapable of
seeing this, has just the right sort of a mental
caliber to accept the wave-theory with all its
monstrousincongruities, includingits "swiftly
advancing" prong—"very much faster" than
the movement of a clock-pendulum.
Since the "Problem of Human Life" was
published, thirteen years ago, many of the
ablest mathematical investigators of acoustics
in this country and Europe, who had heard
the news of our demonstration of the exceed
ingly slow travel of the prong, and who were
so committed that they disliked to give up the
wave-theory, have, however, publicly admitted
that a continuous slow motion of a body
through the air, such as the movement of a
pendulum or the motion of one's hand a foot in
a second, would not compress the air or send
off a pulse, since the fluidity of the air would
permit it to slip laterally around the sides of
such slowly moving body and thus produce an
equilibrium of the disturbance without pro
ducing a condensation, the same as if the body
moved in an incompressible fluid.
But, like Prof. Wood, they have insisted, as
the only salvation for the wave-theory, that if
this same slow motion shall be divided up and
frequently changed in direction, without any
greater velocity of travel at each of these mo
tions than before, then presto, the moving body
will accomplish by a short travel what it failed
to accomplish by a longer one of the same ve
locity ! Is it possible that such scientific non
sense can be accepted by any cultivated and
properly balanced intellect?
Among those who have made the abovenamed admission is no less a scientist than
Prof. G. G. Stokes, F. R. S., Professor of Phys
ics and Higher Mathematics* in Cambridge
University, England, and who occupies the
identical chair filled by Sir Isaac Newton. In
an address delivered by him before the Royal
Society in 1884, as discussed fully by us in the
third volume of this journal at page 219, Prof.
Stokes says :
"Suppose a person to move his hand to and fro
through a small space, the motion which is occasioned
In the air is almost exactly the same as would have oeen
if the air had been an incotnpressible fluid. There is a
mere local reciprocating motion, in which the air im
mediately in front is pushed forward, and that imme
diately behind is impelled after the moving body," etc.
[See this whole quotation and a lively discussion of it at
the page above named.]
Now if the hand moving slowly through,
say, one foot, as this great authority admits,
merely displaces the air in consequence of its
mobility "the same as if it had been an incom
pressible fluid," then in the name of reason
would the first sixteenth of an inch of this
same motion of the hand, at no greater velocity,
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produce a condensation of the air if the hand
were stopped ? Would a small fraction of this
motion do what the whole of it fails to dot
And if the first sixteenth of an inch of this
slow motion does not compress the air while
the hand continues moving, since the whole
of it merely lets the air slip around, would' the
stopping of the hand at this first sixteenth of
an inch cause a compression when its entire
travel would not do it?
Then suppose the hand, after moving a six
teenth of an inch at this velocity of a foot in a
second, were to stop and instantly turn back
and retrace this sixteenth at no greater ve
locity, would that sixteenth of slow travel con
dense the air any more than in going the other
way? Is any professed physicist so dull of
comprehension as to try to maintain such an
unmechanical position? And if two such
changes of direction, under the same velocity
of travel, will no more condense the air or start
a pulse than if it were "incompressible fluid,"
would a hundred or five hundred similar
changes of direction, each at this same uncondensible velocity, do any better?
Yet marvelous to record, Prof. Wood, after
graduating from the Michigan University, has
not the perspicacity to see through this pre
posterous absurdity which is now the only
remaining support of the wave -theory of
sound. But he is in good company, and might
for ought we know possess the requisite quali
fications to occupy the historical chair of Sir
Isaac Newton in that greatest university on
earth, at least, so far as the teaching of modern
physics is concerned.
But look at it ! If Prof Stokes is right,—and
he surely would not have made the admission
could he have helped it,—that a slowly moving
body like the hand, moving through the air a
distance of a foot in a second, will no more
condense it or send off a pulse than if the air
were an incompressible fluid, what must we
conclude as to the same hand compressing the
air while moving through it no swifter than
the hour-hand of a clock ? And if this slow
motion, divided up into sixteenths of an inch,
would come no nearer compressing the air
than the long motion at the same rate of travel,
as we have just demonstrated, what must we
conclude as to the untenable character of the
wave-theory when we consider that the prong
of a tuning-fork, after sounding four minutes,
only travels, by the clearest mathematical
measurement, at a velocity 25,000 times slower
than that of the hour-hand of a regulator
clock 1
Does Prof. Wood believe that a prong, travel
ing at this velocity in a continuous motion
through a distanceof a foot (which would take it
sixteen years), must condense the air in front of
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it rather than merely displacing it as if it were
" an incompressible fluid ?" Yet he does insist,
in defiance of his own reason and at the behests
of the wave-theory, that the same prong,
traveling at the same velocity in short excur
sions, does actually cut and carve the air into
condensations and rarefactions, sending them
off at a velocity of 1,120 feet a second. We
could thus logically dismiss the wave-theory
as a shapeless wreck, crushed under theblunders
and forced admissions of its ablest advocates.
But we shall not yet dismiss Prof. Wood.
And right here let us help the professor to a
little light in the way of an exposition of the
physicallaws, which evidently hasnotoccurred
to his mind, simply because during the last
seven years he has not been a reader of this
magazine. Had he been, he would have learned
that no condensation can take place by a body
passing through the free air until its velocity
exceeds the property of mobility. And in case
of a very high velocity, such as that of a riflebullet, any condensation produced will only
send a pulse a distance proportioned to the
size and velocity of the moving body in rela
tion to this same property of mobility.
Any condensation of the free air by a small
body passing through it, could only be propa
gated as a pulse to a very limited distance, be
fore this same property of mobility would dis
sipate it and produce absolute equilibrium.
Prof. Wood will learn, if he reads the late
December number of this journal which we
have sent him, that no condensation of the
air whatever can occur by the swiftest motion
possible to be produced by a sounding body ;
and that bodies which vibrate farthest and
strongest, such as tuning-forks, which can not
be heard a dozen feet away when held in
the fingers, do not produce a millionth part
the sound of an insect which does not produce
a hundredth part the vibratory disturbance of
the air caused by the fork. .
If he shall read the back volumes of this
journal, he will learn that he is also all at seain
regard to the law governing water-waves. In
the foregoing letter he asserts that waterwaves will travel at the same velocity over
the surface whether the movement of the
body producing the waves be swift or slow.
This shows how little he has seen of the Mi
crocosm or of the "Problem of Human Life."
In the latter work we have shown that the ve
locity of water-waves depends entirely upon
their size, and their size, other things being
equal, depends entirely upon the velocity of
the body striking or leaving the water and
starting such waves. Large ocean-waves will
travel a hundred feet a second, while tiny
waves on the surface of a pond will not travel
one foot in a second.
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We can lift a pound boulder, attached to a
cord, out of the water so slowly as to produce
no perceptible waves whatever. Then we
could lift it so as to produce waves that would
travel one or two feet in a second ; then we
could easily give the boulder such velocity of
motion as to produce waves that would travel
eight or ten feet in a second.
We thus prove that Prof. Wood knows ab
solutely nothing about the matter he is so
learnedly discussing. A system of waves on
the surface of water is not made by the dis
placing body at all that starts them. A stone
dropped into a pond, or a stick pushed into it,
displaces water to the amount of its bulk, thus
lifting a ridge of water around the spot where
it enters, and that is all it does or can do so far
as the production of the waves is concerned.
The force of gravity then steps in and pulls
down this ridge of water and in doing so presses
-up another not quite so high. It then pulls
down this latter ridge pressing up another, and
so on for many minutes after the stone has
done its work and is at rest on the bottom of
the pond.
The speed of the system of waves over the
surface of the pond depends always upon the
height of the first ridge pulled down by gravity,
and this depends upon the size and velocity of
the body entering or leaving the water.
Prof. Wood should have let water-waves
alone as he has fatally overturned the wavetheory of sound by thus introducing true waves
which always travel with a velocity propor
tioned to their size or amplitude of swing ;
whereas his bastard "sound-waves" in air are
supposed to travel at exactly the same velocity
whether they be long or short, big or little,
close together or far apart !
The whole burden of the song of our cor
respondent thus breaks to pieces by its in
herent want of the cohesiveness of scientific
truth. His waves on the surface of water
stultify his pretended air-pulses as we have
seen, while we have also shown that no mat
ter whether he assumes 256 small motions of
a prong or one long motion, the former can
produce no more condensing effect on the air
than the latter if both move at the same ve
locity of travel. And as we have proved a score
of times in these volumes that the fork can
sound audibly when the swiftest part of its
travel is a million times slower than that of
Prof. Stokes' hand, which he admits can not
condense the air at all, why should not Prof
Wood give up the theory and acknowledge
himself beaten since he has so generously
and frankly admitted in behalf of Professors
Tyndall and Helmholtz? Do this, professor,
and we will hasten to receive you into the fold
of Substantialism with open arms. [See our
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editorial on "The Transmission of Pulses,"
Microcosm, Vol. III., page 188 ; also our arti
cle on the "Final Argument for the WaveTheory," page 310, Vol. IV.]
WHAT IS LIFE)
BY ISAAC HOFFER.
Webster defines life to be "that state of
plants and animals, or of organized beings, in
which the organs are capable of performing
their functions." In man he defines it as " that
state of being in which the soul and body are
united." Herbert Spencer says "life is the
continuous adjustment of internal to external
relations." Bichart, a French physiologist,
defines it to be "the sum of functions which
resist death." There is an utter want of sat
isfying explanation in all these definitions.
They only vaguely touch on some of the ef
fects and results of life, and fail altogether in
defining it. These abortive attempts to give a
comprehensive definition of life show that our
most learned men know so little of their own
life that they can not give a definition that
fairly defines it. Some scientists and philoso
phers hold that life is a chemical principle in
herent and potential in matter, and that it
(life) has its source, its origin and its develop
ing power in material substances. That un
der certain conditions matter may of its own
accord become a living substance, and gradu
ally assume definite forms ; at first simple
and without much apparent vitality, like the
lower orders of plants and animals, but gradu
ally and during long ages new and more com
plex forms are evolved out of the older ones.
Changing circumstances and surrounding con
ditions are given as the cause of the transmu
tation of species ; and heredity is credited with
the perpetuation of distinctive kinds of plants
and animals; so that during countless ages
plants and animals, including man, have been
evolved out of the common matter of this
earth, through the inherent properties or
powers contained in this matter.
This theory would make life a mere chemi
cal process, in which matter is the active
agent and the substance acted on, and life the
effect of the action ; so that life would be only
a resultant action and not an entity.
While it is impossible for man to know the
ultimate essence of any thing, it ought to be
possible for him to know something about his
own being. He ought to know whether that
which gives him power to be a living, sensi
tive, moving being, whether that which gives
him apprehended and known existence, is a
realty, or whether it is only a chemical bub
bling of some accidental combination of cer
tain material substances. I ought to know
whether the acting moving power in my body,
and the sense by which I know that power,
and know how to sustain and apply it—
whether all that distinguishes me from dead
matter—is something in itself, or whether it
is only an organic performance emanating and
resulting from the molecular composition of
my body.
Is it a scientific, a philosophic, or even a ra
tional, conclusion, that life—the vital princi
ple, the essential and absolutely necessary
Eower to make matter a living substances,
ring it into an organic combination, and form
an organism in perfect accord with the trans
mitted vital principle—that such a power is
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only a molecular action, and that the result
produced is a causative entity ? Can a power
that produces a result be the effect of the re
sult it produced?
The universal and unexceptional experience
is, that matter is changed and transformed in
to living bodies by imparted life ; and there is
not a single well authenticated instance on re
cord where matter evolved life and formed a
living plant or animal.
The chemical theory which "makes passive
matter an active agent is contrary to all known
laws of vital action.
If two grains of corn, one with a sound
germ and the other with the germ injured, in
which the material constituents and the mole
cular organization are the same, are planted,
the former will grow and the latter rot, show
ing that the chemical agent, if that term is
preferable to vital germ, was not part of the
matter, but that something else was—some
thing that contained all the potency of life,
all the energy, direction, form and power to
transform the matter of the grain into a liv
ing growing plant of corn, with the power to
continue its development and perpetuate the
corn—life. Whether we call this life-process
chemical, or vital action, matter certainly was
not the active agent.
In a sound egg the homogenious white and •
yellow matter is, through vital energy, con
verted into1 bones, flesh and feathers, and
transformed into a living bird; but if this vital
energy is destroyed, with the shell of the egg
and all the other parts undisturbed, then
chemical action sets in, and the result is some
thing entirely different from a living bird. It
presents the difference between vital and
chemical action in a way that can not be mis
taken.
The great mistake generally made in the ex
amination of questions like the one under
discussion is, that the action or mode of ac
tion, the effects and results, are all that is
taken into consideration, and are treated as if
they were the active agent and moving cause.
Apparent or partial truths very often lead to
great general errors, for theories based upon
such premises may appear plausible, and yet
must of necessity be wrong in their founda
tion. It is an apparent, and in part an actual,
truth that a locomotive is the power that pulls
the train of cars, and that it is an absolute
necessity for securing and applying the power
to pull the train ; but the actual and whole
truth is, that the motive power is in the steam,
and that the locomotive is only the machinery
for utilizing this power. So it is true in a
general sense that the material body is a liv
ing body, and manifests all of life that we can
see ; but the body can not be the life, for when
the life is out the body is dead. Nor did the
body evolve the life, for the life was first and
formed the body.
Because vital energy disassociated from
matter can not be visibly and tangibly repre
sented to the mind, is no evidence whatever
that this energy is not an entity, and has not
certain powers and characteristics. The power
that draws a needle to the common horse-shoe
magnet and holds it there, is an invisible and
intangible energy, which is not part of the
iron, but had to be introduced into it.
That something, in the vital germ which is
not matter, has none of the characteristics
and properties of matter, is invisible, intangi
ble, and eludes the most searching tests of
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chemistry, and yet takes up matter and im
parts to it a new property which makes it liv
ing matter, converts this living matter into
organized living plants and animals — this
something is life. And where this something
does not exist, or is not introduced, however
favorable the conditions may be, there will be
bo vital action and no manifestation of life.
That the passive material of this earth should
be more of a reality or of an entity, than the
active energies which manipulate, character
ize, form and transform this material, is like
asserting that the thing moved is more of a
power than the power that moved it, and is a
self-contradiction in terms and facts. There
is no rational explanation of the activities in
nature possible, except upon the basis that
there are entitive, invisible and intangible
energies ; and that these energies have dis
tinctive forms and characteristics, and the
power to impart the same to the matter in
which they operate. Upon this basis the phe
nomena of life can be rationally explained.
If you pick up an acorn you will hold in
your hand the life of an oak tree. This life
comprises the form, the kind of oak, the power
to select the proper material, convert it into
living matter, move it into proper position,
and transform the whole into a living growing
,tree. You will hold in your hand an invisible
and intangible oak tree in all its perfection
awaiting proper conditions to be materially
represented.
Hence life is an invisible and intangible
energy of individualized forms and character
istics capable of being materially represented
in plants and animals.
1/EBANON, Pa.
THE ANNULAR THRORY,
BY PEOF. I. N. VAIL.
A'o. IS.
One very conspicuous feature at the present
time persistently marking the faces of Jupiter
and Saturn are their darkly striated vapor
bands. It is one of the necessary features of
every annular canopy, as I have elsewhere
abundantly shown.
Formed of the smoky and sooty exhalations
that arise from every igneous orb to mingle
with its outer vapors, they necessarily char
acterized the Eden canopy. Now, I want my
readers to see these striated bands as primeval
man saw them in his canopy, and as transmitted
on the vehicle of memory from father to son,
to be profusely scattered all over the realm of
mythology.
Striations running parallel over the face of
a planet would not appear parallel when
viewed from beneath the canopy. They would
appear to diverge as they mounted from the
horizon toward the zenith. All parallel bands,
streamers and striae would, as opticians well
know, tower up from the eastern and western
horizons as fan-shaped or palmated columns.
Like great celestial trees, with briarian arms
fixed in the vaulted skies, variagated with
every shade and color, from the solar beams
transfused from above, what a magnificent
canvas met the eyes of the infant race of men 1
These majestic bands were actual flowing
and rushing streams. They were known by
man to be waters and the grand "source of
all waters." They were called "rivers,"
streams without shores and without channels.
Hence the unexplained allusions to "celestial
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rivers" found so plentifully in all mythol
ogies, deciphered on Assyrian tablets, Grecian,
Egyptian and Indian monuments and paint
ings.
There can be no longer a reasonable doubt
that when Nineveh's libraries of stone were
stored away grand celestial streams garnished
the heavens and encircled the earth. With
this thought every mystery of Eden's "rivers"
vanish like dew before the sun.
It is plain that if the " Lord God had not
caused it to rain," there were no rivers then
on earth. The rivers of geologic times had
vanished because a canopy had enveloped the
earth again. That canopy was necessarily in
constant contact with the atmosphere, which
continually loaded the air with mists, and this
was the only source of water to the plant. This
at first thought may seem visionary, but it is
a stubborn fact, so sure as law is law. There
could be no storms and tempests in a world
warmed by the sun through a canopy of vapors.
Man saw streams continually rising, and in
the "cool of the day" he saw the " mists" de
scend, and this alone can philosophically ex
plain the Scripture declaration that the whole
earth was watered " by a mist that went up."
In the very face of this declaration we are
next told thatEden was watered by a " river."
Where is there one possible feature in this, if
this river was on the earth ? The difficulty of
a river watering a tract of land, except its im
mediate banks, is insuperable at the outset.
And then when we are told that that river
went out of Eden to water the garden in Eden,
we know that such could not possibly be the
case unless it went up out of the Eden world
and watered it as a mist, or falling vapor.
Again, we are told that that river "divided "
as it went out of Eden. Here is a riddle that
nothing but the calcium light of the Annular
Theory can pretend to solve. I say that no
river but a celestial one mounting from the
horizon could possibly divide into "sources"
or "heads" as it proceeded. Hence Eden's
" river" was a celestial stream, or band. All
sound reason refuses to recognize any other
kind of a stream, since no other could possibly
divide into heads or sources as it flowed out of
the Eden world, nor could any other water the
garden in Eden by going out of Eden to do so.
We have here another of those many annular
monuments that no opposition can overthrow.
It would seem scarcely necessary to add to
the strength of this position, but it is interest
ing, and, moreover, very significant, that the
very Hebrew term from which the word here
rendered "river" is derived, can not refer to
an actual river on the earth, for it simply
meansa " flowing" withoutreference to either
shore or channel, which it would seem to be
most correctly applied to flowing or rising
mists. This feature, then, which has puzzled
millions of readers, thus explained, like
" Eden's flaming sword " becomes a beautiful
philosophical fact, without a shadow of mys
tery.
Some valuable collateral testimony, as usual,
again comes in here. These things, these con
ditions, from the rainless age to the "divided"
" river," necessitates acanopyof vapors, and a
subsequent fall of the same (for that canopy is
notnowin existence), and its fall necessitates a
flood, and an eternal covenant, with the bow a
token of the same. The four-parted river as
sumed different names as "heads" or sources
of watei to the earth ; and these very names are
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annular in their every meaning and aspect.
One of them " encompassed the vhole country
of. Havilot." Another "encompassed the
whole land of Ethiopia." Howcoulda "head"
,or source, still flowing upward of course, " en
compass the whale " of a country unless it overit, and as a canopy was a source of
• 'canopied
mists to it?
In the Euphrates, which was one of the
heads, we have the most singular and positive
testimony that it was the name of a river that
once encompassed the whole earth, and that the
Euphrates we now know is but named as a
memorial of a once celestial stream. I will
copy from the " Gods Unvailed " : "According
to Assyriologiststhe Euphrates was called the
serpent or dragon-god of the life-supporting
world-tree 1 But the life-giving tree of prim
itive man was the same as the Norse Ygdrasil,
the Indian Sana-tree, whose ' roots reached
into the underworld,' and whose life-giving
branches 'divided and spread out over the
whole heavens.' In other words it was the
life-giving annular canopy, whose giant bands,
like great world-trees, arose from the eastern
and western horizons as stupendous pillars,
dividing into branches which spread over the
heavens and gave the earth all the waters it
ever got. This 'tree' was the 'world-ash' of
the Eddas ; the tree in whose branches grew
the 'golden apples' of Juno or the stars; the
tree which, found in the traditions of almost
every ancient people, possessed this peculiar
ity : it gave life; and therefore it was the lifeprolonging canopy of annular times. It gave
drink and food—nector and ambrosia—to the
heavenly gods, which, as I have proven, noth
ing but annular vapors as celestial ' trees ' and
4 rivers' could do."
" The serpent-god of the tree of life !" This
sentence, copied from Assyrian tablets, is the
grand master-key to a world of mysteries, as
we will see.
Elsinore, Cal.
SALVATION IN HELL.
BY J. I. SWANDER, D.D., PH.D.
No. 1.
In a former article the writer discussed
"'Hell" from a theological standpoint. It is
mow proposed to treat the subject as it is
claimed by some to stand logically related to
soteriology, or the science of human salvation.
In this, our opening paragraph, we feel justi
fied in assuming the correctness of certain
,conclusions arrived at in our previous paper.
Among those conclusions are the following:
1. There is an intermediate state or hades be<tween death and the resurrection. 2. Hades
is now inhabited with disembodied human
spirits. 3. Those spirits are just as substantial
«,s the bodies they shuffled off when they took
their departure to that invisible world.
Passing on to the consideration of the sub
ject named at the head of this paper, we pro
pose to inquire after any possible benefits for
the departed that the intermediate state may
contain in the way of additional opportunities
or facilities for human beings to seek and make
sure their calling and election to everlasting
life. The question amounts simply to this : In
what sense and to what extent is it true that
men may go to heaven by way of hell ? Is there
anything in hell itself that constitutes it a
friend to either nature or grace to help us on
to God ?
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Hope is said to spring eternal in the human
breast. For this reason man, notwithstanding
his sense of guilt and consequent condemna
tion, is not easily reconciled to any theory or
doctrine that teaches a fixed condition of hope
lessness in the invisible world. The philosophy
which the devil taught in the Garden of Eden
is eagerly sought and embraced by many. The
popular sermon is kept just far enough away
from hell to fit the flexile fancy of the fool.
Mitred priests of "pompous rites and fragrant
fumes are cautiously silent concerning those
tremendous possibilities that lie beyond the
limit of their ceremonial forms. The thinnest
webs of sophistry have been substituted for
the soundest syllogisms of human reasoning.
The jugglery of the modern necromancer is
made to invoke the spirits of the departed and
to tip the tables of the dupe for testimony
that hell is perfectly lovely indeed. In the
mean time the sacred Scriptures are taxed and
tortured into a meaning that would justify the
most unwarranted notions of that great here
after which is even now very close at hand for
every soul of man.
The idea of a hell with beneficial properties
has had its advocates in every age of the world.
Such ideas were entertained with more or less
crudeness and confusion, according as men had
not yet advanced very far along the path of
civilization and in the light of revealed truth.
The doctrine of the transmigration of souls,
as held by some, carries with it the idea of ex
piation and moral advancement for the migra
tory human spirit until it finally attains to
blessedness in the presence of God. The cul
tivated Greeks and Romans were notstrangers
to the comforting dream that men who were
only moderately wicked in this life would enter,
afterdeath, through expiatory punishmentand
preparatory discipline, into the regions of the
blest. The Koran teaches that hell will finally
open its dolorous portals and permit some of
its inhabitants to pass the crystal ports of light
into a paradise of wild delights and sensual
pleasures. The Saviour of the world employed
language (Matt. xii. 33) which in the opinion
of some justifies the belief that forgiveness of
some sins will be granted "in the world to
come." Some of the early Christian fathers
and many of the orthodox theologians of more
modern times agree in their rendering of 1 Peter
iii. 19, as to make the passage teach that when
Christ "went and preached unto the spirits in
prison," he offered salvation to some of the in
habitants of hell who had been "disobedient
in the days of Noah." In the Apochryphal
New Testament, according to the Gospel of
Nicodemus, we have a narrative mote interest
ing than authentic by that questionable evan
gelist. He represents Jesus as having de
scended from the cross into hades, and while
there "visited with invincible power those
who sat in the deep darkness of iniquity, and
in the shadow of death by sin; and taking
hold of Adam by his right hand he ascended
from hell, and all the saints of God followed
him."
Coming down to more modern times, we find
that much of the most popular literature of
the world has reconciled itself to God and all
eternity upon the assumption that the final
restoration of all men to a state of unqualified
blessedness is a doctrine of truth. The ortho
dox Universalists swallow the entire pill with
out a single distortion of their religious coun
tenances. Others find it convenient to resort
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to a "little season " of hell in order to satisfy
themselves of the soundness of their views
concerning the restoration of all things. Their
doctrine is not entirely foreign to that of pur
gatory in which, according to Soman Catholic
theology, the suffering of souls in the interme
diate state may be shortened by masses, prayers
and works of supererogation on earth. The
reformed theologians of the sixteenth century
rejected the purgatorial idea under any form.
With the rise of rationalism some Protestant
theologians began to make not only earnest
recognition of the intermediate state by a more
advanced and consistent interpretation of the
Apostle's Creed, but also to claim it as a part
of God's great plan for the redemption and
salvation of human beings. Some of the more
advanced theological thinkers of Germany saw
in it a state of probation for infants and the
heathen who were supposed to have no oppor
tunity of choosing Christ on this side of death.
This questionable fruit of earnest German in
quiry found its way to America. In this
country it was soon mingled with New Eng
land liberalism, and in the course of a few years
of development manifested itself in the trou
blous teachings of Andover under the form and
promise of a second probation. It alleged and
emphasized the probability that certain un
taught heathen would have an opportunity of
choosing and embracing salvation in hades.
The advocates of the doctrine of salvation
from or in hell may be distinguished from each
other by dividing them into three classes : 1.
Those who hold that all will be saved, and that
there is no hell except in this present state of
human being. These are the orthodox Universalists. 2. Those who believe in some kind
of an intermediate state, and hold that it is full
of sanitary and restorative power for all who
enter it without having fi rst made their calling
and election sure in this visible world. These
may be classed as the restorationists. 3. Those
who hold that the salvation of each individual
is conditioned and determined by his free choice
of the good, and alleging as they do that some
are taken into hades without first having had
a fair opportunity to make a free and intelli
gent choice of the good, they claim that God's
attribute of j ustice and the equality of His ways
afford a sufficient warrant for the belief that
all such persons will be accorded an opportu
nity in the invisible world to choose the way
of eternal life and happiness. These are known
as the second probationists. The term is, how
ever, not thus correctly applied, as such trial
of obedience would really be the first probation
for all individuals deprived oi such opportunity
in the present state of being.
The general argument of the future proba
tionists in favor of "another chance" may be
truthfully sketched as follows : God is just,
and the judge of all the earth is bound by his
own nature to do right. In order to be just
and right in his impartial dealings with all ra
tional individuals he must offer salvation to
all and to each. But some, it is alleged, do
not have salvation offered them in this life,
and, therefore, the equality of God's ways, no
less than the principle of justice that underlies
the whole superstructure of his moral govern
ment in the universe, requires of him an ex
tension of the sphere of probation into the
invisible world, that the "spirits in prison,"
who had not had an opportunity while in the
body, may yet have a chance to determine
themselves in a free way for or against the
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absolute good which of itself involves im
mortal blessedness to those who make choice
thereof and are thus organically joined thereto.
These probationists differ from the orthodox
Universalists above named, who believe in the
salvation of all men—hell or no hell—and, on
the other hand, from the orthodox limitarians> t
who hold that death ends all that belongs toprobation.
Fremont, O.
(To be continued In April.)
A Brief Defense of Subatantlallsm.—A Critic
Answered*
BY THE ASSOCIATE EDITOR.
Our attention has been called to a work pub
lished by the late Rev. J. H. Pettengill, A.M.,
in which Dr. Hall's doctrine of the dual nature^
of man as set forth in the "Problem of Hu
man Life" is opposed, and we in turn call the
attention of our readers to the subject, not so
much on account of the strength or value of
the objection, as to point out a radical and
fundamental error which our critic makes in
his interpretation of Dr. Hall's language. We
quote verbatim from his chapter on "The=
Unity of Man :"
" Dr. A. Wilford Hall, in his remarkable work entitled
'The Problem of Human Life,' dashes into the argu
ments of Haeckel, Tyndall, Spencer and those of that
school, like a bull into a china-shop, and fairly demol
ishes much of their fine wares ; but he is quite as weak
and open to attack in the position he undertakes to es
tablish for himself. He makes much sport of Haeckel's.
doctrine, that " life and mind are nothing but the com
plicated motions of the molecules of the brain and
nerves, placed together in a most varied manner," and
with the doctrines of spontaneous generation and evo
lution which are so earnestly advocated by not a few
of our popular scientists ; but, while he would seem to,
be arguing for the doctrine of the opposite school, hisphilosophy is nothing better than a sublimated form or
materialism, or the double materialism of the pre-Socratic philosophers, and of Swcdenborg, very much re
fined. He frankly admits that his theory is founded on ahypothesis in the first instance, but It so clearly answers
all the conditions of the problem that it must be true.
It is this: That man is composed of two organisms,
each complete in itself. Both of them are material, but.
the one is of gross matter, and the other matter in its,
highest state of refinement, answering, we suppose, to
thefourth state of matter of which Lockyer speaks, or
perhaps more truly, to Aristotle's gwirei-essence. His,
own language is as follows :
"It is a fundamental law of Nature, that every ani
mated being, Including man, is a dual organism, or dou
ble entity ; the outer or physical structure being the
visible and tangible half, while the incorporeal, though
invisible and intangible, constitutes the other half, the>
one being the exact counterpart of the other. (P. 48.)
" This interior organism, could we see it after the bodydies, would stand out a transparent manikin—with
every outline of the human body Intact—a perfect repre
sentation of our organic form in all its parts, as would a
manikin of the arteries, veins and nerves, could they be
lifted from the body, without disturbing their relative
position. (P. 46.)
"Thus inter-woven and inter-dependent upon each
other it is not surprising that a blow on the brain
should temporarily paralyze the vital and mental struc
ture, in proportion to the physical injury received ; and
should such injury prove sufficient to result in a com
plete dissolution or separation of the two organisms,
it is not inpresumable but that the mental and vital en
tity might remain for some time in a state of entire
unconsciousness, or until the effects of the dissolvingshock should have a sufficient time to subside. I say
this is a reasonable supposition on the view that we are
really dual, substantial beings; and then it is equallyrational that our interior, incorporeal entity, after re
covering consciousness, may actually continue on for'
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ever in a state of personal activity, as all religionists
must bold, If their religion is to be of any practical
value in this world or the next." (P. 37.)
" Because these philosophers can not understand just
.how the noetic and physical properties in man are com
bined, or, indeed, how it is possible for the Creator to
unite them in one substantial organism, they must
needs resort to the hypothesis of a double organism
as though this would solve the whole mystery."
While appreciating seemingly the demoli
tion of Haeckel, Tyndall, Spencer and their
school, he seems thoroughly to misunderstand
the substantial philosophy of force, life, mind
and soul, which was placed on record in the
"Problem" as a substitute for these atheisti
cal theories. To call Dr. Hall's philosophy a
"sublimated form of materialism" is to show
an unacquaintauce with the real claims of Substantialism, which is inexcusable in one who
pretends to pose before the publicas a critic.
The whole tendency of the writings in advo
cacy of the new philosophy by Dr. Hall as well
as by his numerous contributors has been to
demonstrate that there are two distinct realms
in the order of nature, the material and the
immaterial, and that these two realms are not
by any means to be confounded as modifications
or diversions of each other. The material is
not to be considered an emanation from the
immaterial, norcontrarywiseisthe immaterial
to be considered in any sense an attenuated or
"sublimated" form of the material.
In order thoroughly to grasp the Substan
tial Philosophy with its principles concern
ing the phenomena of the physical and men
tal forces here, together with the doctrine
of the existence of the soul and its attributes
after this life, it is essential that this funda
mental position of the distinction between ma
terial and immaterial conditions be compre
hended. Let this be forever understood, and
such objections as we have above quoted, as
well as the deductions arising therefrom, will
no longer provoke Substantialists by their
presumptive inaccuracy. As the statements
concerning the "materialism of pre-Socratic
philosophers and of Swedenborg" depends
upon the misunderstanding just refuted, it is
-, unnecessary to waste space on them except
to say that by reference to the bound vol
umes of the laiCROCOSM the identity between
Substantialism and Swedenborgianism will be
seen to have been completely refuted.
In his objections to Dr. Hall's theory of the
dual nature of man which the quotations from
the "Problem" represent very fairly, our
critic urges our inability positively to prove
that such a psychical counterpart of the physi
cal organism exists. If Mr. Pettengill believes
in the reality of the soul, lie must from neces
sity believe that it has form, as the term real
ity applied to such a definite thing can not
possibly mean a formless mass of spiritual
substance ; therefore, if some form must be
given to the soul, which is simply another
name for the immortal part of man, or the
"inner man" of the Apostle Paul, why not
five it the same form as the material body,
aving a complete and perfect organism, eyes,
ears, arms, mind and all the other attributes
which are possessed by the physical body?
This understanding is certainly in accord with
the Bible, and will render definite many of the
passages which are now considered purely fig
urative and symbolical.
There surely can exist no doubt but that in
the next life there will be just as complete an
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environment for the exercise .of all the attri
butes and faculties which we now possess as
we have at present, the only difference being
that such environment and faculties will be
spiritualized by the elimination of their physi
cal conditions, which would be entirely out of
order in the spiritual realm.
It grieves us to see ministers who recognize
the fatal effects upon young scientific minds of
such doctrines as those advocated by Haeckel,
Huxley, Spencer and that school, antagonize
through ignorance of its foundation principles,
the only system which attempts to demolish
root and branch upon its own ground such
atheistical conclusions.
The chief reason which Dr. Hall's criticseems to give for his dissatisfaction with Sub
stantialism is, that scientific and philosophical
aid is not necessary for the demonstration of
revealed religion and, therefore, the efforts
which it makes to render plain and consistent
the mysterious statements of Scripture are en
tirely impertinent and should receive no en
couragement at the hands of religionists. He
says, on pp. 23, 24 :
" What if we can not understand how the mind and:
the body can co-exist and act together in one organism
any better than the ancients could understand how the
earth could float in space without something beside the
power of the Creator to sustain it ? We can understand
It as a fact, if we can not explain the mode."
Such is the premium which this book puts
on ignorance and the disparagement it presents
concerning the efforts which honest and sin
cere Christian men are making toward har
monizing the apparently antagonistic doc
trines of Revelation and science. If it were
realized by the religious teachers throughout
the world that the infidelity of past as well as
present history is entirely due to the supposed
incompatibility between the teachings of natu
ral phenomena, as they effect our lives and our
laws of intellect, and the teachings of the
Scriptures, judged from the same standpoint,
it would be then understood that all efforts
made toward breaking down this apparent an
tagonism by showing the errors of our natural
philosophers would be striking at the very
bulwark of atheism and unbelief.
The time has now come when there is philo
sophical work to be done by Christian men,
and when the studies of apologetics and natural1
theology must be given more definite and im
portant places in the curriculums of our theo
logical seminaries. The plain reason is that
the scientific literature of the present times is
very largely atheistical in its teachings con
cerning the phenomena of life, mind, soul,
spirit and all the other conditions which come
generally within the realm of theological con
sideration. The clergyman who shall stand
dumb before the arguments of Haeckel, Tyndall
and Huxley will be of very little potency in any
intelligent community in the coming future.
The fact which all should appreciate is that
God's Text-book is comprised of two volumes,
one of which we have received through methods
ordained directly by Him, the other of which
stands open before us in the natural phenomena
of the universe. These volumes can not in
the very nature of things disagree if correctly
interpreted. It is therefore evident that upon
the principles of natural philosophy the great
work of harmonization must be effected. Why,
therefore, attempt any disparagement of Dr.
Hall, who has simply foreseen and appre
ciated this necessity, and has given to the
scientist as well as to the theologian the only
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philosophy of natural phenomena which is in
perfect harmony with itself, and the only sys
tem which attempts to provide from a scien
tific standpoint a reasonable basis for a con
sistent and harmonious belief in the mysteries
-,of the revealed Word ?
(Continued from page 46, vol. Till.)
'What is Sound! The Substantial Theory
versus The Wave Theory of Acoustics*
BY GEORGE ASHDOWN AUDSLEY, F.R.I.B.A.

Vol. VIII.

of a fundamental tone where there is no funda
mental tone !
Now the phenomenon, if it may be called
one, which is observed when the two portions
of the siren are so placed as to bring the puffs
of one exactly between the puffs of the other
has nothing whatever to do with interference
of sound, and this fact must be self-evident to
the youngest student of acoustics. The true
explanation is this. When the circles of twelve
orifices are exactly opposite each other, the
puffs from both occur together, and a musical
sound is produced equal in pitch to that yielded
by a single revolving disc of twelve orifices,
moving at the same velocity. Suppose the two
discs revolve together twenty-two times in a
second, the note produced would be C* of 264
vibrations. If we now turn the upper portion,
or wind chest, of the siren ^th of its circum
ference, so as to bring Professor Tyndall's interferenceixxto operation, we certainly no longer
hearC* of 264 vibrations, but, as a simple mat
ter of course, C* of 528 vibrations. The com
bined discs of the single instrument, fed by the
same air tube, now yield, instead of twelve
double puffs to each revolution, twenty-four
single puffs to each revolution. The mystery
is solved, but where is the interference of sound
and the consequent proof of the existence of
sound-waves? In case my brief explanation
might not be perfectly clear to you all, I have
prepared a diagram of the two siren discs,
which will make my meaning evident at a
glance.

I have not by any means done with the
'teaching of this text-book. Turning to page
397 of the last edition of Professor Tyndall's
"Sound," we find allusions to certain details
'connected with the "double siren" of Helmholtz. The most interesting are those relating
,to an experiment mentioned as proving the
Jaw of interference of sound. After pointing
,out that if the circle of twelve orifices is opened
,in each of the divisions of the instrument,
,directly opposite each other, "sounds flow to
gether in perfect unison, the unison being
maintained, however the pitch may be ex
alted;" the professor informs us that this uni
son is disturbed by moving the upper wind
'chest, and then adds: "In the case before us,
where the circle is perforated by twelve ori
fices, the rotation through ^th of its circum•ferenee causes the apertures of the upper wind
'chest to be closed at the precise moments when
those of the lower one are opened, and vice
vernd. It is plain, therefore, that the intervals
ibetween the puffs of the lower siren, which
,correspond to the rarefactions of the sonorous
,waves, are here filled by the puffs or conden
sations of the upper siren. In fact, the con
densations of the one coincide with the rare
factions of the other, and the absolute extinc
tion of the sounds of both sirens is the conse
quence."
The professor continues—" I may seem to you
to have exceeded the truth here, for when the
handle is placed in the position which corre
sponds to absolute extinction, you still hear a
distinct sound. , . . The reason is this :
The sound of the siren is a highly composite
one. By the suddenness and violence of its
shocks, not only does it produce waves corre
sponding to the number of its orifices, but the
.serial disturbance breaks up into secondary
waves, which associate themselves with the
primary waves of the instrument, exactly as
the harmonics of a string, or of an open organ
pipe, mix with their fundamental tone. When
the siren sounds, therefore, itemits, besides the
fundamental tone, its octave, its twelfth, its
•double octave, and so on
Now, by
turning the upper siren through yTth of its
circumference, we extinguish utterly the fun
In Fig. 2, two pairs of discs are shown. The
damental tone. But we do not extinguish its two discs A and B are in the relative position
octave. Hence, when the handle is in the posi which places the circles of twelve orifices ex
tion which corresponds to the extinction of the actly opposite each other (as indicated by the
fundamental tone, instead of silence, we have dotted line), when the puffs from both occur
together, producing, say, the note Cs of 264
the full first harmonic of the instrument."
I can not pause to comment fully upon the vibrations. The two discs C and D are in the
passages quoted, which, however, may be said relative position which places one series of
to present about the loosest piece of scientific twelve holes exactly between the other series
reasoning to be found in our text-books. We of twelve holes, thusyielding twenty-four puffs
are first told that "the absolute extinction of at each revolution, and, accordingly, produc
the sounds of both sirens" takes place; then ing the note C1 of 528 vibrations. The dotted
we are informed that we "still hear a distinct line shows the altered relation of the discs C
sound." Further we are told that the funda and I).
mental tone is." extinguished utterly," whilst Turning now to the section of Professor
we hear its "full first harmonic." Just im- Tyndall's book devoted to the "Interference of
.agine the existence of a "full first harmonic." Waves from a Vibrating Disc," we find a most
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interesting experiment treated in a rather
curious and one-sided manner. The writer re
marks: "We are now prepared for a very
instructive experiment, which we owe to M.
Lissajous. Drawing a bow over the edge of a
brass disc, I divide it into six vibrating sectors.
When the palm of the hand is brougiit over
any one of them, the sound, instead of being
diminished, is augmented. When two hands
are placed over two adjacent sectors, you no
tice no increase of the sound ; but when they
are placed over alternate sectors, a striking
augmentation of the sound is the consequence.
By simply lowering and raising the hands,
marked variations of intensity are produced.
By the approach of the hands the vibrations of
the two sectors are intercepted ; their inter
ference right and left being thus abolished, the
remaining sectors sound more loudly. Passing
the single hand to and fro over the surface,
you also hear a rise and fall of the sound. It
xises when the hand is over a vibrating sector,
at falls when the hand is over a nodal line.
Thus by sacrificing a portion of the vibrations
we make the residue more effectual."
We have here an experiment performed in a
decidedly one-sided manner, and an argument
which badly wants a little of the light of com
mon sense let in upon it. Before I proceed to
my experimental demonstrations, let me as
sure you that interference of sound, as under
stood by the wave theorist, has nothing to do
with the phenomena of the vibrating disc or
plate j ust described, but that we have to credit
resonance for all the increase of sound ob
served.
Throughout this notable experiment of the
professor's it must be realized that he supposed
the ear to be placed above the level of the brass
plate, and quite overlooked two veryimportant
things—in the first place, that the plate had
two sides equally capable of producing con
densations and rarefactions ; and, in the second
place, he quite forgot to test what result would
follow to the ear placed over the plate when
.the hands were applied to the underside of the
iplate. Now this latter matter was certainly a
^very grave oversight on the part of so skillful
.an experimenter, as I shall proceed to show.
I have here a square plate of brass, specially
,made for this experiment by Dr. Koenig, and I
earnestly ask your close attention to the sounds
it will produce, for I am afraid they will not
-carry far with any degree of clearness. I have
also brought a diagram showing one way in
which the plate divides itself into vibrating
sections and nodal lines when bowed. I shall
now divide the plate into the eight sections as
shown on diagram Fig. 3, as that is the nearest
to the division mentioned by Professor Tyndall,
and answers perfectly to il 1 ustrate the absurdity
of the interference hypothesis. I sprinkle sand
,over the plate and bow its edge. The sand has
arranged itself like the lines on the diagram
and you hear the sound it is sending forth from
,each equal section, now in rapid vibration.
Observe the following effects. As the hand
is a clumsy article in so delicate an experiment
I have made wooden and cardboard covers to
suit all the divisions of the plate. Taking one
-of the wooden covers I bring it down over only
-one of the divisions, say, A, and immediately
you hear an augmentation of the sound, and
as I raise and lower it you hear the sound fall
ing and swelling out. Now leaving the fop of
the plate with its condensations and rarefac
tions to take care of itself, I apply the board
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to the same division on the underside of the
plate, and you observe that the effect is pre
cisely the same.
You will remember that Professor Tyndall
states that " when two hands are placed over
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Fig. 3
two adjacent sectors you notice no increase of
the sound." Just let me test this. The plate
is now sounding, and I cover two adjacent sec
tors, say, A and B or B and C, or any two in
any part of the plate, with the result of a
marked augmentation of the sound in each
and every case. I do the same underneath the
plate with exactly the same result. In fact,
it is impossible to cover any two sectors, above
or below, without an augmentation of sound.
I now cover any half of the plate—namely,
H, A, B, C, or A, B, C, D, and still the sound is
increased, and finally I cover the entire square
with a similar result.
From these facts it must be obvious to any
person with any reasoning powers that the
idea of interference is a myth, and that the
cause of the augmentation of the sound is the
resonance of the air column contained between
the board and the surface of the sonorous
plate.
Time will not permit my going into the con
sideration of the other experiments in support
of the so-called interference of sound, and I
need only say that every one which has come
under my observation is capable of being just
as easily accounted for and refuted as those I
have alluded to and tested.
In conclusion, I must assure you that many
weighty arguments against the truth of the
wave theory, and, accordingly, in support of
the substantial theory, remain untouched.
Chief amongst these is what is known as the" Locust argument." An hour's talking would
hardly exhaust this fertile subject, so, with
just a suggestion of its nature, I shall leave it
for future consideration. "There is a wellknown insect," says Professor Henry Mott,
"one of the locustida; (a saltatorial family of
the order orthoptera), whose stridulations can
be heard a distance of more than a mile, as
attested to by Darwin and others. This insect
weighs less than a quarter of a pennyweight,
and can, by simply rasping its legs across the
nervures of its wings (for this is the way its
toneisproduced),accordingto the wave theory,
create a physical agitation and displacement
of the air which converts four cubic miles of
atmosphere into waves consisting of condensa
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tions and rarefactions, the compressed portions
of which contain a sufficient augmentation of
heat above the normal heat of the atmosphere
to add one-sixth to the elasticity of the air and
the velocity of sound." I am much tempted
to go into some of the very astonishing calcu
lations which have been based on the energy
of the locust in strict accordance with the de
mands of the wave theory, but must refrain
and close this paper, which is already much
too long.
Commending the entire subject to your dis
passionate and attentive consideration, and
thanking you for your courteous and patient
attention, I conclude.
SEULKV TAYLOR HEARD FROM.
REPLY BY THE EDITOR.
Our readers will remember our editorial re
view of Sedley Taylor's attempted answer to
Dr. Pearce, as appears in the December Mi
crocosm, first article, and which also appeared
in the January number of the London Musical
Opinion.
Dr. Audsley wrote us immediately on read
ing that article, that no possible reply could
be made by Mr. Taylor to our arguments
against the wave-theory of sound.
Such turns out to be the fact, since the
manuscript answer of Mr. Taylor just received,
sufficient to fill four or five pages of the Mi
crocosm, deals in all sorts of fault-finding
complaints and generalities without even
breaking through the surface of our points
against the wave-theory. As our controversy
is not upon any such trivial side issues as
whether or not we were trying to ridicule him
by calling him "doctor" and "professsor," of
which he complains, but upon the real argu
ments for or against his theory, we shall come
directly to that part of his answer and will
deal with him as plain Mr. Sedley Taylor.
And we now assert, and will make it good in
this reply, that he must absolutely know, un
less devoid of all logical ability, that our ar
guments stand untouched in all their force and
bearing. And that the reader may the better
appreciate this reply, we beg of him to turn
back to the December number and re-read the
article referred to.
To do Mr. Taylor justice we shall make am
ple quotations from his letter, giving the full
strength of his argument, and after each ex
tract make our comments. But we can only
find room for such of his remarks as relate to
our strong points against his theory as set
fqrth in that December article. In attempting
to answer our locust argument, on which we
are ready to stake the entire controversy, he
quotes from Tyndall's book on sound as fol
lows :
It is to be particularly noted that the augmentation
of velocity, due to the changes of temperature pro
duced by the sonorous wave, is totally different from
the augmentation arising from the heating of the gen
eral mass of the air. The average temperature of the air
is -unchanged by the waves of sound. We can not have a
condensed pulse without having a rarefied one associ
ated with it. But in the rarefaction the temperature of
the air is as much lowered as it is raised in the conden
sation. (P. 28.)
Mr. Taylor then goes on to argue as follows:
As the "mass of air through which the sound-wave
passes " does not have its average temperature—nor,
therefore. Its average density—therebyincreased at all,
the answer to your question clearly Is that no mechani
cal pressure has to be exerted upon ** every cubic inch "
contained in it. Thus Tyndall did not "well know"
that the amount of increased density in the compressed
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half of the sound-wave involved consequences fatal to>
the wave-theory—Indeed he knew the exact contrary.
There was thus no conceivable reason against his men
tioning it, and there is no shred of justification for ac
cusing him of cowardice because he did not insert in a.
popular treatise a datum, which the course of his expo
sition did not happen to call for. * * * But what af
ter all, is this gruesome object from which cowardly
Europeans shrank in abject terror, and none but a braveAmerican was man enough to face i In my judgment itis a mere scarecrow. You construct it as follows i.
Taking the case of the American locust's vocal per
formance, you examine the amount of increased heat,
developed in the compressed half of each wave which,
it emits; quote from Professor Mayer how much in
crease of density this is equivalent to, and then mul
tiply the mechanical force requisite to produce this in
crease by the number of waves in the insect's range of
sound. You bring out, as result, that each locust must
exert aforce ofmorethanthe mechanical energyof a mil
lion locomotive engines underfull steam. This is, doubt
less, as you call it, an "astounding proposition ;" butthe way in which you arrive at it appears to me at least
as astounding as the proposition itself. It consists in
simply leaving out of consideration the diminution of'
heat caused by rarefaction in the dilated half of eachwave, which is exactly equal to the increase due to con
densation in the compressed half. The two thus neces
sarily undo each others effects, so that the to-and-frochanges of temperature within each wave balance each
other, and the passage of a wave as a whole produce*
no resultant increase of temperature or density and,
therefore, involves the exertion of no "condensing or
squeezing force" whatever. If this correction be intro
duced into your calculation, your force of a million lo
comotive engines Is at once reduced to zero, and thewave-theory is freed from all responsibility for your" astounding proposition."
We are thus obliged to give this mass of
verbiage to getatitssinglegrain of argument,
namely, that as each condensation sent off by
the locust is followed by a corresponding rare
faction, and as the heat produced in the con
densation, by mechanically compressing the,
air, is exactly balanced by the cold in the rare
faction, therefore the filling of the four cubic;
miles of air with these condensations and rare
factions at the same time while the locust is
sounding "involves the exertion of no con
densing or squeezing force whatever /"
Is it possible that Sedley Taylor can not see
the mechanical absurdity of assuming that
because a condensation is accompanied by an
incidental rarefaction therefore such conden
sation or compression requires no force, press
ure or squeezing power to produce it? Yet
this self-evident absurdity is the dernier resort
of Mr. Taylor as the only defense he has left
for the wave-theory against our locust argu
ment. Surely that theory must be on its last
legs, as we will soon see.
In the name of mechanical law, what mat
ters it if the condensation of a given quantity
of air by mechanical pressure involves a con
sequent rarefaction or partial vacuum behind
it, does this destroy or in any way affect thefact that the compression actually required theexpenditure of a given amount of mechanical
force?
Can not Sedley Taylor—the author of a text
book on physical science—see that instead of
such consequent rarefaction neutralizing the
fact of the condensation which caused it, such
partial vacuum, goes to demonstrate in the
strongest possible terms that mechanical
squeezing force must have been exerted upon
the air to cause the compression which pro
duced this partial vacuum?
Instead of this self-evident view of the case
—which any beginner in natural philosophy
ought to grasp—this author calls it a "scare
crow," and asserts with a reckless disregard to
accuracy seldom witnessed in a scientific critic
that the mechanical energy which produces
this compression, and which thereby generates,
heat sufficient to add 174 feet a second to tha
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velocity of these same atmospheric ' ' condensa should be easily measured from the quantity
tions and rarefactions, ' ' involves the exertion of of heat required to be produced in order to add
no condensing or squeezingforce whatever " ! 1 1 the sensible and calculable quantity of 174 feet
It is humiliating to a believer in the English a second to the velocity of these material air
speaking race that we have to set a man of waves. Surely such sensible additional vel
Sedley Taylor's pretensions right on so simple ocity added to waves of ponderable matter
a mechanical proposition as this.
must require a sensible and measurable degree Suppose a motionless piston placed in the of heat which in turn could only occur by a
,center of a cylinder two inches long and of sensible compression of the air into a measur
-one square inch cross-section, filled with air able augmentation of atmospheric density.
at normal density and closed at both ends.
Was it not, therefore, a most remarkable
,Can not our critic see, by forcing this piston scientific laxity on the part of Laplace, Helmhalf-way toward one end—thus doubling the holtz, Tyndall, Taylor & Co., that this calcu
'density of the air on that side of the piston— lation, so essential to the wave-theory, based
"that he exerts a mechanical pressure or as it is entirely on the mechanical operations
* ' squeezing force " of fifteen pounds ? And can of heat caused by atmospheric compression,
he not understand that the rarefaction of the should not have been given for the benefit of
air produced behind the piston as the incidental scientific students and investigators? What,
Tesult of this condensation in no wise lessens other explanation can be imagined than that
or detracts from the amount of this mechanical those great physicists feared, if they should
.force of fifteen pounds?
name any definite amount of atmospheric
And if similar cylinders were packed close compression, or even the minutest fraction of
together embracing a cubic foot of air, and added density of the air by such waves, it
numbering 884, can not our critic see that in might make it too hot for the wave-theory?
tforcing all these pistons in like manner toward We are heartily glad, however, that one of
,one end of their respective cylinders at one these writers has had the courage to take this
time, as our locust condenses countless mil atmospheric bull by the horns.
lions of cubic inches of air, he would be Now what is the real teaching of the wave-obliged to exert more than 13,000 pounds of theory? Instead of doubling the density of
mechanical pressure? And is he incapable of each alternate cubic inch of air throughout
seeing that the 884 rarefactions he would thus the four cubic miles condensed and rarefied by
produce would not detract a single ounce from our locust, thereby , requiring fifteen pounds
the 13,000 pounds of "squeezing" force he expenditure of mechanical force on every al
"would be obliged to exert in moving these ternate cubic inch, this theory now tells us
pistons as described ? Yet this simple problem that the compressed half of the air in each
in mechanics he calls a "scare-crow," and alternate cubic inch is increased in density
audaciously declares that the moving of all v}y of fifteen pounds wherever the sound of
these pistons and millions of others at the this locust is heard.
No difference, Mr. Sedley Taylor, how often
same time " involves the exertion of no con
densing or squeezing force whatever," because, these supposed condensations and rarefactions
forsooth, there is a resultant rarefaction oc change places, or how often the heated part
curring behind each condensation produced ! of the wave takes the place of the chilled part
If Mr. Taylor can not see the propriety of and vice versa, the fact that one entire half of
this simple mechanical statement of facts, the four cubic miles of air filled by the locust's
suppose we put him to work upon a common sound is all the time in a state of mechanical
atmospheric condensing pump, embracing ten compression with its temperature raised
of these inch cylinders and requiring a mechan thereby sufficiently to carry forward these
ical effort of 150 pounds' pressure each time waves 174 feet a second faster than they would ,
the pistons are moved a distance of half an otherwise go, according to the wave-theory,
inch. Now, let our astute critic rapidly keep is the unimpeachable fact thatgives our Amer
up this condensing and resultant rarefying ican locust more mechanical strength than all
process for a few minutes, exerting 150 pounds the horses in Great Britain—a fact which holds
of pressure at each stroke, and then tell us if the wave-theory crushed in a vise from which
he still believes in the wave-theory of sound our critic struggles in vain to free it.
and that the condensations and rarefactions Here again are the exact words of Prof.
"necessarily undo each other's effects," and Alfred M. Mayer, the highest American au
that "no mechanical pressure has to be ex thority on sound, which Mr. Taylor must not
erted /" Let him tell us frankly when he call a " scare-crow :"
" This compression gives for the compressed
pushes those pistons with a force of 150 pounds,
doubling the density of the air and increasing half of the wave an increase of
to the or
the heat in front of them, if the fact of the dinary density of the atmosphere."—Article on
rarefactions or the cold behind the pistons " Sound," American Encyclopaedia.
tends to rest him any ! After working that Then all in the world we have to do, in or
pump for ten minutes, would he assert over der to ascertain the physical strength of our
his signature that it " involves no condensing locust, is to calculate the number of cubic
or squeezing force whatever'" because he pro inches in the four cubic miles of air filled by
duces rarefactions as well as condensations? its sound, call one-half of them " condensa
Out of sheer kindness we will let our critic tions ,' and the other half "rarefactions," and
stop pumping long enough to catch his breath 1 then multiply this one-half of the vast num
As stated in our December article, the ex ber by rfo of fifteen pounds and we have the
tent of this increase of density in the heated exact condensing or squeezing power exerted
half of the wave has never been even hinted at by the insect upon this mass of air in order to
by any writer on sound from Laplace down produce the heat calculated by Laplace if there
till it was made known by Prof. Mayer ; yet is one shred of truth in the wave-theory of
any mechanical mind that has ever given it a sound. This compressing and squeezing force
thought, must have seen that such increase of we found, as given in the "Problem of Human
density in the compressed half of the wave Life," to be more than 5,000,000,000 tons 1
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But now we purpose making it a good deal A NEW PROPOSITION THAT Wlbli SATISFY
THE HOST CAUTIOUS BUSINESS MAN.
hotter for wave-theorists than the above fig
ures indicate. As will be seen by the fore
going, our calculation is based on the compara
Having met with such unexpected successtively easy mechanical process of producing a in the sale of my Health-Pamphlet for the cure
condensation where the air is confined in a of disease without medicine (nearly 300,000
cylinder, and is thus prevented from escaping copies having been sold within two years), I
sidewise from in front of the piston to avoid am now in a financial condition to place said
compression. While it is a fact that only fif pamphlet and prescription within the reach of
teen pounds of mechanical effort are required every person who may need it without the risk
in such case to double the density of the air, of a single penny on his part. In other words
will Sedley Taylor now kindly bring his re I will sell it at the regular price ($4) and will
markable mechanical knowledge to bear and give good and sufficient guarantee to refund
tell us how many pounds of squeezing force or the money after one month's trial if the treat
projecting force it would require to be exerted ment is not satisfactory, on the return of the
upon an inch piston to compress the free air in pamphlet with a promise not to use the rem
front of it in open space to double its density? edy or permit its use in his family.
Come Mr. Taylor, this is no "scare crow" How can I satisfy a cautious business man
but a bona fide problem in physical science, that this guarantee will faithfully be kept oa
and an unavoidable task which you shall meet my part so that he will feel sure that he is not
before we let up on you, and which other wave- going to be humbugged? Reader, I can cer
theorists must not shirk. As you insist that tainly do this. Let us see :
you and He I mhol tz and Tyndall are no cowards, Maj. William Plimley, Gen. Superintendent
and that you could tell us all about these mat of the Money Order Department of the New
ters if in the line of yourargumentto do so, no w York Post Office—one of the most responsible
wesimply dare you to take your lead pencil and positions in the government—who has known
figure out how much mechanical force would me for years and who handles most of the enor
have to be exerted upon the aforesaid inch pis mous business I am doing through this office,,
ton in free air to add j|5 to its normal density vvilltellyouif conferred with either personally
which Mayer i nsists is necessary to generate the or by letter, that any business promise I may
heat required by the theory. We mean busi make will faithfully be kept.
ness and do not propose to be put off by scolding.
With such reference as this concerning my
Remember that the swiftest travel of a tun Fersonal integrity and business responsibility,
feel entirely safe in believing that my word
ing-fork's prong right at the start is at a vel
ocity less than a yard in a second. Suppose will be taken by any man in America who is
you push the inch piston at this speed through accustomed to doing business through the
the open air, how near would you come to United States mails. In a word, as every busi
doubling its density? We venture to predict ness man will see, I could not afford to break
that with all your unparalleled assurance in my promise as above made, for $4, %l,00, or
stating and denying mechanical facts you $4000, even were /disposed to be dishonest.
would not dare to say that such a piston moved Having thus made it as clear as any business
at such velocity in free air would add even proposition ever discussed that no financial
i.mii>*nrcr of sfr to *ne normal density of the air risk whatever need be incurred by persons in
as Prof. Mayer believes to be necessary in order ill health desiring to test this remedy, I now
beg of every such person to turn to the follow
to furnish the heat calculated by Laplace.
And here, by the way, how consistent and ing pages and examine carefully what scores
beautiful is the substantial theory of sound- of sufferers voluntarily have testified to con
force in the lu; ht of these insuperable difficul cerning the effects of this treatment in their
ties lying in the way of the mechanical or diversified ailments. And while I make this
wave-theory, requiring as they do such infinite simple request, I solemnly declare upon my
impossibilities on the part of an insect ! And honor as a man that these testimonials are all
how harmoniously does the liberation of cubic genuine, and that not one of them has been
miles of this form of natural force, by the solicited by me or by any one in my employ.
energy of an insect, agree with the liberation To prove this, the reader who doubts, if
of other cubic miles of substantial light-force there be such, need only write to any halfby the trifling energy of the great Cuban fire dozen or more, inclosing stamp for answer,
fly ! As well claim that this light-producing and thus satisfy himself that their indorse
insect sets in motion four cubic miles of air by ments are genuine and truthful.
its infinitesimal strength, throwing the whole And if these testimonials represent the truth,
mass into "condensations and rarefactions" in then no family suffering from any of the ail
ordt.r to fill it with light-force, as to claim a ments named can afford to be without this
similar impossibility in the production of sound remedy when the price charged is as the dust
by another insect of about the same size. Yet of the balance compared to continuous doctors'
Mr. Taylor asks for proof in favor of the sub bills, to say nothing of the suffering and loss
stantial theory which has every analogy of of time it will prevent.
nature to support it, while he swallows with
Let every reader bear in mind this fact : that
out a wink the monstrous absurdities involved while drugs, patent medicines, etc., claim to
reach certain special diseased conditions, this
in the teachings of Laplace and Tyndall.
But I must not dwell longer upon this point, treatment reaches all classes of human ail
and would not have dwelt so long as I have ments, as these testimonials show, without the
only for the fact that the whole mechanical slightest deterioration or weakening effect
theory of acoustics dies right here under this upon the system by the use of medicines of any
apple-tree unless somebody besides Sedley Tay kind. With these simple facts conscientiously
lor comes to the front to grapple with this and truthfully stated the reader must judge
locust argument. Who shall it be?
and act for himself.
My reason for making the foregoing condi
Owing to want of space the remainder of Mr.
Taylor's letter will be attended to next month. tional offer to return the money, should the
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treatment not prove satisfactory, is this : I
have already, as a test of its business policy,
sold more than one thousand copies of this pre\ scription on the same conditions, not one per
cent, of which has been returned. In every
case, however, so returned, I have promptly
through my bookkeeper sent back the $4.
All my local agents are authorized by me to
adopt the same conditional method of making
sales; they to refund the $4 and draw on me
for another pamphlet in case the one returned
is damaged.
Any person after purchasing thus HealthPamphlet at the regular price ($4) and testing
the treatment prescribed therein, can obtain
pamphlets from me for his friends, if the rem
edy proves satisfactory, at the greatly reduced
price to agents by taking advantage of my
special offers which will be made known by
letter on application.
My object now is to give the widest possible
circulation to this pamphlet, and as the only
way to make a person read, study, appreciate
and carefully test a prescription or formula is
to make him pay something for it, hence I am
positively certain that I am doing thousands
of times more good to the world by selling the
Health-Pamphlet at a moderate price than by
giving the secret to the public free of charge.
H3?"The foregoing article is copied from our
March Extra just issued, containing seven
pages of the most startling testimonials ever
written or read. That Extra will be sent free.
our associate: editor.

6ft

pages of the Microcosm, in short installments,
beginning next month. It is a stinger.
The progress made in these lectures in the?
way of making converts of prominent acous
ticians, is most satisfactory to the friends of
the substantial cause and most alarming tothose whose interests still lead them to insist
upon the correctness of the wave-theory of
sound.
The most favorable aspect of the revolutioniary course of Dr. Audsley is the fact that
prominent acoustical teachers and authors of
text-books have thereby been called, out and
induced to attempt a defense of the wavetheory at the close of these lectures. Chief
among these authorities is Mr. Sedley Taylor,,
a professor of acoustics in Cambridge Univer
sity, and the author of a standard text-book or*
sound.
The stirring up of this author and teacher
has been a most fortunate circumstance for the
cause of Substantialism, since his position is
such in the scientific world that he cannot
back out of the discussion as long as there is a
plank of his favorite theory in sight above
water.
If he is as honest as some of his friends
claim, there will be nothing left for him but
unconditional surrender, judging from his un
We are glad to refer all our readers, but
especially clergymen, to a critical review on enviable position in this number, and especially
page 56 of this number, from the pen of Mr. what awaits him in the next. See our reply.
Robert Rogers, our Associate Editor. If this
review, with the extracts made from the
DR. KOCH'S CONSUMPTION CURB.
" Problem of Human Life," shall not put doubt
ing readers right as to the real teachings of The following item telegraphed to the New
the Substantial Philosophy, then it seems but York Herald, is but an indication of the rapid!
little use to argue the matter further. We are decline which is taking place in the Koch
proud to feel, while growing old, that at least lymph excitement which, but three months '
a part of our mantle is to fall on the shoulders ago, was the most prominent topic of discus
of one so young and yet so strong. —Editor. sion ever known to newspaper literature, and)
which the Microcosm was the very first to ex
DR. AUDSLKY'9 LECTURES.
pose as an unwarranted craze :
LITTLE FAITH IN KOCH'S LYMPH.
This number of the Microcosm closes the
[BY TELEGRAPH TO THE HERALD']
first lecture on acoustics ever delivered in Eng Chicago, III.,
Feb. 14, 1891 —Four vials of Koch's*
land opposing the wave-theory and defending lymph were received to-day by a physician of this city
from
Professor
Von
Bergman, the Berlin surgeon.
the substantial theory of sound..
Accompanying the lymph was a note from ProfessorBergman, certifying to the reliability of the lymph*
The delivery of this lecture by Dr. Audsley, Von
with the following postscript:—"I must confess, my
before a critical London audience, is a memor dear
Doctor, that I have very little faith In the therapeutio
of Dr. Koch's lymph. I recall now only one*
able event in the annals of physical science, case, ofvalue
the many I have seen, where there was bene
ficial
result,
and
was a case of lupus."
and will mark an epoch in the coming ages, The letter also that
states that the German physicians have
when the old theory of sound, as but the me abandoned the lymph
as a curative, excepting for pa
tients who come to Berlin from a distance and deruau&
chanical vibrations of the air, will occupy the that
they be treated with it.
same position in the educational history of the A few days later the Herald heads a long re
world, as the ptolemaic system of astronomy view of that discovery in the following start
hng words :
now ocupies.
Koch's lymph a disappointment.
The lecture which is just closed in these col Professor
Its discoverer's claims for it are proved by expert'umns, however, was but the entering wedge mentation to be unfounded in several particularsValueless as a diagnostic.
that was destined to split into pieces every Neither
does it cure consumption, and it Is by no>
means
the specific it was originally declared to be.
motion-theory of science now taught in the
When
our
article on the probable ineffective
colleges of this country and Europe. Other ness of Koch's
lymph for the cure of consump
lectures are now being delivered by the same tion appeared in the December MICROCOSM
invincible exponent of Substantialism, one of there were many regrets expressed by fiiends
which will be copied in like manner in the of this journal that its editor should thus.
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prematurely have taken sides against this dis favors received from us for years, and because
covery at its very announcement, and right at he could not run our New York office, now
the time when the whole medical world were audaciously charges that we stole the remedy
going wild over the supposed discovery of a from some doctor whom he pretends to have
discovered and that nobody at that time had
sure cure for consumption.
In that article, however, we did not jump at ever heard of. Let the galled and jealous
conclusions, nor condemn the lymph hastily or jades wince. They gnaw the hardest file that
blindly, but gave solid reasons why Koch's ever struck their mendacious teeth.
process could not successfully reach the dis
Besides these would-be disparagers of our
eased condition known as tuberculosis.
revolutionary discovery by trying to rob us of
We knew what consumption was in our own its due credit, we are now beset by a horde of
personal experience, more than forty years be pirates who, seeing the manifest destiny which
fore, and in the experience of a brother younger is rapidly supplanting drug - medication by
means of the new treatment all over the world,
than ourself who had died of that disease.
We knew further by the same personal ex have stolen the substance of our Healthperience what it took to cure that disease as a Pamphlet as far as possible without violating
radical remedy, one which would go right to our copyright, and are sending out bogus
its foundation or cause. This experience pamphlets to clergymen and others in hopes to
taught us, as pathological science should teach reap a part of our glorious harvest. But such
everyone who reasons logically, that consump approached clergymen, knowing of our original
tion though seated in the lungs has its pri claims to the remedy, reject the nefarious offers
mary cause in the impurities which float and and are sending us bushels of these piratical
circulate in the blood.
works to let us know what dastardly attempts
We saw distinctly outlined in the discovery are being made to rob us of our rights.
we made forty-two years ago, and which we But all such piracies are naturally short
applied to our own case, the true, and in our lived. Half a dozen or more, who started in
judgment the only rational therapeutical pro at great expense, are already starved out, as
cess or system of treatment which would strike we learn, while the rest are at the verge of
at the very root of that disease, and without closing out their pilfered stock, leaving the
drugs of any kind eradicate the tuberculous original Health-Pamphlet in peaceable posses
germs from the circulating fluids of the body. sion of the field where of right it shall forever
As we explained in our Koch editorial re stand.
ferred to, and as we give in detail in our The knowledge we possess of the untold
Health-Pamphlet, so strong was our faith in benefits which our discovery has conferred
the practical value of the discovery then and upon hundreds of thousands of afflicted fam
there made that not a single day was allowed ilies whose substance both financial and vital
to be lost in puttingit into practical operation. had been wasted upon drugs, is ', reward for
And we were overwhelmed with joy to see that our labors infinitely greater, and longer to be
our non-professional diagnosis of our symp remembered, than all the money we have re
toms and that our predictions as to the results ceived from these grateful recipients of the
of the treatment from the start were verified Health-Pamphlet. The richest legacy we pos
to the letter.
sess and the one which we are the proudest to
From that experience we have come to know bequeath to posterity, is a summary of a few
beyond a shadowof doubt that real tuberculosis scores of these volunteer testimonials which we
can not only be arrested by the process then have condensed in our March Extra just pub
for the first time introduced as a systematic lished and which all our readers can have for
treatment, but that it can absolutely be cured, the asking.
as our own individual case demonstrates.
We have the satisfaction not only of thus
CREMATION Terras BURIAL.
knowing its unparalleled value to those afflicted
with that fatal form of disease, but we have This question is rapidly coming to the front,
the proud satisfaction of knowing that it was
we have been urged by many of our
then new to the medical and scientific world and
readers to give our views on the matter in the
in its essential elements and details, having Microcosm.
We have hitherto declined to do
never bepn heard of at the time we first put it so, believing that
the public mind was not yet
into practice, notwithstanding the malicious ripe
its discussion. Next month, how
statements of one Scott, of Minnesota, and one ever, for
this will be the burden of our leading
Kellogg, of Mich., that the treatment was old
and well known. A greater falsehood never article. Till then we solicit the reflection of
our thoughtful readers.
was uttered.
The truth is these unprincipled viliflers are
so blinded by their desire to disparage in others
SEVEN PAGES OF TESTIMONIALS.
anything they did not themselves do, and to
reap where they had not sown, that they really
do not read far enough or candidly enough to In our March Extra, just issued, we have
grasp the real nature and extent of our dis printed seven full pages of the most startling
testimonials ever read, not one of which has
covery.
True, a mere inkling of our remedy or a been solicited by us, but which represent all
crude and most ridiculous as well as dangerous parts of the United States and cover nearly all
approach toward it had been made as it now classes of diseases that afflict humanity, which
seems and was employed by a few obscure have been cured by our new remedy without
physicians, but of which we had never heard drugs. Every reader whose eye chances to fall
and which was entirely unknown to the med on this notice, should not lay the paper aside
ical profession at that time as any honest and till he has sent for that March Extra. It costs
well informed physician will testify. Yet this nothing but the asking. A postal card request
unprincipled Scott, in return for the personal is all that is needed. Address the Editor.
5®" Our new MARCH EXTRA is a most important document, and is
Offered FREE to every reader of "The Microcosm." Send for it.
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Entered as second class matter at the New York Post Offiec, it would seem, ought to impress themselves
upon the minds of all classes in a civilized
CREMATION versus BURIAL,.
community, especially when we take into
BY THE EDITOR.
account the extent of valuable domain en
cumbered by cemeteries and graveyards for
During recent years cremation, as a method those of high and low degree.
of disposing of the dead, has been growing in
Then look at the extravagant and absolutely
favor with advanced and independent thinkers, wasteful funeral-shows which are required by
particularly those not confined to any religious the demands of modern society, and which
creed.
even the poorest families strain every nerve to
While the educated and more cultured of the ape at the fashionable behests of so-called
world fall readily into this view, the church, respectability, to say nothing of the millions of
and especially the clergy, have been inclined money squandered annually in marble tombs,
to look with disfavor if not with something monuments and slabs, which decorate and
akin to horror upon the idea of consigning the cover every city of the dead.
body of one's departed friend to the devouring All this would be saved to the necessities
flames.
and 'Charities of humanity could the world ac
Yet with a moment's reflection, and in the cept in lieu of burial the simple rite and trifling
absence of all prejudice, how much more hor cost of incineration at the crematory on some
rible and repugnant, the cremationist replies, neighboring hill, with only a handful of sacred
must be the emotion inspired by the thought ashes remaining for those who might wish to
of consigning the departed loved one to the treasure such token as a memento of the de
loathsome association and possession of dis parted.
gusting and devouring worms !
The moral aspect of the case, so far as the
Aside from this contrast which the average possibility of covering up crime is concerned,
imagination will readily paint, the sanitary is also vastly in favor of cremation. Secret
phase of the questions involved, as relates to burials have always been a favorite means of
those living in close proximity to large cem hiding murders, whereas with public crema
eteries and public burying grounds, has long tion, under any sort of appropriate safeguards,
been a growing and sweeping argument in no crime could thus be concealed. With the
favor of some less perilous method of disposing whole country accessible for hidden graves, no
of the dead than the one which admittedly wonder that secret burials should be available
contaminates the air and thus tends to en to criminals; but with a single crematory es
gender disease.
tablished by law for a given community, at
Of late years, however, the traditional preju which many officials will be employed, and to
dice against cremation as opposed to burial which the public are always admitted, a secret
has gradually been giving way, and those who disposition of the dead would be an absolute
formerly were most horrified at the thought of impossibility.
the former as a heathenish and materialistic
To those friends who might desire to memo
rite which bordered on a sacrilegious desecra rialize a cherished loved one in a more osten
tion of the human form divine, have recently tatious and demonstrative way than would1
become able to discuss the matter with a log result from the retention of a handful of form
ical calmness commensurate with the require less and meaningless ashes, and thus per
ments of the age of civilized progress in which petuate what is now accomplished in a granite
monument or a marble slab, a most worthy
we live.
Even where sanitary considerations would and significant substitute can easily be sug
have little weight, those of pure economy, as gested that will far surpass in beauty, pro
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priety and loving devotedness all the grave gress? For one, we have no hesitation in
yard ornamentations ever invented by man. actually hoping to witness before these eyes
How much more harmonious, for example, shall cease to gaze from out the osseous citadel
than the most richly carved, gilded and let of the soul, the inauguration of this very
tered monument, and how much more ex revolution on the part of some advanced and
pressive as a reminder of bygone associations, appreciative households who are above bigotry,
would be the actual skull of the loved one— and who are not afraid from superstitious mor
'white, polished and pure as ivory itself, pre bidity to adopt appropriate advances in civil
pared to rest on one's table or mantel as an ized life and social reform when they are pre
,ever-present reminder that in this beautiful sented.
,castle of the brain and soul once resided the Then, though the writer may not live to see it,
real friend whose name, age, date of death, the reader of this article will, after these me
etc., could be indelibly engraven upon this mentoes shall have become as common in fami
monument of such real signification.
lies as are marble slabs now in cemeteries, the
If the photograph of the living presence of properly engraved skulls of those men and
the loved and lost one can appropriately be women who shall have made their intellectual
retained and gazed upon as a memento of by marks by impressing their own personalities
gone affection, how much more so may we upon the age and the communiiy in which they
cherish the actual seat of the soul, the citadel have lived, and who by individual achievement
of the mind, and the home of the affections shall have accomplished something to ward lift
from which in actual life emanated the intelli ing humanity to a higVer plane, will, as an act of
gent and affectionate words which make past justice to the departed, be gathered together
by public associations or city authorities, and
relationships dear to the memory ?
Such a- relic and reminder of bygone asso by consent of relatives be placed in what may
ciations and memories, while as pure and free be termed the "Academy of Skulls," there to
from sanitary objections as a photograph itself, be kept with brief biographical sketches as an
requires only the dissipation of the most un educational institution for the improvement of
founded, superstitious and frivolous of preju the young by keeping alive the memory of the
dices to become to every member of a sorrow good deeds thus represented and recorded.
ing household one of the most treasured love- The cases and shelves of such sacred museum
tokens of the dear departed that affection could might thus not only contain the skulls of local
suggest, inventive skill devise, or that could be celebrities and prominent persons, but the au
furnished by nature and art combined.
thenticated casts of distinguished men and
Could we this day have placed in our study, women from different parts of the world, such
on a table by the side of our library, the two as presidents, kings, queens, statesmen, gen
polished skulls where forty-five years ago re erals, scientific and literary lights, etc., pro
sided the intellects of the dear father and mother duced fac simile in alabaster or some imperishfrom whom our own being was derived, and able cement, exactly to represent the cranial
could we know of a surety that these souvenirs forms where the real skulls could not be secured.
of our childhood's love were once the genuine May we not, from the nature of the case and
abodes of those venerated souls now gone to the importance of the subject, fairly anticipate
rest, no thousands of dollars could equal the the establishment of such collections of skulls
estimate we should place upon such treasures to constitute an educational feature in every
while holding them in our hands and pressing town or city of any considerable size?
.them to our heart.
No phase of anatomy is more important to
The official work of properly preparing me young students than the study of craniology,
mentoes so sacred to every loving friend of the not perhaps in its sharp phrenological aspect
departed could well be entrusted to the same so much as in the general differences in the
responsible department that would have official forms of skulls (no two of which being alike)
charge of the cremation itself. Thus only a compared and illustrated by the known mental
single day need elapse after the solemn cere characteristics and achievements of their re
mony of incineration had been performed, until spective owners.
the osseous seat of the soul and intellect of That something of the kind here foreshad
the loved one would return to its late abode to owed would be appropriate to the natural
receive a sorrowful but gladsome welcome yearnings of the human heart, as soon as it
from those who but yesterday were so dearly shall be purged of its irrational prejudices, is
as certain as that humanity is destined in the
cherished.
May we not look forward to this revolution coming future to advance instead of retro
in memorial souvenirs in the near future as grade.
but one of the real strides of modern civiliza
That the light of this millennial morn is be
tion now so surely and unmistakably in pro- ginning to break, may be judged from the al
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ready popular movement for the organization
'of crematory societies in different sections of
the country, in order to popularize this vast
improvement in disposing of the dead over the
present abhorrent method of cherishing in our
-very midst innumerable receptacles filled with
''all manner of corruption and dead men's
bones,'* to engender disease and breed conta
gion.
One of these associations, called the New
England Cremation Society, has just been or
ganized in Boston with a list of members con
taining many prominent names of men and
-women in the feligious, scientific and literary
,world, and with the expressed approval by let
ter of many prominent clergymen throughout
"the country, including such names as the Right
Rev. Henry C. Potter, Bishop of the Episcopal
Church of New York ; Rose Elizabeth Cleve
land, the ex-president's sister; the Rev. C. C.
Tiffany, D. D., Rector of Zion Church, New
York; the Rev. Dr. Heber Newton, of New
York; Hon. Charles A. Dana, Editor of the
-New York Sun ; the Rev. Phillips Brooks, Rev.
15. E. Hale, Charles E. Morton, of Harvard Col
lege, and a host of others equally prominent.
The officers of this New England Crematory
Society at Boston are : John Storer Cobb,
President ; with W. B. Westcott, Secretary ;
Vice-Presidents : Nathan Appleton, Mrs. Mary
A. Maffett, Dr. John T. Codman; Treasurer,
Albert S. Parsons; Executive Committee: C
J. Roth, E. M. Shepherd, Miss Quincy, Dr.
Wm. C. Cutler, Dr. Edward B. Kellogg, etc.
Surely when prominent citizens like these
shall join hands in carrying out such a neces
sary reform in the disposition of the dead, with
the pronounced approval of such prominent
divines as here named, the prejudices of the
illiterate may well be brushed aside as count
ing for nothing. Civilization, in its progres
sive strides, has demands upon the intelligence
of our race and of coming generations, but
seeks neither the advice nor the consent of the
ignorant and superstitious.
TKHS HUMAN MIND.
BY ISAAC HOFFER.
Wherever conscious sensation exists, there
must be some degree of a mental state ; for to
be sensative to pain, or anything else, is evi
dence of a noticing or perceptive capacity—a
sense of feeling, and this sense of feeling is a
knowing sense, and is the essential and distin
guishing sign of intelligence. A fully devel
oped intellectual condition is, however, a very
different thing from a condition of mere con
scious sensation ; and it is only in the human
mind that mental energy is developed into a
reasoning, projecting, and executive power.
In all animal creation below man the
capacity of knowing is limited to external im
pressions ; and knowledge remains a subordin
ate and servile power incapable of asserting
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itself, except in obedience to inciting circum
stances and surrounding conditions. In the
human mind the capabilities of knowing are
constantly developed with the increase of
knowledge, by internal, self-inciting, and
self-acting energy. They are not limited to
external impressions, but are limitless spheres
for the storing of such impressions, for utiliz
ing and converting the same into substantial
knowledge, and into a designing, directing,
and controlling power. While intelligence in
animal life is but a servile agency to external
conditions ; in man it is an internal, self-ex
erting, self-developing and self-efficient energy.
The human mind is the only force in nature
that can examine itself, watch its own action,
study its own power, look at its source, its
purpose and its destiny, and ascribe for itself
a course of action for its own improvement,
and for the attainment of definite effects and
results. It is the only force that has origin
ating, designing, exerting, directing and con
trolling power. All other forces are mere
agencies without any power or control over
their own actions. They move and act, and
motion and action proceed from their move
ments and actions, according to fixed laws, and
existing conditions, wholly without their
power to bring about, to change or control.
They are like a machine with its powers and
movements fixed so that its actions must pro
duce and reproduce the same results.
In all the operations and works of man there
are but three things employed, mind, force and
matter. Of these mind is the elementary and
operating power, force the active agency, and
matter the passive thing acted on. Every
work of man has its inception, and its develop
ment in all its details to the final completion,
perfected in the mind before it can be brought
into a manifesting condition and materially
represented; and therefore all the manifest
works of man are only material representa
tions of mental operations. Without mind
man would be more helpless than the least
species in animal creation, for there is no ani
mal life without somedegree of mental power.
While mind can examine itself, watch its
action, and learn much of its powers and capa
bilities, it can not explain itself, or define what
it is. Its existence in a material body has
been assumed, bysomedistinguished scientists,
as a sure evidence th;it it is the result of the or
ganic action of that body,—that mental energy
is simply the molecular action of the human
organism.
This assumption is based, or rests, upon an
other assumption, which is not sustained by
any known established facts in nature. Matter
distinguished from force,— and there must be,
and is, a distinction between a moving power
and the thing moved, whether the moving
power operates within the thing moved or
from the outside, —is not known, and has never
been shown to have any action whatever.
Matter in its normal condition on the earth
is known to be passive and inactive, and that
there must be some moving cause to bring it
into action. Without the rays of the sun there
would be very little action on the surface of
the earth ; and without some active agency
operating in matter inertia is its inherent con
dition.
It is an admitted fact that the forces of na
ture applied to matter do move it, and that it
can be brought into various kinds of actions,
and variously transformed by different forces,
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or by the same force differently applied. organism, compelling its formation to be suited
Heat, the result of activity that proceeds from for the operation of the particular mental
some exerted energy, is an example of a mov energy that is to possess it. Instead of life
ing power operating with varying effects, ac and mind being an organic effect, the material
cording to different degrees, upon the same organism is the product and material repre
and upon different material substances.
sentative of the mental-life germ ; for if the
On the one side we have the known fact vital energy in a seed is destroyed, with all the
that matter can be moved, brought into action, material substances remaining undisturbed, it
and changed in its states and combinations by will not evolve an organism under the most
force, and on the other side we have an utter favorable conditions; thus showing that the
want of evidence to show that matter either vital energy in the seed is the organizing
in its atomic, molecular, or any other state has power, and that the material substances are
in itself moving or acting power of any kind ; the ready tangible constituents for the con
for matter disassociated from force is not struction of the organism.
known to man.
The vital germ in the seed of the human
When we have positive and undisputed evi organism is the germ of an intellectual vital
dence that force is an active agency in matter, energy, and this germ controls the develop
and can find no evidence, after ages of theoriz ment of the organism and completes it in the
ing and searching, that matter has any action human form, with all the functions and facul
in itself, or any known existence without ties needed for the development and operation
force, the question of atomic, molecular or of an intellectual energy, and for the exercise
organic action by matter itself should be no and tangible manifestation of its internal ac
longer a subject for scientific discussion.
tions and powers.
That life and mind should be evolved out of Ever since man's appearance upon the earth
matter, or out of the interaction of matter and the human mind has been perpetuated by
any force that does not possess vital and men a continuous and increasing reproduction
tal energy, is another theory resting upon the through intellectual-life germs ; and it is but
assumption that matter is the source of ac a rational conclusion that it had its source,
tivity. This theory is even more unfortunate from whence it came to the earth, in an intel
than the assumption upon which it rests ; for lectual vital energy.
it has standing against it the admitted fact Previous to man's appearance a progressive
that no authentic instance has ever been fur system of development in plant and animal,
nished to man where matteif and insensate life had been in existence upon the earth, ap
forces have evolved or produced a living plant parently, for many millions of years. Theor animal. It is an unfortunate theory too crust of the earth is full, and many parts of it
in being contrary to all known laws in nature, are composed almost entirely of the remains of
for life and mind have never been known to plants and animals. These remains show that
come from a source that had no vitality and there had been, in the aggregate though not
no intelligence ; and it is as unnatural and un universally, a gradual progress from lower to
reasonable that mind should be evolved out of higher grades of organisms until the advent of
matter, as it is that matter should be evolved man, when all progress in organic develop
out of mind.
ment ceased ; and no more complex organ
Not only does all this negative evidence isms, no higher order of beings, and, as far as
stand against this theory, but it has standing can be ascertained, no new species of plants
against it the positive evidence that life and or animals have made their appearance since
mind, in all their varying grades and degrees then ; and the great system of progressive de
—from highest to lowest—are now and, as far velopment in life became limited and confined
as man has been able to learn, always have to the reproduction of the same species. The
been transmitted propagations. They never great power that for millions of years had
have been inherent forces in matter like other kept this system of progress in life moving
forces of nature, but have been perpetuated forward and upward ceased its impelling ac
by a continuous reproduction of new speci tion ; and with man's appearance a new power,
mens of each grade of life and degree of mind. a new reign and a new era was introduced
It is an immutable law of nature that each upon the earth.
species of life with its inherent degree of men
Man was the last species in the animal crea
tal capacity must be propagated by its like. tion, and his mental energy the first produc
The human life and human mind can only be tion of a self-exerting, self-developing and
continued by the human species. All the fore self-controlling intellectual power—the last
going facts, positive and negative, stand against link in the system of progress in vital organ
the theory that matter in action is the action isms, and the first link in the chain of progress
of matter ; and against the theory that life in intellectual development.
and mind are but the effect of the molecular The human mind is now the moving power
in the march of progress, and in the develop
action in the organism.
This is, however, one more well known fact, ment of new orders of things upon the earth.
which proves, perhaps more clearly and more The present sphere of progress is no longer
conclusively than any other, that life and mind confined to advancing production in the ma
are active operating energies—real entities terial world and the world of life ; but includes,
and not mere effects. That the vital germ in human operations in the material, the intel
the seed is the organic agent through which lectual and the spiritual world. It changes
all vital organisms are developed, is this fa the surface appearance of the earth, converts
miliar fact ; and that the vital germ contains the forces of nature into subservient agencies,
within itself the form and characteristics of and takes charge of matter and life and util
the organism, and the power to develop it, is izes and controls the same for man's physical
comfort and satisfaction ; it establishes human
equally evident.
The mental capacity of an organism is a institutions for man's social and mental com
pre-existing condition in the vital germ, and is fort and enjoyment, and it cultivates and de
an elementary part in the development of the velops itself as a means of necessary prepara-
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tion for continuing the march of progress and
for a more perfect understanding of all things
past, present and future.
There is not a mineral, a plant or an animal,
not a feature in the whole earth or its physical
-conditions, or in the universe, and not a line
-of action within the reach of mental apprehen
sion, into which the human mind has not ex
tended its researches and its operations. Not
only to know the thing itself, but the cause and
manner of its production, its nature and char
acteristics, and the purposes it serves, or for
which it might be used. It has established
societies, governments, industries, commerce,
languages, literature, schools, art, science,
philosophy, religion, etc., and is constantly em
ployed in advancing and improving these, and
in searching for and adding new discoveries.
The march of progress under the force and
direction of the human mind is of a vastly
wider range, more varied character, and of a
more intellectual nature than the progressive
-development of the great system of life under
the progressive power that ceased its advanc
ing steps at the appearance of man.
The mind being an elementary energy and
-a complete whole, and not composed of con
stituent parts, can not be analyzed any more
than an elementary material substance; and
all attempts to find the source and determine
the essence of mind in this world, and by its
own efforts, must end in failure, just the same
as all human efforts have failed to find in this
world the source of elementary material sub
stances, and to determine what they are in
their essence.
But mind is able to ascertain and know that
it has certain faculties and powers which are
not found in anything else in nature, and that
all reasoning, theorizing and speculation about
itself, or anything else, is its own exclusive
work. The theory that mind is only the effect
of molecular or organic action, and every
argument to sustain it, are purely mental
operations ; and the question as to the truth
or fallacy of this theory is raised in and by
the mind, and there is nothing that enters into
the discussion of this question, or of any other
question or subject, that is not wholly the
,creation and the work of mind. The only
apprehending, examining, comparing and de
termining power—the only testing power—of
all questions and subjects, and the only power
capable of controlling matter and the forces of
nature for its own use and purpose, is mental
energy; and a testing and controlling power
can not be less a reality, less a substantial
entity than the things tested and controlled.
This monad of energy has its center of action
in the brain of man, and has the nerves, the
organs and the forces of the body, by and
through which it receives information, exerts
itspowerand executes its purposes ; and is not
any more the effect or result of the molecular
action in the human organism than the electric
current in telegraphing or telephoning is the
effect or result of the molecular action of the
iron in the wire.
Lebanon, Pa.
WHISPERING GALLERIES.
BY REV. GEO. W. DU BOIS, D. D.
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will produce, at a point diametrically oppo
site, a much stronger sound than the initial
sound at the point whence it proceeded." The
writer then attempts an explanation of this
phenomenon, on the theory of reflection, illus
trating his meaning with a diagram.
In the same article the writer refers to the
prison of Dionysius at Syracuse. This prison
was so constructed (arched elliptically) that
"a soft whisper was increased to a loud noise;"
"the clap of the hand (augmented) to the
sound of a cannon." The writer also refers to
"the aqueducts of Claudius, which earned a
voice sixteen miles," etc.
Webster defines the verb "to whisper" thus:
" To speak softly or under the breath ; to talk
with the breath expelled in such a manner as
to produce a rustling which makes audible the
different articulations, but without that vibra
tion in the larynx which gives sonorous or
vocal sounds."
How then can these feeble vibrations of the
labial and lingual muscles be so wonderfully
re-inforced in the " whispering gallery?"
The explanation is simple enough upon the
theory ot'sound-force as a real immaterial sub
stance having its own " laws of radiation."
The sound-pulses engendered by the whisper
start from near one focus of the ellipse. Feeble
at their commencement they are radiated in
right lines in every direction, and at every
conceivable angle. They impinge upon the
wall of the elliptical chamber, and are re
flected to the opposite focus of the ellipse, the
angles of incidence being equal to the angles
of reflection.
Thus the original sound-pulses are re-inforced, and arrive at the ear of the listener,
standing near the focus opposite the one where
the initial impulse was given in greatly mul
tiplied numbers and consequent force.
If sound is propagated in " air-waves " like
" water-waves" and subject to the same laws,
what confusion would result from this accoustical experiment in the "whispering dome."
What endless intermingling and interferences !
What retardations and accelerations! What
neutralizing of condensations by rarefactions!
Could a feeble whisper make its way, so as
to be heard in distinct modulations, through
such a wild storm of battling billows?
The mind can not conceive such a possibil
ity. Sound philosophy and common sense re
ject it. Hitherto we have been, as it were,
congenitally blind, having been taught from
childhood that the wave-theory is in perfect
harmony with established physical facts and
sound natural philosophy. But now we are
enlightened by the Substantial Philosophy
first announced in the "Problem of Human
Life." Now we can say with that brave man
in olden times, whose sight was miraculously
given him by our Lord, and in defiance of the
powerful Pharisees in science, " this one thing
I know, that whereas I was blind now I see."
REMARKS BY THE EDITOR.
Dr. DuBoisis, unquestionably, right. Waves
of air like waves of water have no true reflec
tion. They merely break back and pile up
among succeeding waves. This is because
there is no forward or bodily motion of sub
In " Ree's Cyclopaedia," under the head of
"Whispering Domes," I find this statement, ] stantial particles in any sort of waves in any
viz., " that a low voice (faint whisper), uttered 1 conceivable substance.
near the smooth wall of a circular chamber, !I The forward motion observed in waves is
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only that of the successive changes of position
in the rising and falling particles which create
the swell, and which otherwise remain virtu
ally stationary.
This is beautifully illustrated by a field of
flax in blossom. As true waves as were ever
seen on the surface of water will pass over
such field by the blowing of a gentle wind.
But think of such a system of waves reflecting
in any possible sense of that term as they
strike the board fence inclosing the field !
The only conceivable reflection of any sub
stance is where its particles advance with con
siderable velocity and strike bodily some suit
able opposing surface, in which case a rebound
will take place at the exact angle of incidence
of such advancing particles. This is what
causes the concentration of sound to given
points in galleries of certain shape.
Suppose the whole inner surface of such a
whispering gallery to be lined with highly
polished silver, it is manifest that a single
light placed at the whispering point would in
dicate by its reflection and greatest concentra
tion the exact place for the ear to be sta
tioned to hear most distinctly the whispered
words. In precisely the same manner would
india rubber balls, if they could be fired simultanously in all directions from the whisper
ing point, concentrate by reflection in the
largest quantity at the same hearing station.
Thus clearly is it shown that, while waves
do not and can not reflect in any true sense,
but will merely fall back upon themselves in
broken confusion, the very idea of reflection
and the very signification of incidence can
only be harmonized with the bodily forward
movement of the rebounding particles of some
substance either material or immaterial.
SALVATION IN HELL, No. 2.
BY J. I. SWANDER, D. D.
The advocates of the doctrine of a second
probation divide the inhabitants of this present
world into three distinct classes : 1. The in
fants—those who have not yet attained to an
age of personal accountability or a self-deter
mining condition of their individual wills in
the way of either choosing or rejecting the
good. 2. The heathen—those who, having
attained to adult age so far as such maturity
can be reached through a natural development
of body and mind, but for whom, on account
of their not having anything more than the
light of nature, it is claimed that they are
without present probation, and therefore with
out present accountability. 3. The fairly en
lightened sons and daughters of Christian
civilization—those who receive a knowledge of
God and self and duty, not only in the light of
natural revelation, but also in the light of the
Bible, and who are, therefore, supposed to go
from this world to a state of eternal fixedness.
Having noted the above classification, let us
now have an understanding as to what "so
great salvation" fully implies and involves
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before we proceed any further with ourinquiiy
after the soteriological possibilities of the
hadean realm.
In the first place, we lay down the proposi
tion that salvation does not consist merely in,
keeping out of hell or in getting out whenthere; neither does it consist primarily in
getting to heaven or in the ability to remain,
there after having passed the pearly portals of"
the skies. It involves something more and
something different. There is in man an or
dained aptitude for God. The real wants of his
nature are in exact proportion to his proper
possibilities. Man is never fully saved until
all his normal possibilities are fully realized.
Such full salvation can be reached only as his.
being completes itself in conscious ethical union
and consequent communion with God. Even
a sinless individual could not fulfill his properdestiny without such relation to God. He
would still be nothing more than a piece of
innocuousness. Man's nature demands more.
That more must be found beyond the plane of
the mere human. Christianity is that higher
form of humanity, and its only proper com
plement. Jesus Christ is the organic head,
thereof. Only in Him can human beings be
complete. Men need to be saved from incom
pleteness, as well as from the power of sin as.
an element foreign and antagonistic to the
normal condition of their being. The life of
the human individual, whether infant or
adult, whether heathen or civilized, can never
round itself out in complete blessedness, or
rather in blessed completeness, until it is " hid?
with Christ in God." " Neither is there salva
tion in any other." The human soul has been
created with an aptitude and yearning for the
absolute good. Such good is only found fontally in Christ. Hence even heaven itself, if it.
were attainable without Christ, would be un
worthy of the name, and union with Him
would make it a paradise from which no soul
under the altar will either need or wish to besaved except in the way of reaching its full
consummation of redemption and bliss in the
resurrection of the body. (Rev. vi., 10-11).
Assuming, then, the essential correctness of
the above definition of full salvation, we pro
ceed to lay down the following propositions,
believing them to be supported by the generaltenor of scriptural teachings upon the subject,
in harmony with our highest and purest con
ceptions of God's character as revealed in
nature and in the Bible, in agreement with ourknowledge of ourselves as rational and ethical
beings, and in full accord with the enlightened
Christian consciousness of this advanced anct
advancing age :
1. As no human being can be correctly re
garded as in full possession of full salvation*
until the will of such individual has freely de
termined itself with conscious rational affec
tion by choosing Christ, in whom alone are
found the absolutely good and true and beauti
ful, we know of no reason why deceased in
fants, idiots and heathens should be supposed
incapable of forming a personal acquaintance
with and making a positive choice of Christ inthe invisible world. Such a possibility can not
be logically denied until it is proven that either
such choice is not necessary to full salvation
or that the aforementioned classes of human
beings have had an opportunity in this life of"
determining themselves in favor of the highest
blessedness attainable by all human beings.
We should at least be willing to seal our lips;
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in a half-hour of silence before we affirm that eternal salvation ?" (See Universalis™ Against
He who tasted death for every one does not Itself, p. 227.)
still, by some means, offer the wealth of His Then as to probation in the future world,
beatific fullness in the invisible world to those there can be none for us to whom the word of
who in this life, whether "in the days of Noah" salvation is sent in this life by the preachingof
or at any other time, were not positively " dis the Gospel. In order to avail ourselves of "the
obedient" to the heavenly vision.
benefits of any such possibility we must either
2. All human beings are in a salvable condi prove that we are heathen, establish our char
tion until they have either made positive choice acters as idiots, or play the baby act. But
of the evil, with such full decision of purpose even such a course would involve a fatal blun
as to form their characters for the bad, or der, as it would be against the truth, and per
allowed their reasonable day of probation on sistent opposition to the truth is the principle of
earth to pass away without making that posi eternal damnation.
tive choice which was rendered both possible Fremont, O.
,
and necessary by the place, the time and the
abundant opportunity afforded them for such THE COUNTRY PAPERS ARE WITH VS.
decisive action.
3. Those who are here surrounded with suffi
[The following flattering notice of our De
cient light, whether they be the comparatively cember article on Koch's lymph appears in a
enlightened among the heathen who are "a late issue of the Norristown (Pa.) Review, one
law unto themselves," or the more advanced of the leading papers of the State. It shows
and highly favored sons of Christian civiliza the gradually changing feeling of the press of
tion who are thus afforded superior oppor the country toward the work we are doing] :
tunities to determine themselves in a free and
DR. KOCH AND DR. HALL.
deliberate choice for or against the good—all
such pass, either before or at the hour of death,
Since the firstannouncement of the discovery
into a state of fixedness as to their moral of a cure for consumption by Dr. Koch, the
characters and consequent destiny. Those who press of the whole country has daily presented
under such circumstances thus determine for to its readers the multiplied opinions of prom
the good will be pillars in the temple of God to inent men, regarding the probable and possible
" go no more out." Those who determine efficacy claimed for it, varying in tone from the
themselves in the other direction place them utmost confidence to the opposite degree of
selves, by the force of such false and fatal skepticism ; but none thus far uttered contain
action, beyond the "great gulf fixed," where so much of practical and appealing logic as
" they that are filthy will be filthy still." To that presented by Dr. A. Wilford Hall, in an
such, a future probation is not within the article published in the December number of
nature of things. It is involved in the very the Microcosm, a monthly scientific journal of
idea of humanity that each individual should which he is editor and proprietor.
have and at some time exercise power to limit The writer declares himself entirely free
or enlarge the sphere of his own freedom. from all doubt as to the "practicability of ef
Neither is there any positive evidence that those fecting a radical cure of consumption even in
who exercise this power in the way of limiting advanced stages," but denounces the Koch
their sphere of freedom to act, and thus place lymph, unaided by other treatment than the
themselves beyond the fixed gulf will wish to lymph, as a "self-evident absurdity," and sus
make any radical change for the better, except tains his position by arguments based upon
to relieve themselves from torment. And what physiological facts, and clear to the most
would such a wish amount to as a self-reform casual reader.
atory movement? A desire on the part of a Dr. Hall's views are highly instructive, and
life-convict to get out of the penitentiary is deeply interesting as well. Forty-two years
something very different from that radical ago, he was given up by his physician as be
change in moral character so essentially neces yond help; and believing himself in a most
sary to constitute one a member of good society hopeless condition, hedevoted the weary hours
and a participant inthe advantages and enjoy to carefully observing his disease which re
ments peculiar thereto. It is because hell is in sulted in his great hygienic discovery, and its
the damned, rather than that the damned are successful application to his own case.
in hell, that makes a future probation for them Dr. Hall has hundreds of testimonials from
a constitutional impossibility. The doctrine cases which were considered hopeless, but
of universal salvation requires a radical recon which were entirely cured by his treatment.
struction of man's essential constitution as a Dr. Hall claims for himself the privilege of
rational and ethical being, as well as a radical having suggested to Dr. Koch the bacilli the
change in the character of Almighty God. ory. Certain it is that in an editorial pub
This feature of the subject was most aptly lished by him in 1882, the theory that " con
treated by Dr. A. Wilford Hall in his great sumption might be the result of bacterial
public discussion fifty years ago. Already, bacilli, which might be driven from the sys
then, the rising founder of the Substantial tem by vaccination," was carefully explained
Philosophy expressed the truth as follows: in all its details, and the Koch treatment is
" God exerts his attributes with reference to but an attempt to cure consumption by vac
man's salvation only in such a manner as will cination, the lymph being injected between the
comport with man as a moral responsible agent. shoulders.
And if man, exercising his moral agency, can Dr. Hall suggests other methods of applica
frustrate the plan of God with regard to his tion of the lymph, which if acted upon may
present salvation, even when that plan was secure more desirable results with less danger
brought into operation by infinite goodness, and suffering to the patient.
wisdom and power combined, can he not, I Dr. Koch's recent admission, to the effect,
ask, on the same principle, and exercising the that he had withheld the vital principle of the
same moral agency, frustrate the same plan | secret, explaining the manufacture of the
also [in the invisible world] with regard to his lymph, and his sudden need of a vacation
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among the pyramids and sands of Egypt, has
done but little towards establishing the world
wide confidence in his discovery, which the
first announcement indicated.
The Health-Pamphlet, published by the au
thor, Dr. A. Wilford Hall, embodies a detailed
and minute account of his great hygienic dis
covery, and explains thoroughly the treat
ment which has proven so successful in cases
of advanced consumption. The book is scarcely
less valuable to persons in perfect health, than
to the consumptive. It is replete with physio
logical information, facts which should not
only be known but studied carefully as a
means of preserving the health. Too much
can not be said, in commendation of a work,
which places within the reach of every one
such scientific knowledge as will enable them
to .understand how to cure or resist disease and
promote longevity.
E. D. SCOTT, OF MINNESOTA.
Last month we had occasion to refer to
,one Scott, of Minnesota, who was now engaged
in sending a circular to our agents through
the mails, in which he villainously charges us
with hav'ng stolen the treatment set forth in
our Health-Pamphlet from some obscure writer
whom some one pretends to have discovered
as having described our method two or three
years previous to the date of our discovery.
This charge, however, is but a reiteration of
that made by an equally unprincipled villifler
named Kellogg, of Michigan.
We have waited patiently for our turn and
ior the facts by which to expose the false and
malicious charges thus made and circulated,
and we are glad that we are now in possession
of the required information through sources
which admit of no manner of doubt, by which
to show both the animus and the method by
which these miscreants are trying to rob us of
our well-earned reputation as the original dis
coverer of this most wonderful of all known
remedies for diseased conditions, and which
"through our efforts alone, as this same Scott
iidmits, has become a treasured boon in more
than 300,000 afflicted families.
Scott, as we have letters and figures to show,
as capable of stooping to any dishonorable
aneans to gratify the feelings of his treacherous
heart for some trivial or fancied grievance, and
lie was only too glad to seize upon the oppor
tunity, when through the equally malicious
publication of Kellogg he obtained the pre
tended facts which his own brain was not cap
able of concocting.
The fact is well known that in our crusade
against drug-medication we have made numer
ous enemies who could not only seek to rob us
financially of a part of the profits of our bus
iness resulting from the sale of this HealthPamphlet, but, the better to accomplish this
end, have actually resorted to the worse than
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a check-raising crime of reproducing some
recent pamphlet with altered date, in order to
anticipate our discovery and then attribute the
whole thing to some obscure doctor long since
dead, and in this nefarious and cowardly way
furnish an authentic (?) document for such un
scrupulous miscreants as Scott to quote from.
Another favorite trick of these literary des
peradoes is to look up some recent edition of
an old book, such as that of Dr. Wood's, and
in which a reference to our remedy has found
a place, and then audaciously to make such
"authentic" quotation, while dishonestly giv
ing the date of the first edition of the book in
which not a word about our method of treat
ment occurs ! We have recently had the satis
faction of trapping and exposing one just such
scoundrelly villifler who was engaged in writ
ing to our agents and making the falsified
quotations here set forth,
Possibly some of these perverters of the truth
of history are so ignorant as not to be aware
that numerous new and startling things ap
pear in all later editions of revised books that
were not even hinted at in the edition bearing
the original date. In such event they might
be partly excusable did they not use their
ignorance as a cloak for their malicious intent.
The well-known fact that up to the time
when we made known our discovery to Dr.
Stevens twenty-three years ago (at which time
he announced it as entirely new in a public
lecture) the best educated and most widely
read physicians of the land knew nothing
about it, is prima facie evidence that the pre
tended documents ante-dating us, and from
which such enemies as Scott quote, are nothing
more nor less than bald forgeries or reprints
with original dates changed to suit this men
dacious purpose.
Now to nail this villainy and put a padlock
on the pens of the scamps referred to, we will
payE. D. Scott one hundred dollars in cash if he
will show us any publication, however obscure
its author, which sets forth the essential de
tails of our Health-Pamphlet bearing a date
earlier than that of our discovery, said date
being proved to be authentic and not cooked
up by some miscreant to serve a rascally pur
pose.
Let Scott now bestir himself, and instead of
circulating his laughable and disgusting leaf
lets exhibiting graveyard caricatures of Presi
dent Lincoln and Bishop Simpson, from whom
he claims to have received a personal indorse
ment, let him trot out his mythical doctor from
some western neck of woods, and allow an ex
pert in fraudulent documents with changed
dates to put his sham proofs through a course
of rigid cross-examination. This may not pay
him as well as his hypocritical cant in display
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Mr. Taylor, in his letter to the Microcosm,
next attempts a reply to our argument based
on the sonorous property of the sound-boards
of musical instruments by which alone, as we
claim, the sound of the strings is vastly aug
mented.
By reference to our December article, to which
his letter is a reply, it will be seen that we gave
what we then considered and still regard as the
most conclusive proof of the fallacy of the
wave-theory of sound ever presented upon any
scientific proposition. We showed that by
holding the stem of a vibrating tuning-fork
against a flat piece of iron of a certain size and
form, it would produce almost no augmenta
tion of its sound, notwithstanding this iron
plate reproduces the vibrations of the fork in
every detail, and thus transfers its full me
chanical power to the air in the shape of "con
densations and rarefactions" as required by
the theory.
We then showed that if the stem of the fork
shall touch a plate of soft wood of the same
size and form, the sound will be augmented a
hundred fold over that of the iron, notwith
standing the soft surface of the wood yields tc
the stem of the fork, thus reproducing but a
small fraction of the action on the. air which
is caused by the piece of iron. In this way we
proved positively that the augmentation of
sound caused by the sound-board of a musical
instrument has nothing whatever to do with
the greatly increased air-waves sent off from
these large surfaces as claimed by the wavetheory.
Hence it follows that the augmentation of
sound observed must result, in strict accordance
with the Substantial Philosophy, from the son
orous property of the sound-board alone with
out the slightest reference to its mechanical
action on the air, thereby breaking down the
wave-theory by a single argument based on a
logical analysis of one of its strongest posi
tions and illustrations. However wave-theo
rists may affect not to see or feel the force of
this argument, unprejudiced investigators
must regard it as conclusive.
Sedley Taylor, dull as he seems to be in mat
ters of physical science, evidently saw that un
less this new and unexpected fact in acoustics
could be met and satisfactorily answered, then
good-bye to the wave-theory of sound.
Clearly he must have seen, since he admits
the fact and no doubt tried the experiment, as
we show a little further on, that the piece of
wood produces a hundred times more sound
than the piece of iron of the samesizennd form.
And as the soft and unelastic wood necessarily
yields to the stem of the fork, not repeating
its surface vibrations, while the incompressible
and elastic iron must re-produce every vibra
tion of the fork's stem to their full extent, Sed
ley Taylor absolutely must have known that
the greater sound produced from the wood
sound-board could not be caused by the air
waves sent off from the bodily movements of
its surface. Hence that this great augmenta
tion of sound observed must result from some
cause hitherto unrecognized by wave-theorists.
REPLY TO SEDLKY TAYLOR, No. 3.
Do not let us hurry over this matter to avoid
BY THE EDITOR.
a little apparent repetition. We are writing
for history, and will come to Sedley Taylor's
(Concluded from last month, page 60.)
letter in a moment with words that will stick
If anything was needed to overturn the wave- to him and his theory forever. Bear in mind
theory of sound after last month's reply to that until we had presented the difficulty no
Sedley Taylor, the reader will be apt to find it wave-theorist, so far as any text-book shows,
in the following :
had ever thought of this idea of comparing the
ing poor wood-cuts of eminent dead men, with
their more than doubtful testimonials concern
ing' his personal integrity as aids to raising
money for his old women's home, but it will
be a good deal more like legitimate and honor
able commercial business.
One prominent official of the New York
Post Office, in speaking to us of Scott's circu
lar that had been insolently sent to him through
the mails, said: "I can not understand how
such a despicable and treacherous scamp can
manage to make a living in any decent com
munity." And the Rev. Dr. Buck, of Washing
ton City, who knows the enormous amount of
good our Health-Pamphlet has accomplished
in tens of thousands of afflicted families,
writes us that he can compare such a traitor
to only one animal in the whole range of
zoology, and that is the skunk.
Similar letters concerning this burlesque on
humanity are reaching us from our agents all
-over the country, to whom the Minnesota
fraud has been enabled to write by finding
their names and addresses printed in the Mi
crocosm. Such a nefarious sneak should not
be admitted into the society of any respect
able family.
Little, however, do the men to whom this
Scott has been sending his circulars know the
depths of his treacherous infamy in return
for our repeated personal intercessions in his
behalf during the past year while he has been
acting as our agent for the sale of the HealthPamphlet. More than a score of times we
have departed from the fixed rules of the office,
and stepped personally into the breach between
him and our manager, who had lost all pa
tience with his insolent correspondence and
impertinent demands. On many different oc
casions the manager would summarily have
cut him off from all business relations with
our office, brought his agency abruptly to an
end, and sent him adrift as unfit to be in
trusted with any responsible work, but for
our personal entreaties to bear a little longer
with his infirmities, which our manager diag
nosed as a cross ranging somewhere between
lunacy and idiocy. And for these kind offices
on our part, of which he was constantly made
aware, this worse than human scorpion now
turns and stings the friend that had warmed
him into life. Let him sting; his poison is
now harmless, at least with the 500,000 who
who will read this Microcosm.
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effects of an iron sound-board which repeats all
the action of the vibrating fork on the air, and a
wooden sound-board which but partially repro
duces that action. Hence, when Helmholtz,
Tyndall, Lord Rayleigh and the other great
acousticians had their attention called to the
matter they were naturally enough astounded,
as they saw that their mechanical theory of
sound had struck a veritable snag.
For the first time in his life Sedley Taylor,
the learned author of a popular text-book on
sound, on reading our argument concerning
the iron sound-board in the Musical Opinion,
realized that a new and dangerous obstacle
had confronted the wave-theory which unless
it could be removed must bring it to a dead
halt. He well understood the teaching of that
theory as set forth in every text-book pub
lished, that it was the bodily vibration of the
" large surfaces " of the sound-boards that aug
mented the sound of the strings bearing against
them by sending off more powerful air- waves.
Hence he knew that the incompressible plate
of iron ought to produce a louder sound accord
ing to his theory than the soft and yielding
plate of wood ! There is no mistaking this
universal teaching of the text-books. Hear
Prof. Tyndall :
"I now pluck the string. 'It vibrates vigorously, but
even those on the nearest benches do not hear any
sound. The agitation which it imparts to the air is too
inconsiderable to affect the auditory nerve at any dis
tance. . . . It is not the chords of a harp, or a lute,
or a piano, or a violin, that throw the air into sonorous
vibrations. It is the large surface with which the strings
are associated. "—Lectures on Sound, p. 88.
But if Sedley Taylor wants better authority,
here it is. He himself taught, eight years ago
in his text-book on sound, precisely the same
as did Prof. Tyndall, that the sound-board,
against which the strings of a piano bear, aug
ments the sound by its segmental vibrations
and sends off air-waves the same as do the
strings, only on a larger scale. Here are his
exact words :
"The sound-board being purposely con
structed of the most elastic wood, yields to the
rhythmic impulses actingupon it, andis thrown
into segmental vibrations like those of the
string. These vibrations are communicated to
the air in contact with the sound-board and
then transmitted further in the ordinary way.
The amount of surface which a wire presents
to the air is so small that but for the aid of
the sound-board its vibrations would hardly
excite an audible sound." ("Sound ana
Music," by Sedley Taylor, M. A., page 116.)
Prof. Helmholtz teaches the same, that the
only office of the sound-board is to repeat the
vibrations of the string or the tuning-fork
bearing against it, but on a larger scale, and
thus send off larger air-waves, thereby causing
the grpater augmentation of sound observed.
Prof. Helmholtz never thought to ask himself
the question—suppose the sound-boards were
made of iron, thereby reproducing the vibra
tions of the strings many times better than
will wood (as the touch of the finger demon
strates), why is it that we do not hear even a
hundredth part as much sound as by the less
vibrations of the wood ? The truth is, neither
he, nor Tyndall, nor Sedley Taylor, nor any
other acoustician ever thought of this crushing
objection to the wave-theory till the question
was propounded by the writer.
When we made this point against Sedley
Taylor's position in our December article he
was literally stunned by it, as he saw if our
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facts were as stated in regard to the sonorous,
difference between wood and iron sound-boards,
the wave-theory was doomed. But being an.
authority at Trinity College, and the author of
a popular text-book used by both teachers and!
students, his pride would not permit him to give
up the theory on which his book was founded.
Hence he must say something, however falla
cious and absurd, to try to blunt the point of
this startling state of facts. And what, reader,
does he say? Here it is verbatim from his
letter to the Micbocosm :
"If the stem of a vibrating tuning-fork be applied
alternately to two equal plates, one of wood and the,
other of iron, the sound heard is notoriously much
louder in the former than in the latter case. According
to the wave theory the reason of this is that wood, being
much more compressible than iron, is thrown, by the same
amount of mechanical force, into molecular vibrations of
greater amplitude, to which corresponds a lo-uder sound.
The vibrating stem of the tuning-fork thus sets the partitles of the wooden sound board into ampler vibrationsthan it induces in those of the iron one, and therefore a.
louder sound is heard when it touches the former than,
when it touches the latter."
Now, we very much dislike to be forced to
say anything disparaging to the honesty of a
gentleman with whom we are discussing a.
question of science,' but we do declare here,
without mental reservation, that Sedley Tay
lor knew when he wrote these words that they
were not true as regards the teaching of the
wave-theory.
He positively knew that he himself, as well
as Tyndall, Helmholtz and all writers on sound
had taught, that it was the " segmental vibra
tions" of the string with "small surface" that
were transferred to the sound -board with
" large surface, "there to be repeated in similar
segmental or surface vibrations and sent forth
in larger air-waves than the "small-surface'^
of the string would produce.
He positively kneiv that the "molecular vi
brations" of the sound-board, "according to
the wave-theory," had nothing whatever to do
with the sending off of these larger air-waves
constituting the great augmentation of the
sound observed, any more than the " molecular
vibrations" of the string or tuning-fork itself
were the cause of the air waves produced. Yet
he deliberately and premeditatedly tries to mis
represent the wave-theory in order to escape
from the difficulty in which our argument had
placed him, and thus he unwittingly abandons
his theory of air-waves entirely by bunglingly
confining the vibrations of the sound-board to
the molecules within its substance which can
not act on the outside air at all to produce waves
of any kind 1
He thus not only contradicts his own book
and all other authorities, that the vibrations of
the sound-board are superficial, segmental and
bodily, like those of the string, but he comes
squarely over to Substantialism by teaching
that the greater volume of sound heard from
the sound board when the stem of the tuningfork touches it, is owing to the peculiar molec
ular structure of the board under the regnant
force of cohesion, thus desperately abandoning
all claim to the superficial or segmental air
waves heretofore claimed by the theory ! A
more signal and triumphant overturn of the
wave-theory it is impossible to ask or imagine
than that here furnished by Sedley Taylor hlmself.
Further, the very admission in his letter, as.
quoted above, that the wooden sound-board is
"much more compressible than iron," is another
reckless effort to destroy his own theory, since-.
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being more easily compressed, it must, as we
have shown, yield to the stem of the fork and
not vibrate or tremble segmentally in response
thereto as will the more incompressible iron,
and therefore will not produce or send off the
air-waves of greater amplitude as absolutely
required by the theory! We have always in
sisted that the wave-theory is so inherently in
congruous and self-destructive that, give its
advocates rope enough, and they will hang
themselves in any critical argument they may
undertake.
Now remember, in recapitulating the point
established, as Sedley Taylor is forced to admit
that the softer or more compressible wooden
sound-board sends off a many-times greater
volume of sound than the iron one, and with
only "molecular vibrations" which can not
act upon the outside air as will the "segmental
vibrations" of the iron, we submit that the
greater volume of sound produced by the sound
board of a musical instrument is not caused by
air-teaves at all, and consequently that Sedley
Taylor, by his attempt to answer our argument,
has tacitly and unwittingly broken down his
theory. Should not this be sufficient to settle
the matter, at least at Trinity College?
But the foregoing is not by any means the
worst dilemma into which Mr. Taylor has pre
cipitated his theory in his frantic attempts to
escape from our locust argument. We shall
soon see the most lamentable and humiliating
predicament of all.
It will be remembered, by reference to our
December article, that we took occasion to
contrast the powerful vibrations of the tuningfork, producing almost no audible sound, with
the almost imperceptible vibrations of the lo
cust producing 80,000,000 times as much sound,
thereby proving by the most conclusive argu
ment ever known to science that the mechani
cal disturbance of the air by the sounding in
strument had nothing to do with the sound it
emits. In that connection we referred to the
pitch-pipe through which a current of air is
blown and which produces a loud sound with
a very slight vibration of its reed.
We asked Mr. Taylor where was the "large
surface" in this little insectby which its "seg
mental vibrations" produced this mighty cy
clone of "condensations and rarefactions" to
fill four cubic miles of air ; and why the airparticles did not "slip off laterally " from its
little body, refusing to be condensed, as he
claimed was the case with the tuning-fork as
the cause of its trifling sound? What does he
say, after due deliberation, in reply to. this
crushing inquiry? Here it is :
" You are considerate enough to ' give me ' what you
regard as an 'easier case 'of the same problem, in the
notes of a very small locust common in America which
can be heard a mile or a mile and a half off. Assuming
that its vocal apparatus is in principle a reed kept in
motion by an air-column, the solution of this case is in
cluded In that of the pitch-pipe I"
Well, advocates of Substantialism ought
now to give it upl But if the locust has a
"reed" in its little body, which the closest ex
amination under a microscope after dissection
fails to discover, will Sedley Taylor kindly
suggest whence comes the current of air that
must be blown through this insect to keep its
"reed " in vibration for a full minute at a time,
producing a vastly louder sound than that of
any reed ever blown by a bellows? Surely
wave-theorists must be at the end of their
tether when driven into a corner like this.
Positively Sedley Taylor must have known
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that this reed explanation was simply ridicu
lous.
Since the foregoing was written we have re
ceived a letter of correction from Mr. Taylortaking back what he said about the reed and
the air-current by which our locust keeps up.
its sound so destructive to the wave-theory.
As it is but fair, we give this letter verbatinv
as follows :
To the Editor of the " Macrocosm :"
Sir,—I find that in my letter to you of January 14th I
was wrong in supposing that the vocal apparatus of a.
locust may be regarded as, in principle, a reed kept in,
motion by an air-column. Darwin's account of the mat
ter ("Descent of Man," Vol. I., p. 352) is that the insect's,
left wing, which carries a finely serrated nervure, acts,,
like the bow of a fiddle, on the nervures of the right
wing, which acts as the fiddle itself. In Hermann's.
" Handtrach der Physiologie der Beuiegungsa/iparate,"*
Leipzig, 1879, pp. 150, 151, it is further stated that the back
of the locust's body (" hinterleib "), being entirely empty
and consisting of an elastic skinlike covering (" Chitin"),
is an excellent resonator. This flatly contradicts yourstatement that the locust's body dot-snot serve as asovndboard (" Microcosm," December, 1890, p. 2), and assigns
a good reason why its note, like that of a string bowed
on a hollow violin, should be relatively strong, ratherthan, like that of an isolate! tuning-fork, relativelyweak.
I am, sir, your obedient servant,
Sedley Taylor.
Trinity College, Cambridge, England, Feb. 10, 1891.
Possibly after a little more reflection on the
subject of our locust Mr. Taylor will conclude
to write us another letter of correction giving
it up altogether and acknowledging that this
terrible insect has succeeded in killing the
wave-theory. We trust for the sake of his own
present and posthumous reputation as an in
vestigator of physical science he will do this,
rather than resort to such unmitigated non
sense as that set forth in this letter. Let us.
analyze it for a few moments.
At the time we wrote the "Problem of
Human Life," thirteen years ago, we had never
seen one of these locusts, and taking Mr. Dar
win as good authority, we gave his view of th&
method by which this locust produces its sound:
as an entomological fact. Since then we have
examined thousands of these insects, and haveheard them sing while standing within a foot
or so of where they were sitting. And to our
surprise we found that Darwin's statement was.
pure fiction from beginning to end, and have
so stated in previous volumes of the Micro
cosm.
The sound, as a matter of fact, is produce*
without the slightest movement of a wing or
leg,—a mere tremor of the body alone being
all that is observed. In fact, we have removed
both wings and legs and the locust will still
keep up its sound nearly as loud as before !
Another desperate effort of Mr. Taylor tosave the wave-theory from the destructive
effects of our locust is to make the body of this
insect a "sound board " or resonant case act
ing as an "excellent resonator!" Unfortun
ately for the wave-theory, we have forestalled
this shallow quibble, as appears in a previous,
volume of the Microcosm, by holding the stem,
of a delicate tuning-fork whensounding against
all parts of the body of this locust both while it
was alive and after it was dead, and not the
slightest augmentation of the sound of the fork
was thereby produced !
Yet according to this dying spasm of the
wave-theory one wing is used as the "bow"
and the other as the "fiddle itself," yet both
wings are exactly alike ! Was ever such a bow
and fiddle before heard of?
The truth is, Sedley Taylor finds himself in
a hole, and is trying to pull the hole in after
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him. We are in all sincerity sorry for him,
but can only help him by advising, without the
loss of another month's time, that he announce
publicly through the columns of the Musical
Opinion, Musical Standard or some other
musical journal of London, that the wavetheory is dead and is now only awaiting a
decent burial; or perhaps cremation would be
the appropriate ceremony. Let him do this
and he will augment the respect of both his
contemporaries and coming generations.
P. S.—This is the first case since the wavetheory was originally attacked in the "Prob
lem of Human Life" where any author of a
text-book on acoustics could be induced to step
into the scientific arena and squarely measure
lances with the arguments of Substantialism.
This is the desideratum we have long desired,
and have used all our diplomacy to bring about.
Here we have it at last, and the reader sees the
result.
THE ANNULAR THEORY.
No. 14.
BY PROF. I. N. VAIL.
In my last paper I dweltchiefly on the prim
itive idea of a great " world tree" to be found
in the mythology of all races, and showed how
this overshadowing tree arose from the horizon
of the world as thebranchiform " world-stem"
known to mythologists. I might continue the
evidence of the primitive thought to great
length, but it is not my design to present an
exhaustive discourse thereon at this time. I
have referred to the Babylonish name of the
Euphrates and its intimate association with
ophiolatry. In some ancient traditions, as is
well known to the Eastern scholar, the Prath
or Euphrates is made identical with the mythic
Nilus which had its " head and source in the
lofty heaven," and in both the Homeric and
Hesiodic poems is called the "okeanos" that
" encircled the earth," and which ancient man
was taught to believe was the grand " source
of all waters and rivers and streams." Again
and again it is called, in the oldest legends,
the " fountain of the okeanos," or great deep,
the birth place of Pegasus, the "flying steed
of heaven."
All of these allusions, and multitudes of
others I might relate, show most emphatically
that ancient Prath was a great celestial river
that encompassed the earth as one of the
^reat branches of the river that went out of
Eden to water the whole earth, and of which
theMesopotamian Euphrates is but a memorial.
But, as I have said, it was originally called
the " Serpent God of the Tree of Life." as
shown by Assyrian tablets. Now, this very
designation locates it inevitably in the upper
deep, as I will now proceed to show.
It would seem scarcely necessary for me to
make the assertion to my readers that angels
were, and have been in all time, looked upon
as celestial beings, and yet when we read in
the Apocalypse of the "four angels bound in
the Great River Euphrates," it does seem
needful for me to point out that we have here
a survival of annular ideas—a quotation from
annular times under the ministration of these
celestial river spirits, one-third of the whole
earth and one-third of the race of men were
alTecled, which no river but a celestial one
could do.
Again, it was the river through which, ac
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cording to Accadian and Egyptian myths, the
dead had to pass on their way to Heaven.
In short, all mankind believed the dead had
to cross the River from Time to Eternity, and
the sun, or the moon, or some other celestial
being was believed to receive them upon their
arrival in the unseen world. I say, then, the
idea of celestial rivers was a natural, perhaps
a universal one, and could scarcely have ob
tained if celestial rivers were not at one time
the gazing stock of the whole earth.
Now it is well known among Oriental
scholars that the serpent was universally
the symbol or emblem of flowing waters. In
oldest graphics, as in Egypt and Assyria, the
wavy form of the serpent was the hiero
glyphic for water. And almost all the ancient
writers, from Homer down, make it a uni
versal practice to speak of the river-spirit, or
fountain-spirit, as a serpent or dragon. Now,
the physical tree of life was that world-tree
that gave life to the earth ! But no physical
tree could possibly give life, except that en
vironment tree that spread its sky -filling
branches over the earth, and made it an Eden
world and filled it with exuberant life, pro
longed the life of the plant, and insured man a
longevity of 800 or 900 years. Now, where
was the "serpent-god" of this life-giving en
vironment-tree ? The tree being on high, its
custodian spirit, the serpent, was there too!
This tree was the same tree, renowned in my
thology, as " bearing the golden apples" (the
stars), and " guarded by the huge serpent
which Hercules slew in order to bring those
apples into view.
The moment we attempt to explain this ser
pent deity as guarding any other kind of a
tree, we come squarely in opposition to nature.
The annular bands were known to be watery,
and their designating hieroglyphic was the
serpent. Again, an annular band or streamer
had the form of a serpent, even if it were not
known to be water. The two ends of a band,
if I may be allowed the expression, in the hor
izon, east and west, were vastly farther from
the eye of the observer than that part im
mediately overhead, consequently it was large
in the zenith and tapering, serpent-hke, toward
the horizon, and being in constant motion
around the earth, I can no longer marvel at the
expression met with in the world legends, such
as the " world-enfolding serpent," the "ser
pent that coils nine times around Parnassus,"
" the serpent-god of the tree of life," bto., etc.
Let us for a moment turn our attention to
Icelandic or Norsic annals, which above all
others have maintained their original purity.
Here we find the great " world-serpent," and
the " great world-tree," and that, too, so in
separably interwoven with annular testimony
that it is impossible to find one ray of light in
the solution of the problem without annular
aid. The most conspicuous feature in all Scan
dinavian literature is the world-tree.
Ygdrassil, that "sends its roots down into
the underworld and its branches all over the
heavens." There, too, the "world enclosing
snake," the "Mid-gard serpent" arches the
home of the gods, and the " Nidhug serpent"
nestles at the base of the tree.
In whatever field of ancient thought my
researches have taken me, I find this one all
pervading memorial : The life prolonging
tree, with its serpent custodian. Connected
too, with this thought, is that other annular
survival, the serpent that was originally a
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beneficent guardian-deity, and protecting
spirit, finally became the genius of evil and
the source of all earth's ills. The investigator
will inevitably find this to be the case. All
through the writings of Virgil, Obid and their
compeers, the serpent or dragon is the genius
of the altus, or high sea, and the question is
in order, how did the term high sea originate
among those ancient people, if there was not
an actual sea on high ? Among these ancient
Lalins too, the beneficent serpent became the
source and agent of evil, so also among the
Greeks and the old Iranian races. India too,
had her primeval earth and its inhabitants
under the protection of the great many-headed
serpent that floated on the celestial deep, and
which finally crushed the earth in its giant
folds.
Euripides tells us plainly the "brazen backed
serpent" guarded the "sacred tree" by
" winding his folds around the inaccessible
circle." What inaccessible circle, except the
unapproachable arches of heaven? He also
tells us that Hercules killed this serpent by
" penetrating the recesses of the Okeanos, un
der the central seat of Heaven." The same
writer tells us that "the caves of the serpent
were the celestial heights and observatories of
the Gods." I need not push this thought
further, though I could fill a volume to prove,
from many sources, that in remote antiguity
the serpent was the one great central object of
the world's adoration, and this, simply because
it was regarded as the spirit or genius of the
world enshrouding vapors. And that genius,
so long as it was a protecting canopy, was
worshiped as the guardian deity of the known
universe, the spirit of the life-imparting tree.
It is not needful for me to point out how this
protecting canopy, in the deified personation
of the serpent became the agent of evil; the
ravager and destroyer of mankind ; for, I say
the unimpeachable testimony of a world of
immortal witnesses proclaim that such was
the case. First, a beneficent god, worshiped
all over the earth, as the serpent images found
in every continent in almost every land
abundantly prove, demands this great uni
versal cause, and the serpent vapors seen by
every tongue and tribe under heaven could
alone supply this cause. Second, the trans
formation from the beneficent to the evil
agency, demands a removal of this cause.
Now the cause was removed, and that too, as
I have abundantly shown, at the very time the
conquering sun began his march to victory, in
the Eden world.
Now as dovetailing testimony, sun-worship
should be found to have planted itself on the
ruins of serpent-worship ; for, the advent of
the sun simply and inevitably banished the
serpent. Well, what are the facts ? Witnesses
rescued from the dust, crowd to answer, and
the response comes from the whole circuit of
the earth :
Heliolatry was planted on the ashes of Oph
iolatry !
A transition, I say, that can receive no sat
isfactory explanation outside of the final dis
appearance of the serpent canopy, and the
universal conquest of the solar orb.
As a simple example of the testimony given
by the cold but eloquent monuments of the
earth, I will close this article with a voice from
Egypt.
Typhan was the name of the good and pro
tecting genius of ancient Egyptian thought.
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He was worshiped as a god, and for many ap
parent centuries the praises of priests and sacri
fices and eulogies of Kings were centered
upon that deity. For a long time previous to
the time of the 18th dynasty, the monuments
were profusely dedicated to that god, and his
hieroglyphic made a conspicuous feature?
thereon. Immediately subsequent to that
time he began to lose prestige, and it was not
long till he was no longer emblazoned on mon
ument or temple, and in many places, says
Rawlinson, his very name was mutilated orerased, and Osiris and Horus and Ra, all solardeities, submitted in his place. In connection,
with this and dovetailing, felicitously with
this account, Egyptian history declares that
the sun existed before the heavens were?
formed, which can only mean that the sun be
comes visible as the annular heavens passed
away. Again, it has long been to Egyptolo
gists a most puzzling difficulty to account forthe well-known fact that the sun was long
worshiped as a "concealed god." Amon Ra.
means the "concealed sun." And now if it
can be shown that Typhan was a serpent, this,
dovetailing of facts would seem to be suffi
ciently complete to excuse this digression
from the Eden narrative in order to throwmore light upon it. I will attend to this feat
ure in my next.
Elsinore, San Diego Co., Cal.
ONE OB" PROF. TVSDALL'S EXPERIMENTS
EXAMINED.
BY PROF. ALONZO HALL.
Professor Tyndall in his third lecture on.
sound has recourse to a beautiful experiment,
intended to render visible to his audience the
nodes and ventral segments into which a
string divides itself when made to respond ta
a musical tone.
He used a fine platinum wire heated to red
ness by means of an electric current. The
wire was stretched from the prong of a tuningfork and over a bridge of copper to a peg by
which to change its tension. The copper
bridge and the fork were the poles of a voltaic
battery, which placed the wire within the cir
cuit and would be heated to a redness when
the current was sufficiently strong.
The experiment began when the wire showed
a bright red heat. I can do no better than to
quote the professor's words describing the ex
periment: "I draw my bow across the fork;
the wire vibrates as a whole; its two ends are
brilliant, while the middle is dark, being
chilled by its rapid passage through the air."
[It might be well to remind Mr. Sedley Taylor
et. al. in England that the word "rapid" just
quoted does not mean "slow," neither does it
mean "frequent."] "Thus you have a shad
ing off of incandescence from the ends to the
center of the wire. I relax the tension, the
wire divides itself into two ventral segments,
I relax still further and now you have the wire
divided into four ventral segments separated
by these three brilliant nodes."—"Lectures on
Sound," p. 110.
Here we have involved in one experiment
four different so-called modes of motion,
namely, electricity, heat, light and sound.
The professor finds it very necessary to ex
plain why the temperature of the ventral seg
ments is lowered and that of the nodes raised
" almost to fusion."
I accept his statement that the wire will
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,separate itself into ventral segments and
nodes, but I am not satisfied with his explana
tion of the incidental phenomenon of the
nodes nearly melting, and the vibrating seg
ments cooling off from the red heat to a lower
temperature.
He says on the same page: "You notice
«lso when the wire settles into a steady vibra
tion, that the nodes shine out with greater
brilliancy than did the wire before the vibra
tions commenced. The reason is this, elec
tricity passes more freely along a cold wire
than along a hot one. When, therefore, the
Vibrating segments are chilled by their swift
passage through the air, their conductivity is
improved, more electricity passing through the
vibrating than through the motionless wire and
hence the augmented glow of the nodes. If,
previous to the agitation of the fork, the wire
be at a bright red heat, when it vibrates its
nodes are raised to the temperature of fusion."
Professor Tyndall may actually have done
what he describes so graphically, but I am
sure he would not jeopardize his reputation as
«,n investigator of physical phenomena by re
peating the experiment described, to be fol
lowed by such an explanation as, '"Electricity
passes more freely along a cold substance than
-along a hot one.-'
It is admitted by electricians generally that
the most pronounced non-conductors of elec
tricity, such as glass, the gases, magnesia,
'etc., are converted into good conductors by
means of heat. Glass for instance, when
heated to a cherry red, allows the electric
'current to pass very freely.
The question thus arises, if the phenomenon
really occurred in the course of the professor's
experiment, can- physicists of the mode-ofmotion school explain it satisfactorily? Even
,grunting that the rapid motion of the ventral
segments through the air cooled those parts of
the wire, there can still be no scientific reason
—fiom their point of view—why the nodes or
motionless parts of the wire should show an
augmented glow above the normal red heat of
the wire when it is not in motion.
I will offer an explanation from a Substantialisl's point of view, though I should much
P reler to have the experiment repeated, anil
b e assured that the "nodes" do show aug
mented heat "almost to fusion."
Heat is a substance, though not material,
and when another immaterial substance, elec
tricity, is forced through the fine platinum
wire, the friction evolves heat sufficient to
raise the temperature of the wire to a red heat.
If the current from the battery is constant,
then the red heat only is the effect of the cur
rent's passage, and the changes of tempera
ture in the nodes and the vibrating segments
have nothing to do with the constant current
from the battery, but depend wholly on the
mec hanical effect of the vibration.
When the prong vibrates in such a way as to
cause the wire to arrange itself into nodes and
ventral segments, there is no greater degree
of heat evolved in the wire than before the
fork was agitated. That is to say, the alge
braic sum of the degrees of heal in the whole
lengih of the still wire, when only showing a
red heat, is equal to the algebraic sum of the
degrees of heat in both nodes and ventral seg
ments of the same wire when vibrating. The
heat that w;is apparent in the part of the wire
that becomes the vibrating segment has simply
»ot moved with the segment, but is croivded
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back into the neighboring nodes, which heat,
in addition to the red heat already present,
augments the glow of the nodes probably "al
most to fusion."
If Professor Tyndall's explanation of the
phenomenon, namely, that "the ventral seg
ments are cooled by their swift passage
through the air," should still be regarded as
correct, it increases the difficulties for the
wave-theorists. For instance, the ventral seg
ments must now, when cooled, be considered
as poorer conductors than when hot ; the nodes
should retain their normal conductivity unim
paired, and the result should be that the elec
tric current should—by the changed condition
of the ventral segment—heat it to a greater
degree than is observed. In fact, no explana
tion based on improved or impaired conduc
tivity of the wire can account for the fusion of
the nodes and cooling of the ventral segments.
In assuming that heat can be driven from
one part of a substance to another part of it, I
am reminded of the manner in which the tin
smith re-heats the point of the soldering cop
per without returning it to the fire-pot. When
the solder ceases to flow along the seam, he
knows the copper has cooled. He raises it to a
vertical position, point up, for a few seconds,
and resumes his work, when the solder flows
as freely as before. The point of the copper
seems really hotter than at first. The heat
from the body of the copper passed to the point,
and I imagine that, if it could be dropped from
a great height, the heat would lag behind and
be all crowded into the upper end, and instead
of the normal temperature at the beginning of
the fall the point would be as many degrees
hotter as the lower end is colder.
If a red-hot conical shell be fired from a can
non, no doubt the whole surface of the ball
when it leaves the gun is of equal tempera
ture; but after the shot has traveled a thou
sand yards, will the forward part of the shot
still have a red heat? I am sure it will have
cooled perceptibly, but not, as Tyndall would
say, by reason of its rapid passage through
the air. Again, after the shot has traveled
the thousand yards, will the temperature of
the rear part of the shot be the same as when
it left the gun? I am as sure that it will be
very much hotter, because the heat from the
forward part falls back to the rear part, and, if
the speed is great enough, the temperature
might become incandescent, though the alge
braic sum of the degrees of heat in the whole
of the shot will not appreciably have changed
save a slight increase by atmospheric friction.
A meteor in its wild dash through our atmos
phere is heated to fusion. The heat is prob
ably generated in the forward part, where it
comes in contact with the air, and as fast as
it is generated it falls to the rear and accumu
lates in such intensity that the meteor begins
to melt/row the rear, leaving a trail of incan
descent sparks, and finally is consumed by this
accumulation of heat.
THE LIVE FROG PROBLEM ONCE MORE.
A Toad In Solid Rock—And Frog In Solid Wood.
BY REV. JOHN MCCONNELL.
On page 76, Vol. VI., of the Microcosm,
Wm. Cairne states, under the sweeping cap
tion, "The live frog question settled. The
whole mystery knocked out," that he knows
that all the live toads and frogs ever found in
rocks, etc., were exhumed from material so
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Soft that a " toad could dig him a nest into it
over Sunday—that none have ever been found
in original ledges of solid rock," etc.
Near West Lebanon, Armstrong Co., Pa., a
stone was taken from a sandstone rock, about
eight or ten feet from all parts of the outside
of the rock. I did not see the rock myself, but
the men quarrying the stone said that there
was no spht or crevice from the top or the side
of the rock to the place where the stone was
Wasted off. The stone I, myself, saw. It was
about five feet long and eighteen inches
square. This stone the masons split length
wise in two halves, after it had been brought
to the place of building. When the two halves
tell apart there was found about eighteen
inches from the one end and not quite in the
, -center of the breadth of the stone a live toad.
The suu was very hot. The toad hopped about
for some time, and in about one hour died. I
-examined the stoneand could find no difference
in sohdity at any point. The masons did the
same with hammer and chisel, with like result.
Did that toad work its way for nine inches
through solid rock, dig a hole seven inches long
-and over two in diameter, and fill up its pas
sageway as solidly as any other part of the
rock whilst the workmen were resting over
-Sunday ?
In York County, Pa., I saw a chestnut log
11^ feet long, two feet in diameter. The tree
had been felled several days. The log was
sawed off at both ends before dinner, and split
open an hour later. The log was without
crack, split or crevice. In the heart, four feet
from one end, we found a live frog. Did that
frog work its'way from the end of the log and
then turn round and fill its passageway with
,chestnut wood so solidly that no difference
could be detected, during the time we were
away for dinner? Or, did it work its way for
twelve inches from the side of the log, then fix
up lhe hole—wood, bark and all—so cunningly
as to leave no trace of its skill behind? Is the
question settled—the whole mystery knocked
out?!
Salina, Pa.
EDITORIAL REMARKS.
If the facts here given be authentic, which
we have no right to doubt, then the solution of
the problem by Mr. Cairne, as referred to by
Mr. McConnell, must be abandoned as inad
equate. The facts here given surely again
opens this question so full of profound mys
tery and so fruitful of scientific research. If
an animal can live thus confined in solid rock,
shut out from all air or moisture for ages, as
must have been the case since that sandstone
settled and solidified from its plastic condition,
then vital force must be something vastly more
enduring than hitherto conceived of by scien
tific men. The question is still open to our
readers for new facts and new light bearing
thereon.
A GOOD SUGGESTION.
At a hint by Rev. Father P. F. Karel, a
Catholic priest of Peekskill, N. Y., and, by the
way, a good friend of the cause of Substautialism, we commence with this number giving a
monthly table of contents at the bottom of the
last page. Thanks for the suggestion.
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THOMAS CHATER ON THE WAVESTHEORY.
By reference to our second reply to Sedley
Taylor in this number it will be seen that our
December argument based on a comparison of
the effects of a wood and of an iron sound
board for augmenting the tone of strings,
tuning forks, etc., has struck the wave-theory
of sound in its very vitals. Not only does
Sedley Taylor recognize this fact by his des
perate effort to escape it, but Mr. Thomas
Chater, a most critical acoustical expert of
London, also feels that our novel argument
has made the case absolutely desperate against
the wave-theory, as he shows by an original
explanation in the Musical Opinion of the ac
tion of the sound-board in augmenting tone.
Mr. Chater evidently saw that the game was
up with wave-theorists unless the effects of
our comparison could be wiped out. Hence his
novel "explanation." Next month we shall
wipe out Mr. Chater, even worse than in the
case of Mr. Taylor, as seen, page 73, which we
commend to every reader who still thinks the
wave-theory tenable.
A FIRST-CLASS SUBSCRIPTION AGENCY.
Persons wishing to subscribe for any publi
cation in this country or elsewhere, or pur
chase any book in print, can save money, as
well as receive prompt attention, by sending
to the Knickerbocker Subscription Agency,
132 Nassau Street, New York, for one of their
universal catalogues, which will be sent free.
Editor.
DR. AUDSLET'S NEW LECTURE.
Last month we announced that we would
begin publishing a new lecture by Dr. Audsley,
read by him before a Musical Society of Lon
don. The first installment of this lecture is in
type, but at the last moment was crowded over
to the May number by the length of our second
reply to Sedley Taylor, which could not be de
layed. Dr. Audsley's lectures are staple arti
cles, and will be permanent reading matter
however long delayed. The first part will
positively appear next month.
EXPLANATION OP MUSICAL "BEATS."
Next month, in our leading article, we will
give an explanation of musical " beats, " one of
the most difficult and mysterious problems met
with in acoustical science. No explanation
whatever, as we will show, can be furnished by
the wave-theory, whileall difficulty disappears
in the light of Substantialism.
A SUGGESTIVE FACT.
(From the Norristown, Pa., Review.)
"During the past year the drug business of
the United States has fallen off $980,000, or
about 25 percent., largely duo, as believed, to
the quite general adoption of the method of
treating diseased conditions without medicine,
first discovered and published by the distin
guished scientist, Dr. Wilford Hall, editor of
the MICROCOSM, who, on request by postal card
to 23 Park Row, New York, will send free in
formation concerning this remedy."
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(iHElT DBMAND FOR THE I1KA1.THindeed, have never felt better and I weigh 170 poundsPAJIPIILET STIL.L, CONTINUES.
I recognize the fact that you have made a great and
original discovery. I want the community to know or
We give herewith another drop from the it,
and, in view of the fact that the idea is not patenta
thousands of volunteer testimonials received ble and that your charge is almost nominal, I think that,
are justly entitled to every dollar you can make outat this office. Those desiring to see scores of you
it.
Yours very truly,
Jos. I. Barnum, Sec'y."
similar indorsements should send at once for of Office
Ross & Keany, Wholesale Liquor
our " March Extra," and receive a copy free. Dealers, of
64
and
66
Water
Street, New York,
It is full of interesting matters bearing on this March 14, 1891 :
subject.
"Dear Dr. Hall,—For over a year I was the most
Dr. James Robertson, of Birmingham, En miserable of men. In addition to malaria I was troubled
nervous dyspepsia. Everything disagreed with
gland, repeats his former endorsement as fol with
me. I passed many sleepless nights and became cranky
lows, Feb. 14th :
and
ugly.
that I had but a short time to live.
" Dear Dr. Hall,—It will be but justice to you and consultedI believed
several of our best physicians and spent
may save me answering many private letters or inquiry Ilarge
sums
in
medicines
and in sojourning at mineral
if I now give you my rather extensive twelve months' springs, but finally returned
utterly discouraged.
experience of your new treatment. As I at first recog Our mutual friend, A. J. Wolf,home
induced me to spend $4
nised, the general idea is a brilliant one, physiologically for your Health-Pamphlet, which
is
the best investment
sound, and I now add—all criticism notwithstanding— ever made. Since I began the treatment
I have not
so far as I can see it is thoroughly original. In practice, Ihad
a
chill
or
a
fever,
feat
anything,
sleep well, and
when intelligently carried out, it meets directly the im weigh some twelve pounds more than I did
five
mediate wantsof alarge majority ofthe ailing and suffer ago. I know yon have many friends who, iike months
myself,
ing publio; it sharpens the appetite, stimulates the liver, have been rescued from an early grave, and who,
am
lightens the labor of the kidneys, moves the bowels, or sure, will unite with me in testifying that you haveI dis
rather moves them to move ; by so doing it strengthens covered the true secret of health and longevity. Indeed,
the back, clears the brain, gives spring to body and I regard your treatment as particularly valuable for th&
mind, chases away bilious melancholy with its legion of maintenance of health, and it should be used in every
neuralgias, spasms and pains, and comes altogether as family in the land.
'a boon and a blessing to men'—whio^, unfortunately
very respectfully,
Wm. F. Hull."
for themselves, most of them are not able to appreciate. W. D." Yours
of Saratoga, Oal., writes :
Personally I have benefited much by it, and when I find "Dear Dr.Pollard,
Hall,—I
was
among
the
first
to purchaser
a patient with sense to use it thoroughly, I can dispense
Health-Pamphlet two years ago. Prior to that
with medicine and attend to hygiene, the true province your
time I had been an invalid for four years, and had been
of the doctor. I can not withhold my testimony in given
up to die many times. My sainted wife carried
favor of what I know to be simple, natural and good, a me
one climate to another for the purpose of find
powerful defense to the healthy, and the best remedial ing from
relief,
but none appeared ; and I had arrived at that
process I know of. even in cases of serious organic dis stage where
I was anxious to die. In this condition I
ease. You may challenge the world, medical or gen purchased your
pamphlet, and have used it regularly
eral, to name a process of such widely applicable rem since with the surprising
that I have just been,
edial power. Faithfully yours, James Robertson. " examined for life insuranceresult
in the Mutual Life of N. Y.,
The Washington Life Insurance Co., of New and have passed as a 'gilt-edged
' risk ; not one objec
York, 21 Cortlandt Street, New York, March 9, tion was filed against me. This is to me marvellous.
" Sincerely yours,
W. D. Pollard."
1891 :
'" Dear Dr. Hall,—All my life I have been troubled with The Rochester Lamp Company, 37 Barclay
catarrh, which finally developedinto chronic bronchitis. Street, New York, March 6, 1891 :
This caused me a vast amount of pain and annoyance "Dear Dr. Hall,—Ever since I heard of your hygienic
and was complicated with dyspepsia, constipation, se treatment I have relied upon it entirely for reducing
vere pains in the bowels and sleeplessness. Frequently weight
training for the many glove contests in
I passed the night hawking and bringing up a thick, which I while
have been victorious. Formerly I pursued the
hard, stringy and tenacious substance which caused old-fashioned
method
of sweating and purgative med
constant pain in the region of my heart and chest. This
but I found that they always left a feeling of
invariably occurred after a cold and medicines gave lit icines,
weakness
behind
them.
Since I have used the Health
tie or no relief. All of my connections on the maternal
I find that when I face an opponent I retain all
side died of consumption or bronchial affections, and I Process
of
my
natural
vigor
and
am
in the best possible condi
was convinced that my complaint would eventually de
of wind and endurance. Moreover, after the ter
velop into consumption. Indeed, I was on the point of tion
mination
of
a
severe
bout
I
rarely have any feeling of
submitting myself to the Koch treatment when, by ac exhaustion, and my recuperative
have undoubt
cident, I heard of the Health Process, without medicine, edly improved. When I resumed powers
ordinary diet after
through a friend, a physician. I was very skeptical but my latest contest iu February, my
1891, I gained seven
finally, after much hesitation and with great reluctance, pounds' weight in two days. I confidently
recommend
I began the very simple treatment. To my astonish your
treatment
to
all
well
persons,
and especially to
ment and gratification I experienced instant relief, and those who engage in athletic exercises
I now know that I am on the direct road to recovered sport or money, as absolutely the safestforandhealth,
best
health. The distressing symptoms have disappeared method
In the world to prepare for the most arduous
and I am rapidly gaining in strength and weight. I now performances
or
contests.
feel sure of a good night's rest and can go anywhere
"Yours very truly,
John J. Skelly.
and be free from insomnia ; and tills without the use of " Ex-Champion
Amateur Featherweight of America."
drugs or medicines. I am now forty-seven years of age
In writing to any of the foregoing don't
and I confidently expect, barring accidents, to reach
old age. I write this as an expression of gratitude to forget to inclose a stamped and addressed en
you and from a desire to assist in your efforts to rescue velope,
in order to insure an answer.
others who, as in my case, see no end to their sufferings
but death in the near future.
" Yours to command,
J. Henry Small,
"General Agent, Washington Life Ins. Co."
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EXPLANATION OF MUSICAL "BEATS."—A
NUMBER OF IMPORTANT SCIENTIFIC
PREDICTIONS.
BY THE EDITOR.
Among the acoustical phenomena which
wave-theorists claim as supporting their views,
and which, up to the present time, have not
been satisfactorily explained in accordance
with the teachings of Substantialism, are the
"beats" or partial cessations of tone which
occur when two very nearly unison strings,
reeds, or tuning-forks are sounded together.
This phenomenon is quite familiar to the
piano tuner, and is his principal guide to ac
curacy in his art, though it by no means fol
lows that he knows the real or approximate
nature of the phenomenon he so constantly
observes. Let us first explain what a musical
"beat" consists of before entering into a de
tailed explanation of the real cause underly
ing it.
Take two tuning-forks each, say, of 100 vi
brations in a second and consequently in per
fect unison, mounted on their resonant cases.
If both forks are bowed and set into vibration
a deep, smooth and rich tone will fill the room.
But if the prong of one of the forks shall be
weighted with a small bit of wax so as to re
duce its vibrations to 99 in a second, it will be
observed that a sensible alternate swelling and
weakening of the tone like a throb will occur
once in each second.
This change from the unison effect takes
place at the instant the two forks break past
or cross their opposite phases of swing. It is
plain, since one fork makes one complete
swing in a second more than the other, that a
point must be reached once each second when
these vibrations will change phases or cross each
other's directions, and at that instant, for some
reason soon to be explained, the sounds of the
two forks obscure each other producing a mo
mentary weakness of tone bordering on silence.
Is this sound-interference as taught by the
wave-theory ? Let us see.
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The current theory of sound teaches that
this partial silence which occurs in "beats"
results from the momentary interference of the
air-waves sent off from the two forks, and that
at the instant of the phase of opposition be
tween them the atmospheric " condensations "
from one fork fall into the "rarefactions"
from the other fork, and thus the two systems
of air-waves like unto similar systems of
water-waves must neutralize each other,
thereby producing quiescence of the air which,
of course, according to the wave-theory, con
stitutes silence.
1
Now we undertake to say that there is not a
word of truth or scientific reason in the ex
planation as here given by the wave-theory,
but on the contrary, as we will immediately
demonstrate, air-waves have nothing what
ever to do with this problem.
We undertake further to show that this
phenomenon of "beats" is alone explicable on
the principle that sound is a substantial form
of force somewhat analogous to that of elec
tricity, and that by the theory of substantial
sound-pulses alone can any sort of rational ex
planation of the problem be made. We there
fore beg of the reader to suppresshis prejudices
on this question if he have any, and for a calm
half-hour listen judicially to the scientific evi
dence bearing on the subject.
In previous volumes of this journal, we have
attempted to give a solution of "beats," but
for want of time for due reflection we have not
been as clear or explicit as desirable. We shall
now try to elaborate the matter more fully,
and thereby give abundant proofs of our posi
tion.
In the first place, as we have repeatedly
shown, mere air-waves, supposed to be sent off
from a bowed tuning-fork, can produce no effect
whatever upon the prongs of another fork, even
in the most perfect unison, in order to throw
them into sympathetic vibration and thus to
cause a responsive tone. This is proven most
clearly by the fact that a fork so large and vi
brating so infrequently as not to produce sen
sible tone, will produce no motion Whatever in
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the prongs of a unison fork however near to directed towards its end and thus acting
them, and however vigorously the bowed fork equally and simultaneously on all sides of it.
may be caused to vibrate. Dr. Audsley, of To suppose that the sympathetic response of
London, has challenged all the acousticians of that string is caused by the action of mechan
Great Britain to make this simple test as a final ical air-waves, thus impinging upon all sides of
settlement of the truth or falsity of the wave- it equally and simultaneously, is to fly into the
theory of sound, agreeing forever to abide by face of every principle known to mechanical
the result obtained.
law.
Plainly, if it is air-waves and not pulses of This being in accordance with reason and
sound-force which cause a unison fork to re true mechanical science, it must follow as the
spond, then the air-waves from a fork of eight only explanation of musical beats that the sub
or ten vibrations a second, and yielding no sen stantial sound-pulses from one fork so act on the
sible tone should also start its unison mate into potential or latent sound-force in a unison fork
sympathetic vibration, since its theoretic air as to start it into vibration ; then as the phase
waves must be much more powerful. This has of opposition which occurs once a second be
to be conceded by candid and competent phys tween two bowed forks, is the very reverse of
icists. As no such effect, however, is produced sympathy, such forks must tend at that instant
by a body vibrating too infrequently to produce to check or neutralize each other's sound until
tone, it follows beyond all controversy that the such phase of opposition is past or until full
motion caused in a silent fork by bowing its sympathetic unison is again established.
unison neighbor, is produced by the sympathy Plainly, if sympathetic sound-pulses from
naturally existing between the substantial one fork, without any assistance from air
sound-pulses from the bowed fork, as they im waves as we have seen, will arouse tone in an
pinge upon the potential sound-pulses in the other fork and start it into motion because of
silent fork of the same sonorous and vibra their unison relation, then the absolute oppo
sition to sympathy between two sounding
tional number.
To satisfy the most exacting advocate of the forks, which occurs once a second or at the be
wave-theory that his view of sympathetic vi fore-mentioned phase of opposition, must not
bration is erroneous, let us here give a new only tend to neutralize both sounds, but must
and conclusive mechanical reason why air tend to bring both forks to quiescence, though
waves sent off from the bowed fork can not this result is but partially accomplished in con
possibly be the cause of starting its silent uni sequence of the mechanical momentum of the
son mate into action. And this mechanical prongs.
reason, as we maintain, no amount of mathe
And here we venture a prediction in strict
matical formula can gainsay or weaken.
conformity with this reasoning, though we
Place the broad face of the prongs of the have never tried the experiment, namely, that
bow.ed and sounding fork directly toward the two forks, one vibration out of unison per sec
edges of the prongs of the unbowed fork. It ond, and producing an audible beat as de
is plain that any air-waves which may be sent scribed, will not continue to vibrate or sound
off from the actuating fork will strike both as long as the same forks when vibrating in
sides of such unboived prongs simultaneously perfect unison and equally bowed. This must
and with equalforce, and thus will tend to move follow as a matter of course, according to Subthem equally in both directions at the same stantialism, from the unsympathetic tendency
time. Of course under such action the prongs of the phase of opposition to stop the prongs
of the unbowed fork must stand still, since no of both forks while neutralizing both of their
body can move under the application of equal sounds.
external force's acting upon it in exactly op
Hence we make another prediction as a cor
posite directions, according to the established ollary of this, and without waiting to try the
experiment, namely, that no two unison forks
laws of motion.
Yet it is a fact that such unbowed unison placed on their resonant cases near together,
fork will instantly be awakened into sympa. can be so bowed by any number of trials as to
thetic vibration, and will sound out the same cause them to vibrate out of synchronism even
precisely when the edges of its prongs are thus to the slightest degree, because their sonorous
directly toward the actuating fork as when sympathy will instantly pull them into a phase
the broad side of one of its prongs is exposed ! of perfect synchronism or the completion of
Let wave-theorists now meet and explain this their swings simultaneously, however, the two
state of facts by the action of mechanical air forks may chance to start in a phase of oppo
waves, or forever close their mouths and sition.
silence their pens.
So potent, as we further predict, will be this
The same result precisely will occur in the sympathetic attraction between the two vi
case of a stretched string with the unison tone brating unison forks to complete their fulh
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swings exactly together, and not one of them
to lag a little behind the other (which is exactly
what constitutes the before-mentioned "phase
of opposition") that even if the two forks
should be slightly out of unison—say one
vibration in ten seconds—this sympathetic
attraction would counteract this difference
and force them into synchronism, since the
more rapidly vibrating fork would be pulled
back and slowed up by the other, and vice
versa.
t
But remember, that in such case, though the
attraction of the two forks would compel them
to vibrate synchronously, yet both forks would
come to rest much sooner than if in perfect
unison and equally bowed, owing solely to their
loss of energy by these efforts in modifying
each other's motion. This paragraph should
be carefully studied.
Now all these predictions can easily be veri
fied or overturned by using two forks of a very
low pitch and attaching a small mirror to one
prong of each, then directing a separate beam
of light against each mirror, to be cast at such
an angle upon a screen side by side in a dark
ened room as to represent the prongs' motions
on a large scale. If no effort at bowing the
two forks after repeated trials, however they
may start, can induce the two beams of light
to dance in a phase of opposition, or in the
slightest variation from completing their
swings synchronously, then sympathetic at
traction alone between the two sounding forks
will have been demonstrated as the cause of
beats by the partial neutralization of each oth
er's energy while in such forced phase of oppo
sition.
Take notice, we do not predict that the two
beams of light will travel synchronously in the
same direction, which is not necessary, but that
whichever direction the vibrating beams shall
take, they must avoid a phase of opposition
and complete their swings simultaneously, the
two sounding-forks thus coercing each other
into synchronism by the law of sympathy
however they may start into vibration.
If any wave-theorist wishes to convict us of
error, instead of employing two sounding forks,
let him take two perfectly unison forks so large
as to yield no tone, say ten or twelve vibrations
to the second, armed with mirrors as just sug
gested, and placed on separate supports with
nothing connecting them but the air. Now, if
the air-pulses sent off from the sounding forks
are really what keep up the sympathy and
oause the two beams of light to dance in syn
chronism, as the wave -theory must teach,
surely the air-pulses from the large soundless
forks in equally close proximity should exer
cise the same sympathy, and coerce the same
synchronous dancing of the beams of light in
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whatever relation these two large forks shall
happen to start. Will this be the case?
We here predict that so far from any such
result taking place, the two beams of light
from the soundless forks will dance either syn
chronously or in any phase of opposition just
as they may happen to start off after bowing,
and will so continue without sympathetic
change till the forks come to rest, the air
waves having no effect upon their motions.
If this shall really take place with the large
soundless forks and with their necessarily
more powerful air-wave's according to the
wave-theory, thus showing no sympathetic ac
tion between them ; and if our other prediction
shall prove true that two unison sounding
forks can vibrate only in synchronism because
of this sympathy, will it not of necessity break
down the wave-theory which teaches that sym
pathetic vibration produced in an unbowed
fork is caused by air-waves alone?
Then suppose, as another test in the same
direction, that we prepare two large and sound
less forks, one of nine and the other of ten vibra
tions per second, with mirrors as before, and
allow a single beam of light to reflect from
one fork.to the other and thence to the screen,
as described by Prof. Tyndall in his illustra
tion of beats, there will of course be repre
sented upon this screen one silent beat per
second by an alternate elongation and con
traction of the light, and this will continue
till the forks come to rest. But will the two
beating and soundless forks come to rest
through this influence of the claimed air-waves
any quicker than if they should vibrate in per
fect unison? Our prediction of course is, that
no difference whatever will occur in the length
of time these silent forks with all their sup
posed air-waves will vibrate whether in unison
or not, while two sounding forks similarly
tested, as just predicted, will come to rest
much quicker, if they are one vibration apart,
than if in perfect unison. This, if it shall turn
out as we predict, will demonstrate that the
sympathy which impedes action in sounding
forks out of unison, but produces no effect on
soundless forks in a similar phase of opposition,
has nothing whatever to do with air-waves,
but depends entirely upon the influence of
sound-force as a substantial cause.
One other prediction before we close this
paper, based on the philosophical considera
tions here presented, namely :
Take two unison forks of loud tone in close
sympathetic proximity, each so connected
with an electric battery as to force their
prongs to vibrate, not in synchronism but in a
phase of opposition—that is the vibrations of
the prongs of one fork slightly to follow those
of the other,—and we predict that in such op
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posed relation no sound will be heard, it being
the same as the silent part of the "beat."
But let the electric current be so changed as to
force the prongs into synchronism, and in
stantly a loud sound will be heard, or in other
words, the loud part of the ordinary "beat"
will be produced.
If this should prove to be the case, and if our
other predictions should prove true that two
sounding forks while beating will come to rest
much sooner than if sounding in unison in con
sequence of a sympathetic drag upon each
other, while soundless forks with all their air
waves will show no such sympathy, would it not
totally destroy the wave-theory claim that mu
sical beats are caused by air-waves in inter
ference ; and would it not thereby demonstrate
the truth of the substantial theory of sound?
We thus again give what we conceive to be
the only possible explanation of the cause of
musical " beats," namely, the sympathy ex
erted by one sounding fork over another
slightly out of unison through the action of
substantial pulses of sound-force as observed
and illustrated in what is called sympathetic
vibration.
That sound-force can exert such sympathetic
effect upon a unison body or check such sym
pathy as soon as such body reaches a phase of
opposition or ceases to be in a unison condi
tion, is no more incredible or unthinkable than
that magnetic force can go out from a steel
magnet and exert a sympathetic influence over
a metalic body that is potentially in magnetic
sympathy with it, but will refuse all sympathy
for bodies not in this magnetic relation.
Let wave-theorists explain magnetic sym
pathy on the theory that magnetism "is but
the rotation of the particles of the steel mag
net," as taught by Sir William Thomson, ig
noring force as a substantial entity, and then
tell us how such motion of the steel molecules
can lift a distant piece of iron before they
pooh-pooh the substantial view of sound-force
as here set forth. If motion in the steel parti
cles of the magnet can not explain the lifting
of a distant piece of iron in opposition to
gravity and exerted through impervious sheets
of glass, neither can mere mechanical motion
explain the wonders of sympathetic vibration
as herein set forth.
Our aim in writing on these subjects as
much as we are doing, is to place on record,
before we shall depart hence, certain argu
ments, criticism aud predictions, for the bene
fit of rising substantialists, that might be over
looked should we neglect so to record them
while the questions involved are in the fresh
ness of their original discussion.
We feel as if these arguments, placed con
spicuously in the columns of the Microcosm

from month to month for perpetual safe keep
ing while our mental powers are still active,
will be a most important part of the small
legacy we hope to bequeath to coming genera
tions. If these discussions shall form the texts
for future lectures upon scientific and educa
tional subjects by coming young investigators,
possibly long years after the writer of this
shall have not even a stone to mark the rest
ing place of his ashes, the only memorial he
shall ever covet will -be complete.
Next month we shall attempt an explanation
of the phenomenon of the rotating tuning-fork
in front of the ear with no sound issuing from
the corners of the fork. This problem, more
than any other, is resorted to by wave-the
orists as a proof of the interference of air
waves. In that explanation we shall elaborate
the most conclusive argument against this sup
posed law of sound-wave interference and con
sequently against the wave-theory itself yet
produced.
SUBSTANCE.
BY J. I. SWANDER, PH. D.
What is substance? A proper definition of
the term is called for. Etymologically, sub
stance is from " substantice or substare, to be
under or present, from the prefix sub, under,
and stare, to stand, to stand firm. That which
underlies all outward manifestations ; the per
manent subject or cause of phenomena ; that
which is real indistinction from that which is
merely apparent ; that which constitutes any
thing what it is ; real or existing essence.
Assuming the correctness of the above defi
nition, taken largely from Webster, let us now
proceed to classify and make proper distinc
tions between the different classes of sub
stances of which the Universe according to
sound philosophy consists. In doing so we
will see that a proper classification of all sub
stances includes all and only those things
which are real and of existing essence. Such
natural classification must also so arrange all
existing essence as to show that each co-ordin
ate class is constitutionally divisible into its
natural subordinates.
One of the peculiar elements of strength in
the system of thought now beginning to be ex
amined by all unprejudiced and earnest minds
is its classification of all real existences into
substances immaterial and material. To class
ify all things into self-existent and created may
do in a treatise on ontology or the science of
being in general, but such a distinction has no
necessary place at the foundation of a system
and method of thought, which has already
shown its superiority over all others by stim
ulating the public mind to seek after a more
rational analysis of being, and to find a more
satisfactory explanation of its phenomena, than
any order of inquiry yet awakened in the
bosom of man or pushed forward by the
energy of mere human intellect.
It is quite common to classify all existing es
sences as infinite or absolute, and finite—that
order of entities limited by time and space.
This very correct .distinction grounds itself in
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the nature of things, and as such should be
kept clearly and constantly in view in all ef
forts at correct reasoning concerning the
-origin, nature and mission of things, but its
primary importance is in the sphere of theol
ogy, where the most correct of attainable
knowledge of the invisible world is received
through a supernatual revelation of truth to
Christian faith, which is its own evidence of
things not seen. In the sphere of philosophy
it is different. Here nature is the text-book,
and reason the pupil's guide to a knowledge of
what is therein revealed. Not that faith may
be ignored, for without faith we can have no
proper understanding that the worlds were
framed by the King invisible, infinite and full
of glory. " Theology," according to Plato,
"comes within the sphere of philosophy only
so far as its facts or doctrines are objects which
reason can examine or explain." Finite reason
can not explain the facts that lie in the realm
of the infinite. Hence, sound philosophy de
mands and adopts a classification of entities
quite different from that which is admitted at
the head of this paragraph.
Another distinction sometimes made in
thoughtless and unphilosophical attempts to
arrange the entities of the universe is that
which classifies them as mind and matter.
This is manifestly a use of terms not suffi
ciently comprehensive to embrace all the real
things in the wide realm of being. It certainly
requires but little effort on the part of an in
telligent and unprejudiced man to see that
there are some things which come under the
category of neither mind nor matter. The
Substantial Philosophy has already shown
that while cohesion, gravity, magnetism, elec
tricity, light, heat and sound, are neither men
tal nor material, they are nevertheless entities
and substances in the essential constitution of
nature.
We repeat, therefore, that there is one class
ification which underlies all sound philosophi
cal reasoning. It distinguishes between the
things that are immaterial and those that are
material. This distinction grounds itself in
the dual constitution of nature, and is in exact
accord with the fitness of things. It is there
fore essentially necessary that the readers of
Nature's book and the diligent searchers
after the truths set forth in its pages, be sure
that they make this distinction and keep it in
prominent view in their constant endeavor to
secure for themselves the commanding posi
tion from which they may reasonably hope to
see the realities and admire the beauties that
would otherwise never come within the angle
of their vision. The idea of immaterial sub
stance is one not so easily grasped by the
mind, and yet the firm grasping and holding
of this truth is one of the keys indispensible
for the opening of the door to the invisible
world of true science, true religion and true
blessedness.
Let it also be born constantly in mind that
the immaterial and the material forms of sub
stance are radically different in their basic
principles, though co-ordinate and mutual in
their relation to each other in constituting and
perpetuating the economy of the universe.
Immaterial entities are just as real as matter,
and matter is just as real as substance under
any one of its immaterial forms. Neither one
is a derivative from nor a mere phenomenon
of the other. Substance, whether immaterial
,or material, may render indispensible service
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in the grand and multiform display of Nature's
numerous phenomena, but it can never be cor
rectly classified as merely phenomenal. Ideal
ists claim that matter has no existence of its
own or in itself ; materialists claim that all ex
cept matter is only phenomenal ; Substantialism claims and proves that both idealists and
materialists are radically wrong.
This fallacy of materialism is exposed by the
Substantial Philosophy, which teaches that
there is an invisible world no less real than
that differently constituted order of things, of
whose existence we have knowledge through
the testimony of the senses. Keeping this
fact in view we should, however, not forget
that the opposite heresy, whether in the iorm
of idealism, spiritualism, nominalism or phe
nomenalism, is just as far from the wholeness
and symmetry of everlasting truth. It is now
claimed by some that matter has nothing more
than a phenomenal existence; and strange as
it may appear, Newton is quoted as good au
thority for holding that view. Even admitting
it to be true as stated by Sir Isaac that all
the matter in the universe is compressible into
one cubic inch of space, nothing more is thereby
conceded than the compressibility of matter.
Upon this point there is no dispute. Under
the action of immaterial substance or force
matter may undergo any one of a dozen
changes in its form, but it is always nothing
less nor more than matter in its essence.
Even as the immaterial or force elements of
nature, availing themselves of the opportuni
ties at hand in the presence of matter may, by
virtue of the law of correlation, assume differ
ent forms and become differently visible in
different manifestations while it remains the
same as its essence—conserved force—imma
terial substance.
One reason why men reject the doctrine of
an invisible world in general, is the fact that
they have no proper conception of their own
souls as microcosms or little worlds as real
and substantial as the planet on which they
dream. To such \he gospel of creation is hid,
because the god of materialism has blinded their
eyes to the extent that they can see nothing
real except that which is ponderable, tangible
and divisible into molecules of matter. They
claim that these molecules of which their ma
terial bodies are composed are in perpetual
motion, and that their souls are the resultants
of such molecular motion. What superlative
sophistry ! They deny the principle of propul
sion, and yet claim that something is propelled.
They profess to think, and yet deny the real
existence of the thinker.
Fremont, O.
THE WAVE THEORY OP ACOUSTICS.*
BY GEORGE ASHDOWN AUDSLEY, F.E.I.B.A.
When first I received your kind invitation,
through your courteous secretary, to address
you on the subject of the New and Old Theo
ries of Sound, I am free to admit my convic
tion was that it was simply impossible for me
to do so on so short a notice. It was, believe
me, no disrespect for your very gratifying in
vitation, no desire to avoid a task requiring
considerable time and study, that dictated this
conviction ; it was simply its apparent impos
sibility, overworked ana pressed on every side
as I was by exacting and absorbing literary
* A Paper read before the Members of the South
Eastern Section, London, England, November, 1890.
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undertakings, and by two papers which I had
previously promised to write—one on "The
Swell in the Organ," for the College of Organ
ists, on December 2d, and the other my second
essay on "What is Sound?" for the Musical
Association, in January.
A little consideration, however, decided me
to see what midnight oil would do ; and I re
solved to try my utmost to meet you here this
evening, and once more to experience the de
light of addressing a distinguished body of
practical musicians, which I felt sure would
exercise kind patience in all my obvious short
comings ; and whose members would use their
own judgments and well-known common sense
in the consideration of the relative merits of
the two theories of acoustics which it is my
present task briefly to analyze and compare.
I hardly think any one will, m hot haste, press
forward with stereotyped mathematical for
mulae and algebraic sums of impossible wavemotions, and posturize, with eyes turned up, in
allbut religious horror at the enormity of the
sin of one who dares to use common observa
tion and common sense in a scientific matter,
and who ventures to call in question the pet
doctrines of the wave-theorist, and to smile at
the beautiful formulae on which alone he sup
ports them.
I have been howled at from the mathematical
cohorts for thus daring to denounce the undulatory or motion theories of science, and of
sound in particular, which have so long been
the happy hunting-grounds of mathematical
sportsmen ; but I have rested my soul in peace.
I happily hold the slavish mathematical mind
in about the same high esteem as a far abler
man than I can ever hope to be felt himself
constrained to hold it. Speaking of the "mod
ern manufacturers of mathematical hypoth
eses," Mattieu Williams remarks—"It matters
not to them how 'wild and visionary,' how
utterly gratuitous, any assumption may be, it
is not unscientific provided it can be vested in
formulae and worked out mathematically.
These transcendental mathematicians are
struggling to carry philosophy back to the era
of Duns Scotus, when the greatest triumph of
learning was to sophisticate so profoundly an
obvious absurdity that no ordinary intellect
could refute it. . . . The close study of pure
mathematics, by directing the mind to pro
cesses of calculation rather than phenomena,
induces that sublime indi fference of facts which
has characterized the purely mathematical in
tellect of all ages." Enough about mathe
matical matters for the present.
I have to ask your kind indulgence for this
paper, for it is not what I should have prepared
for you had the ordinary time been given me.
I only received your kind invitation on Octo
ber 14th. Many of you are aware that I had
the privilege of reading the first paper on the
Substantial Theory of Sound, ever read in Eu
rope, before the Musical Association last Ses
sion ; and doubtless some of you heard that
paper, and perhaps more of you have read it,
as printed in the Proceedings of the Associa
tion. It is my wish, therefore, to touch but
slightly on the chief points of that paper, no
more, indeed, than is absolutely necessary ; and
on the present occasion to lead you over as
much new ground as time will permit. When
I take you on to my old ground, I shall do my
best to make you see matters more clearly.
You will perhaps be content with some of my
old experiments, for I have not been able to
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get my new pieces of apparatus ready for the
present occasion.
As I said in my first lecture, it seems, per
haps, a rather startling question to put to the
learned and accomplished members of such a
Society as this—What is Sound? For have
you not, during all your professional lives,
been working "over head and ears" in it—
bending it, blending it, and compelling it to
interpret your souls' finestthoughtsand highest
inspirations? Yet I have to-night to ask you,
What is Sound ? and at the same time to try
and lead you to a right answer to that question
—a question and an answer worthy of your
most earnest attention—to whom more so than
to you practical musicians? It is highly prob
able had you, a few months ago, asked your
selves the question, that you would have ac
cepted the ordinary text-book definition ; and,
on referring to those text-books vifhich are the
acknowledged authorities on the subject, you
would have found Sound stated to be a wave-,
motion, or simply a mechanical motion of the
air, set up by a mechanical action of some de
scription of sonorous or vibrating body, such
as a tuning-fork, a bell, a string, or a metallic
tongue, and addressing itself to yoursensorium
by merely setting up in your ears a corre
sponding mechanical action. Did it ever strike
you that Sound—one of the blessed gifts of the
great architect of the universe—one of the
things in nature which is present, active or
passive, everywhere and in every object we
know of—had a singularly common birth place,
according to the popular theory ; a miserable,
struggling existence, full of vicissitudes, not
withstanding the dignity of the algebraic sums
of its motions, which, when very much buffeted
and interfered with, it could lay claim to ; and
that at last it had some hard and undignified
work to do before it found rest in your brain?
Most certainly,, whilst musicians have been
toiling to heap glory and dignity upon Sound,
giving mankind reason to thank God for the
gift of so much sweetness, scientists and mathe
maticians have been doing their best to degrade
it to the level of a mechanical accident. We
are called upon to believe that the mechanical
hammering or impinging of air-waves on the
tympanums of our ears is the only means nat
ure has devised for the entry of music into our
souls, and for the stirring up within us of the
highest and the most refined sentiments of our
being. We have, according to our great
teachers of acoustical science, to believe that
a certain kind of hammering melts us into
tears ; that another kind thrills our souls with
a mysterious feeling of joy and gladness;
whilst a slightly different kind of hammering
on our tympanums sets our musical teeth on
edge and irritates us almost to the point of fury.
As musicians, you can not accept such a teach
ing—your every day experience is dead against
such a miserable mechanical hypothesis.
With these hasty remarks, by way of an in
troduction, I may now direct your kind atten
tion to the more important subject of my
paper.
As all present must be more or less conver
sant with the teachings of the wave-theory of
acoustics, I would willingly spare you any de
scription of them on the present occasion ; but
it is absolutely necessary to allude to those
teachings, for the purpose of showing the great
difficulties which surround them, and in some
cases to point out their positive absurdity and
impossibility when tested by our daily experi
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ence, and examined under the cool light of
reason and common sense.
I have here before me a large tuning-fork,
which is a most convenient sonorous body, and
one from which very valuable lessons may be
learnt, as we shall shortly see : and my open
ing remarks shall lead up to the consideration
of the fork as a sonorous or sound-producing
instrument.
The Wave Theory of Sound, according to all
the accepted text-books and the teaching of all
its high priests, assures us that Sound outside
our sensations is simply the wave-motion of
the air or air-particles ; and that this motion
of the air-particles is produced by the mechani
cal or vibratory motion of the sonorous body
or the sounding instrument. As no wavetheorist either in or outside this room will dis
pute this, I need not waste valuable time in
giving more than a single passage in proof
thereof, from Professor Tyndall's work, enti
tled "Sound." He says, sound "is propagated
as a wave or pulse through the air. This wave
impinging upon thetympanicmembrane causes
it to shiver, its tremors are transmitted through
the drum to the auditory nerve, and along the
auditory nerve to the brain, where it announces
itself as sound." Observe, we are here assured,
in unmistakable English, that outside the tym
panic membrane of the ear sound is simply a
wave or pulse of the air set up by an explosion
or the mechanical action of some body.
He now defines what this wave or pulse is.
"Asonorous wave," says the professor, "con
sists of two parts, in one of which the air is
condensed, and in the other rarefied. The mo
tion of the sonorous wave must not be con
founded with the motion of the particles which
at any moment form the wave. During the
passage of the wave, every particle concerned
in its transmission makes only a small excur
sion to and fro. The length of this excursion
is called the amplitude of the vibration."
According to the wave theory, we are as
sured that, outside of us, loudness in a sound is
simply wave-amplitudes of the air-particles
created by the mechanical action of the soundproducing body, such as the tuning-fork before
you. Accordingly, if one sound is louder than
another, it is, as all acousticians tell us, only
because the air-particles oscillate further to
and fro in the one case than in the other, and
consequently because the sounding instrument
creates a greater atmosphere disturbance in
the one instance than in the other.
Now let us look into this plausible idea
closely, and see how it will stand the test of a
little calm reasoning. It surely follows, as my
friend, Dr. Hall, says, that if what has just
been stated be true science, "the sounding in
strument of a given pitch or vibrational num
ber, which vibrates the farthest, having the
largest surface and consequently producing
the greatest amount of atmospheric disturb
ance, should in every case produce the loudest
sound and be heard at the greatest distance.
There is no disputing this statement by an ad
vocate of the present theory of sound. To
prevaricate, or even to deny these premises,
would be to stultify the very foundation on
which the wave theory rests."
Hence we come to the general facts in this
matter on which we base our argument against
the truth and reasonableness of the wave
theory. Follow me carefully please. "There
are many vibrating and sound-producing in
struments, of large surface, wide amplitude of
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swing, and causing .a powerful agitation of the
air,—in other words, which produce intense
' condensations and rarefactions of the air,'
which alone constitute sound according to the
theory,—but which can not be heard more than
six or eight feet away in a still room ; while
there are other sounding instruments with but
a small fraction of the surface to act on the
air, having not one-tenth the amplitude or dis-.
tance of swing, with not one-hundredth part
the weight, and consequently producing but a
slight fraction of atmospheric disturbance, or
'condensation and rarefaction' as compared
with the others, yet which can be heard nearly
one thousand times farther away, and will fill
millions of times greater cubical masses of air
zvith their audible sound. Such being the case
is it not self-evident that sound is not produced
by air-waves at all, since the last named sound
ing-bodies which'produce but a slight fraction
as much wave-motion of the air as the others,
actually produce many thousands of times the
loudness of sound and consequently thousands
of times the quantity of sound produced by the
others."
Now, as we see plainly and conclusively that
loudness of sound does not depend upon air
waves or atmospheric disturbance, then sound
itself does not depend upon air-waves at all.
" In other words,this argument demonstrates
as clearly as the fixed laws of mechanics and
mathematics can demonstrate anything, that
although sound-force is liberated from various
sounding bodies by their vibratory tremor, the
force itself or its loudness in no wise depends
upon the air-waves or atmospheric disturbances
thereby produced, — they being merely inci
dental to the tremor required for liberating: the
force—but, on the contrary, the quantity of
sound-force liberated depends entirely upon the
sonorous property and cohesive structure of
the sounding body."
As I desire that there should neither be a
doubt on nor a begging of this fundamental
question, and its bearing on the wave theory,
let me remind you that according to that
theory, and, indeed, according to its central
proposition, "Sound, external to our sensa
tions, consists of air-waves : that is, of ' condensationsand rarefactions of the air,' and that,
on account of the elasticity of the air, those
condensed pulses travel, when formed and
started, at the known or observed velocity of
sound. The theory further teaches that the
greater the condensations and rarefactions
constituting a given sound, the louder must be
that sound, and the farther it will travel before
the pulses die out or become inaudible."
There will, I feel sure, be no dispute about
the accuracy of this brief statement of the basic
principle of the wave theory ; but in case any
one of my hearers should, at the moment,
question the manner in which it has been put
before him, let me give the teaching in Pro
fessor Tyndall's own words :—
He says:— "We have already learned that
what is loudness in our sensations is outside of
us nothing more than width of swing, or am
plitude of the vibrating air-particles. Every
other real sonorous impression of which we
are conscious has its correlative without, as a
mere form or state of the atmosphere."
Again he - remarks :—" The greater volume
of sound heard everywhere throughout the
room, can only be due to the greater amount
of motion communicated to the air of the
room."
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This question of loudness in connection with
sonorous bodies, is of vast importance in any
discussion on the new and old theories of sound,
so, at the risk of a little repetition, I shall give
you a few of the remarks made upon it by the
founder of the Substantial Philosophy. Speak
ing of the very passages I have just quoted
from Professor Tyndall's work, he says :—
"This is the teaching of all physicists on this
subject, and a hundred similar passages could
be quoted to prove it. Hence, if the wave
theory of sound be true, it follows inevitably
that the sounding body which vibrates farthest
or causes the greatest disturbance of air,—
that is, which gives the greatest amplitude of
swing to the vibrating air-particles,—should
produce the loudest sound, and should be heard
at the greatest distance. On the contrary, if
the wave theory be false, and if sound, instead
of air-waves, consists of pulses of substantial
force, radiating from the sounding body in
synchronism with its vibrations, then it fol
lows that the volume or loudness of sound
should depend entirely upon the sonorous nat
ure, quality, or property of the sounding body,
and without any necessary relation to the in
cidental disturbance it produces in the air"
(To be continued.)
REPLY TO MR. THOMAS CHATER.
To the Editor of "Musical Opinion and Trade
Review " :
Sir,—As the acknowledged originator of the
Substantial Theory of Sound and as the first
publicly to oppose the wave-theory with argu
ments based on the principles of physical
science, I am naturally looked to as the proper
one to meet and answer any arguments new
or old that may be presented either favoring
the wave-theory or opposing Substantialism.
In this recognized capacity of semi-leadership
it has been my custom to keep constantly
upon the alert for the strongest and most
plausible arguments in favor of the current
theory of acoustics, and to let no such ap
parent proofs of the correctness of that theory
escape unnoticed. CJp to the present time I
solemly aver that not one singla argument or
acoustical fact has yet been brought to my
notice in favor of the current teaching on that
subject that can not easily be met and logically
brushed aside.
As the criticisms of Mr. Chater in your
March issue have the merit of plausibility, at
least until analyzed in the light of scientific
truth, I am sure the interests of your readers
will be greatly conserved by the publication of
the following remarks :
Mr. Chater starts off by saying that the
reason why " the more energetic vibrations of
the iron sound-board under the stem of the
tuning-fork, with their much greater action
on the air, do not produce a fiftieth part of the
sonorous effect caused by the soft pine wood
sound-board is perfectly easy of explanation."
I assert on the contrary that Mr. Chater's
attempted explanation is without a shadow of
scientific truth in its favor, as I will imme
diately show. Now let Mr. Chater watch me
closely and see if I do not redeem my pledge.
First, take his so-called " truism that without
air no sound can be produced by a vibrating
body." A flatter contradiction of fact could
not be placed in fewer words. A bell has
been rung under water in the lake of Geneva
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and the sound thus produced heard by an ear
similarly immersed nine miles from the bell.
When a boy, I have held my head under
water with my ears filled with it, while another
boy several feet below the surface, and hun
dreds of feet away, would rub two pebbles
together, the sound being vastly louder to
me than if produced and listened to in the open
air. What reliance, therefore, can be placed
in Mr. Chater's "explanation," based on such
a scientific blunder as here pointed out at the
very commencement of his criticism?
Having thus shown his "truism" not to be
true we are the better prepared to appreciate
his explanation of the enormous difference in
sound augmentation caused by the iron and
wood sound-boards as based upon this "tru
ism." Here it is verbatim :
"Now 'soft pine wood' is composed or made uplike the lungs of man or other tone producing animals
—of innumerable small cells or cavities, the woody
fibers forming their outlines or walls ; and upon contact
of the stem of the tuning-fork the imprisoned air in
these cells is compressed by its forward vibration and
expands on its recoil, and so the entire substance of the
wood is thrown into a state of isochronous vibration
with the fork, causing corresponding waves of the air,
and hence augmentation of the tone. Whereas the cav
ities in the iron and the contained air are so small as to
be practically non-existent, and it is therefore incapable
of adding to the volume or power of the sound produoed
by the vibrations of the fork. For the same reason,
hard or close grained wood does not form bo good a
sound-board as soft."
The plain truth is, a more baseless lot of
statements than the foregoing never were put
together. Take, for example, a piece of pum
ice stone, fuller of air-cells than any piece of
wood ever grown, and hold the stem of a vi
brating tuning-fork against it, and its reson
ance is even less than from a similar piece of
iron. Take a flat piece of hard dry-pressed
sponge that is composed entirely of air-cells
and hold the stem of the fork against it, and
you will not get half as much augmentation of
the sound as from the piece of iron 1 Why?
Simply because the sponge does not possess
the sonorous property or the quality needed to
liberate this form of substantial force from the
fountain of natural energy.
Take a sheet of rolled glass, which contains
less porosity or air-cells than iron or any other
known substance, and its resonance far ex
ceeds that o f iron. Where are your air-cells to
cause this difference? Take a thick card of
blotting-paper which will give out almost no
resonance from the stem of the vibrating fork,
and yet it is so porous or full of air cells that
it will fill with water at a touch to three or
four times its weight.
But finally, in order to annihilate this fool
ish criticism of Mr. Chater, take a goblet filled
with champagne and tap it with a pencil while
the wine is effervescing and full of air-cells or
gas-cells, which are the same, and a dull sound
is the result ; but as soon as the effervescing
ceases and the cells disappear, the same tap
will cause it to ring out brilliantly 1 This fact
is well known to all well-informed wavetheorists, but it can only be explained on the
principles of Substantialism. Surely, if the
cells in the wine deaden the sound, then the
cells in the wooden sound-board do not cause
the augmentation observed ?
What a pity Mr. Chater did not know some
thing about the wave-theory of sound ! Had
this been the case he would have known that
every author who has written on the subject
of sound-boards, including Tyndall, Helmholtz, Sedley Taylor, etc., have always attrib
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uted their augmentation of the sound of strings,
tuning-forks, etc., to their large surfaces and
their bodily vibrations, and consequently to the
more powerful segmental air- waves thus sent
off, and that not one writer has ever before
thought of attributing this marked augmenta
tion to the air cells within the substance of the
wood.
Mr. Chater should recognize the fact that no
man now has the right to step forward as a
self-constituted champion of the wave-theory
and then invent novel explanations of a diffi
culty which ignore and contradict the standard
books on the subject. The wave-theory, let
him remember,, is already established and must
stand or fall by the explanations already given
of sound-phenomena as set forth in the text
books. If Mr. Chater so desires he is, of course,
at liberty to get up a new theory, such as his
ingenious air-cell hypothesis, even if it con
tains no truth, and then defend it if he can ;
but he has no right to put forward such novel
"truisms" as any part of the wave-theory of
sound.
Of a similar character is his explanation of
the source of the loud sound caused by a pitchpipe, which results, as he assumes, from the
fact of the reed vibrating in a large air-cell.
This, too, is a false "truism" if I may be al
lowed the solicism. Thrust the stem of the
vibrating fork into this pipe and no augmenta
tion whatever of its sound will occur. Then
thrust the vibrating prongs of the fork into a
similar air-cell , and still no augmentation takes
place unless the chamber contains a column of
air that is about of the same vibrational num
ber as that of the fork and thus responds by
sympathetic vibration. The truth is, the air-cell of the pitch-pipe has nothing to do with
the loudness of the sound emitted, this loud
ness being due solely to the vibrating reed and
the corresponding rapid breaking up of the
air-current blown through it.
Mr. Chater thinks if I would send him pre
pared specimens of our loud-sounding Ameri
can locust he could easily explain its method
of producing its wonderful tone. If his "ex
planation" should come no nearer the truth
than that given of the great augmentation of
sound produced by the wooden sound-board in
comparison to that of an iron one, it would
hardly pay me for the trouble of sending him
prepared specimens.
A. Wilford Hall,
Editor of the MICROCOSM,
23 Park Row, New York.
PROP. WOOD'S REPLY.
The reader will remember Prof. A. B.
Wood's letter, on the "swiftly advancing"
prongs of the tuning-fork, as printed in the
March Microcosm, with our answer to the
same. Since then we have received a reply
from Prof. Wood, admitting nearly everything
we insisted upon as indisputable scientific
truth with the exception of a single remaining
claim in favor of the wave-theory of sound.
He admits virtually if not directly that the
truth or falsity of that theory now hinges
upon the single argument he there presents.
It is gratifying in no small degree to feel that
so able a scientific thinker is willing, after
conceding so many points in our arguments
against the current theory of acoustics, to
limit the entire controversy to a single remain
ing question. We will take pleasure in pre
senting the professor's letter with our remarks
in the next number of this journal.
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A MIRROR HELD UP TO A. I. ROOT, OR.
KELLOGG, AND E. D. SCOTT,
BY THE ASSOCIATE EDITOR.
It is to be regretted that any man claiming
to be an honorable citizen, should be capable
deliberately of making the statement pub
lished by Mr. Root in his Bee journal for
March, just brought to my notice, concerning
Dr. Hall's great discovery for the promotion
of health and longevity.
Our readers will remember the terrific castigation administered to Root by the editor of
this journal less than a year ago (Vol. VII.,
pp. 142, 154), when the Bee man deliberately
confessed that after buying the Health-Pam
phlet, under a solemn pledge of honor not to re
veal it outside of his own family, he had coolly
published the whole thing to the world in his
paper and confessed his crime, trying to
justify it on the plea that it was wrong to keep
such a valuable discovery from the public, and
that it was therefore equally wrong for Dr.
Hall to charge $4 for the knowledge. The
consistency of all this will appear before we
close these animadversions.
Root knows and confesses that but for Dr.
Hall's efforts in bringing this treatment to the
knowledge of the world by selling it at $4 un
der a pledge of honor, neither he nor any of
his afflicted neighbors would now be enjoying
its benefits, though he dishonestly insists that
the remedy was not new at the time of Dr.
Hall's discovery.
To prove this statement, he refers to a little
book which he confesses was not printed till
" 1850," a year after the date of Dr. Hall's dis
covery as shown in his Health-Pamphlet 1
Yet right in the midst of this absurd and selfcontradictory effort to still his own conscience
by such a ridiculous attempt to prove that the
treatment was old and well known to the med
ical profession, he laughably slips up by calling
the very treatment he had obtained from Dr.
Hall a " new remedy"! (page 185). The de
moralization of the Bee man's reasoning power
seems only equaled by that of his conscience.
The book referred to by Root is not only an
ticipated by Dr. Hall's discovery, but as the
author of that book lived in the same vicinity
as Dr. Hall, and no doubt knew of his wonder
ful recovery from consumption under his new
treatment which became generally known, it
is almost certain he got his first ideas of the
new remedy from Dr. Hall's extensive circle of
friends, as at that time there was no effort
made by them to keep the facts a secret.
But as the full details of the remedy were
not known to any save the discoverer himself,
this accounts for the important fact that in
the book referred to by Root the real gist and
essential features of Dr. Hall's treatment are
entirely overlooked.
Thus the vaulting ambition to disparage Dr.
Hall and rob him of the honor of that great
discovery has literally o'erleaped itself by
letting the cat out of the bag, that the little
book which had been lyingly reported as an
ticipating Dr. Hall's discovery was not in print
till a year after Dr. Hall had cured himself of
consumption by that remedy ! Give the devil
rope enough and he is always sure to hang
himself in the end.
If the medical profession as Root claims
knew all about this treatment, and if the
book he refers to really made it known, which
it did not, why have not some of these doctors
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made it known to Root during all the years
he has been consulting them about his health ?
Why did not some of his numerous acquaint
ances, also in constant consultations with
various physicians, get even a hint from them
concerning this marvelous remedy, so as to
communicate it to Root and not leave him in
total ignorance of it during all the years of
his life, until he chanced to learn of Dr. Hall's
Health-Pamphlet, and was induced to buy it
for $4?
Yet this was the actual condition of the
afflicted all over the world at the time Dr.
Hall's pamphlet made its appearance, with
physicians of all schools and professions deal
ing out drugs for all classes of disease, and
even not intimating this wonderful drugless
remedy which they knew all about ! This is
rather a cool testimonial for Mr. Root unwit
tingly to publish in favor of the honor of the
medical fraternity !
Is it not vastly more probable that medical
practitioners were in the same ignorance as to
the scope, details and therapeutical value of
this treatment that Dr. Stevens, of Syracuse,
N. Y., was, when Dr.' Hall revealed his dis
covery to him twenty-three years ago and
startled him with the revelation? But Dr.
Stevens was an honest man, and lost no time
in admitting Dr. Hall's discovery to be new to
the medical world, whatever hints had been
printed to the contrary notwithstanding. Ac
cordingly he at once adopted it personally and
in his practice as a genuine revolution in
therapeutical science. And the same pre
cisely has been the case with more than one
thousand other practicing physicians whose
names Dr. Hall has on file, and many of which
have appeared in the Microcosm, who have
received the new treatment as a beneficent
revelation to a suffering world, and who unhesi
tatingly declarethat nothing like it as a practi
cal remedial system was previously known to
the profession.
It is now too late for conceited upstarts and
plagiarists like Kellogg, and mendacious big
ots like Scott, after Dr. Hall has brought the
medical profession to his feet and compelled
them to adopt his remedy, to try to create
the impression that this discovery was old and
well known.
Both Kellogg and Scott knew that what little
inkling of this treatment had appeared in
print, previous to Dr. Hall's full disclosure of
the remedy, was so imperfectly elaborated and
so limited in its scope and application to cases
of emergency, that it had made no impression
on the doctors of the country by which to in
duce its adoption or arrest the dealing out of
drugs. As soon, however, as Dr. Hall's
Health-Pamphlet had set forth the full treat
ment—not to meet a desperate emergency
and then be dropped until another similar
emergency occurred, but to be employed as a
permanent and persistent health-restoring and
health-preserving process—then lo, and be
hold, the doctors had always known all about
it ! No : Root may thus try to ease off his
half-paralyzed conscience for the violation of
his solemn pledge of honor not to reveal the
treatment outside of his own family unless it
should be paid for like any other prescription,
but it will end in his total self-stultification as
a man.
Notwithstanding Root knew he had thus
pledged his sacred honor, and notwithstanding
he knew and acknowleges that the treatment
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is worth many times the $4 charged for it to
any one who will carry it out according to Dr.
Hall's instructions, yet as soon as he had read
the pamphlet and had become satisfied by a.
test that it was more than was claimed for it,
and that he had struck a bonanza for the cure
of all forms of disease, he saw what a splendid
chance he now had to create a sensation in his
paper and reap a harvest of subscribers if it
was not for that unfortunate pledge of honor I
So the infamous thought struck him that as it
must be a crime for Dr. Hall to sell a discovery
for $4 that was so essential to suffering
humanity, therefore it would bje no crime for
him to sacrifice his honor by making it known
through his paper, especiallyas he could there
by make a pile of money out of the discovery
under the sham plea of a philanthropic interest
in the sick and suffering ! Eureka ! shouted
the old hypocrite as he chuckled to himself—
" I've struck it ! " And the conscience-seared
Bee humbug proceeds to write his editorial
revealing the treatment and imploring his
subscribers' forgiveness for his shameless act,
which he hopes will be condoned in conse
quence of the priceless revelation he is about
to make to a suffering world, thereby largely
to increase his subscription list ! And then with
half-suppressed crocodile tears for the afflic
tions he was about to relieve, and with a mer
ciless cut at the mercenary Dr. Hall, for ignobly
trying to make money out of the discovery
that had cost him forty years of investigation
to prove, he shuts his eyes as he hands the
seal of his condemnation to his printer, and
then staggers back home to take another treat
ment !
If my moral sensibility and discrimination
between right and wrong had sunk to such a
low ebb as that of A. I. Root, I would sell out
my whole conscience for much less than $4
and regard it as a speculation.
But Root never thought to ask himself the
question, which came readily to the mind of
every intelligent subscriber to his journal, if it
is criminal for a man to sell the knowledge of
his own discovery for a small fraction of its
real value, what must it be for a man, after
obtaining that knowledge under a solemn
pledge of honor, to violate his oath in order to
make money out of the discovery by revealing
it in his paper, thereby to increase his patron
age?
But this is not the worst phase of the
wretched Bee-fancier's predicament. In cast
ing about for reasons to satisfy his subscribers
concerning such an act of infamy he seeks, as
before hinted, to strengthen his cause by trying
to show that Dr. Hall was anticipated in his dis
covery by a book which he quotes, and then un
wittingly admits was not in print till a year
after the date of said discovery, and even when
the book is quoted it does not contain one of
the complete and essential phases of Dr. Hall's
system of treatment !
A more barefaced and pitiable indifference
to truth and imposition upon the public has
never appeared in print with the exceptions of
that of Dr. Kellogg, of Mich., and E. D. Scott,
of Minn., before referred to, who audaciously
quote the same identical book and deliberately
date it three years back, to prove that Dr. Hall
stole his discovery from that publication ! And
even with its real date one year after the dis
covery made by Dr. Hall, there is not the slight
est proof that this early edition contained one
word of what those miscreants quote^ as was.
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shown by Dr. Halllast month. They evidently
had not brains enough to know that a book is
often "copyrighted years before it is in print,
or as soon as an aspirant for authorship
chances to hit upon a title page he may intend
to adopt. But as .soon as the literary ass,
Kellogg, and his scurvy imitator, Scott, saw
that the book was "copyrighted" in 1847 they
deliberately charge Dr. Hall with theft, though
admitting that the book was not in print till
a year after his discovery ! ! ! If ever men de
served to be branded with the marlt of Cain it
is these same two specimen western criminals.
Such moral assassins are worse than highway
robbers thus to publish false dates to filch from
a man his own brain property as well as his
justly earned reputation.
But Root manifestly had not the same kind
of motive to damage Dr. Hall which actuated
Kellogg and Scott. Theirs was a mingling of
revenge, envy, malice, jealousy, avarice and
hate, but from different standpoints and on
different grounds ; while Root's was pure av
arice mingled with an insatiate desire for creat
ing a sensation in his paper while glorying in
the shame of violating his sacred pledge, under
the hypocritical pretense of benevolently wish
ing to give the world the benefit of so valuable
a discovery ! !
Yet this same benevolent, Christian, con
scienceless reprobate and sham philanthropist,
declares in his March article that it was the fact
of his having "paid $4 for the secret "that in
duced him to go ahead and try it thoroughly,
and as he now confesses, he was "agreeably
surprised " at the great improvement it made
in his health.
If it were possible for Root to tell the un
adulterated truth, he would say what thou
sands of others have said—that it was solely on
account of having paid the $4 for the secret,
that he now enjoys the marvelous benefits of
the treatment, and that if he had casually seen
it in some paper as a free gift to the public he
would never have tried it at all. Yet for work
ing out this system during forty years of pa
tient experimentation, thereby to demon
strate in his own person its effects on longev
ity; and for effectually organizing a success
ful method of presenting the remedy to the
public by requiring a pledge of honor and a
small fee, thereby to insure its thorough trial,
this unscrupulous maligner, without one word
of just praise to Dr. Hall for thus promoting
the health and saving the lives of thousands,
wickedJy condemns him as an extortioner.
So highly, however, does he now value the
remedy that he declares had he known of it
one night when he was neardying at Madison,
Wis., and that thereby "I could have perfect
relief in three minutes without using any sort
of drug or medicine, I would willingly have
given ten dollars for the privilege !" (page 185,
second column). Yet this ingrate publishes
Dr. Hall as about the chief of sinners forcharging $4 for what would have been worth " ten
dollars" to him for a single application ! ! !
Poor Root ; as an act of philanthropy, we
leave him in the congenial company of the
two arrant frauds, Kellogg and Scott, as a
trinity of the most detestible characters to be
met with in all history.
pg"Qld subscribers should not forget that if
they have not renewed for volume VIII this is
the time, as the volume is half out. Three new
subscribers entitles the sender to one copy free.
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THE ANNULAR THEORY.
No. 15.
BY PROF. I. N. VAIL.

I have referred to the Egyptian Deity T3'phon as a conspicuous annular fossil, and I
want to direct the reader's attention to this
fact while I proceed to show that he was a
serpent in the Iieavens. Let us also keep this
other fact constantly in view, viz. : The serpent
or dragon was the ancient-symbol of celestial
waters, which, serpent-like, "coiled around
the earth." The "serpent in the sea" is, even
in the sacred writings, made the emblem, or
rather the genius of the world of waters, as
every scripturean knows. With this knowl
edge we turn to the monumental inscriptions
of the eastern world and read them in a mar
velous flood of light. .
Typhon was worshiped in Egypt as a God,
and under different names. All the hiero
glyphics representing him, were aquatic char
acters, as the crocodile and hippopotamus,,
thus directly connecting him with the watery
element. One of his names, ApOp or Epep,
which means to " mountand mount," or "rise
continually ;" which at once affirms that he
was a perpetually rising feature, and one
therefore, that revolved about the earth and
in the heavens. But his name, Apophis, from
"Ap." to mount, and Aphis, a serpent or
dragon makes him the mounting serpent, and
in this attitude he is represented again and
again. Another of his names is Sat or Set,
which links him with high or lifted waters,,
and in later times his name is associated with
the northern heavens, in connection with Tat,,
the " world pillar" (concerning which the an
nular theory has in store the only possible
solution), but the guardian of the "world's
pillar," in all eastern legends is a serpent.
Typhon then is a serpent !
He was also a feature in the sky, for, as all
Egyptologists know he was the perpetual
enemy of the sunlight under the name of
Osiris. He was accustomed to force the sun
into his "coffin," or "Soros," and Plutarch
and other ancient writers say that Typhon
made war upon the other gods and drove them
from the heavens. That he slew the sunlight
and imprisoned Jupiter the storm god and thunderer. Now, it is as plain as the noon-day
sun, that annular vapors only, in the shape of
a canopy, could do any of these things. Only
a canopy of vapors could force the sun into his
coffin! Only-a canopy could slay him. Onlya
canopy could drive Jupiter, the rain and storm
god from his domain, the sky. In this very
legend then we have a memorial of an annular
feature whose name was Typhon, and whose
domain was the sky.
This conclusion, however, can be proven,
again and again by other evidence. For in
stance, if Typhon was a canopy, hidingthe sun
and banishing the other celestial deities, that
feature must have passed away, as a new-born
and conquering sun came into power—as
Jupiter again regained his freedom. Well, is
it necessary for me to tell the classic student
how that " Horus, son of Osiris," a new-bom
sun in the fullness of time, came into power,
marshaled his solar cohorts, made war upon.
Typhon and put him to death ? Is it needful
for me to tell him how, that in this " war of
the gods," Jupiter " crushed Typhon with his
thunder"? I could fill a dozen pages with this
kind of proof which can have but one mean
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ing. Turn to ancient Greece and we find this
same tragedy of tragedies enacted, only under
other names.
Typhosus is slain as the serpent Python
which Euripides denominates, " That huge
wonder of the worldp and slain, too, by a solar
deity ; and here, too, Pytho is a watery agent,
for he produced the flood of Deucalion. I find
the same scene in :the shanameh of ancient
Iranean thought. I find it in ancient India.
It is a world wide history that the serpent or
dragon was the genius of celestial waters,—
an annular canopy, that away back in imme
morial antiguity, overarched the earth for the
last time, and because it banished the burn
ing sun, and with it the storm-king, and win
ter and all the other agents of ill, it was looked
upon as the world's protector and worshiped
as a beneficent deity. As a philosophic re
sult the serpent was then the universal mon
arch and deity of the earth. Accordingly, we
find upon the Egyptian monuments temples
and tombs, every sign of Typhonic adoration.
Not in Egypt alone, but in Assyria, ancient
Persia, Turan, India, Chin, or ancient China,
we find this one universal monotheistic wor
ship of the Agothodaeman, or good demon.
Even in both Americas and in Scandinavia,
monuments and legends attest the universal
practice of Ophiolatry, proving that primi
tive man gathered around the good dragon or
serpent in demonstrative adoration.
Now let us for one moment look back upon
the human race in that venerative attitude,
and behold their astonishment and amazement
upon seeing that canopy pass away,—upon
seeing their protecting deity vanishing amid
all the essentials of majestic disorder and ruin,
which annular decline necessarily involved.
It is very plain that deluded mankind would
characterize the dragon or serpent now as an
agent of evil and no longer as a good demon.
Do we find any evidence of this change on the
old monuments and in the ancient legends?
If we do, what does it mean ? No sooner do
we go in search of this evidence than we find
it shining through enveloping clouds of cen
turies, and it tells us too plainly to be misun
derstood, -that Typhon ceased to be the god of
Misriam and " received the earnest implica
tions" of mankind. "His very name," says
Rowlinson, " was effaced from the monu
ments." The change has been characterized
"remarkable" and "inexplicable." In the
light of this theory all the mystery vanishes.
It is not a little remarkable that the Egyptians,
as this canopy passed away to the north, made
its serpent-genius the abode of Satan ; in short,
Typhon, as the eastern scholar well knows, be-come the Egyptian devil, and there is abundant
testimony that all nations, after about the
time of the eighteenth dynasty of Egypt, looked
upon the northern heavens as the abode of
Satan. Of this, more hereafter.
As the Typhonic canopy passed away the
sun came into power, and the reader knows,
withouttelling, what primitive mankind would
turn to, as it turned from the serpent. What
deity would then receive the adoration of
man? It would be unphilosophic to suppose
that man would not at once worship the genius
of the sun. Now, if we find this to be the fact,
we can do no other than to admit that the sun
came into view as the serpent vapors passed
-away. And when the united testimony comes
from around the circle of the whole earth, that
sun worship, sun temples and sun idols, were
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erected upon the ruins of serpent-worship, the
order of annular declusion is shown so con
clusively, that to doubt the fact, would seem
more than supercilious. The sudden change
from the practice of Ophiolatry to that of
Heliolatry, has a momentous meaning ; and I
say the world can explam it only by the cal
cium light of the annular theory.
In concluding this paper, I will give my
readers a test by which they can satisfy them
selves that my arguments are no "dreamy"
effusions, hut that under them is the funda
mental rock of truth. If I slip occasionally
from that rock-bed, the rock nevertheless will
be there forever.
If the Typhonic vapors passed away they
went polarwise from the equator. Those peoble who lived north of the Tropics, as in the
latitude of Greece, would necessarily see those
grand annular arches, like huge serpents,
congregating in the north-polar heavens.
Here was the last battle-ground of Typhon as
he passed away in stormy terror. There
he stood for centuries, overarching the polar
world as he received the declining vapors and
precepitated them upon the earth. There he
was known as the mid-guard serpent, overspanning the polar stars. I want my readers
to imagine this Typhonic arch, with the
clear heavens in the north under it, and then
turn to the twenty-sixth chapter of the book
of Job, seventh verse, and read : "He stretcheth out the north over the empty place," etc. I
ask the reader to trace the word "north " to
its root and find its Hebrew meaning. If it is
found to be a proper name, and derived from
a word that would imply the ability to hide
the sun, as Typhon did, I ask him to give the
annular theory and its humble author due
credit, and we will ere long be ready to pro
ceed with the Eden narrative.
Elsinore, San Diego Co., Cal.
EFFECTS WITHOUT CAUSES.
BY THOMAS MUNNELL, A. M.
Wave-theorists do not hold that wavelets
are produced by sound, light or heat, but that
said forces consist in wavelets or small undu
lating motions through and in air and ether.
Whatever differences there may be in the phe
nomena of these three different kinds of wave
lets they are nevertheless but similar move
ments propelled through the same media. The
effect of one of them is realized in the ear, that
of another in the e3'e and that of the other
upon the whole body. Sound-waves can not
address the eye nor can light-waves address
the ear. Each kind attends to its own busi
ness and never interferes with the business of
another. Light undulations have no more effect
upon the ear than sound has upon the eye;
and the question comes up : If neitherof these
three kinds of motions is anything—a mere
motion being absolutely nothing—how can
they each produce a different effect and fill a
different office? That is, in what do their dif
ferent abilities consist if they are all nonenti
ties ? And even if waves are real substantive
things that have like the soul an existence
after the excitement ceases, they are not in
telligences and could not of themselves make
choice of the very different offices they fill. And
as no wave-theorist contends that they are im
material entities like gravitation or magnet
ism, the question remains, how can one non
entity do anything different from another non
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entity, or do anything at all? Do you reply
that it is not the mere motions that cause the
different effects, but the natural forces that
produce them—a knock on the bell causes it
to communicate its vibrations to the surround
ing air ; the excited and tremulous surface of
the sun sends its tremors through space? But
the question still returns, if the sun sends forth
nothing but wavelets and the bell does the
same, why does one kind of waves produce
heat, and another sound, if neither of them is
anything but a slight atmospheric or etheric
disturbance? To admit that it is the great
natural forces lying behind each of these three
kinds of waves which cause their different
phenomena, is to surrender the wave-theory,
for then light is not mere motion, but motion
plus the quality imparted to it by its driving
force and together producing its special phe
nomenon. So if the solar heat rays after
reaching the earth are nothing but motions,
why should they be anything else in the sun
itself? Then it follows that our "King of
Day" is itself nothing but a conglomerate of
motions so agitated by each other that the
friction of their decellions of nothings illumin
ates and warms all the planets and ail their in
numerable tenantry and does it all with what ?—
with an orbecular collection of nonentities ! If
such a position is not sufficiently absurd, where
would you find one?—one that makes the same
thing (motion) both cause and effect of itself.
Now, a motion is only a motion in whatever
number of ways it may be produced. Wavelets
are only wavelets, whether started by a gong,
a bell, a tuning-fork, an explosion, a thunder
storm or solar rays, and here returns the orig
inal question : Why should one motion or
nonentity address the eye, another the ear,
and another the whole body ?
Substantialism steps up and says it is be
cause air-waves are not sound-waves, but that
sound being an entitative existence belonging
to the great and exhaustless reservoir of force
in nature is, under certain circumstances, re
leased as sound and starts with a kind of elec
tric intuitiveness to the organ for which it was
intended by its Creator in the beginning. How
can an unintelligent light-wave fly with the
directness of intelligence to the eye and not
the ear if both are but motions of matter? In
brief, why should not all kinds of mere waves
of matter have the same effect, and how can
we account for their elective ability if they are
nothing but temporary disturbances in the at
mosphere or ether?
Solar rays, consisting of both light and heat,
when they leave home fall upon the moon and
are there analyzed, the heat staying there and
the light leaping across its 240,000 miles alone,
and if the light from sun to moon consists of
nothing but waves, in what does it consist
from moon to earth? If the same why should
there be any difference between solar and
lunar waves? If not the same, what makes
the difference, if not the absence of the real
substantive entitative thing we call heat. Do
you say that solar and lunar waves are of dif
ferent forms and therefore of different effects?
Well, prove it, and we will agree to believe it.
Or do you say the intensity of solar light is re
duced when the heat is left behind? But this
resort surrenders your Malakoff, for how could
heat or anything else be left behind that has
no substantive existence? You can neither
add nor subtract cyphers, motions, nor any
other nonentities.

Now, is it not a comfortable thought that,
although the wave-theory has so long minis
tered to sad and doleful materialism, and
though many of the stoutest hearts were cast
down by its apparently invincible arguments,
Substantialism comes to the front bowing and
smiling, but with power to smash said argu
ments to fragments and grind them to dust
and deliver those who, through fear of ma
terialism "were all their life-time kept sub
ject to bondage."—Paul?
A TREMENDOUS INDORSEMENT.
We copy the following testimonial—engrav
ing and all—from the Farm, Field and Stock
man, of Chicago, 111., the leading agricultural
paper in this country. How noble and manly
thus to hear testimony to the truth 1 And how
contemptible in contrast are the jealous and
envious ravings of such bigots as Kellogg,
Scott, Root & Co !—Associate Editor.
A FRIEND OF HUMANITY.
We publish on the next page aportrait of Dr.
A. Wilford Hall, the author of Hall's Hygienic
Treatment for the cure of disease, preservation
of health and the promotion of longevity,
without medicine. Dr. Hall is, also, the au
thor of the "Problem of Human Life," and a
number of other works on scientific and relig
ious subjects ; also, the editor of the Micro
cosm and the originator of what is known as
the "Substantial Philosophy," or "Substan
tialism " of which the Microcosm is the organ.
The story of the discovery of what is known
as Dr. Hall's Health System, often mentioned
in these columns, and offered by us as a pre
mium, the principles of which are fully set
forth in the first named work, is the story of
the doctor's life. Unlike the average phy
sician, Dr. Hall believes in and takes his own
medicine, if medicine it may be called. It
may be as well here to invite attention to the
proper title—Ph.D. and LL. D. —indicating
advanced scientific attainments.
Before venturing to give his discovery to the
public he practiced upon himself for about
forty years, and in this way effectually dem
onstrated its value and practicability. In his
case the trite saying, "Physician heal thyself "
is accomplished fact.
His malady was that most terrible of all dis
eases, consumption, with its usual forerunners
or accompaniments, indigestion, dyspepsia,
torpid liver, and kidney failure. His case was
about as desperate and helpless as could be.
One lung was partially gone, and racked with a
terrible cough and reduced al most to a skeleton,
he was compelled to give up all work and retire
to the house, with scarcely strength enough to
walk a block without sitting down to rest.
His younger brother, Samuel, had a short time
previous died of consumption ; and his family
physician, who was also his warm friend, ad
vised him to settle up his business affairs as
there was but little prospect, if any, that he
could survive over a year. His case was
identical with that of his brother's who had
just died. A consultation of experienced phy
sicians did not afford a ray of hope. Every
thing which drug, medicine or science could do
had been done and failed.
In this desperate strait he decided to take the
matter into his own hands and, to use his own
words, "I resolved not to die by the triumph
ant power of consumption and its noncomit
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ant ills, but at once to enter upon such a con
flict with the insidious destroyer as either to
break his hold on my vitality or to take the
victory out of his grasp by falling' under the ef
fects of my own desperate experimentation."
In these experiments drugs and established
medical practice were entirely eschewed and a
new system sought for, as he says : "I knew
from my brother's recent experience that drugs
could accomplishnothi ng in such an extremity,
and consequently my whole scheme of organic
reconstruction, aimed solely to aid and abet
the physical laws of my being ; thereby to
counteract, if possible, the work of disease and
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practicing this discovery on himself as an ex
periment, we quote: "I began perceptibly to
improve both in weight and physical vigor. At
the time described I weighed 120 pounds. In
three or four weeks I had gained about five
pounds, with a glow of healthy color beginning
to come to my face. My cough also began to
subside, my pains left my kidneys and my pleu
risy ceased to trouble me, and all symptoms of
dyspepsia had left me never to return ; and so
it went on every month adding to my weight
and physical vigor, till finally some twelve or
more years ago, I had reached the maximum
weight of 225 pounds of the firmest muscular

A. WILFOBD HALL, PH. D., LL. D.
destruction going on in my system. * * * structure probably of any man living, young
To supplant in the circulation the disease bear or old, and that too without any undue cor
ing germs which were doing this deadly work, pulency in the common adipose sense of the
by life-giving elements o f pure nutrition in har term."
mony with the laws of vital force," etc.
About twenty-three years ago Dr. Hall made
To go into the details of his experiments known the secret of his discovery to Dr. R. F.
which happily for him were successful from Stevens, of Syracuse, N. Y., who with keen
the start, would be to give away the system, insight saw at once that it was a disco very wor
which before we could obtain a knowledge of thy of this progressive age, and began its
it ourselves we signed a pledge of honor bind- practice both upon himself and his patients,
i',T' us not to do. These details are set forth in with what success the following extract from
full in the above named work.
a letter written by him to a friend in New
The results are what we are interested in. York City over two years ago will answer.
To use the doctor's own words after ho besran (See this important testimonial in our March
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" Extra" which will be sent free to any who
may desire it.)
Since its publication over three hundred
thousand people have purchased and are using
this system successfully in their families, and
the doctor has received over fifteen thousand
testimonials of benefits received, all of them
voluntary. Many of these testimonials recite
marvellous cures. They are, of course, too
numerous to mention here.
The following indorsement from James Rob
ertson, M. D., the distinguished physician and
surgeon of Birmingham, England, is of im
portance and will show how the system is
viewed in that country.
(This testimonial also appears in our "Extra"
among scores of like import.)
Ourown experience in the use of the system
, <jovers eighteen months. We used it a year to
be certain of its beneficial effects before recom
mending it to our friends. Since then we
have induced several of our friends to use it
and all unite with us in giving it an unquali
fied endorsement. We would not give up the
right to use it for money. It is because it has
proved of such inestimable benefit to us that
we want all our readers, especially those who
are ailing, to have it. Compared with the
money expended by each family in doctor bills
which the use of this discovery would save, its
cost, $4.00, is but a trifle.
OUR OFFER TO THE POOR.
Still a large demand for our Health-Pam
phlets, from persons too poor to pay for them,
,continues to come to this office. We have so
far turned no one away from our door who
sends a certificate from a post master that the
applicant is too poor to purchase $4 worth of
medicine if prescribed by a physician. This
offer has cost us tens of thousands of our
Health-Pamphlets ; but we feel satisfied, as we
know that thereby we are alleviating the suf
ferings of humanity.
THE NEW MANIFOLD CYCLOPEDIA.
Mr. John B. Alden, Publisher, 393 Pearl
Street, this city, as the public are aware, is now
nearing the close of his great "Manifold Cyclo
pedia" of forty volumes,—possibly the most
complete and elaborate encyclopedia in the
world. A friend calls our attention to the reg
ular alphabetical article Svbstantialism,—writ
ten as we are informed at the suggestion of the
late Rev. Dr. Howard Crosby by a professor of
physics in some Iowa college whom we do not
know. Whoever he may be the article states
the principles of the Substantial Philosophy as
correctly as we could ourself have stated them
and in much better form. It is certainly grati
fying to the friends of this philosophy that so
soon—while the founder is still living and
within a dozen or so years from its birth—a
succinct recognition of this revolutionary sci
entific and philosophical doctrine should be
placed permanently on record in one of the
first encyclopedias in the English language.
We here copy the article complete as follows :
SUBSTANTIALISM, sub-stan' shal-izm : in modern
metaphysics, the antithesis of speculative idealism : in
recent physico-philosophy, the doctrine (originated and
developed by A.Wilford Hall, Ph.D., LL.D., of New York)
that every force of nature—physical, vital, mental, and
spiritual—is a real, substantial, though Immaterial en
tity. The discussion has been mostly physical, as it
starts with and rests on the phenomena of light, heat,
and sound, particularly. Here, the doctrine antago
nizes the vibratory or undulatory theory, which gives
only matter with a propagated mechanical action. Dr.
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Hall at first adopted the old term " corpuscular " for his
theory, but afterward rejected it beoause it implies an
emission of particles, which is no part of his philosophy.
He regards all the forms of force as manifestations of
one pervading force-substance, drawn from one reser
voir. The luminiferous ether, with its vibrations, is re
jected. Sound was his first stumbling-block, but is now
seemingly so much in his favor that ne has made con
verts of aoousticians, such as C. W. Pearoe, Mus. Doc,
Cant., and-George AshddWn Audsley, both of England.
At first thought, nothing would seem to be clearer than
that sound, when propagated by the air, is a succession
of waves in the form of rarefactions and condensations
in every direction, the vibrations being repeated by the
drum-membrane of the ear. At first. Dr. Hall granted
incidental air-waves ; but he now considers them of no
account, if existing even for a single foot from the most
powerful sounding body; he attributes all to an imma
terial sound-force (needing, however, a material con
ducting medium in order to travel, as shown by a bell
in an exhausted receiver), making a string, a diaphragm,
or a flame to move at a distance from the sounding in
strument, when the "Vibrational number or tensional
capacity " of the object and the instrument sufficiently
agree. Mechanical vibratiop or tremor in that which
occasions sound is simply the means by which the
sound-force is liberated While the quantity or loud
ness of sound-force thus liberated depends generally
upon the amplitude of vibration of the sounding instru
ment, it depends much mdre upon the sonorous nature
or quality of the sounding body itself. It never in any
degree, however, depends uj>0n the amount of atmos
pheric disturbance which-the Bounding instrument inci
dentally generates, nor upon! the air-waves which it
sends off in the form of supposed condensations and
rarefactions. This is the great and fundamental error
in present acoustical science: The vibrating fork, for
example, can produce no possible effect upon the free
air, in the shape of condensed pulses, even an inch from
the vibrating prong. Its own swiftest motion is but a
few inches a second. The vast disparity between the
generally credited causeand the observed result is not
explained on the old theory; A tuning fork, whose
sound is scarcely audible unless in close proximity to
the ear, if heavily struck against a pad, and held at the
open mouth of a tube whose air-chamber is of the same
vibrational number, will by synchronism of its soundpulses sympathetically- throw the air-column into vi
bration which, in turn, at onoe liberates more than one
hundred thousand times as much sound-force as was
produced by the fork alone, as can mathematically be
demonstrated, estimating the cubical space which the
two sounds will fill (the Microcosm, 1889, Dec). This
year (1890), Dr. Hall has used as a weapon the law of in
verse squares of distance. The phenomena of sound (ex
cluding the mental side of the subject, which has no
more to do with one physical theory than another) are
a orucial test, as well as good illustration, of the theory,
for which in all its aspects, scientific and religious, see
the Microcosm (monthly), and Dr. Hall's Problem of
Human Life, Text-book on Sound ; also the Scientific,
Arena, 2vols., suspended. The bearing of the theory on
immortality Is obvious. If all forces are immaterial
substance, spirit and life oan not be mere motions of
matter to cease at death. , , .
What a Prominent Minister of Texas Thinks.
Dear Dr. Hall,—I write to suggest that you
visit London and deliver a course of lectures
on the Substantial Philosophy, and especially
its demonstration of the immortality of the
soul and the impossibility of maintaining the
latter doctrine on the ground of the mode-ofmotion theories. This course would likewise
furnish you an opportunity of introducing
your Health-Pamphlet to the millions of
England and Europe and thus confer an untold
boon upon suffering humanity. For immed
iate benefit and permanent good, I regard it as
one of the greatest discoveries ever made.
You are entitled to all the credit of its discov
ery and general adoption, and I am glad to see
you vindicating your claim. Suffer no man to
despoil you of this honor. I rejoice at your
success. G-od bless you till we meet in our
Father's house on high,
»
Your friend,
James H. Scates.
CONTRIBUTIONS LEFT OVER.
Contributors must npt feel neglected if
their articles do not appear promptly. We will
do our best to print all acceptable contributions
as soon as our space will permit.
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ent sections of the country. A book purport
ing to be a revelation from God, which can
Editor Microcosm,—I have received an occa fairly admit of so many conflicting and di
sional copy of your journal during the past rectly opposite interpretations, can have no
year. To assure you that I am pleased with it other tendency than to foster atheistical
would be supererogatory. It has no duplicate doubts. Is such conflict fairly attributable toin the universe of letters—it is shadowless. the Bible, or does it come from the super
Necessarily, it draws its admirers and sup cilious attempts of ecclesiastical conventions
porters from the "saving remnant." This to formulate religious creeds, and then impose
fact, and its cause—the highest possible order them upon the people as an absolute substitute
of literary ability—saves your publication from for the Bible itself ? We leave it to the creedthe suspicion of trade-journalism that might bound denominations to answer.
result from your enthusiastic championship of No wonder that thoughtful men like Dr.
Hall's Health-Pamphlet. I know that your Cooper are reaching out anxiously for some
remedy is worthy of all praise, for I have seen super-scriptural proofs—some new and con
it tested. I should have known it anyhow, for firmatory developments -from the books of
your profundity as a philosopher is incompat nature, science, and philosophy—that will
ible with trade trickery.
throw light upon the present dark future
Whether true or not, your therapeutical which seems to envelop humanity. We earn
philosophy is very fascinating to me. Its estly commend to all such candid skeptics a
highest conclusions include a supraphysical careful study of the Substantial Philosophy,
cure, to which your remedy for bodily ills, with as affording the only real analogical proofs of
all its excellencies, is incomparable. Forthirty a possible future for humanity to be found in
years I have been a sincere and consistent the book of nature.
atheist—consistent, because I have not been The fundamental principles of that philos
happy in my belief. I can not believe that an ophy, which teach and demonstrate that all
honest atheist can derive happiness from his the forces or phenomena-producing causes
convictions, unless happiness depends wholly which appeal to human observation, must in
upon something outside the emotive sphere. the very nature of cause and effect be Sub
It would be brave, and self-abnegating beyond stantial entities, will throw more light on the
finite apprehension, if a philosopher could face possible conscious existence of man after death
certain annihilation with thrills of joy, but than all the creeds and theological sermons in
this would involve a natural self-contradic Christendom put together.
tion ; and this is not possible, as one such self- In that philosophy was the first attempt
contradiction would wreck the universe.
made to overturn the motion-theories of sci
The most devout Christian can not Christian ence, and thereby prove that every form of nat
ize away his dread of death, even when certain ural force, even including sound, must be an
that he will live forever in glory. If a philoso objective though immaterial entity, thereby to
pher can not philosophize away his dread of demonstrate that the higher forms of natural
death—and he can't—how shall he serenely force which actuate and control our bodies
welcome annihilation? Notwithstanding his must also be Substantial and consequently in
fear of simple dissolution, the Christian can be destructible, as a reasonable and logical basis
happy from a contemplation of his assured for personal immortality.
future bliss. With the philosopher—Spencer- If, as all our colleges teach, the forces of
ean philosopher—death and eternal oblivion sound, heat, light, etc., are but the mere
are synonymous and, being merely human, and motions of material molecules, and which
unable to climb out of himself, he can not an forces necessarily cease to exist as soon as such
ticipate this hopeless plunge with one little matter comes to rest, then manifestly Haeckel
flicker of happiness. Unhappiness as a conse and other materialistic scientists are not only
quence of true philosophy, it seems to me, can excusable, but entirely justifiable in applying
not compatibly be, for it is not in consonance the same law to the human organism and in
with the beneficent trend of things—that eter sisting that life-force, mind-force, spirit-force,
nal trend upon which the integrity of harmo etc., are likewise but the motions of our
nious succession depends. This appears to me material brain and nerve molecules, and as
to be an argument in favor of the Substantial motion must cease to exist at death.
Philosophy. If it is, it will be helpful to the
skeptic, for only extra-scriptural arguments go
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Entered as second class matter at the New York Post Office. Then it starts on reaching and impinging
against the next particle and so on to the end
PROP. A. B. WOOD'S LETTER; WITH RE of the wave's course. If that be the fact, you
MARKS BY THE EDITOR.
are right in holding that the wave can not
have greater velocity than the prong, and
Dr. A. Wilfokd Hall :
waves would vary in velocity as the prong
Dear Sir,—Let some points in my letter pub varied in velocity, just as you hold.
lished in the March Microcosm rest for the Is it not your view then that the second par
present, and let us first thoroughly discuss the ticle in a wave does not start on till the first
vital question in this controversy. That ques particle impinges against it ?
tion is this : Is the velocity of the tuning-fork But is that the scientific motion of a wave?
prong equal to the velocity of the wave raised Certainly not. Were this so, it would be
by it or is it much slower?
easy to show there could be no wave at all. A
The object sought now is not victory over an particle, starting on as supposed, would travel
opponent, but the clear exhibition of the naked quite a distance before finding a particle in its
truth. Every thing therefore in your position exact line. Air-particles are comparatively
that is true I admit willingly. In my letter in far apart. A cubic yard of air might be com
the March number of the Microcosm I ad pressed into the space of a solid inch. Then a
mitted that the motion of the fork-prong in particle of air moving into this cubic yard
space is a slow motion, as slow, let us say, as would impinge against one in about 15,000 par
ticles. No wave could originate in this way—
you represent it.
I wisn now to make a second admission, viz., and scientists never thought so.
that jthe air-particles in the wave raised by the
"What then is the idea held? Not that the
prong do not move faster than the prong it second particle waits before starting on till
self. The motion of the air-particle is proba the first one impinges against it, but that the
bly quite a good deal slower than that of the second particle starts on long before it is
prong at its swiftest speed. The prong's mo reached oy the first one.
This is the decisive fact in this discussion.
tion raises both a wave and a wind. The waveIf the second particle does not wait for the
motion is a minute "excursion to and fro."
In the excursion the particle comes back to the first one to strike it, but starts on before the
point from which it started and there rests. first one reaches it, then you see, the wave
The excursion is one not long enough to be will be more rapid than the particle, and the
visible or sensible even if air could be clearly less the second allows the first to approach it,
seen.
the more rapid the wave will be.
Each particle is surrounded with a sphere, of
This minute insensible excursion, slow in
actual rate of motion, produces the wave. The repulsive force of more than a thousand times
other motion of the air produced by the prong its diameter, which, under the pressure of
is wind—air moving off farther and more.rap- fifteen pounds to the square inch, still holds
idly than the particle in the wave-motion, and all particles off at agreat comparative distance.
not returning again to its place. This wind is When a sound pulse passes through the mass of
raised because the prong moves faster than air these mutually resisting spheres of repulsive
the particles in the wave, and so some of them influence press into each other but slightly.
are torn from the wave and shoved on.
If the oncoming pulse could press one sphere
The particles in the wave then do not move half-way to the center of the other, this pulse
as fast as the prong moves at its swiftest would be comparatively long in getting
through, and yet it would go through very
speed.
Again, a third admission I will make, viz., much faster than if particle impinged against
that the wave itself can not be swifter than particle.
the prong, provided, and this is the vital point,
If the second particle in the wave starts on
provided the secondparticle ahead in the wave when the first one is just pressed in a little
does not start on till the first one reaches and the wave would pass very rapidly. And if the
impinges against it.
second particle does not allow the first one to
This, it seems to me now, must be your idea enter its sphere at all then the wave would
of the process of wave-motion. A particle is pass instantaneously.
started on by the moving prong at its rate of
The velocity of the wave then depends upon
motion. Now you suppose, do you not, that the amount of approach between the particles,
the second particle ahead does not start on till and not at all upon the rate of the prong.
the first one reaches and impinges against it? This rate may be very slow, as slow as your
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own figures represent it, and yet the wave be
very rapid. The rapidity depends upon the
smaller or greater approach of particles.
With no approach the wave is instantaneous.
With much approach the wave is slow. With
approach to the particle and collision, the wave
is of the same velocity as the fork-prong.
If a long row of rubber balls in contact with
each other is struck at one end, the pulse goes
through to the other end with a velocity de
pending not upon the blow, but upon the ten
sion of the balls. If one ball penetrates a
quarter of the radius into the sphere of the
next one, the pulse will not go through the
row as quickly as if one could not penetrate
the other more than one-thousandth of its
radius.
You see then the velocity of the pulse does
not depend upon the velocity of the blow. If
one ball could not press into the other at all
the pulse would go through instantaneously.
Can we not all see that this same process
takes place in case of a sound pulse? The sun
is not more apparent, it seems to me, than this
fact.
How much greater is the velocity of the
wave than of the particle in it? If the on
coming particle penetrates into the sphere of
the particle ahead one hundredth of its dia
meter before this second one moves on, then,
it is plain, the sound wave would move one
.hundred times as fast as the particle moves,
it ifPp^netrates only the one-millionth of its
diameter, which is nearer the truth, then the
wave would have a velocity of a million times
the velocity of the particle, or a million times
the velocity of the fork-prong, supposing it to
be no greater than that of the particle sent
by it.
Have I not shown now to a demonstration
that the wave must be more rapid than the
prong ? And how much more rapid the wave
is than the prong depends upon the density
and elasticity of the air.
The velocity of the fork-prong then is of no
account in our discussion. It is a curious
question merely for boys studying arithmetic.
At a great distance above the earth the air
particles being under less pressure, are further
apart.
In producing a wave one particle must move
further into the sphere of another particle to
start it on, hence the resulting wave will be
slower.
Now is it not clear that the question asked
in the beginning of this letter : Is the velocity
of the tuning-fork prong equal to the velocity
of the wave raised by it? must be answered in
the negative f
Respectfully,
A. B. Wood.
REPLY BY THE EDITOR.
We are still more than ever pleased with the
candid frankness of Prof. Wood in his admis
sions not only that there is no "swiftly advan
cing " about the prong of a vibrating tuningfork, as he conceded in his March letter, but that
the prong travels in space even as slow as we
claim for it, that is even slower than the hourhand of a clock after said fork has been sound
ing nearly four minutes. These are most val
uable admissions and saves us a deal of argu
ment in proving the proposition.
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Now with such admissions as these, which no
unbiased investigator could avoid making, we
see not the least trouble in disposing of every
thing in the foregoing letter that seems in
any way to favor the current theory of sound.
In his first paragraph Prof. Wood states the
"vital question " to be this : "Is the velocity
of the tuning-fork prong equal to the velocity
of the wave raised by it, or is it much slower ? "
But, we take the liberty of correcting Prof.
Wood by denying in toto that this is the vital
question in our controversy, or, in fact, any
question at all connected with it. So far from
there being the slightest discussion between us
on the question as to which moves the swift
est, the prong or the air wave it sends off, the
whole controversy is upon the assumed possi
bility of any wave or pulse being started by a
prong, moving as slowly as he admits through
the unconfined air.
Prof. Wood absolutely knew, if he carefully
read our March reply to his letter, that we
deny- that it is possiblefor the swiftest moving
prong that ever vibrated (less than four feet
per second at its swiftest) to produce a con
densation of the free air or send off any sort
of a pulse, and consequently he must have
known that we positively deny that such a
prong could start an air-wave. Hence it is
thrusting a new issue into our controversy and
making it the "vital question," as to which
travels the fastest, the prong or the wave it
sets up !
Would it not be much better and more to
the point for Prof. Wood to meet the issue
in our reply to his March letter, and first show
that a tuning-fork's prong can or does start
a wave at all, before he talks about the velocity
of such wave as compared to that of the prong,
being the " vital question."
And we here add further, to relieve his
mind fully on the force of his argument, that
we do not dispute his facts in regard to the
velocity of a pulse as compared to that of the
blow which produces it in any medium tohere
a pulse can be transmitted, such as confined
air, rubber, glass, ivory, etc.
In fact we concede right here and now that
the pulse in such case may move vastly swifter
than the moving cause or blow, so that the
entire part of his argument involving this
question is admitted. But that, we repeat, is
not the "vital question" at all. I^et him
prove that a pulse can be sent through the
free air by a tuning-fork's prong, even at its
swiftest motion, and we will accept the wavetheory without further objection.
In every work on physics we have examined
there is a lamentable want of discrimination
displayed in this discussion of pulses and their
speed through various substances. The true
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theory of pulses and the cause of their speed rational' sartr»i.„
„f
___».,
-*-of the cause of a pulse sent
seems to be entirely overlooked by these through a body ?
writers. Let us briefly state for the benefit of We repeat
that Prof.
Wt>^ , overlooks
, ,
. *
.
the
rising investigators, what constitutes a pulse only vital question in our entire
namely
:
can
a
pulse
of
any
kind,
swift
orS|'21^
in any material body, and thus try to get at
the true cause of the difference of speed in be sent through a perfectly fluid or mobile
body like free air or water, by a movement in
pulses through different materials.
Our position is that the particles of material it as slow as that of the vibrating prong of a
bodies which cohere must in the nature of tuning-fork? We kindly suggest that a little
matter touch one another, or there could be proof would be in order before assuming and
no coherence. Hence a blow struck against a taking for granted such a prodigious impossi
particle of an elastic and compressible body, bility as that a tuning-fork prong, moving no
which is not in a fluid or mobile condition, faster than the hour-hand of a clock, can com
such as air, must by its absolute contact with press the free air or free water in defiance of
adjoining particles transmit a pulse through its absolute mobility.
such body. To suppose the particles of a co
In our March reply to Prof. Wood we quoted
hering body to be not in contact, and yet to be from Prof. Stokes, now the President of the
capable of conveying a pulse through that Royal Society of Great Britain and one of the
body, is, to our mind a great absurdity, as will highest living authorities on acoustics, to
be abundantly shown further on in this reply. prove that a body moving through the air with
If the particles of a body must be in contact the velocity of one's hand, —millions of times
in order to convey a pulse, then what is it that swifter than the prong while still sounding
causes the different speeds of pulses in different audibly,—will not produce a compression or
material bodies? This is the "vital question," condensation any more than if the air were an
and one which every physicist who has written "incompressible fluid." Why did not Prof.
on the subject seems to have overlooked. We Wood make a note of this fact and offer some
answer, that the cause of a pulse is the com reply to it? If such a movement of the hand
pressibility and elasticity of the PARTICLES can not produce a compression of the air, as
of a body in contact, and that the cause of the this high authority admits, but merely allows
difference in the speed of pulses in different it on account of its almost infinite mobility to
bodies is the difference of degree that exists in flow around, and thereby equalize the disturb
these same properties of compressibility and ance the same as does the movement of the
elasticity in the particles of matter. Hence, a tail of a fish near the bottom of a lake, it is
pulse through glass or ivory will travel vastly plain that no wave of "condensation and rare
swifter than a pulse through rubber, cork or con faction " can be started by such a slow motion.
fined air, simply because the particles of glass Of what use then is it to discuss the suppositi
and ivory are vastly less compressible than tious question as to which moves the fastest,,
those of air, rubber and cork. Is not this plain ? the hand or the pulse it may start, when by
If a solid bodyln the form of a bar could be common consent it starts no pulse whatever?'
found which is absolutely incompressible, then Now, if the movement of the hand or that
plainly no elasticity could exist in such body, of a pendulum, a distance of a foot in a second,
and consequently no pulse whatever could be is too slow to condense the air, what about that
conveyed through it by a blow against one end. of the hour-hand of a clock that requires ten
The whole bar might be moved bodily by such minutes to move the eighth of an inch, and
blow, but this is not a pulse. A pulse proper which Prof. Wood now concedes to be a vastly
could not be conveyed without the aid of the swifter motion than that of the prong while
property of elasticity in its particles, and that stillsounding audibly ? Is it not plain then that
property can not exist where a body is incom Prof. Wood has totally missed the only "vital
pressible.
question" in the premises, and that the whole
If you ask how a particle or molecule of a of his argument, discussing the formation and
body can be compressed, unless its atoms are velocity of the wave that has no existence in
separated from each other and are thus brought fact, and which can not possibly be started, is
closer together by compression, we answerthat an absolute waste of ink, time and paper ?
these atoms, if any exist, are likewise as com
But we are not disposed to ignore the pro
pressible as the whole body, and if you please, fessor's reasoning on the hypothetic air-parti
you can carry the same principle on down to cle being driven by the prong into a "sphere
infinity. This, though failing to explain the of repulsive force more than a thousand times
infinite, is the only possible solution of the its diameter " before the next particle is reached,
compressibility of air or any other substance and about the next particle starting off on
whatever. Yet what writer on physics, living its wave-velocity long before the air-molecule
or dead, has ever hinted at this simple an<^ onlj" projected by the prong can reach it, etc.
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\ All this, hypothetic reB*—* » as ima&ina^ at all to drive it away either in the shape of
*sitis salf-W^01?us cnbcally wind or of a sound-pulse, and consequently the
^>r
a
moment.
In
the
first place, whole theory bursts into scientific smoke. Let
examine »*. _ . ,„ ,, .
^vang to Prof. Wood'* view, the prong us prove it.
cfoes two things to the air-molecules in contact If the air-particles are "more than a thou
with it exactly opposite in their effect. It sand times" their diameters apart, and are
produces a wind by sending off the particle held in these positions by a " sphere of repul
"more rapidly than in the wave-motion and sive force" surrounding each particle, it fol
not returning again to its place." Then we are lows of course that this "sphere" will keep
told that "this wind is raised because theprong the particle from touching the prong of the
fork by its " repulsive force " just as easily as
moves faster than the particles in the wave."
Next we are told that the particle in the it will keep it from touching another particle.
motion constituting the wave moves slower Do you see ? Thus the prong in vibrating does
than the particle in the motion he calls wind, not hit an air-particle at all, especially when
and while the particle in the wind goes on its entire swing while still sounding, as proved
" not returning " the one in the wave, which of by Capt. Carter, is but the 64,000,000,000th of
course must be the same particle, ' comes back an inch, or only a small fraction of the esti
to the point from which it started and there mated diameter of an air-molecule !
rests." Now, if this is the real "exhibition of As Prof. Wood believes in this "sphere of
the naked truth" we confess we are not scien repulsive force" surrounding the air-particle
to keep it from contact with a neighboring
tific enough to see it.
We do not comprehend, for example, how particle, ha must necessarily consider this
the same particle of air driven off by the sphere as composed of substance of some kind,
prong can first play the role required by the since nothing but a substantial entity could by
"sound-wave" by going away slower than the any possibility keep two bodies from coming
prong, and then " come back to the point from into contact. And as he does not accept the
which it started and there rest," to be hit doctrine of immaterial substance as constitu
again and again by this prong, and at the same ting the physical forces of heat, light, sound,
time to be driven away by the prong at its full electricity, magnetism, gravity, etc., he must
speed and at a considerable distance, to act its as a matter of course regard his " sphere" of
r6le in the motion called wind in which it does repulsion as constituted of matter of a still
not return at all ! This double motion and finer quality than air. Is not this unavoid
conflicting velocity of the air-particle in two able ?
opposite directions and velocities at the same Now we insist that Prof. Wood should give
time, one going away not to return, and the us some light upon this spherical material body
other motion taking it away much slower and surrounding each air-particle, which he calls
bringing it back to rest at the place from which " repulsive force," as a kind of etherial cushion
it started, is a slight reminder of the old story to act as a spring to produce motion in a dis
of the wave-theory motion of the tympanic tant air-particle nearly as soon as itself is
membrane in which it takes a score of differ touched by the prong. Let him tell us whether
ent directions, to a score of different distances, or not this cushion or repulsive sphere is com
and at a score of different velocities at the posed of particles or if it is all one homogene
same time, while one is listening to that num ous particle. If composed of innumerable
ber of musical instruments in an orchestra 1 separate molecules, do these molecules touch
These are among the beautiful and scientific each other, or are they also separated a "thou
requirements of the wave-theory, while Helm- sand times" their diameters apart like the airparticles themselves, and are they each also
holtz assures us that :
" Any particle of air can, ofcourse, execute only one mo surrounded by a repulsive sphere of still finer
tion at one time. "—" It Is evident that at each point in material substance to act as cushions to keep
the mass of air, at each instant of time, there can be them from coming into contact with each
only one single degree of condensation, and that the par- other? And if so, these finer material cushions
tioles of air oan be moving with only one single determi should also be constituted of material molecules
nate kind of motion, haying only one single determinate
amount of velocity, and passing only in one single deter proportionately smaller, and with still finer sur
rounding " spheres " of repulsion to keep them
minate direction."—Sensations of Tone, pp. 40, 222.
from
coming into contact with each other, and
But we want to treat the theory, as well as
its able advocate, fairly and view it toward all so on forever more, thus always reminding
its numerous angles. According to Prof. us of Dean Swift's stanza :
"There never was a flea so small
Wood's novel exposition as set forth in his
But has other fleas to bite 1m ;
argument, and contrary to all the teachings of
And these again have lesser fleas,—
So on ad infinitum. M
acoustics, the prong of a tuning-fork, as we
now assert, can not possibly hit an air-particle Now these varying and perpetually success
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ive gradations of finer and still finer material
substances constituting this infinite succession
of material "spheres of repulsive force" can
not be the common ether so useful in the con
struction of the motion-theories of science, as
that is supposed to be all of one grade of fine
ness ; and, besides, it is proved to have no re
sistance whatever, much less fifteen pounds to
the square inch, in preventing two material bod
ies from coming into contact, as witness the
motions of the planets through enormous quan
tities of this supposed ether, filling inter-plan
etary space, without the slightest measurable
resistance to such motions. Suppose this ac
cepted theoretic ether had a resistance of fifteen
pounds to the square inch, like this suppositi
tious repulsive sphere of Prof. Wood, it is
plain that the earth would come to a dead halt
in fifteen minutes in trying to wade along her
orbit around the sun through such thick stuff.
No, it is not ether at all, but must be some
other material substance very much denser,
and as it involves necessarily infinite grades of
successive fineness of quality as well as an in
finite grade of size in the molecules composing
it, including an infinite variety in their re
spective distances apart, we respectfully sug
gest to Prof. Wood to save infinite complication
by not constructing his "spheres of repulsive
force " of particles or molecules at all, but
call each "sphere" a single homogeneous par
ticle—a spherical cushion with the air-mole
cule in the center, and with these spheres all
touching each other.
Now, we think that while we have really
helped the professor out of the difficulty of the
infinite and complex succession of "spheres,"
we have unfortunately got him into a worse
scrape; for, if the resisting "spheres" sur
rounding his air-molecules really touch each
other, and as single and distinct homogeneous
masses—without particles—can be compressed
into smaller space, thereby allowing the airparticles to "crowd closer together" as Tyndall expresses it, what hinders the air-particles
themselves from touching each other without
any surrounding spheres to act as cushions,
and at the same time what prevents any
amount of compression into smaller space the
same precisely as in the case of these hypo
thetic and useless " spheres ?'
If this spherical material cushion of Prof.
Wood, as a single homogeneous particle, can
be compressed so as to bring a cubic yard of
air into a cubic inch, we see no good reason
why each elastic and compressible air-mole
cule should not be its own cushion, or why the
air-particles themselves should not all touch
each other with the quality of contracting and
expanding to the greatest possible observed
and required limit.
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Who, in the name of science, authorized
Prof. Wood or Sir Isaac Newton to take for
granted that the air-particles are solid and in
compressible bodies, and that they are many
times their diameters apart, with the spaces
between them filled with some elastic matter
that will admit of compression and expansion,
and still without a word concerning the mole
cules constituting these inter-molecular cush
ions ? Why such circumlocution, when it is
ridiculously more simple to assume the airparticles themselves to be as elastic and com
pressible as the whole air composed of them is
known to be ? On this supposition we can let
these elastic air-particles actually touch each
other as the only thinkable thing, when all
Prof. Wood's trouble to explain the method
of propagating an air-pulse will be at an end.
For plainly, Prof. Wood is obliged to admit
that the air-molecules, which are surrounded
with these repelling spheres, are either com
pressible or incompressible. If compressible,
then of what use is his hypothetic spheres of
repulsion, since the molecules themselves
could be in absolute contact and still be com
pressed to any observed degree?
But if the air-molecules are incompressible,
then the professor must admit the existence of
a material substance that sound can not pass
through at all, since an incompressible body
can not be thrown into ' 'condensations and rare
factions" which constitute the essential feature
of a sound-wave according to the theory !
But look at the self-annihilating character
of the theory in the well-known fact that the
nearer to absolute incompressibility a body
comes, as in the case of water or mercury, the
better it conveys sound ! It is plain, there
fore," that could a body be found, like Prof.
Wood's supposed air-molecules, wholly incom
pressible and consequently wholly inelastic
(and therefore wholly without " condensations
and rarefactions ") it would conduct sound
still better !
It is a fact that Newton, supposing these airmolecules to be solid and incompressible, act
ually concluded that sound therefore must
pass through them instantaneously, in order to
explain the discrepancy in his formula of den
sity and elasticity by which the wave-theory
fell short 174 feet a second in the velocity of
sound. How could he believe in "condensa
tions and rarefactions " as constituting sound
waves 1 [See his Principia. ]
If the " velocity of the wave depends upon the
amount of approach between the particles," as
Prof. Wood says, and if wave-particles "do
not move as fast as the prong " (paragraph 5),
Prof. Wood gives away the whole theory in
these two sentences, since it must follow that
the wave velocity will necessarily correspond
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with the velocity of the prong and consequent
velocity of the particle ! How fast should a
sound-wave travel, by one particle approach
ing another, when the prong is moving no
faster than the hour-hand of a clock, which
Prof. Wood admits? (See his 2d paragraph.)
It is perfectly plain that a swift and powerful
blow of the prong will drive a particle further
into this soft and pliable "sphere of repulsive
force" than a slow and weak blow. Hence a
loud sound should vastly outstrip a soft one,
since the velocity of the approach of particles
must be vastly greater in the one case than in
the other, just as a swift blow of a bat must
cause a greater indentation of a base ball than
a slow one. Is it possible that Prof. Wood or
any other trained physicist can accept such an
absurdity as that a prong moving only the
millionth of an inch, and at the rate of half an
inch in a day, would drive an air-particle as far
into this supposed sphere of repulsive force, as
a blow 100,000 times as swift and 100,000 times
as great a distance? This is exactly what the
professor's argument involves, admitting his
position that the particles are thus kept from
touching' each other. Indeed, the professor
actually admits the logic of our argument that
if his theory be correct the velocity of the wave
depends upon the velocity of the particle, which
in like manner depends upon the velocity of
the prong. (See 6th paragraph from bottom.)
From the difficulties involved in the pulsetheory of Prof. Wood, only a part of which
we have space here to elaborate, it would seem
much easier for him to end all complication by
coming over to the substantial view, that sound
is an immaterial objective entity—and thus at
a, single step abandon all his trouble of ex
plaining pulse-formation by a motion so slow
as to produce no possible compression on an
infinitely mobile fluid like air.
For an intelligent scientific investigator to
insist seriously, according to any principle
known to mechanics, that a small body like
the sounding organ of a locust, for example,
moving through the free air at a velocity less
than four feet a second, should so condense
this mobile fluid as to send its pulses of con
densation and rarefaction a mile in all direc
tions, is so inexpressibly absurd that we marvel
at the blinding effects of the wave-theory over
minds that are able to reason clearly and lucid
ly on all other mechanical subjects. But it is
a solemn fact that has to go on record in this
controversy, that as bright an intellect as the
one possessed by Prof. Wood is really com
pelled through the tyrannical influence of this
theory and the scientific authority which main
tains it, to insist that a tuning-fork's prong,
which he admits to be moving at a velocity
through space no greater than that of the hour
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hand of a clock, actually compresses the free
air, with its almost infinite mobility, into con
densations and rarefactions rather than merely
displacing it.
That a trained intellect should not be able to
see the force of this crushing consideration
against the wave-theory, after Tyndall and
Stokes have both admitted that the motions
of the hand or the movements of a pendulum
are too slow to condense the air or send off a
pulse, is certainly a discouraging prospect to
one who believes as does the writer in the
final and inevitable triumph of truth over error.
Plainly the reason why Tyndall, Helmholtz
and Stokes made these frank admissions—that
no slowly moving body like the hand or pend
ulum could condense the free air—was owing
to their inexcusable misapprehension that the
vibrating prong and string moved through the
air with the swiftness almost of a shot from a
gun. But now, after this terrible and ridicu
lous error has been exposed, as admitted by
Prof. Wood, and the fact demonstrated that
the fork will sound even when its prongs are
moving thousands of times slower than any
other object known to mechanics, how incom.
prehensiblemustit appear to the future student
of science that a man of Prof. Wood's ability
should still claim to adhere to the wave-theory.
Our faith, however, in the progress of hu
manity and in the final triumph of scientific
truth, compels us to believe that before this
volume of the Microcosm shall be closed, we
shall have the pleasure of announcing Prof.
Wood as another out-and-out convert to the
cause of Substantialisni. Our reason for this
belief is that we sincerely regard him as an
able and an honest man, notwithstanding the
scientific errors to which he now adheres. We
shall see.
THE ANNULAR THEORY.
No. 16.
BY PROP. I. N. VAIL.
' ' He stretcheth out the North over the empty
place, and hangeth the earth on nothing." At
the close of my last paper I put this quotation
from the Book of Job into my readers' hands,
with the request that they would search for its
annular meaning. Doubtless some have found
to their surprise that the word "north" is used
here as a proper name, and that the object or
phenomenon so named was located in the
northern skies ; and that all philological evi
dence identifies that name with the Egyptian
Typhon, the antagonist and concealer of the
sun-god, he having repeatedly forced that lum
inary into its " soros" or "coffin," and all na
ture mourned its absence, until " found." But
I have shown that Typhon was " the mounting
serpent " Apophis, and it becomes plain that
the "north" bent, or "stretched out over the
empty place," was the serpent canopy, or gen
ius of the watery arches in the northern sky.
Moreover, in tracing the name Typhon, or its
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Greek equivalent, back to its root meaning,
we are interested to find it to signify vapor,
mist or smoke ; and what is more remarkable,
its Hebrew equivalent, as used in Job, means
to "conceal." Putting these links together we
have -a marvelous chain of annular testimony.
The "north" bent over emptiness, becomes
the genius of the serpent canopy " that warred
on Jove," i. e., hid the sky and concealed the
sun ; and we are no longer surprised at the
otherwise meaningless myth that the whole
dynasty of solar deities fled from the attacks
of Typhon and concealed themselves from sight
—no longer surprised that the whole earth
worshiped the serpent as a God. No longer
surprised to learn from the legends of India,
Iran, Greece, Egypt, etc., that the solar genius
again marshaled his forces, under the leader
ship of Jupiter, the sky, and joined in that
grandest and mightiest of conflicts on the plains
of Heaven. Mustering to the bugle call of
time, the legions of the sun, met the Agathodemon and hurled him and his cohorts to the
earth. In this we have a record of the only
battles that ever took place in Heaven, and in
the fall of that spirit of annular vapors is per
sonated the only dragon that ever dwelt in the
skies, or fell from its battlements. Here the
calcium light of the annular theory dispels the
clouds and the mists from our frail conceptions
of the spirit land.
I suppose my readers can understand how as
a necessity, a canopy of banded vapors in the
northern hemisphere, moved northward, to
ward Polaris, in order to fall. The poles were
the points of least resistance, and thither all
annular matter tended, and necessarily lost
their revolving momentum and reached the
earth. As a necessity, vapors could not hang
unsupported in the polar heavens, any more
than a stone after it had ceased to have centri
fugal momentum. Hence, in all ages of the
annular world, there was undoubtedly an open
or "empty place" in the heavens, near the
pole. This, I say emphatically, can be estab
lished with the strongest possible testimony.
It was a circular space measurably free from
annular clouds during all the quiet periods of
the world's onward and upward progress, in
Mie line of intelligent development. And yet
uring those periods of catastrophic changes,
Aat have left there way-marks everywhere, it
*\s the breeding place of those battling legions
of"elestial demons, which the traditions of the
whle earth hand down to us with no uncertain
imprt. It was a space visible to all mankind,
in th northern hemisphere—literally a "float
ing i%nd." I find it in almost every tongue,
but ipgt familiar to the ordinary reader as the
floatin island, the ancient name of which was
Asteriifrom the stars beaming forth from it
—and tiich the shy-god fixed as the birth-place
of Latch's offspring. (Apollo and Diana.
Children f the sky, and now known to be solar
phenomeiiy
It was aisjan(j hemmed in by the Typhonic
vapors, shvng ara(j brilliant as the sunlight,
constantly uminated them. This bordering
hem of shinv vapors, made Asteria the " Serpent-begirte>isie» 0f Greecian and Eastern
legends, and hung there as iafe as the time
of the 18th dyisty of Egyptian kings ! Typhon
banished fronvhe memal skies took up his
abode there as e "Tall Pillar," and was rep
resented on thfc,onuments as a great arching
serpent, having,veciseiy the snape of the
Greek capital le,r "Omega" (□). The right
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terminal curve representing a serpent's head,
and the left its tail—the hieroglyph of Apophis,
the world serpent. Is it not a little curious
and significant that the last of the annular va
pors, arching the northern skies, should thus
have been symbolized by the Greek letter, the
literal meaning of which is " the last?" But
this very emblem proves an annular fact, for
this island-hem, hung in the skies, presented
that form, minus the terminal curves, in the
latitudes of Lower Egypt, Greece and India,
as any arithmetician or optician can prove ;
and we have here the starting point to the very
important discovery that all primitive alpha
bets, from the Runic and Cuneiform, down
through the Coptic and Egyptian graphics,
were copied with all their meaning from the
annular heavens.
This omega-shaped arch is so frequently re
ferred to in ancient poetic thought, that it is, to
me, impossible not to see it held constantly in
view. In the exact shape of a huge world ser
pent, no one can mistake the meaning of the
"great dragon coiled around the Olympian
height," or the " dragon, huge prodigy of the
earth, ruddy and brazen, guarding the heights
of Okeanos." No wonder the star-gazer in the
Book of Job, as he saw this "huge prodigy,"
exclaimed, "Thy hand hath formed the bended
serpent," and again " HebendethTsaphon over
the empty place." And as the head and tail
of this celestial dragon apparently pierced the
earth in the N. E. and N. W. points, we "5an
understand the otherwise inexplicable scriptu
ral allusions to the "piercing serpent," the
"fiery flying serpent," etc., etc.
I wish my readers to clearly understand the
shape of this wonderful world arch for, so sure
as law exists in the universe, that arch shone
forth for uncounted time in the northern skies,
a marvel to all mankind. Imagine a stupen
dous golden-colored and light-bearing horse
shoe standing erect on the earth, with its broad
bridge-shaped or table-like top spanning the
polar heavens, and its tapering ends piercing
the earth into the undericorld and evanescing
to a point. The sides of a circle, however
large it be, will appear to come together in the
great distance, like two rows of trees. So that
a little reflection will enable the reader to erect
this arch in his mind, as primitive man saw it,
and concerning which I find innumerable ref
erences in the great mass of ancient worldthought.
It stood like a huge inverted mountain ; and
a great many references to it are made, as a
"mountain," or "celestial rock," or "summit
o'f the world."
The " Tall Pillar of Egypt" is also the "Roof
Pillar of the World," and what is evidence of
the strongest kind, is the fact that Egyptian
legends affirm that it was made out of the
branches of the great "World Tree," or, as I
have shown, the branchiform canopy of va
pors, and they also identify it with their sacred
"world mountain" in the northern skies. In
ancient German thought it is the " Irminsula,"
and because it pierces the earth and heavens,
in Hebrew it is called " Bariach " or piercing
serpent, or as it might be rendered the "serpent
of the baris or arch." Hesiod also throws
much light upon it, when he tells us it was the
offspring of Typhon. It is also interesting to
note that Python, the serpent-author of Deu
calion's flood, is but another name for Typhon ;
was slain by Apollo, a solar deity, and its
meaning in Hebrew is " deceiver."
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We have here also a happy solution of the
mysterious "world bridge," or "Bridge of
Heaven," found as a remote survival in the
ancient-thought of every people. In the Tal
mud, it is the pillared arch that connects earth
and heaven ; also the bridge over which the
soul ascends into the celestial paradise. It is
the Scandinavian "Bifrost Bridge," or Eye
brow of Ymer." In far off Japan and China
we find the celestial "Roof -pillar uniting
heaven and earth." The " Floating Bridge
of Heaven," etc., etc. In ancient Persia we
find the " Chinvat Bridge" over which the
dead climbed to the hall of judgment, and in a
remarkable allusion to this bridge, Er, the
Pamphilion says: "It was brighter than the
rainbow and extended right through the heaven
and through the earth."
India had its bridge of heaven and its sacred
world mountain, called Mandara or Mem.
But the very name identifies it with an an
nular band ; for Meru is the same as the Greek
Meros, or thigh of the sky-god, and Euripides
tells us that it was a "portion derived from
the ozther, or element that once surrounded the
earth." To not see here an annular allusion,
one must be blind indeed, but when we are
further told that the Meros once enclosed and
concealed Bacchus, a solar genius, we have a
fossil of the most unmistakable import. But
what do the sacred books of the ancient Hindus
say respecting this world mountain, once a
part of the lofty tether? The Puranas thus
describe it : In the middle (of the region of the
Jambu-Dwipa tree, or tree of life) is the golden
mountain Meru. The height of Meru is 84,000
yojanas and the depth below (the earth) is 16,000. The diameter of the top is 32,000 yojanas
and of its base 16,000, so that this mountain is
like the seed-cup of the lotus of the earth."
Here is one of the most positive memorials
of annular times. A mountain with its broad
base in the heavens and its apex penetrating
the earth into the underivorld, can have no
other import, and when further compared with
the pericarp of the lotus, i. e., an inverted cone,
there is left no room for a doubt. So that I
may boldly say that, independently of the great
mass ofgeological, astronomical and scriptural
testimony, the Indian Meru establishes the an
nular fact forever, and the sooner investigators
turn their efforts to the establishment of this
great thought, the earlier will the earth be
lifted to a higher plane.
Elsinore, Cal.
AN OVKRWHEI.MISG ARGUMENT.
BY THE EDITOR.
We have frequently been asked by believers
in the teachings of modern acoustics, if the
wave-theory of sound be incorrect why is it
not possible to select somesingleassumed fact,
essential to the current view, so self-evidently
false as to crush the life out of the theory and
defy all efforts on the part of its advocates to
meet it?
We have pointed out many just such classes
of assumed facts in past issues of our publi
cations, and have challenged physicists over
and over to answer them if they can. But to
meet the exact case of the friend who now
writes us, we will state a single assumed fact
which by universal consent is essential to the
existence of the wave-theory, and which, if it
is as claimed, flatly contradicts observation.
It is as follows :
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Every text-book on acoustics teaches that
sound, outside of our sensations, consists of
condensations and rarefactions of the air, and
consequently that a condensed pulse necessarily
travels through the air, even if confined in a
tube, at the exact velocity of sound. No one
disputes this being the teaching of the wavetheory. Prof. Albert M. Mayer, in his article—
"Sound"—in Appleton's American Encyclo
pedia, uses this very illustration of a long tube
open atone end with a closely fitting and mova
ble piston in the other end. After stating what
the effect would be on moving the piston into
the tube in case the air was incompressible, he
adds :
,.
" But air is eompressible and elastic, and af
ter the piston has been pushed into the cylin
der, a measurable interval of time will have
elapsed before the air would move out of the
open end of the tube. This interval is the time
taken by sound to travel the length of the tube."
Now we assert that Prof. Mayer knows as
surely as he knows the effect of any other me
chanical action, that the instantaneous move
ment of this piston six inches into the tube
would drive the pulse swifter than a similar
movement owe inch. Why? Simply because
a greater and more powerful spring-force is in
troduced behind the pulse in the shape of the
condensation in the one case than in the other.
To deny this would be to teach the self-evident
absurdity that ^.powerful condensation of air
released behind a bullet, in an air-gun, would
not send it any swifter than a weak one !
Hence, this mechanical principle being ad
mitted, as it has to be by every intelligent
wave-theorist, it follows if sound-pulses are
condensations of the air, that a loud-sound, re
quiring as the theory teaches, a more powerful
condensation, must travel faster than a soft
or faint sound which is produced by a less con
densation of the air. But as all sounds—the
softest and loudest—travel with the same veloc
ity, it simply demonstrates that sound does not
consist of condensations of the air at all.
We thus annihilate the wave-theory on the
single assumed and essential fact that a sound
pulse is an atmospheric condensation. As cer
tain as that a powerful condensation of air, as
just stated, when released behind a bullet in an
air-gun, will drive that bullet swifter than a
weak condensation, just so certain must the
air-pulse itself travel faster in the one case thar
the other, because the bidlet can jiot trav
swifter than thepulse which propels it !
Now, let wave-theorists answer this arJment squarely, or else admit their thfl-y
broken down by the very mechanical la,on
which it is based. Let them carefullyl0te
that as a condensed pulse must travel th'u=a
a tube with the exact velocity of sound Hord
ing to Prof. Mayer, and since such pulsnPust
travel swifter or slower according to th&v,agforce of the condensation propellin
as
proved by a bullet shot from an air-g*> 11 a°solutely follows that a loud sound s1* °^ by
a powerful condensation should trS*l much
swifter than a soft one, if there is a' truth in
the wave-theory.
Will Prof. A. B. Wood, as the /st critical
and competent wave-theorist \y know of,
kindly and without unnecessary fity give his
serious attention to this difficuWlng in the
way of his theory? Let him nc^Yfrlook the
fact that just as certain as thP'bullet goes
faster out of an air-gun when /charged by a
powerful atmospheric conden^1011 behind it,
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just so certain must the pulse itself thus creat
ed travel faster since the pulse is what drives
the bullet ! But as this pulse and nsound-wave
are identical and travel at the same velocity
according to the wave-theory, let Prof. Wood
carefully explain why a loud sound having*,
powerful pulse does not travel faster than a
faint one. We pause for an answer—clear,
comprehensive, but as brief as possible.
"THE INVISIBLE WORLD."
This book, by Dr. J. I. Swander, is now in
the hands of the printer and will be ready for
the reader at an early date. It will contain 320
pages, and will sell for $1.50, by mail. Those
who subscribe in advance will receive it for
$1. The doctor will offer large inducements
to those desiring to act as agents. Better send
your name at once with $1 to Bev. J. I. Swan
der, Ph.D., Fremont, Ohio, and thus save half
a dollar.—Editor.
RUTHERFORD COLLEGE, N. C.
We have recently had a very pleasant visit
from the Rev. Dr. R. L. Abernethy, president
and founder of the above named college. Un
fortunately on the ninth of last August the
College buildings caught fire and were burned
to the ground with their two valuable libraries,
amounting to a loss of more than $30,000.
This liberal and very progressive institution
—the sole work of Dr. Abernethy and his fam
ily—has for forty years been doing immense
good to the poor of that state and many other
portions of the South, owing to the very gen
erous terms held out by the doctor for the edu
cation of their sons and daughters.
No sooner had the college been reduced to
ashes than the president, undaunted by the
disaster, began the erection of new buildings,
which he has now nearly completed e'xternally.
As this college is undenominational and unsectarian, it is the duty of every well to do
man, south or north, to donate of his means to
help refinish and refurnish this almost free col
lege for the poor of both sexes, more than two
thousand of whom have received education
within its walls without pay.
Dr. Abernethy, with whom we have been in
intimate correspondence for years, hut whom
we had not enjoyed the pleasure of meeting,
is a whole-souled and noble specimen of the
wide-awake southern gentlemen. Observing
the robust physique and glow of health that
characterized him, we were not long in learn
ing from his own lips that he attributes it all
to the conscientious use of our hygienic treat
ment, having purchased the Health-Pamphlet
soon after its first announcement in the Micro
cosm, of which he has been a subscriber and
reader since its start.
One feature of the Rutherford College which
should insure the most friendly feeling on the
part of Substantialists, is the fact that it has
never been afraid to advocate the principles of
the Substantial Philosophy in opposition to the
materialistic motion-theories of science.
' President Abernethy never stops to ask if a
scientific doctrine is popular with the schools
before teaching it to his pupils, but simply and
solely " is it true and in accordance with the
principles of natural law?" And we are glad
to learn from the doctor himself that he has
set apart one class-room in his new building
to the special work of inculcating the princi
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ples of Substantiallsm. He is at liberty at any
time to draw on the Microcosm for $100 and a
full set of our "Scientific Library," toward
furnishing that room.
OUR ARTICLE ON TUB TUNING-FORK.
Last month we promised to print in this issue
our explanation of the silence observed at the
corners of a sounding-fork held in the fingers
and rotated in front of the ear. Owing to the
two or three related editorials on acoustics in
this number, one long one in reply to Prof.
Wood, the tuning-fork article is deferred till
next month. Let no one neglect to read and
even study these articles on sound, for on the
principles therein unfolded hangs the truth or
fallacy of the Substantial Philosophy, as also
the motion-theories of science.
EXIT KOCH'S LYMPH.
BY THE EDITOR.
At last the medical profession of this city
have been forced to the conclusion that the
Koch lymph is a failure as a cure for consump
tion. Dr. Shrady, editor of the Medical Record,
after experimenting with the treatment for
nearly six months, has been compelled, out of
a sense of duty to the fraternity of which he
is very nearly the head, to announce as his
conviction the total inadequacy of the claimed
remedy for the purpose intended.
Seven months ago, in the December number
of this journal, we pointed out the very result
which Dr. Shrady and his co-laborers now are
obliged to acknowledge. We did not do this
as a mere guess which happened to turn cor
rect, but from a careful weighing of the prob
abilities of any such procedure proving suc
cessful.
We do not approve of habitual croaking
about any invention or discovery claiming to
accomplish important results, withoutthe most
thorough investigation, however inadequate
the means may seem to the end sought. In
deed, we despise the chronic croaker as about
the most dismal and doleful of all human com
panions. But this fact does not conflict with
an honest avowal of one's convictions concern
ing a claimed discovery, especially when it re
lates to a subject to which he has devoted a
life long study and which has been intimately
interwoven with his own personal experience,
as was the question of a possible cure for consumption on the part of the writer.
Having practically settled this very question
in the affirmative forty-two years ago in our
own personal experience and by a process of
the most common-sense character, as well as
one the farthest possible removed from that
proposed by the German expert, we felt that
we had earned an indefeasible right not only
to predict a failure of the Koch lymph, but to
utter a warning cry to the whole country, and
especially to the medical fraternity, against
placing any confident dependence upon such
an unnatural system of treatment unaided by
a most thorough hygienic regimen.
We not only knew from our own experience
just what physiological conditions and hygienic
processes were needed, in the very nature of
cause and effect, to arresttuberculosis and then
drive its germs out of the system ; but for a
year and a half before the Koch lymph was
mentioned, the very process which had been
effective and had proved a permanent cure in
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our own case, and which we had unfolded in
our "Health-Pamphlet," had been doing its
beneficent work in hundreds Of families all
over this land in arresting and breaking up the
same disease.
The moment the Koch furor was started in
this city under the most enthusiastic expecta
tion of the medical profession, including the
very doctors who have now publicly abandoned
the lymph, we saw by observing and compar
ing all the cases that appeared in print, that
the favorable symptoms occasionally reported
were mostly fictitious, or at best more the re
sult of mental healing on the part of the san
guine and hopeful sufferer than from any bene
ficial effects of the injected lymph. Indeed, we
have our serious doubts if a single case was
actually and directly benefited by these sub
cutaneous injections, and that if any did im
prove even temporarily it was for the reason
we have named and in spite of the unnatural
poison thus thrown into the circulation.
We invite the doctors who have thus aban
doned the lymph treatment, after honestly and
faithfully testing its merits, to look into the
record of cures from our own original health
process, hundreds of cases of which we have
on file and scores of which have appeared in
these columns.
A remedy that is in general harmony with
nature's plan for the cure of one disease ought
to be entirely consonant with every diseased
condition to which the human system is liable.
To suppose a system of treatment, like that of
injecting the Koch lymph, could be specially
applicable to one organic derangement but
would leave other diseased conditions of the
same body untouched, was full of objectiona
ble misgiving from every rational standpoint.
Not so with the health-process set forth in
our own hygienic discovery. On the contrary,
to our own surprise, when the treatment first
began to spread over the country not only in
cipient consumption, dyspepsia, constipation,
kidney and liver troubles, all of which had
been arrested and broken up in our own case
forty-two years ago, but diseased conditions by
the dozen, many of which are rarely heard of,
were arrested as by magic and eradicated from
the system. More than sixteen thousand vol
untary testimonials describing cases of this
kind have been received at the Microcosm of
fice, and are still coming in from all over the
civilized world until it became useless to try to
find room for filing them.
But for the prejudice of the profession against
any discovery that has originated outside of
aregularmedicallaboratory,and which clusters
around great names who happen to enjoy the
favor of some crowned head with very little
brains, the thousands of doctors who know of
our hygienic system and who are successfully
using it with their patients instead of drugmedication, would at once call a convention
and pass resolutions in favor of its universal
adoption and in opposition to the use of drugs
except in extreme cases.
We believe that this time will come, and that
too in the not far distant future, when, as we
trust, some system may be devised for com
pensating the learned family physician for his
services without making the absorption of
poisons by the patient an increment of the
services thus to be rewarded.
In the meantime our Health-Pamphlet is
still finding its way into the most unfrequented
nooks and corners of the civilized earth, by
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relatives and friends sending 'to such secluded
denizens the gladsome news of what this drugless remedy has done for them when all other
means had failed. As a simple matter of fact
orders of this kind are still reaching us daily,
w+thout the least effort at advertising on our
part, and that too in defiance of the almost
frantic efforts of a dozen piratical scamps from
as many different sections of the country, who
are sending out counterfeits of our pamphlet
at reduced prices, thereby trying in vain to reap
a part of the glorious harvest. But? these mis
erable thieves forget that financial lightning
"does not strike twice in the same place," and
that with all their dishonest efforts against
such a widespread start of the original pioneer
in the work, they can never expect returns suf
ficient to reimburse their outlay in advertising.
Seven different pirates known to us have
learned this fact by sad experience and have
abandoned the field. The rest will soon follow
in the same wake of inglorious failure.
(Continued from page 88.)
THIS WAVE THEORY OF ACOUSTICS.*
BY GEORGE ASHDOWN AUDSLEY, F.R.I. B.A.
" Werepeat, if this substantial view of soundforce be true, and if the wave-theory be false,
we would naturally expect to find some sound
ing bodies of a given size and of a given pitch,
which would produce very little atmospheric
disturbance, yet which would produce sounds
of great volume and intensity, the very thing
which does actually occur in numerous in
stances. Whereas, if the wave-theory be true,
and the substantial view of sound-force be
false, we would naturally and of necessity ex
pect that every vibrating body of a given size
and of a given pitch or vibrational number,
having the same amplitude of swing, would
produce the same uniform loudness or inten
sity of sound, since it must of necessity pro
duce the same condensations and rarefactions
of the air—the very thing which does not take
place in instances without number.
"Hence, we reach the irresistible culmina
tion of these premises in the following general
conclusion, namely :—If we can, by careful
observation, find certain sounding bodies
which, at a given pitch, vibrate with large
amplitude of swing, thereby causing (according
to the common notion) great disturbance of
the air, but producing almost no sound at all,
and which sound is not audible a distance of
ten feet in a still room ; then, again, if we ob
serve certain other sounding bodies of the same
pitch which produce an almost deafening
sound while in close proximity, and which can
readily be heard a mile away, but whose ampli
tude of motion or vibratory siring is so slight
as scarcely to be seen by the naked eye, and con
sequently which produces almost no motion of
the air, then it follows by mechanical, mathe
matical, and philosophical demonstration that
sound does not consist of air-waves at all, and
has nothing to do with atmospheric disturb
ance, as universally taught, and consequently
that the present theory of acoustics hopelessly
breaks down. Is there a logical and fairminded man on earth who would not accept
this general conclusion, provided the premises
as stated were shown to be correct?"
I have both logical and fair-minded men in
*A Paper read before the Members of the South
Eastern Section, London, England, November, 1890.
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my audience on the present occasion—What
are your opinions, gentlemen ?
"Now, for the overwhelming truth of the
premises, the following facts may be given.
A tuning-fork, for example, held in the fingers,
or a wire stretched over rigid supports, when
caused to vibrate at its best, and swing to and
fro with an amplitude of a full sixteenth of an
inch, can not be heard more than six or eight
feet away in a still room, notwithstanding the
powerful condensing effect such large vibra
tions must have on the air ; while a'tiny locust,
familiar to almost everybody in the United
States, weighing not one hundredth part that
of the fork or string named, and with a vibra
tional tremor invisible even when in close prox
imity to the insect, will siton a green leaf, and
send forth sound almost deafening to the by
stander, and which can be distinctly heard at
above a mile in all directions, as Darwin him
self admits in his work entitled, 'The Varia
tions of Animals and Plants.' Thus a sound
ing body with not one hundredth part the mass
and with but a small fraction of the mechan
ical action on the air caused by the tuning-fork
or stretched string, actually produces a range
of sound more than eight hundred times
greater, and a volume of sound filling more
than eighty million times the cubical space."
Gentlemen, after a statement of these simple
facts which are open to your daily experience,
I might pause for a reply. I shall not so waste
time, but I call upon any wave-theorist in this
room, or in the world, to logically and scien
tifically reconcile these incontestable facts with
the teaching of the wave-theory, whose law,
as given by one of its high priests, is that " the
distance through which the air-particle moves
to and fro when the sound-wave passes it, is
called the amplitude of the vibration. The
intensity of the sound is proportional to the
square of the amplitude." ("Sound," p. 11.)
Let the enthusiastic wave-theorist bear in
mind Professor Huxley's great rule of logic in
«xamining hypotheses. He says—' ' Every hy
pothesis is bound to explain, or at any rate not
to be inconsistent with the whole of the factsit
professes to account for, and if there is a single
one of these facts which can be shown to be in
consistent with (I do not mean merely inex
plicable by, but contrary to) the hypothesis,
such hypothesis falls to the ground—it is worth
nothing. One fact with which it is positively
inconsistent is worth as much and is as power
ful in negativing the hypothesis as five hun
dred."
Now this rule of logic puts the poor wavetheorist in an awkward fix ; and until he can
show that the facts I have just mentioned in
connection with the loudness of sound is con
sistent with his hypothesis, he will remain in
that fix; with Huxley's words ringing loudly
in his mental ears—"One fact with which it is
positively inconsistent is worth as much, and
is as powerful in negativing the hypothesis as
five hundred !"
Dr. Hall says—" We do not pretend to assert
that no scientific investigator has observed the
fact that insects are capable of issuing sounds
of great volume and that can be heard to a very
great distance. They have, on the contrary,
often observed this fact, but believing in the
wave-theory, as they did, it is not surprising
that they have made no attempt to solve the
problem, since manifestly a true solution, had
it been struck, would have annihilated that
theory, as has just been shovvn.
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"One single exception to our statement,
however, occurs. Daniells, in his great text
book— 'Principles of Physics'—does actually
state the problem and attempt a solution. At
page 380 he declares that the reason why in
sects are heard so far away is on account of
the great number of vibrations they are cap
able of producing in a second ! But had this
distinguished physicist thought for a single
moment he could have known that the number
of vibrations relates alone to pitch, and has
nothing in the world to do with loudness or in
tensity ; while it is a fact that the locust, whicti '
is heard further away than any other insect,
gives the loudest part of its strindulation at a
key of less than 1,000 vibrations a second f
Being totally in the dark, however, on the true
nature and cause of sound, Daniells became be
wildered by a mystery which can only be ex
plained on the principles of Substantialism
(not yet heard of by that scientist when writing
his book) and, as a consequence, he wildly mis
took the true cause of pitch (rapidity of vibra
tion) for that of intensity ! He never realized,
in his confusion, that the number of vibrations
which a sounding body makes in a second, re
lates entirely to its pitch, having nothing what
ever to do with theloudness, volume, orrange
of its tone.
" Had Daniells been aware of the true nature
of sound, as a substantial but immaterial force,
having no more to do with the amount of at
mospheric disturbance incidentally produced
by the sounding body than the substantial
electric current has to do with the incidental
disturbance of the air caused by the motion of
the dynamo-machine, he would have realized
that instead of an insect being heard a mile on
account of its great number of vibrations, some
insects of the very highest sensible pitch pro
duce tones so faint as not to be audible half a
dozen feet away 1 If the great number of vi
brations in a second is the cause of the intense
sounds of some insects, as this highest author
ity in physics declares, why, then, are those in
sects with the sharpest possible key, requiring
more than 10,000 vibrations a second, limited
to a few feet of range and intensity ?
"The truth is, this very blunder of Daniells
in attempting a solution by giving the wellknown cause of pitch as the cause of intensity,
is an absolute confession that our argument
as presented against the wave-theory of sound
is unanswerable, and that the volume and loud
ness of the sound of the locust has nothing to
do with the disturbance which that insect is
capable of producing in the air."
I may say, much as Dr. Hall has said , Gentle
men of theColleges—you who are still teaching
the wave-theory, iust as if neither a difficulty
nor a question had been raised against it,—it
is expected of you, and I trust the members of
this Society will call upon you, to meet the
argument I have advanced, or to honorably
admit your wave-theory to stand defeated on
one of its basic principles. If you will still
keep the silence which has hitherto marked
your scientific cowardice, I earnesly hope that
every examining musical body in England will
follow the honorable lead of the College of
Organists, and strike out all acoustical ques
tions from their examination papers. Musi
cians, who alone have consecrated sound on the
altar of art, can, at all events, protest against
its degredation at the hands of scientific acous
ticians and transcendental mathematicians.
(To be continued.)
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DEATH.
BY ISAAC HOFFER.

" Seeing that death, a necessary end, will come when
it will come."—Shakebpeare.
"Webster defines death to be "that state of
being, animal or vegetable, but more particular
of an animal, in which there is total or perma
nent cessation of all the vital functions, when
the organs have not only ceased to act, but
have lost the susceptibility of renewed action."
Why is there a total and permanent cessa
tion of all the vital functions? And why have
the organs lost the susceptibility of renewed
aotion ? Is the cause of this cessation of func
tional operation, in the organs, or the organic
combination, or is it in the vital energy ? Are
the organs and the organism the source from
which vital energy and functional operations
proceed, or is vital energy the vivifying power
that vivifies the organism and produces the
functional operations ?
To get at the foundation of death we must
get at the source of life. There are different
, theories as to the source of life upon the earth,
among which special creation, and biological
evolution are the principle.
Neither of these theories is sustained by any
known existing laws of nature. The former
has this in its favor, that it is about the way
man would do it, if he had the power, and that
it avoids the difficulty of developing a child
from the seed without vital sustenance.
The latter has against it first, the negative
attested and admitted fact, that matter does
not produce life of itself; second, that insen
sate forces, and their interaction with matter,
have never yet in a single authenticated in
stance produced sensitive life ; third, that life
has never been developed, within the knowl
edge of man, without a vital germ of previous
life nurtured and developed by the female life.
And it has against it the positive evidence that
every known plant and animal, including man,
as far back as the records of man's knowledge
go, has been the product of previous life. There
is no organ in the human body that was not
developed by vital energy. Human W. ,. is the
essential and the only power that ever devel
oped a human organ and produced a human
organism. Life existed in the germ of every
human being before the organs of the body
were formed, and it would be a self-stultification
to hold that the organic power that formed the
organs was produced by the organs before they
had any existence. There is no rationality,
and no consistency with the known laws of
nature, in the thought that the material in the
seed is the acting organizing energy, or that
this energy is the effect of material molecules
in action, or that there is any action in mole
cules without some acting moving cause.
When this moving cause ceases to act in the
human body, then, there is a " total and per
manent cessation of all the vital functions, and
the organs have lost their susceptibility of re
newed action." Immediately after death the
organs and organism may be in a perfect state,
but there are no more functional operations or
organic actions. The vital energy—the vivi
fying power is gone. This energy—this power
can not have been in the material that consti
tuted the body, nor in the organic combination,
the form, or the condition of the material, or
else it would not have lost its power of action
while the body remained in its complete or
ganic form.
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The theory that life has but one source, and
that therefore man can not be a dual being, is
true as to the theory, but erroneous in the con
clusion. Life is an individualizing energy, and
man is the product of that energy, and is com
posed of material substances vivified and char
acterized by the human life, and organized into
the human form, and is a- dual being in so far
that his body is matter of this earth, and his
life and mind are immaterial energies from a
vital and mental source.
As far as man can trace life, or even his own
life, towards its source, or towards his appear
ance upon the earth, he meets every where life
back of the remotest point he can reach. And
if he looks through the mists of ages into the
darkness of the advent of life, even of human
life, upon the earth, the logic of reason, and
the logic of universal and unchanging law
point still with unvarying directness towards
a knowing living energy as the only possible
source of life and mind. Vital and mental
energy can not create matter out of themselves,
nor out of nothing, and matter can not gener
ate or evolve life and mind out of its own sub
stances.
The material substances of the body at death
return to the earth, the source from whence
they came, but not until the active principle—
the organic agent—and the knowing-life are
no longer present. The body with all the ma
terial substances still remaining in a perfect
human form, and in a fully organized condi
tion, has lost its vital and its organic action.
It has lost all that formed, developed, and sus
tained a human being ; all that gave it life,
energy, -knowledge, and powers of exertion,
direction and control, all that constituted it a
human being ; and has left nothing but inert
material substances in the human form, and
this wholly in the power of chemical agencies
of dissolution and redistribution.
It is not possible to look at the dead body of
a friend without seeing, and painfully feeling,
that your friend is not there. All that endeared
him to you, that made him worthy of your
friendship, and all that constituted him your
fellow-being, is gone. The dead body is not
your departed friend. It is for the knowing,
the appreciating, and reciprocating friend, and
not for the dead body that you mourn. You
feel and you know that the dead body before
you is not your friend ; your senses and your
reason tell you that all the essential character
istics of your friend, all that made him a being
of life, of intelligence, of energy, and of ac
tivity, is gone ; and every rational consider
ation, every logical deduction, and every philo
sophical conclusion confirm the position that
your departed friend, and not his material
body, was the real man, the Substantial entity,
the elementary energy, and the. indivisible and
unchangeable part of his duality.
What remains at death was dead matter be
fore it became a part of the body. No living
substance can be absorbed into another living
body. Everything, therefore, that constitutes
the material body, had to be dead substances
utterly decomposed, before they could be as
similated, vitalized and organized. A living
body, therefore, is composed of dead decom
posed matter vitalized, and is dead matter as
soon as vital energy ceases to act. It is evolved
out of dead matter and ends in death and dis
solution.
Life is not evolved, is not composed of dif
ferent substances or of constituent parts, and,
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therefore, is not divisible nor dissolvable. It
is a transmitted energy, it comes from life and
has nothing of death in itself. How it was
introduced upon the earth, and became asso
ciated with matter, nature does not show ; but
how life is perpetuated and. continued in asso
ciation with matter is everywhere manifested
under the unvarying law of transmission and
reproduction.
Life is an invisible intangible energy of indi
vidualized and characterized forms that may
be materially represented in plants and ani
mals ; and the death of a plant or animal is
simply the withdrawal of the acting vivifying
energy that gave it life. The material sub
stances that constitute the body resume their
normal inert condition, and, what of the vital
energy and the knowing life of man? Can
life die ? The question itself suggests a con
tradiction in terms.
It is an admitted fact that matter is inde
structible, that something can not come to noth
ing ; and i f the knowing li fe of man is a real ity,
an entity, then it comes under the law of inde
structibility ; and as it is an energy of indi
vidualized and characterized forms, not com
posed of constituent parts, not evolved in any
sense, but is a complete whole transmitted by
life, it can not be dissolved into parts, it can
not be changed into something else, but must
remain an individuality, and according to the
laws which govern the material part of man
at death.must return to the source from whence
it came with all its elementary energy un
changed, as the material substances of the body
are returned to their source without any change
in their essential properties.
The law of indestructibility prevents anni
hilation, and makes it impossible for something
to pass into nothing. The law of stability in
elementary forces and substances forbids the
death of life and of living intellectual energy,
and assures the endless continuance of the
knowing-life of man with all its elementary
powers and characteristics unchanged. The
law of individuality in life permits of no change
in the distinctive characteristics' of elemental
forms of vital and intellectual energy, and
thus secures to each soul the sure preservation
of its individuality under all states and re
lations.
The question sometimes raised, whether the
knowing-life is not only the effect of molec
ular and organic action, and not a reality, not
an entity, is one which involves many irrecon
cilable contradictions, and is based upon a hy
pothesis and not upon known facts and laws.
All questions of whatever kind and nature are
raised in the mind, all discussions, including
those of life and mind, are solely the operations
of the knowing-life ; and when this knowinglife by, and through, its own actions denies its
own real and entitative existence, it perverts the
order of its own actions, and of all the laws
of activity. It makes the effect the cause, and
the cause the effect ; gives the power of the
cause to the effect, and makes the effect the
controlling power of the cause.
It makes the cart push the horse, instead of
permitting the horse to pull the cart.
The fact that the knowing-life at death passes
away unseen, unheard and unperceived, by
even the closest watching, is no evidence what
ever that it has come to an end, or passed out
of existence, or lost its individuality, or its ele
mentary powers and attributes ; for life and
mind are invisible, intangible energies that can
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not be apprehended by the senses. No one can
see the vital energy in his own body, not even
the vital action, for only the effect produced in
the material body can be seen. Nor can any
one see the mind, or the mental operations of
another, unless they are manifested through
the material organs. The senses can not take
cognizance of gravity, attraction, repulsion,
or any of the forces of nature ; only the effects
of their action in matter can be perceived.
What a person can perceive of the knowinglife of another, is the effect of its action in the
body. The vivified appearance of the body,
and the manifested activities of the mental
energy, are what we constantly see, hear and
perceive in each other ; and these constantly
present effects are all that can be perceived, by
the senses, of the knowing-life. And the fact
that these familiar effects are all that can be
thus noticed, misleads the mind and gives the
actual appearance that death ends all ; and so
firmly becomes the impression of this appear
ance fixed in the mind, that it is difficult to
comprehend clearly, and appreciate fully, the
true relation of cause and effect in vital action,
and the logical and inevitable result of death,
as clearly indicated by the facts and laws of
nature.
Apparently each child has its origin in the
seed, and its beginning as a perfected, though
not fully developed human being at birth ; and
so strongly is the impression made upon all per
sons, that the birth of a child is the origin of
an entirely new life, that it is almost impossi
ble to keep in view the well-known fact that
this new life was evolved out of previous life
which reaches back beyond the grasp of hu
man comprehension ; and that there never has
been an intermission in the continuity of life.
The birth of a child adds a new link to the
chain of life ; a chain that never had a break,
for no new life was ever produced, that had
not a continuous unbroken connection with the
source of life. Each life is an individualized
and characterized form of continuous life, and
is linked to the great source of life, just as the
material substances in the seed and body are
connected with the matter of the earth—the
source from whence they came ; and it is but a
rational conclusion, perfectly consistent with
the laws of nature, that the knowing-life, and
the passive matter, should at death each return
to the source from whence they came, and with
which they are connected. The former to re
turn in the individualized form, in which only
it is known, with the vital-intellectual energy
unchanged, and the latter in its dissolving state
with its elementary substances unaltered.
Death is a natural process, a necessary end
ing of the union of life and matter, for neither
are in a normal state in this union ; and there
is no loss and no change in any of the ele
mentary properties and characteristics of either
at their separation.
The only change is the total cessation of vital
and mental action, and the total disappearance
of the effects of this action. This is all that
the closest observation of the process of death
reveals. There is no disappearance of any
thing that the senses could apprehend in the
living body, except the effect of vital actions
and of mental manifestations. That these
vital actions and mental manifestations were
the effects of vital and mental energy, and not
of a force generated by material substances,
is so self-evident as not to admit of a rational
doubt, and is corroborated and substantiated
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by all the laws of activity in nature. Without
an acting or moving force there can be no
action and no movement, and without resist
ance to action or motion there can be no effect
and no result. A motion of the hand moves
nothing and produces no effect unless it meets
something.
Death is a great and important change. It
ends the earthly career of man, leaves the body
a useless, worthless, decomposing mass of mat
ter, and the knowing-life to pass away without
any visible tangible provision for the future.
This should, however, be no cause for worry,
for in aa immaterial or spiritual state man
wants no material provisions. Even in this
world it is not all of life to eat, drink and
exist.
There are mental operations which are of the
highest importance in making life worth living
for. Take away the powers and operations of
the mind, and what is left that is worthy of
a human being's effort or desire to live? There
is no difficulty in perceiving that a spiritual
life needs no material substances for its sup
port.
The conditions of human life in this world
have been amply provided for. Every vital
necessity of life, ana every mental requirement
of mind, from the first appearance of man
upon the earth to the present time, have been
fully provided for in nature. Man had nothing
to do with his own coming upon the earth,
nothing with his own capabilities of physical
growth and intellectual development, nothing
with the conditions and environments neces
sary for his existence, for his physical growth
and comfort, and for the exercise and develop
ment of his mental faculties. These are mat
ters beyond man's power to produce or control.
If we see that such ample provision has been
made for all the conditions of life and mind
for the brief existence of this earthly life,
should we not trust with> the fullest reliance
that the same ample provisions are made for
all the conditions of the knowing-life in a
future state after its separation from the ma
terial body.
If these facts of the past can be any guide
for the future, and if the immutability of the
laws of nature can be relied on, then we»have
the comforting assurance that the same abun
dant provision is made for the continuance of
the knowing-life of man after death, as there
has been for its earthly existence.
—,
*»
"THE CHRISTIAN STANDARD."
BY THE ASSOCIATE EDITOR.
In the February number the readers of the
Microcosm were notified that the attention of
the editor of The Christian Standard had been
called by Eld. Thomas Munnell, our old and
valued contributor, to the claims of Substantialism in meeting the atheistical reasoning of
materialists of the Haeckelian school, request
ing the Standard to show the fallacy of such
claims if possible or make such other com
ments as might be deemed justice toward the
system of philosophy making such claims.
Attention was particularly directed to an
article published in the first number of Vol. VI.
of the Microcosm as setting forth these claims
in a definite and forcible manner, to which the
editor of the Standard pays his respects as re
quested, but we are led to believe in a very
different manner from what was expected.
The article is an insinuating attack upon our
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work with which that paper has not lately had
any sympathy, and shows the writer to be ig
norant of the fundamental teachings and principl es of the Substantial Philosophy as well as of
the wave-theory as we will clearly show further
on, and it also evinces a complete absence of
the slightest philosophical ability in carrying
out accepted results to their legitimate and un
avoidable conclusions. Under such circum
stances as these we could hardly expect any
different rejoinder from that expressed by the
following extract from the Standard :
"doubts expresseD."
" A brother—an able minister—for whose judgment on
religious subjects we have much respect, calls our at
tention to an article in the Microcosm, by the associate
editor, Robert Rogers. The aim of the article is to
show the importance of the so-called Substantial Phil
osophy to Christian ministers. It will be remembered,
that the modern founder of this philosophy is Dr. A.
Wilford Hall, of New York, and that his philosophy
finds authoritative utterance in his book called Ths
Problem of Human Life^ which is a remarkable book—a
very remarkable book indeed. There is nothing in the
English language that can approach it in some respects.
" The Substantial Philosophy claims that sound is a
substance, and that, therefore, when you speak, or ring
a bell, or make a noise of any sort, an attenuated sub
stance proceeds from the sounding instrument and fills
the air as far as the sound is heard, if not farther. It is
claimed that this philosophy—which teaches that heat
and light are also substances—meets the atheistic and
materialistic teaching of the times as nothing else can
do. But we will give a liberal extract from the artiole
in the Microcosm that its high claims may be seen.
After stating that the scientist Hseckel, and others,
claim that mind, life, soul and spirit are but the vibra
tory motions of the material molecules constituting the
brain and nerve system, Mr. Rogers says :
" ' That, however, which constitutes the Invulnerable
character as well as alarming religious aspect of this
assumption of the materialist is logically based upon
the scientific teachings of all the Christian colleges in
the world as set forth theoretically in their text-books,
in which the various forces of Nature, or at least many
of them, are defined as but modes of molecular motion,
which signifies the mere vibration of material particles,
such as those of air, ether, or solid bodies.
"'Why,' exclaims Prof. Hseckel, in stating this ag
gressive argument, 'if sound, light and heat—forces of
Nature whose phenomena are so sensibly observed—are
but the varied motions of material air and ether parti
cles, as physical science Inculcates, why have I not a
right to assume and teach that mind-force, life-force,
and psychic-force are also but modes of motion of the
material particles of the vibrating brain and throbbing
nerves f
'"By every system of analogy, and according to every
{>rinciple of scientific ratiocination, insists Prof. Hseckel,
f the forces of heat, light and sound, are but the vibra
tory motions of matter in various degrees of density
and tenuity, then mind-force, life-force and soul-force,
are justly and rationally explicable only on the same
scientific basis of reasoning, as but the vibratory mo
tion of brain and nerve molecules. On this impregnable
foundation of natural analogy and intrenched behind
these formidable walls of logic, the German and English
materialists have finally taken their stand, and now
boldly defy religious philosophers to jostle them a
hair's breath by any argument they may bring, so long
as the science of the schools stands unimpeached.
" ' If sound, heat and light, says' Prof. Hseckel. are only
modes of motion and in no sense substantial forces of
objectivo entities, then away with your religious non
sense that my life or soul or mind or spirit, which ex
hibits analogous material phenomena, can be anything
more than a corresponding mode of molecular vibra
tion 1 And if sound, neat and light, as the mere motions
of matter, absolutely cease to exist the instant the vi
brating particles come to rest, then (continues this in
vincible German materialist) the soul, life, mind and
spirit, as analogous motions of brain-matter, must like
wise cease to exist at death, when the brain and nerve
molecul e cease to move, and therefore that death, logic
ally and unavoidably ends all !
" ' Such was the aspect of scientific and religious phi
losophy when the editor of this paper hurled The Prob
lem of Human Life like a thunderbolt from the sling of
Jove into the defiant ranks of German and English mate
rialists. The religious philosophers of both hemispheres,
who had come seriously to face this triumphant argu
ment of the materialists, stood absolutely appalled at
its overwhelming conclusiveness against all scientific
evidence favoring a future life.'
"Touching these words a few remarks will be in order.
It will be noticed that Mr. Rogers, in one paragraph.
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professedly drives a direct quotation from Hseckel, and
following this are two paragraphs professedly giving
Haeckel's arguments. These arguments are prefaced
thus : " Prof. Hseckel Insists " and " Prof. Haeckel says,"
and then it is asserted that " the religious philosophers
of both hemispheres * * * stood absolutely appalled,"
etc.
,
Now, we propose to raise a few questions.
1. Is it true that Prof. Hseckel ever wrote the language
attributed to him in the foregoing extract f
2. Is it true that he ever used the arguments that the
extract credits him with using ?
3. Is it true that the religious philosophers of either
hemisphere stood appalled at the arguments referred
tof
If Mr. Rogers will kindly name the book and the pages
on which Prof. Hseckel writes and reasons as quoted he
will oblige us. Neither the style of the writing nor the
character of the arguments becomes Hseckel well. The
thing is in great doubt. Then some reliable history re
porting the consternation caused by said arguments will
be in order. That Haeckel's real arguments are not
easily answered from a scientific standpoint is well
known, but the arguments attributed to him in the ex
tract are not of any force whatever. Let it be granted
that the sound made by striking a bell, for instance, dies
ont of existence in a minute, It does not follow that the
human spirit that guides the stroke does not live on for
ever. A spirit that thinks, loves, hates, fears and wor
ships Is more than a sound, more than the result of the
motion of material things. We do not need to prove
that sound is an everlasting substance in order to sus
tain the revelation of the futnre life given in the Script
ures. If we oould prove that when a bell is tolled the
sound spreads as a substance through the air as far as
it Is heard and endures forever, this would settle noth
ing as to the future oonsclous existence of any living
thing.
It Is well known that sound Is not " a mode of motion,"
but an Impression made upon the mind, through the ear,
by vibrations or motions of the air, or other conducting
medium. When the impression ceases the sound ceases ;
for the impression is the sound, according to current
philosophy. If any one thinks that because a given
sound, or impression on the mind, oeases to be, " there
fore that death logically and unavoidably ends all," he
ought to cultivate iiis reasoning faculties, if ho has any
to cultivate. To attribute sucn reasoning to " the in
vincible German materialist" is not wise or right.
What analogy between a thinking spirit and a sound or
impression that comes upon it through one of the organs
of sense f
In the first place we will show that this
doubting critic has never yet studied the Sub
stantial Philosophy sufficiently to understand
even its primary law of distinction between ma
terial and immaterial substance.
He quotes Dr. Hall's philosophy as claiming
that " an attenuated substance proceeds from
the sounding instrument and fills the air as far
as the sound is heard, if not farther."
If ever any one point has been made plain in
the writings in this journal for the past eight
years, both by the editors and contributors, it
has been that the forces of nature are not in
any sense material in their composition ; not
even to the finest shade of attenuation, but
that being of the immaterial realm they are
of an entirely different order of substantiality,
being analogous to the immateriality but none
the less substantiality of the mind, soul and
spirit. The great endeavor of Substantialism
has been to prove that by any system of logical
and consistent scientific reasoning, all these
varying i ncorporeal phenomena must be placed
within the same realm, and that any difference
which may exist between them is one of degree
or complexity and not of natural constitution ;
while on the other hand, matter stands abso
lutely apart, forming another realm which is
as different from force as the soul and mind
are from inorganic substances.
There is no excuse after so much has been
written on this subject for the culpable ignor
ance shown by this critic ; we do not believe
that this statement will be thought by our
readers unnecessarily severe.
In a consideration of the nature of matter
and force as the constituent elements of the
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universe, we are compelled, in order to be
logical and consistent, to realize that there is
between all the various manifestations of
either element an underlying alliance or con
nection. We mean by this, that in the ma
terial realm there is a continued and direct
connection between all its various phases, and
that all its conditions, whether in the fluid
form of simple hydrogen gas, or in the liquid
form of water, or in the solid form of the dia
mond, any or all of these forms can be re
ferred back to the primary condition of crude
matter, which is the elemental basis running
throughout the whole of the material realm.
And likewise in the immaterial or forcial realm
«,ll the different manifestations of force in
whatever phase presented, are analogous in
their primary immaterial nature, and whatever
difference exists, which is productive of the
various phases, is not in the inherent constitu
tion of such immaterial substances, but sim
ply signifies a degree of complexity or modifi
cation of the elementary immaterial basis.
Granting this, the conclusion is evident that
if the primary condition or underlying basis of
force or of the immaterial realm is shown to be
evanescent in its existence or dependent upon
the precarious and vacillatory motions of
matter, then all the various phases or man
ifestations of this realm must be included in
the same condition of dependency and un
certainty from the physical forces of sound,
light, heat and magnetism, to the mental and
spiritual forces of life, mind and soul.
All systems of scientific investigation recog
nize the necessity of this logical continuity in
their philosophies concerning the physical
forces of nature as well as the more refined
organic forces, such as life, mind, soul and
spirit ; and with the result that the modern the
ories of scientific teaching being founded upon
a materialistic and dynamical basis, the chief
exponents of such theories together with those
who exercise the consistency, which should
characterize such investigators, to its ultimate
conclusions, are forced to admit themselves to
be in the same condition of infidelity concern
ing supernatural conditions of any kind. And
all who teach these materialistic and motiontheories of science can be compelled by the
necessities of consistency with their scientific
foundations, to apply their doctrines to all the
conditions which make immortality at all a
reasonable probability, and so far as we are
able to see such teachers can not possibly steer
themselves clear of the atheistical maelstrom.
The Standard doubts the correctness of our
quotation from Haeclcel, but this doubt is sim
ply a quibble upon'words. As the readers of
the Microcosm know this language has been
used in this journal since its commencement
and frequently in different forms, simply to
give in gross the teachings of the German ma
terialist, and these quotations can easily be up
held by even a casual study of Haeckel. Our
object was to give the spirit of the German
scientist's position without particular respect
to the phraseology employed, a method which
is adopted universally by literateurs, and which
is never called in question when the spirit of
the quotation is correct. The same plan is
adopted daily in our conversations. In quot
ing a person we are not particular to mention
exact words, but meet all the requirements of
intelligence and honesty if we do no violence
to the meaning of the person quoted. But the
Standard editor being forced by the circum
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stances to say something, and not having the
manliness and honesty to confess his inability
to find any flaw in the argumentative part of
the article in question, with that meanness
which can only find its root in his own heart
confines his attention to a point which is of no
import whatever, as he should have known,
and attributes dishonesty to the writer of this
article and to Dr. Hall, when he might easily
have seen by the quotations which we took the
trouble to send to his assistant, that our lan
guage was not half strong enough to represent
the positive current of infidelity and unbelief
running through Haeckel's writings as the re
sult of his belief in the materialistic theories of
science. We here quote a few out of doaens of
passages which might be cited, in order that
our readers may see the smallness and mean
ness of the Standards quibble :
* " The life of every organic individual is nothing but a
connected chain ofvery complicated materialphenomena of
motion. These motions must be considered as changes
in the position and combination of the moleculss, that
is. of the smallest particles of animated matter (of
atoms placed together in the most varied manner). The
specific definite tendency of these orderly, continuous,
and inherent motions of life depends, in every organ
ism, upon the ohemlcal mingling of the albuminous
generative matter to which it owes Its origin." P. 199.
" The origin and development of the egg-oell in the
mother's body, the transmission of the bodily and mental
peculiarities ot the father to it by his seed, touch upon all
the questions which the human mind has ever raised about
man's existence. And, we add, these most important
questions are solved, by means of the Theory of Descent,
" i mechanical and purely monistic sense /" ' Pp.
In a
'All these phenomena, considered in connection,
clearly prove that the transmission of bodily and mental
peculiarities is a purely material and mechanical process.
By propagation a greater or lesser quantity of albumin
ous particles, and together with them the individual
form ofmotion inherent in these moleoules of protoplasm
are transmitted from the parental organism to the off
spring. As this form of motion remains continuous, the
more delicate peculiarities Inherent in the parental
organism must sooner or later reappear in the filial
organism." P. 202.
As the result of such materialistic ideas con
cerning the existence of life and the forces of
nature the ultimate conclusion must, in the
nature of things, be as expressed in the fol
lowing quotation :
"As soon, in fact, as. according to this theory, we ac
knowledge the exclusive activity of physico-chemical
causes in living (organic) bodies, as well as In so-called
inanimate (inorganic) nature, we concede exclusive domin
ion to that view of the universe, which we may designate
as the mechanical, and which is opposed to the teleological
conception." P. 17.
" Hence, by our theory the mystic veil of the miraculous
and supernatural, whloh has hitherto been allowed to
hide the complicated phenomena of this branoh of
natural knowledge, is removed. All the departments
of Botany and Zoology, and especially the most Im
portant portion of the latter, Anthropology, becomes
reasonable. The dimming mirage of mythological fiction
can no longer exist in the clear sunlight of scientific
knowledge." P. 11.
After these quotations there certainly can
be no " doubt " as to the position of the " in
vincible German materialist," nor can there
be any "doubt" even with the Thomas of
the Standard, as to our fair representation of
his argument, as he includes life and men
tality within the scope of his materialistic de
ductions and logically and consistently says,
that " as soon, in fact, as according to this
theory, we acknowledge the exclusive activity
of physico-chemical causes (simply mechanical
motions of matter) in living bodies, as well as
in so-called inanimate nature, we concede ex
clusive dominion to that view of the universe,
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which we may designate as the mechanical
and which is opposed to the teleological con
ception."
We thus refute the contemptible " doubts"
of this carping critic, who can see no honesty
of purpose nor understand any system of sci
ence which has not its origin in his own cir
cumscribed cranium.
We now come to the real question at issue.
Is a belief in the Biblical doctrine of the
immortality of the soul at all affected by
scientific and philosophical teachings? We
believe that it is. We believe further, that the
day is fast passing when faith, pure and sim
ple, will be sufficient to uphold any system
either of scientific or theological belief. Faith
was an absolute necessity in the primeval con
ditions of human existence, in much the same
sense as faith or acceptance upon simple
authority is an essential element in the life of
every child, but proportionately as knowledge
is attained by the child, the acceptance by faith
diminishes, and so it is with mankind in gen
eral.
Many of the superstitions of antiquity which
were accepted by our forefathers without the
slightest reason therefor, have been rejected
and are being rejected each day as new light
is being thrown upon the phenomena of nature.
This is true in the theological as well as in the
scientific departments of thought, and this ex
perience will continue on until the end of time,
and the phenomena of either science or theol
ogy which place their dependence and their
defence upon the pure and simple faith of hu
manity, unassisted by philosophical reasoning,
will, sooner or later take their places among
the mythical delusions which are continually
being relegated into obscurity.
This fact, which is conclusively proven by
the history of the times, indicates the necessity
of a correct system of scientific and philosoph
ical research, as upon this is largely dependent
therfuture position of humanity to the truths
of religion, which we now hold sacred, and this
is the reason why so much space in this journal
is devoted to the discussion of the nature of the
physical forces. We feel that if the material
istic systems of philosophy are adhered to, the
result upon mankind in general will be similar
to that already produced upon the leading ex
ponents of these systems, nearly all of whom
are materialists; witness Haeckel, Huxley,
Tyndall, Spencer, Darwin, etc., etc.
These men are logical and honest reasoners
who are simply carrying their scientific phi
losophy to its ultimate and unavoidable con
clusions concerning the creation, the existence
and the end of man.
(To be concluded next month.)
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Entered aS'second does matter at the New York Post Office. support a steam engine for propulsion, as a
vast number of impracticable cranks have pro
CAN MAN EVER IMITATE THE BIRO IN posed to do at various times ever since the
MECHANICAL. FLIGHT 1
brothers Montgolfier constructed their first
BY THE EDITOR.
balloon more than 100 years ago 1
At no time in the history of the world has
Recently, however, the flying-machine mania
there been so much discussion and excitement has taken another and very remarkable turn.
among inventors and mechanical investigators Quite a number of scientific investigators of
as at present, concerning the possibility or im considerable eminence, as by concert of inspira
possibility of man navigating the air by me tion, seem to have been struck by the sudden
chanical means alone. Not a week now passes impulse of the possibility of flying by means
but some announcement appears in the papers of suitable soaring or kite-shaped sailing de
of a new flying-machine that has been invented vices propelled by steam or other motive
and which is soon to astonish the world by power, and without any support from gas or
starting on its aerial flight.
hot air whatever.
True, most of these devices are based on the
The first prominent advocate of this scheme
principle of supporting the weight of the ap was Prof. Langley, Secretary of the Smithson
paratus and the navigator by some form of ian Institution of Washington, who boldly an
balloon charged with gas ; while one inventor nounced such a project in an address delivered!
recently conceived the original idea of em before the National Academy of Sciences at its
ploying a vacuum-balloon inordertoget some recent sitting in that city.
thing still lighter than gas, not dreaming of
As proof that men will yet be able to fly by
the fact that such a shell, to avoid the danger means of suitable sail-like planes, the professor
of collapse, would have to be so thick and urges the fact that eagles and turkey-buzzards
strong as to make the machine itself many when once at a considerable altitude can actu
times heavier than the air.
ally soar in circles and remain mechanically
The first practical device for navigating the motionless, or without any flapping of the
still air by means of a balloon was the one in wings, even for an hour at a time.
vented by Prof. Charles F. Ritchell.of Bridge
The professor even intimates the novel theory
port, Connecticut. It was a cigar-shaped silk that the higher the bird gets the more easily
bag, whicH, when filled with hydrogen gas, is it supported by the air without any mechani
would exactly support the weight of the pro cal motion of its own, a fact which seems flatly
pelling and steering apparatus with a man of to contradict the physical laws in regard to the
eighty or ninety pounds to work the machin known density of the air and its consequent
ery. Being, as thus combined, exactly of the supporting power.
weight of the air, a very slight effort by a
The truth is, Prof. Langley, like thousands
suitable system of screw-propellers would suf of other superficial observers, has formed an
fice to raise, lower, rotate or move the machine entire misconception as to the mechanical
forward or backward in any direction in still method on which birds soar without seeming
air. But to navigate the outdoor air, subject effort or apparent motion of the wings. Such
to the contingency of varying and sudden birds, on the contrary, do more real and effec
changes of current, was a very different thing tive flapping than does the partridge with its
even with this the smallest practicable device audible whir; but instead of flapping with the
of the balloon kind possible to be employed. entire wing, each individual wing feather does
How much more impracticable must be the its work of beating the air, though so rapidly
control of a balloon of sufficient size and buoy and through so short a space as to be practi
ancy to carry passengers from city to city, and cally beyond the observation of a person even
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in a few feet of the bird, unless by aid of a
powerful glass.
It is passing strange, to say the least, that an
able scientist should reach such an unmechanical and absurd conclusion as that a condor
weighing fifty or sixty pounds can soar in the
upper and lighter air, performing circles in all
relations to the air-currents, without any flap
ping or supporting motion !
I_ Prof. Langley said in his lecture : " The air
possesses elements of buoyancy which have
not been recognized hitherto. There is no
truth in the popular conception that a body
heavier than the atmosphere can not be sus
pended in that medium without motion. A
kite of sticks and paper is much heavier than
the fluid which it displaces, but it is sustained
aloft." He then refers to the eagle and other
birds which " remain poised in the sky upon
extended pinions motionless for hours to
gether," etc., etc.
It is simply amazing that a professor who is
capable of teaching physical science should not
know that a " kite of sticks and paper" can
not be supported in the air without motion, or
in other words, without mechanical force. But
this mechanical force is that of the wind, which
by glancing past the lower side of the kite, held
in a suitable angle by a string connected with
the earth, is thus " sustained aloft " or even
forced upward, alone by the mechanical action
of such moving air-current. Let such wind
instantly cease and how quick will the kite of
paper and sticks come tumbling to the ground,
unless the small boy at the other end of the
string substitutes his own motion in a rapid
run for that of the subsiding air !
Since Prof. Langley's lecture was delivered
the New York Sun reporter has held a long in
terview with Mr. Maxim, a well-known inventor
of electric light devices, etc., on this question
of navigating the air. Mr. Maxim is another
flying machine enthusiast, and has already
about completed a powerful apparatus also on
the kite or soaring principle, and without any
supporting or buoyant aid from gas or heated
air. According to the Sun report of the inter
view, Mr. Maxim's machine consists of a very
nearly flat plane of silk, and metal ribs with
which to stiffen it, with a suspended platform
attached and so arranged as to keep this kiteframe at an angle inclining slightly upward—
that is to say, the front end of the plane in
clines above the rear about as one to fourteen.
The screw propelling device is attached to
this platform and is intended to be driven by
a steam engine of great power and of minimum
weight. The fuel is to be petroleum to be first
converted into gas and then to be directed
against the boiler surface in 45,000 tiny jets.
The plane or kite portion proper is, as now
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nearly completed, 145 feet long by forty to
fifty wide. Its two engines weigh 300 pounds
each, and the entire apparatus, with fuel and
water ready to " soar," will weigh about "6,000
pounds," and is intended to carry through the
air at "100 miles an hour " an additional load
of "8,000 pounds " of freight and passengers.
Reader, there is not the least doubt but that
all this is seriously contemplated, and the far
thest possible from a hoax or a jest on the
part of Mr. Maxim, who gives his word of
honor that he has already worked on the pro
ject for years, and has paid out in hard cash
for the construction of this machine (now
housed in a private park in England), the round
sum of $45,000.
We know Mr. Maxim well, and have had the
pleasure of examining in years past several of
his useful and practical inventions. But we
would not be frank nor friendly with an old
acquaintance did we not here record the honest
conviction that his $45,000 have been absolutely
worse than thrown away. We say worse, be
cause so much valuable time has also been
wasted that might have developed many im
portant inventions from such an active and
energetic brain.
We do not mean to intimate that man can
not yet contrive means to fly through the air
by the application of mechanical force alone,
or without the aid of gas for buoyancy. On
the contrary we believe most firmly, and have
for many years, that the time is not far dis
tant when man will be able, by mechanical
wings alone, and by his physical strength alone,
to mount the atmosphere somewhat as does
the sixty pound condor which is known to
carry a thirty pound sheep in his talons.
There is not, we are satisfied, a bird or quad
ruped on earth as strong physically as a trained
athlete in proportion to his weight,—that is to
say, when his physical power is exerted in the
direction of his greatest strength. It is only
a question at the present time of the discovery
of a simple mechanical principle by which this
most advantageous line of greatest strength
can be utilized in combination with the best
and lightest form of apparatus, proportioned
to its stiffness, for taking hold of the air.
For fifty years, almost incessantly, we have
studied this question from every angle of con
sideration ; and have investigated birds, bats,
flying fishes and squirrels, besides studying
the palaeontological remains of pterodactyls
and other species of flying saurian reptiles,
some of them as heavy as athletic men, all in
the view of reaching a probable correct con
clusion as to the possibility of man ultimately
mastering the air by his own physical strength.
From this long investigation we can only
look with a smile of sadness at the puerile
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suggestions such as those of Prof. Langley,
and the worse than waste of money on such a
ponderous monstrosity as that of our old-time
friend Maxim.
The plain fact is, that the more formidable
and powerful the apparatus is made in order to
gain the supposed advantage of the great me
chanical assistance of the steam-engine, the
more is the whole affair exposed to the uncon
trollable fury of the wind ; while the smaller
the flying apparatus can be made in order to
do the work, and the more closely it can be
confined to the flyer's own body without any
superfluous weight and surface to catch the
air-currents, while directing his efforts in the
line of his greatest strength, the nearer will he
come to playing the role of the bird and bat,
and the sooner will be solved the problem of
man's flight through the air by the same me
chanical law which supports the bird.
Fortunately for the bird and other flying
animals, their air-grasping apparatus was made
a part of their own original selves, and was so
adjusted as to work in the line of their greatest
mechanical power. As man has been given
the intellectual power already so to train him
self physically as to be able to pull more than
the best team of horses, to lift more than will
crush the best horse to the earth, or to out
travel in a six-day's race any animal in exist
ence, so by the same intellectual supremacy
we believe it to be his prerogative to do for his
own body in the construction and adaptation
of wings at least partially what nature has
done for the bird, and thus, as we hope, he will
in time be able literally to mount aloft "as
upon the wings of eagles."
Set us down as another flying-machine crank
if you will, but please note the prediction here
made that while the great scientific cranks are
recording their ponderous failures in defying
gravity and the physical elements with screwpropellers, steam-engines, mammoth kites and
queer-shaped balloons, the real flying athlete
of the near future will slip upon the stage with
his almost naked body closely harnessed to
wings which, as nearly as his contour will per
mit, will adapt him to the work of the bird,
when the reproach of Darius Green's lamenta
ble collapse will be forever wiped out.
THE SUBSTANTIALITY OF LIFE.
BY J. I. SWANDER, D. D., PH. D.
The diligent and persevering student of the
Substantial Philosophy needs not the informa
tion that while all force is one in its primor
dial essence, it is, nevertheless, manifold in
its manifestations in the economy of nature.
Well informed Substantialists are also in gen
eral agreement as to the correctness of the
teaching that each one of these subordinate
forms of force is also a distinct form of imma
terial substance. It seems to have pleased the
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great Father of all to so ordain the variety of
finite powers now manifesting themselves in
the universe as to afford all rational creatures
an opportunity to express their admiration in
the language of the Psalmist : " O Lord, how
manifold are Thy works ! in wisdom hast Thou
made them all."
These forces, in the way of general subdivis
ion, have been classified into physical and bio
logical. The biological may be distinguished
from each other as vegetable, animal and psy
chological. In either section of this general
biological domain life, " after its kind," is a
form of force, a substance, an entity, and not
the resultant of organization or the product of
chemical play, as thoughtlessly assumed and
ignorantly taught by pnilosophers of the ma
terialistic school.
This reasonable assumption that life is a real
substance, independent of any or all conditions
of its manifestations in visible or material form,
was the starting point and standpoint from
which Dr. Hall wrote his masterly exposure
of atheistic evolution. The correctness of that
assumption was made clearly manifest as the
theories of Darwin, Huxley and Haeckel were
blown like chaff before the fanning-mill of
"The Problem of Human Life." These men had
perverted and dissipated their nobleintellectual
powers in their vain efforts to show that life,
in its various gradations from the moneron to
the monkey and from the monkey to the man,
had been evolved from lifeless matter; and
just as they were about to congratulate them
selves upon their imaginary achievement the
whole army of such men, monerons and mon
keys, were driven from the field by the fire of
this new artillery. The founder of the new
philosophy announced the substantiality of
life, and urged the truth of his proposition
with such an array of evidence and reasoning
that the fibers of evolution sophistry were soon
brushed away before the resistless sweep of
his power.
After the founder of this new system of
thought and reasoning had advanced and de
fended the doctrine of the substantiality of
life in the "Problem," it was discussed by him
self and others in the pages of the Microcosm
and Scientific Arena. Among the contributions
bearing upon the subject there is one of great
excellence in the October number of the Arena,
1886, by John Kost, LL.D., on "The Life Prin
ciple." That article is of great value in its
corroborative testimony to the truth of Substantialism as it applies to biology, since it
came from the pen or one so eminent as a lec
turer in various medical colleges and so distin
guished as an author of many valuable medi
cal works.
All who have so far written upon this sub
ject from the substantial standpoint agree
with Dr. Hall that finite life must necessarily
have come from a pre-existing fountain of life.
See "The Problem," p. 472. It is also evident
that created life can have no existence as such,
except in some organic form. It can not hold
its proper being as a mere quantity of elemen
tal substance. The organism is as indispensible
as a condition of finite life as the pre-existent
infinite is absolutely essential to the genesis
thereof. This is especially true of human life.
Man is the highest form of the organism in na
ture. We can not conceive of his having a nor
mal existence in an unorganized or disorganized
form. He is more than a quantity of vital force
in a lump of matter. He can live and move
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and have his proper being in no other form
than that of an organism. Disorganization is
dissolution, and the dissolution of an organic
being is practically its destruction or discon
tinuance under its proper form and in its proper
realm.
Continuing on this line of thought it is cor
rect to say that there was no vegetable life on
earth prior to the existence of plants. The
vegetable seed is a plant in germ or an organ
ism in embryo. Neither was there any fully
developed animal life before the existence of
animals. So, too, as regards human life. Hu
manity never had a real and actual existence
in the abstract. Human life became an actual
ity only when the Creator willed and spoke it
into existence in the form of a human person.
Humanity never became until man became a
living soul.
Passing by the old theological controversy
over Creationism, Traducianism and Emana.tionism, the writer reiterates the position taken
in his ' ' Substantial Philosophy," page 242. Un
der one view each living individual is a distinct
creation. After creating the first parents or
progenitors of each distinctive species by a
creative act of his sovereign will, through the
creative word of his omnipotent power, God
now carries forward, in the form of providence,
his creative work through the agency of such
progenitors. Hence, living beings are still
created, though mediately. This process of
propagating the various species, each after its
kind, results from the heaven-ordained fact
that that peculiar type or order of life first im
parted to the parental head of each respective
species involves also, by divine ordination, the
possibility of and tendency toward organic
multiplication into innumerable individuals.
It is generally admitted that the physical or
corporeal side of the human individual can
have no existence as such except in the form
of an organism. The human body depends
upon the life-force acting as an organizing
principle of plastic power. When this princi
ple of plastic power is for any cause weakened
or made to retreat before the assaults of out
ward -violence, or overcome by the gradual
gaining of the chemical over the vital forces
of the body, at that very instant bodily disso
lution begins, and the beginning of dissolution
is the incipiency of death.
But it is not yet generally held by psycholo
gists that the soul, mind, inner man or spiritual
body can exist only as an organism. This truth
was first brought out bv Dr. Hall in "The
Problem," pages 466-468. " The soul of the hu
man individual is a substantial organism. —
Luke xvi : 22-31. It is higher in its immediate
origin and more noble in its nature than the
body with which it is joined in the normal
condition of man. The soul is also constitu
tionally immortal, in the sense of everlastingness, because it is an immaterial and spiritual
organism. As such it retains its integrity in
that condition or state of humanity which in
termediates between the hour of death and the
morning of the resurrection. Of course it is
not thus in its most normal and natural condi
tion. Man is not in his normal state when his
soul and body are by any cause put asunder.
They are distinct, yet both are essential sides
of his full and proper being. The body is not
an outgrowth of the soul, neither is the soul a
resultant of bodily organization, or, according
to Herbert Spencer, of "perfect correspond
ence." Man, however, is not two organic be
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ings, but only one. "A dualism," says Dr.
Rouch, "that admits of two principles for one
being offers many difficulties, and the greatest
is that it can not tell how the principles can be
united in a third. A river may originate in
two fountains, but a science can not, and much
less individual life."
Some of the reasoning contained in the fore
going paragraphs may be defective; yet one
thing is fast coming to be generally conceded
as true, viz., no theory of life, whether of the
body or soul, which does not hold that life is
a substantial entity, can be entertained as sci
entifically sound. As has been shown by Dr.
Hall, a failure to recognize this fact has led
some of the most gigantic intellects of the nine
teenth century into the tangle-woods of God
less evolution. On the other hand, a clear
view of the substantiality of life and distinct
iveness of each order thereof enables the biol
ogist to account for the preservation of all that
is really essential to each species of living be
ings, and at the same time prevents him from
wandering off into one of the several sponta
neous development theories so popular in the
world and so poisonous to the church.
It is freely admitted that this vital form of
force is conditioned in its mission of manipu
lating matter into organic form. In fact, as
similation and development depend quite large
ly upon favorable surroundings ; yet after all
allowance is made for such modifying environ
ments, it is ever borne in mind, by the correct
reasoner, that no such modifying circumstances
are ever allowed to make an encroachment
upon the distinctive domain and peculiar mis
sion which the giver of all life has assigned to
that highest form of substantial force in the
economy of the universe.
Fremont Ohio.
(Continued from page 107.)
THIS WAVE THEORY OF ACOUSTICS.*
BY GEORGE ASHDOWN AUDSLEY, F.R.I.B.A.
But Gentlemen of the Colleges, I have not
yet done in protesting against your beloved
wave-theory, nor have I finished what I have
to say on the labors of that marvellous soundproducing insect, the locust, about which you
have all kept so suspicious a silence in your ap
parently exhaustive and straightforward works
on Acoustics. But I will be charitable, and
believe that you were not aware, though Dar
win and Daniells mention it, of the existence of
the stridulating locust, and, accordingly never
dreamt for a moment that so insignificant an
insect could, in its natural powers, put all your
mathematical formulae to flight and crush the
wave-theory with its unaided volume of
sound.
Before entering upon the consideration of
what may be called the Locust Argument, it
may be well for me to clearly state what the
teaching of the Substantial Theory of Acoustics
is. Up to the present moment I have been
supposing that you are conversant with it
through the agency of my friend Dr. Pearce's
able papers, and my own published writings
on the subject, including my recent paper be
fore the Musical Association ; but doubtless
there are some present to whom the very name
of the Substantial Theory is a novelty. To
them, with the kind permission of the better
*A Paper read before the Members of the South
Eastern Section, London, England, November, 1890.
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informed of my audience, I offer the following
explanation :
SOUND is one of the primordial forces of
nature ; it is a substantialforce, an entity, im
material so far as human perception extends,
and in comparison with tangible and ponder
able entities, governed by laws ordained and
fixed immutably by the great Architect of the
Universe. Thisform offorce can only be gen
erated or liberated from the force element of
nature by one means devised, for that end—
namely, vibration of and in the sonorous body
itself.
Now let nie somewhat enlarge upon the def
inition just given.
When any sonorous body is set into vibration,
sound-pulses or pulses of the substantial forceelement are released and sent off from it.
,Such pulses are generated by the interaction
of forces in the sonorous body, and depend on
the sonorous properties of the body. In certain
bodies the force stored up in them by the me
chanical action of setting them into the re
quired state of vibration, is partly converted
into heat and partly into sound-pulses : and
the difference between the quantities of these
two forces constitutes the difference of sonor
ous property in any vibrating body. The co
hesive force and other forces present in the
body control the action of the mechanical
force exercised, converting some of such force
into heat, and some into sound-pulses. To aid
you in grasping what I have affirmed, I may
remark that the pulses of substantial, but im
material sound-force, are analogous to electric
discharges. Several of the common phenom
ena of sound fully support this hypothesis.
I shall now turn to the writings of the
founder of the substantial theory, and briefly
direct your attention to the reasoning which
led him to reject the wave-theory as false and
untenable.
The Substantial Philosophy teaches and lays
down as its "central and cardinal proposition,"
says Dr. Hall, "that every force of nature, as
a phenomena-producing cause must, in the
very necessities of true science and of the re
lations of cause and effect, be a substantial
entity or an objective existence."
Dr. Hall assures us that he found himself
-confronted, at the outset, with difficulties in
essaying to reconcile such a radical assumption
with the existing theories of science which
teach that some of the most conspicuous nat
ural forces, and the causes of observed phenom
ena, are the mere motions of material particles.
He says : "To have admitted for a single mo
ment the assumed basic facts of the current
motion-theories of science—namely, that the
forces of sound, heat, and light were but the
motions of matter, and that there was nothing
substantial about them as phenomena-produc
ing causes, would have been to abandon the
entire Philosophy of Substantialism which,
from the very start, we had mapped out as of
universal application.
"To concede to science as at present taught
the truth of the position that any force could
be but the motion of material particles such as
air or ether, would be to make force an effect
and not a cause. Surely no one is so super
ficial, after his attention has been called dis
tinctly to the subject, as not to see that the
motion of matter, which is intrinsically inert,
,can only be the effect of some apphed force
which is its moving cause.
"To suppose force of any kind to be the
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motion of matter, and at the same time to be
the cause of such motion, was to our mind an
absurdity, though it glared at us from every
page of our physical text-books ; and it was no
easy task to invent or discover a system of
natural philosophy or scientific reasoning
which would harmonize such inconsistency and
thusbring order outof confusion. For plainly,
as the motion-theories of science had presented
the subject of force, the whole question seemed
to us but a j.umble of incoherent and self-con
tradictory statements.
"To assume force of every kind or character
to be a substantial cause, and the motion of
matter under all possible circumstances to be
its effect, seemed at once the entering wedge
for the solution of the whole mystery. But
how was it possible to regard the physical
forces as substantial entities or objective
things, especially the force of sound which
produces the sensation of hearing? This was
the serious obstacle which met us at the very
start. We saw but little difficulty in assuming
magnetism and electricity, for example, to be
substantial or objective things, since it was
self-evident that the physical effects produced
by these forms of natural force, such as the
displacing and lifting of ponderable bodies,
could by no possibility be accomplished except
by some real substantial cause. To suppose
otherwise, as we reasoned, would be at once to
fly into the face of all philosophy and even of
common sense.
"But at this point a concomitant difficulty
struck us. If these forces are substantial, and
at the same time penetrate, pervade, and oc
cupy other bodies at the same time and with
out any displacement of their material par
ticles, as is the case with magnetism, how
about the supposed law of the impenetrability
of matter, or the impossibility of the double oc
cupancy of the same space by two material
bodies at the same time?
"Of course, this had to be met and reconciled with our new departure, or good-bye to
Substantialism. But the task of unlocking
this scientific door was easy with the key al
ready discovered and in our possession. Uni
versal substance, we assumed in the very ra
tionality of entitative existence, must involve
immaterial as well as material substances.
Hence the idea of that grand classification
was for the first time sprung upon the world—
namely, of making two departments of the ex
isting entities of the universe by dividing them
into material and immaterial substances—
placing all tangible and ponderable objects in
the first division, and all the forces of nature
in the second.
" This fortunate thought, though somewhat
difficult to grasp at first, soon brushed aside
that whole difficulty involved in the idea of
two actual substantial bodies occupying the
same space at the same time, since now the
most impervious steel can be wholly occupied,
pervaded, and penetrated by the substantial
forces of heat, magnetism, electricity, gravity,
cohesion, and sound in every part and particle
of the matter composing it, and at the same
instant of time."
As I have already stated, Sound is, accord
ing to the teaching of the Substantial Philoso
phy, a force of nature—that form offorce by
ivhich the sense of hearingpossessed by men and
animals is addressed and effected. Such is
sound in its true and primary sense—an exter
nal and substantial force, or objective cause ;
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but in common language it has a secondary and all natural forces are but the will of God
meaning—namely, the sensation in our con —not in any pantheistic sense but as a personal,
sciousness, which is more correctly calle'd intelligent, omnipotent and omniscient Being.
hearing—an internal sensation or subjective ef Still with him God did not make man as the
fect. Thus by a trope, which is designated Bible declares, but started the species out of
metonymy, we have the effect put for the cause. material substances just as all other animal
It will be well to bear these facts always in species were started. As water was made by
view, and so avoid confusion of ideas. In all bringing certain proportions of oxygen and hy
cases the true and unflgurative signification drogen together at a certain juncture and as
should be intended in using the word sound, vegetable life, and afterwards the lowest forma
when one is discussing matters connected with of animal life were created by the natural cor
music, or the science of acoustics.
relation of certain material substances and
Let me now briefly consider how far sound, natural forces, which forces are the will of God
according to the definition given, bears the objectified, so these and other forms of life
test of reasonable and logical comparison with gradually arose toward the form and spiritual
the other forces of nature, which immediately nature of man. He does not try to eliminate
address and affect the animal consciousness. God as Creator, but holds that every species
Sound is that force in nature having definite was the result of an independent, direct act of
laws of production and propagation, which by divine power—the source of all vegetable, ani
entering our ears, or coming in contact by any mal and spiritual life. The impassible gulf
other means with our auditory nerves, produces between the highest animal and intelligent
in our consciousness the sensation of hearing. man is fully recognized by Prof. Le Conte, but
Light is that force in nature having definite this gulf he easily leaps, so that matter and
laws of production and propagation which, by force having been considered all sufficient to
entering our eyes and coming in contact with produce the instinct of animals, there must
our optic nerves, produces in our consciousness have been such union offorce and instinct that,
the sensation of seeing or sight. Heat is that by "a s!ngle bound," soul, spirit and immortal
force in nature having its own laws, which, by ity were readily attained. This presentation,
affecting any portion of our system of tactile though brief, fairly, I think, gives the theory
nerves, produces in our consciousness the sen of our distinguished California professor, to
sation of xoarmth. Odor is that force in nat which, plausible as it is, the following caveats
ure which by entering our nostrils and coming may, nevertheless, be useful :
in contact with our olfactory nerves, produces - 1. At best his book develops only a theory, a
in our consciousness the sensation of smelling working hypothesis, that may or may not be
or smell. And flavor is that force which com found true by others who come after him. The
ing in contact with our system of gustatory professor speaks freely of the many positions
nerves, produces in our consciousness the sen theologians have been compelled by science to
sation of taste.
surrender, but what can he say of the multi
It will at once be realized that in removing tudes of theories professed scientists have been
sound from its time-honored place as a purely compelled to surrender not only to the scholar
mechanical effect (for no logical reasoning on ship of theologians but also to that of otherthe part of the wave-theorist can, under the scientists of the various schools. As he claims
mechanical or undulatory theory, place sound an exclusive patent right to his theory and no
or sound-waves as a cause), and placing it in partnership with any other scientist in its con
the dignified position amongst the primordial ception and development, and has not yet fallen
forces of nature, we reconcile it at once with under the sharp two-edged knife of keen criti
all the other forces which more immediately cal dissection, its fate is not yet decided upon
address and effect our animal consciousness, either by scientists or theologians and there
as well as with those greater forces which we fore is not to be hastily accepted.
call cohesion, gravity, magnetism and elec
2. The theory tends directly to discredit the
tricity. In such dignified position is it not in account given in Genesis, and often recognized
finitely more worthy of the musician's love and throughout the Bible, of the creation of man.
respect; and when viewed as a force direct Without the Bible the world would soon return,
from the hand of the Creator, does it not ac to what it once was without it, and no theory
count for much which has hitherto been most should be readily promulgated or believed that
mysterious in the power of music?
wounds the faith of the world in the only book
that has brought redemption to man from sin
(To be continued.')
and its consequences. The world is not lan
L.E CONTE'S THEISTIC EVOLUTION,
guishing for want of a new theory of evolution
that,intentionally or unintentionally,discredit&
THOMAS MUNNELL, A. M.
any part of the Book of God, whose influence
"Evolution and its Relation to Religious upon the lives and hopes of men, wherever its
Thought," is a work both able and ingenious. teachings are accepted, is the best vindication
He is a Theistic Evolutionist without evasion of its heavenly origin. The assumption runs
or a doubt. He considers himself as far from through his whole work, that wherever dis
atheism as David, Paul or Spurgeon, nor does agreement is found between science and the
he seem to have cast the least suspicion upon Bible, the latter, as a matter of course, as a
himself as if trying to promote unbelief under foregone conclusion, must yield the victory to
the guise of agreement between science and science. Does not the professor remember
the Bible. He believes that God created every that science once held to the Ptolemaic system
vegetable, all the lower animals and man in of astronomy, to the flat, square form of the
the same way—by forces "resident " in matter earth ; that the earth had four corners ; that
—that ichthiology, ornithology and anthro the sun and stars all circled round the earth
pology all have their origin in the natural every twenty-four hours? And if the church
forces without any direct interference from once held to these foolish notions, whose fault
God. He thinks that God is immanent in mat was it? Who first had to surrender these no
ter, and that gravitation, magnetism, chemical tions? Science has not left such a record be
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hind her as to command an implicit and un
questioning obedience to all her vagaries on
the part of theology, and certainly the theistic
evolution doctrine will have to stand at the
door awhile and knock for admittance to our
entire confidence.
3. But the profoundest objection to Professor
Le Conte's theory lies in the bold position that
immortal spirits are developed out of matter.
Whatever number of refining processes said
matter may have had to pass before reaching
the state of pure instinct and spirit, the fact
remains that, according to this theory, it
started away down in the azoic period, where
even chemical forces had not yet begun to
change the face of matter. Then ascending
through the lowest forms of animal life—that
of fishes, reptiles and such like—and where the
lowest forms of animal instinct were found, on
these said forces of nature laid hold and at a
single "bound" metamorphosed them into in
stincts of the next higher order, and so on
through every geological age and through all
species of animals until said azoic matter was
landed on the plains of immortality—the last
leap being from the monkey mind to immortal
mind. This is the theory fairly stated I think.
It is far more reasonable to agree with Paul
that, in some higher, better sense than this,
God is " the father of our spirits."
The professor illustrates his conception of
etherializing matter first into vital force, then
into instinct and finally into spirit by the for
mation of water out of oxygen and hydrogen
—that if water, a complete tertium quid, can
result from two gases, why may not mind be
a resultant of the combination of material ele
ments brought together at the favorable mo
ment, be that mind ever so different from said
elements. To this there are two insuperable
objections :
(a) That such combinations of the finer and
invisible elements of nature somehow always
result in the production of coarser and more
ponderable substances than themselves as seen
in his own illustration. To suit his argument,
the oxygen and hydrogen should have pro
duced a substance far less ponderable and far
more etherial than themselves, whereas water
weighs sixty-two pounds avoirdupois per cubic
foot and said gases almost nothing—many
times lighter than air and looking far more
directly than water in the direction of the im
material. Paul gives it as a fact (Heb. ii : 2),
that no scientists will doubt—that all "visible
things were made out of invisible things"—not
only water but rocks, hills and all—so that the
professor's illustration works directly against
his theory.
(6) A second objection is that water and all
composite substances are readily resolved into
their primitive elements which yield no farther
to chemical tests, and if certain material ele
ments unite to form the lowest order of animal
instinct, said instinct mustitself be a composite
liable like water to be decomposed into its orig
inal parts which would destroy the instinct it
self as an entity. Then passing through all
the grades of instinct up to the dog, the horse,
the elephant and the ape, are they not all coml> osite substances, according to the Le Conte
h ypothesis, and subject also to decomposition
and destruction? The reader will remember
that each of these instincts rise out of matter
under the action of vital, chemical, or some
other natural force, selecting the elements suit
able for the formation of this or that particular
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instinct, and hence destructible. And now
from this view-point it is easy to ask what as
surance have we that the mind or spirit of man,
made up in the same way, by the action of the
appropriate forces and out of the composite
instincts of the higher animals—what reason
have we to believe that the human spirit is not
composite also and liable to the same decom
position and destruction that confessedly awaits
all living animals this very hour ?
THE WAV MATERIALISTS FEEL..
Montmorenci, Ind., June 4, 1891.
Friend Hall,—By accident a copy of your Mi
crocosm came into my hands—Dr.Fahenistock,
of Lafayette, gave it to me. I long since gave
up the study of man's future destiny as an insolvable enigma and have settled down in that
dread doctrine of hopeless materialism. This,
from observation and analogy, seems to be the
only rational and intelligent belief, yet still I
don't want to believe it if I can help it—it's a
gloomy thought.
Years ago I remember reading your "Universalism Against Itself," and was much enter
tained by its pungent, crispy argument, but
now I never bother with creeds—they have lost
all interest with me, the great question, " Does
man live at all after death ?" having taken their
place in my mind. If I were but satisfied on
that point, creeds would never worry me.
As I said before, I have about abandoned all
study or reading on the unknown and mys
terious subject, but as you well say in your
pamphlet, ' ' There is no excuse for not reading,
when you offer to send copies free." I thought
I'd send for any you might wish to send me.
I will gratefully receive them, and it may be
that they will help to enlighten my disbeliev
ing and doubting mind.
I wish I could believe that man is immortal,
but oh ! the fearful array of argument against
it 1 1 If I knew the dead still live, it would af
ford me more pleasure than if I were the owner
of worlds like this, and if you have ever written
anything that would convince me of that one
fact, your life has not been in vain, for you
will bestow a pleasure on a poor, stricken
heart, over which angels may well rejoice.
Fraternally,
M. V. Rowe.
[Have sent Mr. Rowe the " Problem of Hu
man Life," and Vol. VIII of Microcosm.—
Editor.]
DR. S WANDER'S "INVISIBLE WORLD."
We are now receiving weekly advance proofs
of this new book by Rev. Dr. J. I. Swander, of
Fremont, Ohio, author of the "Substantial
Philosophy," and a valued contributor for the
Microcosm nearly from its commencement.
The "Invisible World" will be a valuable
contribution to the literature of Substantialism, inasmuch as that it does what has never
before been done for that grand cause, namely,
give a succinct and accurate history of all the
leading events and discussions, and in their
very order, which have occurred since the
first edition of the " Problem of Human Life"
was printed.
Dr. Swander has proved himself a master
student and analyzer of those discussions in
their bearings on the near future of the Sub
stantial Philosophy so conspicuously now loom
ing up in Great Britain under the leadership of
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its invincible champion, George Ashdown
Audsley, LL. D., of London.
With two such apostles of Substantialism,
representing the two great divisions of the
English speaking race, no fear need be enter
tained of the ultimate triumph of that cause.
Those wanting Dr. S wander's "Invisible
World " can have it by sending him in advance
$1 as above. We shall take pleasure in for
warding subscriptions.
1)11. ATJDSJLEV'S VISIT TO NEW YOltK.
We are pleased to announce to our readers
that we have j ust had the pleasure of a month's
visit from the great English champion of Sub
stantialism, George Ashdown Audsley, of
London. For thirty days, while entertaining
him as our personal guest, we have enjoyed a
treat, intellectually and socially, such as we
have never before experienced.
Dr. Audsley is a man of almost innumerable
parts, and which relate to almost all branches
of art, science and philosophy.
No wonder that his lectures in London on
the Substantial theory of sound versus the
Wave-theory, have produced such a marked
sensation in scientific, and especially in musi
cal circles in England.
Besides being the author of many important
books, Dr. Audsley is admittedly one of the
first organ experts in the world, and conse
quently knows whereof he speaks, when he
points out the absurdities of the wave-theory
as applied to music.
One of his chief objects in visiting New York
was a personal consultation, as he declares,
with the founder of Substantialism, and to
compare notes with a view of an ultimate
formula of the Substantial theory of sound in
the shape of an elaborate illustrated text-book
for tne use of colleges, both here and in Europe.
To this end he has been joined by Dr. Mott,
Mr. Hathaway, Mr. Rogers (Associate Editor)
and other Substantialists, in our various meet
ings for the purpose of mutual investigation
and agreement upon all minor details.
Among other important matters for consult
ation, was the future of the Microcosm as the
organ of the Substantial Philosophy, and its
probable endowment by its editor to continue
its work in perpetuity, of spreading a knowl
edge of true science throughout the earth. Dr.
Audsley falls readily and heartily into this
idea as a very fitting enterprise to aid in clos
ing up the nineteenth century, so full of start
ling scientific discoveries.
Among the gratifying results of this unex
pected visit to America is the fact that Dr.
Audsley carries home with him the honorary
title of "LL. D.," voluntarily conferred upon
him by one of our appreciative American col
leges—an institution which knows how to re
ward real merit in a brave defender of the
truth. We may add, that from hints extorted
from our welcome guest, we will not be sur
prised to number Dr. Audsley among our own
fellow citizens before this last decade of the
century shall close.
A SENSIBLE VIEW.
Dr. W. C. Cooper, of Cieves, Ohio, writes us
on the new Sound revelation set forth in the
"Substantial Philosophy :"
" If the wave-theory of sound be true, as set
forch in the teachings of modern science, it
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can evidently only apply to air, while in water
and solids it must explain sound-propagation
on the molecular theory. Surely nothing re
sembling waves can go through a solid mass
of wood or iron, or through a body of water.
This also agrees with Mr. Sedley Taylor's idea
that the augmentation of sound by a sound
board is caused by its molecular tremor. But
this being so, it should cast doubt on the cur
rent system of acoustics which requires dis
tinctly different theories of propagation for
different media; while it is a logical argument
in favor of Substantialism, which by regarding
sound as a substantial force makes it equally
applicable to all material bodies which con
duct it."
This is a center shot, and only shows how
the two theories must naturally strike a logical
mind that is free from scientific bias.
TUNING-FORK INTERFERENCE.
BY THE EDITOR.
In the May number of this journal we entered
into an exhaustive discussion of the mysterious
phenomena of musical "beats," as they are
termed, and gave numerous mechanical and
acoustical reasons why these observed effects
are not caused by the "interference" of air
waves as supposed and taught by advocates of
the wave-theory of sound. If the reader has
not seen that editorial, he should not fail to
send for a free copy of the May number con
taining it.
The present problem as intimated in our
heading, consists in the silence which is ob
served at the corners of a tuning-fork's prongs
while sounding, when held in the fingers and
slowly rotated in front of the ear. There is not
perhaps a writer on acoustics, when questioned
upon the truth of the wave-theory view of
sound-interference,but would instantly refer to
this phenomenon of silence at the corners of the
tuning-fork in connection with that of musical
beats as proof of the correctness of that law.
Yet there is not a phenomenon observed in the
whole range of acoustics, whatever this one may
teach or whatever may be its real explanation,
which could more flatly and directly contradict
that law of sound-interference than the fact
now undar discussion. This we shall endeavor
to make clear before this article is concluded.
Remember in observing the phenomenon we
are considering that as the vibrating fork is
held upright in the fingers and turned slowly
in front of the orifice of the ear, there will be
a point of silence at each corner the same as if
no sound issued from that part of the fork,
which is an absolute fact of observation ; and
though the ultimate reason for this non-issue
of sound-force from the prong-corner may not
be satisfactorily accounted for, as scores of ul
timate acoustical facts can not be, yet as be
fore stated the so-called law of sound-wave in
terference is so clearly laid down in the text
books as in no possible sense of that theory to
be involved in this phenomenon. This we will
now proceed to show beyond a shadow of sci
entific doubt.
According to the wave-theory law of sound
"interference," as taught in every work on
acoustics, the claimed silence can only take
place between two sounding bodies vibrating
in unison when placed half awave-lengthapart,
so that the condensations from one instrument
shall fall into and exactly coalesce with the
rarefactions from the other.
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No one questions this being the law and the
only law of sound-interference as taught in
every college in the land, and there is not a
wave-theorist who would pretend to claim any
other principle than the half wave-length dis
tance between unison instruments as a possible
cause for this theoretic silence. As proof that
this is the recognized law of so-called inter
ference in sound-waves, we refer to Prof. Tyndall's Lectures on Sound, page 259, where he
shows a diagram of two unison forks placed
first a whole wave-length apart (52 inches) and
augmenting each other's sounds ; and then half
a w ve-length apart (26 inches) and, as he
coolly tells his audience of scientific students,
neutralizing each other's sound andproducing
"absolute silence" by producing "quiescence
of the air!"
Lest the reader may not be familiar with the
scientific effrontery which characterizes the
wave-theory advocates in setting forth this
bogus law of interference in sound-waves—
just as if it contained one particle of truth—
we had better give the exact language of Prof.
Tyndall in which he coolly compares his myth
ical sound interference by half-wave lengths
to real interference in waves on the surface of
water, as follows :
"In the case of water, when the crests of one system of
waves coincide with the crests of another system, higher
waves will be the result of the coalescence of the two
systems. But when the crests of one system coincide
with the sinuses orfurrows of the other system, the two
systems in whole or in part destroy each other. [Of
course, no one doubts the truth of this statement as ap
plied to water-waves, because there we have actual
wave-motion.] This mutual destruction of two systems
of waves is called interference. The same remarks ap
ply to sonorous waves. Ifin two systems ofsonorous waves
condensation coincides with condensation and rarefaction
with rarefaction, the sound produced by such coincidence
is louder than that produced by either system taken
singly. But if the condensations of the one system coin
cide with the rarefactions of the other, a destruction total
or partial of both systems is the consequence. ... If
the two sounds be of the same intensity their coincidence
produces a sound of four times the intensity of either ;
while their interference produces absolute silence."—Lec
tures on Sound, pp. 284, 285.
Now we need not say here that this claimed
law of interference, between unison instru
ments sounding half a wave-length apart, is
perfectly consistent with itself and with the
theory of which it is an essential factor. As
-water-waves interfere when the crests of one
equal system of waves fall into or coalesce
with the furrows of another system, in what
possible way could two systems of sonorous
waves interfere and produce quiescence of the
air, which means silence, except by placing the
two sounding instruments half a wave-length
apart, thus bringing the condensations from
one into the rarefactions of the other?
Had wave-theorists first made a single ex
periment and thus caught the sensible and selfevident hint before formulating their theory
that there was not a word of truth in the sup
posed law of sound-interference, this very ref
erence to water-waves would have opened the
eyes of any logical man and convinced him
that the whole wave-theory was without foun
dation in fact. But these mathematicians first
formulated the theory that there ought to be
and must be interference in air-waves from
half wave-length principle, because there is
similar observed interference in water-waves,
and then they blindly, like veritable scientific
lunatics, wrote out their theoretic results of
"quiescence of the air" and " absolute silence "
just as if the experiments had been made ! ! !
ATa.« ever such stupid hardihood before wit
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nessed in the establishment of a mechanical
and mathematical theory of science? Yet this
thing has been taught right along for centuries
by the ablest scientific investigators of the
world, not one man venturing to point out this
and kindred fallacies of the wave-theory until
it was imperfectly done in the "Problem of
Human Life" a little more than a dozen years
ago.
Having thus shown by the highest authority
exactly what the interference of air-waves
means according to the theory, how absurd
must it be to teach, because we happen to find
silence or absence of sound at a small space in
the direction of the fork's corners, that the air
waves from che two prongs must, therefore,
interfere with each other by the condensations
from one prong falling into the rarefactions
from the other ! Are the two prongs half a
wave-length, or, say, two feet two inches
apart? No ; they are not one inch apart, in
stead of two feet two inches, which is univer
sally admitted to be the half wave-length of
such a fork, as set forth in this illustration in
every text-book in existence.
Although when two unison instruments are
thus placed two feet two inches apart, and are
in full interference with each other according
to theory, there is not the slightest weakening
of each other's tone in any direction from the
forks, thus proving this wave-theory law of
interference to be false in its very inception,
yet the advocates of that theory are forced to
abide by their own law as illustrated in their
books, which absolutely requires the two vi
brating unison bodies to be half a wave-length
apart in order that the condensations and rare
factions of their two systems of air-waves can
coalesce and thus produce silence by causing
"quiescence of the air."
This simple and self-evident analysis of the
wave-theory law of interference forever stops
the mouths of its advocates from laying any
claim to this silence or absence of sound. Yet
how precipitately and eagerly they seize upon
this observed silence as a conclusive demon
stration of air-wave interference, and as prov
ing the correctness of the wave-theory ! They
never stop to ask themselves the question,
which the veriest beginner in philosophy should
think of, where is the half wave-length of two
feet two inches which is absolutely essential
between these two prongs before the so-called
condensations from one can coalesce with the
rarefactions from the other. No ; because they
happen to find an absence of sound at these
prong-corners, and without stopping to inquire
as to its probable cause or even thinking of the
basis of their own law, they blindly jump at
the idea of the interference of air-waves when
a moment's reflection would tell them that such
pretended air-wave interference between two
vibrating bodies less than an inch apart flatly
contradicts their theory which requires a dis
tance of more than two feet between the prongs!
Why, for example, do they not get Lord
Rayleigh, or some other skilled wave-theorist,
to construct a new mathematical formula by
which to explain how two unison instruments,
having an admitted wave-length of four feet
four inches, can interfere by a coalescence of
their condensations and rarefactions when
sounding within less than an inch of each
other? Better by far do this, even if the form
ula, like the rest, turn out to be moonshine,
than jump like the hungry trout for a fly while
paying no attention to the concealed hook.
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But we shall now proceed further and not so that the board stands edgewise in the direc
leave wave-theorists an inch of ground to stand tion of its length. Now let his assistant bow
on. We shall do this by the most positive the string while he listens in a line with its
demonstration that neither the fork nor any longitudinal direction. We suggest this test
other instrument should produce sound in any so that the supposed air-waves from both
direction if there is a grain of truth in this sides of the board, as well as from all sides of
wave-theory law of interference. Let every the string, shall reach his ears at the same
believer in that theory now mark us well while time, both condensations and rarefactions,
we redeem this pledge to the letter.
thus producing absolute "interference."
If the wave-theory be true, an atmospheric Will not Prof. Wood or any other candid
condensation passes off from one side of the acoustician admit that the theoretic rarefac
prong as it advances simultaneously with a tions produced from one side of the board and)
rarefaction from the other side of the same string by the same motion which produces the
prong as it recedes and "leaves a partial vac condensations from the other side and at the
uum" as expressed in the language of Prof. same instant, must of necessity travel in per
Tyndall. That is to sa3r, the condensation from fect interference to an ear thus listening in
one side of the fork, or stretched string, and line? Why, then, is there not " quiescence of
the rarefaction from the other side actually the air" and "absolute silence," at any rate in
occur at the same instant of time, as both are that direction if there is the least truth in the
produced by the very same motion, and conse theory? The fact is, so far from silence there
quently the two must pass off together simul is not even the slightest weakening of the tone
taneously, thus traveling together through the perceived—a fact which takes the last breath
air in absolute coalescence and interference, if of life out of the theory.
there is a shred of truth in this wave-theory Prof. Tyndall tells us, in his great text-book,
that "the vibrating prong of the tuning-fork
law.
As the condensations travel in all directions— advances and compresses the air in front of it,
forward, backward, laterally and vertically—as thereby producing a condensation ; and that
soon as made, and as the rarefactions do the when it retreats it leaves a partial vacuum be
same and travel with the same velocity, it is hind it, thereby producing a rarefaction. " But
absolutely demonstrated, according to the remember,it neverentered the professor's mind
wave-theory, that no vibrating body ought to to tell the student of acoustics that when the
produce any sound whatever, since these con prong advances to produce a condensation it
densations from one side and rarefactions from also, at the very same instant, retreats from
the other thus occurring simultaneously by the other side to produce a simultaneous rare
the very same motion and thus traveling to faction, and that if there were any truth in
gether in absolute interference, should neu his law of interference these synchronous and
tralize each other by producing quiescence of simultaneous condensations and rarelactions,
the air, which the theory tells us means " ab traveling precisely together, ought to neu
tralize each other and thus produce the abso
solute silence."
Now, is it not time, with such a crushing lute silence he claims !
argument as this dead against the very founda
Prof. Tyndall tells us all about a system of
tion law of modern acoustical science, for its air-waves being sent off from one fork, and
advocates to haul in the theory for repairs? then he gives a graphic illustration of another
The truth is the wave-theory can not move system of air-waves sent off from its unison
another step further till this damage is attended fellow half a wave-length from it. Then he
to. We referred to this fact in a previous vol elaborately explains how these two systems of
ume of the Microcosm, and also in our article air-waves at this half-wave distance must nec
on "Beats," but not so definitely and pointedly essarily interfere, neutralize each other and
as we do here. Years ago when we laid this produce silence. But it never occurred to his
objection before Prof. Robert Spice, one of our mind that according to the wave-theory each
most popular lecturers on acoustics, he fork sends off four distinct and separate sys
shrugged his shoulders and merely remarked : tems of air-waves at the same instant of time,
"That seems so." Yes it does seem so and no the whole four being in absolute interference
mistake. Yet Prof. Spice goes on delivering with each other from the very start and pro
his public lectures in favor of the wave-theory ducing no sound at all if the theory be true.
when he ought to know and we believe does
This is self-evident on its face as we will here
know that there is not one word of truth in that show. As the two prongs advance in opposite
theory. Why is this thus?
directions, they produce two systems of air
We do not intend this disastrous state of af waves beginning with two simultaneous con
fairs for the wave-theory to be passed over densations, while at the same instant on the
with a shrug. Advocates of that theory have other sides of these prongs two other systems
right here and now got to abandon that theory of air-waves are started, each beginning with
by giving up the law of air- wave interference a simultaneous rarefaction; and as the four
on which it is based. We know it looks like systems of waves are all equal and must all
cruelty to animals to pin down such men as travel together in all directions in absolute in
Tyndall, Helmholtz, Mayer, Rayleigh, Stokes, terference, " quiescence of the air" and "ab
Taylor, etc. , so mercilessly under a forked-stick. solute silence" must result or else it knocks
But their torture will be the world's benefit in the bottom out of the wave-theory.
an educational sense. They must come to this Thus Professor Tyndall's two unison forks,
ordeal of their theory here and now, and we sounded half a wave-length apart, instead of
call upon Prof. A. B. Wood to speak out as producing two systems of interfering-waves as
honestly as he did in our March number on the he claims, should actually have sent off eight
"swiftly advancing" prong, a/id tell us if the systems of equal waves, all interfering from
wave-theory can live under this self-annihilat the start, and again interfering at the halfing test of the claimed law of interference.
wave-length station.
Let Prof. Wood place the end of a sound
Surely in such case "quiescence of the air"
board in a vise, then stretch a string attached should result and "absolute silence" follow,
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just as Tyndall teaches, if air-waves, with
their supposed condensations and rarefactions,
have anything to do with sound.
But, as not the slightest indication of silence,
or even weakening of the tone, occurs in such
experiment, as any sensible investigator must
know, however delicately the test shall be
made, and with eight systems of air-waves all
interfering, it follows that Tyndall's elaborate
illustration of what must take place, if the
theory be true, proves to be the most disas
trous overturn ofthe theory that has ever been
presented.
Now, having shown by the most conclusive
reasoningknown to mechanical science.that the
silence observed in holding the fork corner-wise
to the ear in no possible manner can result from
the interference of air-waves, there remains
no other conclusion except that through the
sympathetic relation between the two prongs
in such close juxtaposition there is a vacant
space in the direction of the prong-corners
which the radiating sound-force does not fill.
In other words, that the peculiar structure of
the tuning-fork, hinged as the two prongs are at
their junction with the stem, causes the soundpulses toradiatefrom thesidesand edges of the
prongs instead of their corners, and this is all
there is of the problem. But we need no more
be expected to give a complete explanation. of
the ultimate cause of this peculiar action of
sound-force than to explain why some bodies
are opaque to light and others transparent, or
why substantial pulses of electric force will
pass freely through some bodies and will not
pass through other bodies at all, such as glass,
for example, unless accompanied by heat-force.
We are abundantly satisfied with our task
in having thus triumphantly destroyed the
wave-theory claim of the interference of air
waves as the cause of this phenomenon. Let
all wave-theorists remember from this on, till
the end of time, that the absence of soundforce in the direction of the corners of the
tuning-fork's prongs, whatever may be its real
explanation, must never again be referred to
as offering the slightest proof in favor of the
wave-theory of sound.
SKDLEY TAYLOR FINALLY DISPOSED OF.
[As Sedley Taylor is the only physicist of any
prominence as an author who has ever dared
to take upon himself a defense of the wavetheory of sound, it would seem cowardly on
the part of Substantialists not to meet him in
his utmost efforts to defend that theory. If
the reader has followed this Sound discussion
for the past several months he will have an
abundance of food for reflection in the follow
ing reply to Mr. Taylor's May article, as appears
in the London Musical Opinion of that date.]
DR. HALL'S REPLY TO SEDLEY TAYLOR'S
MAY REJOINDER.
To the Editor of the " Musical Opinion and
Musical Trade Review :"
Sir,—I am delighted with Mr. Sedley Tay
lor's May effort at defending the wave-theory
of sound against my locust argument as was
printed in your January issue. The reason
why I am delighted is that every time he puts
his pen to paper in attempting to defend that
theory or to weaken the substantial view of
sound, he only involves himself in deeper and
deeper difficulty, until in this last effort his ex
trication becomes absolutely impossible. If I
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do not make this statement good by demon
strating the total break-down of the wavetheory based on his argument alone, then I
will never ask you to print another line from
my pen.
But first, by way of preparation for this col
lapse, one or two minor matters must be no
ticed to set Mr. Taylor right and show him the
weakness of his general position. Lest your
readers may forget his argument, or may not
take time to turn back to your May number, I
now quote one of his cunningest attempts at
misrepresentation I have yet seen, as follows :
"In dealing, In a letter published by you last Janu
ary, with Laplace's correction on Newton's calculation
of the velocity of sound in air, Dr. Hall represented the
entire mass of air through which a locust's chirp Is
audibly transmitted as being, according to the wavetheory, condensed In virtue of the heat developed in
each wave. I pointed out in your number for February
that this view of the situation took no account of the
fact that within each wave the rise in temperature in
one half of It is balanced by an equal fall in tempera
ture in the other half, so that the passage of each com
plete wave leaves the temperature of the air what It
was before."
Now Sedley Taylor is too much of a phys
icist not to know that, according to the wavetheory and according to my representation of it,
the mass of air through which the sound of the
locust is transmitted, is not ''condensed in
virtue of the heat developed in each wave,"
as he here states, but that the heat in each
wave is developed in virtue ofthe condensation
throughout the mass of air produced by the
mechanical effort and physical strength of the
locust ! Mr. Taylor would gladly put the cart
before the horse and thus try to show that as.
the mechanical condensation of the air is caused
by the heat it would naturally be neutralized
or balanced by the cold in the rarefied portion
of the wave, and therefore, as he positively
states in his letter to the March Microcosm,
"involves the exertion of no condensing or
squeezing force whatever" on the part of the
locust ! Any man knows that the free air is
expanded in consequence of heat, instead of
' ' condensed " as Mr. Taylor here asserts ! Did he
have an object in thus misrepresenting the
wave-theory?- He certainly knew that if the
locust had to condense the air in order to gener
ate the heat set forth in the Laplace formula it
would require, according to Prof. Mayer, that
insect to exert countless millions of tons of
mechanical force before the heat and cold of
the four cubic miles of air could make their ap
pearance as factors. Hence, as the mechan
ical force naturally comes first before any heat
can be generated, look at the unpardonable
cunning of the man who deliberately tries to
leave out the mechanical work of our locust
by putting the effect (generated heat) before
its mechanical cause 1
I do not purpose in this controversy to let
go the grasp of my pet locust upon the very
vitals of that theory, by allowing Mr. Taylor
thus to obscure the real points of the argu
ment by a multiplicity of words.
As my
position will immediately be repeated it will
abundantly appear that he can not make one
intelligent investigator in England beheve but
that the wave-theory teaches, justas I showed
in your January number, that, according to
the formula of Laplace, the locust, by filling
four cubic miles of air with its sound, must by
its mechanical efforts and individual strength
alone condense one-half of this entire mass of
air enough to raise its temperature sensibly,
and thereby augment its elasticity sufficiently
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to add 174 feet a second to the velocity of its Here, then, at last, we have the final effort
sound. It is universally admitted that this to save the wave-theory from the locust argu
is the accepted doctrine of the wave-theory as ment by the most ingenious advocate of the
theory we know of. "All the locust has to
agreed by Laplace and Prof. Mayer.
But here comes the exciting and fatal part do," he asserts, ' ' is to set in motion the air in
of Mr. Taylor's involvement. He is now forced actual contact with its stridulating appara
to admit (because he mistakenly fancies he has tus." All the rest of the work of condensing
a way out of it) that if the locust, according to the one-half of the four cubic miles of air, with
the wave-theory, really accomplishes this con an actual mechanical squeezing force of 2,500,densation throughout the four cubic miles of 000,000 tons, as Sedley Taylor is forced to ad
<iir by its individual strength, then that theory mit after laboriously reducing my figures onemust ingloriously break down. He does not half, is done "by means of these molecular
say this in so many cold words, but he says it forces pertaining tothe transmittingmedium."
plainly nevertheless by a desperate effort to Reader, look at this terrific position, that a
show that the locust only gives the initial im quarter of an ounce pressure, as the utmost
pulse to the air "in actual contact withies effort of this insect, is communicated to the
stridulating apparatus," and that all the con "air in actual contact with its stridulating ap
densation of the air which takes place, accord paratus," and then look at the almost incalcu
ing to Prof. Mayer's 5}T above its normal den lable mechanical result of 2,500,000,000 tons of
sity, is the result of the mechanical action of squeezing force set up, and propagated, and
kept up for a whole minute at atime, through
the "molecular forces only 1"
At last, thanks to the inexorable logic of out four cubic miles of air by the "molecular
Substantialism, our American locust has strid- forces only," caused by this quarter of an
ulated this prodigious fact into Mr. Sedley ounce pressure 1 1 1
Taylor's ears, and consequently, as I will im
The crushing blow I purpose to give this un
mediately quote, he is driven to the unavoid* paralleled absurdity will come in a few min
able extremity, after admitting the enormous utes, but before that final annihilation of the
amount of work done, of trying to relieve the wave-theory, I wish to set Sedley Taylor right
locust of this task by attributing, as just in regard to the action of water-waves and
stated, the condensation of one-half of the four the vibration of a stretched rope, lest some
cubic miles of air to the ''internal pressures" reader might be weak enough to suppose there
of the medium and its " molecularforces only !" was any sort of resemblance between those
He says in the plainest possible English that operations and the mechanical compression of
the wave-theory ' ' iscompletely misrepresented, the air by which heat is generated sufficiently
nay, travestied," by the attempt to prove that to increase the elasticity of one-half of the air
the locust does this mechanical work of con " one-sixth," as the wave-theory requires.
densation throughout the four cubic miles of First as to the action of water-waves which
air according to modern acoustics.
continue to travel on long after the first wave
jNow plainly and conclusively if Mr. Taylor has been started by same mechanical force. I
shall fail to relieve the locust of this task of can not help remarking here that a man who
condensation which he now admits to be re can not see the difference between the contin
quired by the formula of Laplace and as fig uous mechanical action of gravity (an everured out by Prof. Mayer, or if the assumption present and always active force of nature) in
that the "molecular forces'' and "internal pulhng down the ridge of incompressible water
pressures" do this work is shown to involve and thereby crowding up another ridge, and
the mostlaughable absurd ity ever pro mulgated the action of squeezing together the compress
as science, then it follows that Sedley Taylor ible and elastic air by which to generate heat,
admits the wave-theory nopelessly broken is hardly the one to write a book on any sub
<lown. Can there be any other conclusion? ject relating to physics or mechanics.
But first of all, here is his argument in his own The wind or any other mechanical action,
,words :
which, at the start, lifts a ridge of water above
level, may instantly cease to operate, but
"The "locust argument," In whatever shape I have the
met with It, takes for granted that according to the this does not destroy the action of gravity in
wave-theory it is the strength of the insect which per the premises. This ever-ready mechanical
forms the mechanical process of the propagation ofsound. force seizes the mass of water constituting that
That theory Is completely misrepresented, nay, traves
tied, by such an assumption. The most ordinary obser ridge, and by pulling it down presses up adja
vation shows that when sea waves have once been set cent quantities of the mobile and incompressi
up (as, for instance, by a wind which has subsequently ble liquid, thus continuing to propagate the
-dropped) they travel on without any assistance from the swell till the friction of the water neutralizes
cause which originally excited them, solely in virtue of
internal pressures communicatedfrom particle to particle the action of this force and the ocean surface
of the transmitting water. The same thing is observable comes to rest.
when a transverse jerk Is given by the hand to a loosely This work of gravity on waves of water is
stretched rope or chain at some point of its length : a almost
precisely the same as its action on a
bulging protuberance Is seen to run along it, which Is
due, not to further exertion of human muscles, but to pendulum when once started by some mechan
action of molecular forces in the substance of the trans ical effort. The momentum of the pendulum
mitting body. Air can in like manner be experimentally
proved to transmit, by molecular forces only, changes or the stored-up mechanical force which gave
of density once mechanically impressed on any part of it the impetus aided by gravity carries it past
It. The wave-theory assumes that the propagation of
center. It finally stops by gravity pulling
sound takes place by means of these molecular forces ap the
pertaining to the transmitting medium, and assigns only against it, and then by yielding to gravity it
its o iginaiion to the exertion of an externally impressed is again carried past the center by its momen
im) ulse. According to that theory, therefore, all that tum, aided by gravity, and so on till it finally
the locust has to do is to set in motion the air in actual
to rest.
contact with his stridulating apparatus. In the trans comes
But what is Sedley Taylor's novel view of
mission of his chirp It attributes to him no share what
ever, well knowing that even were his performance and the action of these waves of an incompressible
his life simultaneously terminated by the action of some liquid ? He never once thinks of gravity as the
locust eating neighbor, the air would still for a few
seconds waft, quite unaided, his last chirpings to the sole cause of the motion, but to help out his
limit of their audibility."
assumption of the condensation of the air be
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ing caused by ' ' molecular forces only " instead
of the energy exerted by the vibrating locust,
he assumes the onflow of an ocean billow to
be "solely in virtue of internal pressures com
municated from particle to particle of the
transmitting water /"
' But Sedley Taylor can not bolster up his
" molecular forces " to compress and heat and
cool four cubic miles of air after the locust has
given its chirp by any such scientific perver
sion as the above-named " internal pressures
communicated from particle to particle."
Does the pendulum continue to swing by its
"internal pressures communicated from par
ticle to particle," or does it swing on by the
action of gravity on the mass of metal aided by
its momemtum ? Does a chain or rope thrown
into protuberances or undulations continue to
bulge and undulate after the first impetus has
been withdrawn " solely in virtue of the inter
nal pressures," or does it continue to swing
and bulge by the action of momemtum and
gravity on its mass ?
How strange that a popular author of a text
book on physics can be so muddled and driven
into a corner by a stridulating locust, that he
does not even dare to mention the force of
gravity in its best-known mechanical opera
tions ! Modern physics is coming to a fine
pass when its leading exponents actually fear
even to name one of the forces of nature lest
it put them into a hole, as we Americans ex
press it.
But Mr. Taylor gives us no idea how the
"molecular forces only" can propagate pow
erful mechanical condensations throughout
such a mass of air,.unless the full amount of
force necessary to do all the work of such con
densations shall first be imparted to the air by
the initial impulse from the locust. Can not
Sedley Taylor see this ? To contend that air or
any other substance can by its "molecular
forces" propagate a pulse that is not commu
nicated to it by a mechanical energy equal to
all the work such pulse is to accomplish in its
travel, in addition to the friction to be over
come, is such puerile nonsense as not to be
tolerated in this age of applied mechanical
science. Yet Mr. Taylor actually insists that
these tremendous working sound pulses con
densing and heating four cubic miles of air,
travel alone by the action of these " molecular
forces " and independently of any energy ex
erted by the locust, and for several seconds
after the insect has perhaps been swallowed by
some insectiverous bird !
Now mark me, I do not misrepresent Mr.
Taylor. He admits, at least, 2,500,000,000 tons
of mechanical pressure or squeezing force, ex
erted on the four cubic miles of air in order to
cause this ^ of additional density to the nor
mal air, thus to generate the heat required by
the formula of Laplace (see the last extract
above). But he denies that the locust is the
cause of exerting this force. In fact he, no
doubt, supposes, correctly enough, that the in
sect with all its strength could not exert a
squeezing force of more than a few penny
weights. Thus, therefore, we are obliged to
deduct this half-ounce of squeezing energy ex
erted by the locust, leaving the remainder of
the 2,500,000,000 tons, which he admits, cred
ited to the "molecular forces" of the air itself
witlwut any corresponding mechanical impulse
to produce such enormous mechanical result !
Mr. Taylor should at once put his wits to work to
invent some way of saving up this waste me
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chanical energy of 2,500,000,000 tons, and then
send for one of our quarter ounce-power Ameri
can insects to run all the mills in Great Britain 1
The dream-concocted perpetual motions of all
the cranks and lunatics of both hemispheres
do not half equal Sedley Taylor's reservoir of
mechanical energy exerted and wasted by the
"molecular forces," whenever started into ac
tion by one of our stridulating locusts !
Of course I admit that substantial but imma
terial sound-pulses, emanating from the locust,
would travel through the air as a conducting
medium some seconds after the insect should
be swallowed, just as substantial light-force
continues to come to the earth from one of the
moons of Jupiter even some minutes after it
has been totally eclipsed. But this fact is of
itself a demonstration that all j,he light which
continues to come must have been the actual
product of that moon before its eclipse. How
absurd then to teach, as does Mr. Taylor, that
any mechanical condensations could continue
on through the cubic miles of air after the lo
cust was swallowed, unless this insect before
its disappearance had sent them on their mis
sion alone by its mechanical energy !
But why consume further space with these
self-evident principles of physics -in meeting
Sedley Taylor's positions where, as before in
timated, we have a single argument which lets
the entire bottom drop out of his theory?
Here it is : Not only Mr. Taylor, but every
wave-theorist on earth admits that the con
densed pulse sent off from an exploding mag
azine is identical with its sound-wave. Will
Mr. Taylor now tell us frankly if the exploding
powder has or has not anything to do with the
mechanical destruction of houses and windows
miles away from the magazine ?
Come, now, this high authority on acoustics
must not try to dodge this point as he has just
dodged the force of gravity in the propagation,
of water-waves. He has here voluntarily
placed himself in the last ditch of the wavetheory dug by his own pen, and I purpose to
keep him in it till he shall dig himself out with
the same implement or unconditionally sur
render to Substantialism. No raising of trivial
side issues will meet this case, nor will any irra
tional talk about the "molecular forces" of
the air accomplishing any work whatever,
give Sedley Taylor one grain of comfort in this
deep and narrow ditch.
I freely admit that the mechanical destruc
tion of windows at a distance from the explod
ing magazine is in virtue of the so-called
"molecular forces" of the air, or in other
words, of its properties of compressibility and
elasticity, and no sensible man would for a
moment deny it. But is there a scientist in
England outside of Cambridge University so
badly posted upon the physical laws, as not to
be able to see that it is the mechanical action
of the exploding powder alone which utilizes
and takes advantage of these " molecular
forces," and thus does every bit of the distant
work of destruction as really and truly as it
gives its first mechanical impulse to the ailnext to "sounding apparatus ?"
Not a pane of glass was broken in the vil
lage of Erith, miles away from the exploding
magazine, as so graphically described in Prof.
Tyndall's work on Sound, but was by him at
tributed alone to the mechanical action of that
exploding powder—which he called the " sonor
ous pulse" and " sornorous wave"—literally
and truly as if Erith had been built right
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over the magazine. Yet the learned Sedley climbed against Jupiter, the sky. What was
Taylor, whose work on "Sound and Music" its shape ? It was an inverted pyramid or cone,
is a standard text-book at Cambridge Univer just the shape that every declining belt must
sity, tells us that because this exploding pow assume as it retired to this original "Mount
der made use of the "molecular forces " of the of Congregation." Where was its peak?
air to produce its tremendous mechanical con Deeply hidden in the underworld, just as was
densation, and because this condensed wave the evanescent side of every belt, as it declined
took several seconds to reach that distance, to the polar sky. How was it made? By the
therefore the exploding magazine had nothing ' ' churning of the deep. " What was its name ?
Mount Meru, or the "Meros," that was once
to do with that distant condensation ! ! !
A beginner in a philosophy class in any " a part broken off from the element that sur
school in England, who would explain on the rounded the earth." What other features did
blackboard that the exploding powder did not it possess? It was "golden" in color and
do the work of destruction at Erith, because multiform in mass ; each band or belt coiled
it had to take advantage of the "molecular around the great "central isle" like the coils
forces," and because that disaster occurred some of a helix ; hence the sacred Helicon in Grecian
seconds after the explosion, would be set down legendary thought. The celestial Ganga or
by his teacher as stupid, and would be laughed Nilus poured its floods upon it from the sky,
at by every member of his class. Yet Sedley and became the one grand source of all terres
Taylor makes this very statement in regard to trial waters. It was the temple and home of
a sound-pulse precisely the same as that ex the heavenly gods, and about it, on "celestial
plosion, according to his own text-book, only fodder," fed the flying coursers of heaven, and,
moreover, the "great world serpent" was its
on a smaller scale !
This exploding magazine, according to every sleepless custodian, and most significant, this
acoustical text-book in print, produced a single serpent was slain, just as were " Typhon " and
" sonorous wave " on a large scale, just as a " Pytho," and the " midgard serpent," and the
separate vibration of the insect's stridulating "great red dragon," and the Mexican "huraapparatus produces a single " sonorous wave " can," etc., etc., by the cohorts of the sun. I
on a smaller scale. Sedley Taylor, in the light challenge the world to look over the great
of his own "Sound and Music," will not deny volume of legendary evidence as it points to
this. Then what is he going to do about it ? the "mountain," the "serpent," the "island,"
Clearly he is forced to admit that as the ex the "bridge," the "deep," the "river," the
ploding impulse of the powder upon the air in "garden," the "tree," and shun this eternal
contact with the \nagazine and the "sound and immovable rock if it can.
wave," thus mechanically sent off, did all the The ancient Hindu would not have memo
work of compression both at the magazine rialized an inverted mountain if he had not
and at Erith by taking advantage of the seen it. He would not have sung of its sacred
" molecular forces " of the air, just so certain stream, and venerated it as a god, if it had not
can no mechanical condensation take place rolled around its table top, or lotus-shaped
throughout the four cubic miles of air, in con summit, and descended upon the earth. The
sequence of the sound of the locust which is extravagant and otherwise absurd allusions to
not all due alone to the insect's mechanical these "agitated" waters, allow no other con
strength.
clusion than that this most ancient people saw
If the millions of tons of mechanical pressure and worshipped the " ocean-stream that encir
produced by the explosion throughout the cled the whole earth." To treat properly the
range of its " sonorous wave" can only be at great illavratta or circle of encompassing wa
tributed to the mechanical energy exerted upon ters, from the Hindu elevated plain of thought,
the air by the initial pulse at the sounding would require more than a hundred pages of
magazine, then let it be forever settled in the Microcosm. Place this circle of primeval
acoustical mechanics, as now admitted by Sed water back in the celestial world of the Hindus,
ley Taylor, that the 3,500,000,000 tons of me and such a flood of light bursts forth, and such
chanical pressure produced by the sound of the an amazing field of research is revealed, that a
locust throughout its range is only attributable whole army of investigators might work for
to the mechanical exertion of that insect given an age and not close the era of discovery in the
in its initial pulse. Again I thank Sedley Tay realms of annular fossils. As the pioneer in
lor for his courage in attempting a defence of this fascinating field, I am bold to say, on the
the wave-theory of sound.
threshold of this new world of thought : This
earth once had an annular system, and geolo
A. Wilford Halt..
Editor of the Microcosm, 33 Park Row, N Y. gists, astronomers, physicists and scholars in
almost every field of research, can not travel
THE ANNULAR THEORY.
much longer without placing this beacon in
No. 17.
their front. I am bold to say that geology can
•
• BY PROP. I. N. VAIL.
not be studied intelligently on any other basis,
and the time is near at hand when geologists
By this time the thoughtful reader must have will have to build on this foundation, whether
recognized that the peculiar shape of the Hindu they want to or not. I have now presented
" world-mountain," proves that it was a rem sufficient evidence to make all classes of think
nant-belt of the earth's annular system. The ers look in this direction; but I want to sa}'
combination and unintentional linking of cir that we have only crossed the threshold of this
cumstantial features, it must be seen, make it new world of thought. This most fascinating
an annular survival with an absolute and field is now open to every eye. With this
sweeping demonstration. Where was this grand illuminator all ancient mythology is
mountain? In the far north, under the pole converted into a magnificent storehouse of an
star, just where in all annular times a celes nular fossils. While the naturalist will take a
tial mountain system gathered, "Pelion upon bone or a tooth from a fossil bed and tell us
Ossa ;" and over which the storm-demons and what animal it belonged to and to what part
giants of Grecian and Egyptian thought of the body, so the annular philosopher, picking
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up these ancient relics in any part of this new
and untrodden field , can identify them and place
them in their proper places in the annular
skeleton. Could I bring before my readers in
one grand view the mass of evidence yet un
noticed, in support of this theory, I am sure
there would not be a man possessed of a lin
gering doubt of the great truth I have in these
pages rudely presented. If every particle of
evidence I have presented were now cast away,
I would call up this reserve and prove it again.
But I will keep it in store for the day of battle,
and kindly thanking the patient editor and his
patient readers, I will for the present draw
these papers to a close by a quotation from the
second volume of "The Earth's Annular Sys
tem," i. e., "The Gods Unveiled" (unpub
lished) :
" We have it as the undoubted testimony of
Plato, that Solon learned from the Egyptian
priests, that the myth of Phaeton, son of Helias,
was to be explained 'by the fall of something
that once revolved about the earth and in the
heavens.' Phaeton attempted to drive the
steeds of Helias, the annular sun, his father,
and set the heavens on fire, which conflagra
tion was but the bursting of solar flames
through annular vapors, as Plato affirms, and
which is now understood for the first time.
Now it is plain, if solar flames then burst
through, the clear sky was coming in view
again, and the sky-god, Zeus or Jupiter, assert
ing his power. These two features necessarily
go together as a consequence of any conflagra
tion produced by the sun, and these three feat
ures harmonize most felicitously with the fall
of bodies from the heavens. Nothing can be
plainer than this. But suppose we inquire
why Helias, the sun, should nave a son to take
his place. Such would, indeed, be a myth, if
it were not for the fact that Helias, the vaporveiled sun, no longer ruled when the veil was
removed. The very fact that the solar steeds
were put into new hands, proves that the can
opy was removed. That it did fall. That the
clear sky did come into view. That Jupiter
did then come into power again. And now,
when this legend closes by saying : that Ju
piter fearing the conflagration might consume
heaven and earth, he brought his thunder into
use, we are compelled to admit a dovetailing
of facts, that, * * *," etc.
Elsinore, Cal.
Important.—From a Lady Correspondent.
A. Wilford Hall, Ph. D., LL. D.,
Dear Sir,—I have been so long in sending
you a second communication, that I fear you
will have forgotten the first. But I have been
working under difficulties which, had I been
less surely convinced that in the direction of
the "Substantial Philosophy" lay both truth
and duty, would have been very likely to have
proven insurmountable. * * *
The first statement of your position, in the
"Problem of Human Life," was a disappoint
ment ; and it was in order to investigate more
thoroughly, that I began the study of "Vital
Force in Plants ;" by means of which I was able
to satisfy myself of the fundamental truth of
your Philosophy, while at the same time I was
compelled to differ with you in some of its
details.
I send you the result of the investigation,
but with some misgivings, since with so much
to distract my attention, I have not been able
to-write so clearly, and accurately, as I might
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otherwise have done. Still I hope you may
find the article useful, if only as a statement
of some objections, which will inevitably be
made, and which must be met before the
Philosophy can find the acceptance which its
merits deserve. Then, too, I can not help but
hope that what has helped me, may help
others. Moreover, whichever way we may ul
timately decide, with regard to the immateri
ality of the forces at work in the material uni
verse, the decision does not affect the integrity
of the "Substantial Philosophy," which is, I
believe, fundamentally, unassailable. For,
let it once be proven, as it can be, that we nec
essarily think all phenomena of every kind as
inhering in some substantial entity, and the
Philosophy is proven.
To my mind " Keely's Motor " is an absolute
demonstration of the forceful substantial nat
ure of sound ; but had it not been for my own
discoveries in the metaphysical line, this might
not have seemed so clear. You have repeat
edly, and most conclusively, proved that the
"mode of motion" theories of science are in
defensible, and scientific discoveries are dem
onstrating the presence of forces, which pro
duce effects hitherto ascribed to varying
" modes of motion." But such demonstration
is only possible, under the laws of thought,
which connect every observed change with a
force which produces it, and the force itself
with a substance to which it belongs.
Let it be once clearly shown that these laws
of thought exist and the' metaphysicians will
be compelled to come into line. Before that,
not seeing the way clear to hold to the old
metaphysics, and at the same time accept the
new physics, they are not to be expected.
The proofs which have been advanced do
not convince them, although clear and forcible,
because they have not been along the lines of
thought to which they are accustomed ; and
tender charity for human limitations, as well
as the grand courage born of profound convic
tion, is necessary in a work so far reaching in
its revolutionary character.
The metaphysical line of proof I should like
to take up. The "Law of Substance" as a
controlling law of thought, is, it looks to me,
an essential part of the ' ' Substantial Philoso
phy," the corner-stone upon which you have
builded. Your Philosophy has given me a
great uplift, a widening of intellectual vision,
is it too much to hope, that what I may have
to offer, will be of some little help to you.
With gratitude for the past, and hope for
the future, and praying that you may be spared
yet many years to continue the work so well
begun, I am, very truly,
Laura A. Luse.
We have received from this lady an article
entitled "Vital Force in Plants," which on ac
count of its length we had laid aside. We
shall, however, try to divide it and give the
first installment next month together with
our comments. Mrs. Luse is a very intellect
ual writer and has advanced some new ideas
which will be considered in the light of the
Substantial Philosophy. We are inclined to
advise that substantialists had better quit re
ferring to the famous Keely Motor as a dem
onstration of the correctness of their doctrine.
Mr. Keely has been at work for over thirty
years, and thus far has not given to either sci
ence or mechanics a single idea that has been
demonstrated to be of the least practical value.
Associate Editor.
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We here make the assertion that no remedy
or device has ever received the universal
recommendation that has been accorded Dr.
Hall's Health-Pamphlet. As a rule people are
careful concerning' their signatures and en
dorsement, and many a good cause lacks sup
port through this cautiousness, but with our
health treatment the testimonials have never
ceased even for a single day to arrive at this
office although we have never yet solicited
one. We might easily fill this whole paper, but
the following few will serve as a sample.
Further information concerning the remedy
will be furnished by our Extra number, copies
sent free.
Elder G. E. Mayfield, of Elgin, Oregon, writes,
July 15th:
"Dear Dr. Hall,—I received, some time since, your
special offer. I should have written long ago, but did
not wish to be hasty, I wished first to thoroughly try
your health discovery for myself. As soon as I read
your Pamphlet the rationale of your treatment com
mended itself to me, and now after nearly one year of
faithful application of your treatment I can say this :
I know it will cure indigestion or sour stomach, for be
fore I used your treatment I was much troubled with
sourness of the stomach and had to be very careful of
what I eat, but since using it I have scarcely felt a
symptom of the old trouble. Inclosed I send you a Post
Office Money Order for which please send me ten of
your Health-Pamphlets and alsojpledges with some cir
culars.
Truly yours,
Elder G. E. Mayfield."
Miss Carrie Grey, of Fredonia, N. Y., Box
1153, writes, June 17 :
"Dear Dr. Hall,—I think I am safe in saying that your
treatment has cured my complexion of a disease wnich
the doctors never could understand ; my face looked so
bad most of the time for eight years that I would not
leave home. I commenced your treatment the last of
November, and since the first of April have not stayed
at home a single day on account of my face. The
blotches are gone and nearly all the redness ; words
won't express how thankful I am. My father says he
would not take a good horse for what it has done for
him. I am pleased with your terms to agents and will
act for you when I return home where I am well ac
quainted. Very thankfully yours, Miss Carrie Grey."
A. H. Seymour, of Chehalis, Lewis County,
Wash., writes, June 29th :
" Dear Dr. Hall,—My wife and myself have been using
your treatment for six weeks or more. I must say the
effect has been truly wonderful. My wife has been
troubled for years with liver complaint and kidney dif
ficulty and alsO with severe headaches very often, all
of which are fast giving away under your hygienic
treatment. I was also suffering with kidney complaint.
Indigestion and rheumatism, but have been free from
these difficulties since taking your treatment; I am
now sixty and have not felt so well for thirty years. I
have no hesitation in recommending it to the sick as a
curative and to the well as a preventive of disease.
"Truly yours,
A. H. Seymour."
Prof. D. B. Easter, of Randoph, Macon Col
lege, Ashland, Va., writes, June 26th :
" Dear Dr. Hall,—Though an extra'testimonlal may
not be of muoh value when you already have so many,
I beg to add my mite to the evidence already in. To my
' mind after I have conscientiously tried your remedy,
and seen its effects on myself and others, it Is a fact
axiomatic that a proper use of your discovery can not
fail to produce the best results. My business of teach
ing and studying is, of course, sedentary ; your method
adds health and strength ; all are noting my improved
condition, and all at our college who are using your
'emedy are as loud in its praises as I.
" Very truly yours,
D. B. Easter."
Rev. M. H. Negus, of Sandwich, 111., writes,
June 6th :
"Dear Dr. A. W. Hall,—After using your Hygienic Dis
covery for more than two years, I am glad to say that
mder God. I believe it to be the chief cause of the con'inuance of my life and health during all that time, and
1 could not consent to part with it at any price. Now
it seventy-six and a half years very few people can
iqual me for good health and activity. Every one using
t here gives the most decided testimony in its favor.
"Yours truly,
M. H. Negus."
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Charles W. Price, Esq., McLuney, O., writes,
June 22d :
"Dr. Hall,—1 have used your treatment for over one
year with the most satisfactory results. When I began
I was almost helpless because of constipation and dys
pepsia, in fact my life was despaired or. Having been
a victim of these troubles for over ten years my cure is
remarkable. It seemed exactly suited to my case and I
began to improve from the start, and now my health is
better than I can ever remember it having been and my
diet has changed from hot water and crackers to meats,
beans, potatoes, etc. I look upon you as my benefactor
and my services are at your disposal.
" Sincerely yours,
Charles W. Price."
W. F. Coombe, Esq., Goodnight, Ky., writes,
June 22d :
"Dear Doctor Hall.—Enclosed find money for ten
Pamphlets. Your health treatment has snatched me
from the jaws of death. My condition was well-known
all through this vicinity and all are astonished to see
how young and healthy I look after going down for ten
years from a complication of diseases in spite of the
treatment of the physicians. I am in my seventy-fourth
year, and am getting stout. Am enjoying fine health.
"Truly yours,
W. P. Coombe."
Mr. Wm. W. Harnden, of Boulder, Mont.,
writes, June 18th :
"Dear Dr. Hall,—I have been using your Hygienic
Treatment for about three months and I consider that
$1.00 the best investment of my life. I have been
troubled with catarrh and dyspepsia for upward of ten
years and neither one troubles me now. Please for
ward me ten pamphlets.
Respectfully yours,
" Wm. W. Harnden."
Mr. A. E. Miller, 204 Ege Ave., Jersey City,
N. J., writes, June 17th :
"Dear Dr. Hall,—I have used your treatment for the
past three months and must give it my most enthusi
astic endorsement. I was a great sufferer from indiges
tion having severe nausea at least three times a week.
My agony of mind and body beggared description, I
feared a cancer was growing In my stomach and con
sulted different physicians who prescribed for me, but
even their temporary relief failed and I was utterly
discouraged. I am now enjoying life as never before
and think so much of your treatment that I wish to
take an agency for it if you will kindly send me terms.
" Yours respectfully,
A. E. Miller."
Mr. P. Gillies, of Nooksack City, Wash.,
writes, June 7th :
"Dr. Hall,—About two days after I applied the treat
ment my voice improved so much that I was perfectly
surprised ; that was February 1st, 1891, and it continues
so that I can sing with as much ease as I could thirty
years ago. Am now sixty-one years old, have no colds
now, appetite good, sleep well and have such a color in
my face that some of our neighbors wanted to know if
I had taken to drinking liquor. Had lumbago twelve
months previous to applying the treatment ; it is now
much better and in a little while expect it to be entirelywell. I have sent out all the extras enclosing a pledge,
and reoommending parties to send their money to you
and get the Pamphlet I speak of, and I recommend it
when and wherever I can.
Eespectfully yours,
"P. Gillies."
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Entered as second class matter at the New York Post Office. the smaller volume of gas gives more rapid
oscillations, and higher still in tone for a pop
PROF. WOOD ON PULSE-VELOCITY.
gun for the same reason.
These smaller oscillations giving sound, were
With Reply By the Editor.
just behind the advance pulse at twenty rods
from the cannon and just the same distance
Clyde, June 17, 1891.
behind it at two miles.
Dr. A. Wilford Hall :
But let us keep our eye upon the actual ob
Dear Sir,—In the June MICROCOSM you ask served pulse. We find at two miles, although
me to "carefully explain why a loud sound a thousand times less in amplitude, it is still
having a powerful pulse does not travel faster moving on at the regular sound rate. Hence
than a faint one."
pulses of great amplitude and small amplitude
First let me prove by a clear indisputable do travel at the same rate.
fact that it does not. Early one Fourth of
Now for the reason why. It is because the
July morning I heard the reports of a cannon vibration of the particle back and forth is a
more than two miles distant. Just before pendulum vibration.
«ach report I heard a loose pane of glass in
All vibrations great and small occupy the
my window move from the nail that fastened same space of time. The vibration of a par
it in, up against the sash and back again to ticle like that of a pendulum, begins at zero
the nail. I heard it every time as plainly as and increases to the central point and then
I heard the cannon. Mr. Willison, in the De diminishes to the zero point again. If the
cember Microcosm, says that at the distance particle kept its rate of motion constant the
of twenty rods from the cannon when fired velocity of great and small waves could not
he felt a pulse in advance of the sound. This be equal. There is your error. The particles
pulse and the one noted by me then were the having a more rapid motion at their centers
same pulse. The cause of this pulse was the ev of oscillation do not continue in that rapid
olution of a cubic yard or two of gas by the motion, but immediately slow down to the
burnt powder. The gas suddenly expelled the zero point. That fact prevents the greater
air from this amount of space, thus forcing it pendular motion getting through sooner than
into a deep condensation which moved off, the smaller, since both motions are completed
we see, at the rate of sound. This pulse, as Mr. in the same time. If the amplitudes are per
Willison and I can both affirm, was sound formed in equal times the progress of the
less.
pulses will be equal.
You tell us in the May Microcosm that ten
Hang a row of ivory balls on strings with
pulses per second will not produce sound, the balls touching each other. Now if your
hence one pulse one-tenth of a second ahead theory that the more powerful pulse will go
of others will not produce sound. This ad through quicker, be true, when one end of the
vance pulse being so plainly noted, must have row is struck blows differing in force there
been much further ahead of the sound than will be just the same difference in the speed of
one-tenth of a second, and could not, from the pulse. You will find on trial there is no
your statement, give sound. The reason one difference at all between a weak and a power
pulse can not give sound is because the vibra ful blow. Just so of the air particles. Take a
tions of the sounding instrument in the inter long row of toy balloons and strike one end of
nal ear are sympathetic, and it takes several the row the pulse will go through the entire
pulses to bring them to the sound pitch. Sound row in the same time whether the blow be
is produced always by a series of pulses.
weak or strong.
Immediately behind the great advance pulse Your instance of the air-gun is the same in
spoken of followed the sound pulses. How principle as that of the cannon above men
were these formed ? The evolved gas above tioned. The ball does fly with greater ve
mentioned forcing the air outward into the locity the more condensed air there is in the
advance pulse, is again compressed by the re gun, but the expanding air does not follow the
turning pressure, and thus a series of rapid ball ; it is stopped by the resistance of the ex
oscillations at the surface of the gas are pro ternal air.
But the velocity of the ball does show the
duced.
These oscillations produce the sound, low velocity of the expansion. This velocity is at
in tone for the cannon, because the larger once checked by the resisting pressure, and
volume of gas gives fewer oscillations per the pulse caused by it goes on at the uniform
second, and higher in tone for the rifle, for rate of all atmospheric pulses.
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I had much to say in reply to your criti
cisms, but am denied space.
Respectfully,
A. B. WooD.
REPLY BY THE EDITOR.
We are always glad to have a wave-theorist
write for the Microcosm a concise and short
article, without unnecessary repetition, em
bracing any one of the salient features of the
wave-theory, and the stronger and more
plausibly the argument in favor of that theory
can be presented the better we like it.
Prof. Wood dies hard, scientifically speak
ing, or in other words he gives up the wavetheory very reluctantly. We have offered
him in private letter to print his articles in
the Microcosm so long as each article is brief
and confined to a single phase of the current
theory, in order that there may be no ram
bling, while each particular phase may be
treated exhaustively. A man may make a
dozen erroneous statements in a single para
graph which will take a dozen long paragraphs
to set right. Hence the length of our replies
must not be taken into account in estimating
the value of Prof. Wood's assertions.
In the foregoing letter he has done very
well in confining himself to a single aspect of
the theory, and his argument is no doubt the
best thing that can be said in favor of this
phase of the current theory of acoustics ; but
like every other attempt to defend that view
it is simply self-annihilating. If we do not in
this answer show that Prof. Wood has liter
ally and flatly abandoned the wave-theory, we
will forever forfeit all our claim as to logical
thinking.
Before undertaking to make this statement
good, it is quite necessary to remind the
reader that Prof. Wood's criticism relates to
our article headed an "Overwhelming Argu
ment " against the wave-theory, as printed in
the June Microcosm, in which we claim to
have shown that if sound consists of airpulses then a loud sound, consisting of power
ful condensations should travel faster than a
soft sound consisting of weak condensations.
To prove this we referred to the propaga
tion of an air-pulse through a tube by the
movement of a piston into one end, which
pulse, according to Prof. Mayer, in his article
on Sound, in " Appleton's Encyclopedia," must
travel with the exact velocity of sound. This,
of course, is according to all authorities, and
should be true if there is any truth in the
wave-theory ; and consequently, according to
that theory, a weak pulse, caused by pushing
the piston half an inch into a tube, should
travel through it with the same velocity pre
cisely as a powerful pulse made by pushing
the piston say six inches in the same instant
of time.
As the possibility of sending a pulse through
the free air by the movement of such a piston
is absolutely denied by us on account of the
mobility of the air and which can not be proved
by any experiment within the reach of wavetheorists ; and as we cheerfully admit the
propagation of a pulse through air thus con
fined in a tube, hence this tube experiment, as
proposed by Prof. Mayer, is the legitimate
ground on which to test the truth or fallacy of
the current theory of air-pulse propagation.
Let all talk, therefore, about sending a pulse
through the unconfined air by the slow move
ment of sounding body cease, while we con
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test the battle upon the pulse which we all
accept as true, and the speed of which the
highest authorities make identical with the
velocity of sound.
Prof. Wood himself also recogDizes and tries
to maintain this principle of uniform speed in
all kinds of air-pulses, because he plainly sees
if a powerful condensation will send a pulse
swifter through a tube of confined air than a
weak one, it must follow that a loud sound,
constituted of powerful condensations, should
travel, according to theory, swifter than a
faint one, and consequently that the wavetheory totally breaks down in its fundamental
law of pulse-propagation.
As the piston in the end of the tube acts on
the air the same precisely as if a charge of
compressed air had been confined and in
stantly liberated in this closed end of the
tube, it follows, as we showed in our June ar
ticle, that a powerful charge of compressed
air thus liberated should not, according to the
theory, drive the pulse any faster through the
tube than a weak one. But right there we
drove the last nail in the coffin-lid of the
wave-theory by reference to an air-gun which
is exactly such a tube as Prof. Mayer illus
trates,—the ball in which is driven through
it by a condensed pulse liberated behind it.
Now, even to attempt the salvation of the
wave-theory from this fatal fact, its advocates
must assume the monstrous absurdity that a.
bullet in an air-gun, which can travel along
this tube no faster than the condensed pulse
which drives it, will actually travel no swifter
or be carried no further when driven by a
powerfully condensed charge of air than by a
weak one !
This final blow against the wave-theory
Prof. Wood could not help seeing ; and feel
ing that he must say something in reply
rather than honestly admit that it had crushed
the life out of the very foundation on which
that theory is based, he wildly and confusedly
gives vent to the foregoing criticism which,
as we will now show, accepts the situation
and admits all we claim. Here it is:
" The ball does fly with greater velocity the
more condensed air there is in the gun !
Why, Prof. Wood, does it "fly with greater
velocity ? " Clearly because there is a more
powerful condensation behind it ! Can the
ball travel through the tube faster than the
pulse travels which drives it 1 Come, pro
fessor, we have given you credit for honesty
in these pages, but if you do not now admit
frankly and explicitly that an air-pulse has a
velocity in exact proportion to the strength of
the condensation behind it and which drives
it, we shall be compelled to take back every
word we have said in regard to your honesty
as a scientific investigator, or else; lose ail
faith in your intelligence as a logical reasoner.
But the professor, in his desperate involve
ment, tries to obscure the force of his luckless
admission in these words :
" But the expanding air does not follow the
ball ; it is stopped by the resistance of the ex
ternal air."
In the name of common intelligence, who
says the expanding air of the condensation
follows the ball after it leaves the gun ? None
but a scientific lunatic or a confirmed wavetheorist would think of such a thing. The
truth is, Prof. Wood added this meaningless
and wholly irrelevant remark in the stupefac
tion which his own fatal admission had for the
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moment cast about his normally lucid intel second, that being the diversity in rates of
lect. Then recovering himself for a second, he balls projected from an air-gun 1
What betterproof, however, do we want that
adds :
" But the velocity of the ball does show the all his talk about pulses from the cannon or
the magazine explosion is pure scientific fog,
velocity of the expansion ! "
Of course it does, professor, which kills the than his own words as follows :
" Your instance of the air-gun is the same in
wave-theory, since if that theory be correct,
the velocity of the expansion or pulse should principle as the cannon above mentioned."
Thank you, professor. Yes, it is the same
show the velocity of sound, because the ex
pansion or pulse caused by a condensation is in principle exactly. And as you admit that
all there is of mechanical sound-force ! Don't the pulse in passing through the air-gun
you see ? Now let it be remembered that Prof. travels with a varying velocity proportioned
Wood, driven by our argument, is forced to to the force of the condensation behind it, so
give up the whole controversy by admitting must the atmospheric pulse from the cannon
that the velocity of the expansion or pulse de or from the magazine explosion, whatever
pends upon the amount of condensation behind your own defective observations may have
it, which is the same thing as saying that a seemed to suggest. Is it reasonable to sup
loud sound consisting of a powerful condensa pose that a pulse two miles from a cannon, or
tion must travel faster than a soft sound if from an exploding magazine, with its con
densation not a thousandth part as strong as
there is any truth in the wave-theory.
But confused and tangled as was the profes it is within twenty feet of the exploding
sor in having thus abandoned the wave-theory powder, will travel as swiftly as at the start
by sapping its very foundation law of pulse- with the full force of the powder right behind
propagation, he saw that it would not do thus it, especially when a powerful condensation,
to leave the matter entirely to the tender mer as he admits, will carry an air-pulse and a
cies of the Microcosm. He therefore con bullet on "the same principle" a hundred
cluded he must modify his fatal admissions in times swifter in a tube than will one suffi
some way, at least to appear not to have sur ciently weaker ? Prof. Wood decides the two
rendered. So he proceeds again to put his sci cases to be "the same in principle," which
only reiterates his abandonment of the waveentific foot in it by the following words :
" This velocity [of the expansion or pulse] is theory, and thus again we write him down as
at once checked by the resisting pressure and a convert to substantialism, provided always
the pulse caused by it goes on at the uniform that he is an honest man.
rate of all atmospheric pulses."
To suppose that Prof. Wood is so badly
How natural it is for a wave-theorist to con posted in the operations of the mechanical laws
tradict himself 1 In fact, it is impossible for as not to know that a pulse from an exploding
him, as we have frequently illustrated, to magazine travels with greater velocity near
avoid self-contradiction in attempting to de to the explosion than at a great distance from
fend a theory so honey-combed with absurdity, it, is to write him down an ignoramus. What
as is this. Look at him : First he admits that but the greater velocity of the air-wave caused
the "atmospheric pulse" or "expansion," by the exploding powder produces the greater
while passing through the tube, travels with destruction witnessed near to the magazine,
"the velocity of the ball," and that of course and which destructive effects become less and
this velocity varies according to the force of less as the distance from the source of the
the atmospheric condensation behind the ball ; wave becomes greater and its velocity de
and, then, as soon as this " atmospheric pulse " creases? Yet a large portion of the profes
gets out of the tube its " velocity is at once sor's letter is absolutely wasted in trying to
checked " and " goes on at the uniform rate of show that a pulse from exploding powder
all atmosphericpulses ! " How in logic's name travels till it dies out at the one uniform ve
can "all atmospheric pulses" have a "uni locity of sound, only to end in his own absolute
form rate " when he has j ust admitted a variety abandonment of the whole thing when he
of different rates of velocity while the pulse is comes to the air-gun.
passing through the tube, according to the His supposition that a pulse will go through
strength of condensation behind them, and ivory balls, through rubber balls, or through
then a "checked" rate of velocity after the toy balloons at a uniform velocity for each
pulse gets out? Surely the way of the scien medium, whatever the impetus of condensa
tific transgressor is hard.
tion causing it, is so unreasonable on its face,
Now, having Prof. Wood's forced admission and so unsupported by any scientific facts
that the atmospheric pulse driven through a (however, we ourself may once have supposed
tube has a velocity in exact proportion to the it to be true science) that we marvel that the
strength of the condensation which causes' it, absurdity has never before been detected. The
and consequently that the wave-theory has very fact that a pulse travels through such an
broken down, since it teaches that all atmos elastic medium as air when confined in a tube
pheric pulses travel at the same " uniform with a velocity exactly proportioned to the
rate " of sound, whether in a tube or out, it is strength of the condensation behind it, as now
but an easy matter to dispose of all the remain admitted by Prof. Wood, is proof positive that
ing scatter-brained assertions he has made in all elastic bodies must be governed by the
his letter about the rates of pulses from the fir same unvarying principle, though in very
ing of a cannon, pulses through ivory balls, dense substances such as ivory, glass, etc.,
through toy balloons, etc. In fact, every state the difference in rates of velocity from differ
ment he has made, in all this rambling attempt ent condensations is impossible to be meas
at displaying his scientific learning, is stulti ured owing to the great velocity of the slowest
fied and made null and void by his admission " pulse that can be produced and the short dis
just quoted that at least one class of atmos tances within reach of our experimentation.
pheric pulses—to which Prof. Mayer gives the Yet Prof. Wood in his childlike simplicity sug
exact velocity of sound—travel with all varie gests as triumphant proof of the truth of the
ties of velocity from 20 feet to 2,000 feet a 1 wave-theory the crucial test of measuring the
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difference between the velocity of two pulses
from differently delivered blows to a row of
half a dozen ivory balls ! He sagely suggests :
' ' You will find on trial that there is no differ
ence at allbetween aweak and apowerful blow!"
We will " find on trial " no such thing, but ex
actly the reverse judging from the effects of dif
ferent blows, the same, precisely, as in the case
of bullets discharged from an air-gun. Let one
of the end ivory balls fall against a suspended
row and it -will be observed that the pulse will
drive away the farther end-ball a distance pro
portioned exactly to the distance of the blow
and the force of the condensation thus pro
duced by the falling ball. What, in the name
of reason and science, causes these varying
distances imparted to the farther end-ball,
save the difference in pulse-velocity sent
through the row? Yet Prof. Wood has to
have this simple fact pounded into his superfi
cial brain.
Everything in the nature of a pulse or con
densation throughout the entire range of me
chanical science teaches the same commonsense lesson. The untutored Indian knows if
he wants to give a greater velocity to the pulse
which drives his arrow, he must create a more
powerful condensation behind it by taking a
turn of his bow-string at the end, thereby to
obtain a more powerful compression. The sixyear-old boy, who shoots beans at passers by
from his rubber strap, has mechanical knowl
edge enough to understand that the more pow
erful the condensation he creates behind the
bean the swifter both the pulse and the bean
will travel. Yet at this late day we are com
pelled to teach this elementary lesson in me
chanics to such physicists as Tyndall, Helmholtz, Mayer, Rood, Lord Rayleigh, SirWilliam
Thomson, President Stokes, Sedley Taylor and
Prof. Wood, thereby to demonstrate that a
loud sound, being nothing but an air-pulse, and
requiring a more powerful condensation of the
air than a faint one, should travel faster if
there is any truth in the wave-theory.
In conclusion, we remark, Prof. Wood in
his March article, by the convincing force of
our arguments and facts was compelled to ad
mit that the whole school of acoustical scien
tists were in error on the "swiftly advanc
ing" prong, agreeing finally that the fork
sounds audibly when it is travelling slower
than the hour hand of a clock, and since he
now admits from the same invincible force of
our logic, if the air-pulse theory be correct,
that a loud sound, composed of nothing but
air-pulses, ought to travel very much faster
than a faint one, based on the practical work
ing of the air-gun, is it not now time for
Prof. Wood to avoid further strain upon his
scientific reputation and come over at once to
the ranks of Substantialism ? Again we ex
tend the offer to welcome him with open arms.
ROBERT ROGERS, Fb. D.
We are no little pleased to announce that the
President and Board of Directors of Rutherford
College, N. C. , oneof the most enterprising edu
cational institutions of the South, have deemed
it in the line of their duty to confer the academic
and honorary title of Doctor of Philosophy on
our very worthy Associate Editor. President
Abernethy, as well as the entire Board, has our
thanksand best wishes for this distinction which
we take in part as applying to the Microcosm
so ably supported by our young associate »
Editor.
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OCR PROGRESSIVE CAUSE.
[In the May Microcosm we headed a brief
letter from a new contributor—"A Candid
Atheist." This letter was from Dr. Cooper,
of Cleves, Ohio. It breathed such a tone of
candor we felt the greatest encouragement
that an intellect so open and free for the influx
of truth from whatever source, would lead its
owner directly on to the fountain of Substan
tialism. Such has been the result, and here
presents the reader with one of the most
thoughtful papers that has ever appeared ia
this journal.—Editor.]
Tbe Substantial Philosophy Extended.
BY W. C. COOPER, M.D.
For years, a set of elements, fundamental to
a theoretic system, has been running through
my mind. It took an acquaintance with that
irresistible Philosophy, founded by that irre
sistible man, Dr. Hall, to enable me to make
them intelligibly presentable. As briefly as
possible, I shall attempt to transfer this men
tal picture of my own, to the mind of the
reader. Any appearance of dogmatism in
style will please be excused, as necessitated by
perspicuity.
The universe seemed to be divided into Mat
ter and Nothing, the Nothing part being as
important as the Matter part. The idea is il
lustrated in mathematics, where the cipher has
as much value as all the other digits. The
cipher represents the Nothing and the " sig
nificant" figures the Something. Space, which
is simply the absence of Something, is Noth
ing. But Something* could not exist without
it. Motion, which is a changing of place, is
Nothing, for changing is motion and place is
space—a, point (?) in space.f Yet the import
ance of motion is such, great thinkers that
have concluded there is no such thing as per
fect quiessence, and that the integrity of all
created things depends upon it. Total dark
ness—absence of light—is Nothing, but light
(Something) could not exist without it. A
shadow is Something, because it has in it some
of light.
By intuitive recognition of this great general
fact, students have naturally (by force of dif
ferent temperamental peculiarities) divfded
into two great classes, materialists and immaterialists—Idealists. The Idealist views posi
tivism from negativism. Objectivity is made
secondary to, and is finally absorbed by sub
jectivity. Subjectivity is eliminated by the
substitution of objectivity (for rigorous logic
will have it so), but this does not take place
till subjective processes have established the
non-existence of objectivity. In other words,
Nothing assimilates Something, and thus re
duces Something to Nothing. This is the end,
in two senses, of idealism. It starts in Noth
ing, and by a legitimate chain of sequences,
consistently ends in Nothing. The Idealist's
reasoning is all right : his conclusion is all
right : only his premise is wrong. Primary
instinct is against him, every-day matter-offactism is against him, and the ultimate fact
of his philosophy is against him, unless it is
* It will be seen that I endow the words " Something "
and "Nothing" with a teohnioal defining function.
This is scientifically necessary, as is evident.
t The absence of a jKetophysical nomenclature neces
sitates this inconsistent use of language, but the reader
will catch my idea.
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reasonable that this fact was established
through the reasoning process of a nonentity !
Because Something does not end in a defined
shape, apprehensible to us, there appears to
be a middle region occupied by doubtful exist
ences, or abstract (?) elements. Here, owing
to the infinite refinement of matter, it becomes
exceedingly difficult to distinguish between
something and nothing. There can be no
middle ground between Something and Noth
ing, for neither can be any part of the other.
Nothing is indivisible and matter is (theoreti
cally) infinitely divisible. In coarse apprehen
sion, it would seem that a point should be
reached in material divisibility, where Some
thing and Nothing merge, becoming identical.
This, of course, is self-evidently impossible,
and only illustrates our absolute incapability
of grasping the infinite in either direction.
Nothing is insusceptible of specializations,
hence there is no nomenclature in this field.
Language is evolved from physical necessity,
and none of it from metaphysical needs, for no
thing is metaphysical. Something is sub
stance, and Nothing is not metaphysical (above
matter), but is simply the absence of Some
thing. There would be a metaphysical tech
nology, if there were such a thing as meta
physics.
We all use the word "quality," but what
does it represent? Is it Something in that
realm, where Something and Nothing nearly
meet, or is it Nothing? Neither hypothesis
diminishes its value. If it is true that the
universe, in a sense, is made up of Something
and Nothing, there can be no such thing as
an abstraction, in its philosophic sense. The
very word makes that, which it is intended to
represent, an entity, and only Something can
have entity. "Abstractions" depend for their
existence upon substance ; are evolved from
substance,. Is it rational that substance can
evolve nonentity f If quality is neither sub
stance nor Nothing, and can not partake, in
its constitution, of either, what is it? may it
not be substance in its force-form? It has
functions, and is not negative like space. It
is natural to think of it as Something—it can
not be thought of as absolutely nothing. It
appears to accomplish something—space does
not.
Love belongs to the "abstract" family. It
seems to be a force, a powerful energy ; it
does things. It is drawn from the infinite
store-house of Force by a substantial struc
ture, created by God for that office. As a
special material condition (vibration) is neces
sary to manifest sound (a form of force), so a
special material condition (an impressed ner
vous structure) is necessary to manifest love.
How natural,* that God's sweetest attribute,
love, can, under easy conditions, be drawn
from the universal reservoir of Force?
Pain is an " abstraction." It is defined as a
state of consciousness. In current philoso
phy, a "state" reduces to Nothing, in final
analysis. Nothing can not act upon Some
thing—it can not act at all. Nothing holds
merely a negative relation to Something—as
darkness does to the material world. Is it not
astounding that being Nothing, it can locate
a site, occupy a body, and endow it with itself
unto death? Does it not agree a thousand
times better with common sense, to suppose
that pain is a substance (technically called
*I put stress upon the word natural for reasons that
will be seen later.
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an immaterial substance) in its force-form?
We can in a sense conceive it to be matter,
dynamized almost infinitely, and energized in
ratio with its sublimation ; but can we think
of it as Nothing? Of course, there are reali
ties beyond our intellectual perception, but they
are necessarily reasonable, since nothing in that
upper realm can be that is not reasonable.
Beauty is called an abstraction. It must,
however, be Something, compounded, mainly
of form and color. Form, bearing merely a
negative relation to substance, is Nothing,
but color being derived from something is
Something. It is reflected light, and light is
Something. Every object in the universe de
pends for its distinctiveness, one-half upon
Something and one-half upon Nothing. This
is sequential to the primal fiat of the great un
conditioned.
Thought and feeling seem to be substantial
as truly as stone is. The difference between
them (and it is incalculably vast in favor of
the former, as to importance) is that thought
and feeling are material essences, beyond the
need of gross conditions. Nothing is common
to thought and feeling but material genesis.
They are substantial because they exist pos
itively ; they accomplish results, tremendous
ones, they act, and as action is impossible
without reaction, they are acted upon. Ac
tion and reaction are characteristics of sub
stance. Thought and feeling accomplish more
than all the other specialized forces together,
their high manifest birth making this a con
sequence. Their initial expression is in the
first term of the subseries of the grand for
mula which comprehends all the facts of the
universe. That formula dictates itself, and (in
descending scale) is this :
First Cause (substance coeval) ; Domain of
General Force (vito-material essence) ; Cor
relative Condition (link between General
and Special Force), the latter becoming the
basis of a subseries, reaching through the vitopsycho-organic, vito-organic and inorganic to
-^Nothing.
Thought and Feeling! All other special
ized forms of force are their servants, and they
are messengers whose potential home is in
that triune marvel—the Soul ! This precious
trinity—life, intellect, emotion—these three in
one and this one in three (a distinct potential
personality) is in direct relation with the uni
versal fountain of Force.
Will, being one of the children of Intellect
must, of course, seem to be substantial. Voli
tion is movement, related to wtZWorce, and
movement is nothing. The words are improp
erly used interchangeably by some writers.
A sigh, being one of Emotion's children, is, in
a sense substantial, and so on clear through
the list of emotion's offspring.
There are thousands of "abstractions" in
that tenuous sphere, where Something and
Nothing all but shake hands upon the border
land of existence, but as we have seen, they
must fall into the realm of Somethings, orinto
the yawning gulf of Nothing. This is funda
mental and is without variation. I have said
that all objects are " compounds of Something
and Nothing," which but for phraseological
exigency, would be self-contradictory. Of
course, Nothing can not unite with Something,
and " compound," in this connection, simply
comprehends negative relation.
Philosophers of the dominant school agree
that psychic manifestation is a force, but deny
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that it is a substance. According to the Sub
stantial Philosophy it is a substantial entity,
and therefore capable of actual existence. As
matter can not be annihilated, it follows that
the soul will exist forever. From birth to re
lease it must exist as a distinct, self-limited
entity. Except the eternal basic forces, gravi
tation, cohesion, magnetism, electricity, etc.,
this vito-psychic force is the only specialized
one whose expression is constant—not inter
mittent. Those grand, original forms of
forces, gravitation, etc., are derived directly
from the Creator, and as vito-psychic force is
constant like them, and not called into fitful
requisition subserviently to its needs, it pos
sesses a quality of eternity peculiar to itself.*
It is easily conceivable too that this quality is
preparative to its entrance into naked relation
ship to the source of all manifestation. It has
taken all the steps but one toward immortal
ity, and that one is made natural and easy by
temporal expedients.
I nave tried to show that the doctrine of
Substantialism, in its farthest reaches, is in
parallelism with analogy, with natural feel
ing and with common sense. The acceptance
of the doctrine is not difficult—that of abstract
nothingism is. It is not cold and repellant
like the motion philosophy that ends in athe
ism. A belief in atheism is unnatural, because
it does not fit our nature—it does not satisfy
our reason nor help to still the eternal yearn
ing in our hearts. "Unnatural" is only a
convenient term, for nothing can be unnat
ural, and as a word is not a truth, what we
call unnatural can not represent a truth. To
call a thing unnatural, is equivalent to nulli
fying it. Therefore an unnatural doctrine is
an untrue one. The doctrine of atheism is
chilling and peace-destroying, even to the
bravest and most self-abnegating natures.
We want something to reach for, aspire to
ward, and this is not a mere conservative expe
dient evolved out of dumb, insensate matter—
the result of "a fortuitous concourse of
atoms." It is an attraction between creating
and creature-substance—natural like the at
tractions between all other matter and God.
The generous warmth of a belief in God, is
natural because according to the eternal fitness
of things, and is a response to the eternal ques
tion in every human oeing's breast.
The material universe is made up of ques
tions and answers, and all phenomena depend
proximately upon action and reaction, f Dark
ness in the Mammoth Cave was a question, the
answer to which involved the inutility of eyes.
It was answered by the instant creation of
eyeless fish (for fish were an answer to water)
or by the slower process of God-directed invo
lution in imported fish. If there was a time
when the horse had no tail, the presence of
insects was a question (in the horse's behalf)
and was answered by direct fiat, or God-immi
nent evolution. Why in favor of the horse,
both insect and horse being equally God's crea
tures? It was in strict conformity to the
Creator's endless beneficence through all the
steps up "being's piled gradation," from the
polyp to man. The comfort of the insects was
*Another aspect makes it still plainer. Sound, for
instance, is fourth in a series that starts from the Su
preme source, while psychic effluence is third, there
being only the Sea of Force between it and the primor
dial cause—the Creative Will.
t It is undeniable that all phenomena are the imme
diate result of action and reaction, and this alone
proves the substantiality of all things, for Nothing
(not being a thing) can not act nor be acted upon.
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less important than that of the nobler horse,
because God willed it so. The atheist recog
nizes the fact, but explains it thus : " by force
of environment." That ends it with him.
The explanation is cold as a wedge, having
nothing of God or humanity or emotional sym
pathy in it. The other explanation in extenso,
is full of vito-mental fitness. The fact that
the horse is more important satisfies reason
and justice. But if they had been of equal im
portance, some of the elements of both justice
and mercy would have been lacking, thus to
have provided the gnats with a means of selfprotection (wings), and left the horse without
any. One definition is vague, Godless, con
taining in it nothing of goodness. It appeals
weakly to only naked reason ; the other strongly
to reason and irresistibly to feeling, thus satis
fying our higher (improperly called supraphysical) nature.
If there was a time when the horse had no
tail (and there never was), it was not a horse,
and did not need a tail. Is it more thinkable
that thought-less matter, which could not an
ticipate a contingency, could discover and sat
isfy a want when it came, than that the animal
was created perfect, at once, by a Supreme in
telligence? Slowness of evolution can make
no excusing difference, since the quality of an
idea can not be utilized in sections, even if it
were evolutionarily possible that the highest
form of matter (really so-called abstractions)
was reached before its gross form was differ
entiated. And anyhow, would not utilitarian
evolution have solicited the easier, readier and
more effective method of developing an insensi
tive cuticle? This would have certainly sug
gested itself as better than forcing the poor
brute to spend several million years in wag
ging its coccyx into a tail that would bring with
it a superfluous aesthetic feature. This would
have better satisfied utilitarianism, than the
creation of a tail with its needless flowing
beauty. Where beauty increases life-serving
function, the beauty being merely incidental,
evolution can consistently allow it a place :
only then. The utilitarian principle plants
cabbage, not flowers, in the front yard.
jSSstheticism is high-born, and carries with it
the memory—the very reflection of high design,
which is the prime ray of Supreme intelligence.
The Substantial Philosophy (and my theory,
which is only the Substantial Philosophy fol
lowed to its ultimate refinements) necessitates
the existence of a God, and the immortality
of the soul, thus confirming human intuition
(God's hint) and satisfying reason and our
sense of right. It reaches the grandest con
clusion of all : that, according to true philos
ophy (a correct reading of Nature's volume),
the question of questions—that yearning which
is central to our being and which can be satis
fied by immortality otily—will be graciously an
swered by the unconditioned propounderof all
Nature's questions.
THE EDITOR'S PHOTOGRAPH.
The demand for the imperial size photograph
of the Editor still continues, although over
10,000 copies have been distributed in less than
two years. We take this fact as an encourage
ment, and as an additional evidence that Dr.
Hall's work, both in this journal and in his
wonderful Health-Pamphlet, is making for him
a warm spot in the hearts and homes of those
who have profited, both in mind and body, by
his labors. It is well not to have lived in vain.
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DR. HALL'S REPLY TO MR. CHARLES
LOAN'S "DOMINO" ARGVHbNT,
To the Editor of the " Monthly Journal :"
Sir,—In the April number of your paper,
Mr. Charles Lunn attempts what he supposes
to be a sharp reply to my locust argument
against the wave-theory of sound as used by
Mr. Audsley in his London lectures. As his
" domino " illustration of how the locust con
denses, rarefies, heats and cools four cubic
miles of air is very briefly expressed, I judge
best to reproduce it to refresh the memories of
your readers before crushing the life out of it.
Here it is :
" Poroe Is indestructible, it is only transmissible and
,convertible. I hare long held that the ' wave-theory '
is imperfect and inadequate to explain all things in
sound ; but do not let it be attacked by sophistry in
stead of logic- When a boy, I have set on end a dom
ino, then pushed it down. Enough force was put out
to overcome its equilibrium, and It fell by its own
weight. If I put another domino up within reach of its
length, in falling, it knocked this other one down by its
own weight, and so on with any quantity of added
numbers. But I did not put out twice as much force
to knock down two as 1 required to knock down one ;
nor yet two hundred times as much force to knock
<lown two hundred dominoes ; I only overcame the re
sistance of the one 1 Yet this multiplication of strength
is the argument (?) against the wave-theory 1 This in
teresting little locust, that has been dragged into
ephemeral fame, only uses sufficient force to overcome
the resistance and weight of the air on the surface of
its wing and the extent of its motion. Hind, I do not
admit that the wing is the cause of the sound because
Darwin said so ; I have seen so many errors in his
romantic and fascinating hypothesis, that I distrust
him."
Now this whole "domino " argument is very
stale, at least in this country, and was one of
the first quibbles attempted at the time my lo
cust-argument first appeared thirteen years ago
in the " Problem of Human Life ;" but it now
seems to be just starting in England, as young
scientists over there are not yet familiar with
the replies to this class of arguments which
Substantial ism has at its fingers' ends.
Has Mr. Lunn ever heard tell of the mechan
ical force of gravity f If he has, he certainly
ought to know that when he pushes a domino
beyond its equilibrium or center of gravity it
falls by virtue alone of this mechanical force,
and that in falling, or more strictly in being
pulled down, it accumulates momentum suf
ficient to press the next domino beyond its
center of gravity, where this same ever-ready
and ever-active mechanical force seizes it, car
rying it against the next, and so on to the end
of the row, even should it extend clear around
the earth. It is precisely the same as if a sep
arate finger should mechanically push each
separate domino in succession with the same
required amount of force. True enough, Mr.
Lunn did not at that instant put out " twice
as much force " to knock down two as to
knock down one, but can't he see that he had
already " put out twice as muchforce " in over
coming gravity by setting the two dominoes
-on end, thus storing up that much force for
future use ? Such children in science should
study the elementary principles of physical
philosophy before attempting to write for pub
lic journals.
Of course this view of gravity is a new rev,elation to Mr. Lunn. Look carefully at the
passage just quoted above. "But I did not
put out twice as much force to knock down two
as I required to knock down one !" Of course
he didn't, because his already stored-up grav
ity took the job off his hands and did the knock
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ing down for the second one without requiring
his finger to touch it.
Mr. Lunn adds: "Enough force was put
out to overcome its equilibrium and it felt by
its own weight." What an expression, for a
scientific critic to employ,—as much as to say
"it fell by its own tendency to go down.
Surely in strict science a thing falls because it
is pulled down by the mechanical force of
gravity. But for the action of this force not
a domino in a row of a thousand would fall
only as it was individually pushed over by
Mr. Lunn's finger.
Critics who attempt to discuss this locustargument should first form a true conception
of the nature and office of gravity as con
trasted with that of mechanical pressure.
They should grasp the idea, for example, that
a mighty boulder weighing hundreds of tons
can be so equipoised by some mechanical force
on the crest of a mountain that its equilibrium
can bs overcome by the pressure of the tip of
one's finger, when instantly this mechanical
force of gravity takes it in hand and carries it
down the steep, cutting off the largest forest
trees as if they were but straws. But in all
this work of the boulder Mr. Lunn sees the ac
tion of no mechanical force except that of the
slight pressure of his finger in overcoming the
equilibrium of the stone, since it "fell by its
own weight !" This illustrates a score of sim
ilar misapprehensions on the part of wavetheorists in their attempted criticisms of my
locust-argument, such for example as the
stereotyped reference to water-waves, etc.
But there is not the shadow of resemblance
between the mechanical work attributed to
the locust by the wave-theory in the compres
sion of an elastic fluid in equilibrio, like our
air, and any operation in which gravity plays
apart. Air receives no motion or effect from
gravity by any mechanical compression or
pulse imparted to it. Whether immediately
at the compressing body or at a distance from
it, no pulse or condensation whatever can
take place that is not due solely to such con
densing mechanical cause, as witness the de
structive effects of a powder explosion miles
away from the magazine. Not one iota of
such direct condensing effect takes place at a
distance by the action of gravity, or that was
not mechanically impressed upon the air by
the exploding powder as its condensing cause.
How foolish, then, to pretend to illustrate the
mechanical compression of an elastic fluid in
equilibrio by the action of a mechanical force
like gravity in pulling down dominoes or
ridges of water that had first been raised by
some other form of mechanical force 1
If Mr. Lunn really thinks that the locust
only uses sufficient force to move the air " on
the surface of its wing," and that the rest of
the millions of tons of mechanical pressure
caused by its sound throughout the four cubic
miles of air, according to the wave-theory,
does itself, will he kindly tell us if the explod
ing powder only moves the air in contact with
the magazine and that the distant windows
crush themselves "by their own weight?"
The slightest elementary knowledge of me
chanics should teach Mr. Lunn that gravital
operations, such as he illustrates in the falling
of dominoes, after he has conserved gravital
force by placing them on end, have nothing
whatever to do with the mechanical condensa
tion of an elastic and compressible fluid in
equilibrio, and that whatever condensation is
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claimed at a distance by the wave-theory can
only be attributed to the mechanical force
actually exerted by the condensing body. Un
til physicists can master this distinction be
tween the compression of an elastic fluid in
equilibrio and the falling of heavy bodies by
the active force of gravity, they had better
stop writing for the press on questions of
natural philosophy.
Surely Mr. Lunn will take this free lesson in
physical science kindly, and try to profit by it.
If he does so he will at once see the almost in
finite absurdity of supposing an insect, that
can't exert a quarter of an ounce pressure,
capable of squeezing four cubic miles of air
into condensations and rarefactions with mil
lions of tons of mechanical force, thereby gen
erating heat sufficient to add "one-sixth to
the elasticity of the air and the velocity of its
sound, as absolutely required by the wavetheory. If he wants to see this thing demon
strated beyond all quibble, I refer him to my
last two or three replies to Mr. Sedley Taylor
in the London Musical Opinion.
A. Wilford Hall,
Editor of the Microcosm.
23 Park Row, New York.
OUR GREAT AMERICAN LOCUST.
BY THE EDITOR.
One of our subscribers in the south has very
considerately sent us a splendid specimen of
the loud-sounding locust which has occupied
such a conspicuous place in our discussions
with wave-theorists on the probable correct
ness of that theory. This insect—an accurate

engraving of which we herewith present—can
be heard singly or alone a distance of more
than a mile, as we have personally observed
on different occasions, while a swarm of them
in a clump of bushes have been distinctly heard
across the Narrows, below this city, at a point
where the measured distance is almost three
miles.
We have shown in numerous arguments in
the Microcosm, which no wave-theorist has
been able to shake, that ifthe mechanical theory
of sound be correct this insect, by its physical
strength alone, must be able to condense and
rarefy at least four cubic miles of air, thereby
causing in the condensed half of this entire
mass sufficient heat to raise its elasticity ' ' onesixth " and thus add one-sixth (174 feet a sec
ond) to the velocity of its sound !
This is the doctrine of the wave-theory as
formulated by Newton and Laplace, and as now
taught for actual science in every college in
the civilized world.
The mechanical energy or squeezing force
which this state of facts requires this insect to
exert upon the mass of air permeated by its
sound, we have recently shown to involve an
actual physical pressure of 5,000,000,000 tons
—more than the compressing power of all the
locomotive engines on earth 1
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This, however, is but a single phase of the
prodigious absurdities which honey-comb the
wave-theory from bottom to top. Yet we' are
coolly asked by the authors of our text-books
to accept that monstrosity of science in lieu
of the simple and common-sense proposition
that sound is a substantial though immaterial
form of force somewhat analogous to elec
tricity.
Persons desiring to see this locust-argument
in all its force should read our reply to Mr.
Sedley Taylor in the July Microcosm—last
month. It will be sent free on application.
THE "MICROCOSM.''
BY THE ASSOCIATE EDITOR.
This is the ninth number of Vol. VIII., and
the critical scientific character of the publica
tion may be judged by this specimen.
Substantialism in the physical realm points
infallibly to Substantialism in the spiritual
realm. For example : If all the forces or phe
nomena-producing causes in physical nature,
such as heat, light, sound, gravity, electricity,
magnetism and cohesion, are substantial,
though immaterial entities, as Dr. Hall was
the first to teach, then, by every analogy in
science, life-force, mind-force and spirit-force,
which move and control our bodies, must be
equally substantial which, as the thinking
world is beginning to see, forms the only real
or conceivable scientific basis for human im
mortality.
To teach a theology which does not include
this substantial or entitative nature of all force
in whatever realm of investigation, is to teach
an illogical, asymmetrical theology
which can only appeal to the super
ficial, and which will not have the
weight of a feather with any man or
woman who does intelligent consecu
tive scientific thinking. Yet, humili
ating to state, ninety-nine out of every
hundred clergymen who teach theol
ogy from our pulpits, have never con
ceived the elementary thought that a
theology which does not recognize the
substantiality of all force in physical nature is
without one shred of proof from either science
or analogy that the soul of man can be im
mortal.
How an educated clergyman can satisfy him
self with teaching year in and year out a the
ology without one scintilla of scientific anal
ogy in its favor—believing as he does in the
motion-theories of science and rejecting as he
does the Substantial Philosophy—is more than
we can understand.
The scientific Atheist looks appealingly up
to the tens of thousands of pulpits in this land
and begs of the undoubtedly sincere clergy
to give him one proof from science, one link
from the chain of natural analogy, to show
that his soul, his intellect, his spirit has any
thing substantial about it on which to base
the hope of a possible conscious immortality
after the death of the body.
What have these tens of thousands of cler
gymen to say in reply to this pathetic appeal ?
They have nothing but records of proofs 1,800
years old, and these proofs so far from being
severely scientific and according to the analo
gies of nature are merely historical and of a
supernatural character 1 and are, therefore,
exceedingly difficult for intelligent sceptics to,
believe.
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Not so with the theology of the Substantial
Philosophy. It holds out all that Christianity
teaches, all that is revealed in the word of life,
and as a confirmation of the truth of this, it
points to God's book of nature which, up to
the day when Dr. Wilford Hall gave the first
announcement of Substantialism in the "Prob
lem of Human Life" was a sealed book. It
was that first blast of the substantial bugle
which broke the seal and invited all men to
come and read their title clear to an immortal
and substantial existence both here and here
after. It was that breaking of the last seal
that announced to the clergy and to all think
ing men for the first time in the history of
science that every form of force in nature,
even including sound-force, heat-force and
light-force, is a substanee and not a mere
" mode of motion ;" and if this demonstrated
revelation of law and science in the physical
realm be true, asthefounderof Substantialism
has been showing during these fourteen years
through the Microcosm and through other
journals, what a magnificent foundation, what
a bed of rational cement does it lay for believ
ing that the human life-force, soul-force, mindforce and spirit-force, like the other natural
forces in the physical realm must also be sub
stantial, and if substantial indestructible t
It is slow work to get the clergy to see in all
its fullness the bearing of this astounding rev
elation from the book of nature. A few have
seen it in all the beauty of its far-reaching
significance, and are amazed at their own stu
pidity in not having seen it before. Others
are just beginning to see men as trees walking.
Let Dr. Hall continue as he is now doing to
smash the wave-theory of sound, as the ideal
mode-of-motion-theory in physical science, and
upon which all the other modes of motion de
pend for their existence, and very soon the
most indifferent clergymen who can be in
duced to read those arguments will begin to
see that Substantialism is not a passing craze,
but that it has come to stay.
Unfortunately for the immediate triumph of
the Substantial Philosophy, its founder is still
living. Great and revolutionary discoveries
in science and philosophy do not find recogni
tion during the lifetime of their authors.
While the life of this discoverer stands some
what in the way of the immediate and general
acceptance of his discoveries, we are more
than thankful that he lives on to continue the
work of iconoclasm in a manner which none
of his disciples can yet accomplish. Judging
from his present robust health we may fairly
hope to retain him with us until the cause he
has founded shall be able to stand alone.
THE " PROBLEM OF HUMA.V LIFE."
Its Value to the Clergy.
This was Dr. Hall's first scientific and philo
sophical book, written fourteen years ago. It
has met with unprecedented sale for a book of
thatcharacter—more than 75,000 copies having
been called for without even one dollar having
been spent in advertising. Many of these
copies have found their way into the hands of
the clergy and have produced a profound im
pression on the minds of those who have can
didly grasped the religio-philosophical ten
dency of the work.
Its overwhelming arguments against modern
materialistic evolution make it one of the most
useful missionary books for circulation among
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advanced thinkers of the atheistical school.
No better proof of this need be asked by any
clergyman than its marked effect upon the
mind of Prof. M. V. Rowe, of Indiana, an edu
cated materialist, as pathetically related by
himself in this number of the Microcosm. We
ask every clergyman to turn to that letter and
weigh the impressions made by a single chap
ter of the "Problem of Human Life" upon
this cultured, intellectual atheist, and then ask
himself if he is doing his whole Christian duty
by treating with indifference a work that is
calculated to do so much good ?
The book is a large double-column octavo—
525 pages, containing- the portraits of Tyndall,
Darwin, Huxley, Haeckel, Helmholtz and
Mayer—the six great modern scientists re
viewed by the author.
It retails for $2, but Dr. Hall insists that for
a short time at least it be sent to all who would
desire to possess a copy, at $1 by mail, post
paid. We add, that any person receiving the
book on these terms and not satisfied with his
purchase after reading it, shall have his $1 re
funded by returning the book.
Robert Rogers, Associate Editor.
"Ljvisa matter."
BY THE ASSOCIATE EDITOR.
Through the kindness of a friend we have
been permitted to examine a book called " Liv
ing Matter," by C. A. Stephens.
This author attributes all the manifestations
of power and intelligence in the universe from
the first deposit in the formation of planets to
the acme of intellectual ability in the philoso
pher to what he is pleased to term the sentience
of matter. By this is meant that matter pos
sesses in itself the intelligence and power nec
essary for the formation of the myriad mani
festations of inorganic and organic substances,
that it is the creator of itself, and that what
we are pleased to term the physical forces of
nature, such ,as gravitation, heat, light and
electricity as well as higher forces of life and
mentality, are nothing more than properties of
matter which it has the power to guide and
govern to affect whatever ends seem to its
"sentience" most desirable.
This view of the conditions of the universe
is directly opposite to that maintained by the
Substantial Philosophy, which regards matter,
per se, as an absolutely inert and passive entity
dependent primarily and ultimately for all its
manifestations and conditions upon the action
of a realm of substantial existence which, al
though not material in any sense, is neverthe
less the guiding and controlling power of the
universe.
In order that our readers may see for them
selves the teachings of Mr. Stephens, we give
the following quotations from his book, which
represent ver3r fully but briefly the general
principles upon which his theory is based :
"Man, If you please, began in lowly, minute forms,
and there has been a constant progress up to higher
forms ; in other words, what once stirred feebly as an
amcBboid particle of biogen, now walks the surface of
the planet as a man; which means that the child e.s a
rule is better than the parent ; that as a rule, the child
is more highly developed and more intellectual than the
parent ; or that there has been more than a mere repe
tition of the parent in the child, that the rule is, in the
long run, that the child is of a higher type than the
parent ; and this means nothing less than that there has
been a creation in the child of something not possessed by
the parent.
"The sentient theory of phenomena offers but one
primary assumption, namely, that matter is not Inert
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but sentient, this sentience being the first cause of all
phenomena. In other words, the universe is not an in
sentient apparatus, a blind machine controlled more or
less perfectly by an agent outside it, but sentient in it
self ; and that all its phenomena are the result of its
sentience, from eternity.
"That the primary sentience of universal matter thus
passes into motion in biogen, is the keynote in the de
velopment of life on the earth's surface."
This theory is certainly opposed to all our ob
servation and investigation as under all cir
cumstances matter has been regarded as inert
and lifeless, and while through its direct and
immediate connection with life and the forces
of nature, some have regarded these higher
natural manifestations as being resultant upon
the motions of matter, yet there has always
been a distinction between matter and its con
trolling influence which we call force. No
philosopher has hitherto been rash enough to
consider the invisible phenomena of life and
mind as identical with matter in its gross
sense.
The human mind from past experiences is
compelled to associate activity, power and con
trol with the invisible and immaterial ; the
revolution of worlds, climatic conditions,
growth and decay, life and mentality, how
ever intimately they are associated with mat
ter, can never be reasonably reduced to the
position of phenomena of matter, per se, but
are manifestations of a great and powerful in
visible realm of which materiality as we un
derstand it is but a passive subject.
This invisible world of force by its action
upon matter produces these various conditions
as well as all the forms in which the material
world is manifest. For example, by virtue of
the action of cohesion and adhesion, which are
properties of force, the consistency of matter
is obtained, otherwise there would be an in
finite degree of formless and lifeless material
attenuation; by virtue of the action of heat
and life the material conditions are so ordered
that growth and development are obtained and
the inorganic elements transformed into the
organic ; by virtue of mind and soul, artificial
development and selection are obtained and
natural phenomena, both material and imma
terial, are controlled and ordered for the fur
ther development of themselves and for the
production of entirely new phenomena.
All these are results not of ' ' sentience " in
matter, but of the controlling power of invisi
ble but substantial force guided by some infi
nite Power which the human mind can not
comprehend. We must regard as a scientific
and philosophical axioms that the fundamental
principle underlying matter, per se, is inertia
and passivity, while the principle or condition
underlying force is activity. Unless this be so
it is impossible to explain the countless forms
and conditions assumed by matter, and still less
is it possible to understand the operations of
or the necessity for the great invisible and
powerful realities as manifested by the univer
sal forces which every sane mind must know to
exist.
By referring to the quotation given it will
be seen that Mr. Stepherts also believes in the
evolution of the higher from the lower forms
of life, we can not do better than to refer him
and all readers who wish to see this question
fully considered and settled, to the seventh
chapter of the " Problem of Human Life " by
Dr. Hall. One point, however, may be taken
up briefly and the advantage will be that there
is no necessity for the usual tactics of evolu
tionists to " examine into the mysteries of an
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tiquity or presume upon the peculiar conditions
of the tertiary or glacial periods for proof,
as we have the conditions now before us under
the best possible circumstances. The principle
to be considered is the foundation-stone of the
doctrine of evolution in which Mr. Stephens
does not differ from Darwin and others, namely,
" that the child is of a higher type than the
parent ; and this means nothing less than that
there has been a creation in the child of some
thing not possessed by the parent. "
If there was any real truth in this assertion
there certainly ought to be some radical differ
ence, both physically and intellectually, be
tween the present generation of mankind and
that of say, the earliest records of intellectual
civilization. But is this so? Is there any great
distinguishing difference between the Egyptian
of three thousand years since and the creation
of the present century? We emphatically as
sert that if there is any truth in the doctrine
that "the child is of a higher type than the
parent," or " that there has been a creation in
the child of something not possessed by the
parent," that there ought to be such a dis
tinction both physically and mentally between
the ancient Egyptian and the present Ameri
can that even the possibility of a doubt would
be ridiculous.
But the facts in the case show no change
whatever in the physical structure of the sons
of the different centuries, and, so far as we can
perceive, there is not the slightest improvement
intellectually except such as may be fully ex
plained by the different conditions of life. The
Egyptian possessed all the science and learn
ing that was necessary in the peculiar strug
gle for life in his particular station, possessing
many fine arts of which we in the nineteenth
century are ignorant, notwithstanding our
boasted advancement. As instances of this,
consider the embalming of bodies, reducing
them to a condition of petrifaction in which
state the features are preserved in proportion
perfect enough for identification after centu
ries, the ability for tremendous mechanical
work, such as we with our steam and electric
appliances can hardly understand, let alone
accomplish, their masonry in which the divid
ing line between two stones can not be discov
ered with a microscope, and dozens of other
arts which are dead to all other peoples. All
these arts and accomplishments were essential
to the conditions of life at that time, and were,
therefore, the results of the mental actions in
duced by these conditions. In the present cen
tury we live under a different state of affairs,
and the development of mind is in other direc
tions in which we surpass the Egyptians and
confound their intelligence, much as they have
ours. All these differing abilities are traceable
to the differing circumstances and conditions
of existence, which are the determining factors
of intellectual as well as physical change.
The development of mind presents much the
same phenomena as that manifested in artifi
cial selection in plants and animals. By bring
ing about the best and most congenial condi
tions the products will improve proportion
ately, and any deterioration in environment
will be apparent in its contrary effect.
The human mind in the newly-born child of
the Egvptian of 2000, B. C, and of the Greek
of 500, B. C, and of the Anglo-Saxon of 1891,
have exactly the same natural mental poten
tiality, and possess precisely equivalent intel
lectual possibilities if guided and operated
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under precisely the same environment, and if
it were possible to transport the children of
the Egyptian and Greek when born to the
shores of America orEhgland,it would be dis
covered that their development would not be
influenced according to hereditary necessities,
but would be according to the European or
American standards, while the American child
similarly transported to either Egyptian or
Grecian civilization would show no signs of
Anglo-Saxon parentage so far as mentality is
concerned,butwould develop entirely according
to the standards of his surrounding conditions.
Of course, in such an experiment climatic and
physical conditions would be necessary consid
erations.
The only reason why the intellectual product
of the present century is an improvement upon
all preceding time is by virtue of the increased
quota of intellectual development, furnished
by the preceding ages, which it is at hand ready
to be taken advantage of.
The thousands of phenomena, which to pre
ceding ages were mysteries and which were
only solved by incessant toil and investigation,
are to us understood and demonstrated facts,
and act as lights guiding and directing our
steps toward the discovery and solution of other
enigmas which never were presented or even
thought of by our ancestral investigators.
Our intellectual vision expands as our knowl
edge increases. The principles of logical in
duction and deduction are dependent entirely
upon our experience and education, and ac
cording to the extent and completeness of our
knowledge in any given lines will be the value
of the deductions made. The discoveries and
improvements in all departments of life since
the world began can be likened unto a great
chain in which the second link is dependent
for its development upon the first, the third
upon the first and second, and so on down to
the present time when a discovery made to-day
is the result of all the education and advancementthat has been made in the world's history.
No discovery in either mechanics, science or
philosophy has ever yet been made until the
conditions of the age were such as to have pre
pared and paved the way for its necessity.
This fact is well illustrated by the develop
ment in electricalscience. Thousands of years
ago manifestations of the presence of this force
were noticed in amber, rubber, etc., but no
thought of its mechanical or practical value
ever dawned upon the mind of man till less
than a century ago, when steam reached the
acme of its capability and thus paved the way
for more powerful and immediate methods to
keep pace with the improved mechanical de
velopment in other directions.
This we believe to be the correct philosophy
of the development of mind ; that whatever
improvement is manifest is not due to any
natural, inherent increase in potency by virtue
of heredity, but that its improvement or dete
rioration is entirely the result of more or less
favorable environment.
THE « INVISIBLE WORLD.'
This new book, by the Rev. J. I. Swander,
D. D., Ph. D., of Fremont, Ohio, a completed
copy of which has just been received, is cer
tainly a work of great literary, scientific and
theological merit, and one that is calculated to
create a genuine sensation.
We have had the pleasure of reading the ad
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vance proofs of the book as it progressed, and
in this way were able to form a more correct
comprehension of its critical and far-reaching
character than if the entire work had been
submitted at one time. By this means we were
enabled to study its pages at leisure moments,
when riding on cars or when resting after the
labors of the day were over.
From this opportunity our judgment is de
liberate that the "Invisible World" will rank
with "Natural Law in the Spiritual World,"
by Drummond, or with any other religio-philosophical work of the nineteenth century.
We have no room in this number for extracts
from the book. We simply say to our readers,
and especially to the clergy of all denomina
tions, if you want a treat,—a book that com
bines all the fascination of the novel with that
of a work of profound instruction from the pen
of a genius,—send $1 to the author as above and
receive a copy by mail before the price is raised
by the publishers to $1.50, as will be done about
the first of next month.
To say that the library of any minister, and
especially any believer inSubstantialism would
be incomplete without the "Invisible World"
is only to put on record what every eader will
cheerfully concede when he shall come to read
the book.—Editor.
A PATHETIC LETTER.
PROM PROF. M. V. ROWE.
[Last month we printed a short letter from
Prof. M. V. Rowe (page 119), showing " How a
Materialist Feels," and as stated, we sent him,
as a token of our sympathy, the "Problem of
Human Life" and the back numbers of this
volume of the Microcosm. The result is the
following letter which, including the post
script, should be read by every one. —Editor.]
Dear Dr. Hall,—Your book and Microcosms
at hand, and I must say I did not expect so
generous a response to my request. If grate
ful feelings can be any evidence, then be as
sured that the favor and honor done me are
duly appreciated.
"i
Oh ! it does seem from the very title-page
and chapter-contents of your book, that it is
just whatIhave wanted !—a sensible, scientific,
common-sense work on religion and philoso
phy. It seems to give me at the start a new
hope that religion and common-sense are yet
consistent terms. I have read the copies of
the Microcosm through, but have reserved the
"Problem" for a close and more critical pe
rusal, and be assured I'll read it with much
avidity and interest, for it seems even now that
we've been friends for years ! How strange I
In fact, when I wrote you so briefly before, I
felt strangely impressed to do so. Something
seemed to say that you could do me good, and
so it has turned out.
1 was raised by Methodist parents, though I
never belonged to any church, and while in
college I resolved to become a minister of
my parents' church ; but in floating in that
theological current I struck some orthodox
boulders that threw me out of the clerical idea.
I then married and began teaching, and became
attached and devoted to my familv and home.
Two boys were born to us, and we"led a happy,
cheerful life. Our home was our world—our
all in all, I was happy in my calling and our
home was my ideal heaven — all I thought
about or cared for. But oh ! bald delusion,—
fatal mistake.
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About three years ago, my oldest son—a
young man—came home from the telegraph
office sick, it proved to be that dread typhoidfever and, after being given up by all the doc
tors, he began to rally—his reason came back,
but just as the walls of his gloomy room began
to brighten up his dear mother, after a sleep
less, ceaseless vigil of twelve long weeks—a
vigil such as mothers only can keep, —took the
same fever and in fourteen days we laid her
in the cold grave and the poor boy was not
able to look upon the face of her who had died
that he might live !
Oh ! cruel fate. In my madness and grief,
when I thought that for her love and self-sac
rifice, she received nothing but suffering and
death, is it any wonder that in my agony I
cried out there is no God? No wonder I felt
there was no Providence to protect ; that all
in this world is but the result of fixed and in
exorable law, with the decree gone forth : if
you don't want to be crushed, simply "stand
from under."
But still, from habit and education, I had a
vague undefined, dreamy hope that the grave
in which we had laid the loved one was not—
could not be all ; and for the first time I took
up the subject of a future and another life.
Oh, with what earnestness did I study all re
ligions ! But alas, each effort left me more
heart-hungry, more soul-thirsty than before.
They but relegated me to that mysterious
cloud-land of faith, and I was wholly incapable
of comprehending the lesson.
I found that all religions were a matter of
speculative faith rather than evident conclu
sions of demonstrative science. In my search
I met many kind correspondents, among whom
was the editor of the Christian Herald, of your
city ; but I'm still a Paul on his way to Damas
cus—still a Thomas calling for the prints of
the nails in the wounded hands ! ! But I do
not triumph in such unbelief ; I do not exult
in it by any means, as do some. I'm not happy
in my doubts. So far am I from such a feeling
that I'd give worlds were they mme to give—
even suffer death itself to know that my dear
departed one still lives, and that I will meet
her over there ; for when she died (?) I ceased
to live.
But see what I've done?—taken up your
time and forced my private grief upon you, a
total stranger, but then I know you will for
give me, for something tells me you will. I
know I have your sympathy, not only in my
sorrow and bereavement, but in my fruitless
search after light. Oh, how my poor feet are
blistered by the hot sand in this cheerless des
ert of doubt ! In my anguish and doubt I some
times cry out like a forsaken child—I'm weary !
let me rest ! for I'm nothing but a floating,
aimless waif, cast adrift upon a shoreless sea.
But to the book. Well, I can't give you my
views upon it yet, for I've not read much of it.
I want to make it a study when I do begin it.
I have, however, read your correspondence
with Rev. Sheldrake, and my only comment is
that I don't know whether you are liable under
the act forbidding cruelty to animals, but the
"under dog" has my warm sympathy, at all
events.
Your definition of instinct and human reason,
on pages 426-427, is new to me and original,
and though on first view it seems open to criti
cism in some respects, yet it deals Darwin a
fatal blow, indeed I might say in general terms
that there is one omission in the make up of
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the work and that is your picture should appear above that of the six scientists whom you
so completely vanquish.
I believe I have not given you the grounds
on which my want of faith is based. Well, if
they be well founded, it were better I keep,
them to myself, and if they be ill-chosen, they
avail nothing at last, so I'll say no more on the
subject.
I regard your remarks on Spiritualism quite
diplomatic, cautious and non-committal.
Well, I feel the same way.
By the way, there is something there which
I deem worthy of investigation, though Hyp
notism bids fair finally to solve the whole mys
tery.
But I must close for the present, and so again
thanking you for your kindness and hoping
you will think me grateful, I remain,
Yours fraternally,
M. V. Rowe.
P. S.—Since writing the foregoing letter I
have given the seventh chapter of the "Prob
lem" on Spontaneous Generation, a careful,
quiet, close reading, and I now open my letter
to inclose my thanks for the pleasure that peru
sal gave me. Had the subject not been a serious
one your caustic review and cutting answers
to Haeckel would have provoked a spirit of
mirth and fits of laughter. Poor Haeckel ! I
hope he may survive, but certain I am his
"vocation is gone." Hereafter, spontaneous
generation will be but a punctured scientific
humbug.
I must say, if the Christian church would
spend some of the money in circulating this
book among some of the cultured infidel
heathens at home, instead of sending mission
aries abroad, they would subserve the interest
and advance the ends of Christian effort far
more effectually than they now do. It is the
" fire in the rear " that the church has the most
cause to dread. The attack there is being
made by enemies whose mental caliber and
destructive cannonading are not to be ig
nored. I've read their books and noted the
replies, and I must say that yours is the only
satisfactory one I've ever seen. I thought
Drummond's "Natural Law in the Spiritual
World " was good, but in comparison, it is
but a primer, and if you do no more, or
never had written anything but that sev
enth chapter of the " Problem " the Chris
tian world would owe you a monument. If
Talmage would use a little of your logic in
stead of indulging in so much word-picturing
and "poetic imagination" about the old ex
ploded dogmas of a literal, material resurrec
tion, etc., he would be read with more patience
by intelligent men. I regard your illustration
of the Lord's Prayer in the sand and the Hoe
press and Howe sewing-machine as the most
convincing proof of the existence of a God I
ever read. How I have struggled in the effort
to reconcile the well-known and oft-repeated
and much-observed workings of the natural,
fixed laws, with the theory of the supervising
presence of a personal God ! ! and yet here it
is made perfectly simple.
I see one of the copies of the MICROCOSM
(May) contains your picture. Now, be assured
I'll have it framed and hang it upon the wall
as the picture of one who has given me more
pleasure than all the sermons, Bible comments,
"Clark's on the Romans" included, that I
ever read. You teach immortality and a fu
ture life in such a manner that the reader is not
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required to sacrifice common-sense and reason
in following you, nor to commit intellectual
suicide as a " condition precedent" to belief in
a future for humanity.
I shall read the other chapters as soon as
possible. Poor Darwin, Huxley and Tyndall,
I presume, await their sad fate also.
Again accept my thanks,
M. V. R.
THE WAVE THEORY OP ACOUSTICS.*
BY GEORGE ASHDOWN AUDSLEY, F.R.I. B.A.
Time will not permit me to go more fully
into the direct teaching of the Substantial
Philosophy with reference to Sound, but I
shall again and again have to allude to it in
my forthcoming remarks.
Now I come to the Locust Argument, and
here we may settle down to a little hard think
ing and some startling calculations.
By way of introduction, it is advisable that
I should say a few words on the velocity of
sound in air, and some of the difficulties which
have beset mathematicians in reconciling
their theoretical with the actual observed ve
locities. I shall be very brief. The velocity
,of sound in air has been found by careful ex
periment and observation to be as follows :
At the freezing temperature it travels about
1,090 feet in a second of time, whilst at the
temperature of 26-6 degrees Centigrade it
travels at the increased velocity of 1,140 feet a
second. These calculations show that sound
receives an increase of velocity in air of about
two feet a second for each degree Centigrade
above freezing point. At all temperatures be
low freezing point (0°cent.) its velocity is less
than that first given.
These remarks bring me to the consideration
of a matter which has always been discanted
upon with gratification by the teachers of the
wave-theory. This matter embraces Sir Isaac
Newton's calculated velocity, based on theory,
its disagreement with the results arrived at by
direct experiment and accurate observation,
and Laplace's ingenious correction or, rather,
appendix thereto, reconciling Newton's theo
retic velocity with the actual velocity.
Newton, basing his investigations on the
known density and elasticity of the air at a
given temperature, calculated that sound
should travel through air at the freezing tem
perature at the uniform velocity of 916 feet a
second, be the distance what it may between
the origin of the sound and the ear which re
ceives it. Now, whilst it was not easy to dis
pute the apparent accuracy of Newton's calcu
lations, it was evident from the results arrived
at by practical experiments and observations
that his theoretic velocity was only about fivesixths of the true velocity. It was natural
that so great a discrepancy should give rise
to much discussion in the scientific world ;
and that many theories should be started to
in some way account for the missing sixth.
Newton, fully recognizing the importance of
this matter, attempted to square it by throw
ing out a conjecture that sound only took time
in passing from particle to particle of the air,
and that it occupied absolutely no time in pass
ing through the particles themselves. This
supposition compelled him to assume that the
path through which sound passed was occupied
fay air-particles only for a portion of its length.
*A Paper read before the Members of the South
Eastern Section, London, England. November, 1890.
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Professor Tyndall alluding to this question
says it is "one of the most delicate points in
the whole theory of sound ;" and I agree with
him that it is a " most delicate point," seeing
that, if it is properly considered and worked
out, it leads to the overthrow of the theory al
luded to by Professor Tyndall. Everything
remained in an unsatisfactory state, notwith
standing SirIsaac Newton's attempted explan
ation of the missing sixth, until the great
scientist, Laplace, came forward with his heat
hypothesis, and received the congratulations
of his brother philosophers. As Professor
Tyndall says, the "great French mathema
tician, Laplace, was thefirst to completely solve
the enigma." It is advisable that I should
briefly explain how he solved "the enigma."
All acousticians seem to have accepted the
following rule as correct, namely, that the ve
locity of sound in air depends upon the elastic
ity of the airin relation toitsdensity. Therecognition of the facts under this law, however,
failed to account for the missing sixth in New
ton's apparently correct and reasonable calcu
lations. A greater elasticity than the air was
known to possess under ordinary conditions
was required to account for the known velocity
of sound. Heat was necessary to create this
increase of velocity, but where and how could
it be generated? Certainly this was a "deli
cate point " in the wave-theory—a veritable
" enigma. " Its solution was reserved for " the
great French mathematician, Laplace." He
never for a moment questioned the truth of
the wave-theory, but came boldly forward
with his heat hypothesis, which has linked his
name forever with a theory now destined to
be associated with failure. Laplace pointed
out that as each sound-wave consists of a con
densation and rarefaction of the air, both heat
and cold must be generated in every wave.
He calculated that the heat generated in the
condensed portion of the sonorous waves im
parted an increased elasticity sufficient to
account for the missing sixth. Professor Tyn
dall points out that Newton only recognized in
his calculations " the change of elasticity re
sulting from a change of density;" and further
points out for our instruction in this "delicate
point," that "over and above the elasticity in
volved in Newton's calculation, we have an
additional elasticity due to changes of temper
ature produced according to Laplace's heat hy
pothesis in the sound-wave itself. When,"
continues the learned acoustician, "both are
taken into account, the calculated and observed
velocities agree perfectly." Laplace assumed
such changes to exist ; and by a self-satisfied
argument and a mathematical formula, ar
rived at the calculation which gave 174 feet a
second as the increase of velocity created by
the heat generated in the condensed portion of
the sound-waves.
Neither Professor Tyndall nor any other
European scientist has given us poor outsiders
any information respecting the amount of in
creased density caused by the condensation of
the sound-wave ; and this, to say the least of
it, is an oversight hardly pardonable in such
accomplished mathematicians. We have, un
der such circumstances, to consult an Ameri
can authority. On turning to the article on
"Sound," in Appleton's "American Encyclo
pedia," we find that Professor Mayer—Ameri
ca's highest authority on the wave-theory—
supplies the deficiency. Hesays: "Thiscompression gives for the compressed half of the
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leave an increase of 7+5th to the ordinary den
As the sound of the locust can be distinctly
sity of the atmosphere.'' I
heard more than a mile away in any direction,
I am, however, bound to admit that Mayer it is a certain fact, and one that has not been
has not proved his case ; for when some very . disputed, that it fills, under ordinary circum
startling calculations, based on his increase of stances, about four cubic miles with the sound
density, were submitted to an accomplished it produces by the wonderful sounding organ
scientist in one of our own learned colleges, or instrument of its thorax. I say under or
he, whilst not disputing the calculations, per dinary circumstances, for the insect is always
se, did not admit Professor Mayer's increase close to the ground ; but if it was placed one
to be correct. He, however, was too wise to mile high in the air, its stridulations would un
commit himself by giving any ratio of increase questionably fill about eight cubic miles of at
of density, and so far saved his scientific rep mosphere. I have used the word about, because
utation. I shall not mention this cautious there are the corners of the cubes to consider ;
scientist's name. I am afraid I must leave the but as the sound of the locust can be distinctly
startling calculations alluded to alone to-night. heard, on a favorable day, at more than a mile
But I have some others.—Now for the insect. distant, these corners need hardly be taken
The tiny insect whose exertions, and, in notice of in the calculations.
deed, herculean labors I am going to speak of Within the four miles whic are filled by the
is one of the locustidce (a saltatorial family of sound of the insect, there are, in round figures,
the order Orthoptera), whose stridulationscan sixteen thousand million square inch columns
be heard distinctly 'at a mile distance. This of air, each exerting a pressure on the earth
insect is mentioned by Darwin and other natu and in all directions of about fifteen pounds, or
ralists, and its marvellous sound-producing in the aggregate, say, one hundred and twenty
powers recorded. An ordinary specimen of million tons.
this insect weighs less than a. quarter of a pen
Now, since sound can only travel by means
nyweight. By the natural exertion of its sound- of air-waves, and as air-waves can be consti
producing organ it produces a sound of im tuted only of " condensations and rarefac
mense travelling power, so much so that it tions," and as a condensation can only take
can be heard, as has already been stated, at a place by the particles of air " crowding closely
distance of a mile in all directions. This sim together," as Professor Tyndall assures us, or
ple fact is in itself sufficiently wonderful— a rarefaction can only occur by the particles of
very very wonderful when viewed in the light air separating "more widely apart," and as.
of the Substantial Theory of Sound ; but abso every particle of air constituting a sound-wave,
lutely overwhelmingly so when considered according to the same high authority, must
under the mechanical and impossible wave- necessarily make " a small excursion to and
fro " every time a wave passes, it evitably fol
theory.
According to the latter theory, this tiny in lows, if the wave-theory be true, that this in
sect, which is scarcely able, by the exercise of sect by the imperceptible movement of some
its full strength, to move a half an ounce of portion of its body displaces all the air particles
matter, is believed to create by the invisible constituting these sixteen thousand million
exertions of its sound-producing organ a phys inch columns for a mile high, and restores
ical agitation and displacement of the air them to their place again say 900 times in each
which converts four cubic miles of atmosphere second of time ; and continues this practice or
into waves consisting of condensations and process of churning the atmosphere into " con
rarefactions, the compressed portions of which densations and rarefactions " for a full minute
contain a sufficient augmentation of heat above at a time.
the normal heat of the atmosphere to add one- No one will pretend to doubt, who admits
sixth to the elasticity of the air and the veloc the truth of the wave-theory, or, in fact, any
ity of sound. Just think of all this and then theory involving the motion of the air by the
pin your faith to the wave-theory of acoustics passage of sound, that the stridulations of this
if you can. But I am only beginning my ex locust must absolutely displace and cause to
position, so kindly give me yourbest attention. move " to and fro" every particle of air 900
But before I proceed, it is right that I should times a second throughout these four cubic
acknowledge the source whence my exposition miles of atmosphere, since it is manifest that
is derived. The source lies in the publications there is not an inch of space anywhere within
of my valued friend, Dr. A. Wilford Hall, the this vast body of air wherein the sound would
founder of the Substantial Philosophy, who not be heard if an ear was present ; while no
has placed those publications freely and un one will think of questioning the physical fact
reservedly at my disposal. Although he was that it must necessarily require an appreciable
by no means the first student of nature to ob amount of mechanical force and energy to
serve and record the marvellous powers of the shake even a single inch-column of«air for a
insect now under the lense of scientific and mile high, displacing all its atoms for a certain
common-sense reasoning, he was the first to distance (I care not how small that distance, if
discover that those marvellous powers formed it be but the millionth of an inch), and then re
a peg upon which could be hung an argument storing them the same number of times each
unanswerable against the truth of the old and second.
(To be continued.)
commonly accepted theory of acoustics. His
J. 31. PEEBLES, M. D.
argument on this subject was given to the
We have just' received notice that another hpnorary
scientific world in the year 1877, and, although recognition
the ability of this justly celebrated physi
it has not passed altogether unquestioned by cian has beenofshown
by his election as a Member of the
some superficial reasoners, it stands, amongst Victoria Institute, or Philosophical Society of Great
This institute is the compeer of the Royal So
many other unanswerable arguments, in this Britain.
ciety, and numbers among its members the elite of
present year of grace (1890), a rock against intellectual
celebrities.
which the waves of the wave-theory dash in It will be remembered that our Health-Pamphlet re
ceived an enthusiastic and unconditional indorsement
vain. It stands absolutely unrefuted by the from
Dr. Peebles, and for the benefit of those who have
acoustical world. With this just and proper not already
noticed it we re-print it on last page of this
acknowledgment, I may proceed.
number.
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A COMMON SENSE VIEW OF ETERNAL,
PUNISHMENT.
BY REV. JAMES A. SCATES.
There is no denying the teaching of the
Scriptures in regard to the future state of the
finally impenitent. It is one of unmitigated
suffering—one of eternal horror—one of utter
and hopeless ruin. Infidels object very seri
ously to this doctrine.
But there is no sufficient ground for the ob
jection. It necessarily results from that radi
cal and essential difference between truth and
error—a difference that is absolutely irrecon
cilable—and which must in the very nature of
the case lead to opposite results and conditions.
If virtue leads to heaven and happiness, vice
leads to hell and misery. If the happiness of
the one is eternal, the misery of the other must
be likewise. If we will carefully examine the
constitution of things around us, we will ob
serve that the great doctrines of the Bible are
interwoven into the whole fabric of human af
fairs and are accepted and acted upon by the
whole human race ; and that no man can re
ject the Bible without at the same time con
demning himself.
To show that all men accept in principle the
Bible teaching upon this subject of future pun
ishment, I need only refer to the practice of all
governments in reference to their worst crim
inals. They have all found it necessary to cut
offforever from citizenship some of their crim
inal subjects, either by taking their lives or by
shutting them up in prison as long as they
live, that is forever so far as this world is con
cerned. There is not a shadow of difference in
the two cases as relates to the principle of
government.
If the one is right and necessary so is the
other. It is a necessity in government, both
human and divine. Experience has shown
that there are characters whom no law will re
strain—whom no motives of love or gratitude
will bind. Their presence always endangers
society and is a menace to government.
I ask the infidel what is to be done with
them. If he says, shut them up in prison for
life, then that is just what the Bible teaches in
regard to the finally impenitent. If he says,
execute them, then that is the same thing, for
they are thus cut off forever from all enjoy
ment of life, light and liberty, so far as earthly
government is concerned.
If he says, let them go free, then that is the
end of all law, government, justice and safety
for the law-abiding. Not only are governments
and peoples in the mass committed to this
principle, but each individual of the race sanc
tions it every time he crushes a flea or any
other antagonistic insect;—for he thus cuts off
this insect forever from the enjoyment of life
and happiness. This is eternal separation, and
doubtless was one object in the creation of
those little pests, that every man should by
his own voluntary action be led to stamp with
his approval the principle of the Bible that
" eternal banishment from the presence of the
Lord and the glory of his power " is in justice
according to the nature and fitness of things.
We thus see the doctrine of the Bible upon
the momentous subject of the impenitent sin
ner's final destiny, is the result of the eternal
antagonism between truth and error. It is
founded in the very nature of things and finds
its basis in the character of God himself. And
we further see that it could not be otherwise
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without a change in' the nature of God and that
of the whole constitution of the universe.
And we likewise see that upon the principle
of this doctrine, as shown in the examples
cited, the whole fabric of human affairs has
been erected and that it is accepted and acted
upon unconsciously by every human govern
ment and by every individual of the race.
Center, Texas.
PROF. A. B. WOOD,
whose letter with our reply appears in this
number, writes us as we go to press that we
may look for two short articles from his pen
for September and October Microcosms, one
to prove that sympathetic vibration in a uni
son fork, as taught by the wave-theory, is
alone due to the air-pulses dashed against it
from its vibrating fellow ; and the other article
to prove that a vibrating prong of a tuningfork, though having but an exceedingly slow
motion, is nevertheless swift enough to con
dense the free or unconfined air and send off
pulses at the velocity of sound.
This is the kind of pluck we like to see in a
wave-theorist, not to shirk real difficulties.
Prof. Wood knows that the two phases here
named are essential to the existence of the
mechanical theory of acoustics. Let either one
of them break down and he well knows that his
theory can not survive the catastrophe.
Plainly, if the unbowed fork remains entirely
motionless notwithstanding all the air-pulses
that can be forced against it by bowing its uni
son neighbor in close pr,oximity (when the vi
brational number of the two forks is below the
sound-producing pitch,) then it follows as an
absolute demonstration that air-pulses are not
the cause of sympathetic vibration often ob
served in a unison fork two hundredfeet away
from its sounding fellow.
We are ready for Prof. Wood's best efforts
to maintain the breath of life in the wavetheory of sound yet a little longer. But the
reader may depend upon it, the same fate
awaits his arguments on these phases as was
in store for his attempt to sustain the pulsevelocity doctrine of that theory as seen in the
first article of this number. We hope the
professor will come to time with his two ar
ticles, so that our readers can see these essen
tial phases of the wave-theory exhaustively
ventilated.
MR. ISAAC HOFFER.
We are sorry we have not room in this num
ber for a most important article from the pen
of our old contributor on the '-Invisible and
Immaterial Forms and Forces." Mr. Hoffer is
a solid substantialist, and his articles are full
of thought. Those of our readers who are not
subscribers, and who may wish to see Mr. Hoffer^s article can have the September number
containing it free on application.
TO THE CLERGY,
We mail this number to a good many min
isters who are not subscribers with the view of
inducing them to look into the intrinsic value
of Substantialism to the Christian work in
which they are engaged. Should any clergy
man after reading this number desire Vol. VIII.
complete, including all the back numbers, let
him inclose twenty-five cents in stamps (half
price) and he will be entered upon our books as
a paid subscriber. We are certain that this
number alone is worth more than that to any
minister who will read it.
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DR. SWASDEK ON "HERESY."
We have a very interesting paper from this
old contributor on the above-named subject.
It will appear next month.
OUR SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY.
Since the "Problem of Human Life," our first scien
tific book, was issued, we have published ten other
volumes, making eleven in all, bound substantially in
cloth, namely :
1. Problem of Human Life
$2 00
2. Seven volumes of Microcosm
0 00
3. Two volumes of Scientific Arena
2 00
4. Text-book on Sound
50
Total
$13 50
All these volumes will be sent by express for. . . 7 00
Or by mail, prepaid, for
8 50
We make this offer at actual cost for the purpose of
spreading a knowledge of the Substantial Philosophy.
s the pictures of Tyndall, Darwin, Hux
ley, Haeckel, Helmholtz and Mayer appear in
the "Problem of Human Life," many insist
that Dr. Hall's picture should also appear.
For this reason we are sending his imperial
photograph at cost—twenty-five cents. See
page 134.
Associate Editor.
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constipation from which I have suffered for several
years. It is worth its weight In gold, and I would not
part with it for any price. Every household should
nave it to guard against chronic troubles which result
from Indulgent eating and drinking.
" W. A. Summerill."
[Circular explaining NEW FLAN above
referred to can be bad on application. This
is of great importance to tbe clergy.]
Rev. J. M. W. Farnham, D. D., Cor. Secre
tary of the Chinese Religious Tract Society,
Shanghai, China, writes July 1st :
" Dear Sir,—I give you very hearty thanks for the copy
of your " Health Treatment." I have waited till I could
fairly test it, which I have done, and 1 feel free to testify
to its value. While it may not permanently cure all the
ailments flesh is heir to, I do sincerely believe that in al
most In any case one would derive great benefit from
its use.
Yours faithfully, J. M. W. Farnham."
A testimonial from the city of the coming
World's Fair :
June 10, 1891, 4 Park Row, Chicago 111.
" Dear Dr. Hall,—If there is such a thing as taking on a
new lease of life, I feel confident the treatment unfolded
in your Health-Pamphlet has put me in possession of it.
"I am approaching my sixty-second year. I bought
your Health-Pamphlet about six months ago. Within
that length of time by the use of the treatment I feel at
least fifteen years younger. The $4 I paid for it is by
all odds the best investment I ever made. An offer of
one thousand dollars to stop the treatment entirely
would be no inducement whatever. No more headache,
No dyspepsia, no more constipation and much less
rheumatism and catarrh and a great deal more mental
and physical activity are the results of its use.
" Very truly,
J. L. Sheaffer. "
Thos. G. Taylor, Cobden St., Pittsburg, Pa.,
writes May 11th, 1891 :
" Dr. A. Wilford Hall,—Allow me to state a fact that
may be of value to many families. I and my wife have
been using your hygienic treatment steadily for many
months, and we became anxious as to its possible effects
on her as her parturition approached. On the 8th of
March a bouncing boy was presented to us with bo little
suffering on the part of the mother (only thirty minutes)
that she is very much elated over the value of your
remedy in such troubles, having suffered fourteen
hours with the birth previous, and before having
adopted your treatment. So much is she delighted with
Sour discovery that our boy is now named &. Wilford
all Taylor and is so recorded at the Board of Health
In this city. * * * Your grateful friend,
"Thos. Q. Taylor."
Price of Health-Pamphlet giving full in
formation concerning this drugless remedy
is $4.00

TESTIMONIALS.
Testimonial from Charles F. Webber, Esq.,
the celebrated tenor singer, late Professor in
the Beethoven House College of Music, London,
England :
" Dr. A. Wilford Hall, My Dear Sir,—It is my duty and
pleasure to thank you sincerely for the benefit I have
derived from your hygienic treatment. A year ago 1
was given up to die. To-day I am well and in better
voice than ever before. During this time I have taken
no drugs. I wish your remarkable discovery might be
adopted by every vocalist, well or ill, as it improves the
quality of the biood and in so doing must always benefit
the voice.
"The supplement which you commissioned me to
write, particularly addressed to singers and speakers, and
which contains explicit and exhaustive explanations
relative to the effect of the treatment on the vocal
organs, deduced from personal experience and much
thought, is already in press, and may be had by any one
giving evidence of owning your book for one dollar, en
closed to the Humboldt Chemical Company, 149A Tremont Street, Boston, Mass. Believe me always grate
fully,
Charles F. Webber."
Dr. J. M. Peebles, who admittedly is one of
the most learned physicians and surgeons now
living, has sent for our Pamphlet and has re
CONTENTS OF AUGUST NUMBER
ceived it as a physiological revelation. He
PAGE.
writes :
Prof.
Wood on Pulse-Velocity. With Re
"Your Health-Pamphlet dropped in upon me like a
129
healing ray of sunshine. I read it with avidity, and at ply by the Editor
once put your treatment into practice, and it is scarcely Robert Rogers, Ph. D. (Editor)
necessary to say I found it all you recommend it to be Our Progressive Cause. The Substantial 132
and more. It is not only pathological, physiological Philosophy Extended. (W. C. Cooper,
and hygienic, but rational. Already have I derived
great personal benefit from your discovery.
M. D.)
132
"Truly yours, J. M. Peebles, M. D." The
Editor's Photograph
134
[Dr. Peebles is a graduate of several medical Dr. Hall's Reply to Mr. Charles Lunn's
colleges, has circumnavigated the earth three "Domino" Argument
135
times in the interests of therapeutical and Our Great American Locust. (Illustrated). 136
pathological science, and is the author of eleven The Microcosm. (Associate Editor)
136
volumes on these subjects. The indorsement The "Problem of Human Life." Its Value
of our pamphlet and treatment by such a dis
to the Clergy. (Associate Editor)
137
tinguished authority, surely needs no comment. "Living Matter." (Associate Editor)
137
We learn that the doctor is thinking of open A Pathetic Letter. (Prof. M. V. Rowe)
139
ing a large sanatarium at San Antonio, Texas, The Wave-Theory of Acoustics. (George
thus giving his patients the advantage of a Ashdown Audsley)
141
salubrious climate as well as his unexcelled J. M. Peebles, M. D
142
curative skill. Good luck, Doctor !]
A Common Sense View of Eternal Punish
143
W. A. Summerill, Editor of The Record, ment. (Rev. James A. Scates)
Prof. A. B.Wood
143
Penn's Grove, N. J., writes July 20th :
143
"Dr. Hall,—Your "NEW PLAN" for selling your Mr. Isaac Hoffer
Health-Pamphlets is at hand and approved. You might To the Clergy
send me 100 Extras with Pledges for distribution. After Dr. Swander on "Heresy."—Our Scientific 143
using your treatment a month last winter I was cured
144
of piles of six months' standing, and have been cured of Library.—Testimonials
'Don't fail to send for our " Extra" Microcosm. Copies sent FREE.
Press of H. B. Elkins, 13 and 15 Vandewater Street, New York.
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it. Thus every movement in air creates a
AIR-PTJL.SK formation.
pulse.
BY PROF. A. B. WOOD.
Our conception of these minute processes
would be aided by a study of mathematical in
With a Reply by the Editor.
finitesimals, or by a study of animalculine
CAN A VIBRATING PRONG OF A TUNING- organisms, each one of which is composed of
FORK SENO OFF AN AIR-PULSE ?
millions of atoms. If an atom be moved the
Dr. A. Wilford Hall, Dear Sir,—In a private smallest fraction of its diameter toward an
letter you ask me to explain how a vibrating other atom, that one moves on an equal dis
tuning-fork prong can create atmospheric tance ; and the others beyond it also move on
pulses.
in long procession. This onward movement is
I answer, it does it in the very same manner the pulse movement
that any movement creates one. Large move
These minute pulses push easily through the
ments and small movements are in their meas solidest bodies. For the atom is compressible,
ure precisely alike in their effects upon the air. and if we suppose with you that atoms in
You represent that in the case of the vibrating solids are in contact, being compressible, a
prong the effect is only wind. The air in front pulse may go through, because the movement
of the prong you think moves sidewise and off is so minute. In this minuteness the secret
the prong's edges, and no movement of the air lies. It is molecular. When an iron rod is
forward takes place.
struck at the end so that it is moved ahead the
My reply is, I do not care in the least what one-vigintillionth of an inch, the movement is
becomes of the wind produced by the prong's not instantaneous all along the rod ; the further
movement, whether it flows off the edges of end is a little late because it was a pulse move
the prong or moves forward, as stated by Prof. ment. Let us keep our thought fixed upon
Stokes in the experiment of moving the hand this minuteness too small even for imagination
back and forth in the air.
to picture, for these minute quantities are just
If the air moves forward from the hand why as real as the greatest ones. With our thought
should it not move forward from the prong? fixed here it is easy to realize that every body,
I think it does. You think it moves sidewise however solid, is elastic, and a pulse can go
and off the prong's edges. It is no matter through it as it goes through a mass of rubber.
about this wind ; it is the pulse we wish to The fork prong, when it strikes the wall of
trace. Is there any pulse in this case ? You air before it, splashes some of it like a stone
quote Prof. Stokes as saying that the effect dropped into the water, pushing it forward or
"is almost the same as if the air were an in off its edges, as you like, as wind.
compressible fluid." Afterwards you give his At the same time the elastic air in front is
statement again but without that important minutely pressed forward in a pulse. If the
"almost" in it, as if you were almost afraid of prong moves forward one-vigintillionth of an
it. That is the word that represents the mi inch the particles ahead must move forward
nute pulse originated by the push of the hand. that same distance before they have time to
Both wind and pulse are produced by the move from the center off the edges of the prong.
movement.
This pulse amplitude may be too minute to
For illustration, take a little poplar stake move the tympanum of the ear, still it is pulse
driven into the hard ground with the hammer. and will make its way with equal ease through
Each stroke of the hammer crushes down the iron, stone or air. You may think I make the
end an inch, while the stake is driven into the pulse amplitude too minute for anything, es- .
ground one-tenth of an inch. The crushed pecially after going a hundred miles or so, di
down end is like the air made wind by the for minishing as the square of the distance, still
ward movement of the prong. The slight even then the amplitude is a positive quantity.
movement of the stake downwards is the long Thus a vibrating fork prong creates a pulse.
pulse movement of the air in front of the
REPLY BY THE EDITOR.
prong. Whether this wind in front of the
prong moves forward or sidewise off the prong's
This letter of Prof. Wood consists chiefly of
edges, makes no difference. If it moves side- statements, assertions and assumptions, with a
wise then, before it can get to the prong's little theoretic illustration,allof which is totally
edges, the pulse has gone forward some dis inapplicable to the question in controversy. In
tance. So this very wind had to take part in fact not one of the assertions made, so far as re
the pulse movement as the crushed down end lates to the possibility of a tuning-fork's prong
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generating and sending off a pulse in free air,
contains an iota of scientific proof or rational
consistency as will at once be made apparent.
For example, in giving his answer to our ques
tion as to how a tuning-fork's prong sends off
a pulse, he says : " It does it in the very same
manner that any movement creates one !"
This, to put it mildly, is a childish begging
of the question in dispute. Let us now put a
quietus upon all this bald assumption by deny
ing unconditionally that the movement of any
body, however swift its travel in the free or
unconfined air, ever did or ever can generate
and transmit a pulse as assumed in the wavetheory.
A very swift bodily movement of an object
through the free air may produce a slight con
densation in front of it, and a correspondingly
slight rarefaction behind it, according to veloc
ity; this condensation and rarefaction how
ever only re-act in producing an equilibrium in
the disturbed or displaced air in the immediate
vicinity of the moving body, but never in the
slightest degree to transmit apulse even a single
foot in advance of the compression thus pro
duced.
It is time that wave-theorists should begin,
even at this late day, to do a little logical prov
ing, and try to show by some sort of mechani
cal experiment that even a swiftly moving body
will drive a pulse through the unconfined air, a
thing which we now deny on the most common
sense mechanical principles, though we have
formerly conceded something of the kind in
order to attack the wave-theory on its own
ground.
While we thus deny that a pulse, in the wavetheory sense, is ever transmitted through the
unconfined air by a moving body however swift
its travel, we all know that an atmospheric dis
turbance of the nature of a local wind can be
created by a body moving on the principle of a
fan, and which disturbance will travel from four
to six feetin asecond, or possibly more, accord
ing to the size and velocity of the disturbing
body. This wind-movement Prof. Wood him
self has fully distinguished from what the wavetheory calls an air-pulse, the existence of which
up to the present all physicists have assumed,
but not one of whom have ever succeeded in
proving. We therefore at this very essential
juncture in the discussion stop all further con
troversy until some Helmholtz, Lord Rayleigh
or Prof. Wood shall take up this startling de
nouncement of the fundamental assumption
upon which the mechanical theory of sound is
based, and prove for the first time in the his
tory of science, that such a thing as an airpulse in the free air ever occurred or ever can
occur as the result of a body moving through it !
Now we respectfully ask Prof. Wood not to
elevate his eyebrows in astonishment at the
effrontery of this position, so annihilating if
correct to the whole present theory of acousti
cal science, but that he proceed at once to do a
little sober casting about as to some way of de
monstrating this essential phase of the wavetheory before indulgingin further assumptions
about it. To aid him in meeting the cost of the
necessary experiments, we here agree to give
him one hundred dollars just as soon as he can
show by any mechanical proof that an air-pulse
can be sent through the open atmosphere by the
movement of any body I care not how swift.
Let him remember that the mobility orfluid
ity of the air means something and performs
some office in the equalization of disturbances
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which wave-theorists are bound to respect,
while it is a remarkable fact, that no physicist
from Helmholtz down has ever even referred
to this property of mobility as performing any
office whatever in such atmospheric disturb
ances, while they have complacently and al
most stupidly continued to assume all sorts of
impossibilities about the generation and propa
gation of air-pulses which mobility alone must
neutralize. A single moment's logical thought
given to this all-pervading and all-efficient
property of atmospheric mobility would totally
annihilate all their assertions on thesubject of
pulse-propagation, since proof of any such phe
nomena is entirely out of the question.
This correction clearly stands as an unan
swerable reply to all the fine-spun theorizing
in the foregoing letter, concerning the propa
gation of supposed air-pulses by a vibrating
prong, until our challenge shall'be met. We
denounce the whole theory of free-air pulses as
a ridiculous self-deception on the part of wavetheorists based on physical impossibilities.
Although we admit that a swiftly moving
body will slightly compress the air in front of
it, this compression aided by mobility only acts
to equalize the local disturbance caused, as
Daniell describes it in his great work on
physics, as a "localflow and reflow," but in no
sense to drive a pulse ahead of this compression.
Remember, as we have often explained in
the Microcosm, any compression in the free
air caused by sudden displacement, can only
occur when the velocity of such moving body
shall transcend the normal mobility of the air
by which ordinary disturbances are equalized
without compression.
Any compression of the free air must neces
sarily require a considerable velocity of the
moving body, when we consider that even the
velocity of a cannon-ball through an incom
pressible fluid, like water deprived of all air,
would produce no condensation whatever, but
on the contrary, a displacement thus caused
would be restored by the mobility of the liquid
alone. Is it reasonable then to suppose that
the air's fluidity—it having still greater mobil
ity than water—would be insufficient to restore
without condensation the disturbance of a tun
ing-fork's prongmoving 25,000 timesslnwer than
the hour hand of a clock, as admitted by Prof.
Wood in his June article?
As we wish to enlighten Prof. Wood as well
as wave-theorists generally, and not merely to
refute their assumptions, we should say here,
to keep up proper physical distinctions, that
the propagation of a pulse in the free air is
possible only in one way—not by the move
ment of a body through it as just shown—but
by the sudden addition of some substance to
the air at a given point, in which case the whole
surrounding air is moved away in a condensed
pulse in all directions, as in the case of explod
ing powder. In this case there is no. place for
the surrounding air to go, but to get out of the
way of the expanding gas ; whereas, in the
movement of a body through the free air, with
out adding anything to its quantity, there is a
place for the disturbed air to go to get out of
the way, just asdisturbed water gets out of the
way of a fish's tail, and that is behind the mov
ing body. Surely this is decidedly easier and
simpler than for the air to form itself into con
densations and rarefactions, traveling a mile in
advance of the moving body as it does in the
case of our locust, according to the wavetheory !
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Further, to enlighten Prof. Wood by keeping
up the proper mechanical distinctions, a mov
ing body can produce an air-pulse in only one
way, and that is when the air is confined in an
open tube and acted upon by a piston in one
end as fully shown in reply to Prof. Wood last
month. In this case, as in that of exploding
powder, the air has no place to go except to
move ahead and get out of the way being con
fined by the walls of the tube, and hence, the
condensation caused by the suddenly moved
piston proceeds through the tube as a pulse
traveling the length of the tube with a uniform
velocity exactly proportioned to the force and
distance of the piston-movement which causes
it, and not with the uniform velocity of
"sound" as wave-theorists so ridiculously
teach whatever the strength of condensation
causing it. (See last month's article.)
To suppose, as does Prof.Wood, that a trifling
body like the stridulating apparatus of a locust,
moving at its swiftest only at a velocity of a
few inches in a second, can drive pulses of con
densation and rarefaction a mile in all direc
tions in the free air, is so superlatively unmechanical and unphilosophical that we are as
tonished that an intelligent investigator can
be found who would dare to commit himself to
such an absurdity especially after his attention
has been called to the subject.
It is for this dawning suspicion of its ab
surdity that President Stokes, of the Royal
Society of Great Britain, said in a recent lec
ture as quoted by us in reply to Prof. Wood in
the March Microcosm :
"Suppose a person to move his hand to and
fro through a small space, the motion which is
occasioned in the air is almost exactly the same
'as would have been if the air had been an in
compressible fluid. There is a mere local re
ciprocating motion, in which the air immedi
ately in front is pushed forward, and that im
mediately behind is impelled after the moving
body," etc.
Prof. Wood thinks he has discovered a mare's
nest here, and tries to console himself with the
fact that President Stokes makes the action of
the moving hand upon the displaced air "al
most exactly the same as would have been if
the air had been an incompressible fluid."
What a sorrowful quibble for a scientific man,
when President Stokes immediately explains
that no pulse at all is sent off since the dis
turbance of the air is " a mere local reciprocat
ing motion .'" How desperate must be a cause
that will blind a critic to such language as this,
which was given purposely to explain the im
mediately preceding "almost exactly the same
as would have been if the air had been an in
compressible fluid 1"
But we will not allow Prof. Wood to have
even the poor consolation of this attempted
misrepresentation of President Stokes. Here
is what Prof. Tyndall says, and which will take
the very breath of life out of this attempt to
evade President Stokes' fearful but unintended
blow at the wave-theory :
"When a common pendulum oscillates, It tends to
form a condensation in front and a rarefaction behind,
but It is only a tendency ; the motion is so slow, and the
air so elastic, that it moves away in front before it is
sensibly condensed and fills the space behind before it
can become sensibly dilated. Hence waves or pulses are
not generated by the pendulum." — (Third Edition of
"Sonnd,- p. 38.)
There is no "almost" about this statement
Prof. Wood 1 Look at it: "Hence WAVES
or PULSES are not generated by the pendu
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lum! ! P' Yet a clock-pendulum that beats
seconds actually moves more than 1,000,000,000
times swifter than the prong of a tuning fork
while still sounding audibly as admitted by
Prof. Wood in his June article ! How in rea
son's name can such a' slow motion send off
"waves or pulses" when a pendulum moving a'
foot a second can not do it? Come, professor,
be honest and give it up as you gave up the
"swiftly advancing" of Tyndall and "very
much faster" of Helmholtz in your March arti
cle. You there appeared to act like an honest
man, but we now fear it was because you
thought you still saw your way clear to main
tain the wave-theory, after your forced admis
sion that we had shown both Tyndall and
Helmholtz to be mere babies in science in sup
posing as they did that the prong must neces
sarily advance " swiftly "—" very much faster "'
than a pendulum in order to produce sound.
We shall not let Prof. Wood go without tak
ing him once more over this terribly hot piece
of acoustical ground even though it should
blister his theoretic feet. Listen again to what
Tyndall says :
"Imagine one of the prongs of the vibrating fork,
swiftly advancing, it compresses the air immediately in
front of it, and when it retreats it leaves a partial vac
uum behind, the process being repeated at every subse
quent advance and retreat. The whole function of the
tuning-fork is to carve the air into these condensations
and rarefactions."—Lectures on Sound, p. 12.
Surely this supposed "swiftly advancing"'
was regarded as essential to the wave-theory.
Suppose Prof. Tyndall at that moment had
been informed, as Prof. Wood now admits, that
the tuning-fork's prongs, instead of "swiftly
advancing," will actually sound audibly while
moving slower than the hour hand of a clock,
would he not as an honest man have been,
obliged to abandon the wave-theory?
But Prof. Helmholtz was in the same boat,
and hence it was not a mere inadvertancy on
the part of Prof. Tyndall. Listen again to this
leading sound investigator of Europe :
"The pendulum swings from right to left with a uni
form motion. . . . Near to either end of its path it
moves slowly, and in the midd!e/<Z£<. Among sonorous
bodies which move in the same way, only very much
faster, we may mention tuning-forks."—Sensattons of
Tone, p. 28.
Is it not perfectly evident that Prof. Helm
holtz considered the velocity of the tuningfork's prong — as enormous — ' ' very muck
faster" than that of the swiftest pendulum—
and that this velocity was essential to the ex
istence and tenability of the wave-theory ? And
is it not certain, had Prof. Wood stood by his
elbow and demonstrated to him at that mo
ment as he now admits, that the prong, while
still sounding, moves millions of times slower
than the pendulum, that Prof. Helmholtz as an>
honest man would then and there have aban
doned the wave-theory as a physical and me
chanical fallacy?
This swift motion of the tuning-fork was thebelief of all physicists and acousticians theworld over, accepted as the real and self-evident
basis on which the wave-theory of sound could'
bemaintained, and this was the universal teach
ing of the colleges up to the time the "Problem
of Human Life "made its appearance. Prof.
Wood admits this, and what confession has he
to make in regard to the overwhelming dis
comfiture of the world's greatest scientists by
our humble discovery and demonstration that
this " swiftly advancing " prong—" very much
faster" than the pendulum ; on which the wave
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theory was founded—was the most prodigious feat of Helmholtz and Tyndall, he tries to neu
and inexcusable error then taught for science? tralize the logical effect of the slow motion of
Here is what he says in his letter in the March the prong by urging its great number of mo
MICROCOSM, referring to our January article : tions to and fro as helping the wave-theory.
"Tour article, page 24, clearly beats Tyndall and Helm- But we pointed out in our following remarks
holtz as to the rate ofmotion ofthe prongs ofa tuning-fork. that if a single slow motion will not produce
That side might as well admit their error. There is no a pulse, then certainly any number of motions
'swiftly advancing ' about It"
a million times slower will not. Since that
Thus Prof. Wood, after admitting that we had reply he has not even referred to the great
swept the very foundation out from under the number of motions of the prong as in any way
wave-theory by showing that the prong sounds, improving the status of the wave-theory.
while moving millions of times slower than the Prof. Henry A. Mott, Ph. D., LL. D., one of
pendulum, still continues to try through his the brightest scientific minds of this country,
meaningless pulse-theorizing to defend that writing upon this subject in theScieraft/ic.Ameri
which he practically admits to have been killed can Supplement, June 13th, 1891, says:
by our arguments.
" It is clear that all we have to consider is one forward
Remember, that when president Stokes de and
backward motion of the prong of the tuning fork,
clared that the moving hand produced no air- for
If the air is not compressed at the velocity with
pulse, only " a mere local reciprocating motion," which It moves, then there is no need of considering
other forward and backward motion ; for If one for
and when Prof. Tyndall declared that "Hence any
ward and backward motion at a given velocity fails to
waves or pulses are not generated by the pendu produce
a condensation and rarefaction, then ten or one
lum"—neither of them had heard of the revolu million would fall at a like velocity."
tionary discovery that the prong will sound Dr. Mott in the same connection goes on to
while traveling slower than the hour hand of show that it was the c' )ar teaching of all physi
a clock ! But Prof. Wood has no such excuse. cists up to the announcement of Substantiahstn
He has heard of this discovery and is forced by that a slow motion of a body, thougn a million
our arguments to concede it, as just quoted. times faster than the demonstrated velocity of
Yet, still finding himself in the forlorn last the tuning-fork while still sounding, could not
ditch of the motion-theories of science, he is compress the air or send off a pulse. He
so reluctant to surrender the lost cause that he quotes Daniells, the leading text-book on phy
goes on reiterating over and over in his short sics, as follows :
article : "Thus every movement in air creates " Air will not oscillate in waves such as oan be pro'
apulse," in absolute contradiction to Tyndall pagated to a distance, unless there be some well marked
that "waves or pulses are not generated by a compression or rarefaction produced at the center of dis
* * * A vibrating body, before it can act
pendulum." Also in absolute contradiction of turbance.
a sounding body, must produce alternate compres
President Stokes, that the disturbance caused as
sions and rarefactions in the air, and these must be well
by the moving hand " is a mere local recipro marked. If, however, the vibrating body be so small
that at each oscillation the surrounding air has time
cating motion ! " Who, in reason's name, is toflow
round it, there Is at every oscillation a local re
most likely to speak the unprejudiced truth in arrangement—a
flow and reflow—of the air, bui. '
this controversy—those two world-renowned the air at a littlelocal
distance Is almost wholly unaffected
physicists who knew nothing about Substan- by this."
tialism and the destruction in store for the Dr. Mott then quotes Sir William Thompson :
wave-theory, or Prof. Wood, who in his last "If I move my hand vehemently through the air I pro
extremity is compelled to resort to these mon duce a condensation."
strous pulse-absurdities to avoid an uncon
The Doctor then adds :
ditional surrender ?
"It is perfeotly evident, then, according to the sup
Professors Tyndall, Stokes and Helmholtz porters
the wave-theory, that to produce a 'well
admit on universal mechanical principles that marked 'ofcompression,
the motion of the vibrating body
the slow movements of the pendulum or hand must be 'faster' than the motion of the pendulum,
through the air will not generate a condensed and, In fact, must be ' swift ' or 'vehement ' motion."
But in conclusion what will all those great
air-wave or send off a pulse, or produce any
thing more than " a mere local reciprocating physicists think when they come to learn for
motion," though they no doubt honestly im the first time that no motion of a body, how
agined that the tremendous velocity of the ever swift or however it may condense the
tuning-fork's prong — "swiftly advancing," air in front of it, can after all send off a pulse
" very viuch faster, than a pendulum—must through the free or unconflned atmosphere,
condense the air into atmospheric sound-waves, and that such a supposition is pure fiction and
since they knew of no conceivable explanation an unmitigated assumption that has never been
of sound phenomena except the wave-theory. proved and never can be proved.
Strange that physicists have gone on for
Some excuse for these men.
But here comes the inexcusable Prof. Wood, ages building their fictitious theory of acoustics
fully informed upon the substantial theory of upon this baseless assumption of air-pulses,
sound-force, and knowing perfectly well that taking for granted that because sympathetic
every observed phenomenon of sound can be vibration in a unison fork is produced in free
readily explained on that theory without any air at a distance, therefore air-pulses must be
necessity for impossible air-pulses, and yet he sent off i n order to produce i t. But as we have
tries in the desperation of his ingenuity to main demonstrated in the May Microcosm that airtain the air-pulse theory, notwithstanding he pulses have nothing whatever to do with
is forced to admit a million times slower move ,causing sympathetic vibration, it is now time
ment to the prong than that of the pendulum for physicists to prove the possibility of pro
whichistoo slow to generate " waves or pulses" ducing a pulse in the free air by a moving
according to the highest authorities on earth! body however swift, or else abandon the waveWas ever a man before placed by his own vol theory.
untary admissions and by the inexorable logic P. S. —Since sending us the foregoing letter,
of scientific facts in such a pitiable and deplora Prof. Wood writes us an explanatory letter and
ble predicament?
urges us to take into consideration his theory
In his March letter, after admitting our de of pulse-propagation as a pendulous swing or
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oscillation of the air-particles. The following
gives the gist of his theory :
"Does not a particle, when it moves in any pulse,
start from zero f i. «., from a state of no motion t It
starts from rest like a pendulum. The pendulum starts
from rest, at first moves very slow, getsfaster down to
the center of oscillation, and then slower to its rest at
the other end of its amplitude. So a particle of air
moved in a pulse, starts from rest, at first moves very
slow, increases in its velocity to its center of amplitude,
then moves slower again to the other end of its minute
amplitude. As any pulse passes, every particle makes
this minute excursion. However fast the wave, and
however deep the condensation, tne particle in it only
makes this short exoursion."
Prof. Wood is totally mistaken in his concep
tion of the motion of an air-particle in the
transmission of a pulse, wherever a pulse is
possible. There is no pendulous swing or os
cillation, or excursion about this motion. It
is like a pulse through a row of rubber balls
precisely. Take the pulse sent through the
air in a tube by a piston moved instantaneously
into one end. As this is the only pulse pos
sible to be produced in air by a moving body
it is a very good illustration. The air-particles
in contact with the piston of course move
swiftest at the start, and go slower and slower
till they stop and they do not return at all.
Hence there is no excursion, no pendulous mo
tion, no oscillation about them.
This supposed pendulous oscillation of an
air-particle in a pulse is a pure theoretic fig
ment of the imagination—a small offshoot
from the mother-absurdity that it is possible
for any moving body to send a pulse through
the free air. Let Prof. Wood attend to the
mother absurdity before dabbling with her
imaginary and fictitious offspring. Will the
Professor take notice ? The $100 are waiting
for him.
^

,

HERESY. .
BY REV. J. I. SWANDER, D. D.

The present is peculiarly an age of moral
and intellectual unrest. Many of the founda
tions upon which the fathers built are no longer
generally regarded as unquestionably imbed
ded in the solid rock of eternal truth. New
thoughts are in bold conflict with old theories.
The world is full of anxious inquiry. Men
wish to know the relation between the com
mandments of God and the traditions of the
past. Upon what basis of truth, according to
what standard of truth, and at what point in
the historic onflow of man's apprehensions and
teachings of the truth will there be a general
reconciliation between contending parties, and
harmony between all the various elements in
the conflict? Is the present state of unrest an
indication that the night is far spent and that
the day is at hand, or does it rather mean a
fierce renewal of the old conflict between or
thodoxy and heresy?
What is hetrodoxy? The terms heresy and
heretic are not of frequent occurrence in the
sacred Scriptures ; and there has been no little
mooting and discussing of the question whether
the word heretic as found in the Bible means
primarily an individual who has swerved from
sound ddctrine, or, rather, one who by sowing
the seeds of dissension becomes a schismatic
in the church. The best exegetes and most
learned commentators hold that there is no
ground for any such distinction. A radical
departure from the truth naturally leads to
schism, just as a radical departure from un
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sound theories, whether in religion or in sci
ence, may lead to reformation.
Heresy is an evil ; but it does not follow that
all new apprehensions of the truth are neces
sarily untrue. In the essential constitution of
the world, progressiveness of human thought
and a progressive interpretation of God's re
vealed thoughts are no less essential and not
necessarily any less orthodox than truth itself.
From this standpoint Dr. William Bupp has
(perhaps unintentionally) paid an excellent
tribute to Substantialism as one of the ortho
dox heresies of the nineteenth century. Hear
him: "A few prominent individuals, who
stand nearer to the heart of the age and have
inherited higher aptitudes for truth than others,
take the lead in giving expression to the new
conceptions. Then the common mass of men
either, recognizing in these new conceptions
ideas that have been vaguely floating in their
own minds and ineffectually struggling to take
shape there, at once accept them as supplying
a long-felt intellectual and moral want; or
else, receiving something of a mental shock
from the difference between the new and the
old conceptions, the majority at first meet the
new with some grumbling and resistance, and
perhaps go so far as to make martyrs of the
advocates of the new doctrines, by way of in
demnifying themselves for their own poorer
mental endowments ; but at length the oppo
sition dies out, and the majority of men accept
the new doctrines and presently forget that
they have ever believed anything else : while
a few individuals, perhaps, whose minds are
unhappily so constituted as to be incapable of
change, drop out of the current of living
thought, and, if they can get others to join
them, form eddies along its banks."
In order to determine what is orthodoxy and
what is hetrodoxy, there must be an acknowl
edged standard of truth before which all claims
must appear and be tested. In theories of
science this standard is God's works, or rather,
the facts, forces and laws of nature as mani
fested in the phenomena thereof. In religion
this standard is the Bible, or rather the Word
of God as enshrined therein. Much, however,
depends upon the use that is made of the Can
onical Scriptures in determining every man's
doxy of what sort it is. The Council's or the
Pope's interpretation of the Bible is orthodoxy
for a large part of Christendom. On the other
hand, and in the other extreme, each man is
his own pope without any reference to or re
spect for the i nterpretations reached and given
by the cumulative and continuous conscious
ness of Christendom, which, though it may
never sit in judgment upon God's inerrant
Word, must ever be the supreme court in de
termining what the Bible really teaches on
any given point in doctrine or practice.
Besides this individual or private exercise of
biblical interpretation, history is full of evi
dence that there has always been an arbitrary
method of using the sacred Scriptures for the
purpose of manufacturing orthodoxy to order.
Almost every denomination has made the
Bible a nose of wax through which to blow its
own peculiar doctrines into self-justification.
Too often have orthodox systems been con
structed by the church or somebranch thereof
and thrust into the Bible. In this way, for
example, Catholic orthodoxy ruled the re
ligious thinking, or thoughtlessness of the
church and the world, until it helped to ma
ture the crisis of the Reformation, in which
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the great Evangelical heresy (?) and Schism (?)
of the 16th century were started as new fac- ,
tors in the onflow of history. Thus Catholic
orthodoxy as advocated by the Roman church
and Protestant orthodoxy as advanced by the
Reformers began to confront and antagonize
each other. "In both cases," says Dr. Schaff,
"the doctrines were settled beforehand by
the Fathers or Reformers, and confirmed by
proof texts, arbitrarily selected from any part
-of the Bible with little or no regard to its his
toric character and the difference between the
Old and New Testament." It follows, there
fore, that there is no advantage in having an
acknowledged standard of truth for the pur
pose of distinguishing between orthodoxy and
hetrodoxy, unless there be also an agreement
as to some general principle and method of
interpreting such standard.
The twentieth century of the Christian era
must therefore witness a great change in theol
ogy. Orthodoxy must be tested by a more Christocentric principle. Sound doctrine and the
form of sound words will still be insisted upon
as of great importance for the preservation of
the faith once delivered to the saints ; but doc
trine will no longer be the principal battle cry
and battle-axe of God's embannered hosts.
The church is even now fast coming to a con
sciousness of the threefold truth that Christian
ity in its most essential element is life, that
that life is a real substance, and that that sub
stance is found fontally in neither the Bible,
creed, faith, reason nor experience, but in the
person of the Christ. When that point is
reached there will be a clearer distinction,
without separation, between reason and faith,
between creed and canon, between the record
of revelation and revelation in record, between
the Bible with its human elements and the
Word of God which, in its divine essence, is
forever settled in heaven. Ps. 119, 89.
The orthodoxy of the future will, therefore,
be different from that of the past. It will not
differ radically, and yet it will be more rational
and more biblical because more Christological.
It will be more true because more in conform
ity with the Archetype and Fountain of all
revealed truth. It will be more Catholic be
cause less denominational, and more general
in its adaptation to the wants of Christendom.
It will be more Evangelical because of a less
arbitrary interpretation of the Bible. It will
be more positive because it will have for its con
tents the very substance of things hoped for and
realized in the person and work of Christ.
We are in agreement with some things said
by Prof. C. A. Briggs, in his article on Church
and Creed, as published in the June Forum.
He truly says : "The tendency of thought in
the present century has been toward the per
son and work of Jesus Christ. His life has been
studied as never before. The doctrine of the
incarnation has again become prominent."
We, however, differ from that learned profes
sor in his statement that " this tendency is es
pecially in the Anglican Church." Our eyes
iiave not so read the pages of modern church
history. In our limited reading we have been
led to the conclusion that this tendency has
been started and fostered rather by the more
Germanic type of Christian thought. But
whether here or there it is a grand Christocentric movement, and one that is bringing a
blessing to all the denominations of the church
and all the nations of the earth.
Standing, then, upon the threshold of an ad
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vanced and improved order of things, the
church should begin to prepare new bottles
for the new wine. The new wine will be better
than the old. It will be less of a polemical in
toxicant for the brain and more of a tonic for
the heart. Truth will not give way to make
room for error, but some very popular systems
of thought hitherto held as strictly orthodox
will be pruned of nonessential and heretical
limbs to make room for an ingrafting of some
of the sappy scions of organic truth hitherto
measurably despised and rejected by orthodox
schools of thought.
What is true in the above in its application
to theological theories is equally true when ap
plied to the secular sciences. Take, for exam
ple, the science of astronomy in the radical
changes through which it has passed. Just as
ancient astronomy was moving out of existence
upon the back of an imaginary mud-turtle, the
heresy of Galileo and Copernicus began to
wheel into line with God's everlasting truth as
revealed in his works. This change took place
as soon and as fast as the sun was recognized
as the center of the solar system. So will it
be when Jesus Christ is recognized in all the
fullness of his Messianic person and the organic
centrality of his relation to all things that be
long essentially to God's revelation to man,
and man's restoration to God. The Bible will
then be authenticated and understood in the
light of the sun of righteousness ; its inerrancy
will be made manifest to all believers ; ortho
doxy will consist in agreement with " the law
of the spirit of life in Christ;" and only those
who array themselves in avowed opposition to
the incarnate Lord will be branded as heretics.
Corresponding with and complemental to
this Christocentric tendency in the realm of
religious thought and activity is the new and
modern method of reasoning known as Substantialism. The movements of the two are
upon parallel lines. The direction of their
common course is from mere motion to sub
stance, from the material to the immaterial in
being, from the visible to the invisible, from
the outward letter that killeth to the inward
spirit that maketh alive, from the traditions
and theories of men to the facts of God. The
future will not bring in a new Bible, but a new
discovery of truths in God's old book. There
will be no new faith, but a more biblical, be
cause a more Christological, apprehension of
the old faith. There will be neither demand
for nor toleration of a strictly new creed, but a
willing subordination of everything to the su
perlative majesty and glory of Immanuel. In
this grand movement the Substantial Philoso
phy is and will be the vestal virgin of Heaven's
queen. Substantialism will give philosophy a
greater potency wherewith to understand the
facts, and forces, and laws of nature. Such
more correct apprehension of the truths of
God's outer temple will assist the Christian
man in his searches after the proper contents
and meaning of His inner sanctuary—the king
dom of heaven. That knowledge may be
measurably gained before we are called to pass
the pearly portals. And when the church
reaches on earth that attainable position of
Christocentriccxcellency, the work of hatching
heresy and hunting after heretics will go into
the shades of the past, and a new song of praise
will be sung by all the disciples of the Lord :
" Let names and sects and parties fall,
And Jesus Christ be all, In all."
Fremont, Ohio.
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IMPORTANT SUGGESTIONS TO POLITICAL. irrigated of any of the rainless states, a point
ECONOMISTS.
at least very creditable to the Mormon inhab
itants in the midst of all the prejudice felt
BY THE EDITOR.
against them.
Some years ago we printed an editorial in The questions to be discussed at this Salt
this journal upon the problem of our rapidly Lake convention are of vastly more importance
increasing population, and what was to be the to mankind than can be any merely political
outcome within a few generations in view of questions that are likely to come before the
the natural limitations of our productive soil. American people in the next fifty years, and
That editorial was widely copied into other should receive paramount consideration at the
journals and extensively commented upon by hand of every far-seeing statesman in our
national legislature.
far-seeing political economists.
Since giving that paper to thepublic we have What comparison is there between the dis
thought much upon the near future of our cussion of tariff or free-trade, or of the silver
rapidly increasing people, including the con question, about which politicians are making
stantly augmenting influx from the over so much ado, and this humanitarian project of
crowded populations of other lands. Whatever devising some plan for reclaiming nearly a
view may be taken of our statistical figures in thousand million acres of land now lying waste
the article referred to—and we admit they were and absolutely useless, on which a hundred milsufficiently startling to appall the coolest lion homes for our coming industrious workers
headed economist—no one disputes the fact would in time be established?
that very soon not an acre of available soil for In the Middle, Eastern and even in most
cultivation will remain unclaimed and unoccu portions of the Southern States, the subject of
pied—a fact abundantly proved by the crowds irrigation has never come up, nature having as
of homeless toilers, who waited almost to the a rule abundantly supplied them with the early
verge of starvation a few months ago to claim and the latter rains. The more important
a small strip of the comparatively unproduc question to them, especially for the eastern and
tive land of the newly added territory of Okla some of the southern agricultural territory,
undoubtedly is that of fertilization,—millions
homa.
It is surely natural enough for a thoughtful of acres of at one time the most productive
mind to inquire as to whatmust becomeof the soil of this country having been totally worn
succeeding millions of our people when no out and lost to the community for the want of
more arable soil remains to be taken up. A a proper fertilizing system of cultivation.
single hope as a ray of comfort remains; though At present, in the New England States alone,
it must be apparent to the statistician who cal more than four thousand farms, which fifty
culates only a couple of centuries into the fut years ago yielded handsome returns to the
ure, that even the prospective resource here frugal Yankee farmers, are now practically
referred to, even if it can be made available at abandoned by their owners as uninhabitable,
its best, is but a very temporary relief to the being no longer worth tillage. These farms
,dread foreboding that casts a very darkshadow can now be had by any one who might be dis
over the future of our population.
posed to "jump" them and pay the back
We refer, of course, to the vast millions of taxes.
acres of what is at present known as our "arid Would not a fertilization convention now
region," much of which, except for the want be in order for the east in imitation of the ir
of water, contains as productive a soil as any rigation example so opportunely set by the
now under cultivation in this or any other governor of Utah?
Should the experiments now making in the
country.
This now desert portion of our country em neighborhood of Midland, Texas, by Gen. Dybraces more than two-fifths or nearly one-half renforth, for producing rain artificially, prove
of all the dry land of the United States, and successful, it would then be a question of cost
only awaits some system of successful supply merely between the burning of dynamite con
of moisture either from the sky or from the tinually and the sinking of artesian wells once
ground to blossom like a garden of roses. for all. From recent reports of the experi
With such a system of water supply at a reason ments in Texas, it is quite confidently believed
able cost not less than 750,000,000 acres of by the scientists engaged in that novel enter
land, now entirely unproductive and at present prise that the explosion of large quantities of
beyond the reach of irrigation, could at once powder, dynamite, etc., in the upper regions
be reclaimed to successful agricultural and of our atmosphere, sent up in balloons and
horticultural pursuits, and could easily furnish ignited by electricity, may tend to condense
subsistence, if suitably cultivated, for two or and precipitate the vapor into clouds and rain.
three times the present industrial population We will wait and see, though we strongly sus
-of the United States.
pect that it would be much better economy for
No wonder, with these statistical facts star the government to make liberal appropriations
ing us in the face, that economic philosophers for sinking artesian wells where they would
are earnestly discussing the possibility of some permanently supply water to large regions of
means beingdevised for supplying water to this country, since we are sure that water exists in
desert portion of our country. It is entirely the bowels of the earth in inexhaustible supply
appropos that the Governor of Utah should and can be had if we can only sink wells deep
have called a convention of delegates to be enough to reach it.
sent by the governors of all the Western States,
With quite successful experiments already
and to be held at Salt Lake City on the 15th, made by private enterprise in our oil regions
16th and 17th of this month, to take into con for sinking wells to a depth of two or three
sideration the best means for organizing a thousand feet, there would seem but little
general and practical system of irrigation.
doubt that by proper encouragement from the
It was entirely appropriate that Utah should government newly invented apparatus would
take the lead in this great land-reclaiming soon be brought out that would more than
movement as she is, without doubt, the best double the depth of the deepest wells yet pro
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duced, causing perpetual flows of water that
would irrigate vast surrounding districts.
No matter what the quality of the water thus
obtained,—whether fresh, salt, sulphurous or
mixed with oil,—its value for agricultural and
horticultural purposes would not thereby be
lessened, but might be greatly enhanced.
Government is already doing well in its en
couragement to forestry ; but it might do a
thousand times better by judicious appropria
tions for tree-planting in all our prairie states,
and thereby add immensely to the wealth of the
nation without in the least impoverishing the
national treasury.
The effects of forests upon climatic condi
tions, especially upon the fall of rain, has been
too well demonstrated in Germany and other
European countries to admit of question or of
any hesitation on the part of our National and
State legislatures, so far as offering encourage
ment of the most liberal character for treeplanting is concerned.
But aside from the general climatic advan
tages of the proximity of extended regions of
forests, we have not only the commercial im
portance of the increasing growth of the most
valuable timber, now rapidly approaching ex
tinction throughout the civilized world, but we
have the paramount benefits of oxygenous ex
halations from the foliage of countless forests
io invigorate the health and promote the lon
gevity of both man and beast.
And as a branch of forestry hitherto scarcely
discussed, what hinders the land-owner from
planting in vast quantities nut-trees, which
yield the most nutritious and wholesome food,
without any further care or cultivation, for
both men and animals ?
A whole volume could be written upon this
subject alone, unfolding the various character
istics, peculiarities, and advantages of the some
thirty odd nut-producing trees known to com
merce, some of which, such as the pecan,
almond, cocoa, chestnut, etc., are already
sources of immense profit to those who, in suit
able latitudes, have been shrewd enough to
take advantage of such commercial opportu
nities.
All these are questions1 egitimately con nected
with the great theme of irrigation, and the pos
sible reclaimation of the arid lands of this con
tinent, which are sure to come up before the
Utah convention, and as such we earnestly com
mend them to the serious attention of that hon
orable body of investigators.

amount of experience we have attained in the
treatment and cure of such diseases.
As a first step towards supplying this need
we have opened our sanitarium in the most
healthful part of New York City away from
the crowded district, and yet within the city
limits so as to be easily reached without fatigue
from any part of the United States or Canada.
The institution is entirely private and is con
ducted under the superintendence of O. S.
Phelps, M. D. , an able and well known medical
practitioner who is in full sympathy with our
Hygienic ideas, and who at the same time
brings from his own vast experience and study,
a fund of physiological and pathological infor
mation which makes the potency of the pro
posed sanitarium in the cure of disease in the
shortest possible time, second to that of no
similar institution in existence.
In addition to a scientific application of Dr.
Hall's Hygienic methods with which our read
ers are acquainted, and which have produced
such marvelous results in the eradication of
disease during the past two years, it is proposed
to combine the celebrated Drs. Salisbury and
Cutter systems of diet treatment so univers
ally recognized and commended by the med
ical profession, and which created such ex
tended and favorable discussion at the late
Berlin Medical Congress. This system is based
upon a daily microscopical examination and
analysis of the blood and excretions, and the
diet adapted to the peculiar conditions of the
disease under investigation.
Such in brief are the facilities which will be
afforded patients in the Wilford Hall Sani
tarium, which will be conducted under the
business management of the president and
superintendent, who will constantly have in ad
dition the aid and counsel of Dr. Hall himself.
Persons desiring rooms, board and treatment
in this institution will receive full information,,
terms, etc., by addressing Dr. Robert Rogers,
President and Treasurer, MICROCOSM Office, 2»
Park Row, New York.
IMPORTANT NOTICE.
If you have a friend anywhere -whom you
think would be interested in any subject dis
cussed in the MICROCOSM, send us the name and
address and we shall take pleasure in forward
ing a sample copy free. Fifty cents a year is alow price for the information given by this jour
nal from month to month.

THE WILFORD HALL SANITARIUM.
At last we are able to announce that this
long talked of and much needed institution is
now ready to receive applications from persons
who may desire the comforts of a home in con
nection with the only absolutely safe and re
liable treatment for disease known to thera
peutical science. Since our Health-Pamphlet
has been before the public we have become ac
quainted with and have made a constant study
of disease in its thousands of forms as indicated
by our enormous correspondence, and have
often longed for the establishment of an insti
tution where sufferers from such chronic com
plaints as consumption or tuberculosis, kidney
disease in its varied forms, rheumatism, gout,
stomach and liver troubles, and the numerous
other difficulties which ordinary medical treat
ment will not reach, might come at reasonable
rates and receive the benefits of the vast

PROF. A. B. WOOD'S ARTICLES,
Prof. Wood complains in private letter be
cause our replies are so much longer than his
articles. In reply to this we say that we are
not making our rejoinders merely to oblige
Prof. Wood, but to put on record in the only
Organ of Substantial ism full scientific instruc
tion upon the subjects discussed for the bene
fit of coming generations. We merely take
Prof. Wood's short article — for example, on
the possibility of sending off an air-pulse by
the slow motion of a tuning-fork's prong—as
a text for the utter and perpetual refutation
of what we regard as a scientific fallacy. That
kind of work is the office and purpose of the
Microcosm, and not merely to gratify Prof
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Wood or any other writer by indulging him in
wordy replications which can be continued
without end even on the wrong side of any
question.
SUICIDES—HOW TO PREVENT THEM.
BY THE EDITOR.
The prevalence of suicides in this country
and Europe is becoming a subject of alarming
and widespread interest among social reform
ers. There seems to be no present means
within the knowledge of moral and social phi
losophers that can have any avail in checking
this mania for ending one's troubles by ending
one's life.
Legislatures have enacted laws with penal
ties attached against attempts at suicide, feeling
that it is useless to enact laws against the com
pletion of the suicidal act, supposing naturally
that the man who fears not to die will fear no
penalty which human authority can inflict after
he is dead.
But this is a mistake, as we will now attempt
to show. Indeed, we believe that by the proper
legislation, with suitable penalties vigorously
and inexorably to be enforced upon a man's
body after he is dead, there would be an abrupt
end put to more than nine-tenths of all the sui
cides in the civilized world.
For example, let our State legislature pass
an act to be confirmed by the municipal coun
cil of every incorporated city in this common
wealth, decreeing that the body of any person
who shall be declared a suicide by the verdict
of a coroner's jury, shall unreservedly be
handed over to the duly constituted authorities
of any medical college as a subject for dissection
by the professors and students, in order to im
prove their knowedge of anatomy and physiol
ogy, and its effects upon this mania will imme
diately be apparent.
Nothing strikes a sensitive mind with greater
horror than the thought that his body, after
the breath shall have left it, will be stretched
out naked upon the marble slab of a dissectingroom for the knives and saws and scalpels of
the curious and unsympathetic medical students
of a college or hospital !
Let the certainty of this final act in the drama
of a would-be suicide's career be placed con
stantly and vividly before his mind, and it will
prove the most powerful possible incentive to
prevent suicidal thoughts from ever finding a
lodgment in a brain however unfortunately
constituted. Let him be constantly reminded
by newspaper reports and otherwise, that the
glittering steel dissecting instruments will be
cutting and carving his body under the unfeel
ing scrutiny of a class of medical students as
soon as he is dead, and he will prefer to bear
and try to overcome the ills he has than to be
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thus cut into steaks and chops, like a beef in
the shambles, as soon as he has by his own
foolish act made himself the legal prey of such
desecration.
To make this legislation effective as a pre
ventive of suicidal acts, or even of the con
templation of such acts, the penalty should be
imperative, inexorable, and absolutely irrev
ocable whatever the respectability or public
reputation of the suicide or whatever the so
cial standing of his relatives, unless, of course,
there shall be a reasonable doubt of suicidal in
tent in the minds of the coroner's jury. This
certainty of such a terrible post mortem fate to
the body of the suicide well grounded in the
minds of families, will cause them to exert the
proper influence on any member who shall
show a morbid tendency in that direction. Be
sides, the very discussion of such a horrible
fate will be an educator in all families to nip
in the bud any such morbid proclivity, and thus
strengthen the mind against its contemplation.
The only apparent objection to this extreme
legislation, or making the penalty absolutely
irrevocable in every case, is the possibility
that the suicide might have been insane at the
time of the fatal act. But this, so far from an
objection, is a strong argument in its favor, as
it is one of the best educational features to
grow out of such an unconditional penalty.
Insanity, in ninety-nine cases in a hundred, is
an inexcusable, self-inflicted abnormality, the
result of mental trifling with its own environ
ment, which in turn is largely the result of so
cial and educational surroundings partly of
one's own choosing. But let the average man
who inclines to become a lunatic by first be
coming a conspicuous crank, be spurred and
goaded by the proper mental incentives acting
on his rational hopes and fears, and it will
greatly tend to keep his mind from losing itsequipoise. If there shall be nothing in the
shape of terrorizing consequences tostartle and
horrify one of weak intellectual stamina, in
the possible event of his not bracing up his
thoughts to a standard of cool, intellectual
manhood, and if to this be superadded the en
vironment of indifference to such morbidity on
the part of relatives and friends, such a man
may subside, as is too often the case, into a
genuine case of insanity that will end in suicide.
But let the act of suicide from insanity, even,
be no shield from the inexorable penalty of this
law, and its educational effect can only be sal
utary upon a mind that might otherwise yield
to whimsical hallucinations and gradually drift
into a state of aberration solely from a lack of
the right kind of moral incentives.
We sincerely trust that some progressive
member of the next legislature of this State,
instead of considering the propriety of affixing
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worthless penalties, in the form of imprison
ment, to the crime of attempting suicide, will
spring upon that body the advisability of a law
attaching the fearful penalty of the actual dis
section by medical students of the body of
every man or woman who shall for any cause
whatever take his or her own life.
This, in our judgment, will do more to deter
cranks and self-constituted lunatics from selfdestruction than all the moral suasion within
the power of man.
"THE PROBLEM OF HUMAN UPB."
BY THE ASSOCIATE EDITOR.
Very few of our readers are aware of the
great value of The Problem of Human Life.
It is regarded by those who have read it as the
only scientific refutation that has ever been
made of the Darwinian theories of the evolu
tion of man from the lower orders of creation
and of modern atheism and materialism as
taught by Tyndall, Huxley, Spencer, Haeckel
and Ingersoll.
There are hundreds of clergymen who have
written Dr. Hall that they regard his work
only second in rank to the Bible, while thous
ands of papers of the religious, scientific and
secular press have given it such endorsements
as we venture to say have never before been
awarded to any book written.
For the purpose of giving to those of our
readers who may not have purchased the book
an insight into its character and merits, we in
tend giving extracts from it each month.
The book ought to be circulated among all
Christian men and women in order that they
may have the material ready at hand to crush
the arguments and objections of sneering and
cynical infidels.
We regard it as particularly valuable to cler
gymen of all denominational opinions in fur
nishing seed-thoughts for sermons of power
and interest, which will be a revelation to all
who have been accustomed to preach and from
their infancy to hear the same old doctrinal
and theological disquisitions which are very
valuable if people did not already thoroughly
understand them.
We quote here three testimonials concerning
the Problem which will act as a sample of thous
ands which have been received :
[From the Methodist Protestant, Baltimore, Md.]
" This is the book of the age, and its unknown author
need aspire to no greater literary immortality than the
production of this work will give him ; and thousands of
the best educated minds, that have been appalled by the
philosophical teachings of modern scientists will rise
up and call him blessed.' Hitherto it has been the
boast of atheistio scientists that the opponents of their
doctrines have never ventured to deny or to solve the
scientific facts upon which their theories are based.
But our author, accepting these very facts, unfolds
another gospel; and Tyndall, Darwin, Hseckel, et at., are
mere pigmies in his giant grasp."
[From the Watchtower, Newberne, N. C]
" The problem of human life is at last solved, the Bible
is saved, and the Christian faith is redeemed; and the
broad space of eternity is too short for evolutionists to
think of recovering from the deathblow of ' The Problem
of Human Life.' Without doubt it is the most startling
book of the century. We would rather have the honor
of writing such a book than to be President of the United
States."
[From The Dominion Churchman, Toronto.]
" We most cordially concede to the ' Problem of Hu
man Life' the well-earned title, the book of the age.
Doubtless, the God of Providence has raised up the au
thor to meet the wants of the church in this time of need. "
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"THE ABSURDITY OF SPONTANEOUS
GENERATION."
Extract from Reply to Prof. Earast Heeeltel.
(Problem of Human Life, pages 358-360.)
But there are also general philosophical ob
jections to the hypothesis of spontaneous gen
eration which render it wholly inadmissible,
aside from the self-contradictory statements
of its chief exponents, and in addition to the
acknowledged absence of any experimental
tests going to favor its possibility. The very
idea of life originating out of not-living matter,
independently of supernatural intervention,
and that, too, without any such thing as pre
existing life or mental powers in the universe
from which vitality and mentality could come,
is a self-evident absurdity on its face. Such
hypothesis would be even more difficult to ac
cept than the unnecessary and unscriptural
dogma that God created the world out of noth
ing. No man would be more ready, than Prof.
Haeckel, to detect and point out such a philo
sophical impossibility as the idea of something
having been created out of nothing, and he
would be justified in so doing on the general
axiomatic ground that " from nothing nothing
comes." Yet he labors through a large por
tion of the "History of Creation," to prove
that the life and mental powers of the first liv
ing organism—powers so wonderful as to con
stitute it "the primeval parent of all other
organisms"—came into existence out of abso
lutely nothing, since no life or mentality ex
isted in the universe prior to the spontaneous
rise of this marvelous little animal. Hence,
" poetic imagination," to which he ascribes all
religious belief in the supernatural, and on ac
count of which there is no end to his ridicule
of Christians, exists in his own brain to a de
gree unparalleled even in that of an insane re
ligious fanatic. It is impossible to conceive
of a more superstitious and inflamed poetic
fancy than the one which enables its possessor
to believe in the creation of the most important
thing about an animal—its life and mental
powers—out of nothing, and that, too, without
a creator ! Those who believe in the creation
of the world out of nothing, do not make
themselves ridiculous by adding to it the ab
surdity of such creation without an almighty
power for its accomplishment. But Haeckel's
inflamed poetic fancy pictures his own soul as
originating out of nothing, in the person of his
"primeval parent," th« moneron, without the
aid, even, of any originating power whatever.
This modern Democritus is so surcharged with
poetic imagination, that he sees not the least
difficulty in believing, ' ' with full assurance,"
as he expresses it, that the most important
something connected with man or the lower
animals, could not only come into existence
out of nothing, but that there can easily be a
building without a builder, a generation with
out a generator, laws without a lawgiver, and
a creafton without a creator ! I solemnly aver
that if all the religious faith in the supernatu
ral, of all the theological seminaries, colleges,
and universities in Christendom, were boiled
down and concentrated into one chair, it would
not constitute a tithe of the poetic imagination
which now falls to the lot of the single chair
of natural history in the university of Jena.
Yet this evolutionary prodigy of the nine
teenth century, with an arrogant claim to
about all the "philosophical culture" of the
age, ridicules a religious belief in God and His
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works of creation and providence, as but a
superstitious poetic fancy, too weak and
childish for a scientific thinker to entertain for
a moment, and only suited to the brains of
sentimental worn en and precociously developed
children ! A scientific investigator who is pos
sessed of such "philosophical culture" that
he can not conceive of a single grain of sand,
coming into existence out of nothing, even
with the aid of almighty power, renders him
self supremely ridiculous in the eyes of the
thinking world by teaching for science, as does
Prof. Haeckel, that the great soul and intellect
of Sir Isaac Newton, for example, actually
came into existence out of nothing by spon
taneous generation ; because the mental pow
ers of Newton all came from those of the
moneron, "the primeval parent of all other
organisms," there being no other source of
mentality in the universe from which he could
derive intellect, save that of his animal ances
tors, which, of course, had obtained their sup
ply from the same spontaneously generated
" primeval parent 1"
To assume that the spontaneous generation
of the first living organism was the result of
the laws of Nature, acting upon inorganic
material, and so combining its lifeless particles
as to generate life and mental power, and that
these laws were eternal in their nature and
operation, is simply admitting the existence
of God, to all intents and purposes, under an
other name. For laivs of Nature, which could
so manipulate lifeless matter, and so shape it,
as to create a living, volitional, moving, grow
ing, propagating animal, must possess life and
mentality to be imparted to such material
structure, since nothing can impart to an ob
ject that which it does not itself possess. These
laws of Nature, which possessed this power to
change inorganic dust to organic protoplasm,
albumen, bioplasm, or whatever we may please
to term it, and then were capable of transfus
ing into such lifeless mass the elements of
vitality and mentality, or volitional instinct,
must have possessed the capability of first de
signing an organic structure, with its complex
pft'ts adapted to the exercise of such vital and
instinctive functions. And after havingplanned
such an organism—requiring the very highest
conceivable order of intellectuality — these
" eternal laws of Nature " must have possessed
the power of transferring to such lifeless mass
a fraction of their own life and mentality in
order to animate the organism thus designed
and shaped. Such assumed laws of Nature,
therefore, clearly involve the very idea which
we understand by the personal attributes of an
omnipotent, omniscient, and omnipresent God ;
and their assumed work, in thus producing a
single organic being out of inorganic matter,
would be the equivalent, in every sense of the
word, of the direct personal act of an intelli
gent creative Will. Prof. Haeckel's attempt,
therefore, to attribute the origin of life and
mental power, in the moneron, to the opera
tion of the "eternal laws of Nature," in order
to eliminate the intelligence and hand of God
from His works of creation, is but an uninten
tional conversion of his lifeless, designless,
mindless and will-less materialistic philosophy
into a sort of improved form of pantheism, by
changing Nature into a Personal God, having
every quality and attribute ascribed to Him by
Christian or Jew, thus affording another selfcontradictory exhibition of his singularly in
consistent philosophy.
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We do not doubt the reign of law as insep
arable from every work of God in creation and
providence. We hold that God could no more
act, in the construction of a living form, with
out the use of the laws of Nature, which He
had ordained for the purpose, than He could
deny himself or cease to exist—or than He
could create a world out of nothing ; for such
creation out of nothing, and such alone, would
be without law and in defiance of it. The laws
of Nature are God's mode of operation in the
physical universe, or His method of manifest
ing Himself to His creatures, and may, to this
extent, be considered a part of Himself, just
as man's voluntary acts, through the instru
mentality of his hands and fingers, are a part
of himself.
But as the reigning Monarch and Lawgiver
of the universe, it is but rational to believe
that special laws may also be enacted for
special purposes, which, after having served
their ends, as in miraculous interpositions,
may be abrogated and set aside by the same
power that enacted them ; just as statutes in
human legislation are annulled when no longer
needed. But that anything is done without
law by God, by man, or by the operations of
the elements of Nature, I deny equally with
Prof. Haeckel, or any other evolutionist.
There is no such thing as chance or accident
in Nature, and no such a word as happen, sci
entifically speaking, though, by unscientific
usage, we may speak of a thing as having hap
pened by chance or accident, when the cause
is not apparent or not foreseen and provided
against. Every act, however trifling, in the
complex realms of motion, is as certainly de
termined by inflexible enactment, and by laws
as fixed and settled as are those which control
the movements of a planet. Not a down or
thistle-pappus, whirled and drifted by the cy
clone, but at last will end its journey in some
definite location determined by law; and this
would be again repeated, and a thousand times
repeated, with the nicest precision, the down
falling in the same position without one hair's
variation, should the same wind act upon it
and the same force be exerted under similar
conditions. Thus, through laws ordained by
Heaven not a single sparrow falleth without
His all-searching notice, while our very hairs
are numbered.
We often fail to recognize the presence of
law in the operations of Nature, owing to the
complex intermingling of laws and causes of
phenomena, proximate and remote. There is
no effect, however, produced in the universe
but it depends upon a cause involved in a law of
Nature. The direct or immediate cause of one
operation may be the secondary cause of an
other so remote that we can scarcely trace or
detect their relation one to another ; and could
we trace or untangle all the causes of an event,
immediate or secondary, efficient, proximate,
or remote, we would find them but links, con
necting other causes, correlated in one grand
concatination, back to God the primal fountain
—the ultimate causation of all proximate or
secondary conditions.
Thus the thistle-down was anchored, after
being whirled through the heavens for days,
perhaps, carried by aerial currents in various
directions, till at last entangled in the meshes
of some grassy fiber, not by chance or accident,
but by law. For the pappus was pulled down
toward the earth by the law of gravity, while
it was carried upward and onward by the coun
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teracting force of the wind. But the wind
had its cause in heat, rarefying air in strata.
Heat was caused by the rays of the sun, but
modified by other causes such as those of rainclouds, which again acted as causes in modify
ing the direction or force of the wind. Again,
these rain-clouds were caused by heat coming
from the sun and falling upon the surface of
some body of water, changing it into vapor,
thus causing it to rise high into the air where
a cold stratum of the atmosphere caused it to
condense into rain and fall upon the meadow,
thus causing that particular spire of grass to
shoot forth as the immediate cause of arresting
and anchoring the pappus. And in this way
do causes, and laws, and forces, intermingle
and ramify through each other, interlaced be
yond all comprehension of the most cultivated
human intellect, while the sum of all condi
tions, proximate, secondary and remote, is em
bodied in the great ultimate cause of all causa
tion—God himself—as much surpassing Nat
ure, and her complicated laws and forces, as
the sun in the heavens outweighs the down of
the thistle.
But notwithstanding we are thus forced to
recognize the operation of law in every event
that occurs, there is and must be something
above law in Nature, as there is something
even above Nature in the universe, by which
her laws have not only to be enacted, but in
telligently directed, in order to the accomplish
ment of the very things which Prof. Haeckel
claims as the result of forces that act without
intelligence and without a purpose.
INVISIBLE AND IHMATERIAL FORMS AND
FORCES.
BY ISAAC HOFFER.
The life beyond the reach of unassisted vision,
which the microscope has revealed, constitutes
a considerable portion of the vegetable and
animal kingdom. In number and variety the
visible portion does probably not exceed the
invisible. It is claimed by some microscopists
that the ordinary house-fly represents approxi
mately the average in size of the animal cre
ation. The microscope and the telescope have
demonstrated that the unaided senses can not
be relied on for determining the limit of exist
ence or non-existence even of tangible and
material things ; that the visible is only a part
of the existent ; and that beyond the reach of
the senses there exists not only a miniature
world of life, and various states of material
substances, but numberless worlds and sys
tems of worlds, not unlike this earth and the
solar system to which it belongs.
When we have demonstrated to our entire
satisfaction that the limit and imperfection of
our senses are such, that but a small portion
of the material worlds, and the world of life,
can be apprehended, we have no reason to ex
pect that our senses can apprehend all the
energies and agencies of activity in the imma
terial or spiritual world. The material organs
of our senses do not perceive the immaterial ;
and the logic of reason must be invoked to es
tablish the verity, the form, and the character
istics of immaterial energies and agencies.
In crystallization, and in vegetable and ani
mal life, we can see the effect and result of
systematic formative action, but our senses can
not apprehend the energy or agency that pro
duces this action, and develops special forms
out of homogeneous matter. The impercep
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tible gathering of material substances into def
inite forms that become perceptibly developed
—the growing into form of material substances
—is the only evidence of vital action which
the senses can apprehend ; but experience has
demonstrated, even to the senses, that material
substances, without a vital germ from previous
life, will under no conditions develop a plant
or animal ; while such germ under proper con
ditions will cause action in material substances
that produces plants and animals.
Here is the negative evidence that matter
has no vital formative power, and the positive
evidence that life-force has ; and that it is an
energy capable of exerting action in matter,,
and forming material substances into definite
forms, and endowing them with living charac
teristics. It is therefore clearly evident that
the form, as well as the formative power, is in.
the invisible immaterial vital energy in the
seed. The form and characteristics of a bird
are in the homogeneous matter in the egg, or
else the bird could not be developed, and is in
the invisible vital energy, or else the matter
in the egg would develop a bird without the
vitality, if it could develop at all. This is such
a self-evident truth that attention is called to
it only for the purpose of showing, that the
senses unaided by the intellect, can not take
cognizance of immaterial agencies, and can
only apprehend them in their effects and re
sults, produced in material substances.
Creation is not limited by the scope of our
sensible apprehensions, and our intellectual
energy is not confined to a mere reception of
impressions from the senses. Sensual percep
tion and intellectual digestion must work to
gether, for both are equally necessary to a full
understanding of any subject. In visible, tang
ible and material things the senses are the
apprehending power, and furnish the intellect
with all the data for a rational understanding ;
but in invisible, intangible, and immaterial
things intellectual energy is the searching and
detecting power.
Some scientists and philosophers hold the
theory that material substances in their vari
ous states and combinations account for all
the activities in nature. The difficulty with
this theory is, that it fails to notice that ma
terial substances by themselves can not change
their states, nor form any combinations ; that
in changing the states and forming combina
tions of material substances there must be an
active power as well as something to act on,
or else there can be no action. A force by it
self can produce no effect and no result, any
more than matter can act upon itself. An
active substantial principle and a passive sub
stance are absolute necessary to an effective
action. That the two are always associated,
and as far as man can ascertain inseparably,
is no evidence that they are one and the same
thing.
The line of distinction between formative
action and the thing formed is too broad to
make the formative power the formed result ;
or the formed result the formative power.
Gravity, attraction, repulsion, magnetism,
electricity, light, heat and sound, although
closely associated with material substances,
have none of the distinguishing properties of
matter, and can therefore not be classed as
material substances. They are, however, sub
stantial energies, with exerting or exertable
powers capable of producing various kinds of
action in matter, and of effecting great changes
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in the states and combinations of material
substances.
The difference between the material and im
material seems to be, that the material is a
tangible inactive substance, while the imma
terial consists of invisible intangible active
energies. The immaterial is the direct or in
direct causative agency of all the activities in
the material. Whether in evolution or disso
lution, the moving changing power is an active
substantial energy, and the thing moved and
-changed is a yielding submissive substance ;
otherwise there could be no changing action,
cause and effect would be one and the same
thing, for unobstructed or unresisted motion
produces no action and no effect.
That electricity is a substantial something
has been so fully demonstrated, that its exist
ence as an entity should no longer be ques
tioned. It can be stored and carried from one
place to another ; and it can be conveyed by
wires and produced as a motive power, or as
-an agency of illumination. It can be used as
a medium for the conveyance of signs, of
sound, and, as Edison now claims, of perfect
representations of objects and their move
ments.
In telegraphing, the exact motion of the
-operator's fingers is taken up by the electromagnetism, and instantly conveyed to every
part of the wire and produced wherever ar
rangements are made for their production.
In telephoning, sound in all its various forms
is taken up, conveyed, and produced the same
.as the forms of motion in telegraphing.
In phonographing, the forms of sound are
durably impressed upon sheets of suitable sub
stances, and may be reproduced from these
impressions at any time.
By Mr. Edison's late invention, perfect repre
sentations of objects, movements, and sounds,
are taken up ana conveyed to different places,
and under proper arrangements accurately pro
duced, so that the objects and movements can
be plainly seen and the sounds distinctly heard.
In photographing, light conveys a repre
sentation of an object and imparts a perfect
picture of the same upon suitably prepared
plates or paper.
If we could see the currents of eleotro-magtietism when in the act of conveying repre
sentations of objects, movements and sounds,
we would see everywhere in these currents the
pictures of these objects and movements, and
if our vision had the needed power, we could
see the forms of the sounds, for these repre
sentations could not be accurately produced if
they had not been accurately copied, and the
-copies safely conveyed to the place of produc
tion.
In vision we know that there must be some
connection between the object we can see and
the eye, or else we could not see the object.
But before the discovery of photography the
nature of this connection could not be tangibly
demonstrated, although it had been correctly
discerned through the logic of reason. It was
the mental perception that the image of an
object must be brought to the eye to be seen,
which led to the discovery of photography ;
and it was the same perception of reason that
enabled Edison and other electricians to per
ceive the hidden wonders of electricity, and
that induced them to venture upon discoveries
for a tangible representation and utilization of
these wonders.
These discoveries clearly demonstrate the
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reliability of intellectual perceptions reached
through the logic of reason, if grounded upon
rational and correct premises ; and these dem
onstrations should aid hs in overcoming the
difficulty of forming a clear concept—a realiz
ing idea of that which is not perceptible by the
senses, and yet is known to be rationally and
logically a reality.
The important lesson which the action of
vital energy, and these late discoveries, clearly
teaches, is, that the formative power, and the
model of the form, are not in the formed ma
terial, but in the formative energy. This fact
establishes another point : namely, that the
formative energy, and the formed material,
are not one and the same thing, not cause and
effect at the same time, but two distinct
things ; the one an active power and the other
a passive substance. The further lesson
clearly taught, is, that the immaterial —the
imperceptible by the senses, is just as much a
substantial reality as the perceptible ; that the
imperceptible is the operating power and the
perceptible the passive substance; that the
mystery of formative action is due to the fact
that this imperceptible operating power works
from the interior outward, and with imper
ceptibly minute particles of matter ; that
these immaterial energies are mediums of con
veyance, that can receive, convey and transfer,
not objects, but images of objects, and forms
of sound, which, contrary to all laws in material
activity, are invisibly and inaudibly conveyed
to distant places, and there visibly and audibly
produced ; that the picture of an object which
can be received, conveyed and transferred on
paper must either be of a substantial nature
itself, or the medium that received and trans
ferred it must have been of a substantial char
acter, and must have taken a substantial im
pression of the object pictured ; and that sound
has form, and form of a substantial nature
that can be impressed upon materialsubstances,
and can betaken up by electro-magnetism, con
veyed to different places, and there audibly
produced. We can not conceive of the exist
ence of a form without substance, and es
pecially not of a form that can make an accur
ate impression upon some material substances,
or can be transferred to distant places as sound
can, and there produced in the exact form it
was received. Hence it is a rational conclusion
that sound must be a substance of some kind,
but the senses not being able to detect tangibil
ity in sound are reluctant in giving their assent
to the conclusions of reason. It is, however,
admitted on allsides thatsound moves through
the atmosphere, and through some solid sub
stances such as iron and wood, and moves in
unison with electric currents, and moves in
forms which the sense of hearing perceives and
distinguishes, just as clearly as the sense of
sight perceives and distinguishes material ob
jects.
If sound is a mode of motion, it is a mode of
motion in which something moves, or is moved ;
for there can be no mode of motion without
something moving or being moved. It is a
delusive conception to conceive of a mode of
motion without the concept of something mov
ing. And when this something has form and
distinguishing characteristics, such as sound
has, it must have substance of some kind, that
has form, or receives the impression of form.
If sound moves 1,142 feet per second in the
atmosphere, 4,900 feet in water, from 12,000 to
16,000 feet in wood, and 17,500 feet in iron, it
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shows a mode or law of motion directly the op
posite of moving material bodies. Iron, a sub
stance almost impenetrable to the hardest ma
terial, "propagates" sound through itself
more than fifteen times faster than air.
In electro-magnetism, itself an intangible
and immaterial substance, sound is instantly
imparted to, or taken up by, all parts of the
current ready everywhere to be produced at
any distance.Why sound travels so much faster through
iron than through the atmosphere, and how
the " wave " motion can be maintained in its
passage through the iron, are questions which
I must leave to others to answer, if they can
be answered at all.
How sound is taken up by electricity, in
stantly and inaudibly conveyed or transferred
to great distances, and there produced as it was
received with all the distinguishing character
istics unchanged, are facts which open up a
promising field for investigation into the mys
teries of the immaterial agencies of activity,
that manifest themselves everywhere around
us and within us in this material world.
When a hundred cameras can pick up a hun
dred perfect representations of an object, at a
hundred different places, at the same time,
there is a law of conveyance and impression,
which is contrary to all material laws. When
the spoken words of a person in New York can
be conveyed almost instantaneously to the ear
of a person in Philadelphia, the law of convey
ance of material agencies fails to account for
the performance. When an impression of
words, spoken or sung in a particular voice.or
tune, can be made upon tinfoil or wax that
may be reproduced from these impressions, it
shows a perfection and substantiality in the
forms of sound, and a method of reproduction,
wholly at variance with the laws of material
perfection and reproduction of forms. Invis
ible and imponderable agencies have become
mediums of conveyance and transmissions ;
distance and time are no longer causes of de
lay; immaterial energies furnish motive
power and light, and are rapidly revolutioniz
ing the old order of things; venerated philo
sophical theories have fallen hbpelessly in the
rear in this great march of progressive devel
opment; and a new substantial philosophy,
embodying the principles underlying these new
developments, and standing abreast with the
advancing age, must take the place of the old
motion theories of science, as immaterial ener
gies are taking the place of material forms.
Lebanon, Pa.
DR. SWANDER'S NEW BOOK.
BY THE ASSOCIATE EDITOR.
Last month a short notice was given in the
Microcosm by the editor of this latest work
by our valued friend and contributor. Since
then we have given the Invisible World a care
ful reading and have experienced a feast of
genuine aesthetic and intellectual enjoyment.
The author of The Invisible World needs no
introduction nor letter of commendation to our
readers who have followed from month to
month in the Microcosm for the past seven or
eight years the intellectual scintillations from
his brilliant pen, nor do we need to speak for
him, to those who have read his book The Sub
stantial Philosophy; but in this his latest effort
he has really surpassed himself and has pro
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duced a book which has no superior nor do we
believe an equal in that brilliant, illustrative
and masterly hterary style in which Dr. Swan
der is such an adept.
The Invisible World is brought forth as a
complete resumi of all the arguments and dis
coveries advanced by the editor of the Micro
cosm and his numerous co-laborers in support
of the Substantial Philosophy and the reality
of immaterial entities in the universe of God.
These arguments and facts are all taken by
Dr. Swander and made to lead up to and dove
tail into one another in such a way as to make
this new presentation of the Substantial Philos
ophy irresistible in the force of its logic to any
fair-minded and unpredjudiced investigator.
The book contains twelve chapters and may
be divided into two parts, one devoted to the
purely scientific and philosophical, while the
latter half is devoted to theological subjects to
which Dr. Swander has given much careful
thought and on which he has advanced many
original ideas, which may meet with criticism
from some orthodox centers, but which we
venture to say the author is well prepared to
defend.
The book is very apropriately dedicated to
Dr. Wilford Hall and the Rev. Dr. Moses
Kieffer, the former being his scientific men
tor, the latter having been the teacher under
whose guidance the author's theological educa
tion was prefected.
The literary honor and magnaminity of Dr.
Swander is shown throughout his whole book
by the credit given to Dr. Hall, whom he loses
no opportunity to justly praise and defend and
whom he regards as the founder, promoter
and defender of the Substantial Philosophy,
all others being at best merely ardent students
and disciples, catching their inspirations from
the work he has already done in his Problem
of Human Life and is doing in the successive
volumes of the Microcosm.
We have heard from the author that the
success of the new book thus far has surpassed
his most sanguine expectations. Through the
notices given in this journal the orders for it
are rolling in so rapidly that the first edition
must soon be exhausted. Dr. Swander writes
that orders have been received from every
state in the Union, from Europe and even from
the antipodean regions of Australasia.
We earnestly commend every reader of the
Microcosm who is at all interested in a con
secutive history of the principles, discoveries
and conquests ofthe Substantial Philosophy, to
send the price $1.50 to A, Wilford Hall, 23
Park Row, N. Y., and receive a copy by mail.
It is unnecessary for us to say anything
further in expression of our satisfaction with
this book, but will make an extract from the
first chapter which will give the reader an
opportunity to judge for himself of its merits :
This great work which Wilford Hall has
undertaken, will succeed. The assurance of
such success is found, not so much in his re
markable powers of intellect, as in his happy
combination of distinct and inseparable ele
ments of strength.
His position iscentral.—For this reason it is
impossible for him to fall into fundamental
error, except through illogical reasoning. He
holds that mind and matter have the same
origin in the very substantial fullness of the
Infinite God; that they are distinct in their
essential elements and properties; that man, as
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the microcosm of nature.consists of a dual struc
ture; and that the human soul, though invisi
ble in the hemisphere of materiality, is never
theless, a substantial organic entity. Start
ing from this central point, he can sail up the
main channel of truth, between bold material
ism on the one hand, and bald idealism on the
other, without necessarily nearing the dangers
to which the philosophical mariner is usually
exposed. True, he has been charged with
materialistic tendencies. The third chapter of
the Problem cites a few specimens of an at
tempted side-push. Certain parties, whose
cosmogony is predicated of " nothing," under
took to drive him into the meshes of material
ism, and, in return, received such a counterpush from the Gibraltral center of truth as to
send them reeling back to—"nothing"—the
proper landing point of men who claim that
they were made out of nothing.
Having failed to convict Dr. Hall of material
ism, a new count was thrust into the indict
ment. "Pantheism" was the grave charge
laid at the door of 23 Park Row, New York
City. The founder of Substantialism a pan
theist ? Indeed ! Let us look a little at the
ground of this serious accusation. While he
teaches that the personal and infinite God is
the creative source of all things, he also in
sists that God's transcendancy is in perfect
agreement with His immanency ; and that His
immanent presence in the finite or created
universe is the motor power thereof, and yet
in such sense as to be distinct therefrom.
In anthropology he holds that a recognition
of the dual structure of man, as the microcosmic culmination of nature, is the only royal
road of escape from that old heresy of dualism
in philosophy which was hatched from the
false conception of two primordial principles,
and, consequently, two different forms of sub
stance—mind and matter—in eternal conflict.
Spinoza sought to destroy this false dualism,
but failing to distinguish clearly between the
corporeal and incorporeal entities of the uni
verse, he fell, with all his masterly powers,
into the vortex of pantheism. His God was
consubstantially one with the world. This is
just what Wilford Hall does not teach. He
consistently and constantly holds and proclaims
that God was before creation, is above creation,
and ever shall remain distinct therefrom. If
Dr. Hall is a pantheist, the American woods
are full of them, and the Christian church is
steeped with the very essence of this most
biblical heresy ; and those who are trying to
kindle thei r censorial fi res to burn such heretics,
had better save their fuel to thaw the frigidity
out of their own iceberg orthodoxy.—pp. 77-79.
A VALUABLE PREMIUM.
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of the wonderful literary and argumentative
ability with which the book is composed. A
little effort on the part of each subscriber will
be sufficient to induce eight friends to subscribe
fifty cents for a year of the Microcosm. One
number is easily worth that amount to any
person who thinks. The regular price of the
"Problem" is $2 per copy.—Assoc. Editor.
OUR PREMIUM OFFERS.
20 Subscribers to Microcosm secures Dr.
Hall's celebrated Health-Pamphlet.
8 Subscribers secures Dr. Hall's "Problem of
Human Life."
6 Subscribers secures either " Universalism
Against Itself" (a death-blow to the doc
trine of universal salvation), or " The Walks
and Words of Jesus"—a harmony of the
four gospels.
,
5 Subscribers secures the " Text-Book' on
Sound."
40 Subscribers secures the complete scientific
library of Substantialism, embracing the 7
bound volumes of the Microcosm, "Problem
of Human Life," "Text- Book on Sound."
(The retaikprice of this library is $14.)
These books ought to be in every household.
No library can be considered complete without
them, as they are filled from cover to cover
with thousands of new thoughts and dis
coveries.
DOCTORS AND THEIR MEDICINES.
We call the attention of onr readers to the exposure
of the hypocrisy and Ignorance of the medical profes
sion and the poisonous, destructive and disease-creating
nature of their drugs, as admitted by the most cele
brated and renowned members of that profession.
It Is Indeed sad to hear such a confession coming vol
untarily from the mouths of the ablest medical practi
tioners, who have the health and lives of the people at
their disposal.
The truth of this terrible admission is realized by
every person who has taken a cathartic ; the intended
work of elimination from the bowels is accomplished,
but almost Invariably at the expense of a diseased liver,
kidneys or stomach, which organs are contaminated by
the drugs taken.
The only method by which diseased conditions can be
successfully combated is by some harmless method of
driving from the body the impurities and diseasebearing germs, through the three organs which were
ordained by God for that purpose, i. «., the skin, the kid
neys, the bowels. If activity in any one of these or
gans is obtained by the use of drugs, it is simply in
creasing the difficulties by injury to the heart, lungs
or other portions of the body and is simply robbing
Peter to pay Paul.
These facts were realized by Dr. Hall, the editor of
this paper, in his own experience with doctors when a
young man, the result being that his death was expected
by his physicians and would certainly have occurred
had he continued under their treatment. But in the
extremity of his despair he made the hygienic discovery,
which has preserved him from a consumptive's grave
at thirty years of age to a man of strong and robust
physical health and unquestioned intellectual vigor at
the age of seventy-two. His discovery repudiates the
use of medicines and drugs of every description, de
pending entirely upon the killing of disease-bearing
germs by a simple and rational process, thus allowing
nature to heal and build up disordered parts. The suc
cess attained by its use during the past two years by
over 800,000 families has stamped it as the greatest
boon ever offered to humanity. To the sick from almost
any cause (not organic) it offers a certain cure by put
ting the system in a condition to receive the aid ofnature,
and to the well it affords a preventive of disease by
causing the elimination of the very substances upon
which germs of disease feed.
We direct attention to the last page of this number
for the damaging testimony from the before-mentioned
celebrated physicians against their own practises and
medicines.—[Associate Ed.]

Any person who will send us eight sub
scribers to the present volume of the Micro
cosm with $4, will receive as premium a copy
of " The Problem of Human Life."—527 pages,
handsomely and substantially bound in cloth.
This is Dr. Hall's greatest book, and includes
the arguments refuting the Darwinian theory
of evolution and proving from a scientific
standpoint the existenceof God and the absurd
fallacies of atheism and infidelity.
It also explains and elaborates the Substan
tial Philosophy which is creating such a furor
DR. AUDSL.EY ON ACOUSTICS.
in religious and scientific circles.
a crush of articles this month. Dr. Audsley's series
We make an extract from this book on an ofBy
discussions on the Sound question was orowded ont.
other page that the reader may have a sample It will again be resumed next month.
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HEALTH WITHOUT MEDICINE.
DOCTORS AND MEDICINE.
On page 159 of this paper we promised our readers the The quotations just made from the highest authorities
testimony of the most prominent physicians in both this and representatives of the medical profession show the
country and Europe concerning the efficacy of their dangerous and experimental nature of filling the system
medicine in the cure of disease. The disclosure is start with their poisonous medicines. Believing implicitly
In the truth of the facts set forth by these testimonies,
ling and speaks for itself :
Professor N. Chapman, late of the University of Penn we append a few counter testimonials from thousands
sylvania, formerly President of the Philadelphia Medi which we have on hand from those who have been re
cal Society, and declared a few years ago to be at the stored to health by Dr. Hall's Health treatment, whloh
head of the medical profession In America, says, in reveals
a method of curing disease without Drugs
"Materia Medica," vol. 1, page 8 : " Medical conclusions
differ very widely from every other species of evidence. or Medicines of any description :
We cheat ourselves with a thousand illusions. It is not L. P. Churchill, Esq., a lawyer, of Ruthernecessary that I shall enforce this remark by the enu fordtown, N. C, writes, Aug. 24th :
meration of any examples. No one who is conversant
with the practice need be told how often his own de "Dr. Hall,—Several months ago I commenced your
ductions nave proved erroneous, and how little confi treatment for chronic dyspepsia, from whloh I have
dence is to be reposed in those pompous recommenda been a sufferer for a long time. It has had a wonderful
effect in the right direction. I send you enclosed $4
tions with which medicines are promulgated."
On page 33 the same author says : " To trace the mul for a pamphlet for a friend. Respectfully yours,
"L. P. Churchill."
tiplied relations of medicine to disease, we at once In
troduce the spirit of speculation."
Wm, J. Hall, Marion Station, Md., writes :
And again he says, page 32: "This, Indeed, Is em "Dr. A.Wilford Hall,—I bought your Health-Pamphlet
phatically true, that we can hardly ever pronounce eight months ago and am so well pleased that I want to
with certainty what will be the exact results from tne act as agent for you In this county. When I began your
dose administered. It might gratify our vanity, were
I was in a precarious condition. Suffering
It not more than counterbalanced by the humiliating treatment
consumption of the bowels or chronic dysentery.
view of so much absurdity, contradiction and false from
This
terrible
disease gradually grew worse. Notwith
hood."
standing the fact that I recelvedall the medical atten
that any man could receive. My weight decreased
Sir Astley Cooper, physician to Queen Victoria, has tion
from 165 pounds to 125 pounds, and my doctor and
declared : " The science of medicine is founded upon friends
gave up all hope of my recovery. I was at this
conjecture and Improved by murder." What a shock crisis informed
by Dr. J. C. Hummer that there was only
ing statement from a man so eminent as to have the one
thing to cure me and that was Dr. Hall's Healthroyal family in his professional care.
Treatment.
In
twenty-four hours after using the treat
Professor Armor, of the Long Island College Hospi ment I felt a radical
change, and in ten days I was able
tal, declares, In the New York Medical Journal for Janu to
attend
to
business,
in two months I was as
ary, 1883, that " drugs are administered, patients some healthy a man as lived Inand
the community.
times recover, and we suppose we have cured them,
"
Sincerely
and
gratefully,
wm. J. Hall."
whereas our remedies have had little or nothing to do Mr. F. Gorton, of Fenton, Michigan,
writes :
with their recovery. Very likely It took place in spite " Dear Dr. Hall,—Simple justice to you demands
that
ot our drugs."
I make known my experience with your valuable
Sir James Johnson, formerly editor of the Medical discovery ; I was severely attacked with ' La Grippe '
ChirurgUal Review, London, says : "I declare, as my and for three weeks was very sick. Your treatment
conscientious conviction, founded upon long observa brought me out all right. I took no medicine and when
tion and experiment, that if there were not a single I recovered, I at once felt all right, strong and well,
physician, surgeon, chemist, druggist or drug on the while all others complained of feeling weak and half
lace of the earth, there would be less sickness and less sick for many days. I am seventy-five years old ; I-inmortality than now prevail."
tend to die without making an apothecary shop of my
thanks for your valuable and wonder
Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes has deelared before the stomach. Many
to nature.
Massachusetts Medical Society: "I fairly believe that ful assistance
" Yours gratefully and fraternally, F. Gorton."
if the whole materia medica could be sunk to the bot
tom of the sea, it would be all the better for mankind C. H. Harmon, of Athena, Oregon, writes :
and all the worse for the fishes."
"Dr. Hall,—About eighteen months ago—upon thereof my neighbor, Isaac Blum, In whose
Prop. Magendie, the great French physician, whose commendation
y»ur health method had been satisfactorily
experiments and teachings are recorded and scattered family
purchased one of your pamphlets. The treat
over the whole globe, addressed the students at the tested—I
a godsend to my family, and especially
Parts Medical College In the following language : " Gen ment has proven
who, marvelous as It seems, recently gave
tlemen, medicine is a great humbug. It is nothing like to mytowife,
a large and healthy boy without having suf
science. Doctors are mere empirics when they are not birth
fered a moment's pain, whereas on all previous similar
charlatans. We are ignorant as men can be. I must occasions
(two) she underwent long and severe labor
tell you frankly that I know nothing about medicines.
pleasure in making known this fact.
I repeat to you, there is no such thing as medical science. agony. I take great
" Yours very truly, C. H. Harmon."
I grant you people are cured, but how ? Nature does a
great deal but doctors do devilish little." Think of it ; a Our Health - Pamphlet, revealing
man so high In the medical profession, as Dr. Magendie fully this drugless remedy, is $4.00,
is acknowledged to be, lecturing in such style to a class !
Dr. James Mason Good, the noted author, says : "The which we agree to refund if treatment
science of medicine is a barbarous jargon, and the ef is not satisfactory after a month's trial.
fects of our medicines in the highest degree unsatisfacshows our faith in results. Write to any
. tory, except, indeed, that they have destroyed more lives This
than war, pestilence and famine combined" How does of those giving testimonials concerning our
this sound to the people who have a mania for swal reliability and the genuineness of their indorse
lowing medicine ?
ment, inclosing stamp for reply.
Dr. Martin Paine, in his great work, " Institutes of
Medicine," page 541, declares: "The most violent poi
CONTENTS FOR SEPTEMBER NTJMBER.
sons are among our best remedies. We do but substi
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Entered as second does matter at the New York Poet Office. published arguments in favor of Darwinism,
either purposely slur over this essential phase
DR. HALL IN GREAT BRITAIN.
of their master's system of commencing the
work of selection, or else they superficially
The editor of this journal has just received ignore it entirely as too difficult and dangerous
notice from London of his unanimous election a ground upon which to risk their scientific
as a fellow of the Victoria Institute or Philo feet. They surely ought to know, should
sophicalSociety of Great Britain, accompanied they incautiously adopt the logical conclusion
with an invitation to prepare a special paper into which their great leader was forced as his
on Darwinism or " Direct Creation versus Spon only alternative after a life long mental agi tataneous Generation and Natural Selection," to tion upon that very point, that they at once
be read before that society. The doctor has nullify all their sneers at the "unscientific"
accordingly prepared and sent to the Secretary doctrine of miraculous or supernatural acts on
of the Society the following paper to be read the part of a personal and intelligent creator
for him by his friend Dr. Audsley.
for the production of all species as believed
Associate Editor.
and taught by religionists of every school.
Darwin was too careful and too logical a
DIRECT CREATION versus SPONTANEOUS
GENERATION AND NATURAL SELECTION. student of nature and science to precipitate
himself into the doctrine of "spontaneous
BY A, WILFORD HALL, Ph.D., LL.D.
generation " as a means for securing the " first
From our first examination of the "Origin few simple forms " upon which nis law of
-of Species " by the late distinguished Charles natural selection could afterward go to work
Darwin, we have not only doubted but repudi for the development of the higher orders of
ated the logic that would begin organic life animate being. Whatever want of logic was
,on this earth by special acts of creation, and displayed by this eminent naturalist in begin
then complete it by "natural selection" and ning his system of populating the earth by in
" survival of the fittest."
telligently directed miracles, and ending it by
Mr. Darwin distinctly resorts to direct super the action of blind and designless laws of selec
natural interposition on the part of the Deity tion, he could not be cajoled by the emergen
for the origin of the " first few simple forms cies of his dilemma to choose such an irra
of life as a foundation for "natural selection " tional and indefensible basis for his future
to begin work upon, well knowing that there reputation as that of the origin of sentient be
-can be no selection unless there are two or ings possessing mental powers, without premore things among which or from which to existent life and mind as their cause.
select.
He did not dare to risk the future of his mas
To assume that "natural selection " could terly book based upon any such defenceless
produce the first simple forms of life thereby hypothesis as "spontaneous generation out of
to make choice of the fittest to survive, was inorganic matter" for the production even of
such a logical absurdity as to force its repudia one living and intelligent animal, possessing
tion and compel the great naturalist to accept all the necessary parts, organs and voluntary
the "unscientific" basis of several special acts faculties fitting it for the struggle for exist
of creation on the part of an intelligent creator, ence and endowed with the capabilities of de
or else abandon at its very threshold the entire velopment into myriad other species of a still
great scheme of the origin of species by " natu higher order. The reason why he did not dare
to risk the assumption of such a means of
ral selection."
There is not a scientific investigator living securing the necessary "few simple forms"
who has approached this discussion, from the for natural selection to begin upon, however
first appearance of the "Origin of Species" to tempting the idea, was, that the same intelli
the present time, who is not forced to accept gent laws of nature which possessed sufficient
the logic of Mr. Darwin, namely, that at least a designing and constructing power to convert
few original organisms must necessarily have inorganic matter into his primeval ascidian,
been created by some supernatual means and for example, and confer upon it the mental
placed in the struggle and competition for life faculties required by its environment to enable
on thisearth before selection of any kind, natu it to subsist, propagate its kind, and evolve
ral or artificial, could commence its work as a into still higher forms of organic life could,
preparatory step to structural improvement without a logical doubt, so act on similar or
other organic matter as to produce a fish, a
and; the survival of the fittest.
Evolutionists as a rule, in their lectures and bird, a quadruped, or a man.
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Darwin had the sagacity to see that the
ereation of a perfect horse, for example, with
all his mental powers, was only the reasonable
extension of the same intelligent processes
which were necessary in the natural laws and
forces to construct a moneron with its invisi
ble parts and organs by which it could thrust
out its psendopodce or false feet, seek for and
devour its food, and finally divide its body into
two living procreating parts, possessing the
same mental powers of the original. But
while Darwin saw this consistent method of
reasoning and the logical absurdity of adopt
ing the hypothesis of spontaneous generation
to give a start to natural selection, he totally
failed to see the same inconsistency in his own
hypothesis of calling in a personal intelligent
Creator to produce his first few simple forms,
including the "ascidian," which he definitely
specifies, and not then permitting that same
creative power to go on and finish the work he
had been absolutely obliged to commence !
Darwin's disciples are therefore the last men
on earth to inveigh against the "unscientific"
character of the doctrine of the miraculous
creation of the species. A "scientific fact" is
any fact the assumption of which becomes un
avoidable under the logical analysis of existing
conditions and circumstances, or in other
words which makes such assumed fact an ab
solute necessity. Darwin was driven to such a
logical necessity by finding his newly dis
covered law of "natural selection" without
materials upon which to begin work until he
had first called to its aid the absolutely un
avoidable scientific fact of the direct miracu
lous production of a few simple organisms by
the intervention of a personal, intelligent
Creator. This being a scientific necessity for
the very commencement of evolution, hence
miracles in this case became scientific facts.
Let no evolutionist henceforth fling a sneer of
contempt at miracles as "unscientific" when
no other solution of a problem presents itself.
Prof. Haeckel, of the University of Jena and
the greatest living apostle of Darwin, in his
"History of Creation," and "Evolution of
Man," resorts to the spontaneous generation of
the first living form out of inorganic matter as
a strictly "scientific process" every way in
harmony with that of natural selection and the
survival of the fittest, while he mildly ridicules
the position of his master, as a weak concession
to the church, that anything had ever been
created miraculously by an intelligent Deity.
Little, however, did the Jena professor real
ize that in giving to nature the intelligent de
signing power to produce a living, thinking
"moneron," which he declares to be the " prim
eval parent of all other organisms," he had
simply made nature itself the very intelligent
and personal ' ' Creator " he was ridiculing in
Darwin. And while Darwin logically recog
nized the necessity of the supernatural creation
of a "few simple forms" in order that any
thing like selection could begin, Haeckel en
tirely and inconsistently overlooked the selfevident necessity of a plurality of diversified
organisms in c er to put the law of natural
selection int » _ ;-a*ion, but limited the cre
ative work of his spontaneous god to a single
"simple form"—the moneron.
He repeats over and over, in his different
works, that but one single effective act of
spontaneous generation ever took place on this
earth, and that but one single organic being
was ever thus created capable of organic re
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production. He thus absolutely stops the
entire process of natural selection at the very
threshold of creation, which his master, Dar
win, consistently saw could only be started hy
having at least a "few simple forms " to select
among and from in order that any survival of
the fittest could take place. Haeckel, however,
in his desperate anxiety to improve upon Dar
win's special-creation hypothesis and thus ignominiously rule a God out of the universe,
assumedbut one single effective spontaneously
created organism, and then set his little albu
minous "primeval parent" at the incompre
hensible task of selecting among itself, to carry
on the struggle for existence and survival of
the fittest in competition with itself!
If there is any naturalist now extant so de
ficient in logical powers as to prefer Haeckel's
method of beginning natural selection, the
struggle for existence and survival of the fit
test by having but a single spontaneously gen
erated organism to start with, to that of Dar
win's "few simple forms" specially prepared by
an intelligent " Creator," we confess we should
like to meet him. If there is any man who
can conceive of the generation of a sentient,
intelligent being without at least an equally
intelligent and sentient generator, we should
also like to meet such an intellectual curiosity.
Yet Prof. Haeckel, according to his "History
of Creation" and his "Evolution of Man," does
actually believe in an intelligent generation
without a generator, an ingenious invention
without an inventor, an intelligent and sentient
creation without a creator, a work of art with
out an artist, and in intelligent self-executing
laws without an intelligent law-giver.
Accepting Darwin's view of the origin of
living forms upon this earth, as having taken
place by special acts of supernatural creation,
as the only scientific basis of evolution by natu
ral selection, we therefore accept the decision
of this high authority that a miracle, in every
case where it is the only rational explanation
of phenomena, must also be regarded as a sci
entific and demonstrated fact. That a miracle,
and even a number of miracles were absolute
scientific facts at the commencement of natural
selection, and in order to start it into opera
tion is, therefore, conceded by this highest au
thority on the subject.
Another thought must not be overlooked,
bearing directly upon this point. Keeping in
mind that it was absolutely necessary, accord
ing to Darwin's forced admission, in order to
start natural selection, that a few simple or
ganisms should be specially created in order
that this law might have something upon
which to operate, is it reasonable or consistent
to assume that the all-wise Creator changed a
plan that had proved entirely successful at the
start, and adopted one to be left to the mere
chance of circumstances and environments for
completing the great scheme of creation ? For
an infinite Creator to adopt two plans entirely
different for the production of new species
which were to populate this earth, when the
simpler of the two plans had proved entirely
practicable, is a puerility of which, in ordinary
mechanics, no intelligent man could be guilty.
No inventor, for example, constructs an •in
genious machine and then expects that ma
chine to evolve other inventions even still
more complex than itself. He would consider
the same ingenuity necessary to produce a>
new invention that conceived and designed ther
first, though he might cause an ingeniously
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constructed machine to turn out a given uni
form product ad libitum. Such are the work
ings of the complex physical laws within an
organic species which go on reproducing its
individual members, just as a given invention
will produce millions of pins exactly alike.
But no man ever produced a pin-machine with
a capacity to produce other machines capable
of turning out needles, screws, tacks, buttons,
"etc. The reader can make the application.
Besides it is j ust as easy, so far as the human
intellect can conceive, for an infinite creator
to produce an elephant as an earthworm by
direct creative energy. It is only a difference
in the number of material or visible parts and
their manner of arrangement, since the life and
mental powers of the worm are as much an
essential emanation from the life and men
tality of the Deity as in the higher degree of
mentality and vitality exhibited in the ele
phant.
Although the great Hoe printing-press shows
more ingenuity than the invention of a simple
folding-chair, yet the inventor of the folding
chair could as easily have made the printingpress by a still higher cultivation of his intel
lect. Infinite capacity or genius can not be cul
tivated ; therefore the creation of any form of
organic life would be alike easy to the mind of
a creator capable of producing Darwin's pri
mordial ascidian.
Is it not therefore a bald specimen of logical
inconsistency to admit the construction of the
first animal species by direct creative acts on
the part of an intelligent and personal Deity,
and then seek to finish the work by the opera
tion of the unintelligent forces of nature
through the so-called law of natural selection ?
Darwin's carefully repeated limit of the crea
tor to a " few simple forms " is disingenuous, as
he himself teaches that the simplest conceiv
able organism is incomprehensibly "complex."
Here is a specimen of his own real conception
of what he calls "simple forms" as the mere
preparatory ingredients upon which the mar
velous and superior law of natural selection
was to be set to work.
" In every living creature we may feel assured that a
host of lost characters lie ready to be evolved under proper
conditions." * * * " We can not fathom the marvelous
complexity of an organic being; but on the hypothesis
here advanced this complexity is much increased. Each
living creature must be looked upon as a microcosm—a
little universe—formed of a host of self-propagating or
ganisms, inconceivably minute and as numerous as the stars
of heaven." "Animals and Plants," vol. 11, pp. 478 483.
How frivolous then for Darwin to reiterate
the "few simple forms" when according to
his own showing, there is no such being as a
simple form, but that "every living creature"
is of "marvelous complexity," a "microcosm,"
a " little universe" with parts "as numerous
as the stars of heaven 1" What more could
be said of an elephant or of a human being?
Plainly, Darwin's originally created "ascidian " proves too much and shows that this
wonder-working law of natural selection was
entirely unnecessary for the development of
the very highest orders, since the admitted
creative acts which produced the simplest con
ceivable organisms with their inconceivable
powers, did all for them in the way of "com
plexity" and "heterogeneity" that natural
selection and survival of the fittest have ever
done, only we haven't the eyes to see it.
It follows from the foregoing that all the
way through the claimed achievements of the
law of natural selection, if it shall transpire that
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certain facts in the production of species are
totally irreconcilable with the operations of
that law and can only be made to harmonize
with the teleological doctrine of direct acts of
intelligent creation, then in every such case we
have a conclusive scientific proof of a miracle
having been wrought.
This is the course of reasoning we have been
obliged to adopt throughout our entire argu
ment against evolution in the "Problem of
Human Life,"—that if a single miracle were
ever wrought, on the part of the Creator, as
demonstrated by science, then a miracle be
comes a scientific fact and must be received as
scientific evidencein every case whereordinary
or natural processes fail to explain the phe
nomena.
In the course of that discussion we found
scores of phenomena in the origin of species,
many of which were conceded by Darwin to be
entirely inexplicable on the principles of natu
ral selection, the only possible explanation of
which being that of direct miraculous inter
vention.
We have no space here to give a list of these
cases where by the assent of Darwin himself a
miraculous interposition is the only solution
of the problem. For a full discussion of that
phase of Darwinism, so important to the re
ligious philosopher, we refer all parties inter
ested to the Seventh, Eighth, Ninth, Tenth
and Eleventh Chapters of the "Problem of
Human Life."
But not to leave this part of our. subject en
tirely without an illustration in this paper, we
here add a couple of extracts from the last
chapter of the work named, which will show
the trend of that entire controversy with evo
lution and natural selection :
(Extracts from the "Problem of Human Life")
The object In this closing chapter will be to point out
some of the more prominent and manifest difficulties in
the way of evolution as a reasonable or scientific hypo
thesis, and to indicate such contradictions and incon
sistencies as can not possibly be found in a theory based
on truth, whether olaiming to be scientific or not.
The evident impossibility of the origin of icings, for ex- .
ample, in flying animals, such as birds, bats, insects, and
some reptiles and fishes, by natural selection, is alone
sufficient to overthrow evolution if there was not an
other objection to the hypothesis. It is a difficulty
which has not only never been answered, but has re
mained a distinct rebuttal of the evolution hypothesis
ever since the first publication of Mr. Darwin's Origin
of Species. In his later editions of that work, he has
had the candor to refer to this objection and state it,
but has lacked the candor to admit its unanswerable
character,—while, at the same time, he does not even
make an attempt to meet it. No better proof need be
asked to show that the origin of wings must have been
the result of special miraculous creation than this
failure on the part of all evolutionists, from Mr. Darwin
down, to point out even a supposable solution on the
basis of natural selection. If any imaginable explana
tion had been possible it would surely some time or
other have been attempted. How such great natural
ists as Darwin, Huxley, and Haeckel, can feel satisfied
still to believe in evolution while quietly ignorinc this
crushing difficulty, seen in its millions of forms all
around them,—while each bird, bat, or insect, consti
tutes a perpetual refutation of their theory of natural
selection,—is more than I can comprehend. The reason
why they can not even attempt an explanation of this
problem will now clearly be shown.
Natural selection, Mr. Darwin repeatedly and particu
larly reminds shig readers, can not, in the first place,
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produce an organ of any kind, since it can not even "This preservation offavorable individual differences
and the destruction of those which are
cause the smallest variation, thousands of which it takes and variations,
[such as partly developed wings, which could
to constitute an organ, if carefully preserved. It can injurious
be of no service,! I have called natural selection or sur
only cultivate organs after they exist and are useful, by vival of the fittest."—(Origin of Species, p. 03.)
saving in one direction suoh variations as "arise " by The movement of any body through the air which is
unknown laws, and tend to add to their usefulness :
many times its specific gravity is utterly unnatural, and
" Several writers have misapprehended or objected to opposed to every law or principle of evolution as ex
the term natural selection. Some have even imagined pounded by Mr. Darwin above. Such a mode of loco
that natural selection induces variability, whereas it motion as the movement of a body through the atmos
implies only the preservation of such variations as arise phere having a thousand times Its weight, being abso
and are beneficial to the being under its conditions of
life."—" Unlessfavorable variations be inherited by some lutely opposed to Nature, is, therefore, in its original de
at least of the offspring, nothing can be effected by natural sign and construction, supernatural I Being superna
selection."—-Darwin, Origin of Species, pp. 03, 80.
tural, and depending for its accomplishment on the
Mr. Darwin and other evolutionists can easily tell how combination of numerous mechanical devices and
natural selection might cultivate a bird's wings by principles, in opposition to the laws of Nature, and em
making them more and more effective after such wings bracing the highest elements and faculties of reason, it
exist, and are so far useful as to answer the functional amounts to an absolute demonstration that the first
purpose of flying. But until the wings of birds are so wings were constructed and adapted to their use by an
far developed as actually to serve the purpose of flight intelligent Creative Will !
they are utterly useless (with a very few exceptions, as Evolutionists often ask their opponents to produce a
in the case of the ostrich,) and Mr. Darwin is well aware miracle. I assert that birds, bats, and insects, are per
of it. Hence, natural selection could not have touched petual and unmistakable miracles, at least in their
the first bird's wings during all their incipient stages of primal origin, accordingto the intrinsic definition of the
development, since such stumps or rudiments of wings word. Our dictionaries define a miracle to be a super
could have been of no service to the bird. The common natural event—an occurrence contrary to the established
intelligence of every reader must assure him that a laws of Nature. The flying of a bird, a thousand times
stump of a wing in any animal would not only be use heavier than the air, is a purely mechanical process,—
less but would be a clumsy and awkward appendage, an operation of the very highest order of intelligent
burthensome for transportation and requiring extra skill,—and is accomplished in violation of the central
nutrition forits growth and waste of substance. Hence, law of Nature—gravitation. There is no part of the
during all the incipiency of the wing-bones in starting process of flying but what is or must have been in its
the organ, or until the wings became at least of sufficient primordial commencement a miraculous operation, since
size to afd in running, as with the wings of the ostrich all its mechanical results come from the intelligent use
referred to, they would be not only useless but harmful, of one law of Nature by which to overcome another,
for the reasons given. No answer can possibly be made and are therefore supernatural events.
to this state of facts ; and therefore no answer has ever Thus, evolutionists have the indisputable proof of bona
fide miracles all around them all the time ; while the in
been attempted.
There is a distinct intelligent design in the wing of a ventor who shall in the future construct an apparatus
bird, bat, or insect, and it defies the ingenuity and by which a man may fly through the air by the mechani
reason of any man to conceive of such adaptation of cal aid of wings alone, operated by his own individual
the most wonderful mechanical principles and parts to strength, will have wrought a new miracle In mechanics,
uses and results, without admitting an .ntelligent pur and one of the greatest since the world began. Such a
pose in the very incipiency of the mechanism. Atheism, supernatural event I believe not only possible but prob
materialism, pantheism, evolution, and every other the able, and In strict accord with the rapidly advancing
ory or philosophical hypothesis which denies the abso triumphs of human skill in employing one set of Na
lute and intelligent existence and Intervention of a ture's laws to overcome and render subservient an
personal Creator must forever stand dumb and con other set.
founded In the presence of a humming-bird. The whole While the assumption here maintained (that the in
question of evolution, with its truth or falsity, is thus cipient structure or unuseful stage of a bird's wing, if
narrowed right down to this one class of facts—the developed at all, could not have been produced by
Wings of birds. If they could not, by any possibility, natural selection), would seem an almost self-evident
have originally been produced by natural selection, as proposition, I will add a few remarks and quotations
I will now demonstrate, then the intervention of an in which will prevent the most casual reader from losing
telligent Creative Will is an unavoidable necessity. No the annihilating force of this single argument.
candid evolutionist can or will dispute this.
Ihave already shown from Mr. Darwin, as just quoted,
The idea of the possible development of a wing by that natural selection can not induce a single variation,
natural selection saving up slight favorable variations much less a whole organ,—that it can "only" save by
is a very different thing from the development of a leg survival of the fittest those slight variations which hap
In a snake, for instance, or any animal which is legless, pen to "arise " and are "beneficial " to the creature. As
and which moves on the ground. Evolutionists might, shown in the preceding chapter, Mr. Darwin lays it down
with some show of plausibility, claim that the nascent i, as a law of evolution, that natural selection can not ad
leg of a reptile, even in its most incipient rudiment or vance by sudden leaps, but must proceed by means of
before it showed through the skin, might be of some short and slow steps. I will add here a citation or two :
use in causing a sensible protuberance of the surface at' "Natural selection aets only by taking advantage of
successive variations ; she can never take a great
that portion of the body which might act upon the slight
sudden leap [such as producing an efficient wing],
ground in helping to move the body of the snake. But and
but
must
by short and sure though slow steps. "
not so with the wing of a bird. All its earlier stages of " Naturaladvance
selection is a slow process, and the same fa
vorable
conditions
must long endure in order that any
development would not only have been useless but ac
effect should thus be produced."
tually harmful, as shown, consuming nutrition and marked
"As natural selection acts solely by aooumulating
strength for transportation; and therefore natural se slight successive favorable cariations, it can produce no
lection, so far from assisting its development, would— great sudden modifications [such as a useful wing] ; it
act only by short and slow steps."
aided by the economy of growth—have suppressed it, can"Natural
selection acts exclusively by the preserva
since Mr. Darwin in a score of places reiterates the law tion and accumulation
of variations which are benefi
that natural selection "acts only," "acts exclusively," cial."—Darwin, Origin ofSplcies, pp. 97, 150, 180, 413.
"acts solely," in saving variations which are "bene The reader can not misunderstand this language. A
ficial," while he repeatedly tells us that
wing of a bird has a soore or more of distinot, ingenious,
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but co-ordinated parts and devices, each of which Is
essential to make It useful, the whole showing unmis
takably the work of the highest order of intellectual
skill and designing capability. Such a complex and
perfect organ could not have come by chance as a mon
strosity or a single spontaneous variation. It could not
have been produced by evolution, for natural selection
makes no " sudden leaps " nor saves any such mon
strosities should they occur, since it "acts solely by ac
cumulating slight successive favorable variations," and
" can act only by snort and slow steps. " As if to impress
it on the reader's mind, Mr. Darwin takes pains to show
that monstrosities, should they oocur in a species, can
not be saved by natural selection, but will soon be lost
and obliterated by intercrossing with the normal indi
viduals. (See pages 212, 213, of this book.) He also
adds :
" We have abundant evidence of the constant occur
rence under Nature of slight individual differences of the
most diversified kinds ; and thus we are led to conclude
that species have generally originated by the natural
selection, not of abrupt modifications, but of extremely
slight differences."—Animals and Plants, vol. ii., p. 495.
Here, then, we have the demonstration, so completely
established by Mr. Darwin himself that there is no evad
ing or misunderstanding it, as follows : The wing of the
first bird in its incipient stages, if it came by " short
and slow steps " at all, would have been wholly useless,
and not only useless but absolutely injurious during
numberless generations of incipiency, forreasons given.
As " natural selection acts exclusively by the preserva
tion and accumulation of variations which are benefi
cial " and " the destruction of those which are injurious,"
it could have done nothing toward developing the first
pair of perfect wings, since it could not touch them till
they were already sufficiently developed to be useful,
except to destroy them as "injurious" appendages I
Hence, here is one complex organ, in tens of thousands
of forms, which is outside of the operations of evolu
tion, and must therefore inevitably be relegated to the
intelligent workings of the Creative Will. Can anything
more clearly be demonstrated ?
How completely, then, does Mr. Darwin's theory again
" break down " by his own definite stipulation, already
quoted. Here it is reproduced, that the reader may not
lose the benefit of the edifying lesson which it incul
cates :
"If it could be demonstrated that any complex organ
[such as the wing of a bird] existed, which could not
possibly have been formed by numerous successive
slight modifications, my theory would absolutely break
down."—Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 146.
The demonstration is " absolutely " complete, since it
is in Mr. Darwin's own very concise and unmistakable
language. Not only have we " demonstrated " a single
" complex organ "—all he stipulates—which 'could not
"possibly" have been produced by "numerous suc
cessive slight modifications," but we have pointed out
countless millions of them all around us in the wings of
the myriad birds, bats and insects, not one of which
could have been so produced, since they would have
been utterly useless during all their "numerous suc
cessive slight modifications," or until they had attained
functional capacity 1 I ask the reader, therefore, does
not his theory "absolutely break down?"
********
I am compelled to admire the extravagantly liberal
propositions of Mr. Darwin, if I am obliged to disagree
with his logic. He not only stipulates that his " theory
would absolutely break down " if a single organ could
be found which natural selection could not have developed,'but he frankly declares :
" If it could be proved that any part of the structure
of any species had been formed for the exclusive good
"f another species it would annihilate my theory, for
such could not have been produced by natural selec
tion."—Origin of Species, p. 162.
Why did Mr. Darwin carefully use the word " species "
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in the above stipulation instead of the word being?
Evidently it was a matter of shrewd precaution ; for,
had he stipulated " any part of the structure of any be
ing " "for the exclusive good of another being " he would
have just annihilated his own theory by proving, as he
did, that the mammary glands of every mother through
out the class of mammals are developed "exclusively,"
not for her own good but for the good of other beings !
But as carefully as this precaution aims to guard the
difficulty, it falls fatally short, for the mammary glands
of thefirst mammal mother were developed (if developed
at all) for the benefit of all the mammal " species " on
earth, since they all came from her by transmutation !
How much does Mr. Darwin's theory lack of being an
nihilated, then, according to his own agreement?
But there are numerous species which have parts (or
qualities, which are the same thing), exclusively for the
benefit of other species. The flavor and odor of the
ants, which adapt them to the taste and smell of the
ant-bear, can be of no service to these insects. For
dountless generations natural selection has kept right
on cultivating the emmet, keeping up its peculiar flavor
which adapted it to the peculiar appetite of the anteater, when, by survival of the fittest, it might have
completely changed both its flavor and odor to a quality
which would have disgusted its devourer.
The same is true of the peculiar flavor of the hivebee, which adapts it to the special benefit of the midwold, a bird which feeds on nothing else. Mr. Darwin
urges with all his Ingenuity that the marvelous instinct
of the hive-bee, as well as its remarkable structure, is
the result of "numerous successive slight variations"
Raved up from age to age "by natural seleotion" for
the good of this Insect. Yet this "scrutinizing" law
keeps right on cultivating the flavor of this insect,
which it has otherwise so vastly improved, and which
fits it so exactly and " exclusively " for the appetite of
the midwald, since it is fair to infer, as the bees do not
eat one another, their peculiar flavor must be for the
special benefit of this other species, and therefore must
inevitably " annihilate" his theory.
The odor of the fox's feet "is for the exclusive good
of another species," the wolf or the dog, since by it the
latter is enabled to run down and destroy the former
on account of greater endurance. The odor of the fox
is clearly, then, of no good to it, since it Is the most ef
ficient means of its destruction. That this proverbially
cunning animal knows instinctively that its odor is its
deadly enemy, and would, no doubt, be glad to have It
abolished, if possible, is proved by its habit of " doub
ling " on its own track to misdirect the honnds. Yet
Mr. Darwin's "scrutinizing'* law of natural selection,
after weeding out the foxes for ages which gave forth
the strongest odor, on the principle of survival of the
fittest or the less odorous, still continues right on culti
vating this destructive quality, which can only be for
the " exclusive good " of Renard's enemies ! Hence by
the unanimous judgment of all the foxes in Christendom
and heathendom, Mr. Darwin's theory Is hopelessly an
nihilated, according to his own stipulation 1
But, then, Mr. Darwin would say, while natural selec
tion was substituting a new flavor for the ant it would
also have been at work on the ant-bear, changing its
taste, so that in the end the ant would not have gained
anything by the modification! This, however, does not
quite correspond with the work of natural selection,
which Mr. Darwin and Mr. Wallace so elaborately dis
cuss, where worms and insects of various kinds are
made to imitate the bark of trees, dead and green leaves,
etc. , all to protect them from the devouring insectiverous birds. It is remarkably strange that natural selec
tion should have thus devoted all its attention to the
form and color of worms, while neglecting the eyes of
the birds 1 . Had the birds' eyes been as assiduously cul
tivated as the color and form of these insects, their
imitation of the leaves and bark of trees would have
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done them no manner of good, and the mimicry would
have consequently been abandoned in its incipiency.
This stupid performance of nature is also illustrated
by the mane of the lion, which, Mr. Darwin gives it as
his learned opinion, was developed by selection to pro
tect his neck from the teeth, of other lions and the teeth
and claws of tigers ! But it seems singular that the
teeth of the tiger were completely neglected by natural
selection, while taking the particular pains to produce
such an enormous growth of hair as a protection for
the lion I If natural selection devotes such careful at
tention to worms and insects, it might show a little re
gard for the tiger's teeth, and at least cause them to
keep pace with the hair on a lion's neck.
But is not Mr. Darwin slightly mistaken f The tiger
finds the lion's matted mane an excellent foundation
into which it fastens its teeth and fore-claws while
using its hind-claws in fearful lancination upon the loins
and hips of the lion, where natural selection has wholly
neglected to provide a suitable protection 1 I think the
Hon can justly enter his stentorian protest against Mr.
Darwin's "scrutinizing " law, as Fl great scientific hum
bug in furnishing him with a malted mane for the par
ticular advantage of the tiger to cling to while unmerci
fully raking his hinder parts, where there is no protect
ing hair I And while protesting, he should petition
natural selection to show a little discrimination and re
move the useless bunch of hair from the end of his tail
(the same as that of his mane, precisely,) and distribute
it over his hips !
Elephants in some parts of India, Mr. Darwin says,
were gradually destroyed by insects which bored into
their backs. Now this is attributable wholly to the
inexcusable neglect of natural selection in not covering
the backs of those princely beasts with a protection like
the lion's mane 1 That Mr. Darwin's great and " scruti
nizing " law could have done this, and thus have saved
these pachydermatous proboscidians of the jungle from
such contemptible enemies as gadflies is clearly evident,
after having stretched the same animal's nose five feet
long for the primitive purpose, as supposed, of smelling
at a distance 1
If there is the least truth in natural seleotion having
elongated the neck of the giraffe just to enable it to
browse off the limbs of the acacia, as Mr. Darwin in
sists, rather than to change its mode of living, and cul
tivate in it a taste and habit like those of its sensible
neighbor the eland, there would have been surely no
trouble in evolving a carapace for the back of the ele
phant as impenetrable as that of the tortoise, or else
in extending its trunk till it would reach clear around
it I Pshaw 1 This whole business of natural selection,
judging it by its bungling operations, is an unmitigated
fraud on the brute creation. While it can industriously
build up a mane on the lion's neck, it leaves its loins at
the mercy of the tiger and protects the end of its tail I
While it allows certain Insects to bore into the ele
phant's back for the want of a coat of hair half as dense
as that of the lion's mane, it changes other insects into
forms and colors to protect them from the hungry
birds, at the same time totally neglecting the birds' eye
sight. It stretches the complicated neck of the giraffe,
with all its important vital organs, such as vertebra,
thyroid cartilage, larynx, trachea, tongue, aesophagus,
with the numerous arteries, ligaments, and muscles in
volved, to enable It to reach the branches of trees,
when by simply stretohing its nose as it did in the case
of the elephant, it could have reached much higher
branches and stood square on its feet 1 Inconsistency,
thy name is evolution1
The hive-bee is another example of the infamous un
fairness of natural selection. While this most valuable
and intelligent of all insects has its defensive weapon
so awkwardly constructed by Darwin's " scrutinizing "
law that it is compelled to commit suicide by pulling out
its barbed sting whenever it defends itself from an
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enemy, all other bees, such as wasps, hornets, bumble
bees, etc., worthless and uncivilized in habit, can sting
ad libitum without doing the least damage to their owu
mechanically constructed weapon. And, further, while
the bumble-bee has a proboscis sufficiently long to suck
retl clover and extract its precious stores of delicious
nectar which hive-bees so dearly love (as proved by
their sucking at broken corollas), the proboscides of the
latter have been neglected for ages by natural selection,
when the sixteenth of an inoh added would have opened
up to these deserving little geometricians untold wealth
of honey. Yet a worthless moth, Mr. Darwin assures
us, has had its proboscis extended by natural selection
four inches in length, simply to adapt it to sucking the
nectar from a single bell-shaped flower ! Just a hun
dredth part of this development added to the hive-bee's
proboscis would have enabled it to suek the red clover,
and thus compete with its big, awkward cousin, etc.,
etc., etc.
A TWO-KOLD QUESTION ANSWERED,
BY J. I. SWANDER, D. D., PH.D.
The following letter is evidence that its au
thor is not afflicted with mental indolence. It
testifies to his desire and determination to seek
the truth wherever found. If there be any
gospel in babbling brooks, any homilies in
trees, or any sermons in rocks, he is laudably
disposed to secure all the benefit they afford,
even though he should be obliged to hew his
way into the pyramids, or climb those " mys
tic obelisks " from whose heights ' ' forty centu
ries look down" upon him :
Winnipeg, Canada, June 30, 1891.
Rev. J. I. Swandeb, Fremont, Ohio.
Dear Sir,—I am sorry I can not have " The
Invisible World" before August. Its arrival
will, however, be patiently waited for. May I
intrude upon your time to secure your ideas
and conclusions regarding the "Great Egyp
tian Pyramid?" Was it built under Divine di
rection and so constructed as to reveal in due
time the mysteries and solve the problem of
the future existence of mankind? If this is
not explained in your book, I would be pleased
to have your opinion, even in a condensed
form.
Yours respectfully,
C. H. Fleming.
It is assumed that Mr. Fleming's question
concerning the " Great Egyptian Pyramid,"
has reference to "Cheops," visible from the
city of Cairo. This pyramid, it is thought,
was begun about 2,700 years B. C, under the
reign of Chufu or Cheops. It covers an area
of not less than twelve acres. Its masonry
consists of stones cemented with lime. The
height is about 450 feet. Like the other pyra
mids of Egypt, its four sides are directly toward
the cardinal points. Much is conjectured and
little is known of its contents. Exploring
parties have found sepulchral chambers, and
it is supposed that there are many undiscov
ered apartments nearer the center, some of
which, it is thought, will in the course of time
be compelled to yield important information
concerning the early history of the human race
and possibly some hitherto unrevealed purpose
of God respecting " the problem of the future
existence of mankind."
We have no hesitancy in giving an affirma
tive answer to the first part of Mr. Fleming's
question. The pyramids were all built under
Divine direction. Distinction must, however,
be made between the general orderings of
Providence whereby He upholds and governs
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all things, and those more special acts of Di
vine direction in the sphere of grace and re
demption in which He makes known his ways
unto Moses, declares His purposes to those
who allow themselves to be brought within
His covenant, and reveals His secrets to them
that fear him.—Psa. xxv. 14. In other words,
God's providence of divine direction is co-ex
tensive with creation, while His revelation of
His grand purpose concerning man is meas
ured by man's capacity to receive and his need
for the bestovvment of such benefit in order to
the recovery of his lost dignity and the attain
ment cf his true destiny.
Mr. Fleming also asks whether the Great
Egyptian Pyramid was "so constructed as to
reveal in due time the mysteries, and solve the
problem of the future existence of mankind?"
Our answer is that any discovery of record in
stone can never be more than confirmatory of
revelation proper. He is correct in his tacit
assumption that man will yet come to a full
knowledge of God's revelation, which revela
tion must include the key to a proper knowledge
,of man's " future existence;" but in our view
he is mistaken in supposing that God will ever
make an important revelation to man outside
of man. He has not done so in the past. The
knowledge which man most needs of God and
of himself can never come through "scarped
cliff and quarried stone." Moses undertook to
bring it on stone from the "scarped cliff of
Sinai," butthe tablets were soon dashed to pieces
by the righteous indignation which human
idolatry had provoked. Even when the reve
lation was recorded on stone by the finger of
God, it "couhlnot make the comers thereunto
perfect" in a clear knowledge of their "future
existence." And if "mankind" had never
been furnished with knowledge of its future
existence until it could have been supplied
from the charnel-house of desiccated royalty,
supposed to be stored away in the "Great
Egyptian Pyramid,"it would have beendoomed
to continue as ignorant of the past, present
and future as the Arabs that still grope their
way through moral darkness in the land of
Ham.
Manifestly it was a part of God's great plan
of the universe from the beginning to reveal
Himself to man in man ; and it was in the very
nature of both God and man and their relation
to each other that such revelation could and
should complete itself in man's completeness.
Indeed, it is not possible for man to conceive
how God could have made such revelation
complete in any other way. And any revela
tion from heaven in strictly some other form,
oven if it were possible, would be of no benefit
to man because he could not receive it. It
would prove a complete failure as regards its
only conceivable object. Man's constitution
requires that God's law should be written upon
the tablets of his heart—that is, organically
interwoven with the very fibers of his moral
nature—before it could have for him any bene
ficial force as "the law of the spirit of life."
What effect could a mere outward declaration
-of purpose or proclamation of abstract truth
have in the way of enabling man to " solve the
problem of his future existence?" If all the
pyramids of Egypt and all the "scarped cliffs
and quarried stone" in the everlasting hills
were literally covered with precepts and prom
ises from the skies, they would, as such mere
outward manifestation, contain no beneficial
information for man. The in formation that

benefits an ethical being must be informed.
God's movement manward not only always
assumes the possibility of man's responsive
movement Godward, but also enables that pos
sibility to actualize itself in such God ward and
heavenward movement. In this way, in the
realm of the spiritual, information becomes
inspiration. Just as the Eternal Word (Logos)
by His entrance into the substance and under
the law of humanity opened up a source and
channel of life to the race, so does the word
revealing itself through the inspiring power
of the Divine Spirit and under "Divine di
rection" accomplish that whereto it is sent
(Isaiah lv. 11) by entering into and quickening
the receptivity and apprehension of the human
spirit. This organic contactof the Divine with
the human produces inspiration and gives in
errancy to the fruit of such holy wedlock.
Moreover, revelation can have no reality and
force for man except as it has its absoluteness
of character in the person of the Christ. He is
the embodiment of Divine manifestation and
the fountain of all inspiration, the unity of
which are essential to the completeness of
revelation. The Bible is better than the "Great
Pyramid " because "in the volume of the book
it is written of Him ;" and men are benefited
in the reading of the Bible only, as they are
thus led to exclaim : " We have found the
Messiasl" In Him are all the treasures of
wisdom and knowledge hidden.—Col. ii. 2. See
Cnapter I of our "Invisible World." Man is
not the mere audience to whom, but also the
organ through whom, God manifests himself :
and such manifestation of God to and through
man can never be correctly considered, except
as something inseparably connected with the
manifestation of man to himself. The light of
this last mentioned fact seems not to have
shined above the horizon of Canadian theology
when brother Fleming inquired at the base of
the Great Pyramid for a solution of "the
problem of the future existence of mankind."
The mission of the pyramids is to demon
strate through all the ages that mere matter
can not be inspired, and that that which is not
inspirable can never serve the purpose of a
living oracle to creatures who hold their proper
being in their Maker's image. The Bible is
the Word of God because it contains more than
material, paper and printer's ink—more than
the human factors that enter into its constitu
tion. Its essential contents are in the realm
of the invisible world ; and the Scriptures are
"profitable for instruction" because, thereby,
the invisible is united with the visible in the
intellectual and ethical nature of man. Thus
holy men wrote as they were moved by the
Holy Ghost, yet in such way as seemed good
both to the Holy Ghost and to them. Thus,
too, the Scriptures were given to man through
man, and even they contain no saving revela
tion to individual men who, in the reading
thereof, do not become so inspired as to be able
to look behind the letter and the material to
see the invisible, spiritual and immaterial con
tents which alone can make the soul alive to
that whole world of sublime realities, of which
man can have no true knowledge through the
monuments of benighted antiquity and the
mummy-pits of the Orient.
Fremont, Ohio.
See the last page of this number for val
uable testimonials concerning the treatment
unfolded in Dr. Hall's Health Pamphlet.
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communication by astral message from the
secret chambers where theosophic sages meet
in the mystic caves of .Thibet and India. She
denies, of course, any collusion or deception
on her part, and insists in the most positive
manner that these communications from the
Mahatmas are dictated by pure and occult
heirophantic inspiration.
She modestly but firmly repudiates the idea
that this mission is of her own seeking, and
asserts that she only accepts the responsibility
of the sacred office ultimately to vindicate the
characterand memory of herteacher—Madame
Blavatsky. She intends to show when the
time comes, as she now proclaims to the world,
that her greatmentor was an honest but greatly
reviled woman ; and that exactly similar mes
sages to those she published to the world have
reached her own hands from Thibet in care of
astral messengers traveling at the rate of more
than a thousand miles a second.
Why should not this system of psychical
rapid transit be all that it is represented to be
by the newly consecrated priestess, if the cen
tral tenet ofthe philosophy of occultism be true,
that a full-fledged and rounded-out theosophist
is able to project his or her entire astral body
from here to Madras in the tick of a quartersecond stop-watch? A sealed letter from the
chief Mahatma, inclosing a drop of the oil of
gladness that confers perpetual juvenility,
surely ought to travel with the same facility
as that of a woman's better half of herself—
her whole astral body.
The truth is, those who personally know Mrs.
Besant and are aware of her sterling honesty,
are amazed at the positive manner in which
she affirms her actually having received these
communications, and her reiterated averment
that they are actually authentic documents
from the theosophic junta of Thibet. In fact,
all England is just now excitedly discussing
the case and awaiting her departure for India
with no little anxiety when, after receiving her
formal annointing with the immortal elixir,
she promises at once to return to the appointed
custodians of theosophic wisdom in this coun
try and England verified copies of the messages
she has just received from the Mahatmas by
hierophantic telegraph.
That- Mrs. Besant is sincere in her strange
and sudden departure fer India and Thibet,
none who know her can entertain a doubt, as
it seems to involve the total abandonment of
her great scheme of circulating her Malthiisian
work which must soon have yielded her a for
tune, and which no one else can push as could
its author. Let us wait patiently for her arrival
in India and the return of the astral messages
which shall reveal the secret of her very singu
lar change of base.

The recent death of Madame Blavatsky has
cast a very dense and sombrous cloud over the
hopes and pretensions of theosophs both in
this country and Europe. She had been re
garded for many years as not only the priestess
par excellence of that strange order of mystics,
but as having so thoroughly drank at the
fountain of perpetual youth as practically to
have escaped the power of death.
Indeed, many theosophists, some of whom
have personally so informed us, regarded her
as already several hundred years old though
appearing to be only forty or fifty. To such
extent had this sentiment prevailed that on the
announcement of her death a few months ago,
her followers here and in England denounced
the story as a false and malicious slander, and
as only one of the many methods by which the
uninitiated have sought to obstruct the onward
march of that revolutionary philosophy.
Her obsequies, however, in which the lead
ing theosophists of both hemispheres took
solemn and sorrowful part, soon dispelled the
hope that she was only in one of her trances,
while her astral body was in secret communion
with the fathers of that mystic lore amid the
fastnesses of the mountains of Thibet, or tak
ing new draughts of the sacred elixir of life
from the invisible fountain which pours down
at one of the gates of Lassa.
Still, so deeply grounded are its disciples in
the truth of this mysterious system of belief,
that the death even of the high priestess was
easily construed as a taking off essential to the
spread of the cause by necessitating the selec
tion and consecration of her successor against
whom less prejudice would be found to exist.
It has been published and proved by the
most startling evidence that the pretended
communications which Madame Blavatsky
claimed to have received in India, from the
sacred Mahatmas, and which were given to
the world as veritable revelations from pure
astral realms, came alone from the trickery of
prestidigitation, conveyed in strangely con
structed envelopes, and dropped through a hole
in the roof of the rude temple after being sus
pended on nothing, as it were, by means of a silk
fiber so small as to be invisible in the tenebrous
shadows of that occult lodge where the theosophic god was supposed to work his wonders.
These proven facts, of course denied by her
followers, made another high priestess neces
sary by which to give a new impetus to the
cause which had come into such bad repute by
the legerdemain so unfortunatelv thus exposed.
The new honors seem to have fallen by common
consent to the lot of Madame Annie Besant of
London, the famous associate of Charles Bradlaugh, and who recently gave a series of very
A NEW TELEPHONE.
thoughtful and interesting lectures in New
York and Brooklyn on "Darkest England" We have just had our attention called to a new electric
telephone which, for the first time, steers clear of Prof.
and other highly practical subjects.
It is now announced that the mantle of Bell's patent. For years—nearly ever since the Bell Com
Madame Blavatsky has authoritatively and pany has been organized—numerous parties have started
miraculously fallen upon the shoulders of Mrs. telephone companies hoping not to enoroach upon
Besanl, who had not only become a recent con Bell's rights, but invariably the Courts have stopped
vert to theosophy from the actual teaching of them. Bell's invention, as finally decided by the United
the departed priestess, but had also become States Supreme Court, consists of an undulatory cur
her loyal co-worker and fast personal friend. rent over a closed or unbroken circuit. But the new
From reliable reports of interviews printed telephone, to our certain knowledge, permits conversa
in the London papers, Mrs. Besant unhesitat tion over a wire cut in a dozen places! "There are
ingly declares in her outspoken and level ! millions in it," and what is better, the Microcosm hopes
headed manner, that she has received direct 1 to have a slice of this wonderfully fat discovery.
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A PHYSIOLOGICAL, AND ANATOMICAL.
PROBLEM.
Valuable Premiums Offered.
BY THE EDITOR. .
It is well known that the red-blood corpus
cles are essential to the vitality of the human
organism, and that they are visible under the
microscope in the blood taken from any part of
the body,—whether that blood be arterial or
venal.
It is further known that the blood passes
from the heart through the arterial system to
the uttermost extremities of the organism,
where the arteries become so small, according
to Dunglison, as to be absolutely invisible
under the most powerful microscope, and
where they connect, notwithstanding, with
the veins alike invisible for returning the
blood to the heart.
Now the problem, which has hitherto defied
all explanation, is : how is it possible for these
corpuscles, always visible in blood under a
powerful microscope, so to diminish as abso
lutely to disappear at the termination of the
arteries and then reappear shortly after pass
ing to the veins, while in passing the hiatus
which separates the arterial and venal systems
neither the corpuscles nor the vessels which
convey them are visible under the most pow
erful glasses?
We solicit attempts at solving this problem
from the medical profession and others
throughout the world, to be presented in short
and concisely written explanations, the best
of which we propose to print in the Microcosm,
after which we shall probably submit an orig
inal explanation of our own for what it is
worth.
Remember that the blood, the corpuscles and
the vascular system which carries them abso
lutely disappear from view at the termination
of the arteries and reappear at the beginning
of the veins, with no visible connection or even
apparent existence between the two systems.
What becomes of the corpuscles, the blood, or
even the vessels which convey it across this
separating chasm ?
We now offer as a premium for the best ten
explanations of this mystery—embracing hot
more than 200 words each—ten copies of The
Problem of Human Life (by the Editor),
handsomely and substantially bound in cloth.
In addition to this we will give a cash prize of
$20 to the writer whose explanation is deemed
most satisfactory by the judges.
The merits of the various articles will be de
termined by a committee of three physicians
of this city. No one is barred from this com
petition. (See extract from the Problem of
Human Life in our first article.)
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ISAAC HOFfBH ON SOCIALISM.
Of all the quiet annihilations of a doctrine,
claiming to be based on reason, we have ever
seen or read, the article of Isaac Hoffer, crush
ing the very life out of modern socialism takes
the lead. We beg of every reader of the Mi
crocosm to study this article, and if he knows,
of a socialistic or anarchistic man' or woman,
ask him or her to read the article.
THOS. MUMELL.
The undulatory theory of light is the eldest
daughter of the wave-theory of sound, and was
invented by Huygens to explain light on the
same principle universally accepted in the case
of sound. The arguments against the wavetheory of sound are almost innumerable, as
this journal will show, but here comes Dr.
Munnell with an argument, entirely new,
against the wave-theory of light, based on the
spectroscope. No reader should fail to study
this argument.
THEORETICAL, AND NATURAL, SOCIALISM.
BY ISAAC HOFFER.
The foundation of theoretical socialism is.
that all property should be held in common,
under government, control, for the common
use and benefit of the whole people.
This state of society would necessitate an
equitable enforcement of labor and an equitable
distribution of its products. It needs no argu
ment to show how utterly impossible it would
be to enforce labor so that each person would
do his or her fair proportion, or to divide the
products equitably and to the satisfaction of
all. But even if an equitable enforcement of
labor would be possible, the very idea of being
forcedto work containsthe thought of slavery,
and is repugnant to the God-like and irrepressi
ble sense of freedom inherent in man, and in
conflict with the inalienable right of life, lib
erty and the pursuit of happiness. Equally
humiliating and degrading is the idea of hav
ing doled out to you your allowance out of the
common stock.
The worst and most intolerable feature of
this theoretical socialism would be the army
of officials required to carry it out. In every
field and workshop officers would have to be
.stationed to see that all performed their fair
share of labor, and to bring to punishment
those who would fail to come up to the standard
required ; and there would have to be a system
of distribution, and officers to see that the dis
tributions were fairly made. These officers
would have to be paid, they would be an addi
tional expense, they would not likely be all
faultless—some might be insolent, partial, un
fair or dishonest, and instead of this system
bringing heaven down to the earth, it would
bring something else up from a lower region.
As long as human nature is the same as it is
now and always has been, pure co-operation—
holding every thing in common and living out
of a common fund—is impossible. Ithas often
been tried by small communities where all be
lieved in it and entered into it voluntarily,
often under the belief that it was the best, if
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not the only, way of living a truly Christian
life ; and almost invariably these communities
have sooner or later come to inglorious ends.
In some cases a few sharper than the rest got
hold or control of the bulk of the property and
the mass were frozen out, or contentions broke
up the colony. In other cases they remained
a close and exclusive community until the
majority had died, and the few remaining had
all the property. Ruin to all or wealth for the
few has been the general, if not the universal,
outcome of all these communistic settlements.
The socialism that yearns for a paternal
government which would take the position of
father and treat the people as its children, wor
ships a social picture which has no existence
in adult life outside of the parents of helpless
children; and even there undisputed control
and helpless obedience are the essentials of
social peace and order. Among adult people
with equal rights and equal duties a parental
form of control is entirely out of place, and a
childish submission a most improbable condi
tion. A parental government, whether auto
cratic, monarchial, or republican, if adminis
tered by angels and for angels would be all
right ; but administered by men and for men
with human nature uppermost in nearly all,
and being necessarily constituted of rulers and
of ruled requiring parental control and childlike
obedience, it needs no prophet to see that the
government would not be any better than it is
now, for a change in the form of government
does notchange human nature ; and there would
be many more causes of discontent among the
governed, because then the people would be
dependent upon the government instead of
themselves as they are now, and it is but natu
ral that a man would not quarrel with himself
so readily, as he would with others, in the con
trol of his own affairs.
The fancied army of laborers all striving to
outdo each other in working for the good of
the common brotherhood of man; and the
vision of a fatherly government liberally dis
tributing among all the good things of this
world from an abundant supply, which this
army of labor has produced, is so very nice
that it is a pity to permit the truth of actual
experience to destroy the illusion. But we all
know from experience that human nature is
averse to doing more work for the public good
than is necessary, and that what is everybody's
business is left by each for the others to do.
The disposition to look upon public property
by each individual as partly his own, and to
make sure of getting his full share, and to get
the most for the least labor, would be just as
strong under this fancied Utobia as it is now,
and there would be just as many worthless and
wicked people as there are now, because the
field for mal-administration would be greatly
enlarged, and for " dead-beating," thieving, de
ception and fraud it would not be diminished.
Human nature is fundamentally selfish. Its
first law is the law of self-preservation, and
this world is a world of growth and improve
ment; and the hope of a universal change of
that nature in this world is doomed to certain
disappointment, for if man could be changed
to an angel in this life there would be no use
for this world of experimental struggling,
where man must learn justice by suffering in
justice, must learn right by meeting wrong,
must learn what is good by feeling and seeing
the effects of evil, and must acquire knowledge
and wisdom in lessons of ignorance and folly.
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The fatal mistake of the socialism of the
present day is, that it holds public demands
above individual rights, and accepts the old
law "that the welfare of the people is the su
preme law of the land" without limitation, or
without properly defined and fixed construc
tion. This law is the power by which the peo
ple of many nations have been sorely oppressed
and cruelly robbed. By giving it a construc
tion that the government is the conservator of
the public welfare and must enforce this law
for the public good, men in the control of the
government have made the interests of the
governing classes the public good, and op
pressed and robbed the people for the benefit
of the ruling classes, or for the glory of a great
nation and a powerful government ; and it is
in this trap that modern socialism is trying to
put its foot.
The people of this country have learned dur
ing Colonial times the wrongs that were com
mitted under the sanction of this law, and,
therefore, limited it to a just construction by a
provision in the constitution of the United
States, "that private property shall not be
taken for public use without just compensa
tion." This law—that "the welfare of the
people is the supreme law of the land "—prop
erly construed and carried out, is just and
right, but like every other good thing, when
perverted, misapplied, or improperly used, be
comes a wrong and an evil.
The individuals of a country are the people
of that country, and the public is constituted
of individuals; and the rights and welfare of
the individual are the rights and welfare of the
people and of the public, and any wrong com
mitted against an individual is a wrong which
affects the public, for if wrongs can be com
mitted against individuals a part of the public
can be wronged and no part of the public is
protected.
Natural socialism accepts the fact that in
dividuals constitute the public and are the
foundation and material of the social fabric,
and that the first and all important object of
social organization is to preserve and protect
the individual rights of life, liberty and prop
erty. Men can not be merged into a mass
where the conscious self loses sight of its in
dividual wants and desires, or of its sense of
right and wrong, and, therefore, no social or
ganization, that ignores these facts and neg
lects to protect the rights of the individual,
can stand.
Natural socialism, therefore, makes the pro
tection of the individual rights of life, liberty
and property the basis of all social organiza
tions, and embodies the same in all its laws for
the regulation of the affairs between man and
man. All civil, social and industrial relations
must be regulated by rules and laws which ap
ply to the individual. .Unfortunately human
laws to be protective of what is right and good
must be repressive of what is wrong and evil,
and therefore necessarily lead to conflicts under
any social system, and create discontent and
dissatisfaction, no matter how just and perfect
the laws may be. But where the rights of each
individual are protected, where the earnings
of his labor are his own, and where he knows
that his welfare is in his own hands, secured
to him by the fundamental law of the land, he
feels that he is a free agent and a man as the
God of Nature has made him, and not a part
of an aggregation where his rights and inter
ests are mixed up with others' rights and in
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(Continued from page 141.)
terest, their value averaged with that of others,
THE WAVE THEOR1 OF ACOUSTICS.*
and their identity destroyed.
Conscious of an irrepressible instinct of self- BY GEORGE ASHDOWN AUDSLEY, F.R.I.B.A.
preservation, and an inherent right to live and
Gentlemen, I am afraid I weary you with this
to act for himself, and with a natural disposi
tion to be a free man and have exclusive con long dissertation on the Locust Argument, but
trol of what his needs and desires demand, his I have still a few remarks to make on the sub
whole nature rebels against a power that ject before I enter on the concluding portion
would take the place of his individuality, that of my paper.
Now, by way of introduction to the next
would undertake to direct his actions and con
trol the supply of his wants and desires. The amusing matter I am going to treat of, let me
quote
a passage from "Sound," the work by
man must be an utterly helpless case who would
not trust himself with hisowngood betterthan Professor Alfred Mayer, America's greatest
he would the conclusions drawn from the con wave-theorist. He says: "Sound is the sensa
flicting views and interests of an association tion peculiar to the ear. This sensation is
caused by rapidly succeeding to-and-fro motions
or a legislature.
A government that guarantees the greatest of the air which touches the outside surface of
liberty to the individual, social, civil and in the drum-skin of the ear. These to-and-fro
dustrial, consistent withsocial order and equity, motions may be given to the air by a distant
and interferes the least with private affairs, is body, like the string of a violin. * * *
a government of the people and for the people, These tremors of the air, however, are not
and is undoubtedly the best form of govern sound, but the cause of sound. Sound, as we
ment, and the only form in accord with the have said, is a sensation, but, as the cause of
natural laws of human life. It is based on the this sensation is always vibration, we call
individual consentof the governed, is a govern those vibrations which give this sensation
ment representative of the people, and is good sonorous vibrations. Thus, if we examine at
or bad, in its laws,and in its administration, just tentively the vibrating string of the violin, we
in proportion as the people are good or bad and shall see that it looks like a shadowy spindle,
intelligent or ignorant. It should not be for showing that the string swings quickly to and
gotten that the people make the government fro ; but on closing the ears, the sensation of
sound disappears, and there remains to us only
and not the government the people.
If every person would always do unto others the sight of the quick-to-and-fro motion which,
as he would like others to do unto him, then the moment before, caused the sound."
every individual would be a law unto himself, I might occupy you for a whole evening in
and there would be no necessity for any other discussing and showing you the absolute ab
laws nor for a government to protect right and surdity of this sapient teaching that sound is
punish wrong. Then the destructive competi merely a sensation, but that was not the aim I
tion in business, the oppression of the weak by had in view in making the quotation. It was
the strong, the poor by the rich, and the con merely to clearly put before you the teaching'
flicts between all classes and conditions of peo of the wave-theorists on the mechanical ac
ple would cease, and a heavenly condition of tion of the sound-waves on the drum-skin of
life would be made possible on earth.
the ear.
There is the great field for reform and for Turning to the pages of "Sound," by our
universal effort, here is the place to commence own great wave-theorist, Professor Tyndall,
the formation of a heavenly utopia by educat we find this exposition. "Applying a flame
ing the individual to understand himself and to a small collodion balloon which contains a
his true relation to his fellow-man ; by simpli mixture of oxygen and hydrogen, the gases
fying the laws of equity and illustrating their explode, and every ear in this room is con
inestimable beauty and value through their scious of a shock, which we name a sound.
faithful observance; by showing the advant How was this shock transmitted from the bal
age of social organization and united effort in loon to our organs of hearing? * * * The
kindly assistance and forbearance, and of a process was this :—When the flame touched
fair distribution of the benefits and burdens the mixed gases they combined chemically,
which such organization and effort offers and and their union was accompanied by the de
imposes ; and by a ceaseless effort of each in velopment of intense heat. The heated air
dividual to change and reform his own selfish expanded suddenly, facing the surrounding air
nature into an unselfish one instead of wasting violently away on all sides. This motion of
his efforts in working out a regeneration in the air close to the balloon was rapidly im
others. Association and legislation can not parted to that a little further off, the air first
change the selfishness of human nature. set in motion coming at the same time to rest.
Among the twelve select Apostles there was The air, at a little distance, passed its motion on
one a judas and one a coward that denied his to the air at a greater distance, and came also
membership; and so long as this selfishness in its turn to rest. Thus each shell of air, if I
is not cut off in each individual and unsel may use the term, surrounding the balloon
fishness—heavenly righteousness—engrafted took up the motion of the shell next preced
in its place, will the evils which afflict society ing, and transmitted it to the next succeeding
remain in some form, no matter what kind of shell, the motion being thus propagated as a
government or what kind of social system may pulse oritfcroethrough theair." * * * Thus
prevail. The best kind of cultivation, and the " is sound conveyed from layer to layer through
most careful pruning, can not make a crab- the air. The air which fills the external cavity
apple tree produce baldwins, unless the crab of the ear is finally driven against the tympanic
membrane, which is stretched across the pas
is cut off and the bald win grafted on.
sage leading from the external air towards the
Lebanon, Pa.
brain. The vibrations ofthismembrane,which
t^-The next number (Nov.) closes this volume.
No subscriber need wait till the volume closes * A Paper read before the Members of the South
to send on his renewal, but can remit at once. Eastern Section November 8th, 1890.
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closes outwardly the ' drum ' of the ear, are
transmitted through a series of bones to an
other membrane, which closes the drum in
wardly, thence through water to the ends of
the auditory nerve, and afterwards along that
nerve to the brain. Here the physical becomes
psychical, mechanical vibrations giving birth
to the consciousness of sound."
Now, gentlemen, nothing can be clearer than
this teaching on both sides of the Atlantic ;
and so let us see what its true result according
to the locust argument is.
Let us do a little quiet calculation and arrive
at some results. As it is certain that the sound
of the locust can be heard more than a mile
distance, and that in any directon, by any
single ear, it is equally certain that it could be
heard by any number of ears placed close to
gether at that distance. Now, allowing that
a human head, with an ear turned towards the
source of the sound, occupied every half square
foot of the outer surface of the four cubic miles
(not including the four square miles along the
ground of course), we should have no fewer
than six hundred and sixty-nine millions,
eighty-one thousand, six hundred of tympanic
membranes to shake, with all their systems of
bones, etc., in and out 900 times in a second
by the sound-waves sent off from the locust a
mile away. The weight of a drum-skin has
been found to be about half-a-grain ; so the
stridulating locust has simply to shake "to
and fro " 25 tons, 18 cwt., and 64 lbs. of solid
tendinous matter 900 times a second for about
a minute at a time. But this is a mild calcu
lation to some which have been advanced on
this subject. Here is what a writer on the
new Theory of Sound says :—" The shaking of
twenty million tons.ot suspended air particles
by this insect, and alternately squeezing- them
into ' condensations and rarefactions ' 440 [900]
times a second, is but a bagatelle compared to
what the locust has to do, if the wave-theory
be correct. According to that theory we can
only hear sound by our tympanic membrane
bending ' once in and once out as each sound
wave strikes it,' as Prof. Tyndall and all au
thorities on the subject teach. This membrane
is constituted of solid tendinous matter, each
membrane weighing in air half a grain by ac
tual test. Now, as the sound of the insect
could be heard, if an ear were present, at every
point of air throughout the four cubic miles
large enough to contain such a membrane, it
demonstrates, if the wave-theory be true, that
every such point of air is actually condensed
and shaken by the strength of the insect, in
addition to its displacement, with a mechani
cal force sufficient to 'bend in and out' a solid
membrane weighing half-a-grain [to say noth
ing of the resistance it offers by its stated
stretched condition], whether or not such mem
brane be present. Hence, as a cubic quarter
inch of air gives sufficient room for such a
membrane to vibrate in freely, we fairly esti
mate each such block of air as the exact equiva
lent of the mechanical displacing force of onehalf grain of solid matter, or thirty-two grains
to the cubic inch of air. No mathematical
reasoner will doubt the fairness and correct
ness of this estimate, for plainly, if we only
hear sound by our 'drum-skin' shaking, then
every point of air filled with the sound, large
enough for such a drum-skin to vibrate in,
must be estimated as the exact equivalent of
the shaking of such a drum-skin whether pres
ent or not. Then by simply multiplying the
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' easily ascertained number of cubic inches in
the four cubic miles of air (in round numbers
one thousand million million), by thirty-two
grains of solid matter, we have in round
numbers two thousand million tons of such
drum-skins that the locust has to 'bend in
and out,' overcoming their inertia 440 [900]
times a second, or in other words, it has to
exert that equivalent of mechanical force if
the wave-theory be true. This issolid scientific
and mathematical truth, and no man can get
over it but by denying tympanic vibration as
the mode of hearing sound, which is to deny
the wave-theory altogether as that is the very
basis of the received doctrine of acoustics. Is
it possible for a theory to be true which in
volves such a monstrous impossibility as this ?
—such an almost infinite task for a trifling in
sect to perform? Yet that theory with this
absurdity loading it down, is taught in all our
schools and colleges as true science."
The same scientist puts the matter in a
milder and perhaps more intelligible form.
Alluding to Professor Mayer's remarks on the
action of the violin, where he says :—" The air
touching the violin is set trembling with 500
tremors a second, and these tremors speed with
a velocity of 1,100 feet in a second in all direc
tions through the surrounding air. They soon
reach the drum-skin of the ear. The latter,
being elastic, moves in and out with the^air
which touches it. Then this membrane in its
turn pushes and pulls the three little ear-bones
500 times a second. The last bone, the little
stirrup, finally receives the vibrations sent
from the violin-string, and sends them into
the fluid of the inner ear, where they shake
the fibers of the auditory nerve 500 times."
Mr. Munnell says :—"A marvelous animal this
locust? Put only one ear-drum a mile aw^ay,
and let the locust have a tube through which
to pour all his little strength upon this single
ear-drum, and let there be no 'condensations'
to make on the way, outside of that tube, and
let him ' shake that single ear-drum 440 times,
in and out, every second,' and then ' shake"
the three ' ear-bones' 440 times a second in and
out, and after that ' shake' the auditory nerve
fibers 440 times in a second, and the poor little
fellow will soon get the shakes himself, or be
converted into a regular shaker.
"But now remove the tube and let him kick
at every ear-drum that could occupy its quarter
of a square inch in that whole semi-orbicular
shell with its radius of a mile, and you will
have the most remarkable animal on earth.
Jumbo would be nothing to him. Five hun
dred mules could not do half the kicking the
wave-theorist demands of our little locust.
To overcome the inertia of all this solid matter,
and to move it ' to and fro ' at such a rate re
quires 'force,' 'urging,' 'pushes and pulls'
that reduce the entire wave-theory to the
quintessence of absurdity."
Gentlemen, I have not half exhausted the
locust argument and its fatal teaching against
the wave or motion theory of sound ; for in
stance, I have not touched the phase of the
argument bearing upon the heat hypothesis
advanced by Laplace to save Newton's calcula
tions from ridicule : nor have I touched on
the phase which treats of Mayer's ratio of in
creased density in the condensations of the
sound-waves. To exhaust these two phases of
the locust argument would occupy me for an
hour; and so you will thank me for leaving
them for some future occasion.
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I shall now direct your attention to a basic the Wave-Theory of Acoustics—the law says
law oE the wave-theory, which you will agree clearly and simply that the intensity or loudness
with me is not supported by any experiment of sound, as heard by the normal and perfectly
yet made, or by our every-day-experience in healthy ear, diminishes as the inverse square of
matters of sound. This law is commonly the distance from its center of origin.
known as the "Law of Inverse Squares," and Professor Tyndall and other wave-theorists
directly lays down, as a fact, that the inten who profess to be profound mathematicians,
sity of any sound decreases as the inverse assert that a shell of four feet radius contains
square of the distance. But do not take my sixteen times the quantity of matter contained
word for it whilst I can give you the highest in a shell of one foot radius—I admit they are
and best authority on the subject.
correct if surface measurement alone is taken
Professor Tyndallsays :—"In the case of our —and then, in application of the law, they un
exploding balloon the wave of sound expands hesitatingly affirm that the loudness of a sound
on all sides, the motion produced by the ex four feet from the center of origin is only oneplosion being thus diffused over a continually sixteenth of the loudness it is at one foot from
augmenting mass of air. It is perfectly mani the center. The mind is not impressed by
fest that this can not occur without an en- such small figures ; and the absurdity of the
feeblement of the motion. Take the case of a whole reasoning hardly appears whilst sixteen
thin shell of air with a radius of one foot, bounds the calculation. Let us carry the law
reckoned from the center of explosion. A to something like a logical conclusion. Let
shell of the same thickness, but of two feet us " right here," as our American cousins say,
radius, will contain four times the quantity of see what our little singing or screaming friend,
matter ; if its radius be three feet, it will con the locust, has to tell us on the subject. You
tain nine times the quantity of matter ; if four see I am not quite done with that insect yet.
feet, it will contain sixteen times the quantity The sound produced by the locust is a loud
of matter, and so on. Thus the quantity of one; indeed, it would require to be so, under
matter set in motion augments as the square any law, to travel the great distance it does ;
of the distance from the center of explosion. but its sound is not sufficiently loud to injure
The intensity or loudness of sound diminishes the auditory nerves when the ear is held close
in the same proportion. We express this law," to its source. Its pitch, about that of 900 vibra
continues Professor Tyndall, " by saying that tions, is not painfully acute, as you all can
the intensity of the sound varies inversely as realize ; but you may use any expression with
respect to its effect on the human ear, held,
the square of the distance."
I am not aware that a mathematician or say, one inch from the insect, you think proper;
acoustician in England has ever dreamt of call it almost deafening, or even deafening, in
questioning this law as regards sound ; and the usual acceptance of the word, if you iike ;
until the present year it has passed current in for my argument will be very little affected,
all the motion theories. It has the high- if any, by the most forcible expression you can
flavored scientific smack about it, and that use to describe the strength of the sound at the
goes a great way with people who will not stated distance of one inch from the locust's
calmly think for themselves, and who will not sound producing organ.
open their eyes and ears to the teaching of Now, suppose the locust to be stridulating in
daily experience.
the center of a large, level, and perfectly un
Recently, however, Prof. Silvanus Thompson obstructed plain ; in which, beyond the ground,
let a brick fall upon the devoted head of this there is absolutely nothing either to deflect or
pet mathematical law, by stating boldly in his reflect its sound. In such a position the sound
Contor Lectures on the Electromagnet, that it of the insect can be distinctly heard for more
is a "fallacy" that" the attraction of an elec than a mile in all directions. Can you form a
tromagnet for its armature varies inversely, as mental idea, from your own experience, of
thesquare of its distance from the poles."
how much the deafening sound we have been
I said devoted head, for a whole cart-load of considering could be and would be likely to be
unmistakable bricks has been pitched on it al reduced in strength to be simply audible and
ready by Dr. Hall and other supporters of the no more? Suppose we reduce it to one-half.
Substantial Theory of Sound. I shall have to So reduced it would be no longer deafening or
throw a locust at its head in a few minutes. even unpleasant to the ear (bear in mind, we
I do not question fora moment the fact that are speaking of the natural stridulations of a
sound decreases in strength or loudness as the small insect weighing less than a quarter of a
distance from its source is increased ; but I dis pennyweight). Let it be reduced to onepute that under any possible conditions it de quarter, and surely the sound will be quite
creases in accordance with the law of inverse an ordinary one. Now let it be reduced to onesquares. Daily experience refutes such absurd sixteenth of its original strength at one inch
teaching ; and I unhesitatingly say that no away, and you will agree with me that we are
properly conducted and observed experiment getting well on towards the pianissimo effect
ever proved the law to be correct. To the to the ear. Your own musical experience will
listener at a popular lecture, or to the super assure you that I am correct. Now, gentle
ficial reader of text-books on sound, it may men, how far do you think the ear has had to
appear a reasonable law—so reasonable, in be removed from the locust to accomplish this
deed, that there seems no necessity to test its reduction to one-sixteenth? According to the
accuracy even with a little observation and great mathematical law just given, the ear has
common-sense. Have not the great scientists, only had to move to thedistauceof four inches
who ought to know, stated the law to be truth, from the locust. Well, this seems absurd, so
and is not that enough for the ordinary student we start for a brisk walk of a mile across the
and the musician ? I say, a thousand times, plain ; and as we go we hear the sound of the
locust getting perceptibly and very gradually
no 1
If the law is true it will, of course, stand any i weaker, but always quite distinct and audible.
test. Let us try. The law says—bear in mind, I At the one mile limit we stand and listen, and
gentlemen, we are discussing a basic law of 1 still we hear the sound perfectly clear, but of
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course greatly reduced in strength by the dis
tance. Taking a pencil and note-book, we
work the sum of the decrease of strength in
strict accordance with the law of inverse
squares ; and tind, to our absolute mental con
fusion, that we are hearing the sound of the
distant locust reduced to the one four thousand
andfourteen million, four hundred and eightynine thousand and six hundredth part of its
strength at one inch distance. Was there ever
anything, outside the dream of a mathematical
mind, so absolutely absurd and preposterous ?
Just fancy any earthly sound being reduced to
the four thousand and fourteenth millionth
part of its loudness, and then realized as an
audible sound by the unaided ear in the open
air. I should hardly like to publish my opinion
of the man who believed in such an insult to
common sense.
Objectors, on the Wave-Theory side of the
house, will say that the position of the locust
on the ground, in the neighborhood of a level
reflecting plain, is against the true operation
of the law, and, accordingly, great allowance
must be made. Gentlemen, I am willing to
make great allowance both for the objections
and the objectors, and shall strike off four
thousand millions from the fraction arrived at
by the law. I am quite content with the one
fourteen millionth part of the locust sound—
but where am I to find an ear to hear it ?
(To be continued.)
A SEW FRIEND-THE SPECTROSCOPE.
BY THOMAS MUNNELL, A. M.
The spectroscope is the most wonderful in
vention of modern times. In connection with
photography it has become a conqueror in as
tronomy that surpasses all the achievements
of only a few decades ago, by the number of
its new and valuable discoveries.
Dr. Huygens announces among other recent
advances, "the improved measurements, by
means of the spectroscope, of the motion of
the stars and nebulae, and the discovery of
double stars and stellar systems." The number
of fixed stars cognizable by the best telescopes
is about 50,000,000 while the spectroscope dis
covers about as many more. Some of these
last are so distant that it requires light Dying
at the rate of 192,000 miles per second, more
than a hundred years to reach us. The tele
scope has measured the distance of about fif
teen stars but the spectroscope has reached
about fifty of them. Among these last is Arc
turus, a star of the first magnitude, whose dis
tance from us is such that it takes its light 200
years to reach us. Now let some one who has
leisure find the number of seconds in 200 years
and multiply that by 192,000 and he will have
the number of miles Arcturus and the earth
are apart, so that if the former had been de
stroyed 199 years ago, it would still be shining
on us every night. Admitting all this, how
does it prove light to be an entity ? What has
it to do with Substantialism ?
"Much in every way."
1. No Substantialist, not even Dr. Hall, fif
teen years ago, knew that the spectroscope was
to develop into the mightiest advocate of the
new philosophy. The scientific world has been
surprised to find that according to wave-theo
rists the cricket must shake four cubic miles of
air whenever it choses to put its little machin
ery into operation for that purpose. This sim
pie fact is an unconquerable Gibraltar when
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ever the question of sound-waves is before us.
But as the wave-theory holds that light also
does not generate but consists of wavelets, and
as said theory asks us to believe that Arcturus
must be keeping up this trembling motion for
the space of two hundred years before its light
reaches us, the assumption becomes too absurd
to be seriously discussed, especially when we
consider that the supposed waves are of course
sent out in all directious—east, west, north,
south, up, down, right, left, and at every in
finitesimal angle, till every possible point on
the outermost shell of Arcturus' light is
reached. For were we disposed to strain their
theory unmercifully, we could remind them
that the light of said star goes far beyond our
filanet so that said outermost shell may be trilions of leagues in diameter greater than the
one that only embraces us, but for the present
purpose we will confine it to present dimen
sions. Besides the groundless working hy
pothesis of ether filling all space, invented in
order to have something to make waves out of,
the assumption becomes still more grave when
they suppose that the Creator had no more
economical way of sending light across the
universe than to create a universe of ether for
that purpose. It would require no more power
to create light as an entity than to create ether
as an entity. And that is just what was done
for "God said, Let Ihere be Light and there
was Light" — not "Let there be Waves."
Everything that God made he called a " Thing,"
and iight was among the "Things" he said
were "very good." Gen. i. 31.
It may be said in reply to this that an Al
mighty Creator would find no difficulty in en
dowing Arcturus or any other world with
power to send its wavelets throughout a whole
universe and to keep up such tremors in all
the media through which it was to pass. Of
course almighty power could do so, but He
never wastes His power in doing what is use
less. Besides this, the following, among many
facts derived from the revelations of our new
friend, clearly proves that light does not flow
in wavelets. Although the burden of proof
lies with the affirmative we do not hesitate to
prove a negative.
It is well known that the spectroscope can
not of itself gather light enough from Sirius
or any other star to perform its wonders in
spectral analysis. It is compelled to use the
telescope to collect sufficient light for this pur
pose. To do this it must place the object glass
of its collimator exactly in the focus of a tele
scope whose broad eye concentrates i;he needed
amount of light upon said glass. Now the
light that falls from Arcturus first upon the
object glass of the telescope where its rays are
refracted from nearly parallel to converging
lines, till they reach the object glass of said col
limator, thence in divergent lines till they pass
two other lenses and an intermediate prism
and thence convergent again to the eye glass
of the spectroscope. Here are at least five
crystalline lenses as hard and as inflexible as
any flint in the Rocky Mountains, all of which
are expected to be frightened into tremors by
the approach of an inoffensive little bean of
light through a window slat that left Arcturus
200 years ago and has travelled more than a
quadrillion of miles or more than four trillions
of leagues, causing all the ether between as
well as these lenses to shudder at its gentle
presence. But this is only the radius of the
shell, the whole interior of which is kept ii*
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"THE INVISIBLE WORLD."
BY REV. J. I. SWANDER, D. D., Ph. D.
Last month the Microcosm gave a notice of
this masterpiece of elegant writing as well as
logical reasoning. Orders, we are glad to say,
are coming in encouragingly for this book so
important to the library of every man or
woman who wishes to keep up with the times.
Dr. Swander struck a most felicitous idea
when he hit upon the name "Invisible World."
A man who has a promising young horse which
omens great speed, oftentimes cudgels his
brains for months in deciding upon a name for
his coming racer, one which will carry with it
the prestige and portent of good fortune, with
a kind of occult superstition that the genius
which presides over the race-course is partial
to pretty and appropriate names. Dr. Swander
no doubt felt the same toward the invincible
racer to which his own brain had given birth.
Of one thing we are certain, that no othername could have been constructed out of all
the 30,000 leading words of Webster and Wor
cester which would so appropiately have symboled the drift of thought embodied and ur.folded in the book so happily christened. It is.
a gem.
This book must be read to be appreciated.
Send for a copy to the Microcosm office and
receive it by return mail. Price, beautifully
bound in cloth, $1.50. It contains between
three and four hundred pages.
Editor.
THE " PROBLEM OF HUMAN LIFE."
This book was the first scientific work writ
ten by Dr. Hall, the editor of this paper. It
has achieved a sale greater than any similar
work ever printed, even under the prestige of
the largest publishing houses with all their
enormous advertising advantages, having al
ready passed its seventy-eighth thousand, and
without one dollar's expense in advertising.
While other books have their maximum run
at the announcement of their publication, the
"Problem of Human Life" was entirely un
known at the start, as its author, without
money and never before heard of, had to be
his own publisher. But at once it sprang into
the very lead of all scientific works previouslyprinted, simply by one person telling another,
and it is even now selling faster than at any
time during the fourteen years of its existence.
This, judging from its previous history, will
no doubt be the natural rate of its increasing
sales for the next 100 years to come. The great
fundamental truths and principles which it
unfolded were not only original and told in an
original way, but they touched a sympathetic
chord in the heart and intellect of every brainy
man and woman who ever casually happened
to open its pages. This is the reason why it
sells with an increasing furor such as is unpar
alleled in the annals of literature.
We now announce that the book can not be
sold for less than its regular retail price by
mail—$2 ; and to agents at $9 per dozen by ex
press, or at $12.16 per dozen by mail.
OUR HEALTH-PAMPHLET.
The book is handsomely and substantially
in cloth and contains 524 pages.
Still continues tbe sale of the pamphlet revealing bound
To those who have not seen this wonderful
fully the discovery made by Dr. Hall for the cure of dis
ease of all kinds, without medicine ; and still the testi book—this chef d'ceuvre of the nineteenth
monials continue to arrive. We give a sample on last century —should read the extracts copied from
page of this number.
We will take pleasure in forwarding to any address, it at the close of Dr. Hall's masterly paper on
free, a copy of our Extra Micbocosh giving full infor Darwinism just read before the Victoria Instimation concerning this drugless remedy, and any person j
who may wish copies to distribute among hi'* friends !i tute of Great Britain and which forms the
will be abundantly supplied by us, free of charge, and j opening article in this number.
1
Associate Editor.
will have our sincere thanks at the same time.
perpetual agitation to send out this nonentity
they call light. And when we think of the
100,000,000 of fixed stars each of which has such
a shell of light the waves of which, like water
waves they say, are crossing each other at
every infinitesimal point in reach, at every
possible angle and with all the supposed con
densations and rarefactions in infinite multi
tude and "confusion worse confounded," how
can there be a wave of light at all in any part
of the universe? Cut up into innumerable
squares, triangles, diamonds, parallelograms,
rhomboids and geometrical figures of all pos
sible forms by decillions of rays from every
star in the heavens, how can there beany con
tinuous wavelet anywhere while thus broken
into vigintillions of fragments everywhere.
But to return to the argument from our new
ally, the spectroscope, aided by the telescope
in its spectral analyses, which can not be ef
fected with less than five lenses. Now can any
sane physicist believe that this gentle little
ray from Arcturus, after completing its four
trillion leagues in two hundred years, can as
sault even the first of said lenses with such
blows as to throw it into tremors, and keep up
the agitation of the flinty crystal during one
or one thousand observations at the will of the
astronomer? These same wave-theorists teach
that the number of waves of light range from
five to seven billions per second, and as it is
the medium through which light passes that
is made to vibrate, whether it be ether, air, or
crystal, it follows that our little streak of light
not only forced the said object glass to bend
in and out as the drum of the ear is supposed
to do some six hundred billion times per second,
but that said glass communicated the same
number of strokes per second to the air inside
of the tube of the telescope, till they reached
the first lense in the collimator, and with force
unchecked bombarded it into its six hundred
billion quivers, and so on through the other
three crystals and their respective spaces, till
it reaches the eye of the observer and there
pelts its retina with the usual 600,000,000,000
per second. Was there ever a plainer reductio
ad absurdum? And yet a purely sectarian
philosophy that can believe that a tack ham
mer or even a pin scratch can send waves
through an iron log fifty feet long, can easily
arrange to swallow any other camel that comes
in its way.
Welcome then, thrice welcome Substantialism whose ligrht and heat, though not material,
are as veritable "things" as God ever made,
and being immaterial they need no ether for
their transmission, have no collisions in the
clouds, nor battles anywhere; it has success
fully and triumphantly spanned the chasm
that so long has yawned between the material
and the immaterial, and has furnished the
best assurance on philosophic and scientific
grounds of the immortality of man ever of
fered to the troubled soul.
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Unsolicited testimonials from persons having used DR. WILFORD HALL'S
HEALTH TREATMENT for the cure of disease, the preservation of health and
the promotion of longevity WITHOUT MEDICINE:
Elder Miles Grant, the distinguished evan
Rev. Frank De Courcy, Box 295, Jackson,
gelist, writes, Boston, September 9th:
Tenn., writes, September 10, 1891:
" Enclosed find cheque for a supply of ' Health-Pam
"Dr. A. Wllford Hall, Dear Sir,— . . . The treatment
phlets' to take to Australia, where I intend to spend has done for me what doctors and even surgeons could
some time in mission work. My high estimation of your not do. I did not expect to live through the year 1889,
wonderful remedy for disease and its power to keep a so desperate and painful was my existence. I am slowly
man in perfect health, has not abated in the least after but surely improving. Kidneys, bladder and near or
using it over two years. So far as I know, all who are gans were diseased beyond doctor's hope of recovery.
using it faithfully give it an unqualified hearty recom Now they are growing better under regular treatment.
mendation- Many have said they ' would not part with
" Frank De Courcy."
it for ten thousand dollars.' It should be in every Herman E. Buck, Canisteo, N. Y., writes,
family.
Your brother in Christ,
Miles Grant."
25, 1891:
Elder J. C. Royer, State Evangelist for A. C. July
"Dear Sir.—I have not taken any cathartics since pur
Missionary Society, of Hixton, Wis., writes, chasing
your Health-Pamphlet last Fall. I had been
July 14, 1891:
annoyed severely since my discharge from the army in
"Dear Dr. Hall, — Five weeks ago I purchased your 1863 with ohronlc diarrhoea and alternate looseness and
Health-Pamphlet. At first I was disappointed on account constipation. Your treatment in my case has proven
of the simplicity of the treatment, but made up my mind far more beneficial than drugs and I could not now get
to give It a fairtrlal- For five years I have been troubled along without it. Yours, eto., Herman E. Buck."
with biliousness. A few days after receiving your pam
phlet a bilious attack came on, and to my joy the first M. Darling, 34 Cod man Park, Roxbury,
treatment gave me the desired relief. I now uso it Mass., writes, September 12, 1891:
regularly and am better every way.
" Dr. A. Wilford Hall, Dear Sir,—After fifty years' ex
" Respeotfully yours, J. C. Royer." perience
with 'sick headaches' I commenced the use
your health treatment last March, and since then I
C. A. Pugh, P. M., Blacksburgh, Va., writes, of
have had but one day's illness from my old maiady. Its
September 1, 1891:
to me oan not be overestimated. A friend of
"Dr. A. W. Hall,—In a letter received recently from value
mine who has been a great sufferer from sick headache,
my father I find this : ' I can not put an estimate on and
to
whom I recommended your treatment, informed
what Hall's treatment Is worth to me. May he (Dr. me some
five or six weeks after he commenced its use,
Hall) long live to hear of the good his discovery is doing that he would
not take fifty thousand dollars for the
for theandhuman
family.'
My father
is nearly
which I sold him, for said he. it has
three
has been
using your
treatment
twelve seventymonths. Health-Pamphlet
completely
cured
me of those horrible headaches from
" Respectfully yours, C. A. Pugh, P. M. " whioh I have suffered
for many years.
" Yours respectfully,
M. Darling."
E. S. Errickson, 23 Patchen Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y., writes, July 20, 1891 :
Rev.
O.
Kilgore,
Cedar
Springs,
Mich.,
" Dr. A. W. Hall, Dear Sir,— . . . Further use of
July 28, 1891:
the Health Treatment in my own oase confirms the ver writes,
Dr. Hall,—For over twenty-five years I have
dict of thousands who have testified as to the merits of "Dear from
liver trouble which, three years ago, de
your system. Said a physician to me : ' How have you suffered
veloped into enlargement of the liver. I experienced a
been benefited?' and, as it was after the manner of a dull,
languid
feeling,
frequent pains In my side, attended
challenge, I replied : ' The pain in my left lung, of which with constant dizziness,
whlcn at one time was so se
I have complained to you for upwards of five years and vere
that
I
fell
to
the
during the delivery of a ser
have been painfully conscious whenever even a slight mon. Last January Ifloor
was compelled to give up my
cold was Induced, has quite disappeared.' I might also evangelistic
work
and
returned
home discouraged, hav
have added that constipation, my foe of twenty years' ing received no permanent benefit
from physicians
standing, has been conquered and my eyes, wbtoh I se whose advice I had often sought. My
was
riously threatened to have spectacled at the age of then called to your hygienio treatmentattention
which I pur
thirty-eight, are now equal to my requirements.
chased
and
put
into
practice,
and
I
now
most
solemnly
"Faithfully yours, E. S. Errickson." affirm that the first few treatments gave me great re
Charles Holmes, Mexico, N. Y., writes, Sep lief, the sensation of fullness and tenderness in my bow
els was gone and I could eat, sleep and walk like a new
tember 9, 1891:
its use ever since with the hap
"Dr. Hall,—I bought the Health-Pamphlet one year man. I have continued
To me it is a prioeless boon.
ago last January and am highly pleased with your hy piest results.
"Yours
in
the
cause
of suffering humanity,
gienic treatment, which has cured me of dyspepsia and
*
"Rev. O. Kilgore."
Its attendant evils—bronchitis, kidney troubles, etc.—
with which I had been afflicted, more or less, for fifty
years. I now feel as young as a boy and can work on
my farm all day with very little fatigue, although sixtyCONTENTS FOR OCTOBER NUMBER.
eight years old, and I believe it my duty to make known
PAGH.
Dr. Hall in Great Britain. Direct Creation vemut
the merits of your Health-Pamphlet.
Spontaneous Generation and Natural Selection.
"Respectfully yours, Charles Holmes."
A. Wilford Hall, Ph. D., LL. D.)
161
Mrs. Alice Bentley, Blandinsrille, 1l1., writes A (By
Two-Fold Question Answered. (By J. I. Swander,
July 24, 1891:
D. D., Ph. D.)
166
" Dear. Dr. Hall,—We have been usln^ your treatment Theosophy Under a Cloud. (Editor.)—A New Tele
about three months with wonderful results. My hus phone
168
band was for two years so that we did not think he A Physiological and Anatomical Problem. Valuable
could live another month. Everything seemed to be Premiums Offered. (Editor.)—Thos. Munnell.—The
the trouble. Kidney trouble, heart disease, rheumatism oretical and Natural Socialism. (By Isaac Hoffer.) 169
and dyspepsia. He could not well keep anything on his The Wave Theorv of Acoustics. (By George Ashstomach and was constantly taking physic. Now he down Audsley, F. H. I. B. A.)
171
eats most anything he wants and does not think of tak A New Friend—The Spectroscope. (By Thomas
ing medlolne. I myself have had poor health since I Munnell, A.M.)
174
was fourteen, and up to the time I began your treat Our Health-Pamphlet.—" The Invisible World. " By
ment I only weighed eighty-seven pounds, now I weigh Rev. J. I. Swander, D. D., Ph. D.—The "Problem
ninety-seven, a gain of ten pounds in three months.
of Human Life."
175
"Yours respectfully,
Alice Bentley." Testimonials
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THE WAVE-THEORY OF SOUND DEMOL
ISHED.—ARRAIGNMENT OF PROF. TVSDALL.
BY THE EDITOR.
At the request of the Secretary of the Society
of Science, Letters and Arts, of London, Eng
land (which had conferred upon the writer the
honor of electing him a Fellow), we sent for
publication in their Transactions our reply to
Sedley Taylor, the distinguished Professor of
Acoustics, at Cambridge University. This re
ply appeared in the Society's Journal, June 16th
of this year, and is the same as it appears in the
Microcosm of last April, at page 73.
We have j ust recei ved a letter from E. Albert
Sturman, M. A., LL.D., General Secretary of
the Association, inclosing a reply to our article
from a Mr. Alfred H. Bowman, "Student of
Natural Science," and requesting a reply from
our pen. But for this request we should not
have considered the remarks of Mr. Bowman
as worthy of notice, for reasons which will ap
pear further on. To show the reader that we
are not unduly prejudiced against our English
"Student of Natural Science," we quote the
gist of his criticisms as follows :
Dr. Wilfobd Hall :
Dear Sir,—As concerns your attack on the WaveTheory of Sound and also on Professor S. Taylor's
opinion of the cause of diversity in the intensity of
sonnd produced by wooden and iron sound boards (as
published in the journal Society of Science, Letters and
Art, June 16th), I have a word to say.
Wood being much more compressible than iron, it must
be evident that when the area of each sound board is
small the wood would give the greatest volume of
sound, because it vibrates deepest and so disturbs the
air most; and, on the other hand, when the sound
boards are large the faot would be reversed, because of
segmental vibration being extended over a larger area.
Hence, the sound boards of small instruments, as the
violin, are of wood ; and, of larger instruments, of iron
and steel. The more elastic the sound board is the less
superficial area it requires.
The reason why the tuning-fork produces such a weak
sound is because of the interference of waves generated
from between the prongs with those generated from
the outside surfaces of the forks, a fact of which Mr.
Taylor does not seem to be informed. If the vibrating
fork be turned slowly round before the ear, there will
occur four positions in which no sound can be heari.
where the condensations between and the rarefactions
outside, and vice versa, exactly neutralize each other.
If we construct a diaphragm with a slit In it, just suffl- 1
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ciently large to admit the prong of the fork and allow Stokes of the Royal Society, Sir Wm. Thomp
It to vibrate without contact, we find the sound much son, our own Profs. Mayer, Stevens and Rood,
Increased in volume, and the only reason I can assign and all other physicists here and in Great
for it is that the diaphragm prevents the Interference of Britain either to attend the scientific funeral
the two sets of waves generated from between the forks in person or to send a letter of condolence.
and from the outside surface of the one fork-prong. The coffin for this occasion is presented in
Even Dr. Hall must admit that waves must first exist the accompanyingcut which exactly represents
before they can interfere. * * * *
atuning-fork (C of 512 vibrations to the second),
I am sir, yours, etc.,
one prong of which is buried out of sight and
Alfred H. Bowman, F. S. Sc.
hermetically sealed in a heavy square casket of
Student of Natural Science. brass, and which touches the fork only at the
along the center line between the prongs
But for the seriousness of the subject the base
as not to interfere with both prongs' free
second paragraph in the foregoing extract so
vibration, one inside of the casket and the other
would be positively laughable. That there out.
was an adult man in all England, whether At this base of the fork, as will be seen, the
"student of natural science" or not, so badly
overlaps and is bolted to a block of wood
informed as not to know that "iron" or brass
that fits tightly around the stem of the fork so
"steel" was never used for a sound board of that
vestige of sound can escape from the
a musical instrument big or little, is a revela prongno inclosed
in the casket, thereby per
tion that may well surprise both hemispheres. mitting
outside prong singly and alone,
The truth is, this innocent " student of natural without the
any possible "interference" from its
science" entirely misapprehended Sedley Tay interred fellow,
to bear its testimony and thus
lor's criticism and our reply, by supposing that ring the death-knell
the theory which for
we were actually discussing the reasons why so many hundreds ofofyears
has persisted in
large sounding boards were made of iron or slandering this purest and Worst-maligned
of
steel and small ones of wood t If this does not all musical instruments. The location of the
break the championship record for scientific buried prong can be seen faintly outlined by
ignorance in Great Britain we fail to imagine the dotted lines upon the side of the sealed
what could do it.
His second paragraph though equally erro casket.
Now, having prepared the reader for the
neous, is better, simply because it is an almost solemn
we seize the wooden base of
verbatim copy of the stereotyped arguments the fork requiem
in our hand and strike the unconfined
in favor of the so-called law of "sound-inter prong a blow
against its pad and listen. And
ference" as elaborated in every text-book pub behold ! we get
exactly and only one-half as
lished. To prove this we here give the words much sound from
this single prong as we get
of Prof. Tyndall which are almost exactly from a similar fork
with both prongs free to
parallel :
"interfere," thus demonstrating that the nor
"You must have remarked the almost total absence of mal weakness of the tone of the tuning-fork
found on the part of vibrating tuning-forks when held in no way results from the supposed inter
free in the hand. The feebldhess of the fork as a sound ference of its air-waves as all science has pre
ing body rites in great pari from interference. The viously taught. This of course is precisely as
prongs always vibrate in opposite directions, one pro it should be according to true science.
But now we toll this funeral bell again by
ducing a condensation where the other produces a rare
faction, a destruction of sound being the consequence. By striking the free prong as before, and then
holding
the fork upright in our fingers in front
simply passing a pasteboard tube over one of the prongs
of the fork [which he illustrates] its vibrations are in of the ear. By turning it around just as Prof.
part Intercepted, and an augumentation of the sound is Tyndall so carefully directs, behold 1 we have
the result. The single prong is thus proved to be more the same "silence" at the four corners of this
effectual than the two prongs. There are positions in one prong, but much more distinctly marked
which the destruction of the sound of one prong by that than when both prongs are heard, simply be
of the other is total. These positions are easily found cause this "silence" at either corner is neces
by striking the fork and turning it round before the sarily somewhat neutralized by the tone from
ear. When the back of the prong is parallel to the the other prong when both are exposed;
ear, the sound is heard ; when the side surfaces of both whereas the silence is complete when one of the
prongs are parallel to the ear, the sound is also heard ; prongs is entirely shut off !
Thus we demonstrate beyond the shadow of
but when the corner of a prong is carefully presented
to the ear the sound is utterly destroyed. During one a doubt that this "corner silence" so vaunted
complete rotation of the fork we find four positions by wave-theorists results alone from the fact
where the sound is thus obliterated."—("Tyndall on tnat by an unknown law of acoustics no sound
issues from the corners of a vibrating prong;
Sound," ohap. VII., page 872.)
or, in other words, that sound only issues in
Sedley Taylor in his "Sound and Music," two general directions—that of the vibrating
page 155, elaborates precisely the same argu prong back and forth and that at rightment on the "silence" observed at the fork- angles to such vibration, though these two
corners as being caused by the "interference" directions of sound-force by diffusing come
of the air-waves issuing from the two prongs, together and blend a very short distance from
and from which both he and Tyndall draw the corners of the prongs. The same thing
their argument that "musical beats" also re precisely occurs with a round-prong tuningsult from the same" interference of air-waves. " fork, as we have proved by having one made
Thus, having stated this entire wave-theory for the purpose of testing it.
side of the case fairly and explicitly, we now But here remains in bold relief the annihilat
purpose annihilating the whole law of inter ing fact for the wave-theory, that the " inter
ference and with it taking the last breath of ference " of so-called air-waves from the two
life out of the wave-theory itself. And we re I prongs is an absolute myth, having nothing
spectfully invite Prof. Tyndall, Prof. Helm- whatever to do with these observed phenoholtz* Lord Bayleigh, Mr. Taylor, President 1 mena peculiar to the tuning-fork, and whick
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for centuries have been so egregiously misnnderstood and misrepresented by physicists
all over the world.
And now comes the question for the rising
students of science both here and in Europe,
namely, what are Profs. Tyndall, Helmholtz,
Thompson, Stokes, Taylor, Mayer, Rood, Stev
ens & Co., going to do about it? Will they,
or either one of them have the scientific candor
and courage to acknowledge that this very
foundation law of "interference" has been
swept out from under the wave-theory, leaving
it a chaotic heap of ruins?
We do not expect any such an honest and
straightforward answer from any of them ; but
as Mr. Sedley Taylor has had the manly cour
age to show fight by attacking Substantialism,
we now propose to him, and will so write him
personally inclosing this paper, that we will
send him by express, prepaid, this tuning-fork
and case, as shown in our cut, if he will agree
to examine and test it in the presence of Dr.
Audsley, at the same time giving the doctor
his candid opinion of the bearing and force of
the experiment. Will he accept this offer?
We shall see.
But at this point we purpose focusing our
calcium-light for a moment upon the cele
brated " pasteboard-tube" experiment of Prof.
Tyndall, and try to analyze its probable hon
esty and consistency in the light of our own
illustrated demonstration and for the benefit
of future students of acoustics. With a full
responsibility for what we are about to write,
we assert that in placing that "pasteboard
tube" over one prong of the fork with the
mouth of that tube wide open, not only to let
out the normal sound of that prong but to pro
duce a loud resonance from its air chamber in
addition, that distinguished scientist evinced
either a want of moral honesty or a lack of
competency as a scientific experimenter.
We admit that this seems like a harsh thing
to say of as great a man as Prof. Tyndall, but
the truth of history and our duty to coming
generations of scientific students compel us to
utter this merited denunciation. Let us crit
ically look at this experiment with the " paste
board tube" in the light of our unimpeachable
engraving and in the light of what Prof.
Tyndall must have known, if worthy to be
called a scientist.
While he was thus publicly claiming to show
the effects of "interference" between the air
waves sent off from the two prongs, and while
he was pretending to stop off the sound of one
prong in order to show the effect upon the
other prong when freed from "interference,"
why did he deliberately place over that prong
an open-mouthed air-chamber of such capacity
as to augment the sound of that prong by res
onance and then fallaciously claim this increase
of sound as the result of prevented interfer
ence by having stopped off one of the prongs?
Did he not know that the sound of that prong,
so far from being stopped off, was actually
augmented by resonance? Can such a selfevident mechanical trick of jugglery and de
ception be reconciled with scientific honesty?
If it can, it can only be done at the expense of
scientific intelligence that would amount to
worse than a crime in a man of his pretentions.
Again; why did not this scientific lecturer,
as a man who had any care for his reputation
as an accurate experimenter in matters of
physical science, adopt the plan here illus
trated and thereby really stop off the sound of
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one of the prongs entirely by a hermetically
sealed metal case, and thus let his anxious
students know the truth on this subject? Is
it not perfectly plain that Prof. Tyndall knew,
if he should honestly do this, that he would
show his audience that the single outside prong,
when entirely isolated from the other, would
sound only half as loud as both prongs com
bined, and did he not know that he would thus
totally overturn the wave-theory and hope
lessly demolish his lecture?
To suppose that he did not know the fact
that with one prong entirely insulated the
sound would be reduced instead of "aug
mented" (an experiment so easily tried), is to
write him down a scientific ass. This, of
course, nobody can believe of Prof. Tyndall ;
therefore it remains a painful fact that this
greatest living exponent of the wave-theory of
sound, in order to maintain the appearance of
truth in that theory before his scientific audi
ence, dishonestly passed an open-mouthed airchamber over one prong of his tuning-fork in
order to augment its sound by resonance,
thereby to deceive his audience and make them
think there was some truth in the law of soundinterference ! We have written this sentence
emphatically and as our deliberate conviction,
being totally unable to come to any other con
clusion.
It now remains to be seen, before Prof. Tyn
dall shall depart hence, if he will or will not
place on record some sort of explanation oi
this almost resistless evidence of scientific
dishonesty—an explanation that will in some
measure relieve his posthumous reputation by
showing in what possible manner, by what im
aginable mental processes, and by what theo
retic emergencies he was so palpably deceived
into deceiving others by false pretences and
fraudulent experiments to bolster up an abso
lutely false theory of science.
Prof. Tyndall owes it to himself a thousand
fold more than to any one else to go to work
at once and make a clean breast of it by laying
before the world the mystery of his self-decep
tion, since we can not consistently expect him
to confess to his actual dishonesty. That he now
knows positively that the wave-theory of sound
is false from root to branch there can be no man
ner of doubt from what he has recently learned
through these publications. But the proba
bility is that he is living along toward the end
of his career in a vague sort of hope that the
new theory will blow over, or possibly, that it
may cripple itself by mistakes of its advocates
so that the final dissolution of the wave-theory
and its abandonment by the colleges will occur
a long time after the place which knows him
now shall know him no more. We are sorry,
however, to write him that he is probably mis
taken—and that the final catastrophy of the
wave-theory is much closer at hand than he
vainly hopes. It may come in all its cyclonic
devastation before he dies, old as he is, and it
is in this confident expectation that we have
penned this admonition and advice. Prof.
Tyndall knows that the foundation of his theory
has been swept away. Why not accept the
situation and prepare for posthumous conse
quences?
Were it possible to conceive of such a cir
cumstance as that this world-renowned phy
sicist and painstaking experimenter in all
other departments of science, could accident
ally or ignorantly have taken up by chance
an open-mouthed pasteboard tube of just tke
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right size to augment the tone of that prong
by resonance, and that he really thought he
was stopping off the sound of the prong in
stead of increasing it, there might still be a
faint hope of palliating the crime of dishonesty
by substituting the semi-crime of stupidity.
But against this charitable view stands a cloud
of witnesses, since every single experiment or
illustration throughout his entire book on
sound, where any reference is had directly or
indirectly to the defense of the wave-theory
of sound, this same reckless tergiversation,
disregard of accuracy and manifest deception
of his audience by false scientific representa
tions of facts prevails, in many instances even
more marked than in his "pasteboard tube"
illustration.
Take for example a dozen of this same class
of experiments, carefully designed and planned
and doctored to meet the demands of the wavetheory—such as the "tin tube" experiment
of blowing out a candle by clapping two books
together ; such as the resonant jars with bellshaped mouths having a doctored depth of a
"half-wavelength;" such as the two unison
forks producing "absolute silence" when
bowed half a wave-length apart; such as the
double-siren ficasco in which the natural
octave, from double the number of orifices
exposed, was represented as the promised
"total silence" on account of interference.etc,
etc., and we find the same inaccurate and un
scientific character prevails, wherever focused
under the analyzing lens of truth, as that just
exposed of placing a resonant air-chamber over
one prong of a tuning-fork thereby augmenting
its volume of tone while publicly pretending
to stop off its sound.
Was i t not, forexample, passi ng strange when
Prof. Tyndall attributed the faintness of the
sound of the tuning-fork held in the fingers
to the " interference" of the air-waves from
the two prongs, that he never thought of pre
cisely the same weakness of tone in a stretched
chord when not connected with a sounding
board ? Hear what he had just said in a pre
vious lecture while exhibiting such a stretched
string :
" The sonorus waves whioh at present strike your ears
do notproceed immediatelyfrom the string. The amount
ofmotion,which so thin a body Imparts to the air is too
tmall to be sensible at any distance."—' Lectures on
Sound," page 87.
How amazingly absurd must all this appear
to the intelligent and open-minded student of
physical science 1 Not a word does Prof. Tyn
dall here utterin regard to the "interference"
of the air-waves from one side of the stretched
chord with those from the other side as the
cause of this very faint sound, only that it is
"so thin a body!" Not being able to lug in
"interference" with a single string, he had to
account for its observed weakness of tone and
thus to silence the misgivings of his audience
by the convenient plea that "the amount of
motion which so thin a body imparts to the air
is too small to be sensible at any distance!"
(How about the "thin" little locust, Prof.
Tyndall, which imparts enough "motion" to
the air according to your theory to be heard a
mile in all directions?) But Prof. Tyndall
never thought, when he was making himself
dizzy over his fraudulent " pasteboard tube,"
trying to manufacture proof of "interference"
out of " resonance" that the fork with half the
surfac° of the stretched chord was too ' ' thin a
body" to impart motion to the air or " to be
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heard at any distance." No ; then it was all
"interference!" What a prodigious short
memory a false theory of science necessarily
engenders ! Look at what Prof. Tyndall had
just said about the wonderful powers of a
"thin" harp string upon theairin moulding it
into condensations and rarefactions. We
quote :
"Figure clearly to your minds a harp-string vigor
ously vibrating to and fro ; it advances and causes the
particles of air in front of it to crowd together, thus
producing a condensation of the air. It retreats, and tha
air-particles behind it separate more widely, thus pro
ducing a rarefaction of the air. ' ... In this way the
air through which the sound of the string is propagated Is
moulded into a regular sequence of condensations and
rarefactions which travel with a velocity of about 1, 10ft
feet a second." (Page 79.)
This is represented as the work of the harpstring. But see what he says about this same
harp-string a few pages further on :
"I now pluck the string. It vibrates vigorously, but
even those on the nearest benches do not hear any sound.
The agitation which it imparts to the air Is too Inconsider
able to affect the avddory nerve at any distance. . . .
It is not the chords of a harp, or a lute, or a piano, or a
violin, that throw the air into sonorous vibrations. It is
the large surface with which the strings are associated.'*
—"Lectures on Sound," page 88.
Ah ! the large surface ! Where, Prof. Tyn
dall, is the " large surface " of the "thin"little
locust that "imparts" motion to the air
throughout four cubic miles if your wave-doc
trine be true? Is not your theory the body
that happens to be too "thin" to furnish any
true explanation of the nature of sound ? And
were you not correct when you said further on :
"Assuredly no question of science ever stood so much In
need of revision as this of the transmission of sound
through the atmosphere. Slowly but surely we mastered
the question ; and the further we advanced the more
plainly it appeared that our reputed knowledge regard
ing It was wrongfrom beginning to end."—Third edition,
page 32.
The great German acoustician, Prof. Helmholtz, from whom Prof. Tyndall derived most
of his wave-theory inspirations, takes the same
view of the total ineffectiveness of the vibrat
ing instrument in imparting motion to the air.
He says :
" As we have had already occasion to remark, vibrat
ing strings do not directly communicate any sensible
portion of their motion to the air." — "Sensations of
Tone," p. 187.
Then how does it happen, Prof. Helmholtz,
that the little locust, exerting a hundred times
less mechanical energy than a stretched chord
vigorously plucked, sends four cubic miles of
air into condensations and rarefactions and
that, too, without the aid of a sounding board?
By every principle of logical reasoning both
Tyndall and Helmholtz have abandoned the
wave-theory of sound without being conscious
of the fact. Here it is : Since "so thin a body"
as a string can not "communicate any sensible
portion of its motion to the air," and since a
much thinner body (the insect) does communi
cate sensible sound-pulses to four cubic miles
of air, therefore, sound is not motion of the
air ! !! Gentlemen, why not give it up, since,
by the most ironclad syllogism known to logic,
you, yourselves, have demolished the wavetheory of sound?
Thank providence, and thanks to true science,
no such a hotch-potch of jumbled self-contra
dictions can be found in the principles of the
Substantial Philosophy. Every phenomenon
of sound referred to in Tyndall's entire book
is simply and beautifully explained on the
basis that sound is a substantial but imma
terial form of force, somewhat analogous to
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that of electricity, magnetism, gravity, light,
heat, etc., their ultimate laws of origin and
conduction alone being unknown to man.
How grateful must be the coming genera
tions of the students of acoustics, with a comflete illustrated text-book of the Substantial
hilosophy before them, which book we hope
in time to announce from the artistic and sci-entific pen of Dr. Audsley, with all the irra
tional jargon about self- contradictory air
waves, condensations, rarefactions, interfer
ence, superpositions, etc., etc., forever brushed
away ! That happy time is already foreshad
owed in the few colleges where Substantialism
is already being taught, even without a suita
ble text-book, both students and teachers, as
they stand by the blackboard, exclaiming that
sound is a hundred-fold easier taught and un
derstood as a substantial force of nature than
when involved in the incomprehensible non
sense of air-waves with their condensed and
rarefied pulses which can not be shown to have
any existence. May the time speedily come
when the prejudices of the professors of physi
cal science shall give way, and when the light
of the Substantial Philosophy shall shine into
the class-rooms of every college in the land.
GOD AND LAW.
BY PROF. H. A. MOTT, LL. D.
To the thinking man it must be self-evident
that there can be no such thing as chance—for
clearly chance can have no existence under
the constant laws of nature or under any laws.
What we see fit in common parlance to call
chance is but the uncalculated result of some
known or unknown law of nature.
Real chance would be motion of some kind
from no cause at all, and antecedent to all the
laws of nature, such being the case, the ra
tional mind will dispose of chance and look for
a, cause for every effect. It may prove difficult
to find the true cause and even when found to
comprehend the same, still the fact remains
for every effect there must be an efficient cause.
Science undeniably shows that a cause must
have existed outside of the visible universe to
have distributed the cosmic matter in space
unequally before the world was formed, and
also to give the first impulse to the matter so
distributed which caused its rotation, for it is
a well-established act that no motion can begin
without a force acting, whereas rest requires
none. Few scientists seem to be interested in
,explaining how even a single particle of mat
ter commenced to move, also to combine and
produce all sorts of complicated results, which
are not only physical but psychical, or belong
ing to the mind. The reason is simple, they
would have to admit a great First Cause
which unfortunately in the educational pro
cess some minds have lost sight of or do not
care to admit.
To the rational mind the great First Cause
is God. It is true that the late atheist Para
Haugh said "I know not what you mean by
<Jod ; I am without idea of God ; the word God
is to me a sound conveying no clear or distinct
affirmation. I do not deny God, because I can
not deny that of which I have no conception,
and the conception of which by its affirmer is
so imperfect that he is unable to define it to
me"—and that Thomas Cooper has said : " I do
not say there is no God ; but this I say—I know
not," and that Holyoake was of the opinion
that " the only way of proving the fallacy of
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atheism is by proving the existence of God "
Still, greater intellects instead of being led to
say " that up to this moment the world has re
mained without knowledge of a God " have
become convinced from a careful study of
cause and effect, that there was a great First
Cause, and that an infinite God exists—the
Ruler of the Universe.
We can not refuse to admit with Hobbes:
" Where there is no reason for our belief, there
is no reason we should believe." But careful
study of nature and phenomena convinces the
unprejudiced and normal mind that— "just
as an image is sustained in a mirror by the
constant succession of the rays of light, so
nature is sustained by the constant forthputting of the power of God, in whom we live
and have our being, and which, if but for an
instant withdrawn, the whole universe, in all
its vastness, glory and beauty, would sink in a
moment" into the simple condition from
whence it arose.
It is a self-evident truth that the finite can
not comprehend the infinite any more than a
part can be made equal to a whole, and still
some finite minds can not be made to reason
this way. Solomon's words can justly be ap
plied to such a man—"though you bray him"
and his false logic in the mortar of reason,
among the wheat of facts, with the pestle of
argument, "yet will not his folly depart from
him." The infinite God must include all. If
he is not in the dust of the streets, in the
bricks of our house, in the beat of our hearts,
then he is not infinite. He would have bound
aries—but that the beat of our heart, the
bricks of our house, the dust of our streets is
God, has no more logical status than to say
that because, our hands, our legs, our stomach
which are necessary to make us human beings
wholly constitute the ego—the I.
In theorizing on the existence of a power
constituting and sustaining the Universe, or in
other words, the existence of God, we have to
go about it in the same way as in the consider
ation of any other scientific theory, by showing
that such a power as God accounts for all the
phenomena which it ought to account for
much better than any other theory, and es
pecially where no more than one rival theory
is possible : or in other words, one theory is
enormously more probable than the other.
And when we find that there is a world of in
formation outside of our finite senses, which
by inference we know exists, yet our finite
senses are unable to detect, we must look for
a rational cause for such phenomena.
The absence of experience can not raise even
the smallest presumption against any theory
which does not in the nature of things admit
of experimental proof, which the theory of the
Universe constituting and being sustained by
the persistent exercise of the power of God
certainly does. We have a right to believe
and our reason dictates such belief—in an infi
nite God constituting and being superior to
and sustaining the visible universe as probable,
and much more probable than the opposite
view, and so probable that our faculties can
not distinguish between the probability and
absolute certainty.
It is just as impossible for the finite mind to
understand the infinite as it is impossible to
understand anything which is entirely unlike
all that has ever been seen or heard, for every
idea in the world that man has, has come to him
by nature. Therefore man can not conceive of
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anything the hint of which has not been re
ceived from his surroundings. "He can im
agine an animal with the hoof of a bison, with
a pouch of a kangaroo, with the wings of an
eagle, with the beak of a bird, and with a tail
of a lion and yet every part of this monster
he borrowed from nature. Everything he can
think of, everything he can dream of, is bor
rowed from his surroundings, everything."
So if an angel should come and tell of the
infinite God, his description would mean noth
ing, unless we could translate it in terms of
our own experience. Our ignorance is not
even then a probability against our belief.
Our observations teach us that nature acts
in accordance with laws, or in other words
we observe certain modes of action, or se
quences of motion, and having learned by ex
perience that these are uniform we call them
" laws of nature," but these laws of nature are
but the transcript of the4houghts of God, im
mutable and unchangeable.
God is the prime cause of everything. It is
from ignorance some talk of the laws of nature
being the cause of anything, they are simple
statements of the course of nature or the uni
form results of unknown physical causes end
ing in some prime cause or causes not merely
physical, and it is absurd to talk of such results
as being themselves prime causes. " The com
bustion of coal in the furnance of a locomo
tive, and the eruption of a volcano, the
zephyr that fans the cheek on a summer's
day, and the tornado that sends a fleet laden
with humanity beneath the remorseless waves,
the rounding of a tear, a pebble, and the for
mation of a world, the motion of a feather in
the air, and the majestic march of a planet,
the movements of a Zoophyte and the thoughts
of man, are all and equally subjected to invari
able laws. These laws are never changed nor
suspended either to promote the welfare or to
increase the suffering of man. The thunder
bolt strikes whatever is in its course, whether
it be the cottage of an honest peasant or a
den of vice and crime."
It becomes necessary then to study nature
and phenomena and understand the laws laid
down by the Ruler of the Universe, and by
just such study man has made the laws of
nature subservient to his wishes. Man feels
that there is nothing i n the earth which eventu
ally he can not subdue, to his use. There is
hardly a physical phenomenon which he does
not feel he can or may perform. But all this
wonderful, this boundless power over material
laws is gained by the laws. As Prof. Boyd
has said, "He subdues nature by understand
ing nature. He creates no property ; he there
fore performs no miracles, though he does
marvels."
" Despite the laws of gravity man ascends to
the sky in a balloon ; he makes water spring
up in fountains ; he makes vessels, weighing
thousands of tons, float on the seas. It is by
knowing that gravity is more powerful in the
case of air than in the case of hydrogen gas,
that he makes the air sustain him as he floats
beneath a bag: of hydrogen above the earth.
It is by knowing that gravity is more power
ful in water than in air that he sails in iron
ships.
" Despite cohesion, he grinds rocks to powder;
despite chemical affinity, he transmutes into
myriads of different forms the few elements
of which all matter exists ; despite the resist
less power of the thunderbolt, ne tames elec
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tricity to be his servant or his hamless toy.
With water and fire he moulds into shapemighty masses of metal ; he shoots, at a sus
tained speed beyond that of birds, across the
valleys and through the mountain ranges ; heunites seas which continents had separated.
It is by knowing chemical affinity or repulsioa
that he makes the compounds or extracts the
simple elements he desires ; it is by knowing
that affinity is force, and that force is transmutable into electricity, that he makes a mes
senger of the obedient lightning shock ; it ia
by knowing that heat causes gases to expand,
that he makes machines of senseless iron do
the work of intelligent giants." .
To the American people great credit is due
for their acute comprehension of the laws
of nature and the ability, they have shown by
their inventive genuis to make them subser
vient to their wishes always, however, sub
duing or overpowering one law by the exercise
of another. The proof is, that there is hardly
an industry to the progress of which Ameri
cans have not largely contributed. As for
example—the cotton-gin without which the
machine-spinner and the power-loom would
be helpless, is American. The power-shuttle,
which permits an unlimited enlargement of
the breadth of the web, is American. The
planing machine is American. Navigation
by steam is American. The mower and
reaper are American. The rotary printingpresses are American. The hot-air engine is
American. The sewing machine is American.
The machine manufacture of wool-card is
American. The whole India-rubber industry
is American. The hand-saw originated in
America. The machine manufacture of horse
shoes is American. The sand-blast is Ameri
can. The guage-lathe is American. The first
successful composing machine was American..
The type-writer is American. The grainelevator is American. The first process for
the artificial manufacture of ice was discovered
by Professor Twinijig an American. The
telephone, which is of so much practical value,
was discovered by an American. The phono
graph, invented by Edison, is American. The
tassimeter, which measures the heat of the
stars, was discovered by Edison, an American.
The electro-magnet was invented by Professor
Henry, an American, and was first practically
applied in transmitting telegraph signals by
him. The telegraph instrument, invented &
few years later and which has been universally
adopted, was invented by Professor Morse, an
American. The system of duplex and quadruplex telegraphy is American, and is a dis
covery which the history of mechanical pro
gress knows no greater triumph.
All nature is governed by immutable law,
and surely the Infinite God is not lowered by
estimates through law instead of personality.
Immutability is an attribute of perfection,
mutability of imperfection.
Isaac Hoffer on Col. Ingernol.
We are glad this clear and level-headed con
tributor has taken up his pen on Ingersolism.
We have received a paper on the teachings
of this notorious atheist that will make two
articles for the first two numbers of the next
volume. The readers of the MICROCOSM can
look for some close and logical reasoning on
this subject.
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THB DEFECTS OF THE WAVE-THEORY is a running to and fro, and mounting in hot
ACKNOWLEDGED.
haste the fragments of the undulatory steed !
No wonder that Mr. Lunn goes tumbling over
BY J. I. SWANDER, PH. D.
a set of perpendicular dominoes into the vortex
In this communication the reader's attention of self-stultification ! No wonder that he finds
i* called to a very significant fact. The writer himself forced to say that the "wave-theory
has reference to the general confession through is imperfect and inadequate to explain" some
out the learned world that the wave-theory things that now challenge the attention of the
of sound is defective. Recent representative world's scientific wisdom ! No wonder that
writings in England and America upon the Prof. Tyndall feels like " blowing out the can
subject of acoustics are noted for their conces dle" while he confesses that some parts of the
sions that there is something about the undul theory are "in need of revision."
In the name of true science, Christian hon
atory Denmark in an advanced stage of decom
position. In-fact there is a general accumula esty and common sense why do not these men
tion of testimony that in science, as in religion, commit scientific suicide and put an end to
some old things are passing away to make their own agony by a frank and full acknowl
room for things more in harmony with the edgment that their theory is radically wrong?
facts of nature. In keeping with the truth of If it were not thus defective to the very
this assertion is the testimony educed in the core, the "imperfections" and "inadequacies
recent discussions between Englishgentlemen could and would long since have been removed.
and the editor of the Microcosm. Prominent Hence the foolishness of any surreptitious at
among these discussions is the "domino" ar- tempt to clout the old garment with patches
£ument between Dr. Hall and Mr. Charles of new cloth. And if such attempts are much
una in the Monthly Journal of London, longer persisted in, modest intelligence will
England. In that discussion Mr. Lunn ac soon begin to shut its eyes or look in the other
knowledges that "the wave-theory is imper direction before the rent is made worse.
fect and inadequate to explain all things in But what is it that has thus developed among
sound." So, too, with that great apostle and and in the wave-theorists such a consciousness
high priest of the undulatory profession, Mr. of " defects " and "inadequacies?" Certainly
Tyndall. Even he admits that there are some there was nothing originally in its leading ad'things in the science of acoustics which ac vocates that prompted them in the direction of
cording to the old theory "is in need of revis such general knowledge and concession.
These "defects" were never seen until in the
ion."
In view of the fact stated and proven in the light thatflashed from the Substantial dynamo.
quotations and citations given in the above It was "the morn's early dawn" of the new
paragraph, it is now a matter of interest to philosophy that made the old theory's darkness
know just what the wave-theorists may, can, clearly visible. The Problem of Human Life
or must do in their future acoustical writings first stimulated the inquiry which has led to
and teachings. It is quite possible that some the present state of general dissatisfaction
of them will pose themselves in the gauze of a throughout the acoustical world.
flattering delusion that the defects acknowl
The new theory may not be entirely free from
edged are only such as belong to the minor de defects, but it contains within itself the balm
tails of the old theory. Should that be their for its own healing. It may be obliged to Jay
chosen position, they will find themselves at aside some weights which do not belong to its
great disadvantage in any further attempt essential constitution, and some besetting er
that they may make in its defence. They rors transferred from the old theory or which
would thus be obliged to concede that for hun ground themselves in the fallability of its
dreds of years the science of acoustics has founder, but in the end it will triumph glori
made poor progress in patching up the theory ously because it is essentially in harmony with
to that perfection required to make it " adequate the fundamental facts of nature. Even if it
to explain " some things which have completely should require years to perfect all the details
baffled the individual and combined efforts of of the new system, it has already flooded the
its very chiefest apostles.
world with scientific light enough to show all
And it is right here assumed that no one honest acousticians that the old theory stands
will deny that those apostolic advocates of the impeached by the testimony of unanswerable
wave-theory are ranked among the intellectual facts, and that consequently its walls must
fiants of the world. Tyndall, Helmholtz and sooner or later crumble entirely away before
edley Taylor are classed with the most schol the irresistible catapults of the Substantial
arly scientists of the age. It is generally con Philosophy.
ceded that their natural abilities and scholastic Fremont, Ohio.
attainments combine to qualify them for the
Dr. Audsley's New Lecture.
performance of almost any task within the
We have just received a *opy of Dr. G. Ashrange of scientific possibilities.
Why, then, have the undulatory acousticians down Audsley's new lecture on sound—The
failed to remove those "defects" which they "Substantial Theory versus the Wave-Theory
acknowledge, and which it is now generally of Acoustics"—which we shall commence
conceded adhere to the wave-theory of sound ? printing in instalments in the next number of
The answer is in the fact that the old-theory the Microcosm or the first number of Vol. IX.
is constitutionally defective. Its basic princi This, including thetwo volumes of the Scientific
ple is false. The superstructure is built upon Arena, will make eleven volumes of this publica
a most monstrous misapprehension of nature's tion. This lecture will run well along through
fundamental forces and laws. For these rea that volume, and must prove of the deepest in
sons its logical teachings are liable to be out of terest to our readers new and old. Dr. Audsley
harmony with obvious facts, while, according wields a trenchant pen and his clear comprehen
to the confessions of its friends, many of its sion of the fundamental distinctions of the Sub
seemingly correct formulae are at war with stantial Philosophy makes his writings stand
strictly scientific truth. No wonder that there ard authority on the subject of Substantialism.
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HOW TO PREVENT BANK ROBBERIES BV funds that may be entrusted to it, shall ever
TRUSTED OFFICIALS.
be employed longer than one year at a time,
without at least an interim of a year before
BY THE EDITOR.
being again employed. This forced rotation
Within the past few years in the United in office of constantly recurring new men, who
States alone, more millions than a busy man will of course come well recommended with
could well take time to count on his fingers abundance of security for the honest handling
have been stolen ruthlessly from the savings of funds while they remain, will prevent both
of confiding depositors who had been induced time and opportunity for the formation of
to trust their hard earned money to the care plots and conspiracies to effect robberies or
of bank-officials, who at the very time were stealings among such new associates and ac
plotting and conspiring for a wholesale rob quaintances that will amount to anything im
bery.
portant, or which their personal bonds will not
No sooner is the news made public that one amply cover.
bank has been looted and the guilty officials It was clearly the twenty years of intimate
have either absconded, committed suicide, or association and co-operation on the part of the
been temporarily imprisoned to protect them two officials in handling the funds of the Ulster
from the just vengeance of the desperate de County Savings Institution, at Kingston, which
positors made penniless by the horrible out formed the temptation and the almost inviting
rage, than the papers are filled with a similar opportunity for a gigantic conspiracy to rob on
startling disclosure from another quarter,which the part of the Treasurer Ostrander and the
does not even constitute " a nine days' won Assistant Treasurer Trumpbour.
der" till another and another are announced Without some such lengthy and intimate
in rapid succession—so rapid that the daily association, it is perfectly plain that these two
news-reader has no time even to mature his infamous scamps — probably honest at the
horror at this prevailing aspect of crime, or start and possible during the first year of their
give it the weight of more than a passing con work—would never have conceived the mon
sideration, unless he shall happen to be one of strous conspiracy of robbing the innocent
the unfortunate depositors with a loss that widows and orphans, whose faces had become
will embitter his whole life and that of his de familiar to them for years as their bank-books
pendent family.
had been handed to them over the counter,
The latest outrage of the kind, at Kingston, containing the very money on which many of
N. Y., in which some $700,000 were system their lives depended.
atically filched from the savings of poor men, Plainly, had the directors of this Ulster
women and children, the majority of whom County Savings Bank been compelled by law
were widows and orphans, has especially to rotate their cashier, teller, treasurer, as
startled and aroused thoughtful business men sistant treasurer, or by whatever other names
all over the country and forced the inquiry, these handlers of the peoples' money may be
if it is not possible to invent some system of designated in different banks, at least once
bank-protection to be inforced by legislation every year, placing a new man and a stranger
that will render such robberies impossible.
to the previous occupant as his critical suc
We have cogitated much upon the same cessor, no one can for a moment suspect that
question during years past, and we now ven any important robbery of that bank would
ture to believe that we have hit upon a plan have been possible. Manifestly, it would be
that is not only new, but that will absolutely the self-interest of the new official, on receiv
prove effective in preventing any such degree ing his responsible commission, carefully to
of robbery or defalcation in any regular bank scrutinize the financial transactions of his pre
as will impair either the capital or deposits of decessor, thus not to be held responsible even
such institution.
for any errors or slips he may unintentionally
A gentleman of large financial operations have fallen into.
said to us the other day, when we had hinted To make such a rotation in office doubly ef
to him the possibility of the invention of such fective, it might be the policy of the legisla
a system of bank-protection as would make ture, for the absolute safety of depositors, to
depositors perfectly safe, that if we "could provide that the rotation of the different offi
suggest such a plan that would be practically cials, whose duty it would be to receive, handle
feasible, we would not only earn the gratitude and invest funds, might not all take place in a
of untold millions of future depositors, but given bank at the same time, but that these
would deserve a patent as well as a monument changes shall occur at intervals three or six
more imperishable than that of granite or months apart. This might, therefore, require
bronze." We accordingly unfolded to him our the first term of the cashier or treasurer, for
plan with the satisfaction of receiving in re example, after the law shall have taken effect,
turn his unqualified indorsement. The plan is to extend over the single year, say, three or
about as follows :
six months, and by which means the new sys
Let a general addition to the banking laws tem of annual rotation could be so mixed as
be enacted by the next legislature in every fairly and safely to be inaugurated in a broken
state in the union, making it unlawful under succession which would scarcely give time for
forfeiture of charter or other severe penalty one new official to become acquainted till an
for any banking institution to receive deposits other new one would be ushered in.
from any persons whomsoever, except the Let bank depositors everywhere, to whose
directors of such bank shall give evidence to attention this new scheme of safety-rotation
the state inspectors that they are acting shall be called, spare no opportunity or occa
with reference to the employes of such insti sion for impressing the importance of some
tution according to the following system of such system of legislation for bank manage
ment upon the would-be member of the legis
regulations, namely :
That no person in said banking institution, lature who may solicit their votes. Let it be
whose official duty or privilege it shall be to come distinctly understood that our banks are
receive, handle, invest, or disburse any of the all made perfectly safe and trustworthy de
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positories of the savings of the people by thus
throwing around their vaults and their systems
of book-Keeping the annual safeguard of the
scrutiny which this official rotation will insure,
and there can be no doubt but that double the
amount of money would annually be entrusted
to the care of such absolutely protected insti
tutions, to what is at present risked by doubt
ing and cautious depositors, with the news of
bank defalcations and robberies continually
Tinging in their ears.
Limited as is our own acquaintance among
moderate capitalists, we know of hundreds who
have their savings hoarded up in some safe
hiding place so as to be sure that they will
not be stolen by some bank cashier, teller, or
treasurer. These poor men and women re
luctantly forego the loss of all interest on their
hard earned money, rather than trust it in
any bank having the unlimited latitude to
steal and rob, which now attaches to every in
stitution of the kind in the land. Nothing, in
fact, but the moral honesty of the oftentimes
over-tempted official handlers of the peoples'
money now stands between the bank-vaults
and the financial ruin of tens of thousands of
hard working depositors ; whereas the en
forced system of rotation here outlined, while
it will be far better for the banks by inspiring
universal confidence will of necessity bring
conspiracies to rob to an abrupt termination.
The only practical objection to the working
of such a system of rotation among bank em
ployes would seem to be the fact of a bank's
not being able to provide skilled help for such
a limited term as asingle year at a time. This
difficulty is .only imaginary, since all banks
would be under the same restrictions as to the
rotation of their officials, and the very help re
quired in one bank, at the end of one of these
terms of service, could easily be taken from an
other bank of help equally skilled and ex
perienced. This annual loss of a situation,
say of a cashier or teller in one bank, being
enforced by law would rather be a recom
mendation of his service to a neighboring
bank than otherwise, for obvious reasons.
Indeed, as the success of the entire banking
system of the country depends almost entirely
upon the confidence with which the people
can be inspired as to the trustworthiness of
such institutions as depositories of their funds,
it becomes the duty as well as the interest of
-every bank-director and bank-stock owner in
the land to look favorably upon the new de
parture in bank-management here suggested,
and the new legislation necessary to enforce it.
In this view, we propose sending this num
ber of the Microcosm, marked, to every bank
official in the country, as well as to the mem
bers of all oOr legislatures, and we only wish
we were able to obtain the address of every
bank depositor, male and female, in the whole
country for like purpose.
PROF. J. I. SWANDER, D. D„ PH. I).
We have learned from a friend at Tiffin Ohio,
that the recent Synod of the Reformed Church
for the State of Ohio has unanimously elected
-our able contributor. Dr. Swander, to a pro
fessorship in the Theological Seminary of
Heidelberg University at Tiffin. No man in the
Reformed Church is more popular or stands
higher than Dr. Swander as a sound and re
liable exponent of Christian theology on its
broad catholic and scriptural basis. Much of
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this popularity among the clergy of his church
as well as among those of sister denominations,
we are proud to believe comes from the wide
circulation of his two famous volumes, "The
Substantial Philosophy" and the "Invisible
World," whose inculcation of the principles of
Substantialism has touched a responsive chord
in tens of thousands of Christian hearts who
earnestly yearn for confirmatory evidence of
Christian truth from God's book of nature.
We certainly congratulate Dr. Swander on
his unsolicited and unexpected election no less
than- we congratulate the synod and the uni
versity for the wisdom of their selection.
Editor.
Our Leading Article This Month.
Our only excuse for so long an article on the
sound-controversy in the present number of
the Microcosm, is that during the remaining
short period of our life no time nor opportunity
must be lost in placing imperishably upon
record the final arguments against the motiontheories of science, by which rising investiga
tors will have no difficulty in vanquishing
their most ingenious champions should any
such remain. These original discussions have
already very nearly if not quite exhausted the
subject, so that there now remains no excuse
for any man's belief in the wave-theory or his
refusal to accept Substantialism who will be
come a dispassionate student of the twelve
bound volumes of our Scientific Library.
CLOSE OF VOLIIMB VIII.
BY THE EDITOR.
«
Another Mierocosmie year has come ana
gone, and another chapter in the great history
of modern scientific investigation has been
written and now becomes a part of the record
as one of the philosophical land marks for
the coming students of physical science. 'In
the investigations and discussions which con
stitute this volume are recorded some of the
most far-reaching and conclusive arguments
for the Substantial Philosophy yet presented.
These arguments have been called forth as
the result of the attacks of physicists upon
the principles of Substantialism, or more cor
rectly speaking, in consequence of the desperate
necessity on the part of these scientists to
make some sort of show of defense for the
motion-theories of science in general and the
wave-theory of sound in particular.
Among these attempts may especially be
noted the efforts of the distinguished author
and teacher Sedley Taylor, of Cambridge Uni
versity, England, who was absolutely com
pelled in defense of his own text-book on
acoustics to try in some way to meet the
crushing facts brought out against the wavetheory by Dr. George Ashdpwn Audsley in
the presence of the most intelligent London
audiences. Fortunately for the cause of true
science, that eminent authority was em
boldened, by his being entirely unaware of the
real arguments in store against the current
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theory of acoustics, to hurl his scientific jave
lins across the Atlantic ocean in a most dis
astrous and pitiable attempt to storm the very
headquarters of Substantialism at 23 Park
Row, New York.
If the reader will turn back to the March and
April numbers of this volume he will there see
the most sorrowful exhibit of scientific weak
ness ever witnessed in a great and popular
author, who was coerced by circumstances into
the trap of publicly defending his own false
teaching.
The collapse of that time-honored theory of
acoustics under the pen of one of its most dis
tinguished advocates and authorities now liv
ing, may well mark this volume as the cul
minating point in the substantial campaign,
since it has been universally conceded on the
part of physicists, that if the wave-theory of
sound shall be forced to give way to the as
saults now making against it, both here and
in England, then the entire philosophy of Sub
stantialism must be accepted with the com
plete break-down of every motion-theory of
science. (If anything additional were needed
to show the total fallacy of that theory we
take pleasure in referring the reader to the
leading article in the present number.)
It involves even matters of still greater im
portance to the world than this mere revolu
tion and reconstruction ofcthe theories of phy
sical science. »If the wave-theory of sound, as
the chief motion-theory of science shall prove
not correct, then every form of physical force
throughout nature must of necessity be ac
cepted as a substantial though immaterial entity
—as really an objective thing as are the
material bodies upon which such force may
act. And it follows, if the physical forces,
such as heat, light, sound, electricity, mag
netism, gravitation and cohesion shall turn
out to be real forms of immaterial substances,
as the collapse of the wave-theory of sound
must demonstrate, then by every analogy of
nature and science the vital, mental, psychical
and spiritual forces which actuate and control
our bodies are also substantial entities, and as
such are constitutionally endowed with the
possibilities of an immortal existence.
No clergyman who accepts the motiontheories of science or any one of those theories,
can present a single rational or logical argu
ment against the atheistic materialist who ex
tends this same motion- doctrine to the soul or
mind, or life, making it but the vibratory
tremor of the brain and nerve particles. Never
was there given an answer to the doctrine
of Haeckel, that the soul-force in man is but
a mode of motion the same as are the forces
of heat, light and sound, till it was given in
the "Problem of Human Life," by first over
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turning the wave-theory of sound as the
mother and foundation of all the motiontheories of physical science.
Up to that time the scientific and truly philo
sophical clergy throughout the world, though
appalled by the overwhelming logic of thisatheistic argument against human immortality,
suppressed their fears and rising doubts, hoping
that there was some possible way out of the
apparently resistless conclusion that as death
necessarily ends all material motion connected
with the human organism, therefore death
ends all conscious existence if the motiondoctrine be true. Not one single clergyman
of the whole world for one moment could
bring himself to the thought of questioning
the correctness of the motion-theories of science
as the central and only successful position of
attacking this atheistic belief that the soul is
but a mode of material motion that must neces
sarily cease to exist at death. The first in
timation that ever appeared in print, as all
now concede, was given to the world by the
writer, and which as now turns out opened a
clear highway out of the tangled wilderness of
materialistic science in which Christian evi
dence, based on natural analogy, virtually
had become lost. Every blow that has been
struck in the Microcosm and Scientific Arena
since that first assault in the " Problem of
Human Life," has but leveled down more trees
and cleared away more undergrowth in this
tangled forest of infidel science, thereby mak
ing the highway of natural analogy in support
of religion clearer and broader for the advocate
of scientific and philosophical Christianity.
Do the clergy appreciate this timely assist
ance on the part of a tireless investigating
layman? We answer yes, as our enormous
correspondence from all parts o'f the English
speaking world goes to prove. They begin to
see in earnest, that without this natural and
philosophical analogy based on the logical
necessity of the substantial character of all
force there can be no sure foundation in God's
book of nature for a belief in the human soul
as a substantial entity capable of immortality!
or even of a moment's existence after the
breath leaves the body and its material motions
cease. They begin to see that in this crusade
against the motion-theories of modern science
we have not only founded the philosophy of
Substantialism but the theology of Substantial
ism as well ; for a theology or ecclesiasticism
which can not point to a single direct passage
in God's book of nature which goes to confirm
the ecclesiasticism of verbal revelation, might
as well close its pulpits and its churches so far
as any impression to be made upon cultivated
scientific minds is concerned.
It is not, then, at all strange that intelligent
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clergymen, particularly those scientifically in So let no reader procrastinate in making the
clined, snould hail the rise of the Substantial investment, but send on for Vol. IX. with as
Philosophy as a new star of Bethlehem to guide many new names as possible. We are ready
the Christian traveler on his way through the to open our new books for a new era in Sub
wilderness of life. It is this aspect of Substan- stantialism.
tialism—bringing as it does natural analogy With feelings of profound gratitude for the
and natural philosophy to the aid of Chris loyal manner in which our old subscribers have
tianity in its battle with materialistic science stood by us during the ten years of our jour
—which commends it to so many Christian nalistic efforts, and with renewed energy and
clergymen in all parts of the world, and which resolution to prosecute the work as never be
fills our files with hundreds of letters in almost fore, we close the present volume with an af
every mail breathing thanks tothat Providence fectionate but very brief adieu.
which ever permitted the " Problem of Human
VELOCITY OP LIGHT-HOW SHOWN.
Life" to see the light of day.
Had this volume of the Organ of the Sub
stantial Philosophy, now just completed, con Editor Microcosm :
has been demonstrated (?) that light trav
tained no other discussion than the class of elsItat
a velocity of about 186,000 miles per
articles referred to utterly annihilating the second, and that it consequently takes about
wave-theory of sound, thereb3' divorcing sci eight minutes for a ray of light to pass from
ence and materialism while indissolubly wed the sun to the earth ; and about thirty times,
loDg, or four hours, to pass from the sun to
ding true religion and true science to walk as
the planet Neptune.
hand in hand forevermore, the volume should But how can we prove this to be a fact?
have a priceless value to all who really hope It has been demonstrated in the case of elec
for personal immortality in the great beyond. tricity, which is closely allied to light, that the
the frictional resistance the less its
But this volume is replete with other matters greater
velocity ; also, that all material substance in
of scientific importance which alone should terposes a certain amount of resistance to
make it worth many times its cost, and which passage through or over it.
should induceeverysubscriber to send at once By inference then, if there be no matter all
will be removed and, consequently,
for a bound copy for perpetual preservation in resistance
the velocity will be augmented; though tothe family library, at the regular price $1.
what extent we may be unable to determine.
To our large list of subscribers we beg to say In all our investigations toward determining
that Volume Mine will begin at once, and that the velocity of light, we have two difficulties
contend with :
the first number will issue as usual in the first to We
have a line, at one end of which is a re
week of December proximo. We can safely sistance offered by an unknown quantity—our
promise and do hereby announce some start earth's atmosphere ; while the greater portion,
ling disclosures in a scientific way during the and that most inaccessible to our investigation,
a lack of resistance equally unknown
progress of that volume—disclosures which contains
and also unknowable. How then can we de
will, no doubt, surpass anything announced termine the velocity of light where we have
since the issue of the "Problem of Human two different conditions of the same question,
and both phases, perhaps, equally insolvablef
Life."
Whichever theory, whether undulatory or
The field for substantial work has but just corpuscular,
we take, I think the difficulty re
been scratched by the harrow-teeth of scientific mains the same. The resistance offered by
investigation. The soil, though filled with the air must diminish the velocity of light in
WM. Beckler.
numerous roots difficult to remove, and ob either case.
structed with some boulders, is, nevertheless, Escondido, California.
REMARKS BY THE EDITOR.
the finest and most substantial ground that
has ever been plowed or that has ever yielded Thousands of otherwise well-informed men,
a crop. We intend to remove and burn every like Mr. Beckler, are in the dark on the subject
root and to use the boulders, like ou: Connecti of light—especially upon the scientific method
cut farmers, to build around Substantialism a of demonstrating its velocity. The matter is
fence that will endure forever. Will our so easily explained we must take the space to
readers aid us in this work of renovation and give the method to our readers.
reconstruction ?
When the earth is between the sun and Jupi
We ask no gifts, loans or donations. We ter, or at the point nearest that planet, it is
have gotten way past that stage of our jour an easy thing for the astronomer at one of our
nalistic career, thanks to the lucky star that has great telescopes to note the exact instant
guided our little bark during the past three when one of Jupiter's moons becomes eclipsed,
years. We propose that for every fifty cent or disappears behind the body of that planet.
subscription received at this office, we will re Now it is evident that this moon has a regular
turn a full-weight silver dollar's worth of Mi- |1 periodic revolution around Jupiter, like our
crocosmic reading before the year shall expire. [ own moon around the earth, and that it will
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be eclipsed to the same observer at precisely
the same instant of time, if the earth is in the
same direction from that planet, whether at a
greater or less distance, provided the velocity
of light is instantaneous.
But, the astronomer finds, when the earth
has traveled a little more than half a year and
has thus reached the side of the sun opposite
the planet, being now 190,000,000 miles farther
from Jupiter than before, that this moon of
Jupiter is sixteen minutes later in disappear
ing behind the planet than when the earth
was on the other side of the sun, or 190,000,000
miles nearer Jupiter. This is considered for
All practical purposes a sufficiently near dem
onstration that it takes light eight minutes to
travel from the sun to the earth—95,000,000
miles.
Of course the trifling thickness of our at
mosphere, as compared with the whole dis
tance under observation, is such a bagatelle
that it is considered not worth taking into ac
count. If there is any resistance to the travel
of light through air it is evidently too small a
factor to be calculated by any means within
human reach.
THE GODS UKVEILED.
BY PROP. I. N. VAIL.
No. 1.
We enter the boundless waste of mythology
through apparently an impenetrable tangle of
moss-covered fiction. The outlying prospect,
though a chaos, is by no means a desert, but
an utter wilderness of world-thought, dark
ened by the tantalizing shades of unnumbered
centuries. Into this region of "no light, hut
rather darkness visible," let us now carry the
lamp of the "Annular Theory," for here we
are to re-discover the glories of a forgotten
world.
We must go back far enough in time to see
the earth in its swaddling bands of annular
vapors, just as we see the planet Jupiter to
day. A darkly striated and variegated canopy,
ever changing as the earth revolved in the full
light of the sun, shut out every other view
from the gaze of man. Dense columns, black
as night, towered up from the east and west,
and joined their titan hands in the zenith, just
as they do in Jupiter's annular canopy to-day.
Between these columns, or giants, stood light
vapor-columns, shining like torches of eternal
light. So that in the dark world of mythology,
the physical world enjoyed an era of eternal
day. The optician will have no difficulty in un
derstanding how the earth-enveloping vapors
were brilliantly illuminated by the diffusing
and tranfusing tendency of solar light.
The earth was simply surrounded by bands,
broad and deep, some of which carried the
mild, mellow light of eternal day all around
the globe. These are facts of easy occular
and experimental demonstration. So that I
say, that just as surely as this planet has fol
lowed in the tread of philosophical world-build
ing, so surely was it surrounded by a lightgiving and heat-supplying ocean of vapors ;
and was, in the fullest sense, an Eden wo-ld,
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without change of seasons and without the
alternation of day and night as we now see.
Why should man be informed by the voice of
Deity, immediately after the deluge, when the
canopy had fallen and the rain-bow became a
possibility and a reality, that henceforth sum
mer and winter, seed-time and harvest, and
day and night should alternate forever. We
now know why. They could not alternate be
fore. Neither could there be a rain-bow with
that annular curtain before the sun.
It is near high time that all men should be
gin to realize the fact that the Mosaic cosmol
ogy stands upon this rock, and stands there
forever. But what a measureless view is now
before us ! The plant did not receive the di
rect action of the solar beams, and the conse
quence is very obvious. Unless the sun shines
upon the plant, it can not reproduce itself.
Seeds grown without the vitalizing aid of the
solar ray will not germinate, but the plant
will grow on and on, an emblem of eternal life.
The non-vitalization of plants means life, but
its vitalization means fruit-bearing, reproduc
tion and death. Man lived under a canopy
that sifted this vitalizing and death-dealing
chemism from the solar beam. In a green
house world the plant and all animated nature
would bend under the beck of this inexorable
law. If the ripening process ever planted the
elements of death in the plant, it also planted
them in man's physical being !
What, then, does it mean, that immediately
after man was deprived of his original Eden
home, the God of Nature informed the race
that it should now begin to reproduce itself?
"I will multiply thy conception," etc. (see Gen.
iii. 16). Whatdoes it mean that not until man's
Eden life was taken from him that he begat
offspring? What does it mean that at this
very time this sentence of death was carried
into execution? And what does it mean that
during all that period from the so-called ex
pulsion till the fall of the deluge-waters and
the advent of the rainbow, man's reproducing
capacity was so inactive? And why did the
latter become more active immediately after
the water's fell? There is but one answer, and
that answer is backed by the God of Nature in
all his dealings with the universal cosmos :
man's Eden home was the green-house world,
protected by a perfect canopy of vapors,
through which the sunlight was shorn of its
death dealing actinism. His Eden was taken
from him by a thinning of those vapors and a
transmittance of more solar light—by a fuller
glow of the cherub flame.
Man's longevity in the antediluvian period,
then, proves the existence of a canopy or veil
before the sun. All Nature unites in one per
sistent acclaim that if man ever reached the
age of 800 or 900 years, the maturing power of
the solar beam was held in check. I say, then,
that under a perfect annular canopy man was
naturally immortal. My Bible tells me man
was immortal in Eden, and I am thus forced
to claim a perfect sun-sifting canopy as the
physical cause.
I wish now to direct the reader's attention
to one more Bible fact before we enter upon
the mythologic record. It is the inherent evi
dence traced all through this ancient legend
that there was a change in man's environment.
There is a hint of this change in almost every
scene ; and sometimes it is too plain to be mis
interpreted. It is seen in the opening act of
creation, when the earth was waste and dark
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ness covered the "deep," through which light
broke forth at the command of Deity; and is
seen as the clear, unveiled sun, when the last
remnant of the "great deep" was cast down
to the earth and the rainbow arched the firma
ment as man's eternal sign of safety. Nothing
can be plainer than the fact that the Deity now
made a "covenant with the whole earth that
it should be exempt as it never was before.
Now subject this act of exemption to the test
of law, and where do we land ? We are simply
impelled to the conclusion that the earth was
again lifted to a higher condition, as it had
been again and again, by the self-same potent
cause. That a deluge, vast beyond conception,
did come under the former condition, but could
not afterwards. That man did live to an ex
treme longevity before the covenant was made,
but could not afterwards. These and number
less other conditions that underwent a com
plete and permanent change, all point to the
" breaking up" of the " waters above the firma
ment."
I mention these evidences of change that the
reader may be able to carry them as parallel
testimony through our new field of thought.
The father and progenitor of the gods among
the ancient Greeks and the still more ancient
Pelasgians, was Uranus, whose very name (Okpavoe—the sky, or heaven) means the all sur
rounding heaven, and is identical with the
Vedic Varuna, the vault or sky. But there is
nothing more emphatic in ancient Grecian
thought, than the claim that after Uranus had
reigned and was worshipped as a god for un
known time, he was banished from on high.
That the ancient empire of this parent of dei
ties was usurped by Chronos, the god of time.
The same is wellknown of Varuna, the heavens
of the ancient Hindoo, and I find it as an an
cient world thought everywhere, that the first
genius or spirit of the heavens was dethroned
or banished, or put to death. It is a record of
that stupendous change so graphically figured
in Genesis. Uranus dethroned ! The ancient
heavens banished!! It is not necessary, it
would seem, for me to tell the most ordinary
thinker, that the only heavens that could be
banished, was a revoiving or annular canopy.
The only celestial genius that could be de
throned, was the presiding spirit of the hover
ing waters. The person that can not see, on
the very threshold of ancient mythology, the
collapse of supra-aerial vapors, is blind indeed.
Uranus was then, the annular canopy, and I
here produce the key to all ancient mythology.
With it we will open the door to this magnifi
cent new world, and we challenge the thinkers
of earth to close it again.
Elsinore, Cal., September 10, 1891.
BOOKS WORTH THEIR WEIGHT IN GOLD.
PP"Dr. Hall's "Problem of Human Life," and Dr.
Swander's "Invisible World " are the two most Impor
tant books that have been issued from the American
press during the century now nearlng its close. The
" Problem " has been In print fourteen years, during
which time nearly 90,000 copies have been sold without
one dollar's advertising, and with a demand even now on
the Increase : while the "Invisible World," though just
published, bids fair to have a tremendous run the way
orders are coming In. No man or woman who cares
for a knowledge of true science or true philosophy, or
who wishes to obtain light concerning a future state of
existence from God's book of nature, should neglect
placing these two volumes In his or her library. The
"Problem" Is now sold at $2 and the "Invisible
World " at $1. 50 by mail. Address this office.
Associate 'Editor.
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF MIND-READING.
BY THE ASSOCIATE EDITOR.
Our attention has been drawn lately to the
subject of thought transferrence from the mind
of one person to another, and we have seen
several experiments performed in which we
took an active part, and have heard from many
of our acquaintances of numerous other mindreadi ng seances in which remarkable feats were
performed by persons who of themselves knew
nothing of what they were doing, but were
simply the passive instruments of a second per
son who, by concentrating his thoughts on a
certain object, transferred or communicated
these thoughts sensibly from his own mind to
another, by the mediumship of the clasping of
hands tightly.
This subject of mind-reading has been promi
nently before the public for a number of years
through the apparently wonderful perform
ances of Bishop, Johnstone and Brown, who
claim to be able when blindfolded, to find an
object wherever it may be hidden, by taking
the hand of some mentally sensitive person
who knows the location of the object. It is
claimed by these men that pins and pennies
have been placed miles away in places un
known to them, and that they have been found
by taking the hand of some person who knows
their location. They also claim to have opened
safes having very difficult combination locks
which have never before been seen, or heard
of by them in this same way. The philosoph
ical basis of all their claims being that
thought is transferred from mind to mind
through the arms and hands of the operators.
Many inquiries having come to us from our
subscribers for explanations of these seemingly
wonderful things, on the basis of the Substan
tial Philosophy, we decided to take the matter
into consideration. Immediately we saw that
if the doctrine of mind-reading was at all true
in the sense intimated by the numerous class
of experiments just noted, that the only pos
sible explanation would be in making mindforce a substantial entity which could be con
ducted by means of vital force through the
bodies of men, and transmitted to the brain,
and there interpreted. But though this expla
nation would beautifully solve the mysterious
problem, we had yet to learn that a totally
different kind of explanation was necessary.
Having become acquainted with a very able
and scholarly gentleman in whose ability we
have great confidence and whose whole life
has been devoted to scientific work, and who
believed thoroughly in mind-reading and
claimed ability in that direction for himself,
we determined if possible to test the matter
and learn positively the truth or falsity of the
claims. Accordingly in our editorial offices
Dr. Hall, the before described gentleman and
the writer met one evening and the seance be
gan by Dr. Hall offering a $10 gold piece if the
gentleman would find a pin where he should
place it, the only condition being that the
gentleman would submit to being blindfolded
in another room while the pin was being hid
den. This being agreeable Dr. Hall and the
writer placed the pin in a very difficult loca
tion and the writer then joined the scientific
gentleman, whom we will describe as Mr. B,
in the inner office where Mr. B was blindfolded.
We then came inside, Mr. B holding the writer's
hand, the writer having his mind ardently con
centrated on the location of the pin. To the
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surprise of all present Mr. B immediately went
in the direction where the pin was hidden and
felt all around it, but did not find it as it was
behind the heat-radiator and very difficult to
get at.
This satisfied us that there must be some
support for the claims of the mind readers.
The writer was then induced to make the
attempt and again surprised himself and Dr.
Hall, DV finding three distinct objects, after
being blindfolded in the inner office and taking
hold of the hand of Dr. Hall and Mr. B alter
nately in the three trials. He found a book on
a far off corner of a table, took the spectacle
case from Dr. Hall's pocket and picked up a
broom that was lying on the floor, all of which
things he had no knowledgeof before receiving
them through the hand of the operator on en
tering the room.
These experiments and results are a fair
sample of all those honestly accomplished by
mind-readers, and we here make the broad
statement that there is nothing occult or mys
terious in the whole performance, and that
all such claims made forso-called mind-reading
are fallacious. There is no mysterious conduc
tion of mind-force through the arms of the
operator ; and any such idea arises from an in
complete examination and understanding of
the subject.
The impressions which are received by the
mind are made through the five senses and no
impression can be made upon the mind in any
other way. In speaking we convey our ideas
and thoughts to another by means of the sense
of hearing; we can convey our thoughts by
the sense of sight as in the mute language of
signs, or by feeling, as is the case with the
blind who can read raised letters with their
fingers. Impressions are made upon the mind
also by taste and smell. The senses of hearing
and seeing being more adapted to distance and
taking in a greater amount of impressions are
of more value, the other senses requiring im
mediate contact with the exception ofsmelling.
Unless through the medium of one of these
senses, no impression can be made upon the
mind, and as there is undoubtedly an impres
sion made as shown by the experiments de
scribed, it must be attributed to one of the
senses and this we have decided to be the sense
of touch. By this we mean that the general
thoughts of the person whose mind is being
read, to use the popular expression, is trans
ferred to the other by means of the mechanical
or muscular movement of the hand. We do
not intimate for a second that this is intention
ally done by honest experimenters, but on the
contrary we positively know that in our per
sonal experiments before referred to, we were
honestly seeking for the truth and any muscu
lar impressions given were unintentional and
unavoidable.
The governing and controlling power of the
mind over the actions of our bodies is a prin
ciple of constant observance. We know that
when the mind is troubled by some harassingdifficulty the face is contorted by muscular
action so that the trouble is immediately no
ticed, when on the other hand some pleasant
or amusing circumstance occurs to the mind,
the face and the eyes beam accordingly . Thus
anger or pleasure of the mind are portrayed
by the muscular action of the body, not by any
intention or desire on our part, but unavoid
ably so unless the mind is particularly and for
cibly directed against such manifestation.
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We have often noticed in our own experi
ence, seeing an intoxicated man walking near
the curb-stones on the streets of the city, or
near basements, reeling from one side to the
other, how we have involuntarily turned our
whole body as we saw the man approaching a
dangerous spot. The only explanation of this
is the strong action of sympathy which the
mind put forth, exercising a reflex action on
the nerves and muscles of the body.
This is precisely the operation which occurs
in the experiments on mind-reading. One
person, having his mind definitely and ardently
fixed upon a certain object in a certain loca
tion, guides and directs the course to be fol
lowed by the other man and enables him to set
tle on the object by the involuntary muscular
action of his hand, which is in tight contact
with the hand of the second person. For ex
ample, when the so-called mind-reader at
tempts to follow a direction away from the ob
ject to be found, a restraining influence is felt
from the hand of the operator, which influence
is the result of the concentration pf his mind
in the opposite direction, and which he can not
help giving expression to by his nervous move
ment. When the mind-reader has reached the
location he feels immediately a steadying,
firm grasp, which, if his perceptions are acute,
will indicate that he is in the right place, and
it is then, of course, an easy matter to pick up
or find the definite book or other object which
was settled upon.
The story is told of a dog, owned by a cele
brated Frenchman, which would bark upon a
certain number, from 1 to 25, being called, the
number being previously decided upon by any
member of the party. His master would call
in rotation, beginning at 1, and as soon as the
number decided upon was reached the dog
would bark. The explanation of this wonder
ful performance can not be made by attrib
uting to the dog an ability to read the minds
of the men, but is much more satisfactorily
and reasonably explained by a very acutely
developed sense of perception, by virtue of
which he noticed, in the eye of his master
that involuntary muscular action which could
not be avoided when the correct number was
called.
To decide positively whether our analysis of
this subject is correct or false, let there be a
thin cord of one or two yards long hanging
loosely between the mind-reader and the one
whose mind is being read, or if it should be
claimed that the vital force of the body is nec
essary to the transmission of the thought, let
ayoung child who has no knowledge whatever
of the experiment or of its philosophical bear
ing be placed between the mind-reader and the
person whose thought is being read, in order
that any possible conveyance of mechanical
or muscular or nervous impressions will be
prevented. We prophesy that under either of
these conditions such experiments will fail
totally.
We might pursue this subject and explain
how combination safes are opened through
the interpretation, by the mind-reader of this
same involuntary muscular hand action, which
results when the different numbers or letters
are reached, and we might also explain all
the other legitimate and honest phenomena
connected with the subject of thought trans
ference, but space does not permit any further
elucidation, and it would be useless, as the
reader can easily make for himself the appli
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<cation of the general principle of muscular
action resulting involuntarily and unavoidably
from the action of the mind to the peculiar
circumstances of the experiment. We will
simply say, on,this safe-opening mystery, let
both parties in the experiment be blindfolded,
so that the person whose mind is being read
can not see the numbers on the lock when they
are reached and, therefore, can not give any
muscular assent when the proper place is
reached, andJohnston and Brown would herald
no further victories in this realm of mystery.
Being blindfolded will not prevent concen
trated thought on the numbers of the combi
nation and, therefore, can not be in any way
objectionable to an honest experimenter.
We do not care here to give any further con
sideration to the claims of blindfold letter
reading and similar accomplishments, except
to say that we do not believe they are honestly
accomplished. If any person can demonstrate
their truth to us we shall be very glad to re
scind our statement.
No intelligent information can possibly be
conveyed through any of the senses unless some
code of impressions has previously been agreed
on, therefore all experiments which pretend to
prove that intelligent consecutive information
is transferred from mind to mind by the simple
taking hold of hands we can not believe
honest till further proof is manifested. Of
course there are certain intuitive signals
which are recognized by our continual experi
ence, e. g., if a mute were to take your hand
and hold you firmly you would immediately
understand he wanted you to stop, if he pushed
your hand, he meant you to go on, or if he
pulled it towards him it meant to follow, but
none of these actions on his part would convey
to your mind any impression additional to
that of simply stopping, or going away, or
following. Whatever else he might nave on his
mind, no matter how ardently concentrated
his thoughts might be, and no matter how
sensitive your state of perception might be you
could get no further consecutive information.
What we have here said indicates very
forcibly, definitely and practically the influence
which the mind exerts over the body. We
have all known of persons who have actually
brought upon themselves severe sickness by
continual fear and worry, lest they should be
effected, and conversely we have heard of
persons who have been cured of severe mal
adies by mental healers, who do nothing more
than impress upon the ailing person the fact
that he is well and only needs to exercise
strong faith or belief to that effect. In such
cases where a cure is effected it is due solely to
the mechanical influence of the mind in ex
hilarating the body and raising it from its
lethargic condition to one of muscular activity.
THE MARVEL, OF THE AGE.
When we first announced our Health-Pam
phlet two and a half years ago, we believed
and knew we had an important revelation to
make to mankind—a revelation that was cal
culated to bring joy and health to those who
would heed the message. But at that time we
had not the remotest conception of the farreaching value of the treatment, or of the wide
range of ailments to which it was applicable;
nor had we formed the slightest idea ofAhe al
most universal demand which that first an
nouncement was destined to create for the
little forty-eight-page book.
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Without the aid of newspaper advertising,
so universally adopted to create a demand for
any novel therapeutical discovery, the HealthPamphlet through its own internal merits and
as the result of its own unparalleled disclos
ures for promoting health and longevity, has
outstripped anything ever before announced as
a pathological or therapeutical discovery.
And what is most surprising, is the fact that
the orders for the little work are still pouring
in by the hundreds, alone through one person
who has become acquainted with its benefits
telling another.
More than 300,000 families in this way al
ready have learned that the $4 charged for the
disclosures made in that pamphlet constitute
the very best investment they have ever made.
They have learned that it is exactly equivalent
to the purchase for $4 of a full and complete
exemption from all future bills for drugs and
medical advice, and what is better, that it is a
complete exemption from the daily ills and
sufferings, otherwise a constant concomitant
of this mortal and miserable existence. Had
we never done anything else by which to im
mortalize our name, this single little book fills
our cup of ambition full to the overflowing.
Editor.
OUR SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY.
Since the " Problem of Human Li fe, " our first scientine book, was issued, we hare published ten other
volumes, making eleven In all, bound substantially In
cloth, namely :
1. Problem of Human Life
$3 00
2. Seven volumes of Microcosm
0 00
8. Two volumes of Scientific Arena
2 00
4. Text-book on Sound
GO
Total
$18 60
All these volumes will be sent by express for. . . 7 00
Or by mall, prepaid, for
8 60
We make this offer at aetual cost for the purpose of
spreading a knowledge of the Substantial Philosophy.
AGENTS WANTED.
We want agents to take subscriptions for the Micro
cosm for Volume IX, and will allow fifteen cents com
mission on eaoh name sent. This volume will be filled
with discussions of Interest to every man or woman of
intelligence, and frequently one article will be found
to be worth muoh more than the cost of the year's sub
scription. We have put the price of the Microcosm at
fifty cents, so that every person, both rich and poor, oan
afford to take It.
We venture to say that no other periodical ever pub
lished can record such triumphs as have been won by
this paper in the great intellectual struggle which li
going on in the scientific world. It has been the Cham,
pion of the thelstlc origin of the world and of man. In op*
position to spontaneous generation and other equally
absurd and ungodly theories. Itls the organ of the Sub*
stantlal Philosophy, which is the only system making
the future Immortality of man a reasonable and scien
tific probability. The articles from the pen of Isaacs
Hoffer on political economy, embracing such subjects
as Socialism, Co-operation and Anarchy, will be con
tinued Into the next volume.
Prof. Vail's articles on the Annular Theory unfolding,
the most wonderful and most reasonable and consistent
system of geology will be continued. These articles are
easily worth many times the cost of the paper for a
year. Get up a club of six subscribers and send it to
us with $2.00 and your own subscription will be free.
Any olub of six subscribers will be sent for $2.00. We
want a large subscription list for the coming volume
and call on our friends to aid us. There surely will be
no trouble In Inducing your acquaintances to subscribe
for such valuable literature at so low a price.
EfT" We want agents to sell on a very liberal commis
sion the following books which are very easy to handle
by active men :
The " Problem of Human Life," retail price $2.00, will
bo sold at $9.00 per dozen.
" Unlversallsm Against Itself," retail price $1.00, at
$6.00per dozen.
"Walks and Words of Jesus," retail price $1.00, at
$0.00 per dozen.
We will furnish ciroulars of these books for dlstribu
tlon upon application.
HALL A CO., Publishers.
23 Park Bow.
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Unsolicited testimonials from persons having used DR. WILFORD HALL'S
HEALTH TREATMENT for the cure of disease, the preservation of health and
the promotion of longevity WITHOUT MEDICINE:
Rev. Herbert Tilden, Farmington, Maine, Robert S. Young, of 212 Del. St., Kansas
writes, August 30th, 1891 :
City, Mo., writes, July 24th :
"Dear Dr. Hall,—I have used your Health Treatment " Dr. Hall,—After having had your Health-Pamphlet
for a year and a half with great beneflt to myself. I was and made use of your Hygienic treatment for over nine
subject to sick headaches periodically, but since using months, I give it my hearty endorsement. I was treated
the treatment 1 have not been troubled. Those who over six months by a prominent physician here for
know about such headaches will realize that such a Diabetes, and did not improve or gain any permanent
deliverance Is beyond the value of money. I regard the relief, but after using the Hall treatment one week, my
system ahead of all medicines for the treatment of all improvement began in every way and has continued;
liver and kidney troubles. Respectfully yours,
ever sinee,
Yours very truly,
"Herbert Tilden."
" Robert S. Young."
Eld. Thomas J. Cotton, New Richmond, West
Mrs. Holditch, of South River, Ont., Canada, Va.,
writes, October 16, 1891 :
writes, October 22d, 1891 :
" Dear Brother Hall,—In February last, I had a severe
"Dear Dr. Hall,—I would not be without the knowl attack
of fever and was never thoroughly cured, having
edge I have obtained through reading your Health-Pam severe pains
my left breast, expeotorated blood, lost
phlet for more than one hundred times its price. We my appetite, in
could not lie in bed. This continued
call it our dootor. One of my children had Inflamma until the 12thand
of
when I commenced your treat
tion of the lungs and was in a high fever, pulse 140. ment. Now I amJuly,
as well as ever and sleep as sweetly
After four treatments this was down to 105, and in three as a babe. May God
in
his mercy grant you many more
hours she was asking for something to eat and was years of a life of usefulness
to humanity.
well—except a slight and loose cough whloh gradually
"Yours
for
Health,
Thos. J. Cotton."
left her—and up the seoond day. I am sure that the
most severe bilious fever can be broken up in from R. S. Maddox, of Goshen, Ky., writes, Octo
twenty-four to thirty-six hours by the use of your ber 8th, 1891 :
remedy. Wishing you every success, I am,
" Dear Dr. Hall,—About six years ago I had a serious
" Very respectfully yours,
Mrs. Holditch." illness
and the doctor, who attended me, said I had a
stricture
between the larger and smaller intestines in
Mrs. Lucy Bedell, of 18 Merrick St., Adrian, addition to
other ailments and that it would proveMich., writes, October 14th, 1891 :
fatal unless I continually used cathartics, which I have
had
to
do
every
night since or suffer untold misery,
"Dear Dr. Hall,—Having been the means of making
about five months ago, when I purchased your
your Hygienic Treatment known to over 100 of my until
Health-Pamphlet
and
your treatment into practice,
neighbors and friends, and knowing it has saved the since doing so I have put
not taken a single dose of medi
lives of many, my son and four other persons here cine and now feel well
and
more like myself than I
among the number, all of whom were pronounced In have for seven years. Many thanks
to you.
curable by their physicians, I can speak from experi
"Robert S. Maddox."
ence, and can testify to its efficacy In nearly all dis
eases.
Mr. Lafayette Prothero, of Baraboo, Wis.,
In my son's case, he was attended by three physicians,
October 1st, 1891 :
none of whom could tell the cause of his trouble nor writes,
"A. Wilford Hall, Sir,—My little daughter has hsd
help him In any way, but through this simple and inex catarrh
for
five years. I commenced your treatment
pensive treatment of yours, he is now cured of that
her on September 15th and on the 28th of the same
terrible disease with which he has been afflicted for the with
month
I
asked
three persons, who had known how bad
past six yean, and has not lost one day's work since she had been, to
examine her. They did so, and all
putting it into practice.
Truly yours,
made
and
signed
*' Lucy Bedell." no sign of it aboutanher.affidavit that they could discover
W. A. Bass, of Delton, was beoomlng Insane, was suf
Evangelist C. C. Lathers, of Mansfield, Pa., fering
from nervous dyspepsia and for three years past
writes, October 13, 1891 :
has been unable to work. In two weeks after com
the treatment be was able to attend to his
" Dear Dr. Hall,—In the case of Mr. Peterson a neigh mencing
and in three weeks his symptoms of insanity
bor of mine, when I called his attention to your treat business,
disappeared. These areiwonderful statements, but
ment he was well advanced in consumption, having had
nevertheless
true.
Yours truly,
had several hemorrhages and very heavy night sweats.
"Lafayette Prothero."
A few days ago he told me the night sweats ceased
within two weeks after beginning the treatment, has
had no more hemorrhage and with renewed appetite
CONTENTS FOR NOVEMBEE NOTffBER.
is gaining strength daily, being able to walk threePAGIquarters of a mtie without fatigue for the first time
for many months. Has used no medicines sinee begin The Wave-Theory of Sound Demolished.—Arraign
177
ning the treatment. Should the improvement continue ment of Prof. Tyndall. (By the Editor.)
181
as I doubt not it will, his will be a case not unlike your God and Law. (By Prof. H. A. Mott, LL. D.)
Isaao Hoffer on Col. Ingersol
182"
own of forty years ago.
Yours truly,
" C. C. Lather." The Defeots of the Wave-Theory Acknowledged.
(By J. I. Swander, Ph. D.)—Dr. Audsley's New
Lecture
188
Thomas H. Harris, of Spotsylvania, C. H., How
to Prevent Bank Robberies by Trusted Officials.
Va., writes :
(By the Editor.)
184
" Dear Dr. Hall,—I have for a number of years been Prof. J. I. Swander, D. D., Ph. D.—Onr Leading Arti
subject to nervous headaches, and every week would cle This Month.—Close of Vol. VHI. (By the Bdi185
be cross and ill-humored from suffering, I tried drugs, tor.).
but to no purpose. Now, if I feel in the least unwell, Velocity of Light—How Shown. With Remarks by
187
your treatment and a night's rest makes me as fresh as the Editor.
188
ever. To your very valuable Pamphlet I am willing to The Gods Unveiled. No. 1. (By I. N. Vail.)
credit all of this wonderful change and the great benefit Books Worth Their Weight in Gold.—The Philoso
I have received. I have never bad so much value before phy of Mind-Reading. (By the Associate Editor.) 189
The Marvel of the Age.—Agents Wanted
191
for fonr dollars.
Your friend,
" T. H. Harris." Testimonials
19»
The above are only a sample of over 20,000 unsolicited letters of indorse
ment of our Health Treatment. For further information and indorsements sendfor our EXTRA "MICROCOSM." COPIES SENT FREE.
Address all communications to
DR. A. WILFORD HALL,
* 23 PARK ROW, NEW YORK.
Press of H. B. Blkins, IS and 15 Vandewater Street, New York.

